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PREFACE

Energy policy and energy-related issues have become controversial in recent

times. Moreover, such issues are increasingly becoming politicized. This

politicization is viewed with suspicion and alarm by many of the energy players.

Indeed, one of the questions asked by the various interests groups that were

sent a questionnaire asking for input into this study was: IIWhy is the Joint

Legislative Committee on Science and Technology doing a study about the

administrative processes relating to energy decision making?" In anticipation

of this question by others, this preface explains some of the impetus behind

the study, the study's objectives, the organization of the report, and the

approach taken in preparing the study.

Over the last several years there has been increased vocalization about and

opposition to electrical power in Minnesota as well as the rest of the United

States and, indeed, the world. The most obvious example in Minnesota is the

ongoing opposition by farmers to the United Power Association/Cooperative Power

Association Three + 400 kilovolt electric transmission line. This situation has

become increasingly more militant and no quick resolution, if any, to the

conflict is foreseen. There has been continuous opposition to Northern States

Power's nuclear plants (Monticello, Prairie Island, and the now defunct Tyrone

plant in Wisconsin) as well as the proposed expansion of the Sherco facilities

(one or two SaO-megawatt plants). Minnesota Power and Light has seen opposition

to the Floodwood-Fine Lakes project (an SaO-megawatt plant). This opposition

to plants and power lines is not new and opposition to the now defunct Henderson

site is still remembered by many.

The Minnesota Legislature has responded by enacting new laws, amending these

laws, introducing numerous bills, holding numerous hearings, and still no

resolution to the conflicts is foreseen. These conflicts, which are about

differing values in the utilization of scarce resources, center around plant size and
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type; water pollution, air pollution, and health hazards posed by plants and

lines; agricultural and other land impacts; fuel transportation; costs; rates;

the siting of plants and lines; and damage awards in the condemnation pro-

ceedings. The focus of these conflicts is on the administration processes

which make the decisions on these issues. Because of these conflicts and for

other reasons, the Joint Committee has responded to requests by some of its

members and the Chairman of the now defunct House Select Committee on Energy

by authorizing this study.

There were four principal legislators responsible for identifying the issues

or issue areas to be addressed in this study: Representatives Gordon Voss, Ken

Nelson, and Delbert Anderson, and Senator Wayne Olhoft. The issues were deter-

mined through informal discussions between the author and the legislators and

between them and others. The issues do not necessarily reflect a consensus

on the part of the principal legislators about what is at issue in electrical

energy policy. Rather, these issues reflect some of their individual views.

The specific issues with which the study is concerned and the limitations

which were placed upon it include

1. The study would be limited to electrical utilities;

2. Public participation would be a primary focus;

3. The interrelationships of the state agencies which regulate electrical
utilities including the Minnesota Energy Agency, the Minnesota Environ
mental Quality Board, permitting agencies and the Public Service
Commission would be examined as they are involved in the following
issues:

a. Public participation;

b. timing agency decision making;

c. delay in energy facility development;

d. the relationship of size, type, and location in siting new facilities;

e. the nature and timing of the environmental review process;

f. conservation of electrical energy;

g. the poor and the cost of electrical energy;
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h. the certificate of need and the certificate of site compatibility
in the determination of "necessity: in eminent domain proceedings; and

i. the "taking" of agricultural land for power plants and lines;

4. Eminent domain would be a primary focus;

5. Recommendations for change would be offered as a catalyst for debate; and

6. A survey of all parties including interest persons, government agencies,
and electrical utilities would be undertaken to determine if a consensus
of opinion on the problems or solutions could be obtained.

After extensive research and analysis, the principal legislators involved

approved a survey that was sent to all electrical utilities, the key seven

regulatory agencies, and over 350 people. Of the nearly 600 questionnaires sent

out, only 34 were returned--a number insufficient to draw any conclusions from

or to determine if a consensus on the problems or their solutions existed.

The report is divided into five chapters. Chapters One and Two provide

background information on electrical energy use and the law, regulations, and

the administrative processes affecting electrical energy with judicial interpre-

tations thereof. Chapters Three, Four, and Five discuss many of the issues

noted above and offer recommendations. These recommendations are not offered

in the sense of being absolute solutions to the many problems relating to

electrical energy policy. Rather, they are offered as a focal point to debate

electrical energy policy and the tools of that policy. The recommendations

represent the judgment of the author and should be evaluated on their merits.

They do not necessarily reflect the views and opinions of the Joint Committee,

the Science and Technology Research Office, the Minnesota Legislature, or the

principal legislators involved.

In addition, several appendices are included in the report. Appendix one

summarizes the 34 responses to the questionnaires on ten selected questions

relating to electrical energy policy. Appendices two through six summarize

the recommendations of other legislative and administrative reports on energy

policy conducted in the last six years.
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This study is designed to be a public admi:nistrat~on or proce.ss study,

The charge that the legislature gave in addre$sing the issues. of this study

can be best summed up by the following question: "What tIl, the administrative

and regulatory processes contributed to the anger.~ frustration~ and militancy

of citizens over power plant and line need, siting~ permit l and condemnation

decisions?" Consequently the p:dncipal concern o;fi the study was whether

citizens have th.e opportunity to e~fectively partictpate tIl, the administrative

processes which make state decisions involving energy poltcy, The study does

not, for example, address esoteric questions of how participation affects group

behavior and attitudes, nor does it address a litiny of speciftc instances where

the processes have been used. Rathe.r, the study analyses decision making pro

cesses. by (1) examining the factors that th~ decision mak:i;pg process is required

to consider, (2) determining the underlying values imPl,icit within the process,

()) identifying conflicting, unbalanced, or skewed procedures which result in a

de facto administrative bias, and (4) examining the process to determine if all

interests have the opportunity to participate equally.

The goal of the report is to improve the process by which agencies make

decisions. Improving the decision making process should result in decisions

that are more acceptable and less frustrating. The key to making better de

cisions and decisions that are more acceptable to the parties and less frustrating

is to design administrative processes that provide for fair and effective

opportunity for all interests to participate in the dec:ision, Recognizing that

the participants in the administrative process have conflicting value systems and

notions of what they feel is important, the major basis for unity among these

participants is the way decisions are made, The major element of stabi1,ity in

our political system is th.at the decision making process is agreed upon prior to

the knowledge of the specific outcome of that process. All parties have an

interest in preserving a decision making process or political system which they

believe is fair, The alternative is the use of force to maintain what ts

believed to be the majority conviction.
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There were two assumptions used in approaching this study. First, the

only values that would be considered in evaluating decision making processes

were those inherent within the constitutional or statutes enacted by the

legislature. There are a number of values, often conflicting, inherent within

the decision making processes governing energy policy. Some of these include

the following: (1) electricity shall be provided to all who wish it, regardless

of end use or waste; (2) conservation is the foremost energy policy of the

state; (3) effective and fair public participation shall be provided at all steps

in the decision making processes; (4) the health, safety, and welfare of the

citizens and protection of the environment shall be preserved and maintained;

(5) the poor should be helped and protected; and (6) those citizens who lose

their land due to condemnation shall be made whole again in the form of money.

The second assumption rests on the premise that the existing political in

stitutions only need to be refined, that the underlying structure is sound, and

no major or fundamental changes in our political structure are needed. It has

been suggested that society is presently in too great a state of flux to set up

a set of procedures to resolve controversies. Yet, when examining the legislative

history and judicial interpretation of statutes, as well as the clarifications

provided by the courts about the constitution, it becomes clear that the result

of most changes is the continued refinement of existing administrative processes.

Generally, the underlying structure of the process remains constant. The specific

procedures refine the structure, fine-tune-it, to align it with today's values.

Consequently, the study's recommendations attempt to fine-tune the process,

rather than offer recommendations which greatly change the underlying structure.

This does not mean that the recommendations, if implemented, would not result in

significant changes in present practices. Most recommendations are being imple

mented, in some way, shape, or form now. But, none of the recommendations are

designed to alter the underlying political or administrative structure. They

are designed to refine the process based upon existing legislatively and consti

tutionally stated values.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report (Regulating Electric Utilities in Minnesota: The Reform of
Legal Institutions) was funded by the Joint Legislative Committee on Science
and Technology of the Minnesota Legislature. A variety of factors contributed
to the funding of this study including (1) the increasing cost of electricity;
(2) the decrease in supply of cheap, easily accessible fuels to generate
electricity; (3) the conflict over the utilization of scaEeresources such as
air, water, and land; and (4) the controversy over the power line in west-
central Minnesota. The report is divided into five chapters. The first two
chapters provide background material necessary to the understanding of Minnesota's
electric energy policy and tools. The remaining three chapters analyze several
important variables in e1ecttic energy policy. These last three chapters focus
on decision making by agencies and utilities by examining (1) public parti
cipation in energy related decision making; (2) how decisions are made which
allegedly balance power plant siting with environmental and public health
concerns; (3) the impact of a conservation policy on the need for new power
plants; (5) the protection of the poor f~om the rapid rise in the cost of electric
energy; and (6) the eminent domain process, the final step in siting power plants
and lines.

CHAPTER ONE: SETTING THE STAGE

In recent years the United States and the world have awakened to a new
problem involving the conflict of competing public interests both in assuring
a reliable supply of electrical energy and in achieving and maintaining a safe,
healthful, and pleasing human surrounding. Until a decade or so ago, the public
did not perceive these two interests as conflicting. The practice was to pro
mote a rapid growth in the demand for electricity. This attitude was widely
accepted after the publication of the National Power Survey in 1964 conducted
by the then Federal Power Commission. This document urged "maximum growth"
in electrical demand and recommended that this be "encouraged by reductions in
rates and steady improvements in service. 1I Such an approach was characterized
as a "far-sighted philosophy. ,,1

With the Northeast Power Blackout in 1965 and the decision of the second
circuit court of appeals in Scenic Hudson Preservation Conference v. Federal
Power Commission, which required the Federal Power Commission (FPC) to consider
the environmental consequences of its decisions in licensing facilities, the
nation became aware that potential conflicts existed between maintaining a
reliable supply of electricity and the environmental consequences of doing
this. 2 In sum, the public has perceived limits upon the common air, water,
and land resources and possible limits on the primary energy resources.

1 Federal Power Commission, National Power Survey, Washington, D.C.: USGPO,
1964.

2 Scenic Hudson Preservation Conference v. Federal Power Commission, 354 F.2d
608 (2d Cir. 1965). See also: 384 U.S. 941 (1966), 453 F.2d 463 (2d Cir.
1971), and 407 U.S. 926 (1972).
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Without question electric power is an integral, pervasive element of
American society and economy. All sectors of society including industrial,
commercial, and personal sectors are dependant upon electricity. Clearly,
"without electricity, our twentieth-century civilization--as we know it--can
not survive.,,3 However, there is strong disagreement over how much electricity
is needed or advisable. There is extensive debate over the factual relation
ships of electricity to the economy and to the environment. The importance
accorded to these economic and environmental values differs substantially.
And, obviously, solutions proposed range from faster growth of electricity
to intentional, immediate cut-backs depending upon the importance to the
individual of the values held. The effect of this debate, which is still
continuing, places decision makers in the difficult role of reexamining or
creating energy policies on a national and state level.

Minnesota in response to increasing shortages of liquid energy fuels and
an increasing demand for electricity has enacted a series of laws creating
tools for implementing an energy policy. The only discernible energy policy,
however, is that of conservation. Minnesota Statutes, §l16H.Ol, summarizes
this policy:4

l16H.Ol FINDINGS AND PURPOSE. The legislature finds and
declares that the present rapid growth in demand for energy
is in part due to unnecessary energy use; that a continua
tion of this trend will result in serious depletion of finite
quantities of fuels, land and water resources, and threats
to the state's environmental quality; that the state must
insure consideration of urban expansion, transit systems;
economic development, energy conservation and environmental
protection in planning for large energy facilities; that
there is a need to carry out energy conservation measures;
and that energy planning, protection of environmental
values, development of Minnesota energy sources, and con
servation of energy require expanded authority and tech
nical capability and a unified, coordinated response within
state government.

The legislature seeks to encourage thrift in the use of
energy, and to maximize use of energy-efficient systems,
thereby reducing the rate of growth of energy consumption,
prudently conserving energy resources, and assuring state
wide environmental protection consistent with an adequate,
reliable supply of energy.

No comprehensive energy plan exists. The Final Report of the Legislative.
Commission on Energy summarized the situation: 5

3 Remarks by J.N. Nassikas, "Meeting Energy Demands in a Changing Society,"
Annual Meeting of the Association of Edison Illuminating Companies, Boca
Raton, Florida, December 4, 1969.

4 Minnesota Energy Agency Act, Minnesota Statutes §116H.Ol.

5 "A Minnesota Energy Plan--Proposed, "Final Report of the Legislative
Commission on Energy, Minnesota State Legislature, June la, 1975.
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The Legislative Commission on Energy is aware of no existing
statement of an energy policy plan for Minnesota. Because
serious energy problems are apparently at our doorstep--cur
tailed deliveries of natural gas and Canadian crude oil,
greatly increased prices for traditional energy fuels, etc.--it
is deemed by Commission members to be intolerable that the
state is leaving virtually all energy policy decisions to
energy suppliers, federal authorities, and the marketplace.
Leaving major energy decisions in these quarters is to run the
serious risk of allowing the state to slip into consumption
patterns that will eventually be altered only at the time of
crisis and will probably be accompanied by widespread social
and economic dislocations. How much better it would be to
use a degree of foresight and prepare an energy policy plan
that will minimize or eliminate serious dislocations.

No state energy plan has been enacted by the legislature since this report
was issued in 1975. A number of questions 'need to be addressed in any energy
plan relating to electrical energy. Some of these questions are (1) Which
energy fuel(s) will be developed and used to meet long-range energy demands?;
(2) How will conserving electricity and reducing fluctuations (peak demands)
in electrical use be met?; (3) Will electrical growth be limited to critical
uses or will all who demand electricity be supplied?; and (4) What limits will
be placed upon the development of alternative fuels and technologies for pro
viding electricity and who will develop them?

Section 1.1 reviews past and projected electric energy use. There are a
number of different perspectives from which electrical energy use may be viewed
including (1) electricity as a fraction of the total energy mix; (2) the growth
of electrical use; (3) the control of generating systems; (4) generating capacity
of fuel type; and (5) sales of electricity. First, a substantial proportion of
U.S. energy (17.03 of 79.40 quadrillion Btu's) goes into the generation of
electricity and the various sectors of the economy are increasingly relying on
electricity as the most popular form of energy to be used. Second, the United
States' consumption of electrical power has grown exponentially with a doubling
time of about ten years, which translates into an annual growth rate of about
7.4% through 1973. Since 1973, the growth rate has dropped to less than 3% per
year. Generally, the growth of per capita electricity consumption has increased
faster than total per capita energy consumption, and while the cost of energy
consumption per $1.00 of GNP has decreased, the cost of electricity per $1.00
of GNP has increased since 1920. Third, privately owned utilities (basically
NSP) generate most of the electricity in Minnesota. Fourth, most electricity
in Minnesota is generated by steam plants. Finally, the urban residential
sector consumed 30% of all electricity in 1976, with the commercial, manufacturing,
and mining sector consuming over half of the electricity.

The 1976 Advance Forecasting Report submitted to the Minnesota Environmental
Quality Board (MEQB) by the Minnesota/Wisconsin Power Suppliers projected winter
and summer peak demand growing at a rate of 6.6 and 6.8 percent, respectively.
In the 1978 report this was revised downward to 5.1 and 5.0 winter and summer
peak demand growth rates respectively. This reduction in the rate of growth
is equivalent to a doubling time of about 14 years. These revised figures
appear to be unrealistic and probably not more than one new plant will be needed
before 1990.
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As noted earlier, one energy policy that has been articulated by the
state is that of conservation. Some people argue that as one form of energy
is conserved another form will be used in its place. Electricity is often
suggested as a viable substitute for other energy sources. Electrical energy
demand and peak demand would rise if electricity was substituted to meet the
projected decline in petroleum supplies.

At some point this growth in electrical demand must be translated into new
generating plants. If electricity is substituted for diminishing petroleum
supplies, then, as estimated by the Minnesota Energy Agency, anywhere from 17
to 20 new plants and their associated transmission lines would be needed be
tween 1987 and 1995. Others have suggested that anywhere from 12 to 25
(1,600-megawatt) plants may be needed in the next 25 years though still others
have suggested "demand is not growing rapidly now."6 On a short-term basis,
the MEA estimates between four and six plants will be needed in the state
by 1990, though probably not more than one new plant will be needed by 1990.
At present, a number of new facilities have been proposed as well as a number
of retirements.

However, many people doubt Minnesota's ability to build four new plants let
along the 17 to 25 that may be necessary by the turn of the century. A number
of constraints can affect the state's ability to build new plants. These
include (1) fuel availability; (2) water supply; (3) environmental constraints
such as air and water pollution and their impacts on public health; (4) the
availability of capital for financing new plants, and (5) social constraints
such as land use and public acceptability.

One of the more interesting aspects about the use of energy in the United
States and, indeed, the industrialized portion of the world is that energy
growth rate is exponential. This means that the rate of growth is itself
increasing. Some have suggested that the growth process is self-accelerating,
which means that the very use of energy seems to encourage the use of more
energy. Nature is full of these self-propelled processes. However, none of
them are perpetual. One may conclude, therefore that exponential growth rates
are an indication that the process has not yet encountered the forces which
will change it, for example, the constraints noted above and the ability of the
consumer to pay the increased prices for energy. Perhaps the revision of
utility forecasts downwards is an indication that these forces are finally being
felt.

Section 1.2 reviews the rationale for regulating electric utilities. Public
utilities are regulated, limited monopolies. They are monopolies because in
most instances the government awards a market franchise to only one utility
(called a "certificate of public convenience and necessity") to provide a
particular service in a specific locality. They may be limited as monopolies
where there is inter-industry competition such as product substitution (e.g.,
natural gas for electricity) and under certain circumstances competition between
the types of a public service industry. An example of this competition is that
for services between investor owned, government owned, and cooperatively owned
electric ctilities. In addition, in most states, including Minnesota, utilities
are regulated by public commissions.

6 Minnesota State Planning Agency et al., Future Electric Resource Demands
Pilot Study, December 1976, and Personal Communication with Allan Jaisle,
Manager, Power Plant Siting Staff, June 5, 1979.
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Prior to World War I~ the public believed that competition would keep
electrical prices down and that~ therefore~ there was no need for regulation.
Operating under this assumption~ municipalities and states granted franchises
and issued licenses for the formation of many small power companies. The
result was not healthy competition to keep down the cost of electricity~

but the emergence of one large strong company buying or forcing out the
smaller companies; this led to the formation of monopolies within service
areas. As a result of this trend~ governments and economists began viewing
electrical utilities as "natural monopolies". The government responded by
regulating utilities through public commissions. 7

Section 1.3 summarizes federal regulation of electric utilities. Federal~

state~ and local governments make many decisions which affect energy policy.
The laws and regulations enacted by legislative bodies and promulgated by
agencies were established over a period of about 60 years. These regulatory
activities were in response to a wide variety of social problems~ from
monopolistic corporate practices to the availability of electricity to environ
mental concerns--not because of any national recognition for the need to
establish an energy policy.

Since 1935 the federal government has enacted a wide variety of laws
regulating electrical utilities and created a host of federal agencies to
implement the policies established. Each of these laws has varying degrees
of impact on the state's ability to regulate electrical utilities. There
are five functional areas of agency responsibility: (1) policy development
and program coordination; (2) regulation of the energy sector including
economic controls~ fuels allocation~ and import controls~ facility siting~

land use~ and environmental and safety regulations~() research and
development; (4) energy resource development; and (5) energy conservation.

CHAPTER TWO: THE ENERGY PLAYERS

There are numerous processes affecting the generation~ distribution~ and
cost of electricity in Minnesota. While many of these processes are guided
or controlled by federal laws (see Chapter One)~ a number of the key decisions
affecting the utilities and the ultimate consumers of electricity still reside
at the state level. These processes include determining the need for large
electrical generating facilities and high voltage transmission lines (HVTLs)~

conservation policies~ advanced planning for new facilities~ siting facilities~

environmental policies~ permitting new facilities~ determining service areas~

establishing rates~ and a host of other activities. The Minnesota Legislature
has created a number of agencies to govern these processes and implement
its~policies,

The energy players who implement the Minnesota regulatory processes that
affect and govern electrical utilities and the role the public~ which is de
fined as non-governmental~ non-utility people~ can play in affecting the
decision making process of the agencies and utilities are many. These energy

7 Hellman~ R.~ Government Competition in the Electric Utility Industry~ New
York: Praeger, 1972,
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players include the electrical utilities t the Minnesota Energy Agency (MEA)t
the Environmental Quality Board (MEQB) t the permitting and pollution control
agencies (primarily MPCA and DNR)t the Public Service Commission (PSC) and
its related agencYt the Department of Public Service (DPS) t the public's
advocate in rate proceedings (Residential Utility Service Unit (RUSU) within
the Office of Consumer Services)t and the public (i.e' t those lIinterested
persons ll affected by a decision and who wish to get involved in the issue).

The two major concerns of the electrical utilities are the authorizations
for siting for new facilities and the rate of compensation permitted from the
sales of the power generated. Sections 2.2 through 2.4 of Chapter Two
describe the agencies that affect siting. The authorizations for siting
overlap many agencies. In addition t many agencies have responsibilities
involving energy policy beyond siting decisions.

Section 2.1 reviews electrical utilities' organizational structures and
laws governing their existence. The electrical utility industry within the
United States is generally made up of vertically integrated companies that
generate t transmit t and deliver electricity to consumers. There are about
3 t sOO utility systems supplying electricity in the United States. Of these,
about 400 are investor-owned with an aggregate generating capacity of 263 t OOO
megawatts or 77% of the total generating capacity in the United States. Forty
systems are federally owned with an aggregate capacity of 39 t OOO megawatts or
11% of the total. About 2 t OOO systems are municipally or state-owned with an
aggregate generating capacity of 34,000 megawatts or 10% of the total.
FinallYt the remaining 1,000 cooperatively owned systems have an aggregate
capacity of about stOOO megawatts or less than 2% of the total U.S. generating
capacity. Minnesota's electrical utility industry consists of 8 privately
owned utilities, 129 municipal utilities t and 56 cooperative utilities.

Most electrical utilities act together to interconnect their transmission
systems into regional transmission grids that permit the flow of power among
utilities and regions. The development of the grid system is due in large part
to a change in perception by government t utilities, and the public of the
reliability of electrical power generation. In November 1965, the Northeast
Power Blackout demonstrated the disparity between the demand for electricity
and the reliability problem of meeting that demand by the industry. The need
for increased electrical transmission and generation capability was due to
an increasing demand growth rate which rose to 7 to 8% per year. In order to
maximize efficiency the industry began interconnecting its systems and relying
upon fewer t but 1arger t generating facilities. Because of this change in
direction toward interconnection and larger p1ants t the opportunity for system
failure increased. The Federal Power Commission t recognizing the consequences
if such a failure should occur t urged the formation of area reliability
councils within the industry. At the same timet state and local governments
became more interested in regulating the construction of new energy facilities.

The electrical utilities t recognizing their responsibility to provide
consumers with reliable service t formed the National Electric Reliability
Council (NERC) in 1968. This national council is divided into nine regional
reliability councils. The regional council for Minnesota is called the Mid
Continent Area Reliability Coordination Agreement (MARCA). MARCA is the council
which provides the IIreliabi1ity overview ll for the upper midwest region. A
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complementary organization to MARCA is the Mid-Continent Area Power Pool (MAPP) ,
which is basically the U.S. portion of }UffiCA.

While area councils formed by the utilities were originally designed to
ensure the reliability of the power system, new factors began to playa major
role. The most important factors were due to the growing national concern
about environmental deterioration. Along with this growing concern was the
development of environmental policy as expressed in the National Environmental
Policy Act of 1969: 8

The purposes of this Act are: To declare a national policy
which will encourage productive and enjoyable harmony between
man and his environment; to promote efforts which will prevent
or eliminate damage to the environment and biosphere and stim
ulate the health and welfare of man; to enrich the understanding
of the ecological systems and natural resources important to
the Nation; and to establish a Council on Environmental Quality.

This act introduced the concept of environmental impact in the regulatory
process. It established that power plants and all other industry should meet
environmental protection standards enacted by federal and state government and
that adverse environmental effects of facility siting should be minimized.

The Minnesota utilities within MAPP, MARCA, and the NERC derive their existence
from the state. The three types of utilities that service Minnesota exist
because of many laws enacted-by the legislature.

The first type of utility authorized by the legislature is the public
service corporations organized under the General Provisions of Corporations,
Minnesota Statutes §300.03 et. seq. These corporations are investor or privately
owned utilities which furnish power for public use. The General Provisions
permit the state to supervise and regulate the business methods and management
of the corporations and fix the compensation they may receive for their services.
These corporations are subject to many restrictions not placed on other corpora
tions organized under other provisions of Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 300.
These sections also define a public utility to mean any corporation that generates
electricity and which is neither a municipality nor any person that furnishes
electricity services to less than 50 people including cooperative associations
(M.S. §300.ll, Subdivision 1 and 4).

The second type of utility authorized by the legislature is the electrical
cooperative association organized under Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 308. These
utilities are subject to most provisions of the public service corporations.

The third type of utility authorized by the legislature is the municipal
utility organized under Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 453 and Chapter 455. Utilities
organized under Chapter 453 are municipal corporations consisting of two or more
cities formed to acquire and finance electrical facilities. This law extends
powers to Municipal Power Agencies (MPAs) to assure an adequate supply of
electricity to cities. Chapter 455 provides that city of the second, third, or
fourth class, acting alone, may construct or purchase electric light plants.

8 National Environmental Policy Act, 42 U.S.C. §432l 35. seq.
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Minnesota has developed a set of laws and regulations for the development
of large electrical power generating plants and large high voltage transmission
lines (HVTLs). The laws, which include the Minnesota Energy Agency Act, the
Power Plant Siting Act, and the Environmental Policy Act, require a sequential
review of proposed energy facilities. The process basically consists of four
steps. First, the utility must obtain a certificate of need from the Minnesota
Energy Agency (MEA). Second, after establishing the need for a new facility,
the utility must obtain a certificate of site compatibility from the MEQB. The
third step is the compilation in an environmental impact statement (EIS) of
information necessary for decision making. The final step requires the utility
to obtain permits from various agencies for the construction and operation of
the proposed facility.

Section 2.2 reviews the function of the Minnesota Energy Agency. The MEA
is divided into four divisions: conservation, administration, data and analysis,
and alternative energy development. These four divisions oversee the nine major
activities of the agency. The MEA employs over 90 people (38 state plus federal
and legislative), three times the 1976 level. The four activities that this
report is primarily concerned with are the conservation program, forecasting
activity, certificate of need activity, and the research program. The most
important function of the MEA, with regard for ensuring the reliability of
our electrical supply, is the certificate of need activity. The certificate of
need process results in the decision for size, type, and timing of new energy
facilities.

Section 2.3 reviews the two principal activities of the Environmental
Quality Board--power plant siting and environmental policy. The MEQB is composed
of seven agency heads, a representative of the governors office, and four
members of the citizen advisory committee. The director of the State Planning
Agency is the chairman of the MEQB. There are three other laws relating to
energy overseen by the MEQB in addition to its enabling legislation. These
laws include the Environmental Coordination Procedures Act, the Power Plant
Siting Act, and the Environmental Policy Act.

The purpose of the Power Plant Siting Act (PPSA) is to find the most
environmentally acceptable locations for large power plants and large HVTLs.
This Act is the second step in the sequential process for locating new 9
facilities. The policy of the act was spelled out clearly by the legislature:

The legislature hereby declares it to be the policy of the state
to locate large electric power facilities in an orderly manner
compatible with environmental preservation and the efficient
use of resources. In accordance with this policy the board
shall choose locations that minimize adverse human and environ
mental impact while insuring continuing electric power system
reliability and integrity and insuring that electric energy
needs are met and fulfilled in an orderly and timely fashion.

9 Power Plant Siting Act, Minnesota Statutes §116C.54.
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The Minnesota Environmental Policy Act was enacted in 1973, four years
after NEPA (the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969). Both laws sought
t~ establish a new policy that would make environmental and public health
values factors in governmental decision making. These values have been
ignored by decision makers for many reasons. Environmental values are what
economists call exogenous variables (i.e., external factors which cannot
easily be assigned dollar amounts). Because of the difficulty, if not
impossibility, of assigning dollar amounts to values, environmental and
public health concerns were often ignored or considered unimportant in many
decisions made by government (i.e., low dollar amounts were assigned to these
values). MEPA, both in policy and action, set a new tone for the consideration
of these values. The Minnesota Supreme Court has recognized that the purpose
of all environmental legislation, at both the state and federal level, is to
force agencies to make their own impartial evaluation of environmental
considerations in deciBion making. The purpose of the Minnesota Environmental
Policy Act (MEPA) are~

(a) to declare a state policy that will encourage
productive and enjoyable harmony between'man and his
environment; (b) to promote efforts that will prevent
or eliminate damage to the environment and biosphere
and stimulate the he&lth and welfare of man; and (c)
to enrich the understanding of the ecological systems
and natural resources important to the state and to the nation,

Section 2.4 reviews the organization and laws of the permitting agencies.
The fourth and final step in securing the necessary authorizations for siting
new energy facilities is the securing of permits from federal, state, and
local agencies. The principal purpose of the EIS process is to secure
sufficient information for government agencies to determine whether a new
facility should be constructed at a particular location. During the permitting
step, the government agencies review the environmental information on the major
effects and design of the proposed facility to determine whether it meets the
applicable health, environmental, and safety standards. During the process,
public hearings are held to solicit public comments and information. If the
permitting agency determines that the proposed facility meets the requirements
of its laws and regulations, then the permit is issued. If one or more of the
agencies determine that its regulations will be violated, permits are denied
and the utility must either redesign the facility to obtain compliance or
abandon its proposal. In the case involving Sherco 3 & 4 (NSP's proposed
addition of two 800-MW plants near Becker, Minnesota) the hearing officer for
the MEQB determined that 26 permits from nine government bodies must be obtained.
In addition to these permits, the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (MPCA)
must review the plant for compliance with New Source Performance Standards
which specify maximum air pollution emissions, and Significant Deterioration
Standards (SDS) , which specify the maximum allowable degradation of ambient
air quality attributable to the new facility, under the Clean Air Act, as
amended.

10 Environmental Policy Act, Minnesota Statutes §116D.Ol.
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Section 2.5 reviews the function of the Public Service Commission. The
second major concern of the electrical utilities, besides obtaining necessary
authorization for new facilities, is the rate of compensation permitted from
the sales of the power generated. Minnesota began to regulate electrical
utilities in 1974 under the Minnesota Public Utilities Act, and became the
48th state in the nation to do so. The principal purpose of this act is to
fix rates of compensation for the sales of electric power. The act does not
apply at all to municipal utilities; it applies only to those cooperative
utilities that choose to become regulated. In addition to fixing rates, the
PSC establishes exclusive service areas for utilities.

There are three agencies which have statutory obligations to get involved
in rate cases: the Department of Public Service (DPS), the Public Service
Commission (PSC) , and the Residential Utility Consumer Unit, Office of Consumer
Services (RUCU/OCS), which is part of the Commerce Department. Minnesota
Statutes, Chapter 2l6A created the Department of Public Service and the Public
Service Commission and provides for the usual administrative responsibilities.
Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 216 sets forth the procedures for the Department
of Public Service. Minnesota Statutes §45.17, Subd. 2 sets forth the
responsibilities of the Residential Utility Consumer Unit: ll

Subd. 2. The consumer services section shall be responsible for
representing and furthering the interests of residential utility
consumers through participation in matters before the public
service commission involving utility rates and adequacy of utility
services to residential utility consumers. The consumer services
section shall expend a reasonable portion of its efforts among
all three kinds of utility services and shall identify and promote
the needs of each class of residential consumers with respect to
each of the utility services.

Section 2.6 examines the role and rights of the public to participate in
the process. The role of the people in government decision making has changed
substantially over the last two hundred years. In the early years of this
country the primary forum for public participation was the local to~vn hall
meeting, where most decisions affecting the people were made. The public
elected additional representatives to perform such tasks as run the post office,
collect tariffs, and provide for the common defense, which were beyond the
scope of the town meeting. But government has changed drastically over the last
two hundred years and in many ways beyond the projections of Alexis de Tocqueville.
Government has become more and more centralized and the public's input into the
decision making process has diminished in proportion to and at the same rate as
this increased centralization. Today, government affects and controls much of
the day-to-day behavior of its citizens.

Since the Civil War, civil government has altered dramatically. No longer
does the legislative branch spell out the do's and don't's for American society;
rather, it delegates authority to administrative agencies which spell out the
do's and don't's. These administrative agencies are run by people who are not
elected and who are generally unaffected by their decisions and unaccountable

11 Consumer Services Section Act, Minnesota Statutes §45.17, Subd. 2.
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for their actions. The legislative branch, by giving up its decision making
authority to these agencies, has diminished its role as an equal branch of
government and has relegated the executive branch to a superior position. The
problem is compounded by little, if any, oversight capability·:within th~·

legislative branch, particularly on the:state~ level. c....

However, the administrative agencies are not totally unaccountable for
their actions. The long-standing tradition of public participation in agency
decision making is still present. The fifth and fourteenth amendments to the
U.S. Constitution provide for due process in agency decision making. Since
World War II, the Congress and most state legislatures have passed administra
tive procedures acts and other laws, which provide for public input and
accountability and which specify the due process requirements for agency
decision making.

Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 15 sets forth provisions relating to the
administration of state departments and agencies. Chapter 15 contains the
Administrative Procedures Act (APA) , M.S. §15.04ll-.052. The APA establishes
procedures relating to (1) the adoption of rules; (2) petitioning for the
adoption of rules; (3) judicial review of validity of rules, agency review of
licenses and registrations, agency decisions; and (4) the scope of review. The
APA also provides for the publication of rules, the creation of a state register,
and the creation of the Office of Hearing Examiners.

Although Congress and the states have passed numerous laws recognizing and
encouraging public participation, the idea of public involvement is stated best
in the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969. This act emphasized the
importance of citizen involvement in enhancing the quality of the environment: 12

The Congress recognizes that each person should enjoy a healthful
environment and that each person has a responsibility to contri
bute to the preservation and enhancement of the environment.

Minnesota put teeth in this statement when it enacted the Minnesota
Environmental Rights Act (MERA) in 1971. The purpose of MERA is spelled out in
its opening section: 13

The legislature finds and declares that each person is entitled
by right to the protection, preservation, and enhancement of air,
water, land, and other natural resources located within the state
and that each person has the responsibility to contribute to the
protection, preservation, and enhancement thereof. The legislature
further declares its policy to create and maintain within the state
conditions under which man and nature can exist in productive
harmony in order that present and future generations may enjoy clean
air and water, productive land, and other natural resources with
which this state has been endowed. Accordingly, it is in the
public interest to provide an adequate civil remedy to protect
air, water, land, and other natural resources located within the
state from pollution, impairment, or destruction.

12 National Environmental Policy Act, 42 U.S.C. §4323(c).

13 Minnesota Environmental Rights Act, Minnesota Statutes §116B.Ol.
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Prior to the passage of MERA, the people of Minnesota were unable to
protect the environment effectively through judicial action. Any person whose
property was injuriously affected or whose personal enjoyment was lessened
by a nuisance such as environmental pollution could maintain a private nuisance
action. If the nuisance affected a considerable number of people, then the
right to recover damages was modified. Under this circumstance an individual
had to show that he or she suffered an injury that was special or peculiar
to him or herself and not common to the general public before he or she could
recover damages. In many circumstances this was difficult; if not impossible
to do.

In addition to the above two laws, the enabling legislation for the energy
related agencies provides additional rights, procedures, and aid in facilitating
citizen participation in these administrative processes. Some of these rights,
procedures, and aids include (1) a citizen advisor notifies citizens and
explains the processes for siting power plants and lines; (2) a citizen advocate
for residential utility customers in rate requests by PSC regulated utilities
is housed in the Office of Consumer Services; (3) the EIS process provides for
public review and comment on site specific EISs; and (4) a host of other
procedures relating to planning, rulemaking, hearings, and judicial review.

Table E,S.-l summarizes the present electric utility regulating process
and the role and rights that each "energy player" has in participating in the
process.

CHAPTER THREE: PUBLIC PARTICIPATION IN ENERGY RELATED DECISION MMCING

This chapter, while focusing on energy decision making, is entirely
applicable to most, if not all, technological decision making. It is an under
statement to recognize that. technology has impacts (both positive and negative)
on the day to day lives of most people, Few, if any, people are immune to
the consequences of technology and the impact that technology may have on
human values. As the awareness of the role that technology plays in the quality
of life has grown, so too has the demand by the public for the opportunity to
play a significant role in the decision making processes which underlie
technological policies and investments. Because the applications of technology
involve considerations of human and societal values, citizens have begun to
seek a greater voice and vote. "It is not difficult to see citizen dissatis
faction with nuclear power as a symbol of increasing dissatisfaction among some
segments of the population with the economic and technological determinism
that they feel has characterized governmental management of limited environ
mental resources and a broader and more pervasive dissatisfaction with gover
nance itself."14

In a general sense, this entire chapter is aimed at assessing the impli
cations (j.e., the pros and cons) of increased public participation in techno
logical decision making, and energy related decision making in particular, and
offering recommendati'ons t-oprovide~for--and assure effective public participation.
Section 3.1 examined the role of technological decision making in a democratic
republic. It set the stage by examining the characteristics of technology
generally, how these characters affect values, which in turn generates conflict,

14 Ebbin, S. and Kasper, R., Citizen Groups and the Nuclear Power Controversy,
Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1974, p. 253.



TABLE E.S.-I

THE ELECTRICAL UTILITY REGULATORY PROCESS -- PRESENT PROCESS

ELECTRICAL UTILITIES MINNESOTA ENERGY AGENCY ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD PERMITING AGENCIES PUBLIC SERVICE CO~illISSIO~

-

RESPONSIBILITiESI PLANS SIZE, TYPE, MAKES SIZE, TYPE, AND MAKES LOCATION, EIS DECISION; ISSUE PERMITS FOR GRANTS RATE REQUESTS;
DECISIONS TIMING, LOCATION, AND TIMING DECISION PLANT DECISION MADE INDEPEND- CONSTRUCTION AND DETERMINES SERVICE

RATE DECISIONS ANT OF LINE DECISION; USE AREAS
CONDUCTS INVENTORY OF STUDY
AREAS

TIME ALLOW EO NO TIME LIMIT; 6 MONTHS SITING: 1 YEAR + 6 MONTHS SINGLE AGENCY: NONE RATES: 1 YEAR
FOR DECiSION USUALLY 5-7 YEARS . ROUTING: 1 YEAR + 90 DAYS EPCA: 185-205 DAYS SERVICE AREA: 12 DAYSIDRAFT EIS: 120 DAYS

RIGIITS OF PUBLIC
'1'0 PAR'l'ICll'ATE:
1. ALLOWED 1. NO 1. YES 1. YES: SITING, ROUTING, EIS 1. YES 1. YES
2. FUNOED 2. NO 2. NO 2. NO 2. NO 2. YES
3. PUBLIC ADVOCATE 3. NO 3. NO 3. CITIZEN ADVISOR - NO 3. NO 3. YES
4. OTHER 4. NO 4. NO ADVISORY COMM. ADVOCATE 4. NO 4. NO

NO POLICY 4. PPSA ADVISORY CO~ITTEE;

PARTICIPATION POLICY;
EIS: 500 SIGNITURES

ENV I lWNMENTAL NO ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT ON FINAL EIS NO
kEVIEI.J ON PLANT AND ON LIME PLANTS AND LINES; DRAFT EIS

FOR SITES AND LINES

COMNENTS: PLANNING PROCESS IS CONSERVATIOtl IS THE CONDUCTS AN INVENTORY OF SITE EIS IS USED ONLY CONSERVATION POLICIES
UNDERTAKEN IN SECRET; STATED POLICY, BUT IS STUDY AkEAS, BUT AS AN INDEP- FOR PERMITING' AND POLICIES TO PROTECT
BURDEN FOR SIZE, TYPE NOT REFLECTED IN NEED ENDANT AND UNRELATED FUNCTION DECISION -- NO THE POORARE NOT REFLECTED
TIMING, LOCATION, AND DECISION; MAKES DECISIONS OF SITING DECISIONS; MAKES ACTION PLANNING IN THE RATE STRUCTURES;
RATE DECISIONS ON WITHOUT AN EIS; PLACES SITING AND ROUTING DECISIONS POTENTIAL IS INADAQUATE PUBLIC
UTILITIES: NO .PUBLIC ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGY WITHOUT A COMPLETE EIS; DERIVED FROM EIS; PARTICIPATION MEClLANISMS
INPUT INTO PLANNING BURDEN ON OTHERS; REQUIRES REPEAT OF NEED, INADAQUATE PUBLIC
PkOCESS INADAQUATE PUBLIC PART- SITING, EIS PROCESS BY PARTICIPATION MECH-

ICIPATION NECllANISMS SEPARATING PLANTS AND LINES; ANISMS
INADAQUATE PUBLIC PARTICIP-
ATION MECHANISMS
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resulting in the need for dispute resolution, and the relationship of
technological decision making processes to a democratic society. A number
of conclusions which set the stage for examining specific decision making
in the next two sections may be drawn from this section. First,
choices or decisions about technology and the regulatory processes that
govern them generally reflect the values and concerns of a small group,
rather than the values of the society at large. Second, the disparity of
values between those reflected in the decision making process and the
components of society at large can and do generate conflict. Third, that
western society is pluralistic in nature and contains a wide variety of
values which are often at odds with each other. Fourth, the existing process
that permits technological decision making by scientists or engineers or
regulated interests alone is incompatible with any notion of a democratic
society. Finally, any notion of a democratic pluralistic society requires
that all values, no matter how extreme, must be reflected and considered in
all decision making processes which affect the society at large.

Section 3.2 of this chapter examines. ways to improve public participation
mechanisms. Section 2.6 of Chapter Two showed that public participation is
an integral policy of Minnesota administrative law. Section 3.2 addresses
defects in the law identified in the literature as obstacles or barriers to
public participation. The literature indicates that there are a number of
pre-adjudicative obstacles which have effectively inhibited participation
by the public. These include (1) inadequate notification exists
for the public to discover forums to express their concerns about decisions
that affect them; (2) information and technical expertise needed by the
public to present their cases and held by the government or regulated
interests is unavailable, unknown or denied to public participants; (3)
the administrative process has placed limits on the ability of the public to
participate as "parties" in decision making process by inhibiting or prohibiting
the public's opportunity to initiate, to testify, to intervene in agency
decision making, or to seek review of agency decisions; and (4) no
mechanism presently exists which facilitates public participation of unrepre
sented interests in the decision making process. The following recommendations
are offered to remove these barriers:

RECOMMENDATION 1: Notification procedures both under the Administrative
Procedures Act and enabling legislation for energy
related decision making should include paid adver
tisements and press releases to state-wide and local
newspapers, wire services, and radio and television
stations for each and every hearing. Further, all
energy related agencies should develop special public
service announcements as part of their notification
procedures for all official hearings.

RECOMMENDATION 2: The content of the notice should be explicit enough to
provide information on the nature, type, and location of
the hearing. Further, the notice should explain a citizen's
rights and responsibilities for participating in the
hearing.
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RECOMMENDATION 3: The notice of hearing should provide adequate time, at
least 90 days prior to the start of the hearing, for the
citizen to organize and prepare his case. Consequently,
the notice of hearing should run at least once a week for
eight weeks.

RECOMMENDATION 4: The Public Advisor citizen involvement tool should be
extended to the certificate of need, environmental impact
statement, permitting rates, and designated service area
processes. Further, this' should be accomplished by the
creation of an office of public advisor to be established
in a manner similar to the Office of Hearing Examiners.

RECOMMENDATION 5: The primary energy related decision making agencies (MEA,
MEQB, PSC, and PCA) should coordinate their information
gathering and provide a joint information clear~nghouse

to give citizens easy access to energy related information.

RECOMMENDATION 6: Minnesota Statutes §15.l6ll et. seq. should be amended to
give citizens an unqualified right of access to energy
related information of a nonpersonal nature.

RECOMMENDATION 7: Minnesota Statutes §15.l6ll et. seq. should specify access
to information procedures which include time limits,
uniform fee schedules, a right to judicial review, a
regulation and notification requirement, an indexing
requirement, and a right to see all disclosable information.

RECOMMENDATION 8: Transcripts of agency hearings should be provided at little
or no cost; multiple file requirements should be removed;
and citizens should have open access to agency experts as
advisors and witnesses.

RECOMMENDATION 9: Standing as requirement for judicial review of agency
decisions should be removed, except for the case or
controversy requirement of Article III of the U.S. Constitution.
The Administrative Procedures Act, in particular Minnesota
Statutes sections 15.0423, 15.0424, and 15.0426 should be
amended to reflect this policy.

RECOMMENDATION 10: The Minnesota Administrative Procedures Act should be amended
to guarantee any citizen the right to intervene in any agency
action regardless of the nature of the citizen's interest.
In particular, no qualification of the right to intervene
shall be considered in decisions involving the siting of any
kind of facility.

RECOMMENDATION 11: The Minnesota Administrative Procedures Act should be amen~ed

to require agencies to have an affirmative duty to consider
all interests in arriving at a decision. Further, the courts
in reviewing agency activities should evaluate whether or not
the agency adequately and fully considered the interests of
all parties and participants.
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RECOMMENDATION 12: The Minnesota Administrative Procedures Act contested case
procedure should be amended to permit the public to petition
to initiate formal contested case procedures where informal
procedures may now be used. The petition should be specific
as to what action is requested and the need for the action.
Denial of the petition should be subject to judicial review.

RECOMMENDATION 13: The legislature should create a variety of institutional
mechanisms to effectively provide representation for unre
presented interests in governmental decision making. Three
mechanisms should be enacted: (1) an office of public
counsel should be created in each regulatory agency to
represent nonregu1ated clients in adjudicatory or rule-
making proceedings under the jurisdiction of the Attorney
General; (2) a department of citizen advocate should be created
on the cabinet level to augment the representation of
unr~presented interest in agency decision making; and (3)
a center for intervention and technical assistance or
group of centers should be created to assist interested
persons and groups who wish to intervene in agency decision
making or in judicial review of agency decisions.

The office of public counsel, the department of citizen advocate,
and the center for intervention and technical assistance
should (1) be statuatorily established and be provided with
a separate appropriations budget line; (2) the director of
each office should have complete administrative authority
over the 'office; (3) each office should be empowered to
intervene with full party status in agency proceedings;
(4) each office should be empowered to seek judicial
review of agency decisions; (5) the office of public
counsel should have public complaint handling responsi-
bilities; (6) the office of public counsel and the center
for intervention and technical assistance should be
permitted to advise and assist, including the undertaking
of studies and information dissemination, independent
groups and individuals who seek to represent broad interests
before governmental agencies; (7) each office or center
should possess adequate authority to obtain information
needed to carry out their functions; and (8) each office
or center should have adequate funding to assume these
responsibilities.

Section 3.3 of the chapter examines additional aspects of the administrative
process necessary to assure public participation by those who wish to represent
themselves. While the recommendations offered above are important in that they
remove barriers in the process to public participants, they are insufficient by
themselves to assure effective public participation. Since many of the decisions
with which the public may want to participate involve complex technologies,
adequate time and resources are essential for the public to effectively present
its case. A review of the literature indicates that these two components
(timeliness and resources) are crucial for public interest involvement. The
following recommendations are offered to assure that timeliness and lack of
resources do not constitute insuperable barriers to public participation.
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RECO~ENDATION 14: The public should be permitted to become involved in the
planning decisions relating to energy decision making at
an early date. Applications for certificates of need and
site compatibility as well as designation should take place
at least two to five years earlier than at present. Noti
fication of the application should be undertaken as
recommended earlier (see recommendations 1-4). Ex parte
communication with agency decision makers should be pro
hibited. All documents filed should be a matter of public
record as recommended earlier (see recommendations 6 and 8).

RECOMMENDATION 15: The Minnesota Public Utilities Act should be amended to
- prohibit rate increases until after the Public Service

Commission makes a decision.

RE~OMMENDATION 16: It should be the policy of the State of Minnesota to provide
financing to nonprofit citizen organizations and unincor
porated citizen groups in order to assure that the public can
participate in adjudicatory or rulemaking proceedings. When
ever possible, the legislature should provide funding through
application fees in adjudicatory cases. Otherwise, funding
should be provided via a direct appropriation, either through
the center for intervention and technical assistance (see
recommendation 13) recommended above or through the agency
itself. The criteria for eligibility should be limited to
the technical quality and importance of the group's proposal
and the need for the funds. The amount of funding provided
to any individual or group should be flexible with the criteria
being· the complexity of the issues, the number of groups to
be funded, and the amount of funds available.

RECO}~ENDATION 17: The Minnesota Administrative Procedures Act should be amended
to empower agencies to order "fee shifting" in cases of bad
faith, willful violation of an agency order, or other egre
gious conduct.

RECOMMENDATION 18: The Minnesota Administrative Procedures Act should be amended
to require the courts to provide legal fees to any plaintiff
who brings an action against an administrative agency com
pelling the agency to do its job or challenging the agency's
decision for being arbitrary and capricious, and wins, or
in the opinion of the presiding justice has a legitimate
issue, but still loses. Agencies should not be able to
collect fees under any circumstances from the plaintiff.

Emotions run high on the wisdom of facilitating broader public participation
in agency proceedings and in particular of subsidizing private individuals or
groups at the regulated interests or at the taxpayers expense. The primary
argument against broadening public participation is that of delay. Yet, as
section 3.3 notes, public participation is responsible for little, if any, delay
in administrative decision making. Further, many commentators believe that
increased, effective public participation will reduce delay by raising
legitimate issues early, thereby avoiding prolonged court cases.
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: As an NRC study observed, "most of those observed believed that
these issues [nuclear power plant licensing] could and should be determined.
A decision one way or another would neither bring the nuclear industry to its
knees, nor wipe out intervenors. After all, what is under discussion is a
concordant procedure for dispute resolution--not a clandestine plan for
revolution. "15 We need, as attorney Mark Massel suggested, to take a fresh
look at the regulatory process: 16

... government regulation has been treated as an insulated,
technical activity of government. Much of the discussion
has been founded on the implication--stronger because unstated-
that regulation is a legal function that can be protected from
the contamination of other government activities. This academic
assumption has been so imbedded that most of the debating gambits
have overlooked three significant features of the regulatory
process: first, it is inherently a political activity that is
a substantial element in modern economies; second, the regulatory
functions are too intertwined with a host of other government
activities to be set as a class apart; and third, while procedural
problems are important, they are subsidiary to the objectives and
accomplishments of the regulatory functions.

Adequate consideration of the policy issues that are inherent in
the regulatory process will depend upon a continuing awareness
of our traditional anxiety about government regulation, an
anxiety that stems from our inability to make clear-cut decisions
about what functions we want government to undertake. Our ultimate
public policy goals are an interesting compound of social, economic,
political, and international aims. Many of these aims conflict with
each other. At least, they give such an appearance. For social
and political reasons, we want many independent private enterprises
because we believe that they will insure the effective working of
the democratic process and equality of opportunity; at the same
time, we look to large corporate aggregations to satisfy certain
economic and military objectives. Many look to government for the
solutions to broad economic and social problems; but others are
restive about government interference. We want to assure everyone
of his day in court; yet, we are unhappy with the lengthy administra
tive hearings that this objective entails.

Public participation in administrative agency decision making is, of course,
not an end in itself. Rather, it is a means of insuring that regulation does
in fact further the "public interest." Attacks on the process that the agencies
too often favor and accommodate the desires and ends of the regulated interests
are often voiced. If the response is to admit only the most well organized and
financed groups to a position of influence (i.e., the regulated interests), the

15 Office of .State Programs, Improving Regulatory Effectiveness in Federal/State
Siting Actions, Vol. 8: Nuclear Power Plant Licensing: A New England
Perspective, Washington, D.C.: Nuclear Regulatory Commission, NUREG-0202
1977, p. 207.

16 Massel, M. "The Regulatory Process," 26 Law and Contemporary Problems 179,
at 181-2, 1961.
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ultimate decisions will reflect the values of only a subset of the society.
If the public interest is truly defined through process, then the public must
be able to effectively participate in the process.

CHAPTER FOUR: SELECTED ISSUES IN ELECTRICAL ENERGY POLICY

Chapter Four focuses on three aspects of electrical energy policy: (1)
power plant siting and the environment (section 4.1); (2) conservation of
electrical energy (section 4.2); and (3) electric rates and the poor (section
4.3). As noted in the preface to this report, there were a number of
limitations placed upon this study. The effect of these limitations greatly
restricted th& scope of inquiry which this report could address. The purpose
of this study is to address process questions, i.e., is the process structured
so that technological and value factors can be considered.

Section 4.1 focuses on the conflict between electric power and the environ
ment. The building of electrical energy facilities has and continues to generate
substantial conflict. The conflict centers on the competition between many
important social interests. Two interests that this report is concerned with
include (1) the need to provide an adequate, reliable supply of electricity and
(2) the need to protect the public health and to prevent further environmental
degradation. The competition between these two interests is over the utiliza
tion of scarce resources: air, water, and land. Because disputes arise over
the competition for these resources (a competition that reflects differing
values), dispute resolution mechanisms in the form of decision making authorities
are necessary. The two principal decision making authorities in Minnesota
which are charged with making decisions about energy facilities, are the
Minnesota Energy Agency (MEA) under the Energy Agency Act and the Minnesota
Environmental Quality Board (MEQB) under the Power Plant Siting Act (PPSA) and
the Environmental Policy Act (MEPA).

An analysis of these decision making authorities reveal that the conflicts
still exist. First, the inherent conflict of values in the legislative policies
existing prior to the establishment of the decision making authorities noted
above is not resolved by these authorities. Second, the decisions that arise
from the certificate of need process and the power plant siting process do
not result in a balanced decision of the competing interests. Rather, the
defacto policies inherent in the site-by-site decisions, made pursuant to these
laws, result in a random solution, if any, to the fundamental conflicts that
exist between economic, environmental, and social considerations.

Recognizing that the planning process for the need, size, type, and
location of electrical energy facilities rests almost completely with the
utility and that the primary concern of the utility is to maintain an adequate
and reliable supply of electricity, how are environmental values reflected in
the process? Because the planning process of the utilities is made in secret,
no one other than utility executives knows how environmental factors influence
a utility's choice for size, type, and location in its applications to the MEA
or MEQB. Environmental factors in the decision making processes of government
are reflected through the environmental review procedures established under
MEPA. These processes and procedures provide that the MEA make a decision
on size and type with an environmental report (ER) as the mechanism to provide
public health and environmental information for "planning" the decision. In
addition, the location decision for a specific size and type of facility made
by the MEQB also utilizes an environmental report (ER) as the mechanism to
provide environmental information in "planning" its location decision.
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An analysis of the process reveals that size, type, and location decisions
are inseparable in anticipating the environmental and public health consequences
of the decisions. Using a series of guidelines developed by the Rand Corporation
for the California State Assembly on power plant siting, this report analyzed
the Minnesota decision making mechanisms to determine if the present design for
decision making and division of agency authority adequately coordinated the
size, type, and location decision. The analysis revealed that (1) functions
which are naturally linked, such as size, type, and location of power plants
and lines, were not grouped together; (2) the existing decision making process
failed to provide separate institutions for separate roles, such as balancing
size, type, and location with the environmental consequences of the decisions;
(3) the existing process failed to take into account the natural tendencies of
institutional behavior, such as a bias toward one side or the other; (4) many
members of the public are upset with the results of the agencies decision
making; and (5) the MEA does not have the proper balance of responsibilities to
provide technical competence and impartiality in making its size and type
decision.

The following recommendation is offered to overcome the present design
flaw in agency decision making and the division of agency authority, which results
in an adequately coordinated size, type, and location decision.

RECOMMENDATION 19: Size, type and location decisions should be made together
in one agency. The Agency best suited to making this
decision is the MEQB. The MEA should continue to issue
a certificate of need based on factors that affect demand
without regard to the size(s) and type(s) of facilities
necessary to meet that demand.

Environmental factors are considered in an environmental review process
created by the Minnesota Environmental Policy Act (MEPA). The purposes of MEPA
are many and include an intention to alter the decision making processes of
administrative agencies in two ways. First, the environmental impact statement
(ElS) process is an information gathering procedure, an "environmental full
disclosure law", to inform decision makers about how their policies affect the
quality of the air, water, and land before they make their decision. Second,
the EIS process is an action planning procedure, i.e., it permits an agency to
make a rational choice from a set of alternatives with full information about
the environmental consequences of both the preferred choice and the alternatives.

A retrospective review of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
reveals that NEPA and the federal EIS procedure have improved coordination
and effectiveness in decision making. Since NEPA and MEPA are nearly identical
in terms of their policies, their disclosure requirements, the impact statement
criteria, and in many other ways, an analysis of MEPA procedures for the
environmental review of the size, type, and location decision was made. The
analysis was based on a comparison of state procedures with those factors which
were shown to improve coordination and effectiveness in decision making for
federal agencies. The analysis revealed that the existing environmental review
process for determining the environmental consequences for power plants and
lines defeated the purpose and intent of MEPA in six ways. In particular, the
existing process fails to (1) consider all possible environmental effects at
each stage of the process where decision making affects the environment; (2)
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provide adequate staff to independently review the environmental impact of the
proposed action and its alternatives; (3) permit adequate consideration of other
agency mandates in the decision making process for determining the size, type,
and location of power plants and lines; (4) provide timely consideration of the
environmental impact of the proposed action and its alternatives; (5) provide
reasonable public review of environmental information documents necessary to
meet the purposes of MEPA; and (6) provide adequate consideration of alternatives
by excluding certain alternatives and by failing to provide equal treatment of
the few alternatives considered with the proposed action.

The three key problems associated with the environmental review process
established by the regulations promulgated pursuant to MEPA are the timing and
scope of the EIS procedure and the secrecy associated with the planning process.
The problems that have arisen with respect to EIS timing and scope can be traced
to a common conceptual difficulty on the part of agency personnel. What is in
volved is not merely "bad faith" or administrative lethargy on the part of the
agencies, but a deeply ingrained bureaucratic orientation to focus on goals, rather
than on process. Process refers to the methodology or procedures of decision
making. The secrecy problem is an inherent part of both utility and agency be
havior, which is compounded by an administrative process that is not presently
designed to foster openness, since it informs the public of a basically predeter
mined decision at the eleventh hour.

The EIS action planning mechanism created by MEPA is the procedure by which
environmental concerns are made a part of agency decision making. The effective
utilization of MEPA EIS procedures by the MEQB can make significant strides toward
achieving a more efficient facility siting determination. It must be noted that
the EIS procedure is not the cause of duplication of laws and procedures. On the
contrary, the EIS procedure can serve to reduce unnecessary overlap of environ
mental review as well as help agencies to make intelligent decisions.

Since the purpose and intent of MEPA and its associated EIS procedure is to
provide an environmental full disclosure law and to improve agency decision making,
the following recommendations are offered to accomplish these ends.

RECOMMENDATION 20: The environmental review process should be revised to reflect
both the intent and spirit of the Minnesota Environmental
Policy Act (MEPA). This should be accomplished by under
taking the following: (1) an environmental impact statement
(EIS) should be mandatory for any power plant or transmission
line which is subject to the jurisdiction of the Power Plant
Siting Act (PPSA); (2) power plants and transmission lines
should be considered together whenever possible; (3) the
environmental reports required to be prepared at the certi
ficate of need stage and the power plant siting and route
designation stage should be abolished; (4) the environmental
assessment worksheet required to be prepared at the power
plant siting and route designation stage should also be
abolished; (5) the public should be given 60 days to review
and comment on the draft EIS; (6) all environmental impact
statements (whethet plants and lines or just lines) should be
prepared by the MPCA; and (7) the Minnesota Environmental
Quality Board (MEQB) should receive additional funds to hire
staff necessary to make an independent evaluation of an EIS
prepared pursuant to MEPA.
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RECOMMENDATION 21: The EIS process for power plants and transmission lines
should be revised. First, a "planning EIS" should be
prepared and finalized prior to the MEQB decision on
size, type, and location. The "planning EIS" should
review alternative sizes and types and study areas
identified in the MEQB inventory of study areas pro
gram. The "planning EIS" would evaluate other planning
activities including air quality, water quality, water
resources, land use, economic, and transportation
planning activities for the purpose of evaluating
alternative sizes and types and the demand that they
place in choosing a study area. All agencies which
are involved in air, water, land, economic, and
transportation planning, should participate in the
preparation of the draft EIS and submit written
comments on the draft EIS. Upon completion of the
final EIS, the MEQB should choose a type(s) and size(s)
and a study area for the p1ant(s). Second, upon
completion of the "planning EIS" and the size, type,
and study area decision, the MEQB would identify two
or· more sites within the study area for the location
of the p1ant(s). Once these sites have been identified
a "project EIS" would be undertaken to analyze in detail
the environmental consequences of the MEQB size, type,
and location decisions on the local environment. The
"project EIS" would be completed and finalized by the
MEQB prior to the issuance of any permit or construction
authorization.

RECOMMENDATION 22: A generic EIS should be prepared and updated at periodic
intervals on (1) the environmental and economic
consequences of alternative and conventional energy
technologies of different sizes; (2) the relationship
of these technologies to the end use energy requirements;
(3) the impact of these technologies on the goals and
plans of environmental protection in the long-run; (4)
the impact of energy demand projections upon the deple
tion of natural resources; and (5) the impact of altering
the tax structure, electric rates, rationing and retro
fitting more energy efficient products, in short conser
vation, as an alternative to building more power plants
and lines.

RECOMMENDATION 23: The timing of decision making processes should be signi
ficantly altered so that all interested parties to the
decisions can rely on a specific time table for making
the decision. The following time frames offer definite
limits on agency decisions, but within realistic time
periods:

(1) The certificate of need decision should remain at
six months;

(2) The draft planning EIS should be finished within
one year;
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(3) The final planning EIS should be completed within
90 days after completion of the draft planning EIS;

(4) The size(s), type(s), and study area(s) decision
should be made within six months of the approval of
the final planning EIS;

(5) The draft project EIS should be completed within
450 days of the size(s), type(s), and study area(s)
decision;

(6) The final project EIS should be completed within
90 days after completion of the draft project EIS;

(7) The final location(s) decision should be made
within six months of the approval of the final
project EIS; 'and,

(8) Permits issued by a single agency should be issued
within one year of the date of application, but no
applications should be accepted until after the
completion and approval of the final project EIS and
after the location decision(s) have been made by the
MEQB.

RECOMMENDATION 24: Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 116C (The Environmental Quality
Board Act) should be amended to clarify the Minnesota
Environmental Quality Board's responsibilities including
the responsibility to act as an advocate of environmental
values in all proceedings in which the Board is involved.

Section 4.2 focused on the conservation of electrical energy. The need
for increased energy conservation is based upon four principle arguments. First,
the "energy crisis" is "not a temporary interruption of supply but a more
fundamental change caused by our moving from an era of abu~~nt energy to an
era of scarce, expensive energy . .. " (Emphasis not added). Second, while
not offered as a total solution to the energy problem, conservation can (1) slow
the growth rate of energy consumption; (2) stretcn the remaining life of
fossil fuels; (3) reduce the environmental impacts of energy production and
use; (4) hold down the U.S. foreign trade deficit; and (5) help to keep the
price of energy within peoples'reach. Third, energy conservation is "a strategy
[that] is not in competition with the present energy industries nor with the
present efforts to increase the supply capacities of these industries. Rather
it is a common-sense effort that offers substantial promise for helping to meet
anticipated demand requirements, and for minimizing the economic and social
costs resulting from unexpected supply problems."18 Finally, the amount of
energy that can be conserved without interfering with lifestyles is considerable.

There are many problems in the U.S. in attempting to achieve significant
energy conservation. Energy consumption is dependent on (1) the energy efficiency
of existing products and equipment that use energy, and (2) the way consumers
operate or use the existing stock of products (traditional use patterns),
altering energy consumption patterns requires changing one or both of these

17 American Institute of Architects, Energy and the Built Environment: A Gap
in Current Strategies, Washington, D.C., 1974.

18 Ibid., p. 8.
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factors. Energy consuming products can be modified in two ways. In the short
term these products can be made more efficient through retrofit. In the long
run these products can be replaced with more energy efficient products. In
both instances efficient energy products or retrofit devices must be available
in sufficient quantities and consumers must choose these products over less
efficient ones before energy consumption can be reduced. Altering traditional
energy use patterns involves the way individuals, businesses, and others
carry out their daily activities. These types of changes are difficult because
of the sheer number of consumers that need to be affected and because the
change in daily activities may, from a consumer viewpoint, be in a less con
venient fashion. The change in consumer behavior required is compounded because
"the growing demand for energy as a matter of either public policy or private
practice runs contrary to the trend of the last several decades."19

There are a number of policy options available to encourage the conservation
of electricity. First, policies can be designed to elicit voluntary responses
from consumers by creating an awareness of the benefits of energy conservation,
both in terms of dollar and energy savings. Specific policies would center
around consumer education, applicance labeling, and providing financial incentive
for the development and use of energy saving devices. Second, policies can
be designed which indirectly affect the market. This involves either raising
the effective price of energy and/or lowering the real cost of implementing
energy conservation measures, such as more energy efficient products. For
example, specific programs, which provide financial incentives to conserve
energy, include tax credits, grants, low interest loans or loan guarantees to
businesses or individuals, and other tax relief for users who install more
efficient equipment or manufacturers who make such equipment can be enacted.
Financial disincentives can also be enacted through the taxing power by providing
taxes on the energy, taxes on the energy user (such as a sales tax), or taxes
on those who use disproportionate quantities of energy (i.e., taxes based on
the estimated average annual electricity use of the equipment, elimination of
promotional rebates to builders and users). Third, policies can be designed
which directly affect the market, i .. e" involves governmental regulation or
restriction of energy use for energy-using products. These are basically
proscriptive policies which include changes in the building code; bans on the
manufacture, sale, or installation of certain types of equipment; restrictions
on wattages or minimum efficiency of electrical equipment or appliances;
restrictions on new building permits; and explicit rationing of electricity
and other forms of energy. Finally, policies can be designed which change
the user cost of electricity, either through taxes as noted above or through
changes in the overall price mechanism, i.e., changing the rate schedule.

The question that Chapter Four, section (4.2) addresses is whether the
process permits the cons~deration of these conservation policy options. A
review of the statutes relattug to conservation (~ee Chapter Two, section 2.2A)
shows the following (1) energy conservation is th~ policy of the State of Minnesota,
(2) the primary function of the MEA is to promote and elicit voluntary energy
conservation functions from consumers and to enforce speCific, statutory energy
conservation measures; and (3) the PSC must, under the National Energy Act of 1978,
in particular sections 111 and 113 of the Public Utilities Regulatory Policies Act,

19 Hammond, A. L., et al., Energy and the Future, Washington, D.C.: AAAS, 1973.
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hold hearings to determine the appropriateness of implementing energy conser
vation measures which may affect the rate schedules.

The present conservation policies do not generally address direct or
indirect market approaches, to energy conservation. These approaches include
little in the way of a taxing policy, a tax relief policy or tax credits,
loans, etc. for electric energy conservation. They do not restrict the use
of energy inefficient equipment or provide specific authority for the agencies
to restrict such equipment (require retrofitting or minimum efficiency rating
other than for air conditioning and lighting), nor do they address the rationing
of electrical energy. Since many of these issues were addressed in the Final
Report of the House Select Committee on Energy and the MEQC Energy Policy Task
Force Report, this report recommends that the Legislature pay close attention
to the recommendations of those reports.

Section 4.3 focuses on electric rates and the poor. It is generally
recognized that the more money people have, the more energy they use. However,
studies show that the poor spend a greater percentage of their income on energy
than the middle or upper income people. The Ford Foundation report A Time to
Choose found that "the poor spend almost 15 percent of their household income
on energy while the high consumption of fuel by the rich typically accounts for
only 4 percent of their incomes. Any major price increases will thus cause
hardship to poor families, since their energy use levels do not include a
margin of extra amenities easily done without."20

It has been recommended both nationally and in Minnesota that the effects
of increasing energy costs not unduly burden the poor and others on fixed
incomes. Hazel Rollins, Acting Deputy Administrator of the Economic Regulatory
Administration of the Department of Energy, noted that "no geographic, ethnic,
or income group should have to bear an unfair share of the total burden, and
none should reap undue benefits from our energy problems. It is particularly
important that we protect the elderly, the poor, and those on fixed income
from disproportionately adverse effects on their incomes.,,2l In addition, the
MEA has offered as one of their energy policy recommendations that "appropriate
legislation to provide assistance for consumers most impacted by higher
electricity costs" be undertaken. 22

One proposal that has been offered to alleviate the impact of rising electric
rates on the poor, the elderly, and others on fixed incomes is the establishment
of "lifeline" rates as a component of the rate structure. While there is no
rigid definition of lifeline, the purpose is to structure the rates in such a
way that residential users pay a reduced price for relatively small quantities
of electricity (for example, the first 300 to 500 kilowatt hours used per month)
necessary for essential needs. The underlying premise behind the lifeline
concept is to reduce the price of electricity to residential users who consume
small quantities.

20 Energy Policy Project, A Time to Choose: America's Energy Future, Final
Report of the Energy Policy Project of the Ford Foundation, Cambridge,
Mass.: Ballinger, 1974, p. 334.

21 Rollins, H., "Energy and the Consumer," Energy Policy Options for Illinois,
Proceedings of the Fifth Annual Illinois Energy Conference, September 28-30,
1977, Chicago Circle Campus, University of Illinois, p. 198.

22 Energy Policy and Conservation Report, Minnesota Energy Agency, 1978, p. 5.
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Lifeline rates offer three apparent advantages. First, they provide rate
relief to residential users who use only small amounts of electricity. These
users are thought to be the poor, the elderly and others on fixed incomes.
Second, lifeline rates promote conservation by providing an economic incentive
to hold down consumption. Finally, rates are easy to understand, can be placed
in effect without much delay, and are politically and administratively
advantagous to the government because they require no new tax revenues to
administer "the program". As a result of these multiple advantages, the lifeline
rate concept has taken different forms in the several states which have implemented
them. In California, for example, lifeline rates have generated strong support
as a method of slowing down growth in electricity consumption.

Since there exists a general policy within Minnesota to help the poor .
(M.S., Chapter 261), the rising costs of electric rates should not unduly burden
the poor, the elderly, and others on fixed incomes. Because the data shows
that people are reluctant to use stamps, whether food or energy stamps, and
because energy stamps do not encourage conservation, a program that provides
relief for the poor as well as encourages that conservation should be adopted.

RECOMMENDATION 25: It should be the policy of Minnesota to protect the poor,
the elderly, and others on fixed incomes from the rising
cost of electrical energy. Therefore, the Public Service
Commission should begin hearings to enact a "lifeline"
rate which benefits the poor and encourages conservation.
The lifeline rate structure should reflect all factors
which affect the essential uses of electricity.

Table E.S.-2 summarizes how the recommendation in this report alter the
present process of regulating electr.ical utilities.

CHAPTER FIVE: EMINENT DOMAIN AND POWER PLANT AND LINE SITING

It is apparent that there is a crisis attitude today with regard to energy
problems. This is indicated by (1) the proliferation of new agencies; (2) the
enactment of new laws which regulate energy use and development., and (3) by the
proposal for new procedures, such as the Energy Mobilization Board (EMB). The EMB,
for example, would not only develop priorities for energy projects and goals, but
would limit the time that federal state, and local governments can make decisions
(a process that CQuid result in de facto denial of due ~rocess and substantive
consideration of the proposed project). The decisions that result from this crisis
attitude can seriously affect land use. Studies on the future of land use in the Unitec
States report that our intensive use of land is expected to nearly double by the
year 2000. The equivalent of every public and private facility including
schools, hospitals, shopping centers, power plants, pipelines, homes and high-
ways will be duplicated to accommodate projected population increases in the
next twenty to thirty years. Accompanying this type of resource use pressure
will be hotly contested debates over governmental powers to regulate land use
and the taking of land for public purposes. Recently, extensive debates have
occurred in Minnesota over regulation and the taking of land (particularly
agricultural land) for power plants, power lines, pipelines, streets and high-
ways, the "domed stadium", preserving "wild and scenic" rivers, protecting the
BWCA and many more. These debates, which have occurred in the courts, the
legislature, before government agencies, and in many other public forums, will
increase in the future.



TABLE E.S.-2

THE ELECTRICAL UTILITY REGULATORY PROCESS ~- RECOMMENDED PROCESS

ELECTRICAL UTILITIES MINNESOTA ENERGY AGENCY ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD PERMITING AGENCIES PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

RESPONSIBILITIES/ MAKES PRELIMINARY ~~KES TIMING AND QUANTITY MAKES SIZE, TYPE, AND LOCAT- ·SSUES PE~lITS FOR GRANTS RATE REQUESTS;
DEClSIONS ESTIMATE OF NEED; DECISIONS (MW CAPACITY ION DECISION; PLANTS AND ONSTRUCTION AND USE DETERMINES SERVICE AREAS

PLANS RATE REQUEST; NEEDED) LINES ARE TOGETHER; SIZE(S)
PARTICIPATES IN THE AND TYPE(S) DECISIONS ~E
PROCESS AFTER PLANNING EIS; LOCATION

DECISION ~~DE AFTER PROJECT
EIS

TIME ALLOHED PRELIMINARY ESTI~~TE 6 MONTHS DRAFT PLANNING EIS: I YEAR PERMITS BY A SINGLE RATES: 1 YEAR
FOR DECISION DETERMINED IN 1-3 FINAL PLANNING EIS: + 90. DAYS ~GENCY: 1 YEAR

YEARS SIZE(S) AND TYPE(S): 6 MONTHS ~PCA: 185-205 DAYS
DRAFT PROJE~r EIS: 450 DAYS
FINAL PROJECT EIS: +90 DAYS
LOCATION DECISION: 6 MONTHS

ENVIRONMENTAL NONE REQUIRED NONE REQUIRED EIS FOR PLANNING PURPOSES - ~ONE REQUIRED NONE REQUIRED
REVIEW RESULTS IN SIZE(S), TYPE(S)

AND STUDY AREA(S) DECISION;
EIS FOR PROJECT - RESULTS
IN LOCATION DECISION

KIGHT" UI' I'UBLIC
TO PARTICIPATE:
1. ALLOWED 1. NO 1. YES 1. YES 1. YES 1. YES
2. FUNDED 2. NO 2. YES 2. YES 2. YES 2. YES
3. PUBLIC ADVOCATE 3. NO 3. YES 3. YES 3. YES 3. YES
4. OTHER 4. NO 4. CITIZEN ADVISOR 4. SAME 4. CITIZEN ADVISOR 4. CITIZEN ADVISOR

COMMENTS: TIME REDUCED BY 4-6 M..'\KES TnlING AND QUANTITY EXPANDS DECISIONS TO INCLUDE PERMITS ARE ISSUED ESTABLISHES LIFELINE
YEARS BY ACTIVELY DECISION ONLY - SIZE AND SIZE(S) AND TYPE(S); ELIMIN- AFTER PROJECT EIS IS RATES; EXPANDS PUBLIC
TRANSFERRING PLANNING TYPE DECISION TRANSFERRED ATES ENVIRONMENTAL REPORTS OMPLETED; EXPANDS PARTICIPATION
ACTIVITIES TO MEA AND TO MEQB; NO ENVIRONMENTAL AND EAW - SUBSTITUTES TWO PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
MEQB REVIEW; EXPANDS PUBLIC EIS PROCESSES - ONE FOR lECHANISMS; SPECIFIE~

PARTICIPATION MECHANISMS PLANNING AND ONE FOR PROJECTS; T1}lES fOR DECISION
PLANTS AND LINES ARE TOGETHER;
SPECIFIES TIMES FOR DECISIONS'
EXPANDS PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
HECllANISNS

x..........
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The desireability of local control over land use decision is under serious
question. Each local community, being concerned with its own protection, has
tended to zone its land to avoid becoming a dump for undesirable uses. This
has resulted in urban sprawl, exclusionary zoning, and unplanned development.
Regional problems such as pollution, inadequate housing, and improper manage
ment of the environment have been attacked haphazardly and often in deference
to wholly local interests. This has resulted in purely local welfare becoming
the dominant concern. In addition, local governments, which are dependent upon
property taxes for support, find it difficult to resist the desires of developers
even though important social and aesthetic interests are sacrificed. One
commentator has suggested that the problem is due not so much that the land use
decision making is local, but "the flaw is that the criteria for decision making
are exclusively local, even when the interests are far more comprehensive."23

Recently, the Minnesota Legislature has enacted new laws to overcome the
procedures of local concerns by enacting state land use control authorities.
Some of these include the Flood Plain Management Act, Regulation of Shoreland
Development, the Critical Areas Act, the Minnesota Wild and Scenic Rivers Act,
and the Power Plant Siting Act. In each instance the state either regulates the
use of the land through its police power or permits the "taking" of the land to
meet a "public use" through the power of eminent domain. This chapter focuses
on the taking of land under the power of eminent domain by addressing the contro
versy about the condemnation or eminent domain process used to take land.

What powers and what limitations on the use of power does the state have in
affecting the use of land? No matter what level of government seeks to control
land use by direct or indirect means, the control must be based on one or more
of the following powers; commerce power, power to tax and spend, power over
federal property, police power (including control of public nuisances), and
eminent domain.

The two most important powers from the perspective state control are the
police power and the power of eminent domain. Indeed, much of the litigation
over real property that takes place is a result of the choice of power (police
or eminent domain) that the state exercised in a given instance. The issue in
these cases is whether a "taking" has occurred which requires compensation by
the state or others delegated the power of eminent domain.

Eminent domain, like the police power, is inherent in the sovereignty
of the state and requires no constitutional recognition. The U.S. Supreme
Court has ruled that "the right of eminent domain, that is, the right to take
private property for public uses, appertains to every independant government.
It requires no constitutional recognition; it is an attribute of sovereignty."24

23 Babcock, R., The Zoning Game, 1966, p. 153.

24 Boom Co. v. Paterson, 98 U.S. 403, at 406 (1873).
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Constitutional provisions concerning eminent domain limit the power of govern
ment to exercise the right, but do not create the power. Even so, the court
has ruled that the fifth amendment implies the grant of the power of eminent
domain to government.

Does the taking of private property for siting power plants and high
voltage transmission lines (EVTL) constitute a public use? The recognition
that power plants and lines serve a public use is obviously connected with
the inherent value of electricity itself. Since electricity possesses an
inherent capacity to serve domestic uses, it has and continues to be considered
a public use unless produced primarily to private rather than public use.
Since power plants and lines are the sole means of providing electricity to
consumers, they have generally been considered a public use. A number of
cases have addressed various aspects of the public use issue as it relates to
power plants and lines. The cases have determined that (1) each member of
the public need not be actually benefitted by the construction of a plant or
line for it to serve a public use, provided that each member of the public
shares an equal right with all others to use the electricity; (2) the fact
that one patron will be served by the facility does not destroy its public
nature; (3) the transmission of electricity by a wholesaler for ultimate
distribution constitutes a public use; (4) electricity supplied to insure the
reliability of a power system, even though it might not supply any customers
(within a state) directly, still constitutes a public use; (5) public use exists
where evidence that reserve emergency power supplies would be increased by
the proposed facility, that the exis.ting electrical distribution system would
be stabilized, or that options existed that could provide electric power to a
substantial number of residences; (6) property may be condemned prior to the
granting of certificate of necessity by state agencies; (7) land may be condemned
even though other property may be more suitable; and (8) utilities may enter
private property to conduct tests prior to the initiation of condemnation
proceedings. In sum, the taking of private property to site power plants and
lines appears to constitute a legitimate public use.

The issue of whether power plants and lines constitute a legitimate public
use was settled in a 1979 Minnesota Supreme Court Case. It had been argued that
the Minnesota Energy Agency Act (M.S., Chapter l16H) removed the question of
need from the eminent domain proceedings of M.S., Chapter 117. "By this Act, the
legislature has removed from the condemnation court the power to decide whether
the subject facility is needed and has transferred that power to a state
administrative agency.,,25

Minnesota has extended the power of eminent domain to more than state
agencies and political subdivisions. The power has been extended to railroads,
mining companies, public utilities and others. As a result, eminent domain is
a widely used power affecting land use and the rights and values of large
numbers of people. In addition, the eminent domain procedures differ substantially
from procedures for other types of civil conflicts.

Chapter One of this report noted that a significant number of new power
plants and their associated transmission lines may be built in the next 20 to
30 years. While the ultimate amount of electrical power capacity that can be
sited is a function of many technological, environmental, and economic factors;
human elements and social acceptance will playa major role. As noted by many

25 "Drawz, J., An examination of the Effect of the Energy, Agency Act the Power
Plant Siting Act, the Environmental Policies Act ana the Envlrohmental Klghts
Act on Minnesota Condemnation Law," Eminent Domain, Nov. 2 and 3, 1979 (unpub.).
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individuals in government, utilities and the community, the growth in electrical
power will be closely linked with questions of social equity and the perception
of justice that exists in the processes for siting, condemming, and paying for
electric power plants and lines. This section examined three aspects of
the condemnation issue (1) due process; (2) social equity in condemnation
proceedings; and (3) negotiating the taking. "A thread that runs through all
the decisions dealing with the issue of due process and the necessity of some
kind of hearing is a tendency towards balancing of private interests in
procedural safeguards against government expense and burden of providing those
safeguards."26 The listing of the required constitutional elements for a
fair hearing provides a basis for comparison of the state eminent domain
procedure. Since, Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 117 requires a hearing in the
condemnation process both on the "commissioner" level and upon appeal at district
court, an analysis of the need for a hearing in condemnation proceedings seems
moot.

The eminent domain process provided for in Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 117
fails to meet the due process requirements as delineated in Goldberg v. Kelly
in several respects (1) the notice of the petition for condemnation fails to
provide an explanation of the reasons for the taking; (2) there is no legal
requirement that the damages awarded by the tribunal of commissioner be based
upon the evidence adduced at the hearing; and (3) there is no requirement that
the commissioners explain how they arrived at their decision in the report that
they file with the district court. The following recommendations are offered to
overcome the due process inadequacies in the present statute.

RECOMMENDATION 26: A copy of the petition submitted to district court' '
under Minnesota Statutes §ll7.055 should be included
with the notice of the time and place of the hearing
served upon the owner and occupant of the land.

RECOMMENDATION 27: Minnesota Statutes §117.086 relating to non-contiguous
tracts of land should be applicable at the commissioner
level, as well as on appeal.

RECOMMENDATION 28: Minnesota Statutes §117.085 should be amended to require
that the damages awarded by the commissioners be based
upon evidence submitted at the hearings, and the viewing,
and that the chairman of the commission be required to ex
plain in writing how the commission arrived at its decision
for awarding damages in the report that it submits to the
district court.

The purpose of the condemnation procedure is to provide the "just compen
sation" mandated by the fifth amendment to the U.S. Constitution. Just
compensation requires that the party whose property was taken must be placed
in as good a financial position by a condemnation award as the party would
have occupied had the property not been taken. In others words, a party whose
land was taken must be awarded a full and perfect equivalent in money. This

26
Comment, "Land Use and Due Process -- An Examination of Current Federal and

State Procedures," 9 St. Mary's Law J. 846, at 849 (1978).
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is the thrust of the U.S. Supreme Court's early opinions. In 1943 in United
States v. Miller, the U.S. Supreme Court created the "willing buyer-willing
seller" or "fair market value" theory for determining just compensation.
Market value is what a "willing buyer will sell to a willing seller." Just
compensation, therefore, was determined a theoretical market value, i.e., a
price that a not overeager buyer pays in a hypothetical market. Market value,
as the court said, was "a guess by informed persons."

The Supreme Court decisions, which have affected the evaluation concepts
in every state, fail to recognize, monetarily, that the property owner in a
condemnation proceeding is a unwilling seller. Consequently, the courts have
ignored an owner's unwillingness to sell and the special benefits that accrue
to the condemner. In addition, in the absence of state law to the contrary,
the courts ignore the loss of profits, business interruption, and appraiser,
attorney, and other costs incurred in the condemnation process. "This
unenviable position of unwillingness is recognized in English and Canadian law,
where at least some balm is given to an innocent victim of that process,
euphemistically called 'bulldozing for progress.' "27

A sense of justice would demand that, since one is dealing with an unwilling
seller, the condemnation process minimize the burden in the process upon the
land owner and insure that his interest is represented. Four aspects of the
condemnation process, which have defects in light of the unwilling seller
concept, include (1) the commissioner process; (2) placing the burden of proof;
(3) paying the damage award; and (4) payment of costs incurred in the process.
The following recommendations are offered to overcome defects in these areas.

RECOMMENDATION 29: The commissioner system provided in eminent domain proceedings
under Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 117 should be retained.

RECOMMENDATION 30: The mechanism for choosing commissioners should be altered so
that insofar as practical and desirable, the commissioners
shall consist of (1) a real estate broker or other person
familiar with current real estate market values; (2) a
qualified real estate appraiser; and (3) an attorney
knowledgeable in eminent domain or real estate law.

RECOMMENDATION 31: The burden of proof in condemnation proceedings should
be abandoned at all stages in the eminent domain process
including appeals, On appeal, the owner should still be
given the right to open and close at trial.

RECOMMENDATION 32: Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 117 and Minnesota Statutes §116C.63
should be amended to provide a uniform and consistent approach
to the payment of damage awards. The petitioner should first
attempt to directly pay the owner all unincumbered, uncontested
damage awards before depositing the award with the clerk of
court. The clerk of district court should deposit all awards

27 Searles, S., "Eminent Domain: A Kaleidoscope View," 1 Real Estate Law J. 226,
at 238 (1972-3).
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in an interest bearing account until paid. Any owner
should be able to elect to receive his award in equal
installments up to ten years with all unpaid installments
accruing interest. All awards held by the district court
shall be payable upon demand, and if encumbered or contested
upon the removal of such encumbrance or the conclusion of
such contesting to the owner upon written request. This
provision should be made retroactive to all awards held by
the district court.

RECOMMENDATION 33: The petitioner in the eminent domain process should be
required to pay all reasonable appraisal and expert witness
costs incurred on the part of the owner at any stage of the
process including appeals. In addition, the petitioner
should pay all reasonable legal costs including attorney
fees if the owner, upon appeal, receives an increase in his
award by $1,000.00 or 10 percent, whichever is less.

It is common practice for a utility to negotiate a settlement of the
compensation award, prior to the initiation of condemnation proceedings. How
ever, there is no statutory obligation that the utilities conduct negotiations.
The Uniform Eminent Domain Code recommends that a condemner make diligent efforts
to acquire property by negotiation before instituting eminent domain proceedings.
The proposed code recommends (1) that the condemner have the property appraised
and inform the owner of the appraisal and permit the owner to accompany the
appraiser during the inspection; (2) that the condemner must offer the owner an
amount at least equal to the condemner's appraisal of just compensation for
the property; and (3) that the condemner may institute condemnation proceedings
without negotiating if the owner refuses to negotiate or under other circum
stances. It is axiomatic to fair negotiating not to harrass or coerce the owner
to compel agreement on the damage award. During the construction of the UPA/CPA
line in west-central Minnesota, many farmers have complained that harrassment
occurred and fraudulent statements were made by representatives of the coopera
tives. According to a former agent who worked for the cooperatives, such practices
were common. The following recommendations are offered to provide for better
negotiating practices.

RECOMMENDATION 34: During negotiating for property subject to eminent domain
proceedings, the following practices should be statutorily
mandated (1) the condemnor must have the property appraised
and inform the owner of the appraisal and permit the owner
to accompany the appraiser during the inspection; (2) the
condemnor must offer an amount at least equal to the
condemnor's appraisal of just compensation for the property;
and (3) the condemnor may institute condemnation proceedings
without negotiating if the owner refuses to negotiate, cannot
be found, is legally incompetent, or similar reasons.
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RECOMMENDATION 35: A fraud statute should be enacted which prohibits harrass
ment or the use of fraudulent statements to secure title to
land subject to condemnation proceedings. If a condemner
uses these practices, a penalty should be imposed of an
additional 50 percent of the just compensation added to
the award.

RECOMMENDATION 36: The petitioner in a condemnation proceeding should be
required to provide a "handbook" to the owner and tenant
of the proper which explains his rights in condemnation
proceedings, how the process works, and how to participate
in the process. This handbook should be provided during
the first meeting or notice to the owner and tenant of an
interest to acquire any land, which could be subject to a
condemnation proceeding.

The use of land in Minnesota is rapidly becoming politicized, just as
energy, food, water, and minerals has in the last 100 years. Fifty years ago,
land was thought of as a commodity to be used by the owner as he pleased without
regard to neighboring or community interests. Today, land is no longer cheap
and its supply has not increased either with Minnesota's population or the de
mands of that population. As a result, the existing land is used much more
interdependent and land is now regarded more as a resource than a commodity.

It is axiomatic that the development and use of energy resources, whether on
public or private land, generates conflict with other land uses. Often energy
facilities are located on lands valuable for agricultural, forestry, grazing,
or recreational uses. Therefore, one of the more important issues in the siting
question is the compatibility of energy facilities with other land uses. In
addition, the increases distances between the energy facility and the end uses
of that energy demand ever increasing amounts of land for transmission corridors.
Consequently, some attempt to resolving these land use conflicts or at least
balancing the competing interests for the land must be made.

RECOMMENDATION 37: Utility companies building high voltage transmission lines
must attempt negotiations with the owner on the exact place
ment of the towers within the route designated by. the MEQB.

RECOMMENDATION 38: In siting high voltage transTIlission lines, the utility should
follow property lines or section lines whenever practical
within the route designated by the MEQB unless an alternative
is negotiated with the owner. If negotiations do not result
in a settlement, the commissioners should decide the exact
placement of the towers.

RECOMMENDATION 39: The Minnesota Environmental Quality Board should amend its
exclusion and avoidance area regulations to include prime
agricultural land as an exemption.

RECOMMENDATION 40: Since the MEA and MEQB certificate of need and power plant
siting decisions determine the necessity for the condemnation
petition, the MEA certificate of need and MEQB power plant
siting process should be completed before the eminent domain
actions are commenced.



CHAPTER ONE

SErTING THE STAGE

In recent years the United States and the world have awakened to a new problem

involving the conflict of competing public interests both in assuring a reliable

supply of electrical energy and in achieving and maintaining a safe, healthful, and

pleasing human surrounding. Until a decade or so ago, the public did not perceive

these two interests as conflicting. The practice was to promote a rapid growth in

the demand for electricity. This attitude was widely accepted after the publication

of the National Power Survey in 1964 conducted by the then Federal Power Commission.

This document urged "maximum growth" in electrical demand and recommended that this

be "encouraged by reductions in rates and steady improvements in service," Such an

approach was characterized as a "far-sighted philosophy."l

With the Northeast Power Blackout in 1965 and the decision of the second circuit

court of appeals in Scenic Hudson Preservation Conference v. Federal Power Commission,

which required the Federal Power Commission (FPC) to consider the environmental conse~

quences of its decisions in licensing facilities, the nation became aware that

potential conflicts existed between maintaining a reliable supply of electricity and

the environmental consequences of doing this. 2 In sum, the public has perceived

limits upon the common air, water, and land resources and possible limits on the

primary energy resources.

Without question electric power is an integral, pervasive element of American

society and economy. All sectors of society including industrial, commercial, and

personal sectors are dependant upon electricity, Clearly, "without electricity, our

twentieth-century civilization-as we know it--cannot survive."3 However, there is

strong disagreement over how much electricity is needed or advisable. There is ex

tensive debate over the factual relationships of electricity to the economy and to

the environment. The importance accorded to these economic and environmental values

1
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differs substantially. And, obviously, solutions proposed range from faster growth

of electricity to intentional, immediate cut-backs depending upon the importance to

the individual of the values held. The effect of this debate, which is still

continuing, places decision makers in the difficult role of re-examining or creating

energy policies on a national and state level.

Electricity started to become available to the public about 100 years ago.

In the mid:..,.l930s, the U.S. government for Buinerous'-reasons established the

goal of electrifying America. Only now is debate taking place in the establishment

of a formal energy policy. For at least 40 years there has been an implicit national

energy policy of "more and more energy at cheaper and cheaper prices." Several

notions unrelated to this implicit energy policy have contributed to today's

situation. Stephen Wahefield of the Federal Energy Office explains: 4

The roots of our current difficulties extend back to our energy policy
which has been at least an implicit part of our national actions for 40
years. While many critics have contended that our troubles lay in the
absence of an energy policy, for 4 decades we have lived under the guiding
principle that American consumers shall be furnished their total demands for
energy at the lowest reasonable cost.

While several actions unrelated to this policy have contributed to today's
crisis, its overtones are heard on several primary counts. Burgeoning,
unrestrained demand for energy was taken almost as a sacred cow. Hold
down the price to the consumer: grant incentives through the utility rate
system for higher volume users; don't include environmental or social
costs which might discourage use. Conservation of energy was virtually an
unknown phrase a year ago--except to those who correctly foresaw what was
coming. And meanwhile our annual energy growth rate jumped from 2.8 percent
in the 50's to 4.2 percent in the 60's to 4.9 percent since 1970. (Emphasis
added.)

Minnesota,in response to increasing shortages of liquid energy fuels and an

increasing demand for electricity,has enacted a series of laws creating tools for

implementing an energy policy. The only discernible energy policy, however, is

that of conservation. Minnesota Statutes, 116H.Ol, summarizes this policy:5

ll6H.Ol FINDINGS AND PURPOSE. The legislature finds and declares that
the present rapid growth in demand for energy is in part due to un
necessary energy use; that a continuation of this trend will result in
serious depletion of finite quantities of fuels, land and water resources,
and threats to the state's environmental quality: that the state must
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insure consideration of urban expansion, transit systems; economic
development, energy conservation and environmental protection in
planning for large energy facilities; that there is a need to carry
out energy conservation measures; and that energy planning, protection
of environmental values, development of Minnesota energy sources, and
conservation of energy require expanded authority and technical
capability and a unified, coordinated response within state government.

The legislature seeks to encourage thrift in the use of energy, and
to maximize use of energy-efficient systems, thereby reducing the rate of
growth of energy consumption, prudently conserving energy resources, and
assuring statewide environmental protection consistent with an adequate
reliable supply of energy.

No comprehensive energy plan exists. The Final Report of the Legislative

Commissi<Jn on Energy summarized the situation: 6

The Legislative Commission on Energy is aware of no existing statement
of an energy policy plan for Minnesota. Because serious energy problems
are apparently at our doorstep--curtailed deliveries of natural gas and
Canadian crude oil, greatly increased prices for traditional energy fuels,
etc.--it is deemed by Commission members to be intolerable that the state
is leaving virtually all energy policy decisions to energy suppliers,
federal authorities, and the marketplace. Leaving major energy decisions
in these quarters is to run the serious risk of allowing the state to 'slip
into consumption patterns that will eventually be altered only at the time
of crisis and will probably be accompanied by widespread social and economic
dislocations. How much better it would be to use a degree of foresight
and prepare an energy policy plan that will minimize or eliminate serious
dislocations.

No state energy plan has been enacted by the legislature since this report was

issued in 1975. A number of questions need to be addressed in any energy plan

relating to electrical.energy. Some of these questions are (1) Which energy

fuel(s) will be developed and used to meet long-range energy demands?; (2) How

will conserving electricity and reducing fluctuations (peak demands) in electrical

use be met?; (3) Will electrical growth be limited to critical uses or will all who

demand electricity be supplied?; and (4) What limits will be placed upon the

development of alternative fuels and technologies for providing electricity and

who will develop them?

The purpose of this study is to examine the administrative regulatory processes

relating to electrical energy. This is accomplished by (1) reviewing the existing

process in Minnesota; (2) examining problem areas identified by the three principal
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legislators who determined the direction of the study; and (3) offering ideas and

recommendations as a catalyst for debate on these issues. This chapter reviews

electrical energy use, examines the rationale for regulating electrical utilities,

and summarizes federal energy law.

A description of the components of an electric power system is in order, since

electricity is an energy form and not an energy resource. Figure 1-1 illustrates

these components. Electricity flows from a generator to a transformer where the

voltage is increased, to substations or distribution centers, and finally to the

ultimate consumer. A flow diagram of these components is provided in Figure 1-2.

1.1 Patterns of Electrical Use

A discussion of the patterns of electrical use is necessary in order to set

the stage for an analysis on the administrative processes governing electrical

energy. Electrical use patterns can easily be divided into two g~oups. First, a

review of historical data on electrical use can explain how the current situation

developed. Second, a look at projected trends may enable us to see what situations

need to be faced in the future. A great deal of the administrative processes

involve siting decisions. Therefore, a discussion of electrical use patterns

provides a clearer picture of the electrical energy situation necessary for

appreciating the importance of further debate in the creation of a state energy

plan and the tools for implementing that plan.

A. Historical Data on Electricity

There are a number of different perspectives from which electrical energy use

may be viewed. The following tables and figures provide historical data on electri

cal use patterns from five perspectives: (1) electricity as a fraction of the total

energy mix; (2) the growth of electrical use; (3) the control of generating systems;

(4) generating capacity of fuel type; and (5) sales of electricity.

Table 1-1 describes the United States energy consumption mix expressed in

terms of quadrillion Btu's. Table 1-2 shows the increase in electricity as a
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TABLE 1-1

1979 US ENERGY CONSu}~TION MIX
(Quadrillion Btu's)

Residential
and Unaccounted Electric

Fuel Commercial Industrial Transportation Other Generation Total

Coal .177 2.933 - - 10.835 13.945

Oi·l 6.393 8.108 21. 361 - 3.811 39.673

Gas 7.433 8.576 .531 - 3.288 19.828

lHydro - .0352 - - 2.9341 2.969

!Nuclear - - - - 2.980 2.980
.

Total
23.848A"Primary 14.003 19.652 21.892 - 79.395

Electric·-· - .
l7.028

AUsage 3.842 2.726 .020 .232 -

Total 17.845 22.378 21.912 .232 l7.028A 79.395

~ Of the :23.848 primary energy input 17.26 becomes generation losses and the 6.588 is
is distributed to the end use sectors.

Source: Energy Data Report DOE/EIA,'April, 1979. All infOrmation from Energy Data
- -- Report DOE/ErA April, 1979, except the following:

.
1 DOE/ErA Annual Report to Congress, p. 119

- 2 DOE/EIA Annual Report to Congress, p. 121

TABLE 1-2

ELECTRICAL GENERATION AS A PROPORTION OF TOTAL ENERGY USED
AND PROPORTION OF END USE, u.s. (1950-1980)

(Mi11ion BBS/Day Oil Equivlent)

TOTAL END USE (ELECTRICAL) PERCENT
ELECTRICAL ENERGY USED PERCENT CO~,'ERS ION RESIDENTIAL END USE

YEAR GENERATION (ALL FORI-IS) TOTAL LOSSES COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL OF TOTAL

1950 1.9 14.7 12.9% 1.4 0.2 0.2 21%

1960 3.4 19.5 17.4% 2.2 0.5 0.7 35%

1970 7.1 29.7 23.9% 4.6 1.3 1.2 35;~

19801 13.2 43.2 30.6% 8.2 2.8 2.1 37%

1. 1980 figures based on 1973 projections or the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy.

Source: Staff of JCAE, Understandi~g the'~ational Energy Dilemma', Joint Committee
on Atomic Energy, United States Congress, August 1973 (Table above adopted
from foldouts A, B, C, and D).
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proportion of total energy used for the years 1950, 1965, 1973, and 1978. These

two tables show that a substantial proportion of energy (17.0 of 79.40 quad

rillion Btu's) goes into the generation of electricity and that the various

sectors of the economy are increasingly relying on electricity as the most

popular form of energy to be used. Figure 1-3 shows Minnesota's energy mix

from 1920 through 1971.

The United States' consumption of electrical power has grown exponentially

with a doubling time of about ten years since the fifties, which translates into

an annual growth rate of about 7.4%.7 However, since the early seventies, the

rate of growth has decreased to less than 3%. Figure 1-4 shows this exponential

growth rate. Table 1-3 demonstrates the marked expansion of electricity com

pared to total energy consumption as a function of population and GNP. Table

1-4 shows how electricity has become more popular than other forms of energy.

Generally, the growth of per capita electricity consumption has increased faster

than total per capita energy consumption and, while the cost of energy consumption

per $1.00 of GNP has decreased, the cost of electricity per $1.00 of GNP has

increased since 1920. Table 1-5 shows Minnesota's electric consumption as a

function of population and GNP.

Tables 1-6 through 1-8 provide information on the control of electrical

generation. Table 1-6 shows the annual production of electrical energy by type

of ownership from 1955 through 1971. Table 1-7 depicts the number of generating

plants by type of ownership and generating type operating in 1977. Table 1-8

shows the number of large electricity generating systems in Minnesota as of 1976.

As may be seen, privately owned utilities (basically NSP) generate most of the

electricity in Minnesota.

A fourth perspective on electrical energy use consists of examining the

generating capacity of electrical utilities by fuel type. Table 1-9 shows the

1979 generating capacity by fuel type expressed in megawatts. Table 1-10 depicts

the 1954 to 1977 growth of electrical utilities in generating capacity by fuel

type measured in million kilowatt-hours. As is apparent, most electricity is
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FIGURE 1-3
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FIGURE 1-4
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[Since ]970 the growth rate in the Electric Utility industry has
decreased substantially - from 7.4% to less than 3% Nation wide.]

TABU 1-3.

MEASURES OF ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION AS COMPARED
TO TOTAL ENERGY CONSUMPTION, POPULATION, &~D

GNP, SELECTED YEARS, 1920-1978.

Per Capita J:;nergy
Energy Per Capita Consumption Electricity

Consumpcion Electricity (Thousand Btu) Consumption (kwh)
Y'ear (Million Btu) Consumvcion (kwh) oer $1 of GNP oer Sl of GNP

920 185.8 540 141.3 0.41
930 181.1 944 121.5 0.63
940 180.3 1,376 105.2 0.80
950 224.3 2,564 96.1 LI0
960 248.8 4,967 92.2 1. 74

~965 276.4 5,948 87.1 1. 87
~970 335.0 8,025 95.0 2. 28
~975 331.8 8,118 88.6 2.14

978 357.0 9,149 33.3 2.15

~ource: Energy Research Needs, a report to the National Science Foundation
prepared by Resources for the Future, Inc., in cooperation with MIT
Environmental Laboratory, at I-7, table 1 (1971). GNP expressed in
1958 dollars, (1920-1970) and Minnesota Energy Agency (1975, 1978).
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TABLE 1-4

TOTAL U.S. ENERGY CONSUMPTION AND ELECTRICITY
CONSUMPTION, SELECTED YEARS, 1920-1978.

Year

1920
1930
1940
1950
1960
1965
1970
1975
1978

Total Consumption
(Trillion Btu)

19,782
22,288
23,908
34,154
44,960
53,785
68,810
70,710
76,010

Electricity Consumption
(Trillion Btu)

196
396
621

1,332
2,896
3,949
5,624
5,920
6,821

Electricity Cons.
as Percent of Total
Energy Consumption

1.0%
1.8%
2.6%
3.9%
6.4%
7.3%
8.2%
8.4%
8.7%

Source: Energy Research Needs, a report to the National Science Foundation prepared
by Resources for the Future, Inc., in cooperation with MIT Environmental
Laboratory, at I-7, table. 1 (1971). (1920-1970) and Minnesota Energy
Agency (1975, 1978).

TABLE 1-5

Minnesota Electric Consumption Compared
to Total Energy

Consumption, Population and GNP.

Per Ca·pita Per Capita
Energy Electric Energy per Electricity per

Cons. Cons. $1 of Real GNP $1 of Real GNP
(Billion Btu) (MWH) (Thousand Btu) (MWH)

1950 1.360 .432

1960 .214 2.646 55.097 .682

1965 .243 3.566 53.215 .781 -

1970 .282 S..349 53.051 1. 007

1975 .311 6.670 54.977. 1.177

1978 7.859 1.2261

lEstimated GSP in 1978

Source: Division of Data and Analysis, Minnesota Energy Agency,
October 1, 1979



TABLE 1-6

ANNUAL PRODUCTION OF ELECTRICAL ENERGY
(By Type Of Ownership, And By Generator Type)

Million Kilowatt-Hours (1955 - 1971)

TOTAL ALL TOTAL ALL
YEAR PLANTS UTILITIES PRIVATELY-OWNED PLANTS PUBLIC-OWNED PLANTS

Privately-Owned Industrial
Utilities Establishments Subtotal Municipal Cooperatives Subtotal

1971 20,334 17 ,434 15,896 2,900 18,796 1,417 121 1,538
1970 20,486 17,432 15,920 3,054 18,974 1,331 181 1,512
1969 19,628 16,693 15,284 2,935 18,219 1,198 211 1,409
1968 18,724 15,832 14,545 2,892 17 ,437 1,094 193 1,287
1967 16,760 13 ,925 12,674 2,835 15,509 1,023 228 1,251

1966 17,183 14,412 13,161 2,771 15,932 965 286 1,251
1965 15,652 13,041 11 ,813 2,611 14,424 944 284 1,228
1964 15,561 13,074 11,910 2,487 14,397 883 281 1,164
1963 14,227 11,956 10,788 2,321 13,109 . 869 299 1,1.68
1962 13,136 11,146 10,030 1,990 12,020 827 289 1,116

1961 12,094 10,241 9,229 1,853 n,082 785 227 1,012
1960 11 ,495 9,613 8,594 1,882 10,476 774 245 1,019
1959 10,019 8,517 7,523 1,502 9,025 793 201 994
1958 9,190 7,719 6;795 1,471 8,,266 749 175 924
1957 8,875 7,653 6,718 1,222 7~940 766 169 935

1956 8,269 7,284 6,292 985 7 ",277 773 219 992
1955 7,335 6,643 5,666 692 6~358 735 242 977

Source: Emmings, S., Minnesota--Historical Data on Fuels and Electricity, Minnesota Energy Project, Report
No. MEP-74-19, December 1974.

l
I-
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TABLE 1-7

MINNESOTA GENERATING PLANTSI

-1977-

Type of Generation
and Ownership

STEAM
Private
Cooperative
Municipal
Industrial (self-generation)

Total

NUCLEAR STEAM
Private
Cooperative
Municipal
Industrial (self-generation)

Total

HYDRO
Private
Cooperative
Municipal
Industrial (self-generation)

Total

DIESEL AND GASOLINE
Private
Cooperative
Municipal

Total

GAS TUREINE AND JET
Private
Cooperative
Municipal

Total

GRAND TOTAL

1 Includes Standby Plants.

Source: Minnesota Energy Agency

Number of
Plants

15
1

25
6

47

2
o
o
o

2

17
o
6
1

24

16
11
53

80

9
o
8

17

Nameplate
Capacity

(MWl

4,429.3
46.0

460.8
430.8

5,366.9

1,755.0
o
o
o

1,755.0

133.3
o

4.0
14.0

151.7

45.9
50.0

272.1

368.0

842.9
o

146.8

989.7

8,631.3
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TABLE 1-8

LARGE ELECTRICITY GENERATION SYSTEMS IN MINNESOTA - 1976

Net Year End
Generation Capacity

Type Name (GWh) Percent (MW)

Private Northern States Power (NS?) 21,255 68 4,864
Private Minnesota Power & Light (MP&LI 4,258 14 846
Industrial Erie Mining 1,311 4 225
Industrial Reserve Mining 993 :3 122
Private Otter Tail Power (OTP) 874 3 179
Municipal Rochester (ROeHl 435 1 147
Private Interstate Power (I SP) 323 1 186
Industrial Boise Cascade Paper 206 1 39
Municipal Austin (AUST) 174 1 66
Industrial Waldorf Paper Products 131 - 26
Municipal Owatonna (OWAT) 113 = 34
Cooperative United Power Association (UPA) 22 = 70

~

Total of 12 30,095 6,804
Generation by Others 1,257 5 570-TOTAL. 31,352 7,374

I
Source: Minneso~ Energy Agency Data Base.

TABLE 1-9

1979 GENERATING CAPACITY BY FUEL TYPE
(Megawatts)

Nuclear
Hydro
Oil
Coal
Gas
Other, unk.

Minnesota

1,755 (22%)
146 ( 2%)

1,541 (19%)
4,473 (55%)

61 ( 1%)
163 ( 2%)

8,139

USA (Lower 48)

53,604(9.9%)
73,936 (13%)

151,317 (26%)
228,889 (39%)

74,892 (13%)
5,267 ( 1%)

587,905

Source: Inventory of Power Plants in the United
States, Department of Energy, April, 1979.
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TABLE 1-10

GENERATION OF ELECTRICAL ENERGY BY ELECTRIC UTILITIES
IN MINNESOTA

(By Fuel)

-- ----.--- -- -- .. --- --- - -- . -- .. ,

Total Therma1a Coal Fuel Oil Gas Nuclear Fuel

1977 32,690 20,350 804 373 11,163
1976 27,884 16,199 783 992 9,910
1975 24,548 12,427 ·659 1,713 9,749
1974 21,430 13,383 679 3,005 4,363
1973 20,416 11,763 906 4,477 3,270

1972 19,383 10,532 963 4,329 3,559
1971 15,390 10,041 571 3,384 1,394 f

1970 16,687 11,204 674 . 4,809 -
1969 15,847 10,132 455 5,260 -
1968 14,979 9,227 331 5,406 15

1967 13,206 8,287 161 4,618 140
1966 13 ,412 8,910 149 4,224 129
1965 12,112 7,489 211 4,269 143
1964 12,272 7,546 208 4,462 56
1963 11,246 6,412 218 4,615 1

1962 10,341 6,184 178 3,979 -
1961 9,627 5,549 154 3,924 -
1960 8,867 4,681 186 4,000 -
1959 7,731 4,156 214 3,361 -
1958 6,899 3,382 199 3,318 -

1957 6,788 3,208 217 3,363 -
1956 6,536 3,672 214 2,650 -
1955 5,800 3,368 224 2,208 -
1954 5,103 2,731 231 2,141 -

a Excludes wood and waste burned as fuel.

Source: Enunings, S. Minnesota--Historica1 Data on Fuels and Electricity
Minnesota Energy Project, Report No. MEP-74-18, Dec., 1974, and
Minnesota Energy Agency (1971-1977).
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generated by steam plants using coal. Figure 1.5 shows the increase in coal

consumption in Minnesota by electrical utilities.

In 1978, Minnesota consumers purchased~1,56 billion kilowatt-hours of

electricity, 21 percent more than they purchased in 1975 or more than double

what they purchased in 1967. 8 Table 1-11 shows energy sales by electrical

utilities to the consuming sector measured in million kilowatt-hours. Table

1-12 shows the percentage of electricity sales to different economic sectors in

1976. It is evident that the urban residential sector consumed 30% of all

electricity in 1976, with the commercial, manufacturing, and mining sector con-

suming over half of the e1ectricity~

B. Projected Trends in Electrical Use

Figure 1-4, supra, shows the exponential growth in electric consumption at a

rate of 7.4% per year. This is equivalent to a doubling of electric consumption

every ten years. However, since the early 1970's, the rate of growth in electric

consumption has decreased substantially. Today, the official Department of Energy

(DOE) annual demand growth projection is in the 4% range through 1995, but a num-

ber of officials place it in the 2~% range. The electric utility industry places

it much higher. The Edison Electric Institute (EEl) predicts an average of 4.8%

into 1988 and the National Electric Reliability Council predicts an average of

4.5% through 1998. The Washington Analysis Corporation, a subsidiary of Bache

Halsey Stuart Shields, Inc. believes "that conservation will do a great deal to cut

demand in coming years, as it has since the OPEC embargo of 1973, and we tend to

feel that estimates placing growth significantly above 3 % are unrealistic. ,,8A The

latest statistics would support this. The EEl's official 1979 summer peak loads

show a minimal 0.5% gain over 1978. According to the EEl, this would make a 1979

demand growth rate of just over theJ% mark. Further, it lowers the average growth

of the six post-embargo years to 2.96%, less than half the traditional 7% rate of

the previous 20 years. 8B
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30%
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22%
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Even with the decreased demand for electricity, there is still going to be

long-term increases in the demand for electricity. A low increase of 2% annual

increase in consumption would raise demand by close to 50% between now and the

turn of the century. In addition, even if demand stopped growin& new power plants

would still need to be built. Considerable oil and natural gas fired capacity

would have to be replaced due to the retirement of obsolete equipment. The

Fuel Use Act of 1978 (part of the National Energy Act of 1978) prohibits the

use of natural gas or petroleum for new powerplants and prohibits the use of

natural gas in existing powerplants after January 1, 1990. 8C

It is, however, more realistic to examine demand growth by region than' by

nationwide averages. Certain areas of the country have faster demand rates than

elsewhere. The main areas of rapid growth are the Southeast and Pacific Northwest.

According to the EEl, these areas posted an increase in summer peak loads of 2.0%

and 3.2%, respectively, in contrast to the 0.5% average nationwide.
8D

The 1976 Advance Forecasting Report submitted to the Minnesota Environmental

Quality Boatd: (MEQB) by th~ M.inn:e.so:ta./W:i:.sconsi,n,: J;'owe;r;: SuppLLe.r-s:· p~q.}ect:?-d .. ~

winter and summer peak demand growing at a rate of 6.6 and 6.8 percent, respec-

tively. In the 1978 report this was revised downward to 5.1 and 5.0 winter and

summer peak demand growth rates respectively.9 This reduction in the rate of growth

is equivalent to a doubling time of about 14 years.
..

At some point this growth in electrical demand must be translated into new

generating plants. If electricity is substituted for diminishing petroleum supplies,

then, as estimated by the Minnesota Energy Agency, anywhere from 17 to 20 new plants

and their associated transmission lines would be needed between 1987 and 1995.
10

Others have suggested that anywhere from 12 to 25 (1,600-megawatt) plants may be

needed in the next 25 years, though still others have suggested "demand is not

growing rapidly now."ll On a short-term basis, between four and six plants will

be needed in the state by 1990 according to MEA projections. However, in light

of recent data, probably not more than one new plant will be needed before 1990.
12
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At present, a number of new facilities have been proposed as well as a number of

retirements. Table 1-13 summarizes the projected facility additions. Table 1-14

summarizes the projected facility retirements. It is apparent that a winter and

summer addition of 4,815 and 5,728 megawatts respectively will be added with a

winter and summer retirement of 478 and 564 megawatts respectively. This provides

for a net increase for winter and summer capacity of 4, 37 and 5,164 megawatts

respectively.

However, many people doubt Minnesota's ability to build four new plants

let alone the 17 to 25 that may be necessary by the turn of the century. A number

of constraints can affect the state's ability to build new plants. These include

(1) fuel availability; (2) water supply; (3) environmental constraints such as

air and water pollution and their impacts on public health; (4) the availability

of capital for financing new plants; and (5) social constraints such as land use

and public acceptability.

One of the more interesting aspects about the use of energy in the United

States and, indeed, the industrialized portion of the world is that energy growth

rate is exponential. This means that the rate of growth itself was increasing.

Some have suggested that the growth process is self-accelerating, which means

that the very use of energy seems to encourage the use of more energy. Nature

is full of these self-propelled processes. However, none of them are perpetual.

One may conclude, therefore, that exponential growth rates are an indication that

the process has not ~ encountered the forces which will change it, for example,

the constraints noted above .and the ability of the consumer to pay the increased

prices for energy. Perhaps the revision of utility forecasts downwards is an

indication that these forces are finally being felt.
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TABLE 1-13

PROJECTEO FACILITY ADDITIONS

Earliest
Rated Capacity - MWIn·Service

Utility Unit . Location Date Summer Winter ~ Fuel-
Within Minnesota

CPA St. Bonifacius St. Bonifacius 5178 ",7 47 C.T.a oil
UPA Cambridge Cambridge '5178 21 23 C.T.· oil
UPA Maple Lake' Maple. Lake 5178 21 23 C.T. oil
UPA Pine City Pine City 5178 21 23 C.T. oil
MP&L Clay Boswell #4 Cohasset 5/80 500 500 . F.S.~ coal
NSP Sherco #3 Becker 5/83c 800 800 F.S. coal
MP&L Floodwood Floodwood Fine Lakes 11/84 800 800 F.S. coal
NSP Sherco #4 Becker 5/87c 800 800 F.S. coal
NSP un5ited 5/89c 800 800 F.S. coal

Outside Minnesota
MP&L Milton R. Young . Center, NO 5/77 408 408· F.S. lignite
UPA/CPA Coal Creek 1 Coal Creek, NO 11178 469 470 F.S. lignite
UPA/CPA Coal Creek 2 Coal Creek, NO 11179 466 466 F.S. lignite
NS? Manitoba Hydro Transmission

Lina Winnipeg 5/80 575 -345 NA

TABLE 1-14

PROJECTED FACILITY RETIREMENTS

Retirement Rated Capacity - WrN
Utility 1!!!.!! Location Date Summer ~. Type Fuel-
MPC Warroad Warroad 83 2.3 2.3 diesel oil
MPC Little Fork Little Fork 83 'l.0 1.0 diesel oil
NSP Dodge Center Dodge' Center 12/82 1.8 1.A diel=sl oil
NSP Excelsior Excelsior 12/82 4.0 4.('1 die!!':!1 oil
NSP Glenwood Glenwood 12/82 3.9 3.9 diesel oil
NSP New Richlandd New Richland 12/82 1.7 . ~ diesel oil1.1

NSP Red Wing 1 and 2d Rp.d '!ling 12/82 28.0 ~E.O fossil coal
NSP St. James St. James 12/82 2.0 2.0 diesel oil'
NSP Wilmarth 1 and 2d Mankato 12/82 28.0 25.0 fossil coal
NSP Pipestone Pipestone 12/83 2.9 2.9 diesel oil
NSP Tracy Tracy 12/03 1.8 1.8 diesel oil
NSP High Bridge 3 and 4d St. Paul 12/84 113.0 100.0 fossil coal
NSP Riverside 1, 2 and Sd St. Paul 12/84 150.0 107.0 fossil coal
NSP· Mobile Winona 12/86 1.6

.
l.S diesel oil

NSP Black Dog 1d Minneapolis 12/87 75.0 70.0 fossil coal
NSP Minnesota Valleyd Granite Falls 12/88 47.0 47.0 fossil coal
NSP Black Dog 2d Minneapolis 12/~9 100.0 e1.0 fossil coal-

e~4.0 £\78.0

I
aCombustion turbine.
bFossii steam.
cl n..ierviC3 dstes peeordlng to NSP February 1978 stl!t'!ment. O?tl:S SUbject to ,l\I1IJncy rl:'Vi'!~·r.

d A p"rtion of the summer ~nerating c:ap·-=ity will b'! lost rrior tl) rl"tirl!ment dul't to th" un8Y"'iI'.lbility of nllturll~ ~ fnr el'!"rtl'ic gentlration.

Source: MEA Database: Report to t'" FERC M.AP.CA. "r,·352 Aop'!'ndix A,"
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1. 2 Economic ,Regulation: ::

One often hears in any discussion of utility regulation that utilities are

"natural" monopolies. A monopoly is a situation where there is a single source

of supply. There are a number of economic reasons why monopolies arise. "Natural"

monopolies are said to have arisen out of conditions of economic warfare, which

results in the survival of a single victor, the monopolist. These conditions

occur in situations where the competing firms are producing their product at higher

than the minimum level of average cost and begin to exercise a human proclivity to

cut price to increase output and reduce average costs. Electrical utilities are

an example of an industry where, in its infancy, costs behaved in this fashion.

Industries where costs behave in this fashion are called "natural" monopolies.

A firm or industry may also become monopolistic because it is awarded a market

franchise by a government agency. The firm is granted an exclusive franchise to

produce a specified gObd or service in a pqrticular area. In these situations, the

firm agrees to permit 'the government to regulate certain aspects of its behavior

and operations in exchange for the exclusive franchise. In this instance, the

monopoly (often called a "public service industry") is created by the government.

The number of industries that are included within "public service industries"

expands as, conditions change. The relationship of government to public service

industries is clearly different from its relationship with other industries. In

general, people may, within limits, engage in whatever industrial activities they

choose, serve whom they please, and charge what they want. These other industries

are not directly regulated; rather, reliance is placed upon the competitive activities

of self-serving individuals for an abundance of goods and services at prices fixed

(in theory at least) by the costs of production. Government, except when trying

to attain certain social goals, is mainly concerned with the rules of the game

(i.e., unfair methods of competition and practices which restrain free competition).
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Government does not treat public service industries in the same way it treats

perfectly competitive industries. First, government restricts entry into the

field by requiring the former industries to have a license or permit. In

addition, public service industries must serve all who apply and are willing to

pay the fixed rates and they may not abandon service without the consent of the

government. The purpose of government intervention is to correct inadequate

competitive forces and to satisfy public concerns not reflected in the market. It

should be noted that often in the past government intervention has simply been a

response to the power of special interests groups. Government intervention may be

economic, political, or both.

In sum, monopolies differ from firms operating competitively (accordi~g to

accepted microeconomic theory) in many ways. Most importantly, monopolies tend

to use society's resources less effectively than perfectly competitive industries.

In addition, the output of a perfectly competitive industry tends to be greater

and prices tend to be lower than under monopoly.

Generally, state and local regulatory commissions control the price (by setting

rates to cover costs and to allow for a fair profit) and eliminate competition. In

return, the electric utility is legally responsible for anticipating and meeting

demand. Of course, since utilities are obligated to maintain reliable service,

regulators are obliged to raise rates to cover costs. Recently, state and local

governments have become increasingly involved with site selection and coordination

for energy facilities. (See Chapter Two for more details about Minnesota regulation.)

A. Brief History of Government Regulation of Price

The regulation of certain industries and markets by government did not "just

happen" in the last third of the ninteenth century. Government regulation (often

translated as interference) has been traced as far back as the Roman Empire. During

the decline of the Empire, the Roman government set maximum prices on over 800

articles of trade. 13 Saint Augustine believed that legitimate trading implied a

"just price" by the producer. 14 During the Middle Ages, most towns had regulations

to secure fair prices, maintain wages, set standards of quality, and to protect trade
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masters from competition. 1S English common law recognized certain trades as

IIcommon callings ll which required Royal Charters and which, therefore, were subject

to official control. 16 Lord Chief Justice Hale wrote around 1670 that when private

property is lI affected with a public interest, it ceased to be juris privati

only••• Property does become clothed with a public interest when used in a manner

to make it of public consequence, and affect the community at large. 1I17 By 1774,

eight of the thirteen colonies had fixed the price of nearly every commodity.18

However, by the time the constitution was ratified in 1789, such government control

ended. During the first two-thirds of the nineteenth century, government regulation

was thought unnecessary. Economic attitudes reflected the theories of Social

Darwinism (survival of the fittest). As more and more corporate abuses occurred,

particularly by the railroads, demand for government controls toward the end of

the ninteenth century in America became more vocal.

When government regulation of industry was re-established in the United States,

there were many constitutional challenges. The first case in which the Supreme

Court established the constitutionality of rate regulation was Munn v. Illinois in

1877. The court ruled that IIproperty does become clothed with a public interest

when used in a manner to make it of public consequence, and affect the community

at large•.• When private property is devoted to a public use, it is subject to

public regulation. 1I However, lIit is not everything that affects commerce that

amounts to regulation of it, within the meaning of the Constitution. 1I19

Industries which may properly be subject to public regulation do not fall

into a fixed category in this Supreme Court decision. The phrase II cl othed with a

public interest ll is used to describe these industries, but when and under what

circumstances is a business so clothed with a public interest as to justify public

regulation? The court in Wolff Packing Co. v. The Industrial Court of Kansas

pointed out three classes of industries said to justify some public regulation:
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(1) industries carried on under a public grant of privileges; (2) industries of

exceptional calling recognized as public from earliest times; and (3) businesses

not public in their inception but which have risen to such and have in consequence

been subjected to government regulation. 20

The next step in permitting states to regulate industry was the Supreme Court's

ruling in Nebbia v. New York in 1934. The court ruled that the state's authority

was based on the policy power and appears to be nearly unlimited:2l

There can be no doubt that upon proper occasion and by appropriate
measures the state may regulate a business in any of its aspects,
including the prices to be charged for the products or commodities
it" sells. So far as the requirement of due process is concerned,
and in the absence of other constitutional restrictions, a state
is free to adopt whatever economic policy may be deemed to promote
public welfare.

Characteristics often pointed out as distinctive of industries affected with a

public interest are (1) the enjoyment of a franchise; (2) the existence of a

monopoly; and (3) the necessary nature of its services. These characteristics in

and of themselves are insufficient to justify regulation. 22- 24 The court has

indicated that the right of a state to regulate is dependent not just upon the

category to which an industry belongs, but also upon the complex rights and duties

imposed upon any industry owing to some peculiar relation to the public. The

court has never set up a distinct category of public utilities and has held that

. the concept of public utilities is not static.

Today, public utilities are regulated, limited monopolies. They are

monopolies because in most instances the government awards a market franchise t9

only one utility (called a "certificate of public convenience and necessity") to

provide a particular service in a specific locality. They may be limited as

monopolies where there is inter-industry competition such as product substitution

(e.g., natural gas for electricity) and under certain circumstances competition

between the types of a public service industry. An example of this competition is

that for services between investor owned, government owned, and cooperatively

owned electric utilities. In addition, in most states, including Minnesota,

utilities are regulated by public commissions.
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B. Energy Pricing and Resource Allocation: A Note

There are a number of policy and institutional problems affecting the processes

by which energy decisions are made. Resources for the Future in their latest study

Energy in America's Future: The Choices Before Us identified six key problems"

(1) pricing energy services; (2) determining the magnitude and type of expenditures

in energy-related matters; (3) achieving fairness to all parties in energy related

matters; (4) defining intergovernmental relations; (5) dealing with uncertainties

about the effects of policies; and (6) the whole class of issues that economists

lump together as 'market failure,' embracing the inability of an unsupervised

market to reflect or respond promptly to social costs and needs.,,24A Energy

pricing reform can address a number of these problems. The purpose of this

section is to provide a brief overview of the effects of energy pricing on energy

policy.

The importation, production, and consumption of energy impose significant un-

paid costs on the economy which must be considered in decisions by producers and

consumers. This can be done by including, what has traditionally been unpaid costs

in the price of energy. Two such costs, for example, are (1) "the insecurity and

other international costs of importing oil: and (2) the damage done to the public

health, safety and environment, even after protective measures have taken place,

and which are already reflected in the market price. 24B

that cost internalization should take place where a relationship between damages

and remedies can be realized. 24C

A major element in establishing proper energy pricing is to assure each con-

sumer that he will pay the incremental cost of the energy he consumes. Presently,

energy suppliers earn their revenues based on the costs they incur in providing

their services. As a result, consumer charges are based on the average cost of all

facilities and purchased products provided by the supplier. The incremental or

marginal cost is the actual cost incurred when demand requires an expansion of

capacity. Because of inflation, the rising relative prices of energy, and the

rising costs of capital, utility revenues are below the true market value of the
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services they sell. Marginal cost pricing has the objective of efficiency

d 'd b " h " k 1 24nan waste aVOl ance y prlclng t e serVlce at lts true mar et va ue.

The marginal cost is defined as the increase in total cost occasioned by the

production of an "infinitesimally small" increment of product, which in the con-

text of the electric utility industry is the anticipated cost of producing and

selling a kilowatt or kilowatt-hour of electricity. This type of costing can

consider costs saved by reducing output or costs that will be experienced by in-

creasing output, something that cannot be estimated using historical costs.

Basing rates on the estimated incremental costs of providing service reflects the

cost to society of producing one more unit of goods or services and results in an

optimum allocation of resources. As a result, when prices are set to incremental

costs, the consumer, in deciding whether or not to purchase the service, "is

essentially comparing what the additional unit is worth to him with what it costs

society to produce it.,,24E

When a consumer pays the price, based on marginal cost pricing, the value of

the service to him is at least equal to the value of the resources utilized to pro-

duce it. "When the price is below [the marginal] cost, this indicates that some

consumption is being subsidized, which is wasteful of resources. , •. when the price

is above [the marginal] cost, too few resources are being employed, and there is

inefficient restriction of consumption.,,24F The Federal Power Commission (now the

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission) recognizing this resource issue, is developing

ff ' , , b d l' 24Gan e lclent, conservatlon ase energy po lCY:

[T]he Commission seeks to develop, through general comment and public
participation... the role of rate design in the conservation and efficient
utilization of energy resources; and the areas of public or governmental
policy which may influence or control the foregoing

.•.• Increased energy demands' ana' public' concerns for' environmental
protection necessitate new technological approaches to the electric
energy supply problem and possibly new rate designs which more accurately
take into account the environmental costs of producing and distributing
ever larger quantities of electricity ....
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In broad context, conservation of energy resources necessitates particular
consideration of •.. the appropriateness of existing rate designs in the
conservation of electricity; and the development of increased capacity
on the part of all persons to comprehend for foregoing relationship ....
(emphasis not added)

The regulatory process used by federal, state, and local governments decides how

much revenue a utility may have. These regulatory processes are designed to prevent

public utilities from exercising to their full monopoly power that they would other-

wise enjoy. In addition, regulation attempts to require all consumers to share fairly

in providing revenues to the public utility. The determination of what is "fair" has

traditionally been defined as that share which roughly contributes in proportion to

costs incurred in servicing their class. "From the point of view .of economic

efficiency and the wise use of energy, •.•. marginal cost pricing would be preferable.,,24H

The goal of efficiency has two components. First, that fuel is consumed at a

rate such that the value it produces is equal to its replacement cost. Second, that

the charge for capitol services is fully borne by those who create the incremental

demand. Though it is recognized that no one set of procedures is perfect, a

number of approaches could be implemented. First, the underpricing of fuel could be

rectified by the imposition of excise taxes and through the use of regulatory dis-

crimination in assigning fuel costs by using peak load pricing, excise taxes, and

h . h 241c anges ~n t e rate structure.

In sum, effective energy policy requires a pricing system which takes into

account the actual worth of that energy to consumers, informs consumers what energy

is costing the society, and informs producers and importers of this. When energy

is priced below these costs, then consumers, as a group, use too much of it. As

a result, the society gives up benefits by doing without other commodities and

services that are worth more than the satisfactions of that last unit of energy

consumed. The present U. S. energy pricing system fails to meet the fundamental

test for rational energy decisions because price signals fail to reflect marginal

costs. Electricity is an example of this. Electricity is priced at the average

historical cost rather than at current marginal prices. Because of regulation,
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different producers and consumers receive or pay greatly different prices for

the same commodity. Despite efforts to avoid environmental impacts, such impacts

do exist, and the unpaid environmental costs from energy production and use remain.

When compared to the use of marginal cost pricing, more energy is being consumed,

more energy is being imported, and inefficient patterns of energy production and

consumption by form and location continue to exist. The existing energy pricing

system has thus lowered the potential output of the economy and lessened the

total goods and services available to consumers. 24J

Full marginal cost pricing would make energy choices much easier, besides

increasing the potential output of the economy. It would (1) provide such infor

mation on supply and demand responses which are presently unavailable or trocost1y

to acquire; and (2) reduce the size and complexity of policy issues that the

government must consider. This second point would occur because individual choice

would automatically replace much of the uncertain models, questionable data,

and lack of knowledge that present decisions are based on.
24K
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1. 3 Federal Regulation of Electrical Energy

Federal, state, and local governments make many decisions which affect energy

policy. The laws and regulations enacted by legislative bodies and promulgated by

agencies were established over a period of about 60 years. These regulatory

activities were in response to a wide variety of social problems, from monopolistic

corporate practices to the availability of electricity to environmental concerns--not

because of any national recognition for the need to establish an energy policy.

Prior to World War I, the public believed that competition would keep electrical

prices down and that, therefore, there was no need for regulation. Operating under

this assumption, municipalities and states granted franchises and issued licenses

for the formation of many small power companies. The result was not healthy

competition to keep down the cost of electricity, but the emergence of one large

strong company buying or forcing out the smaller companies; this led to the formation

of monopolies within service areas. As a result of this trend, governments and

economists began viewing electrical utilities as "natural monopolies." The government

responded by regulating utilities through public commissions. 25

In 1907 state regulation of electricity began in New York. By 1922, 47 states

and the District of Columbia were regulating electrical utilities. The laws in these

states varied considerably, and consequently, while many utilities were regulated

in the public interest, some commissions were "captured" by the utilities and became

their pawns. Those utilities which were not sufficiently regulated imposed upon the

h ' h' d ,26consumers ~g pr~ces an poor serv~ce.

Prior to 1935, federal regulation of electrical utilities was for all practical

purposes confined to the control of licenses of hydro-electric projects in the

navigable waters of the nation. The Rivers and Harbors Act of 1890 prohibited the

creation of any obstruction in navigable waters. This required hydro-electric

utilities to secure congressional approval for any hydro-electric power plant site.
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Such approval was not readily obtained, because Presidents Roosevelt and Taft had

required strict provisions for the protection of the public interest. As a result,

unrestrained exploitation of the nation's water resources was prevented. Because

the utilities were for the most part unwilling to comply with the regulatory measures

the development of hydro-electric power proceeded slowly until the passage of the

Federal Power Water Act of 1920. This act created the Federal Power Commission

(FPC) which oversaw the issuance of licenses for hydro-electric power. Since 1920,

the development of hydro-electric power has proceeded at a faster rate. 27

Federal regulation of interstate commerce of electricity, other than that for

licenses for hydro-electric power, was undertaken for the first time with the passage

of the Public Utility Act of 1935. The following is a brief summary of the inter

state commerce provisions of the act: 28

1. Division of the country into regional districts for the
voluntary interconnection of generating and transmission
facilities to assure an abundant supply of electricity
throughout the United States with the utmost economy.
Promotion and encouragement of interconnections both
within and between districts is ordered. In time of war
or other emergency, the Commission is empowered to require
temporary interconnections.

2. Denial to public utilities subject to the Federal Water Power
Commission of the privilege of selling, leasing, or otherwise
disposing of property whose value is in excess of $50,000 or
of merging or consolidating without first getting an
authorization from the Federal Power Commission to the effect
that the proposed action is consistent with the public interest.

3. Exercise of jurisdiction over security issues and assumption of
corporate liabilities of public utilities that are engaged in
the interstate transmission and sale of electric energy and that
are not regulated by a state commission.

4. Supervision over rates and charges for electric energy transmitted
across state lines and sold wholesale for resale by utilities under
the jurisdiction of the Federal Power Commission.

5. Cooperation with state commissions in investigating the cost of
production and transmission by means of interstate facilities
beyond jurisdiction of the requesting state.

6. Provision of a plan for cooperation with state commissions, in
cluding procedure for joint hearings and the creation of joint
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boards, to consider matters of mutual interest arising under
the Federal Water Power Act.

7. Revision of the uniform system of accounts for public utilities
and licensees subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Power
Commission. Insofar as is practicable, federal agencies engaged
in the generation and sale of electric energy for ultimate
distribution to the public are to be subject to these accounting
rules.

8. Requiring public utilities to carry adequate and proper depreciation
accounts and giving the Federal Power Commission authority to
determine and fix the rates of depreciation to be charged against
the property of licensees.

9. Provisions against interlocking directorates in utilities and
financial or other'institutions handling their securities.

Also in the mid-193Gs, the federal government started to generate power. In

1933, President Roosevelt signed the Tennessee Valley Authority Act, which was

followed by the creation of the Bonniville Power Administration to build hydro-

electric plants on the Tennessee River and Columbia River, respectively. Two years

later the president created (with the approval of Congress) the Rural Electrification

Administration (REA) within the Department of Agriculture; the REA issued loans

to cooperatives for the electrification of rural areas. Roosevelt first approached

private companies and municipalities before setting up Rural Electric Cooperatives

(REAs). The private utilities turned him down arguing that it wasn't profitable.

Many utilities felt the constitution prohibited municipalities from selling

electricity beyond their borders. Consequently, Generation and Transmission

Cooperatives and Rural Electric Cooperatives (distribution) were the only

alternatives.

Since 1935 the federal government has enacted a wide variety of laws

regulating electrical utilities and created a host of federal agencies to implement

the policies established. A summary of the federal laws relating to electric

utilities is provided in Table 1-15. Each of these laws has varying degrees of

impact on the state's ability to regulate electrical utilities. There are five

functional areas of agency responsibility: (1) policy development and program

coordination; (2) regulation of the energy sector including economic controls,
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fuels allocation, and import controls, facility siting, and land use, and

environmental and safety regulations; (3) research and development; (4) energy

resource development; and (5) energy conservation. 30 Figures 1-6 and 1-7 show

the sources of responsibility placed in the Department of Energy and the

organization of DOE, respectively. All but the Federal Energy Regulatory

Commission (FERC), and the former Federal Power Commission, and all of the

FPC authority (except the authority to set fuel prices) has been placed in DOE.
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NUMBER, TITLE,
and SECTION

SlJMHARY OF FEDEaAL ELECTRIC ENEBGY LAW

PURPOSE
BELATIONSIfIP

TO STATES
NUMBER. TI.TLE.

and SECTION PURPOSE
RELATIOHSaIB.

TO. STATES

Title II Cerca1n FERC and DOE Auchorit:ies

• 111 This titl. does DOt affect the race of return to utilities
or state froJ!l adopting lItand.tirds. '

• 141 AIIlellds sectio", 201 of Title II of the Eneqy Conservation .
and Production Act to provide assistance to st:ate agencies
which. aet: .lect:ric ratell.

f 121 The public and uUlities can intervene as a _tter of right.

• 122 U the consumer contributes to lUll position in any pro
ceeding before. state agency regulating rates. then the
utility pays ~he costs.

(~

I

State lIllly let
federal a..is
tance and sal:
rates·

appropriate
ness to 1m
plement s tan
dards by pub
lic hearings.

Requires states
and non-regula
ted utilities
to adopt stan
dards vithin
two years.

State agency
non-regulated
ut'1lity must:
consider .tan
dards witlUn
two years.

State or nOn
regulat:ad util
ity must deter
III1ne -to aple
ment lower stan.,.
dads witldn
two years.

Each state aaency or non-regulated utility may reflect stan
darda in section 111 in any proceedini before two years if
requested. '

Establishes federal standards on (1) master meterill8. (2)
automatic adj ustment clauses; (3) information to consumers.
(4) procedures for terlll1.natton of electric serVice. and (5)
adverti"ing. ' . . .

(4) Rates for each claslJ shall reflect seasonal differences.
(5) Ut:1lit:r.es mwrt offer induserial aqd cODIDercisl classe"

an interruptible rate. and
(6) Each utility must offer consumers load lIISIlagement tech

niques as state agency or non-regulated utility deter
IIlines are practical, cost-effective. reliable or pro
vide useful energy or capacity manllgement advantages to
utility.

Requires reporta from state agendes and DOn-regulate!!
utilities.

States may set lower standards for rellidential COnsumeR
for esaential needs. '

Provides lIpedal rulell for section III standards number. I,
3, and 6 and section 113 standards numbers I, 2, 3, and 5.

f US

• 112

• 116

• U4

• 113

PURPA
(cont.)

• 102 This title appliell to any elec::tric utility 1.£ tot:al saln,
other than resale, exceed 500 IIlilUon 1d1owat:t:-houR per
calendar year.

Not:hing in tlds Act: or in any _dmeGt: made by thia Act:
affects-

(1) the applicabilit:y of tho lIIlt:it:rwIt 1_ to {Illy electrtc::
or gas utility. or '

(2) any authority of the Secret:ary or of t:he Colllll1.asion
UDder any other provision of law (iq,cluding the Federal
Power Act: and the Nat:ural Gas Act) respecting unfair
methods of competit:ion Or anti-competitive acta or
practices.

• 101 The purposes of this tiUe 8r" to ancourage-- Th1a titl"
(1) conservation of energy suppliec! by elec::t:ric:: ut:iliUeal lIUPplSlllSDts
(2) ths optilll1zation of tho effidency of use of fadlities nat. law.

and resources by dect:ric utiUties. pd
(3) equitable rates to electric:: COlUlumers.

The Congress finds that the protection of public health safe
ty, and welfare. the preservation of national security. and
the proper exerciae of congreasional authority under the Con
stitution to regulate interstate com-erce requirs--

(1) a program providing for increased conservation of elec
tric energy, increased efficiency in the use of facili
ties and resource by electric utilities. and equitable
retail rates for electric consumers, .

(2) a program to improve the wholesale distribution of
electric energy. the reliability of electric service,
the procedures concerning 'consideration of wholesale
rate applications before the Federal Energy Regulatory
CoIlllll1.SSiOll, the participation of the public in mattell!
before the Colllll1.ssion, and to provide other measures
tlith respect to the regulation of the wholesale sale of
electric energy.

(3) a program to provide for the expeditious developlllellt of
hydroelectric potential at existing small dams to pro
vide needed hydroelectric power.

(4) a program for the conservation of natural gas while in
suring that rates to natural gas consumers are equitable,

(5) a program to encourage the development of cruds oil
transportation systems. and

(6) the creation of certain other suthoritiea .. provid"d in
title VI of this Act.

S 4 RelaCionlilUp to AAtit:rust Lavs.

~ Retail Regulatory Policies for Electric Utilities

1. !!!!lli UTILITIES REGULATORY POLICIES .!9!..Q!..!21.!! (PoL. - ) (PURPA)

• 2 Findings.

• 111 Federal rate standards.
(1) Rat:es shall reflect actual costs of service to classes.
(2) Prohibits declining block rates for the energy compo

nent of a rate if the total KWH consumption for class
increases during period except if utility demonstrates
that costs decrease as KWH ~onsumption increases. .

(3) Requires time of day rates for classes except where
such rates are not cost-effective.

Each. state
aaency or nOQ
regulated util
ity which sete
rate shall con
aider federal
standards and
deter~ne

• 202 Interconnection.

Part II of the Federal Power Act is l\IIleDded by addinll the
following pev section at the end thereoe;

CEI!XAIN INTERalNNECTION AUTHOIUTY

Sec. 210. (a)(1) Upon application of any elect:ric utility,
Federal power marketing' agency. qualifyill8 cogenerator. or
qualifying small Jilower producer. the ColJllll1aa1Qq lllay issue
an order requiring-

State may apply
for ordar. "
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Sec. 211. (a) Any ehctric utility Or Federal power IIl4rket
ing agency may apply to the CoDDtssinn for an order under
this subaection requiring auy other electric utility to
prortde trauaadsdon Ilerncea to thlll applicant (iucludina
any enlargement of trausmiasion capacity paceaaaty to pro
vide auch serncea).
(b) Any electric utility, or Federal power lIIarketing agency,
which purchases electric energy for resale frolll any ot:her
elect:ric ut:ility may apply to· the Collllllission for an order
under this subsection requiring such other electric ut:ility
to provide transadssion services to the applicant (includ:£ug
auy increase in transmission capacity nec&Ssaxy to prortde
such services).
(c) (1) No order may bill issued under subsection (a) unlesll

the Colllllillision determines that: such order would rea
sonably preaerve exist:ing competitive relatioll8hipa.

(2) No order may be issued under subaection (a) or (b)
which requires t:he electric ut:1lity aubject to the
order to tranamit. during any period, an allK)unt of
electric energy which replacea any allK)unt of electriC
energy which-
(A) the applicant electpc utility 18 required by

contract t:o purchase from the utility subject to
such order durina auch period; or

(B) the utility subject t:o the orelar 14 required by
contract to prOVide to the applicant: electric
utility during auch period.

(3) No order issued under subsection (a) or (b) 1118)' re
quire trauslllission of electric energy to an electric
ut:ility which sells electric energy for purposes
other than resale, in violation of auy exclusive re
tail marketing area requirement established by State
statute or established by a State agency ~ accordance
with a State statute. .

(d) (1) Any electric utility ordered under subseccion (a) or
(b) to provide transmission services lIIay apply to the
Collllllission for an order permittina such electric util
ity to cesse prortding all. or any portion. of such
services.

Sec. 212. (a) NQ order may be issued by the Comm1ss1on un
der section 210 or suhsection (a) or (b) of sectioll 211 .
unless the Commission determines that such order-

(1) 1& Ilot likely to result in a reasonably ascertain
able uncoupensated economic loss for eny electric
utility, qualifying cogenerator. or qualityioa
81IIall power producer, as the case may be. affected
by the order;

(2) will not place au undue burden on an electric util
ity, qualify1ug cogenerator. or qualifying small
power producer, sa the case may be, affected by the
order; .

(3) 1d11 not unreasonably impair the reliability of any
electric utility affected by the order; and

(~) Idllnot impair the ability of any electric utility
affected by ths Qrder to render adequate service to
its customerll.

Cogeneration and amall power production. FERC lIIay estab
Uah rules.

(a) JlATES FOil. PUIlCHASES BY ELECTRIC UTlL1TIES.-The rules
preacr:ibed under aubsection (a) shall iusure that. in re
quiring any electric utiUty to offer to purchaae electric
energy from any qualifying cogeneration fac111ty or quali
fying small power produci::iOll facility, the rates for such
purchase-

(1) shall be just and reasonable to the electric con
liIumers of the electric utility sud in ths public
interest. and

(2) shall not discr1millate against qualifyioa coSenera-
tors or qualifying SIIIall power producers.

Ho such rule prescribed under subsection (a) shall provide
for a rate which exceeds the incremental cost to the elec
tric utUity of alternstive electric energy.
(c) RATES iOR SALES BY UTILlTIES.-The rules prescribed
under subsectton (a) shall insure that, in requirillg any

(A) the physical connect1cu of any cogenera~ion facility,
auy small power production facility, or the transm1ssion
facilities of auy electric utility with the facilitieo
of such applicant,

(B) such action as may be neceasary to make effective any
physical connection described in subparagraph (A).
which physicsl connection ia ineffective for any reason,
such as inadequate size. poor mainteuauce. or physical
unreliability ,

(C) such sale or exchauge of electric energy, or other co
ordination, as may l!e necessary to carxy out the purposo
of auy order under subparagraPh (A) or (B), or

(D) such increaae in tr4U8lll1ss1on capacity all lIIaY b" necea
sary to carxy out the purposes of any order under sub-
paragraph (A) or (il). .

5 203 Wheeling.

Part II of the Federal 1'ower Act. as amended by section 202
of this Act, is further amended by adding the following nev
section at the end thereof;

CERTAIN WHEELING AlJIHOIl.UY

SUte may ~ply

fOf order.

, 204

• ~OS

• :06

, 210

General Provisions 1!.egard1ng Interconnection and Wheeling.

Po011oa·

(a) STATE LAWS.-The Collllllission l118y, on ita own 1II0tion,
and shell, on application of any person or governmental
entity, uter public notice and notice to the Governor
of the affected State end after affording an opportunity
for pubUc heariDa, oxeapt electric utiUtieil, in whole
or in part. from anT pro;,uiou of State lev. or frolll any
State rule or regulatioll, which prohibita or prevents the
voluntaty coordination of electric utllittas, including
auy agreement for central dispatch, if the Commission de
term1nea that .ucb voluntaxy coordiuation 18 designed to
obtain econom1cal uquzation of facilities and resources
in any area. ·No such exemption may be granted if the
Colllll1saion findlr thet such provision of Stats law, or
rule or regulation- . ..

(1) is required by any authority of Federal law, or
(2) is designed to protect pubUc health. sa~ety. or

welfare, or the enrtroDlllent or cOll8eJ:Ve energy or
is designed to mitigate the effects of _rgenci...
resulting from fuel shortages.·

Amanda section 202 of the federal Power Act for additional
electric utility reporting. .

RiC lII&y exempt
electUc util
ities from
state law.

W
N
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electr~c utLl~ty to offer to sell electr~c energy to any
'lual~f~ng cogeneration facUity or qualifymg small power
product~on fac~~ty, the rates for such ~ale--

(1) aha11 be just an4 reaaonable an4 in the public inter
est, and

(2) sWl not dbcr1Ddnate against the 'lualifying cogener.,.
at:ton fac~l1ty or 'luali~ &IIIall power proo:iuction
facility.

i 211 Requ~res reports On interlocking directorates.

T~tle IV Small Hydroelectric Power Projects

and in the p~lic iDtereat, the Secretary shall encourage
such State to review- such rou!=e /lnd to develop a route that
is feaaible· and in t~ public m!=erest. Any exerc::1&e by the
Secretary of the power of eminent domain under this section
shall be in accordance with other applicable provilliona of
Federal law. -The Secretary shall provide public notice of his
intention to aC'luire any right-of-way before exercising such
power of eminent domain with respec\: to such right-of-way.

2. ~~.AIDl INDUSTRIAL ~!!§! ACT (p.L. - ) (plFUA)

.!!.!:!!.-l General Provisions

i 401 Establisbment of Program.

The Secretary shall establ1&h a progrBlll m accordance with
this title to encourage municipalities, electric cooperatives,
industrial development agencies, nonprofit organ:1zationa, and
other persona to underta/te the developllleIlt of -BDlali -hydro
electric power projects in connection with exi&ting dlllll8 which
are not being used to generate electric power.

Title VI Miscellaneous Provisions

i 601 Provides for a study On the effecta of federal law. On rates
and state agencies.

i 6-2 Seasonal Diversity Electric Exchange.

(a) AUTHDIUn'.--The Secretary lIIlly acquire righta-of~ay by pur
chase, including eminent domain, through North Dakota, South
Dakota, and Nebraska for tranamis&1on facilities for the sea
aonal diversity exchange of electric power to and fro. Canada
if he determinea--

(1) attar opportunity for public hearing--
(A) that the exchange is in the public interest and would

further the purposes referred to in Bection 101 (1)
and (2) of th1& Act and thst the aC'lu1&it1on of BUch
rights-of-way and the construCtion and operation of
BUch tranamiB&1on facilit1eB for BUch purposes is
otherwiBe in the public interest, -

(B) that a permit has been issued in accordance w:1th sub
section (b) for such conatruction, operation, audn
\:enauce, anei connection of the facilitiell at the bor
der for the traoamtssion of electri~ energy between
the United States and Canada as ia necessary for lIuch
exchange of electric power, and

(e) that each affected State has approved the portion of
the tranam1&sion route located in such State ill ac
cordance with applicable State law, or if there ill DO

such applicable State 1_ in such State, the Governor
has approved su~h portion; and -

(2) after consultation with the Secretary of the Interior and
the heada of other affected Federal" agencies, that the
Secretary of the Interior and the heads of auch other
agencies COnCur in writing in the location of auch por
tion of the tran&lllission fac:tlities all crOSBes Federal
land under the jurisdiction of the Secretary or such
other agency, as the case may be.

The Secretary Bhall provide to any State such cooperation and tech
n:tcal assistance as the State may r811uest and as he determines
appropriate in the selection of a transmission route. I~ the trane
mise10n route approved by any State does not appear to be feasible

i ~02 (a) FINDINGS.--T1I# Congress finds that-
(1) the protectioll of public health and welfare, the pre~

servation of national security, and the regulation of
mterBtate co_rce re'luire the establishment of a pro
grBlll for the expanded use, consistent with applicable
environmental re'luire_nta, of coal and "ther alteruats
fuela as primary eneriY Bources for exi&ting -and new
electric 1'0W'Iarplants md IIlIljor fuel-burning ·inatalla
tioM; and

(2) the purposes of thia Act are furthered in cases in which
- coal or other alternate fuels Bre used by electric power

plants and lIUljor fuel-burning inatallationa. consistent
with applicable enviro~ntal re'lniremeni;s. -BB primaX)'
energy sources i11 lieu of natural gas or petroleum.

0:1) STATEMEH'l' O¥ PUBPOSES.--The pUrpOBeB of this Act, which
sball be carried out in a III&DJl8r conaiBten\: with applicable
environmental r811uirementB, are-- - -

U) to reduce the importat:t-on of petroleUlll md mcrease the
Nation's capability to UB. in~genoUB energy resources
of t1l# United .states to the extent such reduction, and
use further the goal' of national ellexgy selt-sufficiency
and otherwise are in the best mteresta of the United
States ;

(2) to conserve natural. gas and petroleum for uses, other
than electrlc utility or other industrial or co_rcial
generation of Bteam or electricity, for which there are
nO feasible alternative fuels or raw _terial substitutes;

(3) to encoursge and f~ter the greater use lIf coal and other
alternate fuels, in lieu of natural gu and petroleum...
a primary energy BOurCll;

(4) to the anent permitted by thiB Act, to encourage the us.
of synthetic gaa derived frolll coal or other alternste
fusla;

(5) to encourage the rehabilitation and upgrading of railroad
service md equipment necesBary to transport coal to re
gioM or Statu which can use coal ill greater 'luantities.

(6) to prohibit or, .. appropriate, minimize the use of natu
ral gas and petroleUIII as a primary eneriY source and to
conaerve such gas and petroleum for the benefit of present
and future generationa;

(7) to encourage the 1IIOdernization or replacement of exi&ttng
and new electric powerplanta and _jor fuel-burning in- '
stallatioM which utilize natural gaa or petroleum as a
primary eneriY source and which cannot utilin coal or
other alternate fuels where to do ao furthers the COnaerva-
tion of natural gas and petroleUIII; . ..

(8) to require thet existing and new electric pOllerplanta an'"
major fuel-burniog installations which ':"tilize natural gU,
petroleum, or coal or other alternate fuels pursuant to 
this Act comply with applicable environmental reqnirements;

~
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(9) to 1naure that all Federal agencies utilize their
authorities fully in furj:llerance of tile pUq>oses of
th:ts- Act by carrying out progr_ designed to proh1hil:
or discourage the use of natural gas and petrole... as 0

a pr1lllary energy source and by taking such acUons aa
lie within their authorities to maxim:1ze the efficient
use of energy and CODServe natural gas and petroleUIII
in programs funded or 0 carried out by such agencies;

(10) to insure that adequate supplies of natural &aa are
available for essential agricultural uses (including
crop drying, seed drying, irrigation, fertil1zer pro
duction of essential fertilizer ingredients for such
uses); 0

(11) to reduce the vulnerability of the United States to
energy supply interruptions; and

(12) to resulate interstate commerce.

Title II N~ Fsc11ities, Subtitle A. Prohibitions

i 201 New Electric Power Plants

Except to such extent as lIIay be authorized under subtitl. a
(1) natural gas Or petroleum shall

o

not be used as 80 pri
lIIary ener/D' source in any new electric poveq>Lmt; and

(2) no uew electric power plant may be conatructed without
the capabil1ty to USe coal or any Qthar alternata fuel
.. a priJlary energy source.

I 202 1iI~ tfajor Fuel BurninS Inatallationll

(a) GEtIEll.AL PB.OBIBlTIOIiI.-Excepr to lIuch "tenr all _y ba
authorizad under subtitle B, natural ias Or perroleUIR
shall DOt ba ..ed .. a primary energy source 1n a DeW

lIIajor fual-burnini il1Stallation CODlll8tinS of a boUer.

Subtitle B. Exemptions

211 Temporary Exemptions frolll Section 201

I 212 Permanent Exemptions frolll Section 201

Title III Existing Facilitiea

(a) GElilEB.AL PB.OBIBITIOIiIS. -Exl;:ep t to lIuch SJI;I:ent lie may b.
authorizad under subtitla B-
(1) natural gas ahall DOt be used all a primary enerIY

source in an existinS electric poweq>lant On or aftar
January I, 1990.

(2) natural gall shall nol: be used as a pr1llla:ty energy
source in an existing electric poweq>lant before
January I, 1990, unlesll such poweq>lant used natural
gall as a primary energy 1I0urce at lilly U- durlnJ
calendar ~ar 1971; and 0

(3) DAtural gas shall DOt be used all a primary energy l!ource
in an existing electrtc poweq>lant in any calendsr year
before 1990 in greater proportions than the average
yearly proportion of natural gas wh:tch-
(A) such poweq>lant used as a pr1.lllary energy aource in

calendar years 1974 through 1976, or
(B) if such poweq>lant began operations on or after

January I, 1974, such poweq>lant ~ed aa a primary

energy source during the first rwo calendar years
of ita operation. 0

The prohibition of para,raph (1) ahall be stayed with respect
to any ex:lst:tng pQweq>lant pending a reaolut1.on (:tDcluding
jud:tciai review) of any petitiOil for: anY' e:uuption frolll such
profUb1Uon which is Uled for such poweq>lant at any ti_
after the effectivo date of Ws Act, but at least one year
before tile date such prohibition first takes effect.
(b) AlITlIOUTY OF SECB.ETAlIX TO PROHIBIT WEB.E COAL Oil ALTERNATE

FUEL CAPABILITY EXISTS.-The Secretary _y prohibit, in
accordance with section 303 (a) or (b), the use of petro
leUlll or Datural au, or both, as a pri_ry energy source
in anY' exiatin8 electric poweq>lant, if the Secretary finda
that-
(1) such poweq>lant haa or previously had the technical

capability to use coal or another alternate fuel as a
pr1lllary enerS)' source.

(2) such poweq>lant has the technical capabil1l:y to usa
coal or another alternate fual as a primary energy
source, or it could have such capability without-
(4) subl!tantial physical IIlOdif1cat1.on of the poweq>Lmt.

" or
(B) substantial reduction in the rated capacity of l:ha

poweq>lant. and 0

en it 18 financially feasibla to USe coal or another alter
Date fuel as a prilllary enerIY aource 1n such poweq>lant.

'302 E.x:Laring Ka~or lua1-9urnina ~rallatio~.

(.a) AlITIIOUTY 01 SECB.ETABJ TO PB.OBIBlT WBEIlI OOAL Oil AL1'E~
FUEL CAPABILITY EXISTS.-The Sacr&a:ary lIIay prohibit, in ac
cordance with saca:ion 303(a) or (b). tha use of petroleUIR or
natural gas, or bqth, aa a primary anerIY source in any
exiat1ng lIISjor fuel-burning iDlltallation, if the Secrotary
f1nds that--
(1) lIuch installation haa or previously llad the technical

capability to use coal or another sitemate fuel as a
pr1lllary enerS)' source;

(2) such installation has the techD1cal capability to usa
coal or another alternate fuel all a pr1lllary energy source,
or tr" could" have s uc4 capabil1l:Y without-
(4) subatant1.al physical lIIOd1fication of the unit, 01:
(B) substantial reduct1.on in the ratad cSllacity of the

unit; and
(3) it 18 financially feasible to use coal or another alrar-

nata fuel as a pr1lllary energy source in such inatallatioQ.
The requirement of paragraph (1) shall DOt be cODSidered to b~

lIatisfied lDIJ.esa the finding UDder such paragraph 18 made before
the date of the publication of the nOtice ofprDposed prohibition
under section 701(b) and is published with lIuch notice.
(b) AUTBOB.lTY OF SECRETARY TO PB.OBIBIT EXCESSIVE USE lIiI HIXTUBES.-

(1) In the case of lilly existing IIIsjor fuel-burning iDSrallation
ill which the Secretary finds it is technically and finan
cially feas1bie: to use iC lidxture of petroleUlll or nstural
gas and coal or another alternate fuel as a primary enerS)'
source the Secretsry lIllly prohibit. in accordance with sec
tiOn 303 (a) , the USe of petroleUlll or natural gas,or both,
in such installation in aJlDunts in excess of the miD1Jwlll
percentage of the total Btu heat input of the prilllary eneray
sources needed to lIlllintain reliabil1,l:y of operation of the°
unit cODSistent with maintl!!ning reasonable fuel effictency
of such lII1.xture.

(2) Tbe percentage determ!ned by tM Secretary under paragraph
(1) shall no~ be less than 25 ~e~cent.

w
~



TAliLl:.- :-- (con'"iiiued)

J 312 Permanent Exemptions.

'311 Temporary exemptiona lII&y alao be granted for:
(cont.)

(c) Use of innovative technolvsiea
(d) Units to ba retired
(e) Public intarest
(f) Peakload powerplanta
(8) Powerplants where necesaary to IIIa1ntain reli~iU,ty of

service.

(a) PERMANENT EXEMPTION· DUE TO LACK. 01' ALTEllNAXE FUEL SUPPLY.
SITE LIMITAXIONS, OR ENVIRONMENTAL REQUlREHENTS.-(l) After
consideration of a petition (and co_nts thereon) for an
exemption from one or IIlOre of the prohibitions of subtitle
A for a powerplant or tnstallation. the ~ecretary ahall, by
order. grant a permanent exemption under this subaecti.on for
the use of natural gas or petroleUIII, if he ftnda that the
petitioner has: delllClnstrated that despite diligent good faith
efforts-

(A) it: 18 likely that: an adequate and reliable £lupply of

l".)
In

RELATIONSHIP
TO STAXESPURPOS.E

(a) GENERAL RULE.--Existing electric powerplants owned or oper
ated by an electric utiUty shall be considered in compli
ance with any prohibit1.on under tftle III relating to the
use of natural'gas if there is in effect a plan of system
compliance for such utility apptoved by the Secretary under
subsection (b). No exemption under title III relating to

coal or other alternate fuels of the quality nec
essary to conform with design and operational re
quirements for use as a prflllary energy source will
not fie available to such powerplant or installation
at a cost (taking into account associated facilities
for the transportation and use of such fuel) which,
based upon the best practicable estimates. does not
substantially exceed the cost, as determined by rule
by the Secretary, of using imported petroleum as a
primary energy source during the rema.intng useful
life of the powerplant or installstioQ;

(B) one or more site limitations exist which would not
permit the operatioQ of such a powerplant or in
stallation using coal or any other alternate fuel
as- a primary energy source; or

(C) the prohibitions of subtitle A could not be satis
fied without violating applicable environmental re
quirements. ,

(2) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this sub
section, a powerplant which has been granted an exemp
tion under subsection (g) may not be granted an exemp
tion under this subsection.

(b) PERMANENT EXEMPTION DUE 1'0 CERTAIN STATE OR LOCAL REQUlRE
MENTS.--After consideration of a petition (and comments
thereon) for an exemption from one or more of the prohibi
tions of subtitle A for a powerplant or installation. the
Secretary may, by order, grant a permanent exemption under
this subsection, if he finds that the petitioner has demon
strated that-
(1) w1th respect to the site of the powerplant or in&talla

tion. the operation of such a facility using coal or any
other alternate fuel is infeasible because of a State or
local requirement;

(2) if such State or local requirement ia under a building
code or nuisance or zoning law, no other exemption under
this subtitle could be granted for such facility; and

(3) the granting of the exemption would be ill the public in
terest and would be consistent with the purposes of this
Act.

(c) PERMANENT EXEMPTION FOR COGENERATION. -After consideration
of a petition (and cOllllDents thereon) for an exemption from
one or more of the prohibitions of subtitle A for a cogener
ation facility. the Secretary may. by order, grant a perma
nent exemption under this subsection. if he-
(1) finds that the petitioner has demonstrated that econolll1c

and other benefits of cogeneration are unobtainable un
less petroleum or natural gas, or both. are used in such
facility, and

(2) includes in the final order a statement of the basis for
such finding.

(d) PERMANENT EXEMPTIONS FOR CERTAIN FUEL MIXTURES CONTAINING
NATURAL GAS OR PETROLEUM.

(e) PERMANENT EXEMPTION FOR EMERGENCY PURPOSES.
(f) PERMANENT EXEMPTION FOR PEAKLOAD POWERPLANTS.
(g) PERMANENT EXEMPTION FOR INTERMEDIATE LOAD POWERPLANTS.
(h) Through (1) others.

S 501

l!!k..! System Compliance Options

NUMBER, TULE,
and SECTIONIlELAXIONSHIP

To STATESPURPOSE

(a) TEMPORAllY EXEMPTION DIlR 1'0 LACK. 01 ALTERNATE FUEL SUl'PLY,
SITE LIMITAXIONS, OR ENVIRONMENTAL REQUlREHENTS.-After
consideration of a petition (and comments thereon) for an
exemption from one or lIlOre of the prohibitions of subtitlll
A for a powerplant or installation, the Secretary shall,
fiy order, grant such an exellptton for the use of natural
gas: or petroleUIII, if he ftnds that the l'etitioner has
demonstrated that for the period of the l'ropose4 exemption,
deap1.te dUigent good fa1th efforts-
(1) it is Ukely that an al!equate and reUable supply of

coal or other alternate fuel of the quality necessary
to conform with destgn and operational requirement8"fo~
use as a" primary energy aource, will not I>e ava11able
to such powerplant or inStallatioll at a cost (taldllg
illto account sssoc1ated facilities for the trSll8porta
tiOIl alld use of auch fuel) wh1.ch, based UPOIl the beat
practicable est1.lllates, does IlQt substantially exceed
the costs, as determined by rule by the Secretary. of
using imported petroleUlll as a primary energy source;

(2) one or IIIClre site l1III1tatiolls exist wh1.ch would not per
mt the operatioll of such a powerplant or installation
using coal or any other alternate fuel as a primary
energy source; or '

(3) the prohibitiolla of aaction 301 or 302 could not be
satisfied without violating applicable env1roamental
requiremellU.

(b) TEMPORARY EXEMPTIDlf BASED UPON 1'UTUllB USE 01' SYNTHETIC
l'UELS.--After cOllSideration of a petition (and co_nta
thereon) for an exemptioll from olle or IIIOre of the prohibi..,
tions of subtitle A for a powerp:j.ant or installatioll, tho
Secretary, by order, shall srant all exemption under th1.s
subsectioll for the use of natural gas or petro1ema, if ha
ftnds that the petitioner has demonstrated that-
(1) the petitioller will cOllply with the prohibitiol1ll of

subtitle A by the end of the proposed exemptioll by ~
use of a synthetic fuel derived from coal or another
alternate fuel; and

(2) the petitioner is not able to comply with such I1rohi
bitions by the use of ouch synthetic fuel until the end
of the proposed exemption.

NUMBER, TITLE,
and SECTION

S 111 Temporary Exeoipti.ona.
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the use of natural gas shall be available for any power
plant which is. or has ever been, covered by such an ap
proved plan (other than an exemption under section 312(e).

Title VI Financial Assistance

S 601 Assistance is provided to areas impscted by increased coal or
uranium production.

& 602 Provides loans to 88sist powerplant acquisition of air pollution
control equipment.

ritle VII Administration and Enforcement

§ 204 Establ1.shea Federal Energy Regulatory Commission.

§ 205 Establishes an Energy Information Administration.
Carry out functions of Sect~on 11 of the Energy Supply & Envi

ronmental Coordination Act of 1974.
Carry out functIons assigned to Director of the Office of Ener

3Y' Information &Analysis under part B of the Federal Energy
Administration Act of 1974. -

Requires an energy-producing company financial report on an
annual basis.

$ 206 Establishes an Economic Regulatory Administration.

S 744 Provides for a study with compliance problems of small electric
utility systems.

S 745 EPA must IDOnitor emissions under Clean Air Act.

3. NATIONAL~CONSERVATION~.ill. (P.L. - ) (NECPA)

208 Establishes Office of Inspector General to detect fraud and
abuse of federal programs. •

$ 209 Establishes Office of Energy Research.

Coordinates re
lationships bol
tween DOE & state
and local govern
ments & agencies.

~ General Provisions

5 102 (a) FINDINGS.-The Congress finds that-
(1) the Uni.ted States faces an energy shortage arising from

increasing demand for energy. particularly for oil and
natural gas. and insufficient domestic supplies of 011
and natural gas to satisfy that demand,

(2) unless effective measures are prompcly taken by the Fed
eral Government and other users of energy to reduce the
rate of growth of demand for energy. the United States
will become increasingly dependent On the world oU 1I1lU

ket. increasingly vulnerable to interruptions of foreign
oil supplies. snd unable to provide the energy tQ meet
future needs i and

(3) all sectors of our Nation's economy must begin immedi
ately to significantly reduce the demand for nonrenewable
energy resources such as oil and natural gas by imple
menting and maintaining effective conservation measures
for the efficient USe of these and other energy sources.

(b) STATEMENT OF PURPOSES.--The purposes of this Act are to pro
vide for the regulation of interstate commerce. to reduce
the growth in demand for energy in the United States, and to
conserve nonrenewable energy resources produced in this'Na
tion and e.wew-here. without 1nhibit:1ng beneficial economic
growth. •

Transfers to DOE all functions of the Federal Energy Adminis
tration, and Energy Research and Development Administration.
and all functions of the Secretary of the Interior under Sec
tion 5 of the Flood Control Act of 1944, and all functions of
the Energy Policy and Conservation Act. and components of tha
Department of Interior Act of Hay 15. 1920, relating to fuel
supply and d~mand Bnp.lysis. and coal prepsrat:1011 and analysis.

Transfers toOOE the functions of Section 304 of the Energy
Conservation Standards for New Buildings Act of 1976.

Title II Residential Energy Conservation

5 212 OOE must promulgate rules for approval of state energy conserva-
tion plans. '

Stat.. IlUlit
submit plana
180 daya af
ter promulga
tion of rules
for regulated
Iltilities.

I 301

S 304

I 306

I 308

5 401

S 402

~

Transfers functions of Interstate Commerce Commission related
to transportation of oil by pipeline.

Transfers functions of Department of Commerce related to Office
of Energy Research limited to industrial enerv conservation
programs.

Establishes Federal Energy Regulatory Commission; composed of
five members.

Transfers to the COIllll1.ssion certain functions of the Federal
Power Commission relating to;

1. Investigatioll. issuance. transfer, renewal, revocation.
and enforcement of licenses and permita for construction.
operation. and maintenance of dams. powerhouaes, and
transmission lines.

l. Establishment. review. and enforcement of rates and charges
f or the transmission or sale of electrical ellergy, including
determination on construction work in progress, under Part
II of the Federal Power Act. and the interconnection under
Section 202 of such act. of facilities for generation, trans
mission. and ssle of electrical energy.

3. Exercise any functions of Sections 4. 301. 302. 306. 307,
308. 309. and 312 through 316 of Federal Power Act.

DEPARTMENT OF~ ORGANIZATION ~ (P.L. 95-91), Aug. 4, 1977

5 103 When Department of Energy proposed action conflicts with energy
plans of state. conflicts shall be resolved. Each state has
authority over matters exclusively ..ith.1:n its jurisdiction.

4.

§ ~". EstaP · ;'~s De-- mt of -.~-gy (l'V',.,

States can
pre-ampt f~d

eral pr0l'rama.

i 501 Administrative Procedures.
Any person who would be adversely affected by the implementation
of any prop0lred rule. regulation. or order. or where compliance
would likelY' cause sedous harm or injury- to publ1c health, wel
fare, and ssfety. snall lie afforded an opportunity for a hearing
Or oral presentstion of views, and may suDmit material supporting
extS1:ence of such ""~le$. ~ '.o:~ Itper!Q".....-~" 1ncluif ..
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6. ~!:Q!df!.Mi!! OlNSERVATION ill.: P.L. 94-163.&~!!.P.L. 94-385 M!!!
P.L. 95-70

5. ~ ENERGY ADMINISTRATION AUTHORIZATION ACT OF 1lli (p.L. 95-70)

5 33 Requires any person contracting'with the DQE to disclose
possible conflicts of interest.

(502 Casea or controversies arising under any rule, regulation.
or order of any officer of a state or local government'
agency may be heard in either:

1. Any appropriate state court
2. Any U.S. District court

'106 O>l Ol· Each. -state or tlie approprute agenc:( may·dete.x:m!ne
the max1lllum efficient rata of production for each
field witfiin tha state whicli. produces or is capalile.
of producing significant volumes of crude oil.
Datural gaS', or both.

W
--.J

Kay enhance de-.
velopment Of
state petroleUlll
refinery indust.ry.

States or local
units of govern
IIlIlnt may roqueat
hesrin!!s.

The governor
of each state
shall submit an
energy conser
vation report.

Ststes may sub
mit public
health &envi
ronmental test1.
many on impact
of proposed rules
& regulations to
EPA.

Paragrsphs (1) and (2l at: Section 7 (c) of the Fed
eral Energy AdlIl1nist.ration Act of 1974 are amended
to require the FEA to prOVide a written comment
period for the EPA to respond on the potent.ial im
pact of any proposed rules. regulations. or policies
on the quality of the environment. .
The cowment period required above may be waived for
a period of 14 days under emergency situations sub
ject to the judgment of the AdlIl1nistrator of FEA.

1.

2.

1. Prescribes guidelines for the preparation of a state
energy conservation feasibility report; includes
plans to reduce state-wide energy cousumption by 5%
for the year 1980.

2. Describes requirements for el1gibility for federal
assistance. such as thermal efficiency standards for
new or renovated buildings. restrictions on the use
and operating hours of public buildings. or public
educatlon programs to promote energy conservat1.on.

The AdlIl1nistrator or FEA. where required by law or as
deemed necessary. shall hold hearings and/or oral pre
sentatioQU when a proposed rule or regulation lIlay impact
on local governlllllnt or its residents. or a state and its
residenca.

'Ii
The.AdlIl1nistration of the FEA shall taka such action to

eQSure that proposed rules and regulations issued by the
sgency do not impoae unreasonable or discriminatory
barriers to construction of small refineries and indepen
dent refineries.

Establishes a National Energy Information System to peradt
analysis of:

1. The institutional structure of the energy SuPPly sys
tem including patterns of ownership and control of
mineral fuel and·' nonudneral energy resources and the
production, distribution. and marketing of lIl1neral
fuels and electricity;

2. The consumption of mineral fuels, nonudneral energy
resources. and electricity by such classes. sectors,
and regions as may be appropriate for the purposes of
thh act;

3. The sensitivity o~ energy resource reserves. explora
tion. development, production. transportation. and
consUlllption to economic factors. environmental con
straints. technological improvements. and substitucs
bility of alternat.e energy sources;

4. The comparability of energy informstilln and stacistica
that are SuPplied by different sources;

5. Industrial. labor. and regional impacts of changes in
patterns of energy supply and consUJIIl>tion;

6. International aspects, economic and otlierwiee, of the
evolving energy situation; and

7. Long-term relationsfiips bec:we.en energy supply and con
sUlIlptlon in tlia. United States and world cODlllunit1es.

Improving Automat1.ve Efficiency

, 123

j 105

5 103

Part B
--5-52

Title V
'P'artC
--'-362

7. ENERGY CONSERVATION AND PRODUCTION ACT: P.L. 94-385 AS AMENDED BY P.L. 95-70 AND
P:I:::'95-91 - - --- - -

State and local
units of govern
J!l&nt lIlay partici
pate in develop
ment of National
Energy Policy
Plan.

Each Board may
make recoma&nda
tions to programs
of the departmant
haVing a direct
effect on the re
gion.

State or local
governmental
agencies _y
carzy out fed
eral programs.

State court
process may b.
involved.

State and local
incentivea may
have an impact
on federal
action.

Allows each atato
to inventozy oil
well production
cap ali111ty•

a. The president shall prepare and submit to Con
gress a proposed National Energy Policy Plan.

b. Seek the active participation by region41. state.
and local agencies. and the private sector to en
sure that the views and propos41s of all segments
of the economy are taken into account.

a. The proposed plan shall consider and establish
five- and ten-year plans for energy production.
use, and conservation objectives.

b. Forecast: the level of production and investment
necessary in each of the energy supply sectors.

c. Recommend legislative and administrative actions
necessary and desirable to achieve objectives
of the Plan. with respect to taxes. tax incen
tives, regulatory actions. antitrust policy.

The president shall ensure that consumers. small
businesses. and other interests including individual
citizens are consulted in the development of the plan.

A single unit of local government or its residents
A single geographic area within a state or its residents
A single state or its residents

Where authorized by the secret.azy, state 01." local gov
ernment agencies may carry out such functions as may
be permitted under applicable l~.

1.

4.

2.

l.
2.
3.

Extends Section 2 of the Energy SuPply and Environment41
Coordination Act of 1974. paragraph (1). until January 1.
1985; paragraph (2), until January 1, 1985. Prohibiting
any powerplant from burning natural gaa or petroleum pro
ducts as its primary energy source.

(G)

The governors of the various states may establish Regional
Energy AdVisory Boards.

( 801

§ 655

Part G---.sol

Title I
--rI01
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lUMBER, TITLE,
and SECTION PURPOSE

RELATIONSHI!'
TO STATES

UUMBEll., TITLE. RELATIONSHIP
and SECTION 1'URl'OSE TO STUES

I. EMERGENCY PETROLEUM ALLOCATION !9: Qf 1973 AS ~!!. P.L. 93-511. P.L. 94-99.
P.L. 94-133, P.L. 94-163, ~ P.L. 94-385

'4 Require~ the pre~ident to prepare a regulation providing for
mandatory allocation of crude oil and refined petroleum
product~.

~ ENERGY RESEARCH. DEVELOPMENT, ~ DEMONSTRATION!f! Q! lUi; P.L. 94-385

3. The suspension or relaxation of applicable emission Appl cation of
reduction requirements may extend up to January 1. this a.DQeJlded
1979. Nothing in this act shall prohibit a stata. statute may
or agency from enforcing any pri1llary air standard or cause a si8Oi
regional limitation. Any electric generating pOller- ficant reductioll
plant scheduled to be taken out of service permanent- in air quality
ly liy January 1, 1980. may be eligible for a single or a local and
one-year po...tponeJDent of emission reduction require- atate level.
ment....

101 Establishes ERDA.

D. ENERGY REORGANIZATION ACT OF 1974: 1'.0. 93-438. AS AMENDED BY 1'.L. 94-385. AND
P.T:9"5-91 ---- ----- -

S 6 The bairman shall initiate a research and development prO-
gr~ for the purpose of resolving major technical proble~

inhibiting commercial utilization of solar energy in the
U.S.A.

12.~ ENERGY ADMINISTRATION!f! Qf 1974 (FEA); P.L. 93-275, ~ ~!!.
P.L. 94-332. P.L. 95-70. AND 1'.L. 95-91

~

Feds lIIay dele
gate' authori ty
to state
agencies.

Hay weaken s tata
programs for im
provement of air
quality.

1. The FEA shall collect. evaluate. and analyze energy
infoOllation to permit fully informed DIOnitoring and
policy guidance. '

2. All peraona owning or operating facilities or busi,..
neasea engaged in any phase of energy supply or IllS

jor energy consumptiOQ shall Illak.e available pep.odic·
reports. records. and documents to cOqlly with rhis
act.

(i)(3) The FEA may authorize state or local government
agencies to carry out the functions of this act.

Amends Section 110 (a) of the Clean Air Act to allow re
vision of each state's air quality implementation plana
1£ weakening such plans .nIl not interfere with attain
ment of nat1:onal ambient air quality standards.

S 13

i 4

I 7

Eatablishes the Solar Energy Coordination and Management
1'roject.

Requires an asseSSllleat of all solar energy resources. includ
ing a national inventory and potential for commercial ex
ploration and development.

Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA)

, 5

5 4

!!£.!U

S 201 Establishes Nuclear Regulatory Collllll1asion (liRe)

S 207 Authorizes the NRC to cond~t a national survey to locate and
identify possible nuclear energy center~.

l. ENERGY SUl'PLY AND ENVIRONMENTAL COORDINATION ACT 011' 1974; 1'.L. 93-319. AS AMENDED
'BYP."L.94=I63 AND P.L. 95-70 ---- --

202 Gives the NRC licensing and regulatory authority under Chap
ters 6. 7, 8. and 10 of Atomic Energy Act of 1954.

'203 Establishes an Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation.

States may request
and ,receive help
in developing en
ergy programs and
coordination of
these nationwide
with other state's
programs.

States may pro
vide written com
ment on proposed
rules or regula
tions substantial
ly affect author
ity of state
government.

2. The FEA shall provida technical assistance includ
ing advice and consultation to state government in
dealing .nth energy problems; an-l proDlOte promulga
tion of uniform criteria procedures, and forms for
grant.(a) or contracta for energy proposals submit
ted by state governments.

1. Requires coordinatioll of federal energy programs
and policies with the programs of state govern
menta.

B,equirea tli.e FEA to prepare a comprehensive energy plan.• 22

, 20

fi 19 A thirty-day period may be provided for a management over-
sight review of any federal or state energy program con
ducted under this sct.

• 14 The FEA shall Illak.e a public disclosure of any statistical
and economic analyses, data, and information to keep the
public fully and currently info:rmed.

• 18 Requires the administrator of the FEA to analyz& the poten
tial economic impacts of proposed regulatory actions.

1. Amends Tit.:le I ot the Clean Air Act. Section 119. to
allow the "dmin1.strator to temporarily suspend any sta
tionary source fuel or e.mission limitation hatween
JUne 22. 1974, and June 30, 1975.

2. The administrator must give notice to the governor of
the state :tn which the emission source is located.

Prohibita any po....rplant Or other fuel-burning installation
from burning natu...l gaa or other petroleum products as ita
primary energy source UI11ess analysis shows that burning coal
would be impossible, impractical. or subject the utility to
unfair economic disadvantage. or impair reliability or ser
vice.

, 3

( 2

S 206 Any responsible individual or director of a firm constructing,
owning, or operating any facility licensed under the Atomic
Energy Act of 1974 shall immediately notify the NRC of any
defect or situation which could create or represents a sub
stantial safety hazard.

~ 24 [:P.f'l"'::ires- rf. .. 1!EA tC:--~1·fu!:t.1:t it<:",-~:£~n~res~ - - ....."lort vf"~ :ul

__ t;nto ~,,-e'X1t.~~_ __/dru. :ic g ~.Lng 1.
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and the potent1..al for i.ncreasing the capacity of existi.ng
hydroelectric generati.ng faci.l1..t1ea.

S 107 Requires an operator's license for individuals operating
commercial production facilities.

q. ~~ill.Q!'..llli: P.L.83-703

29 Establishes an advisory collllL1ttee on reactor safeguards.

i 51 Establ1shes within the FEA an Office of Energy Analysia and
Information.

i 21 Establishes an Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) composed of five
members.

Establishes a policy at the AEC of restricting certain data
and technical information relating to atomic energy until
effective international safeguards ar~ established.

The AEC is authorized to periodically revieW' and classify
such restricted data, alloll'1og for the declassification of
material determined to be without undue risk' to COlDID)n de
fense and security.

S 143 Authorizes the Department of Defense to have access to re
stricted data.

S 164 The commission is authorized to enter into contracts to pro
vide electric utility services at facilities owned by the
commission. .

I 144 The president is authorized to permit the AEC to cooperate
and cOJlllllunicate with other nlItions in the sharing of cer
tain restricted data.

1 142

Chapter 14
S 161 Defines the scope of powsr and authority given to the AEC.

Chapter 12
S 141

Establishes a general advisory committee on scientific and
technical matters.

The AEC is authorized to purchase or condemn facilities involved
in the production of special nuclear materials.

The AEC is authorized to prOVide for and conduct research in
such aress as nuclear process theory, uses for spent radio
active material, and protection of public health.

The AEC shall own all production facilities of nuclear material,
except certain research facilities and licensed facilities.

§ 31

§ 41

1 43

1 26

1 44

1 52

'I 53

1 61

§ 63

Sale, use, or transfer of energy in~udi.na electrical frolll nu
clear production facilities shall be subject to reaulation by
the appropriate agency.

All rights and title to ownership or any IIpecial nuclear material
are transferred to the AEC. All nuclear material produced in
the D.S. is property of the U.S. government.

Authorizes the AEC to issue licenses to purchase, use, or dis
tribute nuclesr materials for research or commercial purposes.

Allows the AEC to define nuclear 1I0urce materials.

Authorizes the AEC to issue licenses for Domest1c Distribution
of source materials.

1 168 The AEC 111 authorbsd to make paymen~ to atato and local
governments in lieu of property taxes, in order to render
financial assistance to those states and localities in '
whicJl tlie AEC carries On activities.

1 170 1. Each liceDlle illsued under Sections 103 or 104, 185.
53, 63, or 81 of this act may have all a condition a
requirement that the licensee maintain financial pro
tection (insurance) to cover public liability claims.

2. The lIIaximum liability for each n4cleu incident shall
not exceed ~500 million.

S 171 The United'States shall make just cOJl4lensation for any pro
perty taken pursuant to Sections 43, 52, 66. or 108 of
this act.

States & local
government make
request payments
for land and/or
property righe..

W
\0

1 67 Allows the AEC to lease government lands for m1n1og of source
materials.

§ 172 Authorizes condemnation proceedings as ~pplicable to this
act.

1 81 The AEC is authorized to issue licenses and permitll for the .use,
posllession, or transfer of by-product materials.

& 101 A 11csnse is requirad for any energy production fac111ty.

103 Definea the conditions for issuance of a commercial license for
atomic energy production.

S 104 Defines the conditions for islluance of a license for medical
therapy and rellearch.

S 182 1. Describes the neceSsary requirements for application
for a license. including compliance with all rules
and regulationll of the AEe, technical sp~cifications

of the facility, place, size, safeguards to protect
public health and safety.

2. The Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards IIhall
review each application.

3. The "AEC mua t notify all state and local agencies
having regulatory authority over such a proposed
facility.

S 105 None of the provill1..ons of thill act exempt 11..censes from the appli
cable antitrust laws of the U.S. government.

5 106 Allows the AEC to class or group together production faci.liti.es.

183 Defines the terms of each licenae.

1 184 No transfer of 1I license may" occur without approval of the
AEC.

I 186 Descrihes the causes for revocation of licunses.
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4. l!!!M!:. ELECTRIFICATION !fl.Qf...!2l2.

Utle I--.-1

Ii 2

§ 4

Create~ the Rural Electrification Administration (REA) 1n
the Department of Agriculture.

Authorizes the REA to make loans for rural electrification
progra_.

Such loans shall be for a maximUlll period of 3S years, at an
annual interest rate of 2 percenc.

§ 4(f).13 One purpose of the preliminary permit is to enable the appli
cant to acquire water rights and property rights from state
autnorities, and obtain state permission on other related
matters.

i 4(f).17 Excessive cost of development combined vtth unfavorable mar
ket condit~ons are reaSons for denying an application for a
preUm1nary perlll1t.

• 4(f).20 Permits may st111 be issued in spite of opposition due to po
tential interference and conflicts vtth the interests and
accivities of others.

5. FEDERAL~ !fl .Qf.::!.!lli! 10, .!21Q.

Title III

• 306
The government shall providtl guaranceed loans in special

cases to facilitate the development of rural electric pro
jects.

i 4(£).33 In the determination of a projecc in the best public inter
est, due consideration 1IIU8t be given as to whether the
water should be reserved fOI: 1IIUnicipal and domestic pur
poses.

The impacc of
a project on
the state's
water resources
must be evalu-.
ated.

• 4 (f) Requires che issuance of preliminary permits to enable
applicants for a license to secure data and conform to
Section 9 of this acc.

• 4.40 The FPC haa the authority to grant a valid license for a
power project prOVided the use of the water does not
conflict wirh the vested rights of others. The scate
has no veto power over such accion.

• 4.50 A licensee gets no part of the sovereign power over che
navigable waters which belong to the federal governmenc.
He or she gets only those powers which are specifically
granted in the license, and which are noc in conflict
with the act.

Part I--.-1

• 1.10

• 4

• 4.36

Water Power Licenses.
Establishes Federal Power Commission (FPC) composed of five

members appoinced by the president.

Maincains thac whacever rights the states have to use or
regulate navigable waters are not superior to the power
df Congress to regulate foreign and interstate commerca
including navigation.

a. The Federal Power Colllll1ssion is aurhori:l:ed to maIco in
vescigatioDB, and collect data concerning the use of
water resources of any region to be developed, the
wacerpower induscry, and the location, capacity, and
relacion co markets of power sites.

b. Public water utilities are required to sublll1C a scaCe
menC of actual legiCimace original coscs of construc
tion of such projeccs for energy producCion from water
resources.

d. Requires public disclosure of informacion by FPC.
e. Grants auchority of the FPC to issue licensaa to in

dividuals, corporations, or government encicies to
cons truct, operate, or lIl8intain dalll/i. reservoirs. and
power houses for che purposes of producing hydroelec
tric' power.

A state's scatutes forbidding a projecc because of ita
size are not concrolling if the FPC finda such a proj ecc
in che public interesc.

StaCe law aay
be vre-..-pcael.

SCaCS law may
be pre-aq>tael

Stacc 1., aay
be pre-allll'ted.

f 4(g).02

f 4(g) .03

• 4(g).05

I 5.15

S 5.151

, 5.152

5 5.25

I 5.50

• 5.55

Application for a construction permit froa che FPC to build
a hydroelectric powerplant on a lion-navigable tributary of
a navigable river should be based on both the interstate
cOllll18rce aspects of the electrical energy transmitted, .!!!.!!
the nature of the affects on interstste commerce on the
navigable river.

The Federal Power Act snd ita regulacions are retroactiva,
that is, the Feder~ Power Act dOllS apply to projecta con
structed before its passage.

Application for a prel:1lll1nary permit does not require the
presentation of extensive or complete informacion and data.

Delay caused by refusal of an applicant for a license to
submit mstters in controversy to the jurisdiccion of the
FPC under its rules and regulations cannot be pleaded by
the applicant as just reason for furcher delay in tender
ing license.

Congress declares that the maximum time allowed under a
preliminary permit is three years. though the maximum
combined period allowed for the cOllllllencement of colilitruc
tion is four rears.

An applicant enjoying seven years I prioriry with respecc to
s water power site and construction of a hydroelectric pro
jecc will not receive additionsl delays.

The FPC is without power to hold a proposed project dte
under indefinite priority.

The exclusive power and auchority to issue licenses and
granc permission to enter upon the public domain to construct
and maintain electrical translll1ssion pole 11nes is vested vtth
the FPC.

The purpose of the prel1.Jll1nary permit ia to enable the appli.
canc to IIl8ke the investigations, exs:minatioDa, and surveys,
prepare the maps, plana, and specifications, and estimates,
mak.e the financial arrangements, and gather other data that 18
required to obtain a license. The intent of t!i.e Federal Power
Act is to have applicanta act diligently and complete all nec
eS:Ciary 1:l1V~o::-~'::gat1.-on~ durtnp r-n.. pert.r~ ~& tfi.e r.".. .... - "''''''dnary ............-

.j:>
o
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§ 5.75

§ 6.15

§ 6.17

The penuit does not authorize construction of tlla proposCl-d
project.

A power company which ootains a license from tlla Fl'C must
comply v.l.th tne rules and regulations of die Fl'C, including
ma1ntenance of a system of accounts.

Licenses shall be issued for a period not exceeding fifty
years.

§ 7.15

, 7.20

In awarding a private anterprise a license to conatruct a dam
project. the Fl'C notes that tlla public purposes. such as flood
control, navigation, and recreation will be realized without
expense to the country to tne extent that projects are con
structed by a nonfederal enttty.

Gives the FPC a mandate to make an informal judgment on li
cense application as to whether the development of any water
resources for public purposes should be undertaken by the U.S.

5 6.18 The econom1c feasibility of each proposed project rill be
evaluated, including a comparison of the annual cost of the
proposal rith the annual costs of an altemative energy
source to provide an equivalent supply of power. and by
shoWing an adequate market for the power to be developed.

$ 7.21 The FPC must tes t the proposed proj ect against the public in
terest after first exploring all issues relevant to the public
interest to help decide'whether federal water sources may be
alienated for the purpose of constructing a hydroelectric pro
ject.

A license may be tenuinated by the dissolution of the corporate
licensee by the state.

No voluntary transfer of any license. or of the rigbea granted
thereunder. shall be made rithout the written approval of the
comm1ssion.

The Fl'C may not approve a license transfer where the prospective
tranSferee haa failed to comply v.l.th state law as requind by .
Section 9(b) of the act.

A statutory preferential right given to a municipality exists
only if and wben there is a conflict of application and before
any priority has been attached.

.po
~

how Indian and tribal lande shall be dealt with under
and annusl chsrges adjusted for renta and land nae
establishment of the co_reial value of such tribal

Describes
the lsw;
based On
lands.

Combinations. agreements. arrangements. or understandings, ex
presa or implied, to l1m1t the output of electrical energy. to
restrain trade. or to fix. maintain, or increase prices for
electrical energy or service are prohibited.

Each applicant for a license shall submit to the Fl'C such maps,
plana. specifications; and cost estimatea as may be required
for a full understanding of the project. Such mapa. plana, and
specifications shall be made a part of the license; and there
after nO changes shall be made in such maps, plans. and speci
fications without approval by the FPC.

Each applicant IIlUSt comply with the laws of the state or statea
within which the proposed project will be located with respect
to bed and banks, and the use and diversion of water for power
purpose. and with respect to the right to engage in the busi
ness of developing, transmitting, and distributing power, and
any otber necessary business requirements.

Preferential right to municipalities will not be given where
the competing nongovernmental applicant presents a proposal
which is more feasible and which is best adopted for the
project.

10. (h)

f 9(b)

i 10.76
through

10.821

f 8.18

, 9(a)

§ 7.35

, 8.25

§ 7.351

States' lo
cal unita of
government
may own , op
erate hydro
electric
planta iA the
public inter
est.

Although ~ge to private recreational interests ia a proper
claim for compensation under Section 10(c} of this act. such
damage rill not preclude the amendment of a license.

A license may be tenuinated by the revocation of the corporate
charter of the licensee by the state.

In the issuance of prel1m1nary penuits or licenses under the
provisions of this act. the Fl'C shall give preference to
applications therefore by s~atea and municipalities. pro
vided the plans are equally well adapted to conserve 4Ud
utilize in the public intereat the water resourcea of the
region.

A power company may surrender its license after due require
ments for public notice and if the surrender is not contrary
to the public interest.

Gives Fl'C authorization to modify the license of a power com
pany to increaae the power output from a powerplant to meet
a marked shortage of electric power.

Congress intended that the fifty-year limit on e license for
a water power project ba emphasized, ratber than have the
license become indefinite or perpetual. Thus at the end of
each license period Congresa m1ght re-exam1ne the use of the
particular natural resource.

l'uts a condition in a hydroelectric license providing that,
after the first 20 years of operation, the m1nimum stream
flow requirements shall be reassessed and possible revised.

An agency of a state is entitled to the benefits of Section
7(a}.

§ 7.10

§ 7. (a)

§ 6.80

S 6.82

§ 6.75

S 6.31

S 6.38

S 6.27

5 6.23

§ 7.11

§ 7.13

Tha Secretary of the Interior has special standing to appear,
to intervene. and to introduce evidence on a propoaed river
development.

Other developments in tlla are.a. including those. of the federal
govarnment 1IIUSt 5e given conaidaration tIl a license applica
tion proceeding.

t 13

§ 20

Licenses shall commence construction of the project within the
time fixed in tlla license, but not to exceed two years. An ex
tension may be granted once, and it will also not exceed two
years.

When the power generated by a licensed facility' enters into inter
state commerce. the rates charged and services rendered Decome



TABLE (concinued)

subjecc Co regulacion and concr01 by federa1 and scate laws
and scacuces.

1. The comm1ss10n shall deeermine and m just and reason
alile rates, cllarges, claaa1£icat10ns, or services to
reduce discr:l:m1nat:U:1O and unfairness.'

NUMBER. TITLE.
and SECTION PURPOSE

RELATlONSHU
TO STATES

NlJHBER. TITLE,
3lld SECTION

5 206

PURPOSE
RELATIONSHI&

TO STATES

5 205.70 A utility company which. charges excess. unapproved rates can be
ordered to make refunds Co a1l affected cuseomers.

5 205.25 Wholesale sales of eleceric energy for resale by a public util
ity are subjece to FPC jUrisdiction.

5 205.49 An eleceric company's races lIlust be equitable and nondiscrimina
tory both to municipal customers and cooperatives.

5 205.675 The FPC is authorized co order an eleccric company to show rea
sonableness in the company's filed race schedules.

.p
N

Every public
uUlity lIlust
comply with
a1l seate
lsws sa wall.

1.

(b)

(a) Each public utility shall file an annual or ocher such per
iodica1 report(s) as ehe FPC by regulaeion requires.
It shall be unlswful for any person co hinder. obseruce, or
delay the fUing or record-keeping required under this ace.

Any person, seaee, or DlUQicipality may file a complaint againse
a public utility if indiClltions suggest non-compliance wieb
chis ace. The affected utility must tben reply to such allega
tions to the FPC. If the complainc is not justly satisfied,
the commission shall iuvestigaee ehe mateer.

(b)

(a)

The FPC .ay invescigsee any conditione, practices. or maeters ie
finds necessary, and is empowered, for hearings and proceedings,
to administer oaehs, subpoena witnesses, compel their aeeendance,
and require relevant _eedal Co be placed before the commission.

The FPC is given admin1stracive powers to prOJllulgate rules and
regulations under chis act.

Any person, state, or municipality aggrieved by an order issued
by ehe FPC may apply for a rehearing within 30 daye after such
order.

The collllll1.ss1.on _y request that an injWlct:1.on or reshain1ng order
be issued to any person or uci111:Y engaged or about to engage :U1
aces :U1 vio1atio!>. of tMs act. .

"""e !"e"·-r~ 1 Power "'~m'">tss1r-~ {We} 1ilF- .' - 'n rer' - .J. DY' ~f>~ Federal
,,·tlerg.., "_<atc..,-,, --"II1ss__ " ERC}

Procedural and Adminiseraeive Provisions
(a) Every licensee and public uciliey shall prepare, keep, and

preserve accounts, correspondence, papers, books. and other
records as the FPC shall declare necessary for purposes of
this ace. including records on ebe generation, transm1s~

sion, discribution, and sale of electriClll energy.

The FPC is given auchority co determ1ne and fix the proper
and adequaee races of depreciation of the severa1 clasllell
of properey of each public uei1ity.
Before fixing. such depraciaeion races. ehe FPC is required
to noUfy each seate commissipn and 3ive reasonable oppoc-
tunicy for each seate governing body to presene its views
for coneideracion.

The FPC may deeermine a reasonable rate of retum by examining
(1) general interest rates and yields, (2) utility ineerese
raCes and yields, (3) general economic conditions, (4) com
paraeive risks of utilities, and (5) economic factors per
taining co local condieions where tho \.\tility operates.

Deprecistion rates shall be based on original cosc racher than
cose of reproduceion new.

A nearing will be required for a1l proposed mergers of Class A
electric utilieies.

The commission may investigate and ascertain the aceual
legitimaee cose of ehe property of every public utility,
and depreciation therein. for necessary rate-making
purposes.

5 307

i 309

i 31~

, 314

J 306

J 304

5 302

, 208.70

5 208.30

5 208

5 206.51

Part III
, 301

No parc of chis act shall be construed ss affeceing or intended
in any way to ineerfere with the laws of the respective states
relating co ehe conerol. appropriation, use. or distribution of
wacer rights and usage.

FEA-financed cooperatives aro not governmenc encities exempced
under this acc. «

Rural elactric cooparaeives are not subjece co res\.\laeion by
FPC. Ie was noe ineended by Congress for these eneieiezl to bo
regulaced under this acc.

The FPC has jurisdiceion where oue-of-staee eleceric energy is
commingled wieh in-seate energy.

Gives the FPC auchority co regulsce eleccric ueility companies
engaged in incerscate commerce.

A licensee may exercIse che right of em1nene domain to acqutre
lands or properey necessary for conseruceion. maineenance, or
operacion of any daDI. reservoir. or diversion seruceure asso
ciaeed with an approved hydroeleceric project.

The compensaeion for land taken by the federal government is
decermined on the basis of market value.

Congress hss the power to grane the righe of eminene domain to
any l1censee.

Neicher a scate leg1s1seure nor Congress has co give landowners
notice before caking accion in an eminenc domain proceedings.

5 202 1. The commisaion shall prolllOta and encoursge ineerconneceion
of power generation facilities and transmission networks
on a regional basis to promoce economy, efficiency, and
conservacion of naeura1 resources.

5 204 No public ueility sha11 issue any security or assume any obli-
gation or liability sa gusrancor unless the FPC by order
authorizes such issue or sasumpeion of liability.

5 205 1. All rates and charges made. demanded. or received by sny
public uciliey for the transmission or sale of electric
energy sre aubjecC to ehe jurisdiccion of che FPC.

2. Any request for a change in rates. charges, clsas1£icaeion,
or service lIlust be 1n writing and 30 days nocice given to
the commission and to the public.

201.47

5 201.14

5 27

5 201.33

5 21.802

5 21

5 21.53

5 21.16

'arc II
---r201.08



CHAPTER TWO

THE ENERGY PLAYERS

There are numerous processes affecting the generation, distribution, and cost

of electricity in Minnesota. While many of these processes are guided or controlled

by federal laws (see Chapter One), a number of the key decisions affecting the

utilities and the ultimate consumers of electricity still reside at the state

level. These processes include determining the need for large electrical generating

facilities and high voltage transmission lines (HVTLs), conservation policies,

advanced planning for new facilities, siting facilities, environmental policies,

permitting new facilities, determining service areas, establishing rates, and a

host of other activities.

The Minnesota Legislature has created a number of agencies to govern these

processes and implement their policies. The right to regulate electrical utilities

and some of the concerns people have about these "natural monopolies" are

reviewed in Chapter One. The primary purpose of Chapter Two is to examine the role the

energy players who implement the Minnesota regulatory processes that affect and

govern electrical utilities and the role the public, which is defined as non

governmental, non-utility people, can play in affecting the decision making

process of the agencies and utilities. These energy players include the

electrical utilities, the Minnesota Energy Agency (MEA), the Environmental Quality

Board (MEQB) , the permitting and pollution control agencies (primarily MPCA and

DNR) , the Public Service Commission (PSC) and its related agency, the Department

of Public Service (DPS) , the public's advocate in rate proceedings (Residential

Utility Service Unit (RUSU) within the Office of Consumer Services), and the

public (i.e., those "interested persons" affected by a decision and who wish to

get involved in the issue.

The two major concerns of the electrical utilities are the authorizations for

siting for new facilities and the rate of compensation permitted from the sales of

43
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the power generated. Sections 2.2 through 2.4 of this chapter describe the agencies

that affect siting. The authorizations for siting overlap many agencies. In

addition, many agencies have responsibilities involving energy policy beyond siting

decisions. The issue of rates will be discussed in Section 2.5. Finally, public

participation in these processes is examined in Section 2.5.

2.1 Electrical Utilities

The electrical utility industry within the United States is generally made up

of vertically integrated companies that generate, transmit, and deliver electricity

to consumers. There are about 3,500 utility systems supplying electricity in the

United States. Of these, about 400 are investor-owned with an aggregate generating

capacity of 263,000 megawatts or 77% of the total generating capacity in the

United States. Forty systems are federally owned with an aggregate capacity of

39,000 megawatts or 11% of the total. About 2,000 systems are municipally or

state-owned with an aggregate generating capacity of 34,000 megawatts or 10% of

the total. Finally, the remaining 1,000 cooperatively owned systems have an

aggregate capacity of about 5,000 megawatts or less than 2% of the total U.S.

generating capacity.1 Figure 2-1 shows the components of the electric power

industry. Minnesota's electrical utility industry consists of 8 privately owned

utilities, 129 municipal utilities, and 56 cooperative utilities.

Most electrical utilities act together to interconnect their transmission

systems into regional transmission grids that permit the flow of power among

utilities and regions. The development of the grid system is due in large part to

a change in perception by government, utilities, and the public of the reliability

of electrical power generation. In November 1965, the Northeast Power Blackout

demonstrated the disparity between the demand for electricity and the reliability

problem of meeting that demand by the industry. The need for increased electrical

transmission and generation capability was due to an increasing demand growth rate

which rose to 7 to 8% per year. In order to maximize efficiency the industry began
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FIGURE 2-1

THE ELEcrRIC POWER INDUSTRY
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interconnecting its systems and relying upon fewer, but larger, generating

facilities. Because of this change in direction toward interconnection and

larger plants, the opportunity for system failure increased. The Federal Power

Commission, recognizing the consequences if such a failure should occur, urged

the formation of area reliability councils within the industry. At the same

time, state and local governments became more interested in regulating the

construction of new energy facilities. 2

The electrical utilities, recognizing their responsibility to provide con-

sumers with reliable service, formed the National Electric Reliability Council

(NERC) in 1968. This national council is divided into nine regional reliability

councils. The regional council that includes Minnesota is called the Mid-Continent

Area Reliability Coordination Agreement (MARCA) as shown in Figure 2-2. MARCA

is the council which provides the "reliability overview" for the upper midwest

region. A complementary organization to MARCA is the Mid-Continent Area Power

Pool (MAPP) , a private, non-governmental utility organization made up of basically

the U. S. portion of MARCA and is not a governmental planning agency. A summary

of MAPP and its purpose was provided in the 1978 Advance Forecast Report to the 

MEQB by the Minnesota/Wisconsin Power Suppliers Group (M/W PSG);(3)

MARCA (Mid-Continent Area Reliability Coordination Agreement), which is
a complementing organization to MAPP (Mid-Continent Area Power Pool),
provides the reliability overview for the upper midwest region. The
MARCA region covers all or portions of the states of Iowa, Minnesota,
North Dakota, South Dakota, Illinois, Montana, Wisconsin, and Nebraska.
MARCA is one of nine reliability groups that form the National Electric
Reliability Council (NERC).

MAPP is an organization that operates within the MARCA region. The MAPP
organization was formed by its respective members to provide a regional
power pool to further enhance the reliability and other benefits of inter
connected operations and to provide further opportunities to coordinate
the installation and operation of generation and transmission facilities
on the respective systems of its members.

The MAPP Agreement is binding upon the participants, and each is obligated
to provide its share of generating capability, either by installing its
own generation, or by purchasing from the surpluses of other participants
if its own generation capability is insufficient.
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FIGURE 2-2

THE NINE REGIONAL RELIABILITY coUNens THAT eONSTITOTE THE N.E.R.e.
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• . • one of the advantages is the formation of a group of utilities into
a power pool is that reserve generating capacity can be shared; the conse
quences of sudden generating unit failure or sudden load increase on one
utility system can thereby be spread among the others. If a binding agree
ment committing the members to share reserves is achieved, the pool can
function effectively as a large single utility for purposes of reserve
requirements. Just as the component parts of an individual utility cannot
meaningfully address reliability of generating capability separately,
neither can the individual members of a power pool.

With a reserve capability obligation as exists in MAPP, each member utility
carries a share of the total reserves of the pool, and must make it available
to all other pool members. Thus, each of the eight utilities participating
in this report is able to call upon the entire reserves of all the other
utilities in MAPP.

However, whenever another utility in MAPP requires assistance, each MAPP
member must reciprocate and provide assistance. In this way, the pool
functions as one power system. Each utility's operable generation in excess
of its own customers' requirements must be available to the other members of
the pool at all times.

Operation of the pool as one system depends on the ability to transport
power from one utility to another. This requires that adequate transmission
interconnections exist between the utility systems. This is one of the
reasons that the reserve margin can be as small as it is, since without this
extensive interconnected network, reserve capacity could not be shared.

While area councils formed by the utilities were originally designed to ensure

the reliability of the power system, new factors began to playa major role. The

most important factors were due to the growing national concern about environmental

deterioration. Along with this growing concern was the development of

environmental policy as expressed in the National Environmental Policy Act of

1969: 4

The purposes of this Act are: To declare a national policy which will
encourage productive and enjoyable harmony between man and his environment;
to promote efforts which will prevent or eliminate damage to the environ
ment and biosphere and stimulate the health and welfare of man; to enrich
the understanding of the ecological systems and natural resources important
to the Nation; and to establish a Council on Environmental Quality.

This act introduced the concept of envirorunental impact in the regulatory process.

It established that power plants and all other industry should meet environmental

protection standards enacted by federal and state government and that adverse

environmental effects of facility siting should be minimized.
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The Minnesota utilities within MAPP, MARCA, and the NERC derive their existence

from the state. The three types of utilities that service Minnesota exist because

of many laws enacted by the legislature. These laws have been codified into four

chapters of the Minnesota Statutes. Table 2-1 summarizes many of the important

provisions of these laws. Table 2-1 is divided into four parts. Part I summarizes

important General Provisions on Corporations as these provisions relate to Public

Service Corporations. Part II discusses those provisions that affect electrical

cooperative associations. Part III reviews those provisions relating to municipal

electrical power. Finally, Part IV reviews those provisions relating to municipal

electric light and power plants.

The first type of utility authorized by the legislature is the public service

corporations organized under the General Provisions of Corporations, Minnesota

Statutes §300.03 et. seq. These corporations are investor or privately owned

utilities' which furnish power for public use. The General Provisions permit the

state to supervise and regulate the business methods and management of the corporations

and fix the compensation they may receive for their services. These corporations

are subject to many restrictions not placed on other corporations organized under

other provisions of Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 300. These sections also define

a public utility to mean any corporation that generates electricity and which is

neither a municipality nor any person that furnishes electricity services to

less than 50 people including cooperative associations (M.S. §300.ll, Subdivision

1 and 4).

The second type of utility authorized by the legislature is the electrical

cooperative association organized under Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 308. These

utilities are subject to most provisions of the public service corporations.

The third type of utility authorized by the legislature is the municipal

utility organized under Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 453 and Chapter 455. Utilities

organized under Chapter 453 are municipal corporations consisting of two or more
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TABLE 2-1

SUMMARY OF ELECTRICAL UTILITY CORPORATE LAW

PURPOSE

:;'.-:--

Part I
M.S. § 300.03

§ 300.04

§ 300.10

§ 300.111

§ 300.112

§ 300.114

Part II

M.S. § 308.43

Part III

M.S. § 453.51

§ 453.53

§ 453.54

General Provisions on Corporations
Corporations may be organized • . • to furnish power for public use
• • • Corporations must obtain a franchise from any city to which
they provide power. Such corporations are called Public Service
Corporations.

The state has the right to supervise and regulate the business meth
ods and management of public service corporations and fix the com
pensation it may charge for its services . • • Public service cor
porations are subject to restrictions imposed upon them by the muni
cipalities in which they do business. Such corporations may acquire
by eminent domain private property necessary for business.

Any public service corporation may mortgage or issue deeds of trust
• to secure money borrowed ••• for corporate purposes.

Subd. 1 - "Public Utility" means corporations that generate elec
tricity and which are neither municipalities nor persons who furnish
electricity to less than 50 people.

Subd. 4 - "Public Utility" means cooperative associations maintain
ing or controlling equipment ••• for electrical services.

All filing required under the Uniform Commercial Code shall be made
to the Secretary of State of public service corporations.

A mortgage or deed of trust to secure a debt covering the whole or
any part of its easements for • • • electric • • . service may be
filed with the Secretary of State along with financial sta.tements
of such purpose.

Corporations: Cooperative Associations

Cooperative associations organized under Minnesota Statutes, Chap
ter 308 for the purpose of providing rural electrification may enter
into contracts with each other ..• and may share losses (e.g.,
equipment). This does not apply to insurance companies.

Municipal Electric Power

The purpose of Minnesota Statutes § 453.51 - .62 is to provide those
cities which operate utilities with a means to secure an adequate
supply of electricity. Two or more cities are authorized to form a
separate municipal corporation with the power to acquire and finance
electrical utilities.

Two or more cities may incorporate to form a Municipal Power Agency
(MPA). The language of the agreement is provided under this section,
which also regulates the business.

Extends powers to the MPA to further the purpose of supplying an
adequate supply of electricity to cities.
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§ 453.55

§ 453.56

§ 453.57

§ 453.58

§ 453.59

§ 453.60

§ 453.62

Part Dl
M.S. § 455.01

§ 455.05

§ 455.13

§ 455.14

§ 455.23

§ 455.25

$ 455.26

§ 455.27

§ 455.28

§ 455.29

§ 455.30

§ 455.32
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TABLE l~l (continued)

PURPOSE

MPA may issue bonds and notes.

MPA may exercise power of eminent domain.

MPA may establish rules and set rates.

A city by resolution may exercise any, of the powers granted in the
act; this section specifies administrative procedure for doing so.

A city or MPA may enter into contracts under the act without adver
tising for bids, such contracts are enforceable.

Bonds are authorized security for investments.

Minnesota Statutes § 453.51 - .62 should be liberally construed.

Electric Light and Power Plants
Cities of the second and third class may construct or purchase elec
tric light plants.

The governing body of any home rule charter city of the third class
may construct a municipal electric light and power plant • . • and
sell •.•• light, heat, and power to private consumers within and
outside the city.

City may purchase electricity.

Obligations incurred by a city in making contracts under-H.S. § 455.13.
shall not be considered part of its indebtedness.

Any home rule charter city of the fourth class • • • can install
equipment as may be necessary.

City may pay for equipment out of treasury or issue bonds.

City may extent lines into any statutory city lying within three
miles of its limits with the consent of the council of the other •
city'.

The council may enter into contracts for . • • compansation . . • and
for the reimbursement of the cost of extension.

The council of the other city may enter into contracts for the main
tenance of equipment.

The governing body of the city •.. may extend electrical service to
30 miles from city limits by a two-thirds vote of governing body and
approval of the idea by voters.

Lines may not be extended into other city under M.S. § 455.29 without
approval of governing body of other city.

Surplus electricity may be disposed of outside city limits subject
to restrictions of Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 216B.
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cities formed to acquire and finance electrical facilities. This law extends powers

to Municipal Power Agencies (MPAs) to assure an adequate supply of electricity

to cities. Chapter 455 provides that city of the second, third, or fourth class,

acting alone, may construct or purchase electric light plants.

Minnesota has developed a set of laws and regulations for the development of

large electrical power generating plants and large high voltage transmission lines

(HVTLs). The laws, which include the Minnesota Energy Agency Act, the Power Plant

Siting Act, and the Environmental Policy Act, require a sequential review of

proposed energy facilities. The process basically consists of four steps. First,

the utility must obtain a certificate of need from the Minnesota Energy Agency

(MEA). Second, after establishing the need for a new facility, the utility must

obtain a certificate of site compatibility from the MEQB. The third step is the

compilation in an environmental impact statement (EIS) of information necessary

for decision making. The final step requires the utility to obtain permits from

various agenc,ies for the construction and operation of the proposed facility. The

next three sections of this chapter describe those agencies that provide the

authorizations in this sequential decision making process.

2.2 Minnesota Energy Agency

The Minnesota Energy Agency (MEA) was established in 1974 pursuant to the

Minnesota Energy Agency Act (Minnesota Statutes, Chapter ll6H). There was

substantial debate at the time MEA was created as to the necessity of another

administrative agency. The legislature, in response to the growing concern over

Minnesota's expanding bureaucracies, created the Legislative Commission on Energy

(LCE) to assist the MEA "in its first year of operation and to provide the

Governor and Legislature with an independent assessment of the State's energy

situation--both present and future." 5 In its final report the LCE addressed the

issue of whether there should be an energy agency:6

The question 'Should there be an Energy Agency?' seems both too trite
and unrealistic to be dwelt on in this report. It is the firm
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conviction of the Commission that the Energy Agency is necessary and
should be retained as a permanent unit within state government.

Under the Minnesota Energy Agency Act, the MEA will exist only until June 30, 1983,

unless the legislature votes to continue the agency beyond that time.

The finding and purpose for the creation of the MEA is found in Section 1: 7

l16H.Ol. FINDINGS AND PURPOSE. The legislature finds and declares that the
present rapid growth in demand for energy is in part due to unnecessary
energy use; that a continuation of this trend will result in serious
depletion of finite quantities of fuels, land and water resources, and
threats to the state's environmental quality; that the state must insure
consideration of urban expansion, transit systems; economic development,
energy conservation and environmental protection in planning for large
energy facilities; that there is a need to carry out energy conservation
measures; and that energy planning, protection of environmental values,
development of Minnesota energy sources, and conservation of energy
require expanded authority and technical capability and a unified, coordinated
response within state government.

The legislature seeks to encourage thrift in the use of energy, and to
maximize use of energy-efficient systems, thereby reducing the rate of
growth of energy consumption, prudently conserving energy resources,
and assuring statewide environmental protection consistent with an adequate,
reliable supply of energy.

Table 2-2 summarizes the main provisions of the act.

The MEA is divided into four divisions: conservation, administration, data

and analysis, and alternative energy development. These four divisions oversee the

nine major activities of the agency. The MEA employs over 90 people (38 state plus

federal and legislature), three times the 1976 level. (8,9) Figure 2-3 describes

the energy agency organization. The four activities that this report is primarily

concerned with are the conservation program, forecasting activity, certificate of

need activity, and the research program.

A. Conservation

One of the principal functions of the MEA is the conservation program. It may

be argued that conservation is the only clear energy policy in Minnesota. While

debate has occurred on fuel choice, siting policy, and other issues, no firm energy

policy has developed. The importance that energy conservation plays in overall

energy policy has been spelled out by the MEA:
10
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§ 116H.01

§ 116H.02

§ 116H.03

§ 116H.05
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TABLE 2-2

SUMMARY OF THE MINNESOTA ENERGY AGENCY ACT

PURPOSE

The Minnesota Energy Agency Act (MEAA) expires on June 30, 1983
unless renewed by the legislature. If expired, the activities
under this act may be transferred to other agencies.

The findings and purpose of MEAA are specified.

Subd. 5 - "Large energy facility" means: (a) any electric power
generating plant or combination of plants at a single site with a
combined capacity of 50,000 kilowatts or more, or any facility of
5,000 kilowatts or more which requires oil, natural gas, or natural
gas liquids as a fuel and for which an installation permit has not

·been applied for by May 19, 1977 pursuant to Minn. Reg. APC 3(a):
(b) any high voltage transmission line with a capacity of 200 kilo-·
volts or more and with more than 50 miles of its length in Minne
sota: or any high voltage transmission line with a capacity of
300 kilovolts or more with more than 25 miles of its length in
Minnesota.

The Minnesota Energy Agency (MEA) is created.

Prohibits conflict of interest in the director of the MEA.

The duties of the director of the MEA include:

(a) Manage the agency as the central repository within the state
government for the collection of data on energy:

(b) Prepare and adopt an emergency allocation plan specifying
actions to be taken in the event of an impending serious
shortage of energy, or a threat to public health, safety, or
welfare:

(c) Undertake a continuing assessment of trends in the consump.tion
of all forms of energy and analyze the social, economic, and
environmental consequences of these trends;

(d) Carry out energy conservation measures as specified by the
legislature and recommend to the governor and the legislature
additional energy policies and conservation measures as re
quired to meet the objectives of sections 116H.Ol to 116H.15;

(e) Collect and analyze data relating to present and future de
mands and resources for all sources of energy, and specify
energy needs for the state and various service areas as a
basis for planning large energy facilities:

(f) Require certificate of need for construction of large energy
facilities:

(g) Evaluate policies governing the establishment of rates and
prices for energy as related to energy conservation, and
othe~ goals and policies of sections 116H.Ol to 116H.15, and
make recommendations for changes in energy pricing policies
and rate schedules;

(h) Study the impact and relationship of the state energy policies ;
to international, national, and regional energy policies;
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TABLE 2-2 (continued)

SECTION PURPOSE
(i) Design a state program for the conservation of energy; this

program shall include but not be limited to, general commer
cial, industrial, and residential areas; such program shall
also provide for the evaluation of energy systems as they
relate to lighting, heating, refrigeration, air conditioning,
building design and operation, and appliance manufacturing and
operation;

(j) Inform and educate the public about the sources and uses of
energy and the ways in which persons can conserve energy;

(k) Dispense funds made available for the purpose of research
studies and projects of professional and civic orientation,
which are related to either energy conservation or the devel
opment of alternative energy technologies which conserve non
renewable energy resources while creating minimum environ
mental impact;

(j) Charge other governmental departments and agencies involved
in energy related activities with specific information
gathering goals and require that those goals be met.

M.S. § 116H.08

§ 116H.087

§ 116H.09

§ 116H.1O

§ 116H.ll

§ 116H.12 
• 129

§ 116H.13

The director of the MEA has the power to adopt rules, make ~om

pacts, enter into interstate contracts, and distribute informa
tional material.

The director of the MEA must develop legislatively approved radio
and TV announcements about tax credits, energy conservation, and
houseing programs.

The director of the MEA must create an energy allocation plan to
reduce energy use in an energy emergency. Such plan must be re
viewed and possibly revised at least once every five years.

The MEA must develop and maintain an effective program of energy
statistics. Each utility must prepare 5, 10, and 15 year energy
forecasts specifying energy demand for its service areas.

The MEA must prepare a biannual state energy policy and conserva
tion report.

These sections provide for specific energy conservation measures
and local government and public school surveys •

The MEA is required to provide assessment of need criteria and
issue certificates of need for large energy facilities. In
assessing. need the director of MEA must evaluate:

(1) The accuracy of the long range energy demand forecasts on
which the necessity for the facility is based;

(2) The effect of existing or possible energy conservation pro
grams under sections 116H.Ol to 116H.15 or federal or state
legislation on long term energy demand;

(3) The relationship of the proposed facility to overall state
energy needs;
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TABLE 2-2 (continued)

SECTION PURPOSE
(4) Promotional activities which may have given rise to the demand

for this facility;
(5) Socially beneficial uses of the output of this facility, in

cluding its uses to protect_ or enhance environmental quality;
(6) The effects of the facility in inducing future development;
(7) Possible alternatives for satisfying the energydemand.in~luding

but not limited to potential for increased efficiency of exist
ing energy generation facilities; and

(8) The policies~ rules and regulations of other state and federal
agencies and local governments.

Any application for need must be accompanied by a fee not to exceed
$50,000. Other state agencies may issue permits for siting, con
struction, and operation of large energy facilities, but the
issuance or denial of a certificate of need rests exclusively with
the director of the MEA.

§ 116H.14 The director of the MEA has subpoena power.
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Energy conservation has been seen too often in the past as a "nice idea"
that stood a~art from other energy policy matters. This attitude must
change if conservation is to get the serious attention it requires.
Conservation must be regarded as an essential element in energy policy
decisions. The development of an energy policy, at either the national
or state level, involves projecting energy supplies, projecting energy
needs, analyzing the anticipated gaps between supplies and needs, and
designing programs to close such gaps.

Energy need may not be the same as energy demand, and historical
consumption may not be a good indicator of future need. Energy use
patterns will change, and factors affecting demand may move in
unanticipated directions. In this setting, conservation planning
becomes a sophisticated endeavor. Meeting society's objectives while
using less energy makes money available for other purposes and saves
energy for the future. Reducing the demand for energy through
conservation reduces the stress on the development of traditional
energy supplies, diminishes the likelihood of an energy "crisis," and
provides more time for the development of alternate energy sources.

The State of Minnesota and the federal government have been active in esta-

blishing specific energy conservation policies. The Energy Policy and Conservation

Ac~, 42 USC §620l et. seq. (P.L. 94-163, as amended) provided federal guidelines for

the promotion of energy conservation, requested that the governor of each state

submit an energy conservation report, and provided for federal assistance to the

states in support of state conservation programs. Congress reached the following

conclusions in establishing this act: ll

Sec. 361 (a) The Congress finds that--
(1) the development and implementation by States of laws, policies,

programs, and procedures to conserve and to improve efficiency
in the use of energy will have an immediate and substantial
effect in reducing the rate of growth of energy demand and in
minimizing the adverse social, economic, political, and envi
ronmental impacts of increasing energy consumption;

(2) the development and implementation of energy conservation pro
grams by States will most efficiently and effectively minimize
any adverse economic or employment impacts of changing patterns
of energy use and meet local economic, climatic, geographic,
and other unique conditions and requirements of each State; and

(3) the Federal Government has a responsibility to foster and promote
comprehensive energy conservation programs and practices by
establishing guidelines for such programs and providing overall
coordination, technical assistance, and financial support for
specific State initiatives in energy conservation.
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(b) It is the purpose of this part to promote the conservation of energy
and reduce the rate of growth of energy demand by authorizing the
Administrator to establish procedures and guidelines for the
development and implementation of specific State energy conservation
programs and to provide Federal financial and technical assistance
to States in support of such programs.

While a discussion of the specific conservation programs is beyond the scope of

this study, a review of the agency's general conservation program is relevant.

The role of the conservation division within the MEA is "to encourage thrift in the

use of energy, and to maximize the use of energy efficiency systems.,,12 The

conservation division is divided into four sections: technical service, information

and education, community and special services, and conservation research and

development. The technical services section is designed to develop energy con-

servation programs which have state-wide impact and to provide assistance to other

energy conservation programs. The purpose of the information and education section

is to "inform and educate the public about the sources and uses of en.ergy and the

ways in which persons can conserve energy.,,13 Finally, the community and special

services section plans and implements outreach programs in counties and cities.

In sum, the MEA conservation division "researches and develops conservation standards,

outlines procedures for meeting these standards, publishes manuals and pamphlets

on conservation measures, provides support to energy education programs, maintains

an Energy Conservation Information Center, and provides an outreach energy

. M' , . . d h .. ,,14conservatlon program to lnnesota cltles, countles, an ot er cltlzen groups.

B. Forecasting

The MEA is required to "develop and maintain an effective program of

collection, compilation and analysis of energy statistics."lS This is one of the

principal functions of the Data and Analysis Division. The MEA requires electrical

utilities, among others, to submit annually IS-year forecasts of additional generating

and transmission facility requirements (6 MCAR §2.020l to .0213). The forecasting

section within this division uses the data collected under this provision to

assess the economic impact of various energy policies and to forecast fuel demand
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and fuel prices in the state by the use of models that include parameters about

the state's economy and population. The MEA then uses these models for policy

analysis. The following is a description of some of the ways these models are

used: l6

The Agency has developed an input-output model that relates energy use
to economic output and employment. The model predicts electric use in
kilowatt hours and total non-electric energy use in Btu for commercial
and industrial energy use for thirty-five sectors of the economy. A
fuel substitution model distributes total non-electric energy projections
to different fuel types considering relative fuel prices and obstacles
to fuel shifts defined by the current patterns of consumption. A model
is under development to predict residential fuel use considering different
mixes of building types and different assumptions on the prices and
availability of fuels.

The MEA forecasts the demand for electricity using a methodology independent of

that of the electrical utilities. The agency does, however, depend on the

electrical utilities for energy consumption and demand data and state and federal

agencies for demographic and economic data. In addition, the MEA states that

it now has "sophisticated forecasting methodologies which are independent of and

are believed to be more accurate than those of the electrical utilities."l?

The MEA staff has completed peak and electrical energy forecasts for NSP, MP&L, UPA,

CPA, MPC,.and DPC. These forecasts may be used in upcoming certificate of need

proceedings.

C. Certificate of Need

The Data and Analysis Division also has responsibility for the certificate of

need process. The purpose of the certificate of need program is to ensure that

large energy facilities and large HVTLs built in Minnesota are needed and

represent the best alternatives for the state. The certificate of need process is

the initial step in the decision making process for large energy facilities.

The process primarily concerns energy demand without significant consideration of

environmental effects. This is largely due to the lack of a specific site for the

facility. Some general environmental information is provided in position papers

that state agencies must submit. (See Chapter Four, section 4.1 for an analysis
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of the MEA law and environmental policy).

The MEA is required to evaluate many factors in assessing need (M.S. §116H.13,

Subd. 3 lists these factors) for a large electrical energy facility and HVTLs.

Under the rules promulgated by the MEA, a certificate of need must be granted if: 18

1. The probable result of denial would be an adverse effect upon the future
adequacy, reliability, or efficiency of energy supply to the applicant,
to the applicant's customers, or to the people of Minnesota and neighboring
states, considering:

a. The accuracy of the applicant's forecast of demand for the type
of energy that would be supplied by the proposed facility:

b. The effects of the applicant's existing or expected conservation
programs and state and federal conservation programs;

c. The effects of promotional practices of the applicant which may
have given rise to the increase in the energy demand, particularly
promotional practices which have occurred since 1974;

d. The ability of current facilities and planned facilities not re
quiring certificates of need to meet the future demand; and

e. The effect of the proposed facility, or a suitable modification
thereof, in making efficient use of resources;

2. A more reasonable and prudent alternative to the proposed facility has
not been demonstrated by a preponderance of the evidence on the record
by parties or persons other than the applicant, considering:

a. The appropriateness of the size, the type, and the timing of the
proposed facility compared to those of reasonable alternatives;

b. The cost of the proposed facility and the cost of energy to be
supplied by the proposed facility compared to the costs: of
reasonable alternatives and the cost of energy that would be
supplied by reasonable alternatives;

c. The effects of the proposed facility upon the natural and socio
economic environments compared to the effects of reasonable
alternatives; and

d. The expected reliability of the proposed facility compared to the
expected reliability of reasonable alternatives;

3. It has been demonstrated by a preponderance of the evidence on the
record that the proposed facility, or a suitable modification thereof,
will provide benefits to society in a manner compatible with protection
of the natural and socio-economic environments, including human
health, considering:

a. The relationship of the proposed facility, or a suitable modification
thereof, to overall state energy needs;

b. The effects of the proposed facility, or a suitable modification
thereof, upon the natural and socio-economic environments compared
to the effects of not building the facility;

c. The effects of the proposed facility, or a suitable modification
thereof, in inducing future development; and
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d. The socially beneficial uses of the output of the proposed faci1itYt
or a suitable modification thereof t including its uses to protect
or enhance environmental quality; and that

4. It has not been demonstrated on the record that the design t construction
or operation of the proposed faci1itYt or a suitable modification thereof t
will fail to comply with relevant po1icies t rules and regulations of other
state and federal agencies and local governments.

There has been considerable public outrage expressed over the MEA's latest

certificate of need cases. In its second biannual report to the 1egis1ature t the

MEA summarized some of the public involvement as fo11ows: 19

In the NSP matter t Clear Air, Clear Water Unlimited (CACW) and
Save our Environment and Land for the Future (SELF) participated as
parties to the public hearings. In the MP&L-UPA matter t the Society
Concerned About a Ravaged Environment (SCARE), the Floodwood-Fine Lakes
Citizens Group, and the Great Lakes Gas Transmission Company participated
as parties. In addition t one member of the Legislature and two other
witnesses of the public testified at the hearings.

The NSP matter refers to NSP's application for certificate of need for Sherco 3 &

4; The MP&L-UPA matter refers to the certificate of need for the Floodwood-Fine

Lakes project.

In addition t three certificate of need applications have been appealed to

the courts. The following excerpt from the MEA report summarizes the results of

the cases: 20

Three Certificate of Need decisions have been appealed to the
judicial system. A certificate was granted to UPA and Cooperative
Power Association (CPA) on April 2, 1976 t for a 400-ki1ovo1t t direct
current transmission line. That decision was challenged in the
district court by Counties United for Rural Environment (CURE) and
Families Are Concerned Toot Inc. (FACT). No Power Line (NPL)t
Preserve Grant County (PGC)t and Save Our Countryside (SOC) also
attempted to raise questions regarding the certificate. All
challenges were rejected by a specially constituted three-judge district
court panel on July 15, 1977. The CURE challenge to the noninc1usion
of cost factors in the Certificate of Need process was carried to the
Minnesota Supreme Court. On September 30, 1977, the Supreme Court
ruled against CURE.

A Certificate of Need was granted to NSP and MP&L on June 4, 1977, for
a SOO-ki1ovo1t transmission line from Manitoba t Canada, to the Twin
Cities area. The decision was challenged by a landowner in Chisago
County. His attorneYt who represented CURE in the UPA/CPA suits, raised
the same issue as in the CURE 1awsuit--whether the Certificate of Need
statute is constitutionally defective because no specific cost test is
included therein. The appellant carried the appeal to the Minnesota
Supreme Court t which dismissed the appeal after the prehearing conference.
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The third petition for review of a Certificate of Need decision was
filed in August, 1977, by SELF, protecting the issuance of a
certificate to NSP for the aforementioned 800-megawatt electric
generating facility. This is the only appeal which has questioned the
correctness of the decision itself rather than the legal basis of the
process. The petitioner essentially asserts that there is an in
adequate factual basis for decision as to size and timing of the
proposed facility. No actions beyond the filing of the petition have
occurred.

Two important points that were clarified by the appeals should be noted. In

No Power Line v. Minnesota Environmental Quality Council, 1977, the court ruled that

the issuance of certificate of corridor compatibility by the MEQB prior to, but

contingent upon the issuance of a certificate of need by the MEA for more power,

was proper. In addition, the court ruled that the legislature's delegation of

authority to the MEA and MEQB for determining need and site compatibility, respectively,

was not an unconstitutional delegation of power contrary to the provisions of

Article III of the Minnesota Constitution.

D. Research

The Alternative Energy Development Division within the MEA is responsible for

carrying out research and demonstration projects on alternative energy sources and

innovative conservation techniques and for pursuing funding possibilities for work

on alternative energy systems. The principal activities of this division are as

fo110ws: 21

The major activities during this biennium have been participation
in the effort to locate the National Solar Energy Research Institute
in Minnesota, the Minnesota Alternative Energy Research and Development
Policy Formulation Projects, and two Alternative Energy Systems
Demonstration Programs.

In addition to the major programs listed above, Research Division
personnel spend a large fraction of their time responding to requests
for information and evaluating unsolicited formal and informal proposals
and suggestions concerning alternative energy sources. The Energy
Agency has assisted numerous organizations in obtaining funding for
alternative energy research and demonstration projects. A number of
district heating (or cogeneration) projects have been funded in Minnesota
because of preliminary work by the Research Division.
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2.3 Minnesota Environmental Quality Board (MEQB)

In 1973 the legislature created the Minnesota Environmental Quality Board

(MEQB) to coordinate and encourage debate on environmental issues. 22

The legislature of the state of Minnesota finds that problems related
to the environment often encompass the responsibilities of several state
agencies and that solutions to these environmental problems require the
interaction of these agencies. The legislature also finds that further
debate concerning population, economic and technological growth should
be encouraged so that the consequences and causes of alternative decisions
can be better known and understood by the public and its government.

The MEQB is composed of seven agency heads,a representative of the governor's

office, and four members of the citizen advisory committee. The director of the

State Planning Agency is the chairman of the MEQB. Table 2-3 summarizes the law

relating to the MEQB. There are three other laws relating to energy overseen by

the MEQB in addition to its enabling legislation. These laws include the

Environmental Coordination Procedures Act, the Power Plant Siting Act, and the

Environmental Policy Act. Because the Environment Procedures Coordination Act

primarily relates to issues of permitting, it will be reviewed in Section 2.4 of this

paper. The latter two laws are discussed below.

A. Power Plant Siting Act

Power plant siting is basically a land use regulation function. Land use

regulation can generally be divided into four areas: (1) direct state level

regulation of local land use; (2) indirect state level regulation by prohibiting

development without state approval; (3) state level guidelines for use by local

governments; and (4) regional government regulation of land use on a regional

b
. 23

as~s.

state regulation of siting power plant and HVTL facilities.

The purpose of the Power Plant Siting Act (PPSA) is to find the most environ-

mentally acceptable locations for large power plants and large HVTLs. This act is

the second step in the sequential process for locating new facilities. The policy

of the act was spelled out clearly by the legislature: 24
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TABLE 2-3

SUMMARY OF THE MINNESOTA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD ACT

PURPOSE

I"~

M.S. § 116C.01703

§ 116C.04

§ 116C.05

§ 116C.06

§ 116C.07

§ 116C.08

Creates the Minnesota Environmental Quality Board (MEQB) con
sisting of the heads of SPA, PCA, DNR, MDA, DOH, MEA, governor's
office, chairman of CAC/MEQB, and three other members of the
CAC/MEQB because of overlapping agency responsibilities.

The MEQB's power and duties include the study of environmental
problems of interdepartmental concern; the review of programs
of state agencies that affect the environment; the review of
regulations and criteria for denying permits by state agencies
to resolve conflicts; and it may establish citizen task forces,
advise the governo~,_aQdconveneenvironmental congresses.

Establishes a citizen advisory committee (CAC).

Requires the MEQB to hold public hearings on matters that are
of major environmental impact and may delegate such authority
to a hearings officer.

Requires the MEQB to prepare a long-range program and plan.

The MEQB may apply, receive, and disperse federal funds made
available to state.
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The legislature hereby declares it to be the policy of the state to
locate large electric power facilities in an orderly manner compatible
with environmental preservation and the efficient use of resources. In
accordance with this policy the board shall choose locations that
minimize adverse human and environmental impact while insuring continuing
electric power system reliability and integrity and insuring that electric
energy needs are met and fulfilled in an orderly and timely fashion.

Table 2-4 summarizes the main provisions of the act and the MEQB rules for routing

HVTLs and siting large electric power generating plants.

The sequential process for locating large new energy facilities has been

subject to extensive judicial review. The decisions in these cases have involved

interpretations of all the laws pertaining to the sequential process, but have

extensively interpreted the Power Plant Siting Act. A summary of the act and

regulations below include judicial interpretations where appropriate. In general,

the court found in No Power Line v. Minnesota Environmental Quality Board, 1977,

25(hereinafter referred to as NPL v. MEQB, 1977) that the purpose of the act was:

. . . to ensure that the future siting of power plants and transmission
lines would be carried out in an orderly fashion according to a rational
design, rather than haphazardly, and possibly unnecessarily, at the whim
of individual public utilities whose decisions might fail to consider
or comport with the public interest. Minnesota Statutes 1976, §§116C.55 to
116C.60. The two crucial concepts that permeate the entire act are that
the process should be orderly and that there should be public participation
in all stages of agency decision making.

In addition, the court found that the MEQB had subject matter jurisdiction over

questions surrounding construction of a HVTL.
26

There are three activities to be performed under the act: (1) advanced fore-

casting; (2) inventories of study areas and (3) designation of sites and routes for

new facilities, including consideration of the savings clause. The MEA also requires

advanced forecasting (see Table 2-2). However, the PPSA provision is more detailed

and requires biannual information on "tentative regional location and general size

and type" of all plants and lines to be operated by the utility during the ensuing

15 years; identification of existing plants and lines; the projected demand for

electricity within the next 15 years with underlying assumptions for the forecast;
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.S. 5 116C.52

5 116C.53

i 116C.54

5,116C.55

i 116C.57

5 116C.58

i 116C.59

§ 116C.61

TABLE 2-4

SUMMARY OF TIlE POIIEBl'LANT SITING ACT

PUBl'OSE

Power Plant Siting Act

Definitions. Subd. 3 "High Voltage Transmission Line" means a
conductor of electric energy and associated facilities designed
for and capable of operation at a nominal voltage of 200 ldlo
volcs or more, except that the board, by rule, may exempc linea
purauant to Section 116C.57, Subdivision 5.

Subd. 4 "Large Eleccric Power Generacing Plant" shall mean elec
tric power generating equipment and associated facilities de
signed for and capable of operation at a capacity of 50,000
1t110volcs or more.

Sicing Authority. Subd. 1. Policy. The legislature hereby
declares it Co be the policy of the state to locace large elec
tric power facil1t:ies in an ord"rly manner compatible with en
vironmental preservacion and che efficient use of resources.
In accordance wich this policy the board shall choose locations
thac minimize adverse human and environmental impact while in
suring concinuing electric pow"r syst~ reliability and integ
rity and insuring that electric energy' needs are mec and ful
filled in an orderly and timely fashion.

Subd. 2. The MEQB has siting and routing authoricy.

Subd. 3. The MEQB may work with other atatea for interstate
routing of HVTLs.

Each utility musc submit a 1S-year advanced forecasting report.
(This Section specifies information co be included in the re
port.)

This Section requires a public planning process where all in
teresred persons can participate in developing criceria and
standards in preparing an inventory of large electric power
generating plant study areas. It also requires the MEQB to
adopc an inventory of large eleccric generating planc study
areas.

This Seccion provides for reports and procedures for the des
ignation of sites and routes, emergency certification of sice
compacibility or HVTL permits, specifies considerations in
designating sites and routes, provides for exemptions for cer
tain routes and specif~es procedures for such exemptions, and
provides for recording of survey points.

Requires an annual public hearing on MEQB inventory of acudy
areas and ocher MEQB/PPSA accivities.

This Seccion provides for an advisory colllmittee for public par
cicipation on site and route selection, requires broad spectrum
public participacion; provides for a public advisor for people
affected by sites or routes, and provides for a scientific ad
visory committee for route and sit" planning.

The MEQB cercificace of sice eompatibility is controlling over
the provisions of'scace, regional, county, local, and special
purpose governmencs. These government agencies and political
subdivisions are required to issue permits. Stace agencies
shall parcicipace in public hearings on sice or route designa
tions.

PART & SECTION

§ 116C.62

5 116C.63

i 116C.64

i 116C.65

!!ll:L!!

MEQIl 5 71

§ n

TABLE 2-4 (continued)

PUBl'OSE

Utilities way improve a site or route for four years before re
cercifying to MEQB that they meet permit conditions.

UCi11ty has right of eminent domain; granted rigbt of condemna
tion specifies procedures.

If tbe MEQB fails to acC within tbe time specifie4 in Section
116C.57, any affected utility may seek an order of tbe district
court requiring tbe MEQB to designate or refuse to designate a
site or route. "

Any utility, party. or person aggrieved by a decision has tbe
rigbt of judicial review.

MEQB Regulat:1ons 71-82

Purpose and Policy. It is the purpose of the Act and tbe pol
icy of che State to locate large electric power facilities in
an orderly manner compatible with environaental preservation
and the efficient use of resourceS. In accordance with tbis
policy, tbe Board shall cboose locations that minimize adverse
human and environmental impact wbile ensuring continuing elec
tric power system reliability and integrity and ensuring that
eleccric energy needs are met and fulfill"d in an orderly and
timely fashion. The Board shall provide for broad spectrUlll
citizen participation as a principle of operation.

Specifies procedures for designating routes.

H. Criteria for the Evaluation of Routes. In selecting a
route and issuing a construction permit. the Board shall"
seek to min1l1lize adverse hulll&U and environmental impact.
maximize the efficient USe of resources. and ensure con
tinuing electric power system reliability.

1. Considerations for Designation of a Route and Issu
ance of a Conscruccion Permit. The Board shall make
an evaluation of the following considerations prior to
issuance of a construction permit. In its evaluation
of the following considerations prior to issuance of
given geographical area, identify the potential im
pacts so that it may select a route with the least
adverse impact.
a. Idencificacion of Geographical Characteristics

and Potential Impacts. Tbe Board sball identify
the geograpbical characteristics and potential
impacts in tbe following categories:
(1) Human sectlement, including developmenc

patterns;
(2) Econolllic operacions, including agricultural.

forestry, recreational. and IIlining operations;
(3) The nacural enviromnent and public land, in

cluding natural areas, wildlife habitat.
waters, recreational lands and lands of his
corical and/or cultural significance;

(4) Reliability, cost. and accessibility.
b. Methods of Minimizing Impaccs. IA selecting a

route with tbe leasc adverse impact, tbe Board
sball make an evaluacion of each of cbe following
categories:
(1) Existing land use or management plans, and

escablisbed mechods of resource managemenc;
(2) Routes along or sharing exiscing righcs-of-way

0\'I"
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TABLE 2-4 (continued)

PURPOSE

(3) Routes along survey and natural division lines
and field boundaries so as to minimize inter
ference with agricultural operations;

(4) Structures capable of expansion in transmis
sion cspacity through multiple circuiting or
design modifications to accommodate future
high voltage tranSlll1ssion lines; and

(5) Alternate structure types and technologies.

2. Designsted Lands. Certain lands within the seate have
been designated for preservation by aceion of the
staee or federal government for ehe benefit of the
people and for future generations. No route shall be
designated by the Board through State or National
Wilderness Areas. No route shall be designated by
the Board through State or National Parks and Staee
Scientific and Natural Areas unless:
a. A rouee in a designated area would not materially

damage or impair the purpose for which the land
was designated; and

b. Circumstances exist in all alternats routes which
would be more severely detrimental to humans or
the environment if any alternate were selected.

In the event that such au area is approved, the Board
may require the applicant to take measures to mini
mize impacts which adversely affect the unique char
acter of designated lauds. Economic considerations
alone shall not justify approval of these designated
lands. No route shall be designated by the Board in
violation of federal or state statute or law, rule,
or regulaeion.

Specifies procedures for designating sites.

H. Criteria for the Eva·bJation of Sites. The following cri
teria and standards shall be used co guide the site
suitability evaluation and selection process. Noe all
site selection criteria are applicable to all plants to
the same degree.
1. Site Selection Criteria. The following criteria

shall be applied in the selecrion of sites:
a. Preferred sites require the minimum population

displacement.
b. Preferred sites minimiz:e adverse impacts on local

communities and inatitutions.
c. Preferred sites minimize adverse health effects

on human population.
d. Preferred sites do not require the destruction

or major alteration of laud forms. vegetative
types, or terrestrial or aquatic habitats which
are rare, unique, or of unusual importanc~ to
the surrounding area.

e. Preferred sites minimize visual impingement on
watexways. parks. or other existing public
recreation areas.

f. Preferred sites minimiz:e audible impingement on
waterways. parka. or other existing public
recreation areas.

g. Preferred sites min1Jlli.ze the removal of valuable
and productive agricultural. forestry, or min
eral land from their uses.

h. Preferred ~ites minimize the removal of valuable
and productive water from other necessary uses
and minimize conflicts among vater users.

PART & SECTION

TABLE 2-4 (continued)

PURPOSE

i. Preferred sites minimize potential accident hazards
and possible related adverse effects wieh respect
to geology.

j. Preferred sites permit significant conservation of
energy or utilization of by-products.

k. Preferred sites minimize the distance to large
load cencers.

1. Preferred sites maximize tbe use of already exist
ing operating sites if expansion can be delllOn
strated to have equal or less adverse impact tban
feasible alternative sites. .

~. Preferred sites utilize existing transportation
systems unless feasible alternative systems. in
cluding new or upgraded existing substandard sys
tems. have less adverse impact.

n. Preferred sites allo,," for future expansion.
o. Preferred sites minimiz:e adverse impact of erans

mission lines.
p. Preferred sitea minimize the costa of constructil1i
. and operating the facility.

2. Exclusion Criteria.
a. No large electric power generating plant shall be

sited in violation Of any federal or state statute
or law. rule. or.regulation. No site shall be
selected in which a large electric power gener
ating plant is not licensable by all appropriate
state and federal government agencies.

b. The following land areas sball not be certified
as a site for a large electric power geueratini
plant except for use for water intake structure,ll
or water pipelines: National Parka; National His
toric Siees and Landmarks; National Historic Dis
tricts; National Wildlife Refuges; National Monu
ments; National Wild. Scenic and Recreational
Iliverways; State Wild. Scenic and Recreational
Ilivers and their land uae districts; State Scien
tific and Natural Areas; and State and National
Wilderness Areas. If the Board includes any of
these lands within a site for use for water in
take structures or water pipelines. it may impose
appropriate conditions in the certificate of site
compatibility which protect these lands for tbe
purpose for which they were designated. The Board
shall also consider the adverse effects of proposed
sites on these areas which are located wholly out
side of the boundaries of these areas.

c. No area sball be selected which does not have rea
sonable access to a proven water supply sufficient
for plant operation. No use of ground water shall
be permitted where minina of ground water resources
will result. "Mining" as used herein shall mean
the removal of ground water that results in mater
ial adverse effects on ground water in and adjacent
to the area, as determined in each case.

3. Large Electric Power Generating Plant Avoidance Areas.
a. In addition to exclusion areas. the follOWing land

use areas shall not be approved for large electric
power generating plant sites when feaSible and pru
dent alternatives w1th lesser adverse human and en
vironmental effects exist. Economic considerations
alone shall not justify approval of avoidance aress.
Any approval of such areas shall include all possi
ble planning tG minim1z:e harm to these areas. These

&1
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TABLE 2-4 (continued)

PURPOSE
avoidance areas are : state registered historic
sites; State Historic Districts; State Wildl1fe
ManagemenJ: Areas (except in cases where the plant
cooling water is to be used for wildl1fe manage
ment purposes); county parks. meJ:ropol1tan parks;
designated state and federal recreational trails.
designated trout streams; and the rivers identi
fied in Minn. Stat. 585.32. Subd. 1 (l97l).

b. Avoidance areas also apply to new transportation
access routes and storage facilities associated
with the plant in addition to the plant itself.

c. The use of ground water for high consumption pur
poses. such as cooling. shall be avoided if feasi
ble and prudent surface water alternatives less
harlllful to the environment exist. Ground water
use to supplement available surface water shall
be permitted if the cumulative impact minimizes
environmental harm•

Provides for emergency certification of routes and sites.

Provides for the exemption of certain routes.

~
\0
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a description of the capacity of the power system for meeting projected

demand; and a description of the relationship between utilities.
27

The second activity under the act is that of developing an inventory of

large electric power generating plant study areas.
28

According to the 1979

Inventory report, the inventory will be useful to all parties:
29

The completed Inventory will be useful to the public, the utilities,
and the Board. The utilities will be able to use the Inventory for
guidance in proposing plant sites. In fact, if a utility proposed
plant site is not within a study area, the utility "shall specify
the reasons for the proposal and shall make an evaluation of the
proposed site based upon the planning policies, criteria and standards
specified in the Inventory." (Section 116C.56 of the "Power Plant
Siting Act"). Perhaps the most important use of the Inventory will
be to help the Board determine if there are any sites that should be
considered for a proposed plant in addition to those proposed by the
utility. The Inventory will also be available to individuals, groups,
and the Board's citizen advisory committees to help in developing
alternative plant sites to be proposed to the Board.

The siting strategies to be investigated by the 1979 Inventory include

type and size considerations with power plant complexes ranging from 50-2400

MW capacity. Other factors to be considered in inventory study areas include

(1) economics; (2) exclusion areas and avoidance areas; (3) water supply and

water quality; (4) air quality; (5) agricultural lands; (6) coal availability;

and (7) associated transmission needs (see Appendix VI for a summary of the

30
1979 Inventory report).

In evaluating the legal requirement to do an inventory of potential sites

for large electric power plants and the due process requirements associated

with the development of that inventory, a district court for Minnesota

concluded in Floodwood-Fine Lakes Citizen Group v. MEQC, 1978:
31

6. In the absence of that inventory and the criteria and standards, the
MEQC was without authority to act with regard to the siting of large
electric power generating plants in the State of Minnesota and was
specifically without authority to offer, propose, consider, or desig
nate the Floodwood-Fine Lakes site. Acquiescence by MP&L in the
MEQC's proposal of the Floodwood-Fine Lakes site provides no legal
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justification or authority which would permit the MEQC to act beyond
its statutory authority or without performing the mandatory duties
imposed upon it by the Legislature to the detriment of other inter
ested involved parties.

7. The designation of the Floodwood-Fine Lakes site by the MEQC as the
site for the plant proposed in the MP&L-P-2 application is contrary
to law, null and void, and of no force and effect. The MEQC lacks
the statutory authority to designate any site until such time that
it has complied with the Siting Act, M.S. §116C.5l, et. seq.

On appeal, the Minnesota Supreme Court overruled the district court's

decision. In essence, the court ruled that the inventory process is procedural,

rather than a substantive provision of law: 32

It can hardly be denied that as originally drafted the act made- it
the duty of the EQC to prepare an inventory of potential power plant
sites, and required utilities to limit their applications to areas
contained in the inventory. However, for us to hold that the prep
aration of such an inventory was a jurisdictional prerequisite would
totally frustrate present legislative policy. In the light of the
intervening amendments, which repealed the necessity for selecting a
site from the inventory, a procedure now rejected by the legislature
will not be invoked to render this litigation futile and ,invalid.
The amended statute adopted on June 2, 1977, reads in part as
follows:

Pursuant to sections l16C.57 to ll6C.60, the board
shall study and evaluate any site proposed by a
utility and any other site the board deems necessary
which was proposed in a manner consistent with rules
adopted by the board concerning the form, content,
and timeliness of proposals for alternate sites.

Minn. Stat. §116C.57, subd. 1 (1978).

We regard the inventory requirement as a procedural rath~than a sub
stantive provision of the law to the extent that if the selection of
Fine Lakes meets all of the other requirements of the environmental
statutes, and would have been included in an inventory had one been
prepared, the parties and the public should not now be subjected to the
inevitable expense, delay, and inconvenience of requiring EQC to go
through the now obsolete motions of preparing an inventory. Accordingly,
we hold that the designation of EQC of the Fine Lakes site is not null
and void because of its failure to select the site from an inventory
specified in Minn. Stat. §116C.55 (1976) prior to its amendment. (foot
notes omitted.)

A third activity of the PPSA is that of designation of sites and routes for new

facilities. The PPSA (M.S. §116C.57-62), in conjunction with the regulations (MEQB

71-82) promulgated by the MEQB for the siting and routing of large electric power

plants and HVTLs (see Table 2-4), established the framework for the siting process.
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The purpose of this process, as previously noted, is to determine whether a facility

desired by a utility is environmentally compatible at a specific site. The site

selection process is initiated by an application from the .utility for designation

of a specific site or route for a specific size and type of facility. The MEQB is

required to issue a Site Environment Report on the proposed facility and issue a

certificate of site compatibility within one year after receipt of the application. T1

MEQB may appoint a site or route evaluation committee to guide it in its decisions.

The MEQB may grant an "emergency certification" and bypass these procedures when

"time schedules... would jeopardize the utility... system or the ability

to meet the electrical needs of its customers in an orderly and timely manner."

In designating sites and routes the board is guided by the following considerations: 33

1. Evaluation of research and investigations relating to the effects on
land, water and air resources of large electric power generating plants
and high voltage transmission line routes and the effects of water and
air discharges and electric fields resulting from such facilities on
public health and welfare, vegetation, animals, materials and aesthetic
values, including base line studies, predictive modeling, and monitoring
of the water and air mass at proposed and operating sites and routes,
evaluation of new or improved methods for minimizing adverse impacts of
water and air discharges and other matters pertaining to the effects of
power plants on the water and air environment;

2. Environmental evaluation of sites and routes proposed for future devel
opment and expansion and their relationship to the land, water, air and
human resources of the state;

3. Evaluation of the effects of new electric power generation and transmis
sion technologies and systems related to power plants designed to
minimize adverse environmental effects;

4. Evaluation of the potential for beneficial uses of waste energy from
proposed large electric power generating plants;

5. Analysis of the direct and indirect economic impact of proposed sites
and routes including, but not limited to, productive agricultural land
lost or impaired;

6. Evaluation of adverse direct and indirect environmental effects which
cannot be avoided should the proposed site and route be accepted;

7. Evaluation of alternatives to the applicant's proposed site or route
proposed pursuant to subdivisions 1 and 2;
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8. Evaluation of potential routes which would use or parallel existing rail
road and highway rights-of-way;

9. Evaluation of governmental survey lines and other natural division lines
of agricultural land so as to minimize interference with agricultural
operations;

10. Evaluation of the future needs for additional high voltage transmission
lines in the same general area as any proposed route, and the advisa
bility of ordering the construction of structures capable of expansion
in transmission capacity through multiple circuiting or design modifications;

11. Evaluation of irreversible and irretrievable commitments of resources
should the proposed site or route be approved; and

12. Where appropriate, consideration of problems raised by other state and
federal agencies and local entities.

13. If the board's rules are substantially similar to existing rules and
regulations of a federal agency to which the utility in the state is
subject, the federal rules and regulations shall be applied by the board.

14. No site or route shall be designated which violates state agency rules.

In addition, in evaluating sites and routes, the MEQB considers the three

. 34 35sets of crlteria and standards.' (See Table 2-4, Part II.)

The site designation procedure has come under extensive scrutiny by the courts.

In People for Environmental Enlightenment and Responsibility (PEER) v. Minnesota

Environmental Quality Council (MEQB), 1978, (hereinafter referred to as PEER v.

MEQB, 1978) and NPL v, MEQB, 1977, the courts have interpreted site designation process

of the PPSA in five distinct ways. First, they have defined "human impact" to

mean noncompensable impairment of human resources. 36 Second, the environmental and

human impacts must be described in sufficient enough detail so that a comparison

of specific characteristics of these impacts can be made.
37

Third, the requirement

that the MEQB choose a route by the "prudent and feasible alternative standard"

means that the MEQB must choose a pre-existing route as a matter of law, "unless

there are extremely strong reasons for not doing so." This has become known as

the principle of nonproliferation. 38 Fourth, the balancing process required by the

PPSA should "only be utilized after more than one form of noncompensable-intrusion

has been identified.,,39 Finally, that a utility may install a line does not mean

that the utility may create conditions that cause damage that was not anticipated
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by the utility or the MEQB; therefore, "both the MEQC and the utilities have an

obligation to monitor the line to insure that if effects are produced that were

not anticipated. . . modifications will be introduced to protect the public

, ,,40J.nterest.

The site designation procedure includes a "savings clause" which exempts

sites prior to the date of enactment of PPSA and HVTLs prior to July 1, 1974.
41

In

NPL v. MEQB, 1977, the court interpreted this provision to protect "utilities

whose projects were already begun from being overly burdened," and, ruled that

MEQB could accept jurisdiction whenever a utility involved submitted to such

. i d' , 42Jur s J.ctJ.on.

B. Environmental Policy Act

The Minnesota Environmental Policy Act was enacted in 1973, four years after

NEPA (the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969). Both laws sought to establish

a new policy that would make environmental and public health values factors in

governmental decision making. These values have been ignored by decision makers for

many reasons. Environmental values are what economists call exogenous variables

(i.e., external factors which cannot easily be assigned dollar amounts). Because

of the difficulty, if not impossibility, of assigning dollar amounts to values,

environmental and public health concerns were often ignored or considered unimportant

in many decisions made by government (i.e., low dollar amounts were assigned to

these values). NEPA, both in policy and action, set a new tone for the consideration

of these values. The Minnesota Supreme Court has recognized that the purpose

of all environmental legislation, at both the state and federal level, is to force

agencies to make their own impartial evaluation of environmental considerations in

decision making. 43 The purpose of NEPA is spelled out clearly in section 2:
44

SECTION 2. The purposes of this Act are: To declare a national policy
which will encourage productive and enjoyable harmony between man and his
environment; to promote efforts which will prevent or eliminate damage to
the environment and biosphere and stimulate the health and welfare of man;
to enrich the understanding of the ecological systems and natural resources
important to the Nation; and to establish a Council on Environmental Quality.

The purpose of the Minnesota Environmental Policy Act (MEPA) is similar:
45
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The purposes of Laws 1973, Chapter 412 are: (a) to declare a state
policy that will encourage productive and enjoyable harmony between man
and his environment; (b) to promote efforts that will prevent or eliminate
damage to the environment and biosphere and stimulate the health and
welfare of man; and (c) to enrich the understanding of the ecological
systems and natural resources important to the state and to the nation.

Title I of NEPA established a national environmental policy:46

, SEC'. 101. (4) Tha Congress, recognizing eh. profound iaz...
pact of man's activity on eh. interralationa of all co_
ponants of the natural envirotllll8nt, particularly ehe pro
found influencBs of population growth, high-density ur
banization, industrial expanaion, resourte exploitation,
and new and BJqlanding tachnological advances and recog
nizing further- the critical importance, of restoring and
maintaining environlll811tal quality to !:he overall waUaA
and development of man, declares chat it is eha continu
ing policy of !:he Federal Governmant, in cool'aration
<lith State and local governmants, and other concernad
public and' private organizations, to use all practicable
_ana and lIIlIUurU, including financial aDd eec:.hnical
alIsistal1ce, in a manner calculated to foeter and pro-t.
ehe gell8ral weUare, to create and maintain conditiona
under which man and nature can axist in productive har
aIOny, and fuUill ehe social, economic, and other re
quirements of present and future generations of Alllari
cans.

(b) In order eo carry out the policy set forth in chis
Act, it is the continuing responsibility of the Federal
Governmant to us. all p1:acticable tll8aI18. conaistllnt with
other essential conaideratiolUl of national policy, eo
iml'1:ove and coordinate Federal plans, functions. pro
grams, and resources· to the. end chat the lIation. I118Y-

(1) fulfill the responsibilities of each genera
tion as trustee of tha envirolllllent for succaeding gen
erationa;

(2) anure for all Alllaricana safa, healthful. pro
ductive, and esthetically aDd culturally pleuina sur
roundinga;

(3). attaiu. tbs widest range of baneficial use. of
tha envirollD*1t without degradation. risk to haalth or
safety, or other undesirable. aDd un1nuuded CLona_
quencD;

(4) presane' iDqlortant hiatoric, cultural, and na
tural a8'Pects of our national heritag•• aDd ma1nta1.ll.
wherllger possible, an environment which sUPI'0rts di
versity, and variety of individual choice;

(5) achieve a balance between pO'Pulation aDd r_
source use which will permit high standards of Uvin&
and a wide shartng of life's aDIlInities; and

(6) enhance ehe quality of renewable resources and
8'Pl'roach !:he llulx1lIIUlII attainable recycling of dep lat
able resources.
(c) The Congr.... recogniz.. that each person should

enjoy a healthful envirorment and thae each person ta. a
ras'P0nsibility to contribute to the pr..ervation aDd an
hancement of the environment.

SEC. 102. Tha Congress authoriz.. and directa that, to
the fullest extent po••ible: (1) the policies, reguLa
tions, and public laws of the United States shall be io
terpnted and administered in accordance <lith !:he poU
cies set forth in this Act, and (2) all agenciss of tha
Federal Government shall-

(A) utilize a systematic, interdisciplinary ap
proach which <lill insurs the integrsted use of tlla na
tural anel social sciences and the environmental desian
arts in planning and in decisiolllllllld.ng which 111&1 hav.
an iDql act on 1IIlUI' S environment;

(B) identify and develol' 1lIIIthods and procedur.. ,
in consultation with the Council on Environmental
Quality established by title II of this Act, which
will insure that presently unquantified environ-ntal
amenities and valuse lIIlIY be given 8'Ppropriate consid
e1:ation in decisionmaking alo113 with economic and
eechnical considel:ations;

(C) include in evsl:'Y recommendation or rel'0rt on
proposals for legUlation and other major Federal
actions significantly affecting the quality of ehe hu
man environment, a detailed statement by ehe 1:esl'onsi
ble official on-
(i) the environmental !ml'act of the prol'osed action,
(ll) any adverse environlll8ntal effects which cannot

be avoided should the propo.al be implemented,
(iii) alternatives to the proposed action,
(iv) tha relationship between local short-term uses

of man's environment and the maintenance and enhance
lIIent of long-term productivity, and

(v) any irreversible and inetrtevahle commitmants of
re.ources IoIhich would be involved in the p1:oposed ac
tion, should it be !m'Plemented.

Prior to IlI&king any detailed statBlII8nt, the resl'onaible
Federal official shall consult loIith and obtain the com
ments of any Federal agency which has j urtsdiction by
law or special expertise with respect eo any environmeo
tal impact involved. Copies of such statement and the
co_nta and views of the approl'riate Fede1:al, State.
and local agencies. Which are authorized to develol' and
antorce environmental standards. shall be lIIade available
eo ehe President, the Counci~ on' Environmental Quality
and to the public as provided by section 552 of title 5,
United States Code, and shall accompany the proposal
through the existing agency review processes;

(0) study, develop, and describe al'propriate alterna
tives to reco_dad courses of action in any proposal
which involve. unresolved conflicts concerning alterna
tive us.. of available resources I

(E) recognize the' worldwide· and long-range character
of envirolllll8neal proble. and, where consilltent <lith the
foreign po licy of ehe Uni ted States, lend ap'P ropriat.
supllort to initiativas, resolutiona, and prograll8 de
signad to llIlUd.mize international c:ool'eracion in antici
pating.and preventing a declina in tha.quality of _
kind's world environment;

(P') llIaka available to States, counties, IIII1I1icipalities.
institutions, and individuals. advice and information
useful in restortng, maintaining, and enhancing the
quality of the enVironlllllnt;

(G) initiate and utilize ecological infoJ:'lll8tion in the·
planniDg and develol'llIIIl1C of resource-oriented projects;
and

(a) assist the Council on Envirolllll8ntal Quality estab
Ushed by title II of this Act.

SEC. 103. All agenci.. of the Federal Gover'llD*1t shall
review thair pn••nt statutory authortty, administrative
regulations, and current policies and proceduru for the
PUl:'l'0s. of determining whether there are any deficienCies
or inconsistencies therein which prohibit full cotJlllliance
with the purposes aDd provisiOQIII of this Act and shall
propose to the Pnsident nOt later chan July 1, 1971,
such lIIeaeures- as llIay be necessary to brtng thair author
ity and policies into conformity with the intent, pur
poses, and procedures set. forth in chis Act.

SEC. 104. Nothing in section 102 or 103 shall in any
way affect the sl'ec1fic statutory obligations of any Fed
eral agency (1) to comply with criterta or standards of
environmental quallty, (2) to coordinate or consult with
any other Federal or State agency, or (3) to act, or re
frain from acting contingent upon the reCOlllm8ndations or
certification of any other Federal or Stata agency.

SEC. 105. The policies and goals set forth in chis Act
are sUP'Plamantary to those set forth in existing author
izations of Federal agencies.
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The Minnesota environmental policy is also similar to NEPA. 47

In addition to a state environmental policy, MEPA requires the preparation

of an environmental impact statement or EIS. The purpose of an EIS is spelled out

in the MEQB regu1ations.
48

(See Table 2-5.)

The MEQB is the principal agency responsible for the administration of MEPA

and has promulgated regulations for determining how and whether an EIg is to be

prepared. An EIS is generally required whenever it is determined that an action

is major and has the potential for significant environmental effects.
49

Large electric

power plants with a capacity of 200 MW or more at a single site are required to

have an EIS.
50

Upon determining that an EIS is required, the MEQB selects the

agency responsible for preparing the EIS. The Minnesota Pollution Control Agency

(PCA) is designated the responsible agency for large power plants under MEQB

rules. A summary of the EIS process is shown in Figure 2-4.

The EIS process is the third step in the sequential process for locating

new energy facilities. The EIS is required to consider the following factors: 51'

1. Where there is potential for significant environmental effects resulting
from any major governmental action or from any major private action of
more than local significance, such action shall be preceded by a detailed
statement prepared by the responsible agency or, where no governmental
permit is required, by the responsible person, on:

(a) The environmental impact of the proposed action, including any
pollution, impairment, or destruction of the air, water, land, or
other natural resources located within the state;

(b) Any direct or indirect adverse environmental, economic, and
employment effects that cannot be avoided should the proposal be
implemented;

(c) Alternatives to the proposed action;

(d) The relationship between local short-term uses of the environment
and the maintenance and enhancement of long-term productivity,
including the environmental impact of predictable increased future
development of an area because of the existence of a proposal, if
approved;
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TABLE 2-5

SUMMARY OF THE STATE ENVIRONMENTAL POLIer ACT

PURPOSE

State Environmencal Policy Act

Purpose.

The purposes of Laws 1973, Chapc~r 412 are; (a) co declare a scate
policy that will encourage productive aud enjoyable harmony be
tween man and his environwenc; (b) co promote efforts that will
prevent or eliminace damage to the environment and biosphere and
stimulace che health and welfare of wan; and (c) to enrich che un
derstanding of the ecological systewe and natural resources impor
tanc to ths state aud to the nation.

Declaracion of Stace Environwencal Policy.

Subd. 1. The legislature, recognizing the profound impact of mau's
activity on the interrelations of all components of the nacural
environmenc, particularly the profound influences of populacion
growth, high density urbanization, industrial expansion, re
sources exploitation, and new and expanding technological advan
ces and recognizing furcher the critical importance of restoring
and maintaining environmental quality to the overall welfare and
development of man, declares that ic is ths concinuing policy of
the state governmenc, in cooperation with federal and local gov
ernments. and ocher concerned public and priv~te organizations,
to use all practicable msana and weaaures, including financial
and technical assiatance, in e wanner calculated to foster and
promote the general welfare. to create and maintain conditions
under which man and nature can exist in productive harmony, and
fulfill the social, economic. and other requirements of present
and future generations of the state's people.

Subd. 2. In order to carry out the policy set fort:h in Lawa 1973,
Chapter 412, it is the continuing responsibility of the atate
governmenc to use all practicable means, consis tent with other
essential considerations of state policy, to improve and coordi
nste state plans, functions, prograwe and resources to the end
that the state may:
(a) Fulfill the responsibilities of esch generation as trustees

of the environment for succeeding generations;
(b) Assure for all people of the stste safe, healthful. produc

tive, and aesthetically and culturally pleasing surroundings;
(c) Discourage ecologically unsound aspects of populacion. eco

nomic and cechnological growth. and develop and implement a
policy such that growth occurs only in an environmentally
acceptable manner;

(d) Preserve important historic, cultural, and natural aspects
of our national heritage, and maincain. wherever practicable.
an envirolUQent Chat support:s diversity, and variety of in
dividual choice;

(e) Encourage. through education, a better understanding of na
tural resources managemenc principles that will develop acti
tudes and styles of living that minimize environmental de
gradacion;

(f) Develop and implemenc land use and environmental policies,
plans, and standards for cbe state as a wbole and for major
regions thereof through a coordinated program of planning
and land use control;

(g) Define, designace, and protect environmentally sensitive
areas j

(h) Establish and maintain statewide environmencal informaCion
syscems sufficienc co gauge environmental conditions;

PART & SECTION

~ 116D.03

S 116D.04

TABLE 2-5 (continued)

PURPOSE

(i) Practice thrift in tbe use of energy and maximize tbe use of
energy efficient systems for the utilization of energy, and
minimize the environmental impact from energy production and
use;

(j) Preserve importanc existing natural habitats of rare and en
dangere4 species of plants, wildlife, and fish. and provide
for the wise use of our remaining areas of natural habitation.
including necessary protective measures where appropriate;

(k) Reduce wasteful practices which generate solid wastes;
(1) Minimize wasteful and unnecessarY depletion of nonrenewable

resources;
(m) Conserve natural resources and minimize environmental impact

by encQuraging extension of product lifetime, by reducing the
number of unnecessary and wasteful materials practices. and by
recy~l1ng materials to conserve both IIlllterials and ellergy;

(n) Improve management of renewable resources in a wanner compati
ble with environmental protection;

(0) Provide for reclamation of mined lands and assure tbat any
mining is accomplished in a manner compacible witb environ
mencal protection;

(p) Reduce tbe deleterious impact on air and water quality from
all sources. including the delecerious environmental impact
due to operation of vehicles with internal combustion engines
in urbanized areas;

(q) Minimize noise, particularly in urban areas;
(r) Prohibit, where appropriate, flood plain development in urban

and rural ateu; and
(a) Encourage advanced waste treatment in abating water pollution.

The policies, regulations, and public lawa of cbe state sball be in
terpreted and administered in accordance with the policies of thla
act.

Environmental Impact Statements.

Where there is potential for significant environmental effecta re
sulting from any major governmental action or from any major private
action of more than local significance, such action shall be prece
ded by a detailed statement prepared by tbe responaible agency. or
wbere no governmental permit is required, by tbe responsible peraon,
on:

(a) The environmental impact of tbe proposed action, includini
any pollution, impairment. or destruction of the air, water.
land, or other natural resources located within the state;

(b) Axly direct or indirect adverse environmental, economic, and
employment effecta that cannot be avoided should tbe proposal
be implemenced;

(c) Alternatives to the propoaed action;
(d) The relat:ionsbip between local 'short-term uses of the environ.

ment and the maintenance snd enhancement of long-term produc
tivity, including the environmental impact of predictable in
creased future development of an ares because of the existence
of a proposal. if approved;

(e) Axly iFreversible and irretrievable cOlQIQitlDente of resources
wbich would be involved in the proposed action should it be
implemented;

(f) The impact on state government of any federal concrols asso
ciated with proposed actions; and

(g) The multistate responsibilities associated witb proposed ac-
tions.

Subd. 2. Requires regulations for EISs.
.Subd. 3. Requires an EIS when 500 persons petition for such.
Subd. 4. Provides for review of EISs by government agencies, the

MEQB, ;md the public.

:::J



PART 6. SECTION

116D.045

t 116D.05 
.07

f!£.L!l

6 MCAIl I 3.021

I 3.023

S 3.024

3.025

I 3.026

I 3.027 -
•032

• 3.033 -
•040

S 3.041 -
•047

TABLE 2-5 (coaLinued)

PURPOSE

Subd. 5. Defines permits for natural resources management and
development.

Subd. 6. No state action significantly affecting the quality of
the environment shall be allowed, nor shall any permit for na..,.
tural resources management and development be granted, where
such action or permit has caused or is likely to caUae pollu
tion, impairment, or destruction of the air, water, land, or
other natural reaources located within the state, so long as
there is a feasible and prudent alternative consistent with
che reasonable requiremenCS of the public health, safety, and
welfare and the state's paramount concern for l:he procection
of its air, wacer, land, and other natural resources from
pollution, impairment, or destruction. Economic considerations
alone shall not justify such conduct.

Specifies procedures for costs of EISs.

Requires reporting requirement and effecr on exiscing agency
obligations.

Environmental Review Program 6MCAR § 3.021 - .047

Purpose of ErS.

The purpose of an Environmental Impact Statemenc: is to prOVide
information for agencies and private persona to evaluate proposed
actions which have. the potenc:ial for significant environlllfi>ntal
effects, to'consider alternatives to the proposed actions, and to
1nscitute mechoda for reducina adverse environmental effects. An
Environmental Impact Stacement is not a docUDlent to justify an
action, nor shall indications of adverse environmencal effects
necessarily require that an action be disapproved. It is to be
utilized as a guide in issuing, amending, and denying permits and
carrying out the other responsibilities of public agencies to
avoid or min1mi%e adverse environmental effects and to restore or
enhance environmental quality consistent with the Act.

Specifies the general responsibilities of the MEQB, public agen
cies, and private persons.

Specifies actions requiring environmental assessment worksheecs.

Specifies sctions requiring an EIS, includina proposed large elec
tric power generating plants and HVTLs.

Specifies actione not requiring environmentsl doCUDleaLa.

Procedural requirements •

Early notice rules •

Assessing the costs of prepsring EISs •

-.I
OJ
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FIGURE 2-4

ENVIRDNMENrAL JMPAGr STA.TEMENT

PROCESS

eac Decision

t
EIS To Be Prepared

t
Draft els Prepared,

Draft els Flied with eac,
• Public Meeting or Hearing

3Q.46 Days After Draft els
Filed With eac,

Record Remains Open For
20 Days After Meeting Or

Hearing,
Final els Prepared

(30 Daysl,
Final EIS Filed With EaC

t
eac Decision (30 Daysl

No Review
els AccePted

l
Review EIS (45 Daysl-Inadequate EIS Findings

t (15 Davsl
,

els Preparer
CorrectS Inadequacies EIS Adequate

(30 Daysl

t
Resubmittal of Final EIS

t
Review of Revised EaC Final Review

EIS and Comment (15 Daysl

sl ,
EIS Adequate

Source: M:i.nnesota Pollution Control Agency.



Further, the U.S. district court ruled
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(e) Any irreversible and irretrievable commitments of resources which
would be involved in the proposed action should it be implemented;

(f) The impact on state government of any federal controls associated
with proposed actions; and

(g) The multistate responsibilities associated with proposed actions.

The MEPA law, like the Power Plant Siting Act, has come under extensive judicial

review, MEPA required that state agencies interpret their laws in accordance with the

environmental policy established by the Act (M.S. §116D.03). The courts in Reserve

Mining Co. v. Herbst, 1977, interpreted MEPA and noted that it is the legislative

policy of Minnesota that permits shall not be issued for industrial development if

there is substantial evidence that the proposed activity "is likely to materially

adversely affect the environment.,,52 Further, the court pointed out that state

agencies and courts are required to consider both economic and environmental impacts

in rendering decisions dealing with environmental matters. 53 However, in Application

of City of White Bear Lake v. Department of Natural Resources, 1976, the court notes

that economic considerations alone will not justify a construction project where

there is substantial evidence that pollution impairment or destruction of natural

resources will occur as a result of granting a permit and where there is a feasible

and prudent alternative consistent with the responsible requirements of public health,

safety, and welfare. 54 However, in Reserve, supra, the court notes that it is only

where the likelihood danger to the public is remote and speculative that economic

impacts which are devastating and certain may be weighed in the balance to arrive

at an environmentally sound decision. 55

The EIS process (M.S. §ll6D.04) has also come under review by the courts. The

court in Minnesota Public Interest Research Group (MPIRG) v. Minnesota Environmental

Quality Council (MEQC)~ 1975, stated that the purpose of the Ers section is to

provide a means by which the public may obtain a forum regarding specific matters

h ' h ' i l' 56w lC may requlre env ronmenta reVlew.

in Cedar-Riverside Environmental Defense Fund v. Hills, D.C. 1976, noted, that a
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local agency doing an EIS on a private development project must participate in the

state EIS process, must consider all environmental impacts set forth in MEPA,

evaluate alternatives in the detail required by MEPA, and consider and evaluate

those alternatives within the power of the MEQB in order for an EIS to be va1id. 57

With regard to the content of an EIS, the court in PEER v. MEQB, 1979, ruled

that an EIS prepared under MEPA must provide detailed information on all HVTL routes

to be evaluated in order for it to play its proper role in the decision making

process. 58 With regard to power lines generally, the court in NPL v. MEQB, 1977,

notes that it is better to require an EIS at the corridor selection stage of

proceedings (see Table 2-4), but failure to do so is not an "abuse of discretion.,,59

In PEER v. MEQB, 1977, the court clarified this point by saying that if an EIS was

prepared and available to provide guidance prior to the selection of a specific

route, then the requirements of MEPA would be satisfied.
60

In addition, in NPL v.

MEQB, 1977, the court defined the standard by which an EIS is judged adequate as

61"the rule of reason."

In MPIRG v. MEQB, 1975, the court ruled that an EIS does not have to be pre-

pared where the state continually monitors an activity for the one purpose of

accumulating data for an eventual EIS should the project prove feasib1e. 62 The

court has also ruled that where there is evidence of public demand such as in the

petitioning process of M.S. §116D.04, Subd. 3, for environmental review of a MEQB

decision not to require an EIS, a hearing must be held even though such a right

is not specifically stated in MEPA. Further, where a hearing is required under

MEPA, the matter constitutes a "contested case" within the meaning of the

Administrative Procedures Act (APA) , Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 15 (see Section

2.6 of this chapter), and aggrieved parties are entitled to judicial review. 63

2.4 The Permitting Agencies

The fourth and final step in securing the necessary authorizations for siting

new energy facilities is the securing of permits from federal, state, and local

agencies. (Table 2-h summarizes this four-step process.) The principal purpose



TABLE 2-6

THE FOUR STEP SEQUENTIAL SITING PROCESS

PLANNING PHASE STEP ONE: NEED STEP TWO: SITING STEP THREE: ER & EIS STEP FOUR: PERMITS

AGENCY ELECTRIC UTILITY ENERGY AGENCY ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION CONTROL MANY AGENCIES --
QUALITY BOARD AGENCY AND ENVIRON- PRIMARILY POLLUTION

MENTAL QUALITY BOARD CONTROL AGENCY AND
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL
RESOURCES

PURPOSE/ PLANS SIZE, TYPE, MAKES SIZE, TYPE, MAKES LOCATION ER FOR NEED: MEA; ISSUES PERMITS FOR
DECISIONS TIMING, AND AND TIMING DECISION; ER FOR RITE AND/OR CONSTRUCTION AND USE

LOCATION OF PLANTS DECISION; CONDUCTS INVEN- LINES: MEQB; DRAFT OF PLANTS AND LINES
AND LINES CONSERVATION IS TORY OF SITES; EIS FOR PLANTS:PCA;

ENERGY POLICY PLANTS AND LINES DRAFT EIS~FDR LINES;
ARE SEPARATE MEQB; FINAL EIS FOR

PERMITS: PCA

TIMING OF NO TIME LIMIT -- 6 MONTHS SITING: 1 YEAR + ER: NONE SINGLE AGENCY: NONE
DECISION USUALLY 5-7 YEARS 6 MONTHS; EIS: 120 DAYS EPCR: 185-205 DAYS

ROUTING: 1 YEAR +
90 DAYS

PUBLIC NO YES - SOME YES - SOME YES - SOME YES - SOME
PARTICIPATION

HEARING NO YES YES SOMETIMES SOMETIMES

JUDICAL NO YES YES YES YES
REVIEW

00
N
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of the EIS process is to secure sufficient information for government agencies

to determine whether a new facility should be constructed at a particular location.

During the permitting step, the government agencies review the environmental

information on the major effects and design of the proposed facility to determine

whether it meets the applicable health, environmental, and safety standards.

During the process, public hearings are held to solicit public comments and information.

If the permitting agency determines that the proposed facility meets the requirements

of its laws and regulations, then the permit is issued. If one or more of the

agencies determine that its regulations will be violated, permits are denied and

the utility must either redesign the facility to obtain compliance or abandon its

proposal. In the case involving Sherco 3 & 4 (NSP's proposed addition of two 800-MW

plants near Becker, Minnesota) the hearing officer for the MEQB determined that

26 permits from nine government bodies must be obtained. Table 2-7 summarizes the

permits for Sherco.

In additon to these permits, the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (MPCA) must

review the plant for compliance with New Source Performance Standards which specify

maximum air pollution emissions, and Significant Deterioration Standards (SDS) ,

which specify the maximum allowable degradation of ambient air quality attributable

to the new facility, under the Clean Air Act, as amended. However, Section 3 of the

Energy Supply and Environmental Coordination Act of 1974 (ESEC) (P.L. 93-319, as

amended), amended Title I of the Clean Air Act, Section 119 to allow the Administrator

of the Environmental Protection Agency to suspend temporarily any stationary source,

fuel, or emission limitation, but permitted the states to continue to enforce any

primary standard or regional limitation. More importantly, Section 4 of ESEC

amended Section 110(a) of the Clean Air Act to allow revision of each state's air

quality implementation plans if weakening such plans would not interfere with

attainment of national ambient air quality standards.

A review of all the laws and regulations relating to the issuance of these

permits is beyond the scope of this paper. Suffice to say that these laws and



Agency

Minnesota Pollution
Control Agency

Minnesota Department
of Natural Resources

~4
.TABLE 2-7

pHERCO PERMITS

Description

1. Liquid Waste Disposal Facilities
Permit (plant blowdown and basin
drainage including holdup pond
and coal storage basins)

2. Certificate of Compliance (assur
ance of meeting water quality
standards)

3. Emmission Facility and Disposal
Permits (air containment control
facility installation and oper
ating permit)

4. Burning Permit (construction and
operating waste incineration)

5. Solid Waste Disposal Permit
(ash storage)

6. Solid Waste Disposal Permit
(construction wastes)

7. Liquid Storage Permit (oil and
chemical storage)

8. NPDES Discharge Permit
(may include No.1)

9. Surface Water Appropriation
(river water for plant operation)

10. Ground Water Appropriation
(dewatering wells)

11. Ground Water Appropriation
(batch plant well)

12. Ground Water Appropriation
(domestic, service water, and
plant makeup wells)

Applicable Regulation

WPC 15, 22, 36

Clean Water Act, §404
Reuse Permit

APC 1, 3, 4

APC 7, 8

SW 6

SW 6

WPC4

40 CFR Part 425, WPC 3( ,
40 CFR Part 423, EfflUi I,\t
40 CFR Part 402, Cooling

Water

Minnesota Department
of Health

13. Approval of Sewage Disposal Plans (MPCA WPC 40)
(temporary sanitary sewage dispo-
sal) '(MPCA if greater than 15, 000 GPD)

14. Approval of Sewage Disposal Plans (MPCA WPC 40)
(plant sanitary sewage disposal
system) (MPCA if greater than 14,000 GPD)

15. Approval of Plumbing Plans (tem
porary building plumbing)
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TABLE 2-7
(continued)

SHERCO PERMITS

Agency

Minnesota Department
of Health

Description

16. Approval of Plumbing Plans
(permanent plant plumbing)

17. Approval of Potable Water Plans
(wells and water supply plumbing)

Applicable Regulation

Minnesota Department 18.
of Labor and Industry

Certification of National Board
Acceptance (auxiliary boiler)

19. Certification of National Board
Acceptance (power boiler)

20. Approval of Plans (access to
chimney lighting balconies)

State Fire Marshall

Environmental Pro
tection Agency.

Federal Aviation
Agency

Sherburne County

Becker, Mn.

21. Approval of Plans (flammable
liquid storage)

22. Plant Discharges (NPDES)
(same as No.8 above)

23. Operation Notification
(boiler operation)

24. Notice of Proposed Construction
or Alteration (chimney and power
house elevation authorization
lighting and marking requirements)

25. Approval of Plans (flammable
liquid storage)

26. Burning Permit (site preparation
clearing)

(Taken over by MPCA as of
6/30/74)

40 CFR 60.8

14 CFR Part 77

Source: Minnesota Pollution Control Agency
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regulations are designed to protect the public health and safety as well as the

environment vis-a-vis a due process procedure which culminates in the issuance or

denial or permits, with or without stipulations. However, a review of the

Environmental Coordination Procedures Act (M.S. §116C.22 et. seq.) is in order.

A. Environmental Coordination Procedures Act

The purpose of the Environmental Coordination Procedures Act (ECPA) was spelled

. h 64out ln t e statute:

PURPOSE. It shall be the purpose of sections 116C.22 to 116C.34:

(a) to provide an optional procedure to assist those who, in the course
of satisfying the requirements of. state government prior to under
taking a project which contemplates the use of the state's air, land,
or water resources, must obtain more than one state permit, by estab
lishing a mechanism in state government which will coordinate admin
istration decision making procedures, and related quasi-judicial and
judicial review, pertianing to these permits;

(b) to provide to the members of the public a better and easier opportunity
to present their views comprehensively on proposed uses of natural
resources and related environmental matters prior to the making of
decisions on these uses by state or local agencies;

(c) to provide to the members of the public a greater degree of certainty
in terms of permit requirements of state and local government;

(d) to provide better coordination and -understanding between state and
local agencies in the administration of the various programs relating
to air, water, and land resources; and

(e) to establish the opportunity for members of the public to obtain in
formation pertaining to requirements of federal and state law which
must be satisfied prior to undertaking a project in this state.

The ECPA provides for the creation of an environmental permits coordination

unit within the MEQB to administer the act. The act provides that a person pro-

posing a project, which requires more than one permit, may submit an application

to the unit requesting the issuance of all state permits necessary for the

construction and/or operation of the project. The unit contracts the agencies to

secure their participation, holds all appropriate hearings, and requires each agency

to make a final decision on the permits. Local certification must be received by

the unit prior to the processing of any application. Local certification requires

the person proposing the project to certify that he is complying with all local laws
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and regulations. Where the ECPA conflicts with federal requirements, the act is

not applicable. A summary of the master application procedure is shown in Figure 2-5.

One case worth noting with regard to the issuance of permits is the Supreme

Court's decision in NPL v. MEQB, 1977, which ruled that a level of source pollution

of ozone that would be caused by the presence of a high voltage power line would be

minimal, the likelihood that such contribution would increase ambient air levels

above permissible maximum standards was so remote, and the continuing authority of

MEQB to prohibit source emissions was so expensive that denial of a permit on these

65grounds would be unreasonable.

2.5 Public Service Commission

The second major concern of the electrical utilities, besides obtaining

necessary authorization for new facilities, is the rate of compensation permitted

from the sales of the power generated. There are three agencies which have

statutory obligations to get involved in rate cases: the Department of Public

Service (DPS) , the Public Service Commission (PSC) , and the Residential Utility

Consumer Unit, Office of Consumer Services (RUCU/OCS), which is part of the

Commerce Department. Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 216A created the Department

of Public Service and the Public Service Commission and provides for the usual ad-

ministrative responsibilities. Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 216 sets for the pro-

cedures for the Department of Public Service. Minnesota Statutes 45.17, Subd.

2 sets forth the responsibilities of the Residential Utility Consumer Unit: 66

Subd. 2. The consumer services section shall be responsible for repre
senting and furthering the interests of residential utility consumers
through participation in matters before the public service commission
involving utility rates and adequacy of utility services to residential
utility consumers. The consumer services section shall expend a
reasonable portion of its efforts among all three kinds of utility
services and shall identify and promote the needs of each class of
residential consumers with respect to each of the utility services.

This unit only intervenes in Investor Utility before the PSC. It has no authority

to represent residential customers before proceedings involving cooperatives or

municipal utilities.

The responsibilities of the DPS and PSC in regulating utilities is set forth

under the Minnesota Public Utilities Act (Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 216B). The
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FIGURE 2-5

MASTER APPLICATION PROCEDURE

~
APPliCAllT R£~STS
ASSISTAHCE FROIt
PEAtlIT COORlllHATlllH tnlJT

SUBl4mAl OF HASTER'
APPl.1CATIllH

RfvrE11/RESPOItSE
(llot1£DIATE) FROI1 CDIfCERNED

PERMIT COORDIHATIlll AGEIICIES
UHIT FllRIIARDS PEAtlIT 2:.:JOA
APPLICATlOH FORIG ro
APPLICAHT

APPllCAHT CQ4PlETES
PERMIT APPLICATIOII FORMS

PEAHIT COORDlNATllll
UIlIT/COHCER1l£O AGENCIES

C'" OIIE DAY EACH lIEEK
FOR TKREE 1IE£KS)

HEVSl'APER NOTICE IN CDIllllT
~EWSPAPERS & E.Q.C. ItlHlTOR

: .. ~ : .. pO ~YS)
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llH PEllHlT APPl ICATIOIlS'

CWITlIIH60 DAYS)

F'l1lAl DECJSto:l TO
APPt.JCAIlT (l 00ClII£HT)

Source: MEQB, EnvirOI'IIlE'lta1 Permit Coordination, 6 MCAR S 3. 101 et. seq.
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legislative eindings ~~e su~~rized in Section 1;67

It is hereby declared to be in the public interest that public utilities
be regulated as hereinafter provided in order to provide the retail
consumers of natural gas and electric service in this state with adequate
and reliable services at reasonable rates, consistent with the financial
and economic requirements of public utilities and their need to construct
facilities to provide such services or to otherwise obtain energy supplies,
to avoid unnecessary duplication of facilities which increase the cost of
service to the consumer and to minimize disputes between public utilities
which may result in inconvenience or diminish efficiency in service to
the consumers. Because municipal utilities are presently effectively
regulated by the residents of the municipalities which own and operate
them, and cooperative electric associations are presently effectively
regulated and controlled by the membership under the provisions of chapter
308, it is deemed unnecessary to subject such utilities to regulation
under this chapter except as specifically provided herein.

A summary of M.S., Chapter 216B is provided in Table 2-8. Table 2-9 summarizes

the rate process.

Minnesota began to regulate electrical utilities in 1974 under the Minnesota

Public Utilities Act, and became the 48th state in the nation to do so. The

principal purpose of this act is to fix rates of compensation for the sales of

electric power. The act does not apply at all to municipal utilities; it applies

only to those cooperative utilities who choose to become regulated. In addition

to fixing rates, the PSC establishes exclusive service areass for utilities. This

policy was set forth under M.S. §216B.37: 68

It is hereby declared to be in the public interest that, in order to
encourage the development of coordinated statewide electric service
at retail, to eliminate or avoid unnecessary duplication of electric
utility facilities, and to promote economlcal, efficient, and adequate
electric service to the public, the state of Minnesota shall be divided
into geographic service areas within which a specified electric utility
shall provide electric service to customers on an exclusive basis.

Two cases have helped to interpret the meaning of the Minnesota Public Utilities

Act: St. Paul Area Chamber of Commerce v. Minnesota Public Service Commission, 1977,

and Minnesota Gas Company v. Public Service Commission, 1975. The major points of

69 70these two cases are as follows: '

1. The PSC and district court, if the PSC decision is appealed, must
consider all facts known and facts offered in evidence on the rate
structure;
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TABLE 2-8

SUMMARY OF THE MINNESOTA PUBLIC UTILITIES ACT

PURPOSE SECTION

TARLE 2-7 (continued)

PURPOSE

• S. f 2166.01

f 2166.03

2166.04

i 2l6Jl.05

i 216B.06

§ 216Jl.07

i 216B.08

§ 2166.09

Legislative Findings: public utilities are regulated in order to
provide retail customers • • • electrici~ with adequate and re
lia6le service at reasonable rates • • • Municipal and coopera
tive utilities are exempt from the act.

Ilates must be reasona6le.

Each utility must fumish safe, adequate, efficient, and reuOn
able service.

Every public utility must file with the PSC schedules showing
all rates, tolls, tariffs, and charges.

No public utility shall receive greater or less compensation for
any service rendered.

No public utility shall grant any unreasonable preference or ad
vantage or unreasonable preference or disadvantaae on rates and
services.

The Public Service Commission (PSC) has the power to regulate
utilities.

The PSC may fix standards, clusificatiolls, regulations, or pr~
tices to be followed by all public utilitiss reaarding service;
it may require the f:Uina of rates ·lIIId 'may appear before tba
Federal Power Collllll1ssion on bebalf of th. Minnesota COllllumeal.

Subd. 3. The utility may put the proposed rate change into effect •
notwithstanding any ~SC ausl>e.nsion. if it files a bond with the ~SC cou
ditioned uPon a refund or other provision satisfactory 100 the PSC.

Su6d. 4. The 5urden of proof to sIlow- tllat the raJ:e change is just and
reasonable ia upon the utili~.

'Subd. 5. The PSC may- modify- or alter J:he rate change if it finds J:h.e
r<lte. change to be unjust or unreasonable. e.xcepJ: that such modification
shall not exceed the utility's requsst.

Subd. 6. The PSC shall give due conaiderat1on to the public's need
for ••• serVicea. The utilities shall 5e allowed lOa earn a fair rate
of return with considerations given to overall property cosJ:s.

Su5d. 7. Tlie PSC may- permit the utiUty to file rate achedulea for
automaJ:!c adjustmenJ:s in direct relaJ:ion to changes in federally regu
lated wholesale ratea for energy.

Subd. 8. The PSC may approve or diaapprove of a portion of a rata re
quest for public advertisements under certain conditions.

Subd. 9. Fifty percenJ: of charitable contributions are operaJ:ing ex
penses if J:hey qualify under Minnesota SJ:atutes § 290.91 of the tax laws.

I 216B.17 I The PSC on its own or by complaint may investigaJ:e a utility for unj ust
or unreasonable pracJ:ices.

• 216B.19 The. PSCmay cooperate with other staJ:es or federal agencies and may
hold joint hearings or joint investigations.

I 216B.20 The PSC may order separate rate bearings wben a complaint is made of
lIIOre than one raJ:e or chanse.

\0
o

i 2l6B.10

216B.11

l 216Jl.12

§ 216Jl.13

i 216B.14

§ 216Jl.15

f 216B.16

The PSC shall establish an accounting system to be bpt by pub
lic utilities.

The PSC establishes depreciation rates and practices.

The PSC and the Department of Public Service (DPS) lItaf,f have tM
right of entrance onto utility property and inspection of utility
books. etc.

Public utilities and municipal utilities shall produce records
required of them by tbe PSC.

The PSC may investigate the condition and operation of any utility
as it may deem necessary in the performance of its duties and may
hold hearings.

Tbe PSC may conduct beal>1nas in the performance of its duties cd
may designate a PSC member as a hear1ni exam1ner.

Subdivision 1. No rate change is permitted until 90 days after no
tice is aiven to the PSC. The utility shatl aive wirtten notice of
the proposed change to each municipality or county in tbe affecte4
area..

Subd. 2. The PSC may suspend the proposed rate change for 90
days after the cbange would have gone into effect. The PSC shall
determine the reasonableness of the rate change and if the PSC
finds that questions are unresolved about the rate chJUlge, or upon
petiti.on of 10% of the affected cuatomers or 100 customers, which.
ever is less. the PSC shall refer the maJ:ter 100 J:he Off:l.ce of Hear
ing Examiners wiJ:h instructions for a public hearing purauant to
Minnesota Statutes. Chapter 15. The ~SC may suspend tlie rate cbani
for an add.f:ttonal nine months. If no decision ill made after nine
months. then the rate change goes into effect as if approved 6y the
PSC.

• 2l6B.23

• 21.6B.24

f 2l6B.27

• 216B.36

• 216B.37
.44

• 216B.45

, 216B.47

S 216B.48

• 216B.50

S 216B.51

• 216B.52

S 2168.53

The PSC may fix unreuonable or unjUllt ratea.

Public or municipal utilities shall file plJUlll showina any contemplated
construction of a major utility facility.

WiJ:h1n 20 days afJ:er a PSC decision, JUly affected party may requasc a
rehearing and must do ao to obtain judicial review.

Utilities and cooperaJ:ive associations may be requesced to get a fran
chise from a municipality to furniah servicea.

ElecJ:rical utilities are assigned exclusive service areas. Municipal
utilities llISy elect to service an ajoin!ng area after annexation or con
1I0lidation. CusJ:omers ouJ:side a municipal service area requirini a load
of 2,000 ltilovolts shall not be obligated to take electriC service frail a
uti11ty having the aasigned service area if the PSC so decrees after con·
side.ring many faCtOai. A customer whose homestead overlaps two or lIIOre
service areas has the option of obJ:aining all his or ber electriciJ:y
from one utilil:y.

Hunicipal1J:llla may purchase the property of a public utility or coopera
tive aallociatioll within its boundaries.

Municipalities may not acquire utility or cooperative property by emi
nent domain.

No contract beI:Veen a utililOy and an affected interest are valid if such
conJ:ract exceeds $10,000 or 5% capital equity of the utility.

Ths PSC IlUSt approve ths acquiring of property or mergerS.

The PSC IllUSt approve J:he purchase of stock of anoJ:her uJ:il1ty doing
business in Minnesota.

Anr pany- aggrie.ved by- 4 pSC deciAiQn liar ll\l~e.al to J:he CQurca.

Appealing a PSC order or deciaion does not invoke. an aUJ:omatic suspen
sion of such <Jed.-siol!, or order,



TABLE 2-9

THE RATE STRUCTURE PROCESS

ELECTRIC DEPARTMENT OF CONSUMER SERVICES PUBLIC SERVICE
UTILITIES PUBLIC SERVICE SECTION C011MISSION

RESPONSIBILITIES/ PROPOSES ANALYZES RATE ADVOCATES INTEREST MAKES DECISION
DECISIONS RATE APPLICATION; OF RESIDENTIAL TO GRANT, MODIFY,

lNCREASES; PRESENTS CUSTOMERS ON OR DENY RATE
REQUESTS TESTIMONY BEFORE UTILITY RATE APPLICATE;
SERVICE AREA PSC APPLICATIONS DESIGNATES
DESIGNATION SERVICE AREAS

TIME ALLOWED NO TIME NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE ONE YEAR
FOR DECISION LlMIT

PUBLIC NO NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE YES
PARTICIPATION
ALLOWED

HEARING NO NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE YES

JUDICIAL NO NO NO YES
REVIEW

\0
I-'
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2. Courts may not restrict the scope of matters which PSC may consider
in allocating costs among classes of consumers, and PSC may consider
factors from its own expertise, facts generally in the public
knowledge, and evidence presented in formal processes, unless PSC is
shown to have relied upon factors to the extent that clear injustice
has resulted or that PSC has clearly exceeded its legislative authority;

3. PSC decisions will be upheld whenever PSC acts in its legislative
capacity, as in rate increase allocations, balancing both cost and
non-cost factors and making choices among alternatives, unless these
decisions are shown by clear and convincing evidence to be in excess
of statutory authority or resulting in unjust, unreasonable, or
discriminatory rates;

4. The function of the district court on review of rates is not to
substitute its judgment for the PSC, but only to ensure that the rate
structure adopted is not unjust, unreasonable, or discriminatory, and
then the burden is put upon the challenger to show by clear and
convincing evidence that PSC allocation controvenes statutory requirements;

5. When a city enters into a rate contract with a utility and the city has
only the power of contract with the public utility for rates and state
has not delegated its police power to regulate rates to city, then the
city acts in a proprietary manner rather than in a governmental capacity
when it enters into a rate contract. Further, the city's right to
contract does not suspend the state's power to set reasonable rates,
and neither the contract's clause nor the 14th amendment due process
clause prohibits the state from setting rates which supersede those
specified in a franchis~ contract;, '

6. Where statutes at the time of a gas franchise agreement between home
rule city a~ ~ private ,utility declare the inherent power of the state
to regulate utility rates and there is no authority in the city charter
which allows it to regulate utility rates, the rate-making provisions
of the franchise are an exercise of city's proprietary power; and when
the state exercises its reserve power under the Public Utilities Act
to regulate rates and service areas of private utilities in the state,
any inconsistent provisions of a franchise agreement must yield; and

7. Statutes declaratory of state's inherent power to regulate utility rates
are fully applicable to the utility business of a foreign corporation
in Minnesota.

A. Federal Impact on State Rate Law

In addition to state laws, Congress enacted the National Energy Act of 1978

(E.L. ), which included federal rate regulation of the five distinct laws within

the final bill. One of these laws was the Public Utilities Regulatory Policies Act

of 1978. Title I of this act established retail regulatory policies for

electrical utilities. The purpose was spelled out in Section 101 of the act:
7l

The purposes of this title are to encourage--
(1) conservation of energy supplied by electric utilities;
(2) the optimization of the efficiency of use of facilities and

resources by electric utilities; and
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(3) equitable rates to electric consumers.

Section III of the act requires each state agency and non-regulated utility

which sets rates to consider six standards and determine the appropriateness of

these standards by public hearings. (In Minnesota non-regulated utilities are

municipal utilities and cooperative utilities which have chosen not to be

regulated by the PSG.) 72
These standards are as follows:

(1) GOST OF SERVIGE.--Rates charged by any electric utility for
providing electric service to each class of electric consumers shall be
designed, to the maximum extent practicable, to reflect the costs of
providing electric service to such class, as determined under section l15(a).

(2) DECLINING BLOCK RATES.--The energy component of a rate, or the
amount attributable to the energy component in a rate, charged by any
electric utility for providing electric service during any period to any
class of electric consumers may not decrease as kilowatt-hour consumption
by such class increases during such period except to the extent that such
utility demonstrates that the costs to such utility of providing electric
service to such class which costs are attributable to such energy component
decrease as such consumption increases during such period.

(3) TIME-OF-DAY RATES.--The rates charged by any electric utility
for providing electric service to each class of electric consumers shall
be on a time-of-day basis which reflects the costs of providing electric
service to such class of electric consumers at different times of the day
unless such rates are not cost-effective with respect to such class as
determined under section l15(b) .

(4) SEASONAL RATES.--The rates charged by an electric utility for
providing electric service to each class of electric consumers shall be
on a seasonal basis which reflects the costs of providing service to such
class of consumers at different seasons of the year to the extent that
such costs vary seasonally for such utility.

(5) INTERRUPTIBLE RATES.--Each electric utility shall offer each
industrial and commercial electric consumer an interruptible rate which
reflects the cost of providing interruptible service to such consumer.

(6) LOAD MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES.--Each electric utility shall offer
its electric consumers such load management techniques as the State
regulatory authority (or the nonregulated electric utility) has determined
will--

(A) be practicable and cost-effective as determined under
section l15(c),

(B) be reliable, and
(C) provide useful energy or capacity management advantages to

the electric utility.

The Public Utilities Regulatory Policies Act requires each state to reflect

these standards in their rate decisions within two years or earlier in any
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proceeding if any party so requests. In addition, within two years each state

agency or nonregu1ated utility must adopt by public hearings an additional set

of standards provided by Section 113 of the act: 73

(1) MASTER METERING.--To the extent determined appropriate under
section 115(d) , master metering of electric service in the case of new
buildings shall be prohibited or restricted to the extent necessary to
carry out the purposes of this title.

(2) AUTOMATIC ADJUSTMENT CLAUSES.--No electric utility may increase
any rate pursuant to an automatic adjustment clause unless such clause
meets the requirements of section 115(e).

(3) INFORMATION TO CONSUMERS.--Each electric utility shall transmit
to each of its electric consumers information regarding rate schedules
in accordance with the requirements of section 115(f).

(4) PROCEDURES FOR TERMINATION OF ELECTRIC SERVICE.--No electric
utility may terminate electric service to any electric consumer except
pursuant to procedures described in section 115(g).

(5) ADVERTISING.--No electric utility may recover from any person
other than the shareholders (or other owners) of such utility any direct
or indirect expenditure by such utility for promotional or political
advertising as defined in secfion 115(h).

Furthermore, the act affects state agencies or non-regulated utilities by (1)

permitting them to set lower rates for residential consumers for essential needs

(Section 114); (2) providing for special rules for setting certain standards under

Sections 111 and 113 (Section 115); (3) requiring reports from agencies and

utilities (Section 116); (4) permitting the public and utilities to intervene

in rate proceedings as a matter of right (Section 121); and (5) providing assistance

to states which set electrical rates (Section 141).

2.6 Public Participation

The role of the people in government decision making has changed substantially

over the last two hundred years. In the early years of this country the primary

forum for public participation was the local town hall meeting, where most

decisions affecting the people were made. The public elected additional repre-

sentatives to perform such tasks as run the post office, collect tariffs, and provide

for the common defense,which were beyond the scope of the town meeting. But

government has changed drastically over the last two hundred years and in many
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ways beyond the projections of Alexis de Tocqueville. Government has become more

and more centralized and the public's input into the decision making process has

diminished in proportion to and at the same rate as this increased centralization.

Today, government affects and controls much of the day-to-day behavior of its

citizens.

Since the Civil War, civil government has altered dramatically. No longer

does the legislative branch spell out the do's and don't's for American society;

rather, it delegates authority to administrative agencies which spell out the

do's and don't's. These administrative agencies are run by people who are not

elected and who are generally unaffected by their decisions and unaccountable for

their actions. The legislative branch, by giving up its decision making

authority to these agencies, has diminished its role as an equal branch of govern

ment and has relegated the executive branch to a superior position. The problem

is compounded by the lack of little, if any, oversight capability within the

legislative branch, particularly on the state level.

However, the administrative agencies are not totally unaccountable for their

actions. The long-standing tradition of public participation in agency decision

making is still present. The fifth and fourteenth amendments to the U. S.

Constitution provide for due process in agency decision making. Since World War

II, the Congress and most state legislatures have passed administrative procedures

acts and other laws, which provide for public input and accountability and which

specify the due process requirements for agency decision-making. This section

reviews the due process requirements in Minnesota and other laws which enhance

public participation.

The purpose of reviewing the Administrative Procedures Act (APA) and the

Minnesota Environmental Rights Act (MERA) in some detail is to provide an overview

of the laws affecting citizen access and rights in administrative agency proceedings.

The rights of citizens to become involved in administrative processes and the

procedures they must follow are provided by these laws. Therefore, in order to
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understand the conditions under which citizens may get involved in rule-making,

quasi-judicial cases, and judicial review thereof, an explanation of the

administrative processes and obstacles is in order.

A. Administrative Procedures Act

Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 15 sets forth provisions relating to the

administration of state departments and agencies. Table 2-l0summarizes the main

provisions of this chapter as it relates to this study. Chapter 15 contains the

Administrative Procedures Act (APA) , M. S. §15.04ll-.052. The APA establishes

procedures relating to (1) the adoption of rules; (2) petitioning for the adoption

of rules; (3) judicial review of validity of rules, agency review of licenses and

registrations, agency decisions; and (4) the scope of review. The APA also provides

for the publication of rules, the creation of a state register, and the creation

of the Office of Hearing Examiners.

A clearer image of the role of due process may be seen by how the courts have

reviewed the rule-making process and agencies' decisions under the APA and the

state and federal constitutions. There are three major areas in which the courts

have interpreted the APA as it relates to this study: (1) the general rule-making

procedure; (2) judicial intervention of agency decisions; and (3) the special

case of quasi-judicial agencies.

The Administrative Procedures Act (APA) , which only applies to agencies having

statewide jurisdiction, is intended to protect those who may normally be expected

to suffer particular injury from agency actions. The courts look to the agency's

specific statutory language to determine this protected group in light of any

harm to be prevented. 74 ,75 As noted earlier, the APA is subject to judicial review

of agency rules and decisions. The courts have interpreted this to mean that the

legislative scheme in defining "rule" for purposes of the APA was to include agency

activities within the general definition of "rule" and then to exclude such specific

activity as was deemed beneficial to efficient government and public participation. 76

One of the basic purposes of administrative regulation, as recognized by the courts,
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SUMMARY OF TIlE ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES ACT

~RTS I> SECTION PURPOSE PARTS & SECTION PURPOSE

~ I Administration: General

.S. 5 15.01 1Designation of departments of state government.

§ 15.012 1Designation of types of state agencies. Defines agency, board, cOUn
cil, commission, authority, and advisory task force.

5 15.014 I Subdivision 1. Policy on Advisory Task Forces. It is the policy of
the legislature to encourage state agencies to solicit and receive
advice fro", members of the public. This adVice- csn best be render
ed by an advisory task force of a reasonable nUlllber of persons work
ing for s limited duretion On s specific and clearly defined sub
ject. By this section it is the intent of the legislature to pro
vide for a common nomenclature scheme, facilitate the gathering of
advice, and limit the proliferation of costly, unnecesssry or out
moded advisory agencies.

5 15.015-IDetermines the effect of the transfer of functiOns under the Govern
.04 ment Reorganization Act of 1969.

~ I Administrative Procedures Act

.S. I 15.04111 Defines "agency," rule," and "contested case."

Dleans of review, redress, relief, or trial de novo provided by law
now or hereafter enacted. The term "final decision" as herein used
shall not embrace a proposed or tentative decision until it has be
come the dec1aion of the agency either by express approval or by the
failure of an aggrieved person to file exceptions thereto within a
prescribed time under the agency's rules.

Subdivision 2 through 6. Procedures for judicial review.

s 15.04251 Scope of Judicial Review. In any proceedings for judicial review by
any court of decisions of any agency as defined in section 15.0411,
subdivision 2 (including those agencies excluded from the definition
of agency in section 15.0411, subdivision 2) the court may affirm the
decision of the agency or remand the case for further proceedings; or
it may reverse or modify the decision if the substantial rights of
the pe~itioners may have been prejudiced because the administrative
finding, inferences, conclusions, or decisions are:
(a) In Violation of constitutional provisions; or
(b) In excess of the statutory authority or jurisdiction of the agen-

cy; or
(c) Made upon unlawful procedure; or
(d) Affected by other error of law; or
(e) Unsupported by substantial evidence in view of the entire record

as submitted; or
(f) Arbitrary or capricious.

5 15.04261 Any aggrieved party Dlay appeal to the Supreme Court.

S 15.047 A manusl of state agency rules shall be published by the Departmsnt o~

Administration.

15.04121 Specifies procedures for the adoption of rules.

15.041~Effect of adoption of rules, publication, appropriation.

I 15.04151 Petition for adoption of rules. Any interested persona may petition
an agency requesting the adoption, suspension, amendment or repeal
of any rule. The petition shall be specific as to what action is
requested and the need for the action. Upon receipt of such a peti
tion an agency shall have 60 days in which to make a specific and
detailed reply in writing as to its planned disposition of the re
quest. If the agency states its intention to hold a public hearing
on the subject of the request, it shall proceed according to sec
tion 15.0412. The attorney general shall prescribe by rule the
form for all petitions under this section and may prescribe further
procedurea for their submission, consideration, and disposition.

5 15.041~The validity of any rule may be determined by a petition for ~clsra

tory judgment.

5 15.041~A rule is declared iuvalid if it violates the constitution or exceeds
state authority.

5 15.041~Procedures for contested cases.
- .042

5 15.04231 Procedures for judicial review of licenses or registrations.

5 15.04241 Judicial Review of Agency Decisions. Subdivision 1. Application. Any
person aggrieved by a final decision in e contested case of any agen
cy as defined in section 15.0411, subdivision 2 (including those agen
cies excluded from the definition of "agency" in section 15.0411, aub
division 2, but excepting the tax court, the workers' compensation
court of appeals sitting on workers' compensation cases, the depart
ment of economic security, the director of medistion services, and
the department of public aervice), whether such decision is affirma
tive or negative in form, is entitled to judicial review thereof, but
nothing ln this section shall be deemed to prevent resort to other

5 15.048

5 15.049

~ 15.051

5 15.052

The publication or citation of a rule in the State Register in a manper
as required by Sections 15.0411 to 15.0~2 raises a rebuttable presump
tion that: (1) the rule or order was duly adopted, issues, or promul
gated; (2) the rUle or order was duly filed with the Secretary of State
and available for public inspection at the day and hour endorsed there
on; and (3) the copy of the rule or order published in the State Regis
ter is a true copy of the original.

Judicial notice ahall be taken of material published in the State Regis
ter.

State Register. Subdivision 1. Purpose. The commissioner of administra
tion shall publish a state register containing all notices for hearings
concerning rules, giving time, place, and purpose of the hearing and 
the full text of the action being proposed. Further, the register
shall contain all rules, amendments, suspensions, or repeals thereof.
pursuant to the provisions of this chapter. The commissioner shall .
further publish any executive order issued by the governor which shall
becoms effective 15 days after publication except as prOVided in sec
tion 4.035. subdivision 2. The commissioner shall further publish any
official notices in the register which a stste agency requests him to
publish. Such notices shall include, but shall not be limited to, the
date on which a new agency becomes operational, the asslllllp tion of a new
function by an existing state agency, or the appointment of commission
ers. The commissioner may prescribe the form and manner in which agen
cies submit any material for publication in the state register, and he
may withhold publicatipn of any material not submitted according to the
form or procedures he has prescribed. The commissioner of administra
tion may organize and distribute the contents of the register according
to such categories as will provide economic publication and distribution
and will offer easy access to information by any interested party.

Creates the Office of Hearing Examiners.

\0......
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is to leave preciseness and detail of the application of legislative policy to

administrators who supposedly will bring an expert's familiarity to bear upon the

problems under consideration. 77 The act requires formal adoption of rules only

It should be noted that when the courts

78
when they are to have the force and effect of law.

The courts believe that to vest regulatory power in an administrative agency

implied that the agency has the power to formulate necessary classifications within

the area of regulation so vested. 79

declare an agency action invalid, the determination of invalidity does not transfer

the agency's legislative powers to the courts.
80

In addition, the legislature is

constitutionally prohibited from delegating to the judicial branch duties which are

. 11 d" . i 81essent~a y a m~n~strat~ve n nature.

The APA is designed to prevent administrative officials from exercising

discretion by mere whim or impulse, however well-intentioned they may be, but

requires them to follow due process in their official acts and in the promulgation

of rules defining agency operations.
82

The adoption of a rule is in itself a

discretionary function ..However , once adopted, an administrative agency does not

have discretion to ignore its rule, and once it is filed with tpe Secretary of

State, this rule has the force and effect of law and binds the agency which adopts

it.
83

The Supreme Court judicially notices documents filed with the Secretary

of State. 84 The function of judicial notice is to expedite litigation by (1)

eliminating cost or delay; (2) formally proving matters of fact which are otherwise

demonstrable; and (3) resorting to unquestionable sources of information. 8S

Nevertheless, the court's decision on matters of law are binding upon administrative

agencies and courts can, by writ of mandamus, compel performance of a judicially

determined mandatory duty rather than remand to the agency for further proceedings

86
under the APA.

The APA requires an administrative board or agency to state with clarity

and completeness the facts and conclusions essential to its decision so that a

reviewing court can determine from the record whether the facts furnish justifiable
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reason for the agency's action. Where there is a lack of evidence to support the

agency's conclusions, the APA requires the district court to remand the case back to

the agency to receive additional evidence and testimony.87 The courts have also

ruled that where the evidence on the record in a hearing permits more than one

inference to be drawn, regardless if the evidence is conflicting or undisputed, the

findings of the hearing examiner must be upheld by the court. 88 If the hearing record

is incomplete at first, but corrected by addition to the official record, and there

was what in substance was a complete record before the court, judicial review is

possible without remand to the agency.89

In sum, the APA is an act to meet due process requirements in the delegation

of legislative functions to an administrative agency. If the agency adopts rules

pursuant to that delegated authority, then the APA should be followed in promulgating

those rules.
90

However, specific provisions of a statute relating to administrative

procedures take precedence over general provisions of the APA. 91 The APA will

prevail over conflicting statutory provisions dealing with appeals of decisions.
92

A second major area where the courts have interpreted the APA is the role of

judicial intervention of agency decisions. The issues involved in judicial review

include the right to review and the applicable standard for review.

Minnesota Statutes §15.0424-.0426 clarify the right of judicial review by

any party aggrieved by an agency decision. The right to review expires 30 days

after the agency issues its order and the petition for review of the agency

decision must be filed within 30 days or the court is without jurisdiction to hear

the complaint. 93 ,94 One standard that the court has used, where a statute is

ambiguous about the right to review, is that if there is evidence of public demand

for review of agency decisions, a hearing is required and the decisions arrived

at as a result of that hearing are subject to judicial review by an aggrieved

party. Consequently, there is a presumption in favor of judicial review of agency

decisions in absence of language to the contrary.95
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One important question that arises in the right to judicial review by an

aggrieved party is how "aggrieved" must that party be? The modern tendency in

federal and Minnesota courts is to reduce "lack of standing" as a defense of or

hindrance in considering and resolving substantive questions involved in litigation.

The Minnesota Supreme Court has interpreted an "aggrieved party" under the APA

to be a person who is injuriously or adversely affected by the judgment or decree

of an administrative board when it operates on his or her right of property or

bears directly upon his or her personal interest. 96 The courts use the "injury

in fact" test for standing to challenge administrative actions under the APA

unless there is a clear legislative intent to the contrary.97

How much injury must be shown? The United States Supreme Court in United

States v. Students Challenging Regulatory Agency Procedures, 1973 ru1ed: 98

The Government urges us to limit standing to those who have been
'significantly' affected by agency action. But, even if we could begin
to define what such a test would mean, we think it fundamentally miscon
ceived. 'Injury in fact' reflects the statutory requirement that a
person with a direct stake in the outcome of a litigation--even though
sma11--from a person with a mere interest in the problem. We have
allowed important interests to be vindicated by plaintiffs with no more
at stake in the outcome of an action than a fraction of a vote, ..• a
$5.00 fine and costs, ... and a $1.50 poll tax.

While these cases were not dealing specifically with section 10
of the APA, we see no reason to adopt a more restrictive interpretation of
'adversely affected' or 'aggrieved.' As Professor (Kenneth C.) Davis
has put it: 'the basic idea that comes out in numerous cases is that an
identifiable trifle is enough for standing to fight out a question of
principle; the trifle is the basis for standing and the principle supplies
the motivation.

In Sierra Club v. Morton, 1972, the court also noted: 99

Where the party does not rely on any specific statute authorizing
invocation of the judicial process, the question of standing depends
upon whether the party has alleged such a 'personal stake in the
outcome of the controversy,' ... as to ensure that 'the dispute
sought to be adjudicated will be presented in an adversary context
and in a form historically viewed as capable of judicial resolution'.
Where, however, Congress has authorized public officials to perform
certain functions according to law, and has provided by statute for
judicial review of those actions under certain circumstances, the
inquiry as to standing must begin with a determination of whether the
statute in question authorizes review at the behest of the plaintiff.'
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Congress may not confer jurisdiction on Art. III feperal courts to
render advisory opinions ... or to entertain 'friendly' suits ....
or to resolve' political questions, ' ••. because suits of this
character are inconsistent with the judicial function under Art. III.
But where a dispute is otherwise justiciable, the question whether the
litigant is a 'proper party to request an adjudication of a particular
issue,' •.. is one within the power of Congress to determine.
(Citations omitted.)

Two other related points about standing are of interest. First, government

agencies cannot demand formal hearings based upon constitutional due process;

rather, they can only do so based upon a statute conferring the right. 100

Individuals owning land within a designated corridor can, as "aggrieved parties,"

appeal the issuance of a certificate of corridor compatibility by MEQB and

. . 101
construct~on perm~ts.

Another important question is under what circumstances the court will overturn

or modify an agency's decision. As noted earlier, if the record shows a lack of

evidence, then the court will remand or send back the case to the agency for further

hearings. There are numerous cases that have been decided by the courts,

particularly within the last decade or so, that answer this question. Generally,

h . f ' d ... l' . d 102t e rev~ew 0 an agency s ec~s~on ~s ~ery ~m~te. Unless there is manifest

injustice, the trial court and the Supreme Court must refrain from substituting

their judgments concertiinginferences to be drawn from evidence for the judgment

of the agency (even though the court would be inclined to reach different results
103

if it were the agency).

In short, decisions of administrative agencies enjoy a presumption of correctness,

and deference should be shown by courts to the agency's expertise and its special

knowledge in the field of its technical training, education, and experience. 104

Overall, the court will not interfere with the conclusions of administrative agencies

unless it appears that the agency has violated constitutional provisions, has

exceeded its statutory authority or jurisdiction, has followed unlawful procedures,

has proceeded on an erroneous theory of law, has taken action without substantial

evidence in support thereof, or has acted arbitrarily or capriciously so that its
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d 'i . 'II d ' 'd 105eterm~nat on represents ~ts w~ an not ~ts JU gment.

A third major area where the courts have interpreted the APA is that of the

special case involving quasi-judicial agencies. Determining whether an agency acts

judicially or quasi-judicially is difficult and no hard and fast rule can be

applied; rather it is necessary in each instance to examine the nature and "quality"

of the action taken by the agency. One step in determining whether an agency acts

quasi-judicially is to consider whether the function being examined involves an

exercise of discretion and requires notice and hearing under the APA.
I06

The court

looks at the record of the agency's action as a whole and examines that action to

determine whether it affects a personal right or obligation.
l07 Another method of

detecting quasi-judicial administrative agencies is to determine whether the agency

resolves controversies and must wait for parties to appear before it rather than

., , i ' , i 108
act~ng upon ~ts own n~t~at ve. Quasi-judicial agencies do not have standing

to appeal their decisions overturned by a lower court. l09

Energy-related agency activities that may be quasi-judicial include the

issuance of a certificate of need by the Minnesota Energy Agency, the issuance

of a certificate of site compatibility by the MEQB, permitting functions of

permitting agencies, and rate determinations by the Public Service Commission.

B. Minnesota Environmental Rights Act

Although Congress and the states have passed numerous laws recognizing and

encouraging public participation, the idea of public involvement is stated best

in the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969. This act emphasized the

, t f" '1 'h' h l' f h' 110~mpor ance 0 c~t~zen ~nvo vement ~n en anc~ng t e qua ~ty 0 t e env~ronment:

The Congress recognizes that each person should enjoy a healthful
environment and that each person has a responsibility to contribute
to the preservation and enhancement of the environment.

Minnesota put teeth in this statement when it enacted the Minnesota Environ-

mental Rights Act (MERA) in 1971. The purpose of MERA is spelled out in its

. ,111
open~ng sect~on:
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The legislature finds and declares that each person is entitled by
right to the protection, preservation, and enhancement of air, water, land,
and other natural resources located within the state and that each person
has the responsibility to contribute to the protection, preservation, and
enhancement thereof. The legislature further declares its policy to create
and maintain within the state conditions under which man and nature can
exist in productive harmony in order that present and future generations
may enjoy clear air and water, productive land, and other natural resources
with which this state has been endowed. Accordingly, it is in the public
interest to provide an adequate civil remedy to protect air, water, land,
and other natural resources located within the state from pollution,
impairment, or destruction.

A summary of the provisions of MERA is contained in Table 2-11.

Prior to the passage of MERA, the people of Minnesota were unable to protect

the environment effectively through judicial action. Any person whose property

was injuriously affected or whose personal enjoyment was lessened by a nuisance

h ' 1 11' ld" , , ,112 f hsuc as enVlronmenta po utlon cou malntaln a prlvate nUlsance actlon. I t e

nuisance affected a considerable number of people, then the right to recovery

d d 'f' d 113amages was mo l le . Under this circumstance an individual had to show that

he or she suffered an injury that was special or peculiar to him or herself and

not common to the general public before he or she could recover damages.
114

In many

circumstances this was difficult, if not impossible,to do.

The Minnesota Environmental Rights Act changed this. MERA extends the ability

of private individuals and groups to maintain an action to protect the environment

by extending "standing" to:
llS

Any person residing within the state; the attorney general, any
political subdivision of the state; any instrumentality or agency of
the state or of a political subdivision thereof; or any partnership,
corporation, association, organization, or other entity having share
holders, members, partners, or employees residing within the state
may maintain a civil action in the district court for declaratory or
equitable relief in the name of the state of Minnesota against any
person, for the protection of the air, water, land, or other natural
resources located within the state, whether public or privately
awned from pollution, impairment, or destruction; provided, however,
that no action shall be allowable hereunder for acts taken by a person
on land leased or owned by said person pursuant to a permit or license
issued by the owner of the land to said person which do not and cannot
reasonably be expected to pollute, impair, or destroy any other air,
water, land, or other natural resources located within the state;
provided further that no action shall be allowable under this section
for conduct taken by a person pursuant to any environmental quality
standard, limitation, regulation, rule, order, license, stipulation
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TABLE 2-11

SUMMARY OF THE MINNESOTA ENVIRONMENTAL RIGHTS ACT

SECTION PURPOSE

M.S. § 116B.Ol I PURPOSE. The legislature finds and declares that each person is en
titled by right to the protection, preservation, and enhancement of
air, water, land, and other natural resources located within the
state and that each person has the responsibility to contribute to
the protection, ?reservation, and enhancement thereof. The legis
lature further declares its policy to create and maintain within
the state conditions under which man and nature can exist in pro
ductive harmony in order that present and future generations may
enjoy clean air and water, productive lffild, and other natural re
sources with which this state has been endowed. Accordingly, it
is in the public interest to provide an adequate civil remedy to
protect air, water, land, and other natural resources located with
in the state from pollution, impairment, Qr destruction.

§ 116B.02 I Definitions.

§ 116B.03 I CIVIL ACTIONS. Subdivision 1. Any person residing within the
state; the attorney general; any political subdivision of the
state; any instrumentality or agency of the state or of a politi
cal subdivision thereof; or any partnership, corporation, associa
tion~ organization, or other entity having shareholders, members,
partners or employees residing within the state may maintain a
civil action in the district court for declaratory or equitable
relief in the name of the state of Minnesota against any person,
for the protection of the air, water, land, or other natural re
sources located within the state, whether publicly or privately
owned, from pollution, impairment, or destruction; provided, how
ever, that no action shall be allowable hereunder for acts taken
by a person on land leased or o,vued by said person pursuant to a
permit or license issued by the owner of the land to said person
which do not and can not reasonably be expected to pollute, impair,
or destroy any other air~ water, land, or other natural resources
located within the state; provided further that no action shall be
allowable under this section for conduct taken by a person pursuant
to any environmental quality standard, limitation, regulation, rule,
order, license, stipulation agreement or permit issued by the pol
lution control agency, department of natural resources, department
of health or department of agriculture.

Subdivisions 2 through 5 establish procedures affecting judicial
review.

§ 116B.04

§ 116B.05
- .13

Plaintiff need only show a prima facie case. Defendant may rebutt
by showing contrary evidence or "no feasible or prudent slterna
tive and conduct at issue is consistent with . . . promotion of
public health . . ." Economic considerations alone do not cons ti
tute a defense.

Provides for judicial and legal procedures for actions brought under
the act.
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agreement or permit issued by the pollution control agency, department
of natural resources, department of health or department of agriculture.

The act provides for four types of suits including action to (1) enforce

existing environmental quality standards; (2) stop activities that adversely affect

the environment; (3) permit intervention into administrative proceedings or judicial

review thereof where the decisions of the proceedings may cause pollution; and (4)

challenge the adequacy of environmental standards or regulations.
116

. 117
the court may grant lncludes:

The relief

The court may grant declaratory relief, temporary and permanent
equitable relief, or may impose such conditions upon a party as are
necessary or appropriate to protect the air, water, land, or other
natural resources located within the state from pollution, impairment,
or destruction. When the court grants temporary equitable relief, it
may require the plaintiff to post a bond sufficient to indemnify the
defendant for damages suffered because of the temporary relief, if
permanent relief is not granted.

The ultimate effect of MERA is to allow the principal function of the courts in

environmental matters to occur. This function was described by Joseph Sax in

f d ' hE' 118De en lng t e nVlronment:

The principal function of courts in environmental matters is to
restrain projects that have not been adequately planned and to
insist that they not go forward unless and until those who wish
to promote them can demonstrate that they have conBidered and
adequately resolved, reasonable doubts about their consequences.

A recent law review commentary on MERA summarized the reasons for the law's

119
enactment:

In the past, only legislative or administrative action had the potential
to effectively protect the environment. Recent years, however, have
seen the rise of increased sentiment that this potential has not been
fulfilled. Legislation such as the Minnesota Environmental Rights Act
is a major response to this problem. It provides a third alternative
for protection of the environment. By giving courts more power to deal
with environmental matters, it not only allows citizen initiative to play
a part in preservation of our natural resources buy may also serve as
a catalyst for increased administrative response to such problems.

However, this type of legislation is based on the premise that the
courts will be more receptive to increased protection of natural resources
than are 'administrative agencies set up to pursue that goal. To the
extent this is an accurate evaluation, the Act will provide for increased
protection of the environment.
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The Minnesota Environmental Rights Act (ME&\) , like most other laws reviewed

in this chapter, has been reviewed by the courts. The courts in interpreting MERA

believe this law was enacted to ensure that effects on the environment were

considered by persons conducting any type of activity within the state falling in

h . f h 120 Th 1 . 1 . d d .. . .t e purVlew 0 t e act. e egls ature lnten e to permlt prlvate cltlzens to

bring or intervene in civil actions to protect the state's natural resources when-

ever they thought the government had not done an adequate job of protecting the

environment. 121 ~ffiRA has in effect created the fight for each person to preserve

and protect the natural resources within the state and has created a legal remedy

f . 1 . h' . h 122or lmp ementlng t lS rlg t.

Each citizen who brings a civil action under MERA must make a prima facie show-

ing that the conduct of the defendant violates or is likely to violate an environ-

mental standard, license, or agreement. To establish a prima facie case under MERA

the citizen must prove that a protectable natural resource is involved and that

pollution, impairment, or destruction of that resource is occurring or likely to

occur.
123

HERA allows the citizen to establish pollution, impairment, or

destruction of the environment by proving that the conduct in question violates any

environmental quality standard, rule, or regulation of the state or political sub-

division, or by proving that the conduct materially adversely affects or is likely

ff h · 124to a ect t e enVlronment.

showing that there is no feasible or prudent alternative existing and that its

conduct will promote the public health, safety, or welfare.
125

In sum, MERA confers

a right of "standing" upon citizens to bring civil actions to protect the public

health, welfare, and the environment.
126

C. Public Participation in Energy Statute~

In addition to the above two laws, the enabling legislation for the energy-

related agencies provide additional rights, procedures, and aid in facilitating

citizen participation in these administrative processes. Some of these rights,

procedures, and aids include (1) a citizen advisor notifies citizens and explains
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the processes for siting power plants and lines; (2) a citizen advocate for residential

utility customers in rate requests by PSC regulated utilites is housed in the

Office of Consumer Services; (3) the EIS process provides for public review and

comment on site specific EIS's; and (4) a host of other procedures relating to

planning, rule making, hearings, and judicial review. A summary of the public parti

cipation impact procedures is found in Table 2-12. The table reviews the type of

activities of energy-related agencies and shows (1) where the public may

participate in the process; (2) the help it receives; and (3) the statutory sources

conveying the rights and help.
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~!!.i'1tt-"-R~_OFPUIlL~ACCESS TO ENERGY RELA'!~ DECJ~Q!~

PSC Ele-c.trlc
Rates

Type of
Activity

MEA Cert !ficate
of Need

MEQIl Power I.ine
Routing/Power
Plant Sitiug

r-;:;-EQ8-EIS Process MEQB Environmen

tal Corrdination
Procetlu["cs

Permitting

Agencies; MpCA
Permits (Air)

---- --~-l----~-- --
PSC Sc'rv icc' Arc:l:"

No

-j------
r.lwpter 15
(M.S. §216A.05)

No

ChaptC'r 15
(M.S. §216A.05)

NA

Chapter J5
(M.S. §lJ6.07,
Subd. 4)

NA

Chapter 15
(M.S. §Il6C.32)

Chapter 15
(M.S. §116D.04,
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(M.S. §1l6C.(6)

No
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Rulf'Making ----- I I -------fl-------
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2. Notice IState Register,
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----
Judicial Review
\. ProvisIon Chapter 15

2. StandIng "Aggrieved party"

3. MERA Yes

4. Other No

Formal--Ch. 15

State Reg.ister,
legal llP.\""Spapcrs,
public advisor·.
certified mai 1

No--HEQB 73«(;),
74(G), 9 HC,\R
§2.407

Limited 9 HeAR
§2.408(d

Chapter 15

"Aggrieved party"
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No

Informs!
6 Mr.AR §1.027
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Sec. of State,
Newspapers,
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No limit

Formal--Ch. 15

Snlte Register,
newspapers

Y"'8--6 HCAR
§3.106(a), 9 HCAR
§2.211(C)

Limi ted--6 MCAR
§3.106(a), 9 HCAR
§2.2Il(B)
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Sec. of State,
Newspapers~
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§2. 211 (E)
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M.S. §216B.16
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Yps
H.S. §2J6R.15

No J imlt--PliRPA
of 1978 §121

Chapter 15

"Aggrieved party"
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"r-.f."'1tter of right"
H.S. §216R.52
1'1IRI'A §121

F(lrmal--
~t.S. §216B.41

Hailing list
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~t.S. §216B.15

ChRpter 15

"Aggrif'ved p;irty"
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"Matter of right"
~I.S. §216B.S2

t-'
o
CO

AdvIsory INo IYes IYes I No INo I No INo

Co,."'.. 'U. ""C.50'O I".'. !lH,".'"
N.S. §1l6C.05

INo
Public Advisor INo IYes --------- ~o ,:-

r---- -- -- ~-----
No I No

B.S. §1l6C.59(3)

""heo ± ~ '0 . E" {" _I No
Yes I No

Advocate
~l. 5_ §!.5.17

~t:~:-Funding No -- ... ----- -N-O---- ----- N:------- No -_.-

No Yes I No
I'URI'A § 121

--------
Yes--bro;;-J-----1 '.,··-m " '0- ·[,,0··_·····1,0Other Public Nn

No I NoParticipRtlon spectrum public 'luL:-ed by petition
particIpation of 500 people

H. S. W6C. 59 (2)lH: ~~.-:~~1~~~~)4 (3~---.l.__________-L _______ ___I _ ________________-L-___



CHAPTER THREE

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION IN ENERGY-RELATED DECISION ~L~(I;1G

In a little over ten years America will celebrate the "bicentennial" of the rati

fication of the Constitution of the United States of America. The Constitution and the

Bill of Rights were the culmination of the "shot heard around the world." In 1789 few,

if an~ people foresaw the scope and direction government and technology would take 200

years later. Today, the impact of both government and technology pervade our life to an

extent never before faced by our species. The interface of government and energy tech

nology occurred at about the same time as our revolution. As the dawn of the f'industrial

revolution" brought forth new products and new changes in economic and social aspects of

our culture, so tc~) did the reformation and renaissance bring forth new ideas and new

opportunities for man to control his destiny. These changes, largely engendered by man

himself, have profound ramifications for policy issues today.

The notions of "free enterprise", "democracy", and "due process" greatly influence

decisions and images people have about governmental policy. Today, Western society is

experiencing great debates over technology and its economic and social ramifications as

well as the ability and integrity of governmental institutions to cope with the unantic

ipated side effects that have accompanied many technologies. Energy technology is just

one of many examples ~vhere the technology and governmental institutions are being

questioned by many people (in particular, the debates of nuclear and coal power plants

and the associated high voltage transmission lines (HVTLs». In Minnesota, public

concern expressed over power plants is considerable. The summary of the 1978 public

hearing on the power plant siting program of the Minnesota Environmental Quality Board

(MEQB) noted extensive public concern over many aspects of power plant siting. l In

addition, the increased militancy of some people over nuclear power and HVTLs and the

questioning by many parties of the adequacy and objectivity of government institutions

109
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which make decisions on these technologies is becoming more common. 2 ,3 With this

increased concern and militancy has come increased demand for "public" input into

decisionmaking and demands for new institutions to resolve disputes. It may very well

be that "the implementation of public policies concerning technology and the very

legitimacy of the responsible authorities may depend on the politics of participation.,,4

Some utilities in Minnesota have stated that public participation has "no place"

in energy-related decisionmaking. 5 Other utilities have suggested that energy issues

are too complicated and "cannot be carried out in an open forum. ,,6 The question

of whether there should be public participation in energy-related decisionmaking needs

to be examined in the social and political context of dispute resolution in a democracy.

Minnesota through its laws and Constitution, has established that public participation

is an integral part of decisionmaking. Section 2.6 of chapter two shows that public

participation is firmly entrenched as a policy in Minnesota government. In addition,

many studies including the final report of the Ford Foundation's Energy Policy Project:

A Time to Choose; the multi-volume study of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission: Improving

Regulatory Effectiveness in Federal/State Siting Actions; the United States Senate

Committee on Governmental Affairs report: Study on Federal Regulation, Vol. III: Public

Par~icipation in Regulatory Agency Proceedings; the Association of the Bar of the City of

New York in its report: Electricity and the Environment: The Reform of Legal Institu

tions; the Administrative Conference of the United States recommendation 28: Public

Participation in Administrative Hearings; as well as a whole host of other studies all

advocate that public participation is a necessary and integral part of decisionmaking,

particularly energy-related decisionmaking, and that it needs to be expanded and made

more effective.

This chapter will examine the efficacy of public participation mechanisms (section

3.2) and the equity of these mechanisms (section 3.3) to determine if the public can re

alistically participate as an equal in the decisionmaking process. However, in order

to set the stage for examining public participation mechanisms in energy-related
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decisions, section 3.1 will review in a generic fashion the socio-political aspects

of dispute resolution involving technology in a democratic republic.

3.1 Dispute Resolution Involving Technology in a Democratic Republic

Regulatory processes, particularly those that result in decisions involving

technology, implicitly reflect values. These values, which in theory are the values

of the society at large, often reflect the concerns of a small group. The history

of regulation is full of instances in which an agency became a willing or unwilling

pawn of the group it was supposed to regulate. Under these circumstances, the

regulatory process reflected the values of the fox guarding the chicken coop rather

than that of the farmer protecting the chickens from the fox. In many situations

like this, the public almost immediately recognizes the incongruity and remedies the

problem. Technology, however, particularly "high technology," which is increasingly

common today, int~oduces an element not found in ordinary situations. This element is

the "image" a technology presents to the person who uses it. For example, it has been

often reported that many people believe that milk comes from a factory and that they

see no relationship between milk and cows. This image can be explained because

agriculture has no relationship to the day-to-day existence of many people. A broader

example affecting most people is the image of electricity. People do not "see"

electricity. They flick a switch and a light goes on, an oven heats up, the TV turns

on, or the radio emits "music." Many people do not associate electricity with power

plants, transmission lines, or "exogenous" effects such as air and water pollution.

Consequently, when problems arise with a technology in which people do not perceive

any relationship among themselves, the technology, and the regulatory process that

oversees the technology, it becomes difficult to understand that a problem may exist.

This section addresses issues relating to the regulatory process involving a

technology which elicits strong reactions from many sectors of the community. A

technology which increasingly affects the financial resources, health and welfare,
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and land values of the community, and which is extensively regulated by government,

deserves public scrutiny. Since the generation, transmission, distribution, and use

of electricity is so pervasive an element in our culture, the characteristics of

modern technology and the relationship between technology and values, conflicts

and control will be addressed.

A. Characteristics of Technology

Science and technology are practiced in many forms and by many types of

institutions. Basic research in physical, biological, and social sciences is

nearly always conducted in academic institutions and is largely supported by

government. Applied research and development, which denotes a broad range of

scientific and technological endeavors, are usually undertaken by industry or

government to meet a specific objective in order to satisfy a client, societal

need, or a "market." Another category of science and technolo,gy is that of

"practical engineering" in 1;vhich the latest capabilities are employed to construct

facilities and devices or other goods for societal use.
7

In order to understand society's growing concern with technology, it is

necessary to understand some of the characteristics of modern technology. One

characteristic is the potency, of today's technology. Modern man's ability to

predict, control, and alter the physical milieu is awesome. Man can level mountains

and forests, change weather, and the flo\v of rivers.
8

Man can now destroy himself

with chemicals of unbelievable toxicity, manufacture radioactive isotopes in such

quantities that only a small portion, if released, could destroy life on the entire

planet, and now experiments with genetic materials to synthesize new life forms

as if he were God.
9

,10 "We have now, or know how to acquire, the technical ability

to do nearly anything we want."ll This ability to "do nearly anything we want"

introduces a qualitative difference in the relationship of man to technology that

did not exist even 50 years ago.
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A second characteristic of technology today is its ubiquity. Today's technology

is applied on a massive scale, usually for economic reasons, and affects nearly every

one everywhere. Almost any given technology is likely to be diffused throughout

cultures in most of the world. Technology today touches nearly every aspect of our

lives. In addition, commercial interests permeate a technology in which they derive

a substantial economic benefit, which may result in the perpetuation of a technology

long after it is needed and long after a more prudent alternative is available. This

pervasiveness minimizes diversity both of technologies and lifestyles, ignores social

and environmental consequences, indentures people to the technology, and "tends to

cause overengineered solutions to problems," (i.e., often expensive, sophisticated

technology will be used when simple solutions would work just as well).12,13 Today,

"large scale change comes quickly and is dominated by technology.,,14

A third characteristic of today's technology is its pace. Alvin Toffler coined

the term "future shock" to describe the stress and disorientation that affects people

when they are exposed to too much change in too short a time. Toffler believes that

"future shock" is "no longer a distant potential danger, but a real sickness from

which increasingly large numbers already suffer."IS Toffler believes that technology

is responsible for the fast pace of modern society. The "knowledge explosion" and

short-time period from idea to marketplace are the principal factors for this fast

pace. The time from idea to marketplace has decreased by half in the last few

decades. 16

A fourth characteristic of technology today is that it is self-accelerating. It

has long been noted that ideas and technology both fulfill and create expectations

simultaneously. These expectations in turn engender new ideas which create "neH

instabilities and dissatisfactions demanding further change. 1I17 A classic example

involves the ability of scientists to detect low levels of chemical agents and the

effect this has had on public policy debate over the effects of toxic substances.

This characteristic of technology can be envisioned as a closed system, self-
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perpetuating and self-accelerating. The changes resulting from instabilities and

dissatisfactions with a technology often become demands not only for new technologies,

but also for new social and economic concepts and institutions. In short, science and

technology are levers which drive each other. New technologies point out gaps in

knowledge, and advances in basic research lead to new technologies with their

unsuspected problems.

Another characteristic of today's technology is that it often lacks direction.

It used to be said that necessity is the mother of invention. That this may no longer

be true was recognized more than eighty years ago. IS Some people believe that

"competition" pushes technological advances whether companies like it or not. 19 Others

argue that the consumer should determine the technological advances of consumer goods,

via competition (the preference of one good over another).20 What consumer demanded

television, electric knives, airplanes and "nukes"? Instead, these things ,,"ere the

result of the "imperatives of technology," because of large investments, because of

the lat~K; period between the idea or discovery and the appearance of a good in the

marketplace, and because the commitment to produce a good is inflexible."2l At present,

c.onsumers must be sold on the II need" for many technologies, rather than being

allowed to c.hoose the technology'luture man"wishes to create for himself.

B. Technology and Values

The characteristics of technology with all their social ramifications, complex

ities, and implications have only recently been recognized and are not widely appreci

ated. Many people, including some scientists, still cling to the notion that simplistic

technological solutions can be found to many of the social side effects of technology.

Such a notion indicates that there are no political components to technology policies,

that costs, benefits, and risks are equally distributed throughout society, and that

judgments and commitments can be based on complete and conclusive knowledge of the

consequences. The possibility that such assessments may eventually have disasterous
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effects is not even considered. Further, the possibility that technology may conflict

with the values of some people is ignored under assessments based upon the above

notions.

If technology is defined as a technique of the sciences, then a technical solution

would be defined as a change only of technique and not of morality or values. 22 Yet,

it is gradually being recognized that many problems resulting from technology have NO

technical solution, but rather require a fundamental extension in values. 23 Examples

of problems for which there are no technical solutions include the "arms race," the

"population problem," the "pollution problem," and others. This fundamental difference

in approach to problem solving (i. e., the difference between "technical solutions and

extension of values") may be illustrated by the following two stories.

The "tragedy of the commons" story was first told by a mathematician Hilliam

Foster Loyd in 1883: 24

The tragedy of the commons develops in this way. Picture a pasture
open to all. It is to be expected that each herdsman will try to keep as
many cattle as possible on the commons. Such an arrangement may work
reasonably satisfactorily for centuries because tribal wars, poaching, and
disease keep the numbers of both man and beast well below the carrying
capacity of the land. Finally, however,- comes the day of reckoning, that
is, the day \vhen the long-desired goal of social stability becomes a reality.
At this point, the inherent logic of the commons remorselessly generates
tragedy.

As a rational being, each herdsman seeks to maximize his gain.
Explicitly or implicitly, more or less consciously, he asks, "Hhat is the
utility to me of adding one more animal to my herd?" This utility has one
negative and one positive component.

1) The positive component is a function of the increment of one animal.
Since the herdsman receives all the proceeds from the sale of the additional
animal, the positive utility is nearly +1.

2) The negative component is a function of the additional overgrazing
created by one more animal. Since, however, the effects of overgrazing are
shared by all the herdsmen, the negative utility for any particular decision
making herdsman is only a fraction of -1.

Adding together the component partial utilities, the rational herdsman
concludes that the only sensible course for him to pursue is the add another
animal to his herd. And another, and another. . . . But this is the conclusion
reached by each and every rational herdsman sharing a commons. Therein is the
tragedy. Each man is locked into a system that compels him to increase his herd
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without limit--in a world that is limited. Ruin is the destination toward
which all men rush, each pursuing his own best interest in a society that
believes in the freedom of the commons. Freedom in a commons brings ruin
to all.

The "tragedy of the commons" story illustrates the pollution problem clearly.

Instead of cattle overgrazing a commons, air and water emissions from society's

artifacts are overloading the biological milieu. It is not mathematically possible

to maximize for two variables at the same time; in other \vords, one cannot use the

environment as a cesspool and still preserve the integrity of that environment. A

fundamental extension of values is essential to recognize that the environment is

the "commons" and that the protection of the environment and human health must take

precedence over the economic advantage of the 2ntrepreneur.

The second story which may be titled "What has Posterity Ever Done for Me?" was

written by economist Robert Heilbroner: 25

Will mankind survive? Who knows? The question I want to put is more
searching: Who cares? It is clear that most of us today do not care--or
at least do not care enough . . . Would we care enough for posterity to pay
the price of its survival?

I doubt it. A thousand years is unimaginably distant. Even a century
far exceeds our powers of empathetic imagination. By the year 2075, I shall
probably have been dead for three quarters of a century. My children will
also likely be dead, and my grandchildren, if I have any, will be in their
dotage. Wnat does it matter to me, then, what life will be like in 2075,
much less 3075? Why should I lift a finger to affect events that will have
no more meaning for me 75 years after my death than those that happened 75
years before I was born?

There is no rational answer to that terrible question. No argument
based on reason will lead me to care for posterity or to lift a finger in
its behalf. Indeed, by every rational consideration, precisely the opposite
answer is thrust upon us with irresistible force. As a Distinguished Professor
of political economy at the University of London has written in the current
winter issue of Business and Society Review:

Suppose that, as a result of using up all the world's resources,
human life did come to an end. So what? What is so desirable about
an indefinite continuation of the human species, religious convictions
apart? It may well be that nearly everybody who is already here on
earth would be reluctant to die, and that everybody has an instinctive
fear of death. But one must not confuse this with the notion that, in
any meaningful sense, generations who are yet unborn can be said to be
better off if they are born than if they are not.
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. . Geological time (has been made comprehensible to our
finite human minds by the statement that the 4.5 billion years'
of the earth's history (are) equivalent to once around the world
in an SST. . . . Man got on eight miles before the end, and
industrial man got on six feet b~fore the end ...Today we are
having a debate about the extent to which man ought to maximize
the length of time that he is on the airplane.

According to what the scientists now think, the sun is
gradually expanding and 12 billion years from no~v the earth will
be swallowed up by the sun. This means that our airplane has time
to go round three more times. Do we want man to be on it for all
three times around the world? Are \Ve interested in man being on for
another eight miles? Are we interested in man being on for another
six feet? Or are we only interested in man for a fraction of a
millimeter--our lifetimes? ...

. . . It is one thing to appraise matters of life and death by the
principles of rational self-interest and quite another to take responsibility
for our choice. I cannot imagine . . . personally consigning humanity to
oblivion with the same equanimity with which [many] write off its demise.
I am certain that if [someone] were made responsible for determining the
precise length of stay of humanity on the SST, he would agonize over the
problem and end up by exacting every last possible inch for mankind's
journey.

Of course, there are moral dilemmas to be faced even if one takes
one's stand on the II survivalist'! principle. Mankind cannot expect to
continue on earth indefinitely if we do not curb population growth, thereby
consigning billions or tens of billions to the oblivion of nonbirth. Yet,
in this case, we sacrifice some portion of life-to-come in order that life
itself may be preserved. This essential commitment to life's continuance
gives us the moral authority to take measures, perhaps very harsh measures,
whose justification cannot be found in the precepts of rationality, but
must be sought in the unbearable anguish ~ve feel if we imagine ourselves as
the executioners of mankind.

The "posterity" story is really an extension of the "tragedy of the commons" story.

The "tragedy of the commons" story illustrates that in order for a technology to be

acceptable it must preserve the community. This is an accepted value. The "posterity"

story states that the preservation of the community must extend to generations yet

unborn. This is also an accepted value. When a technology negatively affects the

community or life yet unborn, it directly challenges the values of people. The

challenge of human values by technology is bound to generate conflict.

Some decision makers have argued that the duty to posterity ceases with the

collapse of society1s political institutions. If so, why then not maximize the
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benefits of technology in one's own generation and let the inevitable collapse of

political institutions occur after one's death? The fallacy of the argument is

apparent. Either a value is morally imperative or its ceases to be a value. The

imposition of arbitrary distinctions such as the viability of political institutions

implies that value may not have existed to begin with.

The decisions regarding technology today do not include the consideration of

values (except that of maximizing onels individual profits). True, anything that people

want or think is good may be called a human value. If one assumes that people do not

desire something because it is good, but that people consider it good because they

desire it, then one may create values indiscriminately regardless of the effects on

commons or posterity. Money is often called a II false" value, but it is obviously still

valued. The same can be said about technology. It is a COlllmon assumption that technol

ogy (and the acquisition of property) is an end in itself. This assumption is continu

ously reinforced "by the energy that is used in making [things], the idolatry of

efficiency as the sovereign ideal, the boasts of our wealth and power, and the national

goal of steady economic growth." 26 While one cannot separate the means from the ends,

one can distinguish between means and ends, both personally and for " s izing up our

society. II As noted previously, one of the characteristics of modern life is the pace

at which technologies cause changes. Not only does technology change, but values are

changed and destroyed at an increasing rate. lITo the extent man can do all the things

he can do and knows it, we are entitled to speak of the end of the world and the

existence of an existential revolution. . . . Absolute power over himself and [the]

environment puts man in a radically new moral position." 27

C. Technology and Conflict

An examination of history shows constant tensions between two opposite forms of

social organization--between small-and large-scale organizations and between personal

autonomy and institutional regulation. Lewis ~fumford believes that these conflicts
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are "deeply embedded in technology itself," He finds that conflict exists between

"democratic techniques" (small-scale methods of production involving "small-scale

human relationships" ~l7hich permit a great deal of personal autonomy) and "authoritarian

techniques" (centralized political control over large-scale units that includes forms

of compulsion and physical coercion for the perfornance of technical tasks).28

If individualism can be defined as having a belief system and community defined

as having belief systems in synchronization with others, then, technology becomes a

tool for putting belief systems out of synchronization. Many social problems are the

result, then, of the artifacts of society technology. More explicitly, the defects in

modern society attributable to technology are 29

(1) that change in our society is dominated by technology;
(2) that no institutions exist in our society to aggressively explore

the general implications of any specific technology;
(3) that competitive pressures in politics and economics do not

guarantee that societally significant implications will be
adequately explored;

(4) that the present promotional process is operationally biased
away from a pervasive consideration of the general implications;

(5) that with this process, the neglected implications of a technology
may, in fact, be socially determinative; and

(6) that in a society increasingly circumscribed by diminshing
resources, space, continuity and privacy, this situation constitutes
a serious defect.

At present, society assesses technological change "based on the market criteria of

private innovators or on the fragmentary and' diverse judgments peculiar to the special

interests of governmental agencies and professional groups. The point of view is

narrow, unitary, and self-interested; and the time interval of concern is internally

legislated, reflecting the specific time scales natural to each institution's function.,,30

The presently narrow basis of assessment of technology ignores "many substantive

social interactions along with the portion of society involved by those interactions .

the technology is implemented and is marketed at what is usually a socially fictitious

value."3l The GNP, for example, is a "value" (as the late Robert Kennedy observed) that

takes into account "neither our wit nor our courage, neither our wisdom nor our learning,

neither our compassion nor our duty to our country.... it measures everything, in
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short, except what makes life worthwhile." In sum, some technologies may commit

us to what are essentially "Faustian bargains."

Modern technology has introduced a qualitative difference in the way man perceives

the viability of the species. "Controlling technology in all its ramifications may be

the supreme test of our species' adulthood."32 One vision was expressed by Franklin

Wallick of the UAW: 33

It is easy to resign ourselves to the biblical torture of Armageddon
and assume that things will get worse and never get better until some
cataclysmic downfall of wastern technology. Men and women will die off,
employers will enter the workplace with gas masks and ear muffs, workers
unlucky enough to escape will be sentenced to industrial prisons, and those
who survive with superior genes will be allowed to breed a new generation
sturdy enough to resist the technological horrors of the future. Such a
fate is not impossible if the working population is driven headlong to
deeper industrial perils. Armageddon at the workplace is, indeed, man's
destiny if neglect is not halted and replaced with vigilance.

D. Energy Technology

How does this discussion relate to energy policy? Technology is, of course, based

on the use of energy (and increasingly in the form of electrical energy); 1,1Oreover,

energy technologies themselves affect the culture. The process of how power plants are

sited, whether in Minnesota or elsewhere, can affect people's values. Power plant siting

contains dissimilar but interacting elements (e.g., the second law of thermodynamics,

money, city culture, transportation, asthetics, property rights, physical comfort,

greed, private interests, the general welfare, the physical and biological milieu, etc.)

and a wide variety of people who take an interest in the location of the plants. The

various interests that aggregate around siting decisions are often insufficiently

expressed. The points of common purpose and conflict are not always revealed. The

relative weight assigned to each interest is not uniform nor is it often known. Con--

sequently, decisions may be made under conditions that are momentarily expedient;

they may be influenced by some ill-defined sense of general welfare; or they may be based

upon insufficiently informed judgments. In addition, decisions may contain concealed

consequences relating to the values of many people including those values involving
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land use, property rights, and civil rights. 34 In short, energy technologies exhibit

the characteristics of technology generally.

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) in its 1977 report on I~proving Regulatory

Effectiveness in Federal/State Siting Actions has identified several major defects in

the siting process. The Commission states that (1) "the long-term plans of utilities

are often not exposed to public review and comment until the last possible moment;"

(2) "Need-for-power issues are regularly litigated long after heavy financial

commitments are made to individual projects and long after states have passed judgment

on the need-for-pmver;" and (3) "the general public--the rate payers and taxpayers-

feel uncomfortable with the present process and generally lack confidence in it ..

They want a greater degree of involvement, more information and greater assurances that

their interests are being served.,,35

Policies concerning technDlogy, particularly energy technology, have frequently

been the source of political conflict. Nuclear energy in particular is a visible

target, and many of the dramatic implications of policies regarding this issue

(diversion, weapons, waste storage, "melt-downs l !, etc.) increase the public's general

wariness of technology. The social and political impacts of energy technologies are

so great that technical information in and of itself is insufficient to influence

public opinion. For example, Sweden's "study circles" (public information seminars

held by the government) not only did not change the public's mind, but eventually led

to a change in government. "The Swedish experience implies that the usual procedures

for decisionmaking, in which fully formed plans are thrust upon the public as if they

were noncontroversial technical decisions, may be inappropriate in this sensitive area.

A participatory process that realistically confronts the difficult choices involved in

energy policy would not avoid conflict, but might bring better focus to the issues of

concern to the public, and thereby reduce the hostility that often prevails in nuclear

debates. "36
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Since the 1973-1974 Arab oil embargo, the tern lIenergy crisis ' ! has been repeated

time and time again by the energy industry and the government to indicate that there

is a shortage of energy. By definition, there can be no shortage of energy under the

law of conservation of matter and energy, which states that matter and energy cannot

be destroyed--they may only change form. Consequently, the term "energy crisis" is

a euphemism for a shortage of cheap, convenient, and readily accessible supply of

"usable" energy, Le., it is a term for the rising costs to feed technologies (the

energy slaves of our culture). Further, the term suggests a direction toward a vision

of Ferkess' "technological man" in a "technological society." This vision presents

man as perpetually dependent on slaves (either human or machines) to do his work.

Such a vision is inconsistent with the obvious inequity of the system and impotence

of the people dependent upon these slaves. The "energy crisis" focuses attention on

the scarcity of fuel for these slaves, but does not address "whether free men need

them."37 The emergence of man as the dominant life form of his physical environment

and the shift in his role from a minor member of natural systems to an almost

exclusive occupant of modern industrial cultures is really a story in the change of

man's power support. These changes follow within tight limits of power availability

and are not adequately understood. Perhaps it is the images within our culture that

fail to permit us to ask the correct, leading questions about energy?38

E. Technological Decision }faking

It has long been held that the public at large strongly supports science and

technology. Recently, many scientists have stated that the public is becoming

hostile and alienated by technology. A recent study by Todd La Porte and Daniel

Metlay has shown that the public at large has mixed feelings regarding technology.

This study indicates that people who react disfavorably to technology (this is not

the same as being anti-technology or having a "luddite mentality") are those people

who are more aware than others of the social consequences that technology may have
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and of the way these consequences may affect their values. The evidence available

about the public's attitude toward technology suggests :39

(i) The public makes a distinction in their evaluations of the
outcomes of scientific work and technological work; (ii) the public's
reaction to the impact of technology upon society is one of wariness
and some skepticism; (iii) the public applies a rather wide range of
sometimes contradictory values to its evaluation of technology; (iv)
the public has a distrust of the institutions associated with decision
making in technical policy areas; and (v) a clear element of political
ideology is present in the evaluations of technology made by an important
segment of the public.

The central theme of this section has been the belief that technical development

needs guidance and control. "If we are to maintain and strengthen our legal and

social system, in a free society, a way must be devised to control the process before

it overpowers US." 40 Many circumstances have brought about this situation in which

potential deleterious conflict of unrestrained technological development far outweighs

the possible benefits afforded by the technology. The litany of individual events is

beyond the scope of this paper. Yet, it is clear that our society must exercise

control over the direction and pace of technology or risk great injury to our species.

On the conditions imposed by a technological and technocratic society, there is little

hope or meaning in the future unless one goes with the "plans" of accelerated techno-

logical progress. For those who have "thrown off the myth of the machine, the next

• n 4l
move 1S ours.

Two very complex problems arise when the control of technology is advocated.

Control by whom? Control in accordance with what values? The remainder of this

i paper will attempt to answer these two questions. There are three generally accepted
!

categories of technological control: (1) the doctrine of moral responsibility; (2)

institutional control by government; and (3) the doctrine of democratic control.

One should note that the present system (control by special interests and entrepeneurs)

is the doctrine of "laissez faire" and "caveat emptor," which, by definition, means no

social control at all.
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1. Doctrine of Moral Responsibility

The doctrine of moral responsibility provides that a scientist or engineer has

the duty to "develop knowledge which they perceive to be good and to act to prevent

the development of fields of knowledge Ivhich they believe will be harmful indepen

dently of any political or social institution within the culture.,,42 In short,

it requires scientists and engineers to take a "Hippocratic oath" and to forswear

participation in technical developments which would reduce the social welfare.

The principal argument for the doctrine of moral responsibility is that scientists

and engineers who discover or develop new areas of knowledge have a deeper

understanding of the moral and political consequences of this knowledge than does

the general public. They are therefore in a position which requires them to make

judgments to prevent any harmful consequences that they foresee.

There are a number of problems with this doctrine and its compatibility with

a democratic society. At best, the doctrine of moral responsibility is paternalistic.

It could develop a technological elite who would determine what is good for "the

people." Pascal described tyranny as the extension of authority beyond competence.
4

Some argue that the "key problem that we have to deal with is the paternalism of

expertise within a socioeconomic system which is so organized that it is in-

extricably beholden to expertise. And, moreover, to an expertise which has learned

a thousand ways to manipulate our acquiescence with an imperceptible sublety.,,44

Scientists and engineers who act and become advocates for technologies would do so

on the basis of their moral values, and not necessarily on the basis of community

values. In sum, that scientists should be endowed with the authority to assume

full moral responsibility for the social impact of science and engineering is to

tally incompatible with any notion of a democratic society.

Asking a scientist to take responsibility for technology, assuming that he

would even wish to do so, and further assuming he has no political or economic interesL

in the outcome, has certain contradictions in it. On one hand, the scientist or en

gineer would receive a signal from society that says: "If you don't do as we ask, we wil
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condemn you for not acting like a responsible citizen." On the other hand, our

traditional laissez faire signal would be: "If you do behave as we ask, we will

secretly condemn you as a simpleton who can be shamed into standing aside while the

rest of us exploit the commons." If we give a man control and ask him not to

exploit a commons "in the name of conscience, II 'VJhat are ~ve saying to him? Hhat

does he hear?'
,,45

A related ethical problem is the degree to which a scientist or engineer can

influence the application of the power of science and technology. "The customary

view is that the scientist and the fruits of his labor are morally neutral, impartial

and objective. "46 Therefore, scientists and engineers in the practice of their work

are amoral. How can you ask a man to make moral decisions about work he considers

amoral? Consequently, the scientist and engineer are therefore limited by their own

expertise. Harold Laski noted: 47

It is one thing to urge the need for expert consultation at every
stage in making policy; it is another thing, and a very different thing
to insist that the expert's judgment must be final. For special knowledge
and the highly trained mind produce their own limitations which, in the
realm of statesmanship, are of decisive importance. Expertise, it may be
argued, sacrifices the insight of common sense to intensity of experience.
It breeds an inability to accept new views from the very depth of its pre
occupation with its own conclusions. It too often fails to see round its
subject. It sees results out of perspective by making them the center of
relevance to which all other results must be related. Too often, also, it
lacks humility; and this breeds in its possessors a failure in proportion
which makes them fail to see the obvious which is before their very noses.
It has also, a certain caste-spirit about it, so that experts tend to
neglect all evidence which does not come from those who belong to their
o~vn ranks. Above all, perhaps, and this most urgently where human problems
are concerned, the expert fails to see that every judgment he makes not
purely factual in nature brings with it a scheme of values which has no
special validity about it. He tends to confuse the importance of his facts
with the importance of what he proposes to do about them.

In sum, scientists and engineers "have a special competence only in areas of their

technical expertise and are no better qualified than other citizens in making political

and moral choices. Further, the more expertise and experience individual

scientists have in a given area, the more likely they are to have prejudgments and

f 1 . f' 1 . . 1 h' 1 . . th t " 48con lctS 0 lnterest re atlng to even strlct y tec nlca questlons ln a area.
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Perhaps the reason that scientists and engineers have not become an important

political force in this country or elsewhere is because of their o\vn limitations.

2. Institutional Control by Government

A second category of technological control is that of institutional control

by government with participation by the regulated interest and their technical

experts. Government decisionmaking on scientific and technological matters in

volves: (1) promoting a technology by the allocation of financial, human, and

material resources, and (2) by regulation, \vhich, in theory at least, involves the

control of social costs and risks to society, individuals, and government. Regu

latory control involves intervention on behalf of society after the technology

is introduced. This is in contrast to the promotional aspect of decisionmaking,

which usually assumes there are minimal side effects and that it is in the public

interest to develop a technology. This promotional aspect cannot be overlooked.

Harold Green has noted that government expenditures account for two.thirds of

total outlays for research and development in the United States.
49

Since public

funds are involved, it is assumed that they are spent to commercialize technologies

which are consistent with society's values and interests.

Yet government, particularly over the last ten or fifteen years, has esta

blished within the executive branch numerous agencies and programs to deal with

the social ills resulting from technology, that is developed both by government

and industry. These agencies are staffed with experts (scientists, engineers,

economists, lawyers, doctors, and so forth) who exercise regulatory responsibility in

protecting the health, natural resources, environment, communications, movement of

goods and services, energy, etc., affecting people. Further, government has allo

cated increased funds to research groups and universities to investigate the side

effects of technology.

Unfortunately, there are a number of administrative defects that cripple effective

government regulation. Foremost among these defects is that of delay. According to

the Landis Report: Report on Regulating Agencies to the President-Elect (1960), "The

'Achilles' heel' of the regulatory process is delay."SO Another characteristic of the
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regulatory process is that of inflexibility. "Indeed, the regulatory process may

have become frozen in the last half century while the regulated industries grew and

developed around the commissions.,,5l A third defect of the regulatory process is

lack of information, due to inadequate staff and, since industry often has the only

reliable pertinent information, the reluctance of industry to release data which may

be used in regulatory actions that affect them. 52 A fourth defect in agency regula-

tion is lack of agency expertise. The Landis Report concluded that many agencies have

suffered "a deterioration in quality at both the top level and throughout the staff.,,53

A fifth defect in government regulation is that of politics. Most agencies operate

in a decidedly political context. Since agency heads are appointed by the President

or Governor and confirmed by the legislative branch, they are often "cleared" by the

relevant industry. This can often lessen the vigor of a political appointee.

President Nixon's Advisory Council on Executive Reorganization (Ash Council

Report) suggested that the inherent problem with regulatory efficency of independent

agencies was their lack of accountability to the President. 54 However, others disagree.

Simon Lazarus and Joseph Onek concluded that "the central problem with all regulatory

agencies is their unresponsiveness to public concerns, and not their lack of account-

ability to the highest levels of the federal government," and concluded: 55

The federal bureaucracy is, ~vith dismaying frequency, overly deferential
to the business interests they are obligated to control. Too often its
administrators refuse to allow citizens to participate in agency proceedings,
and zealously guard from public view information vital to the economic
interests of consumers or to the health and safety of all citizens. Thus we
assert that the Ash Council should not have limited the scope of its inquiry
to independent agencies, but rather it should have reviewed the operation of
all federal regulatory activities. Moreover, we believe that the Council
should have been concerned primarily with proposing methods for insuring
agency responsiveness to nonindustry interests rather than increasing the
accountability of agencies to the President.

Another defect in the regulatory process is that of business pressure. As the

Landis Report noted, the "daily machine-gun-like impact on both the agency and its

staff" can often take the form of ex parte communication between industry lobbyists

and commissioners. "Those Ivho make policy and regulate must necessarily have frequent
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contact with the industry in order to be well informed. Under the present system,

the possibility of improper influence or at least of charges of such influence is

always present."S6 These defects of process often result in errors of policy. Con

sequently, "governments, apparently, have never been able to make up their minds as

to which they dislike more, competition or monopoly."S7 On industry's part "the

operative belief seems to be that if enough studies are done, if enough documentation

is presented, somehow all will be well and the project can proceed as originally

planned. It is a belief that implies a choice, only one choice .. .. " their choice. S8

Permitting government to determine what: is "good" and "bad" about technology is

the same as letting government decide what is good and bad by definition. Government

is a political process, which by any democratic definition, is required to deal equita

bly with all of those who are affected by technological change. The people who make

these decisions about technology are usually not elected, are not directly affected by

their decisions, and are generally unaccountable for their actions. Further, to expect

government intervention in the regulation of technology much of which it promotes, is

to ignore the central role technology plays in corporate life and the central role that

corporations play in governmental decisions. These multi-national, multi-billion

dollar artificial entities, which profit by controlling the development and deployment

of technology; will not easily give up this control. These "entities" also dominate

political life through advertising and promotional campaigns, their financing of

political activities, their near monopoly of scientific and technical expertise, and

their influence in financial and job markets. S9 Truly responsive regulation of tech

nical change by government cannot occur until fundamental changes in our political

system eliminate these problems.

The ultimate impact of business pressure on agencies cannot be understated. One

of the most common and longstanding criticisms of government on both the state and

federal level is that it is overly responsive to the industries it regulates to the

point of being dominated or "captured" by them. Researchers in public administration
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have argued that, as the reform coalition which advocated the initial regulation begins

to dissolve, the newly created agencies are left to face politically powerful and

highly organized industries. The agency gradually loses its initial vigor and begins

to adopt the perspective of the regulated industry.60 Eighty-five years ago, Attorney

General Richard Olney predicted that regulatory agencies would prove a blessing to

business interests. In calming the fears of the president of the Burlington Railroad,

he said of the ICC: "The Commission is or can be made of great use to the railroads.

It satisfies the public clamor for supervision of the railroads, at the same time that

the supervision is almost entirely nominal. Furthermore, the older such a commission

gets to be, the more inclined it will be to take the business and railroad view of

things. ,,61

One does not have to subscribe to the theory of agency capture to explain the

tendency toward industry domination. Regulatory commissions are made up of people

and respond like most everyone else to the influences exerted upon them. Unfortunately,

most of this influence comes from the regulated industry.62 A second reason why

agencies may adopt an industry orientation in their regulatory practices is because

of their dependence upon the regulated parties for political support. Many independent

agencies cannot rely upon the executive to protect them from legislative attack and

must therefore develop their own constituency capable of generating support in the

legislative branch. 63 Because the regulated industry often serves this function, the

agency naturally adopts a sympathetic industry view. 64

Two other aspects of the administrative process combine to form a third reason

why agencies pay deference to industry positions. First, the mandate given to the

agency is so broad that it is frequently not clear what the public interest is in a

given context. Second, regulated industries aggregate considerable resources and have

frequent organizational contact with agencies via trade associations and lobby groups

which pel~it them to present their views clearly and constantly. Consequently,

agencies that regulate without a clear view of the public interest will tend to adopt

the view presented in the clearest and most persuasive fashion. 65
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The courts have recognized that the agencies cannot always be relied upon to

regulate in the public interest without the issue being presented before the affected

public. As a federal appeals court judge remarked in 1970 in Moss v. CAB: "[One must

face] the recurring question which has plagued public regulation of industry; whether

the regulatory agency is unduly oriented toward the interests of the industry it is

designed to regulate, rather than the public interest it is supposed to protect.,,66

Four years earlier in United Church of Christ v. FCC Justice Burger ruled: 67

The theory that the Commission can always effectively represent the
listener interests in a renewal proceeding without the aid and participa
tion of legitimate listener representatives fulfilling the role of private
attorneys general is one of those assumptions we collectively try to work
with so long as they are reasonably adequate. When it becomes clear, as
it does to us now, that it is no longer a valid assumption which stands
up under the realities of actual experience, neither we nor the Commission
can continue to rely on it.

And in Calvert Cliffs' Co-ordinating Conference v. A.E.C. (1971), Justice Wright

noted: 68

In recent years, the courts have become increasingly strict in requiring
that federal agencies live up to their mandates to consider the public
interest. They have become increasingly impatient with agencies which attempt
to avoid or dilute their statutorily imposed role as protector of public
interest values beyond the narrow concerns of industries being regulated.

Another problem with government regulation of technical change is that of secrecy.

As sociologist Max Weber noted: "Every bureaucracy seeks to increase the superiority

of the professionally informed by keeping their knowledge and intentions secret. ,,69

Information concerning technologies in the United States can be hidden from the

public in a variety of ways. The bureaucracy can classify the information secret;

industry can declare it proprietary; committees of Congress and legislatures can

meet in executive session; or it can be hidden in obscurity in many ways. Further,

what discussion there is can be rendered meaningless by the use of technical jargon

which few understand. 70 ,71 A history of the Freedom of Information Act, as amended

(5 U.S.C. § 552 et seq.) shows that in 1966 not one federal agency supported the Act.

The 1974 amendments were only supported by one agency and passed only after Congress

overrode the President's veto.
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Information in many instances is a key element in the regulatory assessment

process. The development of the "Burger Inquiry methodology" proves "that the group

that controls the information, controls all else, and that the control of information

should not rest exclusively with experts. Indeed it demonstrates that the obligation

of the expert in industry and government is to expose, at a very early stage, the

whole range of issues to the expert scrutiny of all citizens. The citizens' input has

now been shml7n to be essential to an assessment process."72

In addition, a number of other problems with agency regulation exist. First, in

some contexts, hearings only serve to legitimize decisions already made by agency

staff. 73 Second, the public is generally unaware of the content and significance of

formal agency proceedings and no one except the parties directly affected is aware

of the content and significance of informal proceedings, which are usually conducted

in private. 74 In some instances, the facilities of the regulatory agencies are inad

equate to monitor the activities of the regulated interests. 75 Jurisdictional conflicts

among the agencies make it difficult to implement articulated policies such as those

embodie.d in the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). A fifth problem is that

restructuring, which might reduce the significance of some of these problems, rarely

occurs because some members of Congress, who exert a great deal of influence over

the activities of some agencies, are reluctant to give up their influence. 76 Sixth,

agencies are often reluctant to make known to the legislative branch their organiza

tional problems. 77 Finally, the standard of judicial review of agency action is

thought by many legal scholars to be to narrow both in terms of findings of fact

and in terms of unwillingness to review action committed to agency discretion. 78

In SUIT., "the agencies are too much under the influence of regulated interests

and too insulated from judicial scrutiny; there is little movement in Congress toward

reforming them; and certain interests shared by large segments of the public are

inadequately represented before them. Regardless of the validity of any of these

criticisms, the lack of public confidence they suggest may itself seriously impair
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the efficacy of the administrative process.,,79 Thus, government decisionmaking

offers little improvement over the doctrine of moral responsibility. Government

regulators are usually experts who exercise no more moral judgment than any other

citizen when making decisions. Further, many government agencies are apt to be

captured by the very groups that use the technology that the agency seeks to

regulate. Perhaps the reason that people are becoming increasingly disenchanted

with government regulation is not that they disagree with the basic purpose of the

regulations, but that the regulatory process is wrought with secrecy, conflicts of

interest, and elitist attitudes on the part of the regulators who alone can deter-

mine what is good for "the people."

3. Doctrine of Democratic Control

Another category of technological control is that of the doctrine of democratic

control. The essential feature of this doctrine is that "decisions concerning

Ivhich technology is good or evil are decided by the democratic process that gives

each person one vote."SO The idea is to provide equal opportunity for citizens

to participate and affect government decisions along with the regulated interest

and their experts. Specifically, these decisions include those involving techno-

logy and value judgments; those that involve extrapolations from known scientific

facts or currently available technology; and those that are of sufficient poli-

tical or moral importance so that divergences of opinion are likely to occur. The

need for democratic control rests on several premises. First, since government

support for science and technology requires decisions about the allocation of

resources (fiscal, material, and human) and different interests are competing for

these resources, then any decision must make optimal use of its resources. Second,

since science and technology have a wide range of effects on society (adverse

effects on the environment, human health, and human values), any decision regarding

the promotion of science or technology must either be accompanied by the development 0"

appropriate programs to control adverse effects, if possible, or extend veto power over

the development or deployment of that technology. Finally since support for

science and technology is predicated on the
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achievement of certain results for the betterment of society, then any decision must

assure that the science and technology achieves the desired results. Sl

The key to the doctrine of democratic control is that of public participation.

The greater the amount of information and the more diverse the influences to which a

decision maker is exposed, the more likely a good decision will be made. "The wise

use of technology, insofar as it is attainable in a democratic society, will better

derive decisions based upon pluralistic inputs and open adversarial confrontations,

rather than on unilateral assessments of judgments of monolithic institutions. In

the social evaluation of technologies, pluralistic controversy complements rather

than contradicts scientific objectivity."S2 "There is never any lack of articula-

tion of the benefits of a technology. Every technology has powerful vested interests-

private and frequently governmental and political--which can be relied upon to press

the benefits to the technological assessors. The problem is that the negative factors

and risks are never fully or even adequately articulated."S3 Public participation in

adversarial environments can "explicitly address the social defect of a general pro

motional bias toward technology."S4

The demand for greater public participation in governmental decisionmaking rests

on the belief that government rarely responds to interests not represented in the

process. As noted earlier, an administrative agency is usually exposed only to the

views of its staff and those who have a clear financial stake in the outcome. The

recent demand by individuals and groups who wish to become involved in administrative

processes in order to identify interests that deserve protection and to provide

relevant evidence and recommendations for appropriate action, presents an opportunity

to close the gap between the agencies and their ultimate constituents. S5 "No matter

which route is taken, citizen participation is essential. Citizen interest must be

connected to the decisionmaking process on a continuous basis so that it becomes a

lobby or a pressure group to be taken into account when decisions are made. Citizens

must develop countervailing pmver at all levels of government. "S6
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The purpose of allowing parties to intervene in legal actions is to prevent a

"failure of justice."S7 Therefore, it is argued that broadened public participation

protects the integrity of the decisionmaking process. It is often contended, as

noted earlier, that agencies are charged with representing the "public interest."

How, then, can the view"8 of self-styled citizen groups represent the "public

interest?" The "public interest" is not a monolith; it is the balancing of many

interests. Public interest groups simply present unrepresented interests and "should

be viewed as a potential aid rather than a hindrance to agency operations."SS The

use of the term "public interest group" is not meant to imply a superior moral posi

tion. Rather, this label simply distinguishes it from participation by private

parties. S9 The courts have recognized that "experience demonstrates that consumers

are generally among the best vindicators of the public interest.,,90 Not the agencies

themselves, but the consumers, i.e., Ilthose who by their activities and conducts have

exhibited a special interest," must be able to participate lIto 'ensure that the [agency]

,,91

Any institution which assesses technology, assuming it is free of promotional

duties, must continually be subjected to external, independent criticism if it is to

retain its detachment and openness. 92 In addition, there is a value judgment inherent

within democratic societies that I'decisions affecting the course of technology and

hence the course of history require the broadest possible public participation and

should not, even if they could, be delegated to narrow elites, whether scientific or

political."93 Since the central objective of any decision regarding the implementa

tion of a technology should be to ensure that the whole host of social consequences

and rewards are considered, the crucial key in deciding ~~ho will bear the costs and

who will reap the benefits must be based upon inputs from all interests.

Many argue that the public is incapable of making intelligent decisions about

complex technological issues. "To assert that scientific judgments are necessary is

to assume that politicians and other citizens are unable to weigh the claims of
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experts and judge for themselves. The notion that a scientific background is required

is difficult to reconcile, however, with the evidence of the recent debates such as

those over the ABM and the SST. To be sure, the subjects of the debates are complex

technological systems. But it is not necessary to master the detailed workings of

these systems in order to judge even the technical points at issue if one has the

opportunity to hear articulate advocates present their cases and respond to opposing

arguments. A careful reading of the public records of the ABM and SST debates indi

cates that there is rarely significant disagreement over the 'scientific facts' .,,94

There are many opportunities to participate in the decisionmaking process by

objection. 95 Such participation can take the form of militancy or delay tactics.

However, constructive participation by all interested parties can be effective in

contributing to wise decisions. The Burger Inquiry on the Mackenzie Valley natural

gas pipeline in northwest Canada is a classic "example of participatory technology,

a T,vay of assessing a superstar technology while still maintaining a human perspective. II

"The Inquiry has shown that it is possible to acquire and disseminate information

about highly technological projects and that it is possible to do so while maintaining

a human balance, a concern for things nontechnologica1. It has shown how the vital

role of the technological expert can be blended with the input of all people who are

affected by a venture, directly or indirectly.,,96

If one can define democracy as "mutual coercion, mutually agreed upon by the

majority of the people affected," then "social arrangements that produce responsibil

ity [for making decisions about technology] are arrangements that create coercion.

To say that we mutually agree to coercion is not to say that we are required to

enjoy it, or even pretend that we enjoy it. Who enjoys taxes? ... but we accept

compulsory taxes because ~e recognize that voluntary taxes would favor the conscience

less. We institute and ... support taxes and other coercive devices to escape the

horror of the commons. 1197 Every neT,v fence around the commons involves an infringement

upon somebody's personal liberty. Hegel said: "Freedom is the recognition of
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necessity.,,98 If so, then the tragedy of the commons can only be averted when people

see the necessity of mutual coercion. To be locked into the logic of commons can

only bring universal ruin.

A number of conditions necessary for the democratic control of technology are

(1) that the public have access to the information necessary to make independent

judgments on technical policy issues; (2) that planning no longer be made by alliances

of bureaucrats in agencies, technocrats in industry and in government laboratories,

and their political patrons, but be made in the open with a full airing of the risks

as well as the benefits; (3) that public participation mechanisms be established so

that the public can participate as an equal with fair and independent resources at

their disposal and of their choice; (4) that institutions which make the final

decisions not have conflicts of interest by promoting a technology on one hand and

regulating the technology on the other; and (5) that the decisions be made openly by

individuals accountable to the public. These conditions will not ensure that the

issues will be straightforward or simple, but that the process is democratic. In

short, "a serious effort to bring about more democratic control of technology will

have to go beyond mechanisms to promote public understanding; it will have to deal

,directly with the nature of the decisionmaking process per se, in particular with

the influence and accountability of the technology policy alliances.,,99

In 1977, a series of workshops was held in Wisconsin on power plant siting.

The major finding of the workshops was "that participants appeared to be people

oriented in their concerns."lOO The problem with which the doctrine of democratic

control grapples is not which particular subset of values is represented, but whether

the realm of values as a whole is represented. Just as the workshop participants

focused on human concerns, so too must the legal process address human concerns. "It

is not so much that the analytical and legal tools available to us inherently skewed

policy choices toward some kinds of values and away from others, . it was that

those tools however well designed for the relatively technical task of finding suitable
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measures for achieving agreed upon ends, seem inadequate to the task of explicitly

addressing controverted issues of value at all. Indeed, they were not designed to

deal with such conf1icts.,,10l The doctrine of democratic control with its under

lying foundation of public participation is the only way that human concerns and

human values can truly be reflected in legal processes.

F: Benefits of Democratic Control of Technology

Public participation in the formulation of technological policies and in the

introduction of a specific technology has many benefits. It improves the decision

making process itself, ensures political accountability of the agency involved, and

provides for a better and more informed citizenry. In addition, it enhances public

trust.

The presentation of alternative viewpoints in a regulatory proceeding by people

other than those who are promoting or using a technology may help to check the

tendency toward industry orientation by agencies and thereby improve the decision

making process in four ways. First, it provides decision makers with additional

ideas and information on which to base decisions, Second, public participation can

promote agency autonomy by giving the agency a broader image of its role and alter

native bases of political support. Third, the inclusion of the public in the process

may encourage the regulated parties to accommodate the interests of additional groups.

Finally, the presentation of alternative viewpoints may assist in "building a record"

that a court may use in reversing an agency decision, and the agency, aware of

the possibility of reversal, may give the new viewpoints fair consideration. 102 ,103

Agencies not only apply the law, but make law through regulation as surrogates

for the legislative branch. Consequently, public participation in regulatory pro

ceedings is useful in terms of political accountability. This is true for two

reasons. First, citizen participation is useful because agencies act as surrogates

for Congress or the legislature. Because agency policymakers are unelected, citizen
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access to these policymakers is even more important than it is to the legislative

branch. Since they are not up for public review at periodic intervals, unelected

policymakers can be affected by those they regulate, easier than elected policymakers

unless they know they are being watched. Second, administrators can be faithful to

the underlying purpose of regulation if an effective consumer presence is provided.

Some regulatory laws are a manifestation of the conflict among dispersed consumer

and other public interests and concentrated economic power. Effective public partic

ipation is necessary to counteract this concentrated power in order to arrive at a

balanced decision. 104

Public participation provides for a better and more informed citizenry in a

variety of ways. First, problems will be scaled down to "life size" so that people

will end up dealing with specific problems rather than the whole "technological

milieu." Second, this control allm·lS parties, who at present are separated by their

compartments of specialized expertise or concerns, a chance to engage in a common

activity which will result in a decision. It enables a specific way for the "man on

the street" to improve his understanding of society by presenting him with the oppor

tunity to make choices (tradeoffs) in a public process in which substantial evidence

is considered. By offering him this opportunity to be an equal participant in the

process, public participation provides the citizen with a sense that he controls the

way technology affects his life. Finally, as particular decisions accumulate toward

a final resolution, he can perceive how a technological world and a democratic society

fit together. lOS

The replenishment of democratic techniques in a centralized, authoritarian society

has clear advantages. These advantages can be preserved "only if we cut the whole

system back to a point at which it will permit human alternatives, human interventions,

and human destinations for entirely different purposes from those of the system itself.

At the present juncture, if democracy did not exist, we would have to invent it, in

order to save and recultivate the spirit of man.,,106
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G. Public Participation in Energy Policy Implementation.

It is important to recognize at this juncture an important point about the

American system of government. The American system of government is not a pure

democracy, nor is it a pure republic. As may be seen by examining Chapter two

(particularly section 2.6) the American system of government is a mixture of both

a republic and a democracy.106A The democracy is provided not merely in the election

of representatives, but also in the rights and opportunities to effectively

participate in decisions themselves. This is true for two basic reasons. First,

since the post civil war era, the legislative branch of government has delegated

its responsibility for making law in many areas to the executive branch, and not

to the governor either, but to unelected, appointed commissioners, directors, and

department heads. Second, the United States Supreme Court has interpreted the

fifth and fourteenth amendments to the U.S. Constitution to require that decisions

made by department heads, commissioners, and directors provide for "due process"

of law. The interpretations of due process and legislatively enacted process

requirements and procedures both mandate effective public participation in agency

decisionmaking.

In Minnesota, the legislature has empowered the director of the MEA, the board of

the MEQB, the commissioners of the PSC, and the department heads of various

agencies to make law (through rule promulgation), to interpret law (through

contested case activities), and generally to make decisions about energy policy.

Such decisions include the determination of the ?eed for new energy facilities, which

includes the size, type, and timing of the facilities; the location of these

facilities, the permits necessary to operate these facilities; the rate structure

necessary to pay for these facilities; as well as many other decisions. The

legislature does not make these decisions, nor does the governor. Unelected

officials make these decisions. The legislature enacts the basic process for making

these decisions, i.e., the enabling legislation, but they do not make the

decisions themselves.

In addition to enacting the enabling legislation, the Minnesota Legislature also
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enacted procedural or process laws which govern the decision making process of the

agencies. The most important of these include the Administrative Procedures Act, the

MinneSota Environmental Rights Act, and the Hinnesota Environmental Policy Act. The

thrust of these procedural or process laws is to spell out the specifics of the due

process requirements, mandated by the fifth and fourteenth amendments to the U.S.

Constitution. As reviewed in Chapter Two, Section 2.6, these laws and the enabling

legislation of the energy statutes mandate effective public participation in energy

policy decision making. Consequently it is no longer reasonable to rely on just the

electoral process for resolving the conflict or balancing the values inherent in energy

policy decisions.

It is recognizable to most everyone that there are basic divisions in our society

regarding energy. These divisions involve disagreement about the type of future people

want, about the type of society we wish to create, about the ability of our society

to attain the different visions, and about the risks, benefits, and costs from ob-

taining and using energy. There are numerous subjects over which the conflict wages.

Questions are often posed about the morality of nuclear power, the continued legi-

timacy of perpetual economic growth, the distribution of wealth, the balance between

human wants and environmental degradation, the preservation of our species, our

lives, our health, and our safety. In short, the divisions are about conflicts in

values. If these conflicting value systems have no potential for consensus on any

issue, then such conflicts can threaten the survival of our social-political institu-

tions.

In the energy sector, the major basis for unity among conflicting value systems

is the basis upon which decisions are made and expressed. "The social stability in-

herent in a "constitutional" political system is that the decision process is agreed

upon prior to the knowledge of the specific outcome of that process. All parties

have a stake in preserving a process which they deem fair. In this country, the re-

straing of the majority when its views conflict with deeply held convictions of mi
l06B

norities is the key to the constitutional system." The alternative is the use
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of force to guarantee what is necessary to maintain energy expansionism (if, indeed,

that is the majority view). "In political terms, this means that the energy policies

must be compatible with the minimum requirements .... to obtain some source of energy ..

.. even though this means that disproportionate attention will be paid to minority's
I06C

preferences and extra expense may be necessary to meet them."

Ultimately, energy policy will be determined politically, both through the electoral

process and administrative decision making. Throughout this there will be conflict and

the democratic processes must be designed to facilitate fair and equitable decisions

both in the formation of energy policy and its implementation, always remembering that

"man's capacity for justice makes democracy possible; but man's inclination to injus
I06D

tice makes democracy necessary."

Effective public participation has five key components. First, public participation

is an organized activity designed as part of the decision making program, with the con-

cept of design being basic. Second, the program must be designed for participation by

people and groups of people who are likely to benefit or otherwise be affected by a

decision to be made by a public authority. Third, public participation must have a

direct and well-defined role in controlling or influencing decision making processes.

This means that in some cases the entire decision is left in the hands of the partici-

pants. In other instances it may be in the hands of several groups of people, including

politicians, civil servants, experts, as well as public participants. Fourth, public

participation involves an interaction between the public participants, the civil servants,

and the experts in a give-and-take, adversarial process. Finally, public participation

in decision making is a method of achieving intelligent discussion of issues, reso-

lution of differences and/or disagreement based on rationality and principal with re
l06E

spect for differing opinions and without fear and suspicion.

This chapter, indeed the entire report, is designed to analyze process or proce-

dural laws to determine if public participation is truly effective. The failure to pro-

vide fair, effective roles for public participation will perpetuate the existing con-

flict over energy policy, increase the alienation of minority vie~~oints in society and

could potentially result in the destruction or severe alteration of our social-political

institutions.
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It is possible that this approach toward increased democratic control of tech

nology via public participation may add to the costs and inefficiencies of government

in the short run. However, enhanced public participation also has its value in

increased public confidence in government. If the public interest is truly defined

through process, then it is time to make "an intellectual noise in a managerial

society."

3.2 Improving Public Participation Mechanisms

The United States was founded on principles of limited government authority and

formal public accountability. These principles are the roots of American political

culture and are the premises upon which the recent public demand for greater citizen

involvement in government decisionmakingis based. In essence, the demand for public

participation is just the latest chapter in the continuing saga of popular control

over government decisionmaking. The fundamental objectives of this democracy have,

for more than two centuries, remained constant. These objectives are, first, that

public policies correspond with the needs and preferences of the affected citizens,

and, second, that government be prevented from overstepping its bounds of limited

authority.

"Responsiveness to citizen desires and respect for citizen rights constitute the

essential underpinnings of consensual democracy. If public policy consistently diverges

from the direction of public preferences, or if government persistently impinges upon

basic rights and liberties, the motivation for voluntary allegiance and compliance is

eroded."107 In recent times the background and significance of citizens' demands for

involvement in government decisionmaking has been ignored or forgotten. Objectives

of citizen participation mechanisms are usually addressed by agency officials in terms

of "mobilizing a constituency to implement the plan," "enlarging public support for

the agency," or "improving the efficiency of information gathering." These goals

define citizen involvement in terms of the agencies' objectives, priorities and
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functions. They ignore the primary purpose of citizen participation, i.e., to increase

the responsiveness and accountability of government to citizens affected by public

decisions.

It is generally recognized that bureaucratic and administrative power has grown

extremely fast both in terms of the scope of government undertakings as well as in

government's ability to implement its discretion in the last 50 years. The expansion

of opportunities for direct citizen action is a necessary and appropriate adaptation

of democratic practice to modern conditions. The Administrative Procedures Act of

1946 was the first federal law to embody the principles of due process established

under the fifth and fourteenth amendments to the U.S. Constitution. This Act was the

first law to provide general participation rights and opportunities to the public,l08

The Act required that agencies meet certain minimum standards of openness and fair

play and gave the citizens the right of judicial review if the agencies failed to

comply. This Act in essence broke the ground for enforcing public access and agency

accountability. By the early 1960s most states had adopted a similar law.

As noted earlier, many studies on the role of public participation in regulatory

activities agree that public participation is essential if regulatory agencies are to

fulfill effectively their mandate to regulate in the public interest. "Increased

public participation and input can provide regulators with a great range of ideas and

information, broaden the active constituency of the agency, and place greater empha-

sis on public interest concerns and viewpoints. A lack of such public participation,

on the other hand, requires regulators to rely too heavily on input from the industry

they are charged with regu1ating.,,109 The National Academy of Public Administration

held a workshop in 1976 on public participation in energy-related decisionmaking, with

emphasis on the nuclear regulatory processes. The following recommendations were made

by the workshop participants: 110

Public participation has been a fundamental concept of democratic
government since the beginning, but in recent years the idea has taken
new forms and gained new force. These changes are not, nor should they
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be, transitory. Governmental processes at all levels must adapt to
them so as to meet the demand for participation without unduly delaying
decisions and impairing the whole decision making process.

Citizen intervention has been particularly significant and useful
in illuminating the nuclear debate.

Decision making would be expedited if public participation could
begin at an early stage, before industry plans are fully developed.
Adoption of this objective may be dependent on enactment of State leg
islation authorizing control over siting decisions, as well as legisla
tion to control or prevent speculation in land values.

To facilitate public participation, procedures for providing finan
cial aid to intervenors should be introduced on an experimental basis by
Federal agencies in the energy field.

Federal agencies in the energy field should explore and adopt
innovative measures--both institutional and procedural--to improve the
process of public participation, while awaiting resolution of the question
of funding of citizen group intervenors.

Site selection should be conceived as fundamentally a public rather
than a private responsibility, to be accomplished through a planning rather
than an adversary process. The States, individually or in regional group
ings, should assume this public responsibility.

The country needs an explicit and well articulated set of energy goals
that would balance demand forecasts--assuming maximum conservation measures-
with supply. The goals would be broken down by region and by type of energy
source.

To improve the process of public participation and increase its effec
tiveness as part of energy-related decision making, the initiative begun
with the workshop should be extended in a number of fields that make up
collectively an agenda for future research. One need which is widely
recognized and which should be addressed as an immediate followup of the
workshop is the establishment of an information exchange mechanism or a
clearinghouse to provide citizen groups and the general public with infor
mation on energy-related questions and public participation techniques.

There are a number of barriers to effective public participation. The administra-

tive process sets up many preadjudication obstacles which effectively inhibit public

participation. First, the issue may not be noticed by the public. Second, by the time

the public learns of the issue, there may not be an appropriate forum for the public to

express their values and information. Third, the public may have insufficient resources

necessary for intervention. Finally, prehearing bargaining and the need to produce

electric power quickly may foreclose adequate consideration of alternatives. In

addition, many agencies are hostile toward the public. Professor Gellhorn's report to
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the Administrative Conference of the U.S. found a ", .. frequency and sameness of agen~y and

party hostility toward public interest intervention. There seems almost a proprietary

feeling that these intervenors are intermeddlers more interested in the pursuit of

publicity and psychic satisfaction than the 'public interest.' The immediate concern

often seems to be with how intervention could be curtailed."lll

This section of the paper will examine four public participation mechanisms: (1)

notification of decisionmaking and planning activities; (2) access to information used

in these activities; (3) limits on the ability of citizens to participate as "parties"

in decisionmaking activities; and (4) institutional representation of the l' public

interest." Each of these mechanisms will be reviewed in terms of the existing

processes governing energy-related decisionmaking.

A. Notification of Agency Activities

As noted in section 2.6 of chapter two, public participation in governmental

decisionmaking is an integral part of Minnesota administrative law. The courts have

recognized this policy and in No Power Line v. MEQB noted: "The two crucial concepts

that permeate the entire [Power Plant Siting] Act are that the process should be

orderly and that there should be public participation in all stages of agency decision-

making. "112 (Smphasis not added.) Later in the PEER v. MEQB case the court "dec.ided

that the legislature did not intend the PPSA to preempt MERA and make it superfluous,ol13

The Minnesota Environmental Rights Act (MERA) extends to each citizen a right to protect

the environment and public health through judicial review of agency decisions. Chief

Justice Robert Sheran notes that since "MERA applies to routing decisions," it further

suggests "the appropriateness of extensive citizen input."114

It is, however, difficult to participate in decisionmaking if one is unaware that

a decision is taking place. As a recent NRC (Nuclear Regulatory Commission) study

noted: 115

It is a recurrent phenomenon that newly interested people attempt to
become involved in the governmental decision-making process concerning
major products at a later date. They often seek to do so after the hearing
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in the most appropriate forum for their concerns has been closed and even
after every approval normally required from government has been given.
Rightly or wrongly the complaints are made that notice was inadequate and
that the public was effectively excluded while proponents and agencies
sat down to make a decision. The dissatisfied seek recourse before the
same agencies, in court, and through the political process. Whether or
not it is desirable, it is inevitable that enough dissatisfied late
comers will in some cases succeed in defeating, modifying or delaying a
project that was once approved.

Numerous examples have been documented where inadequate notice has been given. 116

The Association of the Bar of the City of New York noted in a 1972 report;

Electricity and the Environment: The Reform of Legal Institutions that "many agencies

now do no more than satisfy bare legal minima with respect to notice." Procedures

should instead be adopted which are designed to bring proceedings to the attention of

both the general public and interested subgroups of the public, in the most effective

way possible.fll17 Similarly, the U.S. Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs in a

1977 report; Study of Federal Regulation, Vol. III: Public Participation in Regulatory

Agency Proceedings concluded that "Potential public participation is often foreclosed

by inadequate notice of agency proceedings. Although some agencies have utilized the

general and trade press, mass mailings, and agency publications, most agencies seldom

make active efforts to solicit public views on important proceedings. This may be the

only way for individual citizens, as opposed to citizen groups, to be alerted to pro-

ceedings which may affect them.,,118

There are several bases upon which an agency's obligation to provide effective

public notice rests. First, public participation in agency decisionmaking is important

in order to get public support for the agency's activities. The public can contribute

to a good decision by providing the agency with useful information. 119 Secondly, it

has been argued that agencies whose activities affect large numbers of people have a

legal obligation to provide adequate public notice for their formal proceedings, at

least on the federal level. 120 Regardless of the basis upon which the obligation

rests, notification procedures must be reasonably adopted to the circumstances. Ample

precedent exists for this in federal law. 12l
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It has been suggested that the adequacy of notice to potential public participants

should meet at least three standards. First, "agencies should be required to provide

identified, accessible sources of information about proceedings in which public partic

ipation is possible.,,122 Second, "effective notice to the general public and its

representatives requires that proceedings of national and regional importance be high

lighted for public participation. Otherwise public participants can drown in a sea of

notice.,,123 Third, "agency procedures should be redesigned to give timely, actual

notice of pending proceedings, and much earlier public involvement should be permit

ted."124

Numerous recommendations have been forthcoming on how to improve notice require

ments. Many of these recommendations focus QD how the notice should take place. The

recommendations offered include (1) mailing lists; (2) press releases to small news-

papers, large newspapers, wire services, radio and TV; (3) special public services

announcements; (4) advertisements where the public is located; (5) the Federal Register;

and (6) specific invitations to specific groups.125 Table 3-1 shows how the Minnesota

agencies notification procedures compare with these recommendations. As may be seen,

notification procedures do not include press releases to the wire services, radio, and

television, or use public service announcements or other advertisements where the public

is located. Only the MEA certificate of need no tification pre)'ce,ss us.es the J,a,rge,

state-wide ne~vspapers, for its 'hearings under the PPSA and the EPOA! Tl:le

MEQB does use specific mailing lists under the PPSA, EPCA, MEPA-EIS procedures, as does

the PSC both in rate hearings and service area designation hearings. All agencies under

all the laws utilize the State Register and the Secretary of State mailing lists.

RECOMMENDATION: NOTIFICATION PROCEDURES BOTH UNDER THE ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES

ACT AND THE ENABLING LEGISLATION FOR ENERGY-RELATED DECISIONMAKING SHOULD INCLUDE PAID

ADVERTISEMENTS AND PRESS RELEASES TO STATE-WIDE AND LOCAL NEWSPAPERS, WIRE SERVICES,

AND RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS FOR EACH AND EVERY HEARING. FURTHER, ALL ENERGY

RELATED AGENCIES SHOULD DEVELOP SPECIAL PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENTS AS PART OF THEIR



TABLE 3-1--

NOTIFICATION PROCEDURES FOR ENERGY-RELATED DECISIONS

i-"
.j:-

V1

TYPE OF
NOTIFICATION TYPE OF ENERGY-RELATED DECISION

MEA, MEQB, MPCA,
MEA MEQB -- PPSA MEQB -- EIS MEQB -- EPCA PSC PSC Rules: M.S.

GENERAL C of Nl 2 3 DEIS 4 FEIS5 Permit 6 Hear7 8 9
§ 15.0412-.041710Info. PPS H. Rate H. S.A.D.

STATE REGISTER yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes
I

MAILING LIST I yes yes yes yes yes yes yes

SPECIFIC INVIT. yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes

PR - LOCAL NEWS /
yes yes yes

PR - STATE HIDE
I

(

PR - RADIO, TV

PR - WIRE SERV.

PUBLIC SERVICE
ANNOUNCEMENTS

EQC MONITOR yes yes

OTHER yes*
,

1. Certificate of Need Hearings
2. }ffiQB Power Plant Siting Act Informational Hearings
3. Power Plant Siting Act Hearings -- Formal
4. Draft Environmental Impact Statement
5. Final Environmental Impact Statement

6. Environmental Coordination Procedures Act Permit Notification
7 .. EPCA Permit Hearing
8. Public Service Commission Rate Hearing
9. Public Service Commission Service Area Designation Hearing

10. Rulemaking Hearings for MEA, MEQB, MPCA, and PSC

~ As director may specify.
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NOTIFICATION PROCEDURES FOR ALL OFFICIAL HEARINGS.

RECO~lENDATION: THE CONTENT OF THE NOTICE SHOULD BE EXPLICIT ENOUGH TO PROVIDE

INFORMATION ON THE NATURE, TYPE, AND LOCATION OF THE HEARING. FURTHER, THE NOTICE

SHOULD EXPLAIN A CITIZEN'S RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES FOR PARTICIPATING IN THE

HEARING.

RECO~lENDATION: THE NOTICE OF HEARING SHOULD PROVIDE ADEQUATE TIME, AT LEAST

90 DAYS PRIOR TO THE START OF THE HEARING,FOR THE CITIZEN TO ORGANIZE AND PREPARE HIS

CASE. CONSEQUENTLY, THE NOTICE OF HEARING SHOULD RUN AT LEAST ONCE A WEEK FOR EIGHT

WEEKS.

The Minnesota Legislature has recognized that it is in the best interests of the

state to provide as effective public participation as possible in the power plant

siting process. The legislature succeeded to a large extent by creating a Public

Advisor (M.S. § 1160.59, subd. 3) "for the sole purpose of assisting and advising

those affected and interested persons on how to effectively participate in site and

route proceedings.,,126 The notion of a public advisor fits well with the general

policy of public par~icipation within the Power Plant Siting Act. The Act requires

the board to "adopt broad spectrum public participation as a principle of operation.

The public advisor, then, is a human representative of thecommittees.

The form of public participation shall not be limited to public hearings and advisory

,,127

'I
notification procedure of the Act.

The public advisor concept has been extensively examined by the Power Plant

Siting Advisory Committee. In its January 26, 1978 series of recommendations, the

committee recommended that "the provision in the PPS Act for a public advisor be

expanded as a concept to include the certificate of need process. The committee

does not recommend that a public advisor simply be added to the energy agency, since

this might contribute to the segmentation of the process of siting plants and routing

lines. The public advisor should be involved from need through siting and routing.

We recognize that this is! in effect, calling for the establishment of an office of
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public advisor, since one person could not effectively handle the whole process.,,128

Such a recommendation is compatible with the NRC study recommendation that "public

participation in the proceeding in which need for power and other regional economic

issues are reviewed should be maximized.,,129 Such a recommendation would probably be

welcomed by the MEA. In its 1978 Energy Policy and Conservation Report, the MEA

recommended: "more citizen participation in the Certificate of Need process for

large energy facilities. ,,130

Hany importan t processes extend beyond "need" and the" si ting" decisions. Such

processes include the environmental impact statement process, permitting of new

facilities process, the "rate" process, as well as the process for assigning exclusive

service areas. All of these processes involve electrical energy policy. As such,

they deserve as much public attention as the siting and need processes.

RECOMMENDATION: THE PUBLIC ADVISOR CITIZEN INVOLVEMENT TOOL SHOULD BE EXTENDED

TO THE CERTIFICATE OF NEED, ENVIRONHENTAL IHPACT STATEMENT, PERHITTING, RATES, AND

DESIGNATED SERVICE AREA PROCESSES. FURTHER, THIS SHOULD BE ACCOMPLISHED BY THE CREATION

OF AN OFFICE OF PUBLIC ADVISOR TO BE ESTABLISHED IN A MANNER SIMILAR TO THE OFFICE OF

HEARING EXANINERS.

B. Information on Issues

In 1972, the New York Bar Association concluded that "improved public access to

information is essential if the'responsible' public participation in agency proceedings

universally desired is to become a reality, since no one can make an adequate presenta

tion in the complex electricity/environment area without access to the facts. Greater

information availability is also necessary if the general level of debate on electric

ity/environment issues, apart from particular proceedings, is to be raised.,,13l This

conclusion, indicative to electricity and environmental decisionmaking, is true for all

governmental decisionmaking, as well.

In 1822, James Hadison ,,,rote to a friend that "a popular government without

popular information or the means of acquiring it, is but a prologue to a farce or a
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tragedy; or perhaps both. Knowledge will forever govern ignorance; and a people who

mean to be their own governors, must arm themselves with the power which knowledge

gives."132 In recent times his wisdom has been embodied in administrative law through

the federal Freedom of Information Act (.5 U. S. C. § 552) and the National Environmental

Policy Act (NEPA) (42 U.S.C. § 4321 et seq.), which required the gathering, disclosure,

and public review of information involving major federal action which affect the

environment. Minnesota also has similar laws, though not as specific in the freedom

of information area (M.S. § 15.1611 et. seq. and £1.S., Chapter 116D,

the Environmental Policy Act).

A recent NSF (National Science Foundation) sponsored study on public participa-

tion in energy-related decisionmaking pointed out many unmet needs for effective

citizen participation. They found that a better "machinery for synthesis and dissem-

ination of information" is needed. The workshop concluded that "to improve the

process of public participation and increase its effectiveness as part of energy-

related decisionmaking, the initiative begun in the workshop should be extended in

a number of fields. . . . One need, which is widely recognized. is the estab-

lishment of an information exchange mechanism or clearinghouse to provide citizen

groups and the general public with information on energy-related questions and public

participation techniques.,,133 Other studies, however, show that the problem goes

beyond just convenient access to the information. A review of hearings held by

Congress from 1952 to 1974 on the Federal Freedom of Information Act as well as other

studies show that agencies were not just reluctant to provide access to the public,

but went out of their way to inhibit and discourage public access. 134 Joseph Coates

of the Congressional Office of Technology Assessment explains why:135

Bureaucratization induces a number of qualities inimical to the
basic concepts of democracy and free society. Bureaucracies tend to
be secretive, self-serving, non-imaginative, non-risktaking, and
susceptible to functional lying. They lack a nervous system commen
surate with their size and responsibility. In their relationships
with the public, bureaucracies withhold certain kinds of unpalatable
information or deliver information in such a way that it distorts
facts. Bureaucracies find it even more difficult than individuals
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to deal with bad news. Although they are intended to be the servants of
the public, in fact, bureaucracies mature into instruments freighted with
various kinds of impediments limiting responsiveness to commonwealt'h interests.

It has been often argued that the enactment of far-reaching legislation and

policies should not be enacted ~vithout debate on the merits nor without broad public

acceptance of the principals. NEPA and MEPA reinforces this notion in the environ-

mental area. The requirements for review of environmental impact statements, assess-

ments and worksheets were designed to foster constructive criticism, provide for the

free exchange of ideas, improve the quality of advice, and to include the public as

partners in the decisionmaking process. Such is the goal of the Administrative

Procedures Act and some aspects of the enabling legislation of energy-related laws

in Minnesota, as well. On the Federal level, for example, in order to encourage

and permit the flow of unrestricted information in the old AEC (Atomic Energy

Commission), where extensive abuses had taken place, Congress amended the law in

1970 "so as to provide that free exchange of ideas and criticism which is essential

to ... progress and public understanding. ,,136 In essence, the public should be

viewed as partners with the agency in the process. As the New York Bar Association

report noted: "public groups should have regularized access to agency staff experts,

to discuss general questions as well as particular applications. In inviting out-

side contact with agency staff, commissioners should emphasize appearances before

environmental and consumer groups no less than those before industry trade associa

tions.,,137 In regard to scientific expertise, Joel Primack and Frank von Hipple

concluded in their book Advice and Dissent: Scientists in the Political Arena: 138

Besides making important information available to those who need it
both inside and outside government, free access to advisory reports and
proceedings will almost inevitably improve the quality of the advice-
because data and judgments would be subjected to the scrutiny of free
scientific debate; because the various practices by which officials
attempt to influence advice, from "packing" of committees to intimidation
of advisors, would become less practicable; and also because creative
proposals and thoughtful judgments would redound to the credit of their
authors.

Scientists are always rightly suspicious of any scientific claims
or conclusions which are presented without adequate supporting evidence.
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There is no reason why this fundamental tenet of the scientific method
should not apply equally to the technical advice and analyses on which
public policy is based.

In sum, there must be a mechanism to improve the public's access to technical

information held by government. One of the conclusions that came out of Dorothy

Nelkin and Michael Pollack's study of the usefullness of Sweden's study circles

was that "if a more open decisionmaking process is to be effective, there must be

a means to improve the public's access to technical information and its ability to

use such information in a political forum. Efforts to create an informed and inter-

ested citizenry confront many problems. People tend to seek definitive answers and

are not prepared to accept the uncertainty that is basic to evaluating the potential

impact of science and technology. Moreover, the unwillingness of scientists to

challenge governmental policies and to work with citizen action groups varies. If

study circles or public debates are to be effective, there must be a means to make

expertise available to citizen groups.,,139 Generally, the public lacks the resources

to effectively obtain the information themselves. Further, the short lead times prior

to formal participation, such as hearings and deadlines for written comment, accentuate

the problem.

In material presented by the Upper Midwest Council at the 1977 Energy Futures

Conference, the council suggested that one policy direction should be that "appropriate

state agencies (MEA, PCA, EQB, DED) should improve efforts to make their data available

to citizens on a wider basis. . . . It is both not getting to citizens as well as it

should, and it is not being made availab.le in forms which are readily apparent by lay

people." The position paper recommended that: 140

Overall energy information systems and programs should be improved
and expanded to provide citizens full information on costs, benefits,
trade-offs, timing, new technologies, opportunities for citizen involve
ment in decision making and available financial and technical assistance.

Packaging and presentation of data in forms useful to citizens and
to businesses and others is important if state government is to stimulate
self-initiative in energy problem solving.
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Better communications need to be established between government
and the private sector to insure quality of data and to insure that
data interpretation and policy development is occurring in a sound
manner.

RECOMMENDATION: THE PRIMARY ENERGY-RELATED DECISIONMAKING AGENCIES (MEA, MEQB,

PSC, DED &~D THE MPCA) SHOULD COORDINATE THEIR INFOR}~TION GATHERING AND PROVIDE A

JOINT INFORMATION CLEARINGHOUSE TO GIVE CITIZENS EASY ACCESS TO ENERGY-RELATED INFOR-

HATION.

RECOt1HENDATION: 11INNESOTA STATUTES § 15.1611 ET. SEQ. SHOULD BE AllliNDED TO

GIVE CITIZENS AN UNQUALIFIED RIGHT OF ACCESS TO ENERGY-RELATED INFORMATION OF A NON-

PERSONAL NATURE.

An unqualified right of access to energy information of a nonpersonal nature is

insufficient by itself to protect the people's right of access. (Personal information

is data on individuals, who are not employees of government agencies or utilities, who

provide data on survey forms and similar data gathering devices. Personal data does

not include statistical summaries of such data.) The hearings on the federal Freedom

of Information Act noted earlier discovered many ways that agencies can deny access

to citizens. These hearings pointed out seven basic procedures that can protect a

citizen's right to gain access to information: (1) a time limit of 10 days or less

to respond to a request, or an explanation of why it would take longer; (2) a uniform

fee schedule for all agencies, with fees commencing only after a certain number of

pages; (3) a right to judicial review if the agency denies the request in whole or

in part or if they fail to provide the requested information in a timely manner;

(4) a regulation and notification requirement to explain to citizens how to obtain

the information; (5) a recordkeeping and reporting requirement so that the agency,

legislature and the public can determine how well the law is being implemented; (6)

an indexing provision so that the public knows what information is available; and,

(7) that disclosable information commingled with non-disclosable information be made

public. 141
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Since disclosure of information necessarily precedes effective public participa

tion and debate, obstacles to effective public participation must be removed.

RECOMMENDATION: ;MInNESOTA STATUTES §15.1611 ET. SEQ. Sl10ULD SPECIF'I ACCESS TO

INFORMATION PROCEDURES ffi{ICH INCLUDE: TIME LIMITS, UNIFOlli~ FEE SCliEDULES, A RIGHT

TO JUDICIAL REVIEW, A REGULATION AND nOTIFICATION REQUIRENENT, AND A RIGHT TO SEE

ALL DISCLOSABLE INFOR}~TION.

The New York Bar Association Report recommends "procedural hurdles to intervenors'

participation which serve only to increase the cost burden on public groups without

benefiting the result, ought also to be eliminated or modified. Any procedure which

tends to frustrate public involvement should be tested to make certain it serves a

legitimate purpose, which could not be as well served by a less restrictive procedure."l42

Multiple copy requirements, transcript fees, and file information costs all pose signif

icant procedural barriers. 143 Professor Ernest Gellhorm in a report to the Administra

tive Conference suggested that " ... hearing transcripts [be] made available free or

at a reduced cost, agency files systematized for easier public use, [and] access

opened to agency experts as advisors and witnesses.,,144 In addition, he recommends

"where even reasonable and necessary requirements for the filing of multiple copies

work a hardship on public participants, agencies should be generous in waiving these

requirements. In addition, agencies should permit use of their duplication facilities

at a minimum cost in order to assist parties who lack access to such services.,,145

The U.S. Senate Study on Federal Regulation concluded that "opportunities for citizen

participation are hampered by significant administrative costs such as transcript

fees. . . . ,,146

RECO~WENDATION: TRANSCRIPTS OF AGENCY HEARINGS SHOULD BE PROVIDED AT LITTLE OR

NO COST, MULTIPLE FILE REQUIREMENTS SHOULD BE REMOVED, AND CITIZENS SHOULD HAVE OPEN

ACCESS TO AGENCY EXPERTS AS ADVISORS AND IvITNESSES.

C. Citizen "Standing," "Intervention," and "Initiation"

There are many ways that citizens can participate in governmental decisionmaking.
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Citizens can, for example, bring an action or suit in court, participate in an agency

activity, or initiate a decisionmaking process within an agency. These are the most

common ways in which citizens participate in governmental decisionmaking outside the

legislative branch. However, there are important procedural obstacles to overcome if

a citizen wishes to participate. In order to bring an action, a citizen must have

"standing" to bring the action. In order for the citizen to participate in agency

rulemaking or quasi-judicial decisionmaking, the citizen must first be able to

"intervene" in the activity. In addition, in order for the citizen to be able to

"initiate" the decisionmaking process, he must be granted the legal right to do so.

This section of the paper reviews the history, theory, and importance of the doctrines

and procedures relating to the ability of citizens to participate in governmental

decisionmaking.

1. Standing in Court

A common adage both in America and English common law is that "everybody is

entitled to their day in court." In order to have your day in court, a person must

have a "cause of action." It used to be that in dealing with decisions of govern

mental agencies the cause of action must be of a substantive nature, be legally

protected, and affect the interest of the person who brings the action or suit. A

person who meets these criteria then has "standing" to bring the action. 'rhe I'standing"

or "standing to sue" doctrine is defined, according to Black's Law Dictionary as a

I'doctrine that in action in federal constitutional court by citizen against a govern

ment officer, complaining of alleged unlawful conduct there is no justifiable contro

versy unless citizen shows that such conduct invades or will invade a private substan

tive legally protected interest of plaintiff citizen.,,147 (This definition arose in

the opinion in Associated Industries of Ne,.,r York State v. leks, (C.C.A.2), 134 F.2d 694,

at 702.) Standing is the legal doctrine which determines. whether the person bringing

the action has a right to do so. If a person lacks standing, the person may not bring

an action (sue) and any complaint filed will be dismissed. In other words, standing
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is a legal doctrine that, if granted or upheld, conveys the right to sue a government

official or agency. A second type of standing refers to the ability to intervene in

formal agency decisionmaking, particularly that which involves rulemaking and quasi

judicial activities. This type of standing is important as well. If a person is

denied standing to intervene in agency decisionmaking, then that person cannot partic

ipate in the outcome of the decision (see section 3.2C(2) of chapter three, infra, for

more information). A third type of standing is that of the right to intervene in court

adjudications, i.e., judicial decisions usually involving property or contract contro-

versies.

The traditional model or test of standing in court adjudications at the beginning

of the century was whether the "interest" asserted by the plaintiff amounted to a

"legal right" entitled to the protection of the common law. 148 This meant that the

right to intervene in court adjudications was narrow, and depended primarily upon the

existence of "property which is in custody or subject to the control or disposition

of the court," and required that the intervenor show that his interest was not protected

adequately by the existing parties. l49 "This limitation on standing was consistent with

the two central tenants of the then prevailing theory of individual rights against the

government: first, that the only valid basis for government intrusion into private

autonomy under a contractarian model of the state was the consent of the governed (as

expressed through valid legislation); and second, that the common law of property and

contract defined the sphere of private autonomy protected against both individuals and

the state. . . . Under this theory, standing gave a basis for judicial review coter

minous with the individual's due process rights to adequate procedural safeguards

since government interference with a common law liberty or property right was also

interference with liberty or property under the fifth and fourteenth amendments." l50

Since the beginning of the century, the standing requirements have been relaxed

in the area of court adjudications. Amendments to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedures

have changed the property requirement, so that under present rules an intervenor need
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only show "an interest relating to the property or transaction which is the subject of

the action. "lSI A relaxation of the representation requirement has also occurred. The

Supreme Court has held that a state, a customer, and a competitor have a sufficient

interest to intervene in government antitrust divestiture proceedings because their

interest is inadequately represented. lS2 Several lower court opinions have concluded

that the rules now create a presumption in favor of the right to intervene. lS3

The rules governing standing to seek judicial review of agency decisions have also

been relaxed. "The early view was that a party seeking judicial scrutiny had to show

that he had a legally protected interest, rather than a mere economic stake, that was

adversely affected by the agency's decision."lS4 This rule was diluted by a ruling

which extended standing to include interests protected by statute as well as common

law. The main impetus behind this dilution of standing was the passage of the

federal Administrative Procedures Act, in particular section lO(a) (S U.S.C. § 702),

which provides that "a person suffering legal wrong because of agency action, or

adversely affected or aggrieved by agency action within the meaning of a relevant

statute, is entitled to judicial review thereof."lSS The second impetus to extend

standing to an increased range of affected interests was the perception by the courts

that the agencies had failed to represent the public interest. (See section 3.lE(2)

The injury must be a "particular

The first inquiry concerns the existence of

"lS6"inj ury in fact, economic or othenvise. .

of Chapter Three above.) The provision of section lO(a) does not automatically confer

standing on any party. The standing doctrine of today has two sources. The "case or

controversy" requirement of Article III of the U.S. Constitution and judicially imposed

rules of self-restraint. All requirements beyond the constitutional minimum are

imposed by the court and are subject to change by the legislative branch. The Supreme

Court has begun a major relaxation of the standing doctrine, which involves four

separate inquires to determine standing.

concrete inj uryll which amounts to "a claim of specific present obj ective harm or a

threat of specific future harm." The injury cannot be "remote," "speculative," or

"conjectural." This requirement is the "irreducible constitutional minimum which
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must be present in every case."lS7 If the court finds there is no injury in fact,

"no other injury is relevant to the consideration of ... standing."lSS The other

three inquires involve (1) whether the interest of the complaining party is within

the zone of interests to be protected or regulated by statute or the constitution;

(2) whether the complaining party alleges some threatened or actual injury resulting

from the illegal action of the agency; and (3) whether the injury can be redressed

by some favorable action of the court. All four of these inquires must be affirmed

before the plaintiff can make a valid claim of standing. However, where the legisla·

tive branch has provided statutory standing, the range of judicial inquiry is narrowed

to whether there exists a case or controversy under Article III of the U.S. Constitu

tion. 1S9

Expansion of the statutorily protected interest rationale for standing may not,

in itself, assure that those who benefit from the statute will be represented in

agency or judicial proceedings. As Harvard law professor Richard Stewart has noted:

"when an injury to a statutorily protected interest is diffused so that no individual

suffers any great injury, group representation [class action suits] may be difficult

to organize and no single individual may have an incentive to undertake a costly

challenge of agency action. Recognizing this problem, courts have occasionally

afforded judicial review to persons with sufficient economic injury to provide an

incentive to challenge agency action even when no interest of their own is protected

by statute or common law."160 This type of standing is referred to as "surrogate

standing."

The review of the standing issue above raises several questions. Why should

standing be limited to those people ~vho have a legally protected interest? Why

should "injury in fact" be a condition of standing? Why have any limits on standing

at all, beyond the case or controversy requirement of Article III? Professor Stewart

has identified three categories of interests: (1) interests "having to do with

economic or physical well being," (2) interests "in affirmation of moral and religious
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only show "an interest relating to the property or transaction which is the subject of

the action." lSl A relaxation of the representation requirement has also occurred. The

Supreme Court has held that a state, a customer, and a competitor have a sufficient

interest to intervene in government antitrust divestiture proceedings because their

interest is inadequately represented. 1S2 Several lower court opinions have concluded

that the rules now create a presumption in favor of the right to intervene. 1S3

The rules governing standing to seek judicial review of agency decisions have also

been relaxed. "The early view was that a party seeking judicial scrutiny had to show

that he had a legally protected interest, rather than a mere economic stake, that was

adversely affected by the agency's decision."lS4 This rule was diluted by a ruling

~
which extended standing to include interests protected by statute as well as common

law. The main impetus behind this dilution of standing was the passage of the

federal Administrative Procedures Act, in particular section 10(a) (S U.S.C. § 702),

which provides that "a person suffering legal wrong because of agency action, or

adversely affected or aggrieved by agency action within the meaning of a relevant

statute, is entitled to judicial review thereof."lSS The second impetus to extend

standing to an increased range of affected interests was the perception by the courts

that the agencies had failed to represent the public interest. (See section 3.1E(2)

of Chapter Three above.) The provision of section 10(a) does not automatically confer

standing on any party. The standing doctrine of today has two sources. The "case or

controversy" requirement of Article III of the U.S. Constitution and judicially imposed

rules of self-restraint. All requirements beyond the constitutional minimum are

imposed by the court and are subject to change by the legislative branch. The Supreme

Court has begun a major relaxation of the standing doctrine, which involves four

separate inquires to determine standing. The first inquiry concerns the existence of

"injury in fact, economic or otherwise .. " lS6 The injury must be a "particular

concrete injury" which amounts to "a claim of specific present objective harm or a

threat of specific future harm." The injury cannot be "remote," "speculative," or

"conjectural." This requirement is the "irreducible constitutional minimum ~vhich
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must be present in every case."lS7 If the court finds there is no injury in fact,

"no other injury is relevant to the consideration of , , . standing."lS8 The other

three inquires involve (1) whether the interest of the complaining party is within

the zone of interests to be protected or regulated by statute or the constitution;

(2) whether the complaining party alleges some threatened or actual injury resulting

from the illegal action of the agency; and (3) whether the injury can be redressed

by some favorable action of the court. All four of these inquires must be affirmed

before the plaintiff can make a valid claim of standing. However, where the legisla

tive branch has provided statutory standing, the range of judicial inquiry is narrowed

to whether there exists a case or controversy under Article III of the U.S. Constitu

tion. 1S9

Expansion of the statutorily protected interest rationale for standing may not,

in itself, assure that those who benefit from the statute will be represented in

agency or judicial proceedings. As Harvard law professor Richard Stewart has noted:

"when an injury to a statutorily protected interest is diffused so that no individual

suffers any great injury, group representation [class action suits] may be difficult

to organize and no single individual may have an incentive to undertake a costly

challenge of agency action. Recognizing this problem, courts have occasionally

afforded judicial review to persons with sufficient economic injury to provide an

incentive to challenge agency action even when no interest of their own is protected

by statute or common law."160 This type of standing is referred to as "surrogate

standing,"

The review of the standing issue above raises several questions. Why should

standing be limited to those people who have a legally protected interest? Why

should "injury in fact" be a condition of standing? Why have any limits on standing

at all, beyond the case or controversy requirement of Article III? Professor Stewart

has identified three categories of interests: (1) interests "having to do with

economic or physical well being," (2) interests "in affirmation of moral and religious
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principles," and (3) interests "in enforcement of law."16l He has also identified

four classes of plaintiffs: (1) a plaintiff who represents his own interest; (2) a

class plaintiff who represents himself and others who share the interests; (3) the

associational plaintiff who represents the interest of the members of his organiza

tion; and (4) the surrogate plaintiff who represents the interest of others. 162 His

analysis of the standing issue resulted in the following conclusions: (1) "enforce-

ment of the legally protected interest requirement to limit standing may impose

burdens on courts and litigants that could be avoided by extending the right of

judicial review to any person who might throw some light on the issues involved "with

court review" limited to insuring that the agency operates within its discretion,

giving fair treatment to those interests that the legislature has required it to

consider;" (2) "resort to the judiciary may be necessary in order to secure effective

outside scrutiny of agencies' exercise of policy choice;" and (3) we should embrace

"Professor Jaffe's 'public action,' under which the judge enjoys discretion to accord

standing to any able, willing plaintiff in order to curb asserted official illegal-

ity.,,163

The U.S. Senate Study on Federal Regulation reached similar conclusions: 164

(8) The Supreme Court in recent years has taken an increasingly
restrictive view of the standing requirements that make it difficult
for citizens to obtain judicial review of allegedly unlawful Govern
ment action. At present, some of the Supreme Court's decisions in
this area constitute a considerable barrier to citizen participation
in the regulatory process.

The study recommended that: 165

(1) Congress should ease the requirements of standing in order
to provide greater public access to the Federal courts for review of
regulatory agency decisions:

(a) Legislation should be adopted to provide that when a
statute has been designed primarily to benefit the general
public, any member of the public has standing to sue to enforce
the provisions of that statute.

(b) Congress should amend the Administrative Procedure Act
to provide that when permission is granted to a party to inter
vene in an administrative agency proceeding, the requisite for
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standing to seek judicial review of the proceeding will be satis
fied.

(c) Congress should, where appropriate and necessary, incor
porate permissive standing into specific pieces of legislation.

Minnesota has already removed the standing requirement for review of agency

decisions involving environmental matters under the Minnesota EnvironmentalRights

Act (MERA) (see section 2.6B of chapter two for more details). The public can appeal

decisions of the Public Service Commission as a "matter of right" (M.S. § 2l6B.52).

Such a right was also granted under the Public Utilities Regulatory Policies Act,

which is part of the National Energy Act of 1978. However, such unlimited standing

rights do not apply across the board in the application of the Administrative

Pl.'(,cedures Act.

RECOMMENDATION: STANDING AS A REQUIREMENT FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW OF AGENCY DECISIONS

SHOULD BE REMOVED, EXCEPT FOR THE CASE OR CONTROVERSY REQUIREMENT OF ARTICLE III OF THE

U.S. CONS~ITUTION. THE ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES ACT, IN PARTICULAR MINNESOTA STATUTES

SECTIONS 15.0423, ~5.0424, and 15.0426, SHOULD BE A}illNDED TO REFLECT THIS POLICY.

2. Intervention in Agency Activities

Standing to intervene in agency activities and standing to sue, while similar, are

not analogous. There are three principal differences. First, the ability to intervene

in an agency proceeding does not have any constitutional dimension, unlike judicial

standing. In a recent case the District of Columbia Circuit court found that the

allegations of the plaintiff were insufficient to warrant a finding that denial of

intervention to citizen groups was an infringement of the first amendment right to

petition government or a fifth amendment requirement of "due process, II and left to a

"future day when the issue \vill be clarified and thoroughly briefed" as to whether a

Constitutional "right to participate" exists. 166 Second, intervention may be compelled

by consideration of the need for additional viewpoints and information. This is not

true of judicial standing. Finally, support for the distinction between judicial

standing and agency intervention is found in the federal and Minnesota Administrative
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Procedures Act. The acts distinguish bet1;veen appeals by "aggrieved" parties and

participation in agency activities by "interested" persons. This distinction provides

for a more permissive standard for intervention.

The demand for broader public participation is based on several notions. First,

that the agency staffs cannot be relied upon to forcefully represent the views of the

consumer, poor, minority, environmental, and other groups. Second, some critics

allege that administrative agencies have been captured by the interests they regulate,

and therefore cannot be trusted to regulate in the public interest. Another belief is

that the agencies simply respond to the inputs they receive, and as long as the primary

inputs are from the regulated interests, the decisions of the agencies simply reflect

these inputs. An additional theory holds that agencies must have political support

in order to exist, and, since the regulated interests are the only interest assured

of being around, the agencies reflect the regulated interests in order to maintain

this political support. Public participation is generally seen as the mechanism

necessary to remedy this situation, regardless of which notion is believed to be at

the root cause. Irrespective of these arguments, the widespread lack of public

confidence in governmental decisionmaking require some action, even if these notions

do not reflect the realities of the situations. As Professor Roger Cramton of Harvard

University noted: 167

broadened public participation in the administrative process is
necessary and desirable in order to provide an expanded set of ideas,
rewards, and incentives for regulators. American democracy is marvel
ously diverse in its pluralism, variety, and complexity. Critics that
saddle it with charges of unresponsiveness are in error, for our govern
ment institutions are highly responsive. But responsive to what? The
answer is obvious. They are responsive to the inputs they receive,
including the feedback that greets their action.

There are four broad categories of administrative hearings through which the

public may participate (intervene). First, notice-and-comment rulemaking, which is

a quasi-legislative proceeding, provides two mechanisms for public input. The agency

can ask for written comment, where upon the primary barrier to public participation
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is notification of the agency action. The agency can also hold oral hearings, usually

of informal nature and modeled upon the legislative process a participant presents his

views, usually is not cross-examined, and "discovery" (a judicial type fact-finding

procedure) is not allowed in order to provide the broadest input for standards which

have broad applicability. Second, rulemaking-on-a-record, which usually involves an

oral hearing, is designed to gather evidence and argument and are similar to adjudica

tion hearings (see below) because the agency's decision must be based upon and limited

to the hearing record. Examples of this type of hearings include food standards,

exposure limits to hazardous agents, etc. A third type of hearing is that of rate

making. The setting of rates contains elements of both rulemaking and adjudication.

"Although ratemaking, like rulemaking, is of 'future effect,' it is based primarily

upon the proof of past 'adjudicative' facts, and usually has 'particular' rather than

'general' applicability. Consequently, ratemaking proceedings are usually trial-type

hearings where testimony is sworn and subject to cross-examination and the resultant

order has an impact on named parties.,,168 A final type of agency hearing is that of

adjudication. These are trial type hearings for deciding questions of disputed facts

and for ordering compliance by specific parties to specific laws and regulations. In

this type of hearing the parties are represented by counsel, evidence is received in

question and answer form, and witnesses are subject to cross-examination and rebuttal.

There are two issues raised by public participation or intervention in

agency activities. The first issue is whether the public can participate. The

second issue is the role and extent of that participation. A general "right" to

intervene has been recognized by the federal courts. 169 This right to intervene was

sometimes mandated by the courts, because of the enabling legislation of the agency

or rested upon the Administrative Procedures Act, which provided a discretionary

provision to the agency to permit intervention: "so far as the orderly conduct of

public business permits, an interested person may appear before an agency or its

responsible employees for the presentation, adjustment, or determination of an issue,
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request, or controversy in a proceeding, whether interlocutory, summary, or other-

, . .. h f' ,,170Wlse, or In connectlon Wlt an agency unctlon.

affected and interested persons have the opportunity to participate in rulemaking,

with the role and scope of that participate subject to the discretion of the hearing

examiner, or in the absence of a hearing examiner, the agency. Affected parties

..' d 171may partlclpate In conteste cases.

The second issue is the most important, though it would be moot without the

opportunity to intervene. Agencies in recent times have promulgated regulations

that define the role and scope of public participation. In Minnesota, the primary

regulations governing public participation of agencies that follow the Minnesota

Statutes, Chapter 15 requirements are the hearing examiner rules, both the general

rules and the special rules for power plant siting cases. The hearing examiner

rules for power plant siting do impose an intervention test (9 MCAR §2.408).

Generally, the hearing examiner has discretion of either denying or consolidating

a petition for intervention if another party represents the petitioner's "interest,"

and may permit the submission of comments or evidence by any person. The hearing

examiner may prohibit redundant, immaterial or irrelevant presentations, comments

'd 172or eVl ence.

Citizens who attempt to intervene may face hostility from the agency. University

of Wisconsin law professor Donald Large believes there are three reasons for this

hostility. First, agencies are suspicious of intervenors who challenge the "well

settled policies and attitudes" of the agencies "frame of reference." Second, the

agencies, which have developed a rapport with the regulated interest and have come

to rely on them for information, gradually develop a bias in favor of the regulated

industry in their joint "enterprise to benefit the public interest." Finally, the

agency has no desire to eliminate itself, so, consequently, it has no desire to

1 , . h bl ' , f ' ld 1" 'lf 17 3
e lmlnate t e pro em, Slnce lpSO acto It wou e lmlnate ltse .
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The issue of intervention has been debated for many years, and has been the subject

of much discussion by study groups 'and law associations. Attorney Albert Butzel in a 1973

symposium on public intervention concluded: "in the light of the role that the courts

have carved out for intervenors . . . and the risks inherent in denying interested

citizens the right to be heard, intervention has assumed the proportion of a right,

even where the applicable standard or rules are phrased permissively.,,174 The U.S.

Senate study reached the following conclusion: "although agencies generally have

relaxed intervention requirements in recent times, there is considerable variance in

the standards between agencies. In some cases, the standards have not been precisely

or clearly defined; in the case of other agencies, the standards have been conserva-

tively applied. Greater clarity and uniformity is needed to assure full public access

to administrative agency proceedings. Tl17S The study recommended that: 176

(2) Congress should amend the Administrative Procedure Act to
provide full opportunity for public intervention in regulatory agency
proceedings. A generai interest standard should be established, and
agencies should be required by statute to grant intervention if:

(a) A clear interest, economic or otherwise, is established
which is likely to be affected by the outcome of the proceeding;
~d

(b) that interest is not adequately and competently repre
sented by the existing participants, other than the Government.

However, agencies might impose reasonable limitations on participa
tion in the interest of (i) restricting irrelevant, duplicative, or
repetitive evidence or argument, (ii) having common interests represented
by a single spokesperson, and (iii) retaining authority to determine
priorities and control the contents of the proceeding.

This recommendation is similar to the Administrative Conference of the United

States, Recommendation 28: 177

In connection with agency proceedings where the agency's decision
is preceded by notice and an opportunity to be heard or otherwise to
participate - namely, notice-and-comment rulemaking, on-the-record
rulemaking and adjudication - each agency should, to the fullest extent
appropriate in the light of its capabilities and responsibilities,
apply the following criteria in determining the scope of public partic
ipation and adopt the following methods for facilitating that partici
pation:
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Agency rules should clearly indicate that persons whose interests
or views are relevant and are not otherwise represented should be
allo\ved to participate in agency proceedings whether or not they have
a direct economic or personal interest. Whatever the form of the
proceeding, reasonable limits should be imposed on who may participate
in order (a) to limit the presentation of redundant evidence, (b) to
impose reasonable restrictions on interrogation and argument, and (c)
to prevent avoidable delay. In every determination of whether partic
ipation is appropriate, the agency should also determine whether the
prospective participant's interests and views are othenvise represented
and the effect of participation on the interests of existing parties.

However, the ABA (American Bar Association) asserts that there is no efficient

test for legal standing so far as industrial siting issues are concerned. The ABA

felt that the test for sufficient interest should be determined by the participant

himself 178

RECOMMENDATION: THE MINNESOTA ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES ACT SHOULD BE M1ENDED

TO GUARANTEE ANY CITIZEN THE RIGHT TO INTERVENE IN ANY AGENCY ACTION REGARDLESS OF

THE NATURE OF THE CITIZEN'S INTEREST. IN PARTICULAR, NO QUALIFICATION OF THE RIGHT

TO INTERVENE SHALL BE CONSIDERED IN DECISIONS INVOLVING THE SITING OF ANY KIND OF

FACILITY.

The right to intervene will not matter if agenices are not required to fully

consider all participating interests in agency policy and decisions. Professor

Steward explains: 179

So long as controversies remained bipolar in form and character 
the citizen versus the government - it remained possible to conceive
of administrative law as a means of resolving the conflicting claims
of governmental power and private autonomy. However, the expansion of
the traditional model to include a broader universe of relevant affected
interests has transformed the structure of administrative litigation and
deprived the simple notion of restraining government power of much of
its utility. In muldpolar controversies, demarcation of distinct spheres
of governmental and private competency may no longer be feasible, and the
non-assertion of governmental authority may be itself a decision among
competing interests. Failure to grant a license for a power plant, for
example, may protect environmental interests at the expense of power
consumers, while failure to remove ineffectual drugs from the market
may preserve manufacturers' welfare at the expense of patients. More
over, broad statutory directives are likely to be conspicuously unhelpful
in deciding multipolar controversies, and the possibility of developing
an enriched theoretic structure of rights and responsibilities which
might resolve the ensuing decisional complexities is as yet unrealized.
Accordingly, clearcut rules of decision are unlikely to emerge; agency
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decisionmaking becomes of necessity a process of striking a case by
case balance among the various competing interests recognized by the
applicable statute as relevant factors in policy choice. The logic
of the pluralist model requires the agency to give adequate regard
to each of the competing interests so that the resulting policy may
reflect their due accommodation.

The right simply to appear and present evidence and argument in
agency proceedings, while not in itself inconsequential, would be
greatly diminished in value if agencies were free to disregard the
interests of those entitled to participate. Accordingly, courts have
imposed upon agencies an affirmative duty to consider all the relevant
interests affected by agency policy.

RECOMMENDATION: THE MINNESOTA ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES ACT SHOULD BE N1ENDED

TO REQUIRE AGENCIES TO HAVE AN AFFIRMATIVE DUTY TO CONSIDER ALL INTERESTS IN ARRIVING

AT A DECISION. FURTHER, THE COURTS IN REVIEWING AGENCY ACTIVITIES SHOULD EVALUATE

\~ETHER OR NOT THE AGENCY ADEQUATELY AND FULLY CONSIDERED THE INTERESTS OF ALL PARTIES

AND PARTICIPANTS.

3., Initiating Agency Action

A logical extension of providing increased public participation to review agency

actions in court and to intervene in agency decisionmaking is to provide the public

with the right to initiate the agency activity. Minnesota already provides for this

in rulemaking. Minnesota Statutes, § 15.0415 provides that "any interested person

may petition an agency requesting the adoption, suspension, amendment, or repeal of

any rule."180 However, no such provision exists for initiating a contested case

procedure.

The right to participate in agency activities or to seek judicial review thereof

is of little importance if the agency develops policies or disposes of controversies

by informal methods in which standing and intervention procedures are not applicable.

In addition, the courts have traditionally not used their powers to review informal

administrative processes. 181 For example, an agency decision to institute enforcement

proceedings or not to do so and the informal settlement procedures have not been

normally subject to judicial review. 182 This is true despite the possibility that

"agency laxity might result in inadequate protection for the putative beneficiaries
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of the administrative scheme. Rather, agency decisions on priorities and basic policy

have remained outside judicial purview unless and until crystallized in formal pro

ceedings.,,183 This judicial tradition of noninvolvement in informal agency proceedings

has shifted in recent times, due to increased public criticism of agency pe~formance.184

"After all, it is in informal processes of decision that the advantages in representa

tion enjoyed by organized interests may be most telling. Even if formal proceedings are

eventually held, the agency's policy commitments may have already been set, and the

'public hearings [may be] mere window dressing' .,,185 '\oJith this shift the court has

begun to assume the ultimate protection of the "collective social interests which

administrative schemes \Vere designed to secure. "186

RECOMMENDATION: Tllli MINNESOTA ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES ACT CONTESTED CASE

PROCEDURE SHOULD BE AMENDED TO PERMIT THE PUBLIC TO PETITION TO INITIATE FORMAL

CONTESTED CASE PROCEDURES WHERE INFORMAL'PROCEDURES }~y NOW BE USED. THE PETITION

SHOULD BE SPECIFIC AS TO WHAT ACTION IS REQUESTED AND THE NEED FOR THE ACTION. DENIAL

OF THE PETITION SHOULD BE SUBJECT TO JUDICIAL REVIEW.

D. Representing Unrepresented Interests

The broad participation rights recommended in the previous subsections (chapter

three, section 3.2A,B, and C) do not, in and of themselves, assure that all relevant

interests will be represented before the agencies or courts. Such representation is

unlikely to occur among the poor, the urrorg·anized,.and Ivhere the impact 'of tile di;!ctsion i:

so diffused that no single individual will have an incentive to intervene or undertake

litigation. Surrogate standing, while rarely granted, is even more rarely requested.

In addition, the public interest, as noted previously (see section 3.lE(3) of chapter

three), is not a monolith. "Public interest" advocates do not represent and do not

claim to represent the interests of the community as a whole. They only claim to

represent their interest, and they allege, often with good reason, that their interests

have heretofore not been adequately represented or considered by the agency. The
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representation of these "public interest" groups is consistent with a pluralistic

vision of the collective welfare to be considered in arriving at a decision. However,

a pluralistic vision requires that all interests be represented. At present, the

decision as to which Ifpublic lf interests will be represented (questions of standing

notwithstanding) rests primarily with the private attorneys and foundations which

provide the little funding which exists for such representation.

There exists within government today a no man's land with the center being our

legal system. The courts, while generally addressing the procedure upon which decisions

are arrived at, rarely address substantive problems, particularly where an agency is

granted discretion. The agencies do not often consider the interests beyond the inter

ests of those they regulate. When others' interests are presented, the agencies often

view them with hostility or suspicion. This no man's land is the antithesis of democracy

itself. Alexis De Tocqueville warned over a hundred years ago that the chief source of

this problem is a representative system by \vhich men periodically bestir themselves to

select their masters and then relapse back into a state of total subservience, allowing

a benevolent bureaucratic state to exercise a legislative function vast in scope and

minute in detail. 1S? The key to overcoming some of the problems associated with the

delegation of authority is to provide for pluralistic inputs into the decisionmaking

process. The previous subsections of this chapter pointed out some mechanisms that

would permit some interests to represent themselves. These mechanisms are insufficient

by themselves to assure a broad based pluralistic input into agency decisionmaking.

They need to be augmented by additional tools to assure that unrepresented interests

become represented.

In order to redress the imbalanced representation of interests in regulatory

agency proceedings, four major reform proposals have been suggested. These include

(1) inter-agency advocacy on factors that affect decisions; (2) a public counsel to

represent the interests of specific clients in agency proceedings; (3) a citizen

advocate to represent unrepresented interests as a class; and (4) an independent
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intervenor backup center to provide information and assistance to those who wish to

intervene in agency decisions.* The inter-agency advocacy proposal will be discussed

in chapter four. The remainder of this subsection will address the remaining three

proposals.

1. The Office of Public Counsel

One approach for institutionalizing public participation in regulatory agency

proceedings is the establishment of an " office of public counsel. II The purpose of

this office is to redress the under representation of nonregu1ated interests that

often occur. The office would, by representing specific, nonregulated clients, urge

that certain problems be addressed in adjudicatory or ru1emaking proceedings where

significant public interests are at stake. The office would also be able to appeal

agency decisions to court. This approach would require each agency that has ru1e-

making or adjudicatory functions to establish a "legal aid office" to investigate

complaints and represent nonregulated interests. The office would respond to com-

plaints from the public and establish actual attorney-client relationships with

groups whose interests they would represent before the agencies.

There are a number of advantages to the creation of this office. It would have

substantial expertise in matters before the agency. The office would enable attcrneys

and technical staff to maintain superior knowledge in substantive areas as well as

administrative practice. In a report to the NRC (Nuclear Regulatory Commission) a

consulting firm noted that this expertise factor would be helpful in highly technical

areas such as nuclear power. ISS Second, an internal advocate could develop system-

atic, rational, and consistent positions of advocacy. Consequently, it could utilize

iLtervenor resources more efficiently. Finally, it could represent interests that

otherwise 1;you1d not, for many reasons, be able to organize and intervene in agency

*These terms, though generally defined in any individual article, are often
interchanged throughout the literature. For the purposes of this paper, each term
will be used as defined in the paper.
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proceedings. In sum, this office responds to unorganized interests by representing

clients whose interests are not presently presented to the agency.

Clearly, the appointment of counselor compensation of private counsel to

represent nonregulated interests would be a radical departure from the present

practice, but it would be entirely consonant with present law. In fact, most federal

regulatory agencies already have the power to appoint counsel to represent unrepre-

sented groups and to assure that such groups are adequately financed. Unfortunately,

these powers have seldom been used. For example, the Interstate Commerce Act pro-

vides: 189

The Commission may employ such attorneys as its finds necessary
for proper legal aid and service of the Commission or its members in
the conduct of their work, or for proper representation of the public
interest in investigations made by it or cases or proceedings pending
before it, whether at the Commission's own instance or upon complaint,
or to appear for or represent the Commission in any case in court; and
the expense of such employment shall be paid out of the appropriations
for the commission.

A similar law exists within the Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB) and the Postal Rate

Commission (PRC) with les~ formal offices within the Small Business Administration (SBA)

and the Federal Maritime Commission (FMC).190 Several states have established offices

similar to the federal ones including New York, California, Connecticut, Vermont,

Missouri, Indiana, New Jersey, Montana, and Maryland. 191 This list of state offices

is not based upon a complete search of all state public counsel offices. Much of the

state experiences with public counsel offices is in utility ratemaking before state

public service commissions.

The need for such an office was explained by the Department of Justice brief in

opposition to the FCC's (Federal Communications Commission) refusal to approve a

reimbursement agreement between a public interest group and a license as part of the

settlement of their dispute: 192

Without the prospect of reimbursement for a job well done, many
responsible public interest groups will never even begin, let alone
continue efforts to improve a licensee's service. No citizens groups
could properly prepare and handle a petition to deny before the
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Commission without lawyers to counsel them: professional and specialized
assistance is essential. This need is especially acute in the case of
those economic and social groups most likely to be the victims of inade
quate service.

One question that arises in suggesting an office of public counsel is ho~v one

ascertains which interests to represent. There may be a variety of unrepresented

consumer interests (for example) which may be conflicting. However, in the current

regulatory setup, someone must decide not only on the ultimate balance of all

interests, but on the balance of conflicting consumer interests (to continue the

example) to be advocated. It may well be impossible to operate such an office on

a continuing set of assumptions or a formula for balancing such unrepresented inter-

ests. It must be emphasized that under the present system, such questions are not

even asked. More importantly, there is little effort to make an attempt to consider

the interests of the consumer end of the equation (to further continue the example)

of interest balance. The office would at least assure that some unrepresented

interests would be represented.

There are some problems with having this office within the agency itself. First,

the same institutional base that gives the public counsel its expertise, and consis-

tency of issues, also raises serious questions about the credibility and independence

of such an office. The internal advocate would still be part of the agency. To that

extent, it would be suspected of having a lack of objectivity. In addition, if the

advocate opposed its own agency and came into conflict with the agency staff, superi-

ors, and commissioners, it may become shut out of the decisionmaking process, thereby

losing its primary advantage of utilizing the agency's expertise. Finally, even if

the office of public counsel were entirely independent within the agency, it may still

neglect to represent interest groups who challenge dominant policy assumptions of the

agency. Furthermore, the development of positions by the public counsel might fore-

close the advocacy of opposing or unrelating interests if the office was construed to

represent a subset of unrepresented interests (consumers as opposed to all interests

for example).
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Much of this criticism can be offset by placing the office outside the agency,

but still within the government structure. The National Association of Attorneys

General recommended that an attorney general represent the public before the regula-

tory agency. At least twelve states do intervene on behalf of consumers in opposition
193

to utility rate increases. In order to maintain the effectiveness, credibility,

and independence of the office, the U.S. Senate Study on Federal Regulation recommended
194

the following criteria:

(a) They should be statutorily established and provided with a
separate appropriations budget line.

(b) The director of each office should have complete administra
tive authority over the office.

(c) The office should be empowered to intervene with full party
status in agency proceedings.

(d) The office should be empowered to seek judicial revie\\T of
agency decisions.

(e) The office should have consumer complaint-handling respon
sibilities.

(f) The office should be permitted to advise and assist indepen
dent groups who seek to represent broad interests.

2. The Department of Citizen Advocate

A second approach for institutionalizing public participation in regulatory agency

proceedings is the creation of a "department of citizen advocate." A variety of different

types of this office has been proposed with the history of the concept going back to

the "New Deal." Bills have passed in both houses of the Congress for the Agency for

Consumer Advocacy, a cabinet level Department of Consumer Affairs [a Consumer Pro-

tection Agency], and a bill introduced for a Public Counsel Corporation. All but the

Public Counsel Corporation were limited to issues involving consumer protection. This

department is analogous to the office of public counsel discussed previously, but differs

in two important respects. First, the department, as conceived, would not represent cli-

ents, but, rather, would determine on its own which interest or interests are not repre-

sented and represent those. The second difference is that this department was never

conceived to be part of any regulatory agency, primarily for the reasons noted in the
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discussion of the office of public counsel above. This department would be charged

with pO\Ver to initiate rulemaking in a regulatory agency (with the regulatory agency

retaining control of the proceedings), intervene in regulatory agency activities

directly as a party, and seek judicial review of agency decisions, as is necessary.

Most of the discussion has centered on a department to represent consumer interests,

which is a subset of the multitude of unrepresented interests. The reason why the

representation of consumer interests are often thought of as the primary purpose of

this type of department is because Congress has focused on this subset of unrepresented

interests for the last 15 years. There are two basic reasons why Congress has done

this. First, much of what government does has a direct or indirect economic component

that ultimately affects the general public as consumers of goods and services. Second,

as political scientist Anthony Downs has noted, since people consume in a wide variety

of areas, but produce in only one, they will concentrate their attention and political

efforts in their area of production rather than their many areas as consumers. Conse-

quently, product groups will within any given policy area exert more influence than
195 196

consumers. The U.S. Senate Study on Federal Regulation has sho\m this to be true.

Basically, while consumer concerns before regulatory agencies are enormously important

in the aggregate, they are far more important to the individual business or small

groups of businesses than they are to any. particular consumer. As a result, the

individual consumer generally has no rational economic incentive to invest the neces-

sary time and resources to protect his interest in an agency proceeding. Conversely,

the businessman has such incentives.

Hhile the majority of the attention in Congress has focused on consumer interests,

there are many other interests as \vell. Extensive debate has taken place in the

Administrative Conference of the United States on representing the poor. With respect

to representing the poor before federal agencies, the Administrative Conference recom-

mended that "federal agencies should engage more extensively in affirmative, self-
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initiating efforts to ascertain directly from the poor their views with respect to

ru1emaking that may affect them substantially .... " They suggested the wisdom of

creating a "People's Counsel" to "represent the interests of the poor in all federal

administrative rulemaking substantially affecting the poor ... [and] to provide

representative for organizations and groups of the poor who seek judicial review of
197

administrative action .... "

Elsewhere, to provide yet another example of unrepresented interests,the

Minnesota Department of Administration in their 1976 Advocacy/Ombudsman Study pointed

out the need for the handicapped, aged, infirmed and developmental disabled to have a

complaint handling service (ombudsman) and have their interests represented in govern-

mental decision making. The report recommended that a "general ombudsman office" and

"advocacy/advisory functions ... shou1d be centralized at the executive level of
198

the proposed department of health and social services."

A study of the congressional hearings and a review of the literature reveal six

reasons against the creation of such a department: (1) it is inappropriate to institu-

tionalize an interest advocacy function; (2) the department will not present a

balanced vie~.;r; (3) the department _vould create "dual prosecutions;" (4) the department

will overshadow other interest groups; (5) the department will be unable to represent

diverse interest viewpoints; and (6) the department will create more bureaucracy and
199

delay.

Careful consideration of the arguments behind these reasons show them to be

without substance. First, the creation of an advocacy department to represent non-

interest or having a Civil Aeronautics Board advocate the economic health of the air-

line industry. The list is nearly endless. Second, the purpose of the department is

to represent unrepresented interests before another agency or court responsible for

making the decision. The department's purpose is not to represent every interest, rather,

only those nonregulated interests which are not represented. Third, the "dual prosecutor"

problem rests on the argument that if a regulatory agency is already proceeding to
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enforce its regulation against the regulated interest, why should participation by

another agency be necessary? It must be noted that a vast quantity of administrative

proceedings do not involve enforcement activities. They include such activities as

ratemaking, licensing, certification, standard setting and other rulemaking. There

is no dual prosecutor problem in these cases. In addition, even in enforcement

actions, agencies establish broad policy and establish future guidelines which may

have a major impact on nonregulated interests. If nonregulated interests were to be

barred from these proceedings, it would infringe markedly on the office's ability to

represent nonregulated interests. Fourth, the purpose of the agency is not to take

the place of nonregulated interests groups (consumer, environmental, poor, etc.), but

to evaluate in each proceeding in which the agency contemplates to intervene which

interests are not being represented. In other words, the agency supplements the

activity of nonregulated interests, not supplants them. Fifth, the public interest

requires "a balanced judgment based on consideration of all segments of the national

economy. It The agency would not represent the broad public interest any more than the

regulated interest or a consumer or environmental interest would. The agency proposing

the rule, rate, license, enforcement proceeding, etc., is the agency charged with find

ing the balance that represents the public interest. The advocacy agency's function is

to make sure that more interests are presented to the agency than just the regulated

interest. The policy of such an agency is not to represent the public interest, but

to insure a pluralism of interests in the decisionmaking proceeding so that tl1e decision

can be based on all interests which make up the public interest. Sixth, the issue of

delay transcends any debate on the creation of an office to represent nonregulated inter

ests. As an issue it is applicable to any mechanism to enhance public participation.

Therefore, it will be dealt with in section 3.3C of this chapter.

Several studies have evaluated the concept of an office of citizen advocate. The

U.S. Senate study identified five functions an office of citizen advocate should have.

Such an office should It(l) have full intervention and participation rights to
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174

agencies, and the ... courts; (2) undertake

studies and disseminate information of importance to [nonregulated interests]; (3)

serve as an [interest] complaint clearinghouse (ombudsman); (4) possess authority to

obtain information needed to carry out its function; and (5) have adequate funding to

assume these responsibilities.,,200 In 1975, the Center for Public Representation, Inc.

conducted a study: The Public Intervenor in Wisconsin. This office, which is limited

to water and natural resources advocacy, was created in 1967. The study offered six

recommendations to improve the Wisconsin office: "(I) improve public intervenor

resources [for example, New Jersey's Department of Public Advocate employs 792 people

with an annual budget of $15.8 million];20l (2) clearly define the role of the Public

Intervenor as that of Advocate; (3) establish and apply appropriate criteria for case

selection; (4) increase Public Intervenor status; (5) make it clear that the Attorney

General is ultimately accountable for the actions of the Public Intervenor as with all

other assistant attorneys general; and (6) create a citizens' board to advise the

Public Intervenor and improve accountability.,,202 In Minnesota, in addition to the

1976 Department of Administration study noted earlier, the Power Plant Siting Advisory

Committee has recommended that an advisor committee should be created to advise the

MEA and "participate in actions on specific certificate of need applications and become

a party if it wished as provided in EA 506 (a) to federal, state and local agencies. "

(emphasis added) .203 In addition, Minnesota has partially created such a_department, though

of a limited nature, tlwOffice of Consumer Services with the establishment of the

consumer services section (M.S. § 45.17) whose responsibility it is to represent the

consumer interest in public utility matters before the Public Service Commission. 204

3. Center for Intervention and Technical Assistance.

The concept for a center for intervention and technical assistance is a variation

on the office of public counsel concepts. The idea for this center grew out of the

Legal Services Program of the Community Services Administration (forr.lerly known as
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OEO Legal Services (Office of Economic Opportunity». Under this concept,

attorneys would represent the interests of their clients, the nonregulated

interests of public participants, and would be free from control by the agency in

h d · h '" 205w ose procee lngs t ey were partlclpatlng. Iowa law professor Arthur Bonfield

in evaluating the Administrative Conference's report, which recommended the

creation of the Office of People's Counsel for the poor, suggested the wisdom

of having a private body rather than an agency represent the poor.
206

A number of advantages have been suggested for the creation of a private agency.

First, by being outside the "establishment", the center's representative may be more

closely tied to and identified with the needs of the client, than if it were a

governmental agency. Second, a nongovermental agency may be able to communicate

with the public better than an official one. Third, a nongovernmental agency may

be less susceptible to being "captured" by the ideas and values of the government

agencies before which it would represent the client's interest. Fourth, such a

nongovernmental center may be less susceptible to intimidation by the government.

Fifth, a private body may be more flexible and thus better able to experiment and

be innovative in the performance of its functions than a governmentally based

equivalent agency. Other advantages of independent legal centers include the

ab~lity to build up specialized expertise; to have a known administrative budget;

elimination of the lawyer entrepreneur; and a more efficient attorney staff

'1' . 207utl lzatlon.

Some of the arguments against using the center concept for providing counsel

to intervenors are (1) that the center or other private organizations might not

be as influential or effective in agency proceedings as an official governmental

agency might be; (2) a private center may not, in and of itself, be as effective a

mechanism as an agency might be in convincing the poor and other nonrepresented interests

that the government really wants their interests represented in the process; (3) a private
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center might be more susceptible to capture by the interests of a small segment of

the public with the result that it might only represent the interests of that small

segment, rather than that of the public as a whole; (4) a private center might not be

able to attract and hold skilled trial-attorneys necessary for effective representation;

and (5) the center concept might stifle attorney initiative and ideas stemming from

private representation.

The technical assistance aspect of the center concept is to provide intervenors

with information and technical assistance necessary to effectively represent their

interest before the regulatory agency or court. As a recent NSF sponsored study noted:

" t here is, at present, no mechanism for independent study of the scientific and techno

logical issues involved in nuclear power cases. Such independent study could serve as

an important input into a decision process which weighs the beneficial and harmful

impacts of nuclear power plants." 208 Part of the difficulty facing intervenors is

their ability to gain access to technical expertise. }1any times they lack funds to

hire experts or commission studies which support their position. Moreover, many

scientists are reluctant to provide assistance to some intervenors, a reluctance that

has nothing to do with technical aspects of the subject (see section 3.1E(1) of this

chapter for more background on this point).

The advantages for a separately funded technical center are (1) a number of

scientists who presently work for government and industry might be better able to

resist peer pressure and assist intervenors if they know alternative employment exists;

(2) a center would reduce pressure on the governmental agency to provide expertise for

intervenors, thereby reducing conflicts of interest within the agency; and (3) a center

which provides both counsel and technical expertise can provide for an interdisciplinary

approach to representing unrepresented interests in technical proceedings. 209 The need

to provide information and assistance has been strongly endorsed by the Administrative

Conference (see section 3.2B of this chapter for more information).2l0 The idea of a
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private mechanism to promote citizen understanding of technological issues was strongly

recommended by the NSF sponsored study noted above: "We recommend that a mechanism be

established (perhaps with private foundation funding) to permit the exchange of informa-

tion among citizen groups about substantive issues and about the process, techniques,

tactics, and strategies of public involvement."2ll The difficulties with the technical

assistance aspect to the center are similar to the difficulties associated with the

legal aspects to the center concept.

4. Representing the Unrepresented

The analysis of the three preceding proposals suggests that no single proposal

has yet been created that effectively meets the competing needs of the demand for in-

creased public participation. Attorney Terrence Murphy, Vice Chairman of the Trade

Regulation Committee of the ABA Section of Administrative Law noted that "although a

perfect solution may not be at hand" a citizen advocacy office 212

"should not be viewed as a substitute for internal Offices of Public
Counselor other vehicles for bringing the public's various interests to
the attention of decisionmakers. Nor is a multiplicity of independent,
i.e., nonofficial, 'public' spokesmen in a single proceeding necessarily
to be avoided. If the 'public interest' is pluralistic in nature as
opponents of 'public interest' participation have themselves frequently
asserted, there is no inherent reason why more than one 'public' partici
pant cannot be admitted to a proceeding. There may be repesentatives of
nongovernmental groups, agency Public Counsel, independent agencies estab-
lished to provide representation, or any combination thereof. The test
should not to be the label 'public,' as opposed to 'industry,' or other
so-called 'special interest' but simply the net benefit to be gained from
allowing participation proposed in light of the relevant factors .. .. "

A similar recommendation was offered by Wisconsin economist Burton Weisbrod and

Wisconsin law professor Joel Handler in their study Public Interest Law: An Economic

and Institutional Analysis: "no single institutional mechanism, private or public,

PIL [public interest law firm] or other, is capable of correcting all the shortcomings

of an economic and social system. A variety of institutional devi~es are needed.,,213

Any attempt to cure the poor's or any other interest's lack of representation in rule-

making or other governmental activity requires a number of remedies rather than a

single one.
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RECOMMENDATION: THE LEGISLATURE SHOULD CREATE A VARIETY OF INSTITUTIONAL

MECHANISMS TO EFFECTIVELY PROVIDE REPRESENTATION FOR UNREPRESENTED INTERESTS IN

GOVERNMENTAL DECISIONMAKING. THREE MECHANISMS SHOULD BE ENACTED: (1) AN OFFICE OF

PUBLIC COUNSEL SHOULD BE CREATED IN EACH REGULATORY AGENCY TO REPRESENT NONREGULATED

CLIENTS IN ADJUDICATORY OR RULEMUL~ING PROCEEDINGS UNDER THE ADMINISTRATIVE JURISDIC

TION OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL; (2) A DEPARTMENT OF CITIZEN ADVOCATE SHOULD BE CR:EATED ON

A CABINET LEVEL TO AUGMENT THE REPRESENTATION OF UNREPRESENTED INTERESTS IN AGENCY

DECISIONVUVZING; AND (3) A CENTER FOR INTERVENTION AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE [OR

GROUP OF CENTERS] SHOULD BE CREATED TO ASSIST INTERESTED PERSONS AND GROUPS \~O WISH

TO INTERVENE IN AGENCY DECISIONMAKING OR IN JUDICIAL REVIEW OF AGENCY DECISIONS. THE

OFFICE OF PUBLIC COUNSEL, THE DEPARTMENT OF CITIZEN ADVOCATE ANDTHiEY'GENTER FOR INTERVEN.,..

TION AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE SHOULD (1) BE STATUTORILY ESTABLISHED AND BE PROVIDED

WITH A SEPARATE APPROPRIATIONS BUDGET LINE; (2) THE DIRECTOR OF EACH OFFICE SHOULD

HAVE COMPLETE ADMINISTRATIVE AUTHORITY OVER THE OFFICE; (3) EACH OFFICE SHOULD BE

EMPOWERED TO INTERVENE WITH FULL PARTY STATUS IN AGENCY PROCEEDINGS; (4) EACH OFFICE

SHOULD BE EMPOWERED TO SEEK JUDICIAL REVIEW OF AGENCY DECISIONS; (5) THE OFFICE OF

PUBLIC COUNSEL SHOULD HAVE PUBLIC COMPLAINT HANDLING RESPONSIBILITIES; (6) THE OFFICE

OF PUBLIC COUNSEL AND THE CENTER FOR INTERVENTION AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE SHOULD BE

PERMITTED TO ADVISE AND ASSIST, INCLUDING THE UNDERTAKING OF STUDIES AND INFORMATION

DISSEMINATION, INDEPENDENT GROUPS AND INDIVIDUALS WHO SEEK TO REPRESENT BROAD INTERESTS

BEFORE GOVERNMENT AGENCIES; (7) EACH OFFICE SHOULD POSSESS ADEQUATE AUTHORITY TO OBTAIN

INFORMATION NEEDED TO CARRY OUT THEIR FUNCTIONS; AND (8) EACH OFFICE SHOULD HAVE

ADEQUATE FUNDING TO ASSUME THESE RESPONSIBILITIES.

The issue of developing mechanisms to represent unrepresented interests transends

just energy related decision making. Therefore, this recommendation is applicable to

any government function that involves rulemaking or contested case activities. Conse

quently, the office of public counsel should be established in all agencies of state

government and the department of citizen advocate and center for intervention and

technical assistance should participate before all agencies of state government.
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3.3 Assuring Public Participation

The mechanisms to improve public participation discussed in the previous section

do not in and of themselves assure that effective public participation, by those who

wish to represent themselves, ~vill take place. Complex technologies, such as those

involved in electric po~ver generation, which are subject to extensive governmental

regulation, cannot be dealt with overnight. People require time and resources in

order to organize their positions and information into an effective effort to state

their case. Consequently, the timeliness of citizen participation and the availability

of resources to state their position are two crucial components of nonregulated

interest representation. If the multitude of interests which make up the public is

to effectively present its interest in governmental decision-making processes,

then adequate time and resources are a necessity. Therefore, this section will e~~&mine

these two components (timeliness and resources) in assuring public participation.

A review of the literature indicates that the primary fear of increased public

participation on the part of the regulated interests is that this participation will

cause tremendous delays before a decision is made. Since the problem of delay is so

often used to argue against public participation, this aspect of increased public

participation must be examined as well. Therefore, this section will also review

the causes of delay, to the extent that this issue has been studied, and will review

suggestions offered to minimize delay in governmental decision-making.

A. Timing Public Participation

Any discussion of the timeliness of public participation invariably results in a

discussion of the planning process for siting and routing energy facilities and lines.

There are a number of issues both economical and technological to be decided in

generating and transmitting electric power. These include the size, type, and location

of the facility, questions of safety and reliability, concerns about air and ~vater,

and land use factors. TIie timing of these decisions comport with the realities of
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"systems planning" or "systems engineering", which is the application,of the

"scientific method" to a technological system,'business or group of businesses,

i.e. the analysing and organizing of a system of interrelated technologies to perform

a function such as the generation, transmission, or use of electric power.

The timing of the decision-making process must also deal with the reality of the

multitude of factors that affect the utilization of a technology. Such factors

include the lead times necessary to order equipment, to generate capitol (no pun

intended), to purchase and/or condemn land, and to meet the requirements of

government regulation whether economic, technological, or environmental. A summary

of this planning process is as follows:
214

The planning department of the utility will assemble the information
each year needed to make an intermediate-range or ten-year plan. This
plan will include, first, estimates of the amount of power expected
to be demanded by the system's customers a decade hence. Second,
there will be estimates of new generating and transmission capacity
needed to meet the increase in demand and retire older plants. Third,
there will be specification of perhaps four or five general areas'
where the new facilities could go to meet the demand expected in ten
years. At this ten-year stage, the utility will submit this type of
intermediate-range plan to the power pool and/or regional reliability
council to which the utility is attached. The reliability council
or power pool will then discuss these plans of their members in the
context of the overall characteristics of the region. At the end of
this process, each utility will come away with a fairly precise idea
of how much capacity it will need to build to meet future needs
reliably, and have several alternate ideas of its general location.

The utility will then go into more detail as to the availability of
specific sites and the types of plants suitable to the sites. Given
the length of time needed to build a nuclear plant, and to get its
license, the utility will have to opt for a nuclear plant at least
eight years before it is needed. If this eight-year point goes by,
the utility is committed by default to a fossil plant. From seven
to five years before a fossil plant is needed, the utility will engage
in pre-design engineering. With the range of specific potential sites
narrowed to a few, its engineering staff will rough out the basic
aspects of plants on the sites. This will include the means of
generation, the size of the plant, the general location of boilers,
generators, fuel storage areas, and cooling systems, and finally
estimates of emissions expected to the air and water. At the same
time, the utility will be getting a fairly precise idea of the
availability and cost of fuel at the particular sizes. Approximately
five years before the plant is needed to come into operation, the
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utility will make a final choice of the site, begin to submit
applications, order the necessary equipment, and enter into
definite contracts for the supply of fuel.

Thus, at present, choices for nuclear plants must be made eight
years before they are needed and choices for fossil plants
five years before they are needed. But, part of this lead time
is necessitated by the licensing process itself. In actual
construction time, a nuclear plant takes only about four years
to build, and a fossil plant about three years. Some equipment,
such as reactor vessels and turbines, must be ordered before
these times, but this equipment can usually be used at a variety
of sites or sold to another utility.

A time line for the construction of anHVTI, is shown in Figure 3-1. As may be seen,

the time between the initiation of the planning process and the end of all construction

may be as long as 14 years. "Final decisions in early site review procedures may be

made 10, 12, or even more years before expected operation. An application for a

construction permit may not be filed until five years after a site has been approved. n2lS

Governmental contact begins three to four years prior to construction. Public

contact takes place either in an information meeting held by the government or in

formal public hearings held as a part of a specific decision-making process. These

decisions include the determination of need, siting plants and lines, permitting

facilities, drafting an ~ISand, as a separate function, the determination of rates.

Governmental contact takes place toward the end of the planning process and public

contact takes place after the utility has made its decision and after extensive

utility communication has taken place with the agencies. Table 3-2 shows the decision

times and minimum notification times to the public to participate in these decisions

in Minnesota. As may be seen, the public usually obtains notice of a pending decision

30 days prior to the hearing on the decision. The U. S. Senate Study on Federal

Regulation has noted that "some agency proceedings provide inadequate time for effective

public participation" (the study specifically noted the NRC and FPC procedures).2l6

In addition, the decision-making time for all need, siting, EIS and permit decisions

is from a minimum of two and one-half years and probably does not exceed four years.

In sum, the public becomes involved only after the utility has made its decisions
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FIGURE 3-1

HYPOTHETICAL TIME LINE OF EVENTS FOR AN ELECTRICAL ENERGY FACILITY

PUBLIC SERViCE
COMMISSION ACTIONS·

Terminal Points and
Line Size Determined

Thre.
Alternative Rout ..
Under Consideration

I

First Aerial Survey
12 Alternative Routes

Rout.

Survey

Source: Smith, T. W., Transmission Lines: Environmental and Public Policy
Considerations, Institute for Environmental Studies, University
of Wisconsin - Madison, June 1977, p. 61.
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TABLE 3-2

DECISION TINE AND PUBLIC NOTIFrCATION TIME FOR ENERGY DECISIONS

DECISION .\CTIVITY

~lEA CERTIFICATE 0F
~IEED

DECISImT T!HE

6 ~IONTHS ,ROH APPLICATION
(:-I.S. H16H.D, Subd. 5)

~mmru~1 ~lOTIFICATION TIHE T0 PUBLIC

30 JAYS 20R 30TH RUL;:;S & ;,pPL ICATIO;·.
(~1. 3. 5116H.lJ. Subd. 1 and c,)

~IEQB : ANNUAL HEARI~IG ~IOT APPLICABLE ~5 DAYS
I)I.S. 5116C.58

SITIlIG

RO UT DIG

t YEAR .. 6 ~(ONTHS EXTENS ION
(:1.3. 5116C.57, Subd. 1)

1 YEAR .. 90 DAYS EXTENSIo'N
(~I.S. H16C.57. Subd. 2)

30 DAYS
a

(:1. 3. HlbC. 58)

30 :JAYS"
(:1. S. 51l6C. 58)

~IEQB: ER FOR C. OF ~I. b 20 DAYS PRIOR TO START OF
(~(EA) HEARING TO E~lD OF 6 ~IONTHS

(6 HCAR 53. 02 5G (a ) )

ER FOR SITES C 30 DAYS PRIOR TO CONCLUSlml
OF HL~RING TO END OF t YE.~

(6 ~lCAR 53. 025Glb»

EIS on LEPGpd 120 DAYS POR DEIS lIiDETE~mIATE

FOR FEIS (6 ~(CAR 53.029..1.
.'4'1D 53.025G)

ER POR e 20 DAYS PRIOR TO CONCLUSION
CORRIDORS OF HEARnlG TO E1lD 0F 1 YEAR

(6 ~lCAR )J. 025Gid) 2
EIS FOR HVTL f PELS BEFORE ROUTE DESIGNATION

IlIDETE&\fI11ATE
i. 6 ~lCAR 53. 025G( e»

~IEQB: PER...'tITS 6 eIDETERNI11ATE
AGE~;C'{

EPCR 135-205 DAYS (:1. S. H16C.23)

ZPCR-JOIN 185-205 DAYS (~I.S. H10C.28)

PSC: KATES 1 YEAR 1~1. S. 52163. ~6. Subd. l)

SERVICE AREA 12 DAYS OR ~10RE (1'1. S. j216B.:7)
DES IGNATlON

20 DAYS PRIOR TO START OF HEARI~IG

(6 ~tCAR 53.025G(a) & 53.\)35A)

30 DAYS PRIOR TO CONCLUSION ')F
HEARI~IG (6 ~!CAR §3.025Gib!)

20 DAYS PRIOR TO INFOR:I..l,.TION
HEARINGS DElS nmETERHIclATE FOR
FE15 (6 HCAR 0.029..1. & B)

20 DAYS PRIOR TO ':OllCWSION OF
HEARlclG (6 ~lCAR 53. 02%(d)

:0 DAYS PRIOR ,0 111FORHATION
HEARIilG DE IS - FEIS INDETEFMINATE,
BUT PRIOR TO ROUTE DESIGNATION.
('; ~lCAR 13.0298 & jJ.02S0i~))

30 DAYS FOR AGElICY ~EARINGSd

35 to ~5 DAYS ,OR EPCA HEARIlIG
1:-1.S. H16C.27)

~s DAYS FOR JOINT ~EARl~GS

11i~-(CAR i 3 .106)

J:) JAYS" (N.3. j216B.16. Subd. 2)

1') DAYS (:1.5. 52163.17)

a SC3cute rei~rs to ~Iinnesota Statute, Chapter 13 (Administrative Procedures Act) ~hich

provides ror 30 jay "otificacion time for both :,earin~s l~I.S. H5.04t2) wd oontescad
cases (11.5. HS.0413 •. 0421 ,nd 9 ~!CAR j2.103 lad 2.:048) .

Environment 1eporc for .:l Cartificate l)[ :iaed

Environmental ~e~ort for 3ites tor Ldr~e Electric ?~wer Generacin~ ?lanc3 (LEPGP).

Drafe ~nd E>n"l ,nvironmenca1 Impacc 3tacemenc (DEIS lnd PELS) for cEPGP.

Environmental Report from ~orridors for HVTL3' (aigh Voltage Transmission Lines).

Dr3..tt 3.nd ~inal GIS on line ::'Qucas [LJt aVTL.5.

?armits .:lre tssued jy ~g~ncies, saparately, :~rou~h MEQB, Jr ~ich ~EQB.
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and after the utility has had extensive ex parte coomunication with the agencies.

The planning and decision-making process which permits internal decisions by

government and utilities and permits public involvement only at the last stages of

governmental decision-making is incompatible with the recent trend and demand by

h bl ' f ",. h d ., k' 217t e pu lC or partlclpatlon ln t e eC1Slon-ma lng processes.

Ihe basic problem lies in the fact that utilities make internal
judgements based on their evaluations of economics and operational
needs--although increasingly tempered in recent times by their
interpretation of the public will. \~ile the basic process is
obviously valid and must continue, it has one fundamental weakness.
The "public" (however one chooses to define it) does not have an
opportunity to participate until after the decision is made and
after the point of no return is passed. Many institutions are
finding that this procedure is no longer acceptable, e.g., univer-_
sities, the organized church, government. (emphasis not added).

The process for licensing a power plant purports to involve important issues

such as the need for a facility; specific site; safety, air and water emissions;

and the protection of the public health. In theory, this review takes the form of

one or more applications, hearings, and reasoned decisions based on a record or

records. In practice most issues are resolved in private negotiations between

agencies and the utility. As Attorney Clifford P. Case, III of the New York State

Urban Development Corporation has noted: "Since the utility and the agency have

reached an agreement before the proposed facility is revealed to the public, the

hearing process becomes a hollow ritual with the agency and the utility defending

their bargain. Even when intervenors offer a contest, the agency almost invariably

sticks by its bargain with the applicant~'2l8 It has been well documented that the

overwhelming majority of agency actions are taken in an informal manner, without

public notice or an opportunity given for public comment.
2l9

Even when the public

may know about a proposed agency decision, their eff0rts to influence that decision

usually consist of inexpensive, informal actions such as meetings with officials,

letter writing and information requests.

The ex parte communication between industry and agencies take place in two ways.
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First, ex parte communication takes place in industry-agency committees concerned

with broad-based issues. There are numerous joint councils which by excluding the

public blurs the distinction between public and private roles. Numerous examples of

this exist on the federal level. There are 46 separate utility-commission committees

to formulate codes and standards for nuclear faci1ities.
220

The former FPC (Federal

Power Commission) advisory committees, which work on growth projections and power

d ' d b '1' ff" 1 221surveys, are omlnate y utl lty 0 lCla s.

takes place is in industry-agency negotiations.

The second way ex parte communication

It is a common practice for utilities

and agencies to negotiate requirements regarding specific facilities before an

application is filed. Consequently, "by the time an application receives a public

hearing, a bargain has been struck on all major issues .... Even before the utility has

finalized plant design, numerous efforts are made to agree on issues privately.

Equipment designers, architect designers, and the utility representatives discuss

with the .... regu1atory staff such issues as hardware specifications, design, and

siting, usually receiving informal staff assurances that particular choices are

acceptable.,,222 This is particularly true for nuclear and hydro-electric projects.
223

The regulated interests, \vhether it be business, industry, unions, trade associations,

etc., do not restrict their impact to informal contacts or letters, but employ

extensive resources to effectively influence via lobbying, ,formal presentations,

agency intervention, and court actions. The Constitution provides the right of all

groups and individuals to seek redress when they are affected by governmental

decision-making. Tnerefore it has been proposed that the planning process be rede-

signed to include extensive public input in addition to the already extensive utility

input.

An applicant for a power plant usually feels confident that the license or

certificate will be granted because of the important role played by industry-agency

committees and because of the applicant-agency bargaining process occurring prior
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to the submission of the application and the hearing. There is no case on record

of the AEC (now the NRC) ever denying an application to construct or operate a nuclear

power plant after it has reached the hearing stage. During 50 years of operation

the FPC has denied only two applications to construct a hydro-electric plant because of

environmental reasons. In no case has the Corp of Engineers refused to grant a

construction permit for a fossil-fueled power plant. The record at the state level

. . '1 . h f f l' , b' d . d f h h' 2241S Slm1 ar, W1t ew cases 0 app 1cat1ons e1ng enle a ter t e ear1ng stage.

In addition, the applicant and the agency views are also similar, not only on the

granting of the license, but also on any stipulations to be included with t~e

license. As noted in a report to the Administrative Conference of the U. S., the

absence of conflict (adversarial give-and-take) at the hearing between the utility

and agency undercuts the evidence-testing function of the adversarial process. Since

intervenors often lack resources and information, they can only infrequently and

partially do the agency's job of submitting the applicants case to critical exami

nation.
225

Momentum can also be a problem. In the Seabrook nuclear plant licensing

proceeding, the denial from the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board to halt the

construction pending review of the case contained reference to the fact that $73

million has already been spent on the plant for studies and engineering.
226

The New York Bar Association report Electricity and the Environment concluded

that "it is the timing of today's decision-making process which creates many of the

problems. Applications are usually not submitted until the actual design of the

plant is fairly well advanced. At this time, the reliability council, power pool,

and utility have been planning on the existence of the new plant for several years.

By this time also, the utility will have already put out firm orders for equipment

and arranged for fuel contracts. When an application for a fossil plant is submitted,

time has foreclosed the possibility of the utility's need being satisfied by a

227nuclear plant."
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If Agenctes as Negottators

This lack of public conflict does not mean that the whole process is merely a

rubber stamp. Agency pressure does result in applications being modified or withdrawn

prior to the hearing. These negotiations, however, are the antithesis of the very

purpose of the hearing. After negotiating, the agency is called upon to judge a

bargain it has already agreed to. Changes at this point would probably be expensive

and maybe impossible (in assuring the reliability of the pool), simply because so

h . '" 228muc tlme was spent In negotlatlons. By this time, the utility has already ordered

equipment, purchased land, and invested in plant design. Consequently, the pressure

from the applicant is gr2at ~73 million in the Seabrook case as noted earlier).229

An important question is whether the agencies are good negotiators. This is a

very difficult question to answer since an outside observer may have trouble in

evaluating the substance of bargains made in secret, both because of its secrecy

and its complexity. In addition, the bargaining begins out of balance because no

one is representing the interests of the consumer, poor, environment, etc. A number

of factors tend to show that the agencies are poor bargainers. First, agency

structure might require it to have a conflict of interest. The agency might be

required to promote a technology on one hand and regulate the user of a technology

on the other. A report to the Chairman of the Administrative Conference recognized

that "subtle forms of bias can result from agency structure" and that "bodies like

the Army Corp of Engineers which are essentially 'construction agencies' tend to

favor structural alternatives when confronted with a problem. 1l230 In addition, not

only must agencies be a promoter and a regulator, but they assume other conflicting

tasks as well--·counseling and advising applicants and then judging the applications.

As Florida f s Governor Reubin Askew said of his public utility commission: "'I submit

that we have assigned too many difficult roles to the commission and its staff

together. We have asked them to function not only as judge and jury, but as

investigator, prosecutor, defense attorney, and enforcer as well. It is obvious that

these roles are incompatible. 1I23l
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A second factor that places the agency in a poor bargaining position is lack

of staff. Agencies have very complicated tasks to perform including rates super-

vision, capitol structure, service, safety, need, environmental impact, and others.

Often these agencies are poorly staffed. The Minnesota Energy Agency employs the

equivalent of only one and one-half people to review environmental factors in the

'f' f d I' , 232certl lcate 0 nee app lcatlon. This application results in a certificate that

makes a decision on size, type, and timing; three factors which have significant

environmental consequences. The lack of staff means that the agency will often rely

on utility data. The Minnesota Supreme Court in Peer v. MEQB noted that tlthere seems

to be an unfortunate tendency by agencies to rely tou heavily on the applicant's

research when preparing an EIS."
233

Consequently, it becomes difficult to negotiate

a good bargain when you must rely on the other person's data .
•

Another factor that affects an agency's ability to negotiate good bargains is

outside pressure. One avenue that has been suggested is the extra-record influence

applied to commissioners and top staff of the various agencies. Generally, they

spend much more time talking with industry representatives than with environmental,

consumer, or other groups. Other possible sources of influence include the legislature,

the governor, and the governor's staff. James Landis in his report to President-

elect Kennedy warned of the unconscious effort of continual contact and lobbying.

lilt is the daily machine-gun like impact on both agency and its staff of industry

that makes for industry orientation on the part of many honest and capable members

as well as agency staffs.,,234 Clifford Case, III elaborates.
235

Agency staff at all levels are under subtle pressures that can
undermine their neutrality. Middle-level civil service employees
must make decisions during the bargaining process that may have
multi-million-dollar consequences for large utilities and giant
equipment manufacturers. Since these companies and their lawyers
can get at least an audience at high levels, employees might be
apprehensive of writing reports that might damage their oppor
tunities for advancement. There are many dedicated engineers and
scientists at the AEC, for example, who take to heart their
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responsibility for licensing nuclear plants, and it seems
unlikely' they would consciously decide for a utility
applicant in a situation where substantial danger was
involved unless they believed such a decision was justified
by the facts. Yet many decisions involve trading-off
huge costs against a slight reduction in the miniscule
risk of a huge disaster, and most issues are clouded by
scientific uncertainty.

In addition, conflicts bet\veen staff and the applicant rarely involve clear-

cut issues, and standards and criteria for decision-making are far from clear.

Consequently, outcomes may depend on an unconscious bias. As a report to the

Administrative Conference noted, the complex issues involved in licensing I!exacer-

bate the risk of partiality, because of the nebulous standards of decision, very

limited role of stare decisis (precedence) and potentially large numbers of

interests affected--many of them possessed by non-parties, who may well be tempted to

employ extra-record influence.,,236

Consequently, outside influence, poor staffing, and conflicting roles all

undermine an agency's ability to bargain effectively. Private negotiations between

the utility and the agency cannot be depended upon to yield decisions in the public

interest. Public hearings are the theoretical mechanism used to rectify the

situation. But a hearing becomes a farce or a sham when both the agency and the

applicant have an interest to defend the previously bargained position. Non-

regulated interests have tried to introduce additional views and courts have ordered

the agencies to consider these additional sources of information (see section 3.lE

of this chapter). Unfortunately, when the agency is party to the bargain, it

naturally perceives intervenors at best as a nuisance or at worst as an attacking enemy,

rather than a helping hand. Since the costs of rescinding a previously negotiated

position are high for both the utility and the agency, the agency has a strong

incentive to discourage participation. This can be done in a number of ways; such

as denying information (see section 3.2B, supra) and making intervention costly

(see section 3.3B, infra).
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Rapid changes in the cases being handled by the agencies can also contribute

to inhibiting public participation. First, continually updating and changing

figures in support of the utilitie~ position makes it difficult for the intervenor

to keep track of the latest data. The FERC (Federal Energy Regulatory Commission,

the modern version of the old Federal Power Commission (FPC» permits regulated

electric wholesalers who sell to distribution utilities to repeatedly update and

amend their submitted data filed in support of rate increases. This process has

often been described as the "fast paper shuffle. 1I A second practice is the submission

of multiple rate applications by the same utility, so that there are several rate

applications pending final disposition at the same time. This technique is known

as Ilpancaking," and is particularly bad with the FERC.
237

A third practice is the

granting of rate increases with no opportunity for public participation until after

the rates go into effect. In Minnesota this practice is known as "rates under

bond". The Minnesota Public Service Commission has refunded over 48% of all rates

granted under bond to electric, gas, and telephone utilities (39% for electric)

1 , $148 7 'II' 238 Th' "h d d' 'b' '1" htota lng . ml lon. .. lS practlce lS ar on lstrl utlon utl lt1es w 0

pay increased prices before they get their rate increase application submitted and

on consumers who may have moved and do not receive a refund if the rate increase

, d . d' hI' 239 I' h f '1S enle 1n woe or 1n part. n any 1nstance, t e process 0 automat1c rate

increase is contrary to the spirit of the Administrative Procedures Act and the

trend toward greater public participation. Such actions, as noted above, are

inconsistent IIwith the need for public participation by those directly affected by

h d " ,,240
t e eC1S1ons.

2. Including the Public Early in the Process

The only way to make puolic ~articipation effective is to include the public

earlier in the planning process. In a Eecent NRC (Nuclear Regulatory Commission)

report, it was recognized that "the establishment of a more systemized energy

planning process was to assure full deliberation of all pertinent public policy questions
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is recognized as the most important element in improving existing siting mechanisms.

The early identification of issues, the early disclosure of utility plans, and the

development of reliable forecasting methodologies, including all factors impacting

on energy use are necessary. The assurance of early involvement of the general

public can assist in raising salient issues in determining the kinds of relevant

information needed for public awareness and understanding.,,241 An NSF sponsored

workshop concluded that "decision-making would be expedited if public participation

could begin at an early stage, before industry plans are fully developed.11242 In

another NRC report it was noted that "perhaps more important than the conclusion

that public participation is desirable in the interests of efficiency is the

conclusion that public participation in a decision as important as the Siting of a

nuclear or other major power plant is desirable because it is right. Early site

review is the point in the licensing process at which public participation, and

particularly, local participation in licensing is most important; this report

recommends that greater efforts be made to encourage and facilitate participation.

The ultimate in public participation would be to allow for and to encourage public

involvement in planning at the earliest possible date."
243

A utility executive is required to make many decisions and take many tentative

steps prior to the decision of size, type, and location, and the process of

arriving at these decisions is complicated. A brief su~~ary of the process for

site selection and the role of the public has been spelled out in the Ne\v York City

B A
., 244

ar Ssoclatlon report:

They must raise the money for the construction of the plant
and for making the enterprise viable. Any decision which is
made with respect to a new plant is fundamental to the
financial integrity of the corporation. It is appropriate and
not in derogation of the public interest that these officers
should make the corporate decisions relating to plant siting,
within the framework, of course, of appropriate public decision
making.
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Hhen regulatory review of specific projects begins, full public
participation is essential, if one of the prime causes of
present frustration--the feeling that a hearing following
lengthy industry-agency negotiations in private will reach
a foregone conclusion--is to be remedied. Notice should be
given when utility contacts with agency staff are initiated
and agencies should develop guidelines concerning free
availability of documents and access to staff. Those
interested should have the opportunity to critique utility
and staff plans and discuss their comments with the staff.
At the staff's discretion, public groups should also be
permitted to participate in utility-staff negotiations. If
an adequate degree of public involvement is not achieved
through the discretionary approach, further legislative
remedies will be required. Utility-staff negotiations are
clearly very important in the development of agency positions;
opening these negotiations up recognizes their importance
and tends to balance resources of information and expertise
among utility, staff, and public groups without requiring
any overt public support.

How can the utility executive identify and take lI public interest" factors into

account? The decision is not purely a technical one. The answer, according to

California's Institute of Technology, Environmental Quality Laboratory, is "that

planning must be opened to the public; the public must be involved in new forms of

participative decision-making. And utilities must come to these forums recognizing

their validity and freely surrendering the perogative of unilateral decision-making.

This, however, leaves the central question of who the "public!] is, and who

effectively speaks for the public. As to this, there is no general theory ...However ,

recent successful attempts to involve the public seem to have the following

characteristics: (a) citizen groups are brought in before, not after, the major

decisions have been made; (b) utilities are completely open to public discussions

and accept the input of any interested party, no matter how 'extreme;' (c) utilities

fully disclose all information felt by public spokesman to be relevant to the

issues; (d) all sides actively seek to resolve the conflict; and (e) all sides

regard adversary proceedings--court actions--as a last resort--to be used only

when all other methods of conflict resolution have failed.,,245
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The New York Bar Association reports that 'public review of corporate decisions

is obviously essential, and once the plans are submitted to government agencies, or

applications are filed for specific projects, no question can be raised to full

audit and disclosure. If the studies (such as those described above) which have

been carried out have been inappropriate or have given inadequate consideration

to environmental and other public concerns, the public bodies which have juris-

diction should turn the plans or applications do,Vll or perform modifications or

propose alternatives: the decisions made by corporate officers must stand public

scrutiny. Public opportunity to comment and voice both suggestions and objections

prior to final planning decisions will help to relieve pressures when projects

which conform to implement such decisions come up for regulatory review." 246 Public

review can benefit the utility as ,.ell. William and Mary law professor Scott

Whitney has noted that "forthright public education through full disclosure and

widespread dissemination of the real-world, cost-benefit trade-offs involved in

nuclear power, in combination with threshold participation at site selection

in really meaningful decision-making, would contribute greatly to the _credibility

f 1 1·· d . . . ,,24 7
o nuc ear power lcenslng eClSlons.

A review of the literature reveals six reasons why utilities are reluctant

to include the public early in the planning process. First, people are not interested

in any plant or line until they see it coming in their backyard. Second, while

the utilities can conduct endless informational meetings, the public only responds

when their land is threatened. Third, system planning is technical and involves

complex decisions and is based on information that the public is unable to effectively

utilize, if at all. Fourth, many of the characteristics of a potential plan or

line must be negotiated with other companies at a statewide or regional level in

order to meet the demands of the pool, well in advance of a specific plant or line.

Therefore, public involvement must take place on a state or regional level. Fifth,

if the utility presents plans to the public while they are still general and

tentative, the utilities will be accused of concealing their true intent. Finally,
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if site selection plans are revealed before options are obtained, speculative

, , 1 d' '11 f 11 248lncreases In an prlces Wl 0 ow.

At the same time, "the inaccessibility of data on the plans of utilities for

energy development is one of the most deeply felt complaints of citizen intervenor

groups. They contend that, often, planning is carried forward in secret by the

utilities, or in what some citizens perceive as a kind of conspiratorial utility-

regulatory agency relationship, and then sprung on the public for eleventh-hour

approval. At that point, the citizens groups face the problem of organizing,

raising funds, engaging counsel, obtaining and analysing information, and making

their case--all while under the accusation of being responsible for delay.,,249

As noted in the U. S. Senate study:250

Not only does this process give the agency staff vested interest
in the application as it stands, but the public is usually shut
out of the early, and often determinative, stages of the process.
In the case of a highly complex and technical procedure such as
nuclear licensing, this process is highly crippling to intervenors
because the completed application usually runs to 10 to 20 volumes
of complex data--and intervenors may have as little as 30 days
to respond. This is not only a problem for intervenors, but for
the decision-making process itself. Allowing intervenors into
the process earlier and giving them more time to respond would
focus their concerns on the most important issues. As it now
stands, intervenors are sometimes forced to clutch at straws
and critical issues may be missed or considered in a cursory
manner.

A 1977 study, sponsored by the University of Wisconsi~ concluded in response

'1' 251to utl lty arguments:

These difficulties are real enough, but they should not prevent
questions triggered by a specific line from penetrating all
levels of decision-making, whether these questions be about
route, line need, or generating station need and location. The
direction power distribution is taking--large, centralized
power plants with equally large transmission grids--is only
one of the many directions in energy supply open to us. The
public should be allowed into the decision-making process regarding
the system to be planned.

Public involvement in the routing process is a reality, and in some
cases, it is reasonably effective. A number of techniques are
available for successfully involving the public en route selection.
When planning the whole system, the public must be involved every
step of the way. This requires that needed transmission facilities
be publicized at the same time as the needed generating facilities,
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because the public is not generally aware of the extent to
which transmission facilities are increasing.

Though changes in the process in the last ten years have tended toward the

accommodation of citizen intervention, these new policies, like the old ones,

help to extend procedural due process while the basic structure of the hearing

process to permit citizen input into the decision-making process has not changed.

While due process is extremely important, these changes have not yet brought, in

the opinion of the NSF sponsored study Citizen Groups and the Nuclear Power

Controversy, !I any discernable changes in the substance or quality of the inter-

, 'h d' .. 252actlon among partles to t e procee lngs."

~fui1e it has been suggested that the solution to the problem is to eliminate

1 , "h' 1d bl 253 F'app lcant-agency communlcatlons, tllS cou create many new pro ems. lrst,

such a barrier would inhibit the agency from gathering all the information it needs.

Second, if the applicant could receive no feedback whatsoever prior to the

conclusion of the hearing process, time would be wasted on dead ends. Finally, it

has been suggested that to handle complex technical situations only in an

adversarial proceeding would hurt, rather than help the cause of safety.254 They

see the hearing as a discipline (i.e., comm~ni2ation involving a formal practice)

of staff work, rather, than a decision de novo.
255

Assuming that applicant-agency negotiations should continue because they deal

in greater depth with the more technical issues than a hearing, the problem still

remains on how to open the process to the public to fully aid the value judgements

implicit on the utility's and agency's parts as well as provide greater public input

into the decision-making process. The New York Bar Association study offered four

, 256
suggestlons:

First, if the hearing is to be a reasonable discipline on a
process in which staff and applicant have reached agreement,
the process must be structured so that intervenors in public
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hearings have an opportunity to make their points effectively
against opponents with greater resources. Second, some public
involvement in commission-applicant negotiations would decrease
the need for discipline and increase real participation. Third,
reducing the credibility problems of cOlnmissions that come from
their structure and staffing would give the public more reason to
trust the results of negotiations. Fourth, requiring applications
to be filed well before a plant was needed and making the
selection of site and method of generation a choice among alter
natives instead of a yes-no decision would give the hearing pro
cess more practical possibilities among which to choose.

~-.-.J?pen Planning

The solution, as had been previously noted, is more open planning. It is

important at this point to define open planning, who should participate, and how

it fits into the total process of technological, environmental, and sociological

decision-making. It is also important to realize that there is no singularly

"right" answer, but a variety of potential answers depending on the time available

for the planning process, the geographic area involved, the credibility of the

utility in question in the eyes of the public, the nature and attitude of the public

critics, and, most importantly, the degree of openness and flexibility of alternatives

available to the participants. In short, the definition of an open planning process

is one which actively seeks input, ideas, and evaluations. Participative decision-

making utilizes open planning as a means of determining the needs of the public. As

a result, the success or failure of the open planning process depends on the quantity
257

and quality of active public participation. The following suggestions have been

offered to determine who the public is and how the process should work: 25 8

1. "Public" and "government" are, of course, not synonymous.
One cannot rely only on the regulations and standards of
federal, state, or local authorities as a means for deter
mining public needs.

2. The "general public" or a balanced cross section of the
public is not the "public" of interest in this process
either. The active, involved and concerned public are
partisan groups and these groups will unavoidably involve
critics, who would at first sight, seem to complicate the
planning process.
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3. Particular individuals should not be sought out, but
rather representatives suggested by organizations.

4. Relying solely on consultants, no matter how concerned
towards the environment they may be, should not be
construed as open planning. TIlis method will only
increase problems of credibility for both the
institutions and the consultants involved, because
lacking the backing of partisan groups they can be
more easily suspected of subservience to the power
industry.

5. No matter how radical, unrealistic or unqualified
certain spokesmen for different points of view may
appear to be, they should be allowed to express their
point of view and participate in the debate.

If a corporation decides to utilize an open planning forum it
should work with the public in the pre-decision stage.
Initiating this process after major decisions have been made
immediately places the company in a defensive posture, and a
generally unproductive (for all concerned) advocate/adversary
environment will prevail.

If, as noted earlier, final decisions for size, type and location may be

made 10 to 12 years prior to expected operation, then there should be plenty of time

for early revie\\T and input into these decisions \\Tithout stretching out t~e process.

A recent NRC study recommended that "at least 18 months should pass between the first

full public notice of an application and the opening of a site qualification hearing.

TIle period is necessary to give citizens and groups that are not in a position to

react quickly adequate time to determine whether to become involved and to prepare

a competent case. The l8-month period is also appropriate for any intervenor that

may wish to accumulate or to request the accumulation of those types of baseline

data which are seasonally dependent. Preparation of detailed studies by utilities

would not be required prior to notice of application; they could be performed during

the following 18 months. TIlat period would also be used for pre-hearing conferences

d . f . l' ,,259an In ormatlona meetlngs ...

Metropolitan Haste Control Commission with regard to the chemical waste landfill
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demonstration project, an issue which is at least as complicated as nuclear or coal

power plant siting concluded that "two years prior to the site selection process is

judged to be the minimal time required for a successful public participation

program.,,260

Two other NRC studies have concluded that "early notification of the proposed

project to all affected local governments is necessary to plan for impacts and

request outside funding. Early notification can provide adequate lead time (estimated

to be three years for the construction of certain public facilities) to construct and

expand the needed facilities" (emphasis not added).26l And, II t hat applications for

site qualification be required to be filed earlier than is now the case--at least

three years before the fabrication of major plant components is expected to begin.

At the ensuing adjudicatory hearing all site-specific and plant-specific issues

which can be handled prior to the existence of a plant design should be conclusively

262
resolved."

The Office of Science and Technology in its 1970 report Electric Power and the

Environment recommended "that as a general rule the utilities should inform the

public of all tentative site selections at least five years in advance of construction

and publish their specific plans for the location and pertinent features of power

plants and EHV transmission line routes at least two years in advance of scheduled

construction. ,,262 The NSF-sponsored study Citizen Groups and the Nuclear Power

Controversy recommended that the public "be inforned of any plans for the construction

of a nuclear power plant at the earliest time possible and no fewer than five years

in advance of the planned beginning of construction.,,263

Numerous studies have concluded and recommended that public participation in

planning is important. An NRC study has concluded that "public participation in

siting matters is an essential ingredient of the siting process. Participation should

occur at the earliest time possible in energy planning, energy growth questions ,

1 d f . d'" d . f' . d l' ... ,,264 AN' Iea orecastlng, an In slte l entl lcatlon an ana YSlS actlvltles. latlona
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Governors' Association NRC workshop concluded that "greater public participation

in energy siting processes is necessary and desirable, particularly because of

the large scale, financial cost, and impact of decisions involving modern power

plants ... and that efforts should occur at the earliest possible stages.,,265

Another NRC study has concluded that "public participation in the licensing

process should be encouraged and allowed at a time early enough and in such a

form that it will have meaningful impact on important decisions" as a matter of

'principle' .,,266 The California Institute of Technology, Environmental Quality

Laboratory's repc,rt recommended that since "the public interest in the environment

is as important as the traditional economic and technical considerations that

usually determine the design and location of power plants, utilities should,

therefore, admit all spokesmen for the public interest, no matter how "extreme",

to the power plant planning process from the very beginning. The courts should

be the last resort, not the first opportunity for the public to be heard."

(emphasis not added). 267

In addition, other studies have recommended more specifically that notice

should take place of the early application to the agency; all documents submitted

by the utility should be a matter of public record, with the public able to

comment on them; the participation by the public should take place before options are

foreclosed, but as late as possible; that the utility and the agency staff

communicate, but no ex parte communication take place with commissioners or other

officials who must make decisions; and that no rate increases should go into effect

'1 f d'" d 268untl a ter a eClSlon lS ma e.

In sum, the planning process must provide adequate lead times: for the

utilities to cooperate in detailed planning to insure the reliability of the pool;

for adequate review of the technological feasibility for size, typ~ and location

and the consistency of these choices with environmental standards; for effective

public participation; for the development of adequate information on the proposed

alternatives of size, typ~ and location; and for impartial selection and
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certification of the size, type,and location.

RECO~lliENDATION: THE PUBLIC SHOULD BE PERMITTED TO BECOME INVOLVED IN THE PLANNING

DECISIONS RELATING TO ENERGY DECISION-MAKING AT AN EARLY DATE. APPLICATIONS FOR

CERTIFICATES OF NEED AND SITE CO~ITATIBILITY AS WELL AS ROUTE- DESIGNATION SHOULD

TAKE PLACE AT LEAST TWO TO FIVE YEARS EARLIER THAN AT PRESENT. NOTIFICATION OF THE

APPLICATION SHOULD BE UNDERTAKEN AS RECOMMENDED EARLIER. EX PARTE CO~WillNICATION

WITH AGENCY DECISION-MAKERS SHOULD BE PROHIBITED. ALL DOCUMENTS FILED SHOULD BE A

~~TTER OF PUBLIC RECORD AS RECO~~IENDED EARLIER.

RECOMMENDATION: THE MINNESOTA PUBLIC UTILITIES ACT SHOULD BE ~IENDED TO PROHIBIT

RATE INCREASES UNTIL AFTER THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION MAKES A DECISION.

In sum, the present process is neither fair nor expeditious nor democratic in

any substantive or meaningful way. "It is marked by the manipulation of scientific

and technological information by all parties in order to substantiate their pre-

determined points of view. It is a system evidently designed by lawyers for the

consideration of legal issues and does not deserve to resolve important issues

of science and technology and of human and physical ecology which are likely to

accompany the construction and operation of ... plants. The process is

characterized by the confrontation of a special interest group (utilities)--affluent,

influential, deep in manpower and financial resources, supported in contentions by

statistics of growing population and increased consumption of electricity and by

recollections of brownouts and blackouts of recent years, and aligned with other

powerful (vendors) interests and ... an ad hoc, underfunded, disparate group of

citizens seeking to ward off or otherwise influence the imposition of a technology

which they feel is unacceptable and inherently dangerous" (the author is referring

269
to nuclear power here).

"In the future less and less will any institution be able to decide unilaterally

what its particular public should have. More and more, the corporate task will be

to determine what its particular public \.;rants and then do it. In the case of public
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utilities, that is another way of asking: What is the public willing to pay for?

Utility obligation will more and more involve a complete disclosure of facts, and

less and less will it involve passing judgement on those facts." (emphasis not added). 270

Permitting public participation in the planning process will enable people to present

their views in a more accurate and probative manner and allow them to enter the

decision-making process at the outset, rather than at the end. In the long run,

providing public participation early will be effective because it channels citizen

action in a positive and constructive manner, thereby preventing protracted and more

emotionally charged proceedings at the end.
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B. Providing Resources for Public Participation

The previous section on timeliness of public 'participation (sec tion 3. 3A of

Chapter three) noted that most governmental decisions are decided informally and

that bias existed in agency policies because the public was excluded from

participating in the decisions. The section concluded that it is not wise to

eliminate all informal contact, but, rather, to include the public in these

informal discussions and provide sufficient lead time in order to permit the

public to have adequate time to prepare and inform their discretion. Yet a

formal decision-making process must take place at some point to meet the due

process requirements of the Constitution as embodied in the Administrative

Procedures Act. The necessity of formal procedures and judicial review thereof

(when appropriate) to effectuate a more equal representation of interests,

which are affected by the decisions (both directly and indirectly), is likely

to entail significant costs both in resources and the quality of decision made:

To the extent that contested case procedures are required, with the right of all

participants to introduce evidence and cross-examine, a considerable amount of

expenditure of resources will be involved.

Generally, the public faces an uphill battle to present its views. The U. S.

271
Senate study found:

On the whole, the data clearly shows that participation by the
public or non-regulated interests before Federal regulatory
agencies is consistently exceeded by the participation of regulated
industries, and often constitutes only a tiny fraction of such
industry participation. The pattern holds for both rulemaking and
adjudication, although the margin is not as great for rulemaking
as it is for adjudication. The data also suggests that in all types
of proceedings, regulated interests commit far greater resources
to participate before regulatory agencies than their public interest
counterparts . . . A number of representative samples of the costs
of participation . . . clearly show that industry spends considerably
more than public interest groups. In some cases the comparisons
were dramatic, with ratios of 50 to 1 or more. In all cases,
industry spending on participation was many times more than public
interest groups spent on participation.
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Once the decision to intervene by a public interest group is made, the

primary difficulty encountered is limited funds. For example, the cost of

participating as a party in a plant licensing proceeding can exceed $100,000.00,

with the money being spent for lawyer and expert witness fees, transcripte, and

1 ' 1 'f f f'l' 272mu tlP e coples 0 papers or l lng. As William Hutton, executive director

of the National Council of Senior Citizens, has noted, the elderly " can 1 t put

up any money to even get advice" let alone travel to the seat of government. 273

An NSF~ponsored study which examined citizen groups in the nuclear power

274
controversy concluded:

One of the most significant problems facing intervenor groups
is that they rely, for the most part, on voluntary financial
contributions. Difficulty in obtaining adequate funds to
assume a full role throughout protracted licensing proceedings
seriously limits the nature of citizen group input to the
hearing process. It also creates an aura of uncertainty as
to whether or not they will participate until a final decision
is reached, a decision which may ultimately entail appear to
the courts.

The cases we have examined lead to the conclusion that fu11
scale citizen interventions in opposition to construction or
operation of a nuclear power plant cost in the neighborhood
of $75,000-$100,000. The largest portion of the co~t pays for
lawyers fees and for the preparation of documentation.

Provision of adequate funds to citizen intervenors could, by
removing the difficulties of logistics and the dependence on
voluntary contributions of time and effort, eliminate the
necessity for some considerable procedural delays. Such
simple tasks as typing, duplication and distribution of
briefs to all parties often strains the very limited
financial and manpower resources of intervenor groups and
is, in the course of an entire proceeding, expensive. In
sum, the experience of some federal and state agencies has
shown that economic realities, irrespective of considerations
of policy, may impede the full development of public
participation in governmental decision-making.

If participation by interested citizens is to mean more than the submission

of general arguments, statements of values, and pointing out an agency's inadequate

consideration of certain issues without supporting documentation or expertise,
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the problem of resources for public participation must be overcome. "Assuring

the legal rights of public interest representatives to participate in regulatory

proceedings is a vital first step. It is, however, only a first step. Without

further affirmative action to assure that public representatives actually appear,

the legal right to participate will largely be symbolic--perhaps merely a

. d ,,275cosmetlc--a vance.

should be financed with public finds or some similar arrangement, and what form

such financing should take. As the U. S. Senate study noted 276

comparing public interest group costs to iedustry costs is
like comparing David to Goliath. Effective participation
in a regulatory proceeding does indeed depend on the quality
and extent of one's legal counsel. It also depends upon the
quality and extent of expert testimony and technical
submissions. It requires ample administrative and clerical
resources, costs which are frequently taken for granted. Yet
time after time, industry is able to spend 10, or 50, or 100
times as much money on participation as public interest groups.
The persistence and ingenuity of the public interest groups in
their efforts to participate effectively is laudable, but
their lack of resources to insure adequate representation is
lamentable.

When these figures are considered alongside the data on extent
of participation, we believe they make a convincing case that
corrective steps--both legislative and administrative--are
necessary to remedy this imbalance.

In addition, the longer the hearing, the greater the financial burden placed

on all parties. "Thus, there is a real danger that the hearing will be reduced

to a war of attrition--a test of staying power in which the party with the most

adequate resources will inevitably prevail independent of the validity of its

case. Obviously citizen groups, which rely on voluntary contributions by

supporters who can realize no financial benefits from their donations, are at a

distinct disadvantage" when the process is prolonged.
277

In short, "it may

not be enough... for a public participant to be permitted to merely testify or

even file a legal brief. Fact development, very often including expensive, highly
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technical studies by experts whose testimony would be subject to cross-examination

and who require substantial preparation time, may be essential. Means must be

found for meeting that need, thus putting into practice in the real world the

1 , , d' ," d' d b b' "1 ,,278 A hpo lCles regar lng partlclpatlon now lctate y aSlC prlnclp es. s t e

National Academy of Public Administration has noted, the public are at a clear

disadvantage compared to utilities because they have no means of covering the costs

of legal and technical advisory fees. They concluded that the utilities can

always pass the costs on to the ratepayers. In addition the utilities have access

to better legal staffs and technical information. 279

There are four aspects of public participation that have proved to be

especially costly and, hence, constitute barriers to participation. These include

multiple copy rules, high transcript charges, expert witness and study charges,

and attorney fees. The issues of multiple copies, transcript charges, and access

to agency expertise have been addressed earlier (see section 3.2B and section 3.2D(3)

of chapter three). Since, the need to employ attorneys and outside experts is

great, these two issues are reviewed below (for the purposes of this paper, "legal

fees" will include both attorney fees and expert witness charges). In addition,

the pros and cons of financing public portrayal will be examined.

1. Judicial and Agency Authority to Provide Financing to Intervenors

Traditionally, a successful litigant in a civil action in the U. S. generally

pays for his own legal fees.
280

These legal fees are not included in the costs

which are normally charged against the loser. There are, however, exceptions to

this general rule. Statutes can authorize awards of legal fees, with such awards

being either mandatory or discretionary. The judicial exceptions to the rule are

the result of the courts power to "fashion a just remedy" and embody general

principles that apply to widely diverse situations. Many commentators have

suggested the abolition of the general or traditional rule.
28l

Yet, the courts

have approached the issue by broadening the application of "equitable exceptions"

rather than create a new rule to deal with the issue. There are three equitable
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or "fee shifting" exceptions to the general rule. These include the "bad faith",

"equitable fund", and "private attorney general" exceptions. The bad faith

exception is applied whenever a party to a suit "attempts to avoid his clear

legal duties or to harass his adversary without justification.,,282

usually responds by shifting the legal fees to the recalcitrant or harrassing

adversary. 283 The equitable fund exception has two categories: the monetary

"common fund" doctrine and the non-monetary "substantial benefit" variation.

The common fund exception applies whenever a litigant in an individual or

representative capacity creates, preserves or increases a fund, and the pecuniary

benefits extend to a definite class of people.
284

The substantial benefit variation

arose in Mills v. Electric Auto-Lite Company in which the court recognized that

the common fund doctrine is to prevent the unjust enrichment of fund beneficiaries

at the expense of the plaintiff, and that the court could award legal fees whether

or not the fund was a pecuniary asset, and that the award was appropriate when the

fund constituted a non-monetary benefit and the court had jurisdiction over

material assets out of which the legal fees could be paid.
285

was actually a combination of both the substantial benefit and private attorney

general exceptions. The court noted that private actions brought to vindicate

public policy have intrinsic value to the public. The effect of these two

exceptions are similar, i.e. the award of legal fees, yet, the rationale for the

awards are different. The substantial benefit exception awards fees against the

beneficiaries of the action to prevent unjust enrichment. The private attorney

general exception awards fees against the defendant because the plaintiff has

vindicated a strong public policy, benefitted a large class of people, and

protected legal rights which otherwise would not have been protected, and, thus,

d h bl
" 286

serve t e pu lC lnterest.
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How do these exceptions affect actions against administrative agencies?

There is little likelihood that the bad faith or equitable fund doctrines would

ever be applied to administrative agencies. Few, if any, administrative

proceedings result in the creation or protection of an equitable fund. Nor,

except in quasi-judicial proceedings, will any party be likely to impose

unnecessary litigation on another. While some parties may harass other parties

by abusing administrative proceedings, such harassment will be difficult to show

given the vagueness of most administrative mandates. The private attorney

general exception, however, may apply to a great range of administrative proceedings.

In order to obtain an award of legal fees a plaintiff must show: (1) whether the

award is necessary in order to encourage litigation in the public interest; and

(2) h h ' " , h d ' 1 1" 287w et er It lS Just to lmpose t e awar on a partlcu ar ltlgant. The

Supreme Court has, however, curtailed the private attorney general exception in

Alyeska Pipeline Service Company v. Wilderness Socie~ by requiring that the

doctrine may only be applied where Congress and presumably the legislature

specifically provides for fee shifting.
288

Congress has done so in many instances

as may be seen in Table 3-3. The Court held that, because of all the statutes

which required or permitted fee shifting, Congress had accepted the general rule

inasmuch as it had provided exceptions to it by statute.

For a while it was assumed that administrative agencies, as quasi-judicial

bodies, had authority to order fee shifting in the same kind of situation as the

courts. In the third Office of Communications of United Church of Christ v. FCC,

the D. C. Circuit Court overturned the FCC's decision in which the FCC denied

attorney's fees to an intervenor in which the fees were payable as part of a

settlement between the intervenor and the broadcaster. 289 However, in Turner v.

FCC, the Court upheld the FCC's decision to deny attorney fees, absent a written,

voluntary agreement between the parties, without a clear grant of statutory

authority by Congress.
290

This followed the earlier decision in Greene County

Planning Board v. Federal Power Commission which held that "without a clear
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TABLE 3-3

FEDERAL STATUTES PROVIDING FOR AWARD OF ATTORNEYS' FEES

Federal Contested Electi()1l, A.ct
2. U.S.C. § 396: "The committee (on House Administration ot the House of

Representatives] may allow any party reimbursement trom the contingent fund
of the House of Representatives ot his reasonable expenses of the contested elee·
tiOll ense, including reasonable attorneys fees...."

Freedom of Informati()1l, A.ct
;:; U.S.C. § 552(0.) (4) (E) : "The court may assess against the United States

reasonable attorney fees and other litigation costs reasonably incurred in any
eaRe under this paragraph in which the complainant bas substantially pre
vailed."
p,.i·vacy dct

5 U.S.C. § 552a(g) (3) (B) : "The court may asseSl:l against the United States
reasonable attorney fees and other litigation costs reasonably incurred in auy
Cllse under this paragraph in which the complainant has substantially prel'ailed."

Federal Emplovment Compensation for lJiorlc Injuries
5 U.S.C. § 8127: "A claim for legal or other serrices furnished in respeet to a

('liSe, claim, or award for compensation under this subchapter is valid only it
approved by tile Secretary (at Labor]."

Packers and Stockyards Act
7 U.S.C. § 210(f) : "It the defendant does not comply with an order for the

payment at money within the time limit in such order, the complainant, or any
person for whose benefit such order was made ... [may sue in II United States
District Court].... It the petitioner finally prevails, he shall be allowed a
reasonable attorney's fee to be taxed and collected as a part of the costs of
the suit."
Pe1;.,lwble Agricultural Comnwdities Act

7 U.S.C. § 499g(b) : "It any C'Omrnission merchant. dealer, or broker does Dot
pay the reparations award within the time specified in the Secretary rot Agricul·
ture's] order, the complainant or any person for whose benefit such order was
made ... [may sue in a United States District Court].... It the petitioner
finally prevails, he shall be allowed a reasonable attorney's fee, to be taxed and .
collected as a part of the costs ot the suit."

7. U.S.C. § 499g(c) : "Either party adversely atrected by the entry of a repara·
tion order by the Secretary may ... at>peal therefrolll to .the dlstrict court of
the United States.... Appellee shall not be held liable for costs in said C'Ourt
if appellee prevails he shall be allowed a reasonable attorney's f~ to be taxed
and collected as a part of his costs." [sic]

A.llricultural Unfair Trade Practices
7 U.S.C. § 2305 (a) : "Whenever any handler has engaged , .. in any act or

practice prohibited by section 4, a civil action for preventative relief ... may be
Instituted by the person aggrieved. In any action commenced pursuant hereto,



lhc court,lulL':! dltiCl"cllOll, Illay nllow thc prenlillllg Illlrt)' II I'cn,;olliluic ultorllcy'J:j
("c Ilti 1'url ..f Ihc co:;I:;."

7 lJ.B.G. ~ :!J05 (C) : "AllY l'cnwII Illjurcu ill hl::l uuslllcH':! or pl"Upcrl)' 1.1)' rCIWOII
uf IIll}' vlolllilou or ... :;cl:llolI·J of IIlIl:l Act IIIuy llue lhcn,for ill tile U1'llwprllltc
dlutdct CUUI·t or Ihe lJullcd i:Hull'S ... uut! llllllll rCCUVC1' lhllunge::l s\I::!lnluct!.
JII lillY ndiull ",)IllIlWIH'CU pun-mullt co IlIlll suusCC!lOll, lile court mill' 1I110w
the PI:CVlIlllllg purLy II l'cusOIUllJlc ultuolCY's fcc ns u llilrt of the coals."

1'/II/lt }'urktv .d ct
7 IJ.::;.C. § :!5ll5: "Thc COlll·t in C1Wcillluuni ('lU:l,'::l lllay lIWIII"} rClI::louuble llf'

lOI·!lt·y f,'e::! 10 the lH','Vllillllg pllrly."

UU/lJ.-rllplov Act
11 U.S.O. § 1O.J (II) (1); "'1'he uculs to have priority ... shllll be . , . one

rCll::lOlIlllJlc utlorlley's fcc, for the profel:l::llonul llervleel:l llctually rendered, In-c
til'ceU ve of Uw lll11ul.ler of ultoolcY>l elllilloyed, to tI,e I.IUllkrullt III voluutu'y
uUlI hl\'ululliury UU:les, uud to the petitioning creditor in involuntary cu::;e::!. , .."

11 IUi.C, § IOU: "Whenever u petition Is 111ed to hlH'e a l}erson udjndged u
uuullrlll't 111111 llU ul'l'lIcutlon Is llIulie to hu ve a }'eeeh't'r or u marshal talce charge
oC l!IC Jlwjlerly oC the bllUk1'lIjJt, 01' uu}' purt thereof, prior to the a,\judlcutlou,
Ihe 1l1'plkllllt ::;hllll Jilc ill Ille :;umc t:ourt u bOlld , . , cOlldltioned to IIll1cIllIIIC}'
the hUllk rllpl 1'01' l:luch co:;I::;, cuulIscl f,','s, CXpemw::l, Ullt! dlllllllg,,::; 11::; llilly he

. occu:;lollc<l by tillch l:lclzul'c ..."
11 IU:i.U, ~ :!05(c) (J~)--Hullroull UCOI'gulllzaUolI Act: "Wlthln lluch nUll.:!

IIlUIIl IlIull:; Ul"C llxed Ily the (lull'1'>Itllle Cowmerce) COlllllll::;::;lou, the judge Illuy
1I1llkc Ull 1lllo\\'IIuce, to IJc 1'1I111 ou! u( the de1.>tor'l:l e::;luk, COL' the uctual llllli
rCllsouuhlc expeutiC;! (lududiug I'CI1Houuhlc ultonwy'll fcc::;) Inl:ulTed ill COli'

Ill'dluu wilh Ihe lll"<){"ecdlug.. , ."
11 IJ.:-:i.O. §§ (Hl'-lH'l-Col'ponlte UeorgunlznUon Act; § IHi-"'l'he jUllge lIluy

ullow ... rl'lllWUuhle I:ompcutiu!ion Cor l:lcn-lcell reudered ..• (a) by the tru::llee
IIlld olhe,' oHl""r::;, uilli the u!t'lI'ueYll Cor tillY oC them; (4) by the ilttorney tor
Ihe ,Ieblor; und (5) hy Ihc ultorlley lor Ihe lletltlonlug el'edIlO1'a, . , :'

~ li·I:!-'"Thc jlldg-u mar ullow l"en:;onulJle cOlllpen:::lItlon lor l;ervlcea rell'
IlI'red .. , uy Ihe Illtoruey or Ilgeull:! 101' lilly or the foregolllg I::x:eellt the ScclIl'i,
1I,':-! uIllIIGx<"l,ulll;"~ Coulluhisloll.

~ (I J:I-"'I'h(\ jll<l~l' 1Il1l)" ullo\\' l'ell~llUIII,II' l'Ollljl"U:;llllllll fOl' ::(['I'd"l':; \'f'll<II')'ed ...
by "n'ditor" 1111,1 ::;l<wkllUl,I<'I'H, lIud Ill" ull(\I'uC}':-l J'{)I' 11\1)" or tlll'lll.. ,:'

~ 111·1 -"WIIl,r" n Ill:lltioli iH 111",1 \lud"I' ::!"CIIIIII ]:!7 of lid;! A,·t, Ihe jll,lge mil}'
II !I0\\', 11' IWl. aln'lI<1y 1I110\\'cd, n'u:;olluhlt, cOlllllellSlllloll fOl' ::;cl'l"kC/:l I"cllden:d....
(II h)' II lIlal'"hull, n'ceil"l'r, 01" 11'11:;"'''"., lllll) the IIltol'uerti fUI' 11I1}' ur Ih<'lIl;
(:!) 11.1" till' ullOl'lIt'}' (01' the Jle!ltluuiu~ en'llltol'lI; (a) hy the at~orul"}' f,)\' Ihe
hallkl'lljlt, , , ."

J.'ed/'ro/ (.'rcdit UHioH .Id

1~ IU:U). ~ 17oU(o): ".\11)' couI'1 huvlllt;" JUl'l::ldltlioll or ully lll"ticcedlug III
"Iillll",1 IIlHh'l' Ihi" .s,·t·lIol1 lIy ,Ill lu;;,u'c<I "I'l',lit \lulull or II ,Ilrecl{)l', oillcel', 0,'
<:Ollllllllll'C IIlt'lUbel' IIwn'uf IUlly ullo\\" 10 lillY IIIlH." such l'eutioullble eXJlell::;es ulld
ult UrllI'Y:;' fl"l~H Ill:! It <ll'<,III:; jus! uu<l lInljlcl", awl tilldl ('xlll'uaell Ilull fet,:; ::;hal1 be
Ilal<lll)' the cre,lit Huloll or troln lllluS$ct.s."

Ila Il I,: JJoldlllU ('lJlIlpaHV A('I

I:! 1I.I'.C. ~ W7fl: ",\uy JlI'I'SUU willi i" lujurc<I III hl>l 11I1::lllws::l 01' pl'olJCrty hi
I....US.. II of llllrlllluj;' 1'01'1)111<1,'11 ill til'ellou 1H7~ of lId,-; IHie IUIIY Ime Ihel'erol' lu lilly
dl:-;ldcl eourt ur Ihe Ullltl~d I'lules ... und ::;111111 he ellllllcl1lu rCCtlVer .. , II
n'a;;ouabll' altol'lIl'Y'S {N·...

('tIlY/OJl Ad

Hi Il.S.C. § ]f\; "Auy I'el';;ull who ;;hall he illJul"l'<1 III hi:; IJU::dIlCIIS 0,' llWIJel'tr
by n'lI.S011 o{ lIuythillg fur1IiII<I"11 ill IIll' lIulitrutit lull's IIlay sUC then'Cor tn lillY
,Iblrld ('ourl oC the Uu!tl'l1 BllltC::l ... Illl'} shllll "",(""n'l" , , . II rl:llliollahlt! Ultlll"
IU"..\":-{ fpt·." -

I/tlrl,S('o/l·J:odillO .·tlli//rl/NI JIIlJlJ'/JPI'Hj{'Il/,V Acl Of 1971i (I'l/Mie LUlL' 91-j,1:1, H
:/01, :/02)

'1'1110 III l'Ul't'lIS I'ldrlll,·--·Hi 1I.:"U~, ~ IrJdu I (;!): "'1'111' court lilillllll\1'1l1"l1 lIu!
~L·f .... -; 1I1t\"-:-·-" ."1' n'''' ·In.·l~''·'' 1.... t L.l 'lllJHH~'":·>tul' a " dt"t "-d hi

TABLE 3-3 (Cant.)

I'al'ill;nlph (1) oC this l;uhsel'lluu, lIu,l lltc cust or /:lull, Indu<llug U reuilUllllhle lit
Lonlcy'~ £ce~'1

15 lU::i.O. Ii 15c(d) (~) : "L'l'jhc court \HuY,lu it::; dil:lcret!on, l1\\'ur.... 11 rcusouuIJle •
IIltorlley's tcc to 11 llrendliug- t1dCII<llIllt UI>llll II t1l1lltug tltllt Ih.; SllIle 'Illuruey
gellel'lll 111111 IIclc,1 111 hUll rllith, Y<OXIIUuu::;ly, \\'ulltouly, lIl' (01' 0l'l're:;s!ve l'l'lI::;lIlI::I."

15 U,KO, II :W; "Ill uny udiuu IIUlicl' tltt/:l l:lL-cLlou In wltieh the pll1lutlll :mvlllan
lbilly prevlllIti, the court shllll 1I \\'lIrd the cost of the l:illit, illclu .... ing U fCl1souuule
IItloruey'.::; leI:, 10 SUc!! 1IIulliUIt."

PClleral Tnltle Oommlllsion IIllJlrO~'Clllcllt A c/
]5 U.KO, Ii 5711 (Il) (1) : "'1'lte (i!'edeml 'l'm<lc) Coulll,I::;/:liuu l1Iuy, pUI';!Uullt 10

nllc» pl',,::;cl'illed vy It, 1I1'ovi<lc clllllpcn:;u!toll for rcullouIIlJle uUunleY>I (l.'i~ti, eXllel·t
willw;!::; fee::;, ulHI Olher co:>ts ot Ilul'UclIluUng in II l'ulclUuldug proct'Clling uIIller
tllil:l ::;l.'Ctiun. , . ."

Un/air Competition ~lct

15 U.KO. § 7:!; "oiuy persou iujured In hi:; vusilless or llroperty V}' n'aSOIl
III uny violation of, or cowbluutioll or.clIntiJlimcy to violule, this section, IUlIY sue
Iltel'e!ol' in the dititdct court or Ihe Uulled Slutes , , . und shull rCCOVCt' .• , 1I
reusonllble II tlorney's fee."

Sccurilicll Aut of 1933

If) U,B.C. Ii 771d e) ; "III uuy llult under till;; 01' llily oillel' :;ecll<m of this iii Ie
lite cum'l lIlllY, In It;! ul:>el'elloll, rC'Julrc 1111 11IulcI'Iuklug fu,' tllc l'ayuwut or the
cosls ot tiuch ::fult, iuchulillg n'lIsouulJle attorne)"s (,'c':!... ,"

2'rlillt ludell/lire Act

]5 U.S.C. Ii 77000(e) ; '''I'Ill! IlIlJeulul"I: 10 1.lc IIUlllilicd 1lI11}' coulain }l1'O\,l::;ions to
the eli'ed that ull }lllrtie" thereto, Including the indenlure secHI'Uy Iwlll<'I's, ugn:e
IIlat Ihe court may in Its dl::;cretloll , .. asse:>ti 1'ellSOl~llhle COs Is, indndillg rea
s/luahle H ttorlleys' fcc:;, against uny IlUl'ty litigant. , . :'

]5 U,S.G, § 71www(1I) : "('1')he cOllrt IIIUy, III its dl!;cretloll .. "US::iess n'aSllll
altle co:;ls, indudiug l'eul:lollaule ulloolc}'::i' fees, JlgullIst either IlItl"ty liliglllll."

SCGl/riticll EJ:(;/wllue Act 01 19.'J.~

15 U.S.C. §§ 181(e), 18r(a) (WiO); AllY Iler::lOIl who wlllfuJly participates lu
a IIIl1ulllllllitlon of sccurHh~" lll'lcl'tl !Hay hll ve SIIIt 11I'oug!!t 11I;alllsl. hilu III IIIII'
(II' lit "'Iully Ly II I.art)' \l'ho llOught (lI' ::;ol,ill :;ecurity affccted 0)' Ihe tmusllt"lioll.
'rile CUUI'! way, ill lid:; 1I1scI'etiou, as:;,;ss rcasollllule ('ost:;, lucII1IIIug l'eu:;(lII"I,le
altol'lle}'ti' fcc::;, llgatllst ellhel' jllll'ly III1g-uut. ~ 701 (e).

JelOe/erll lIul/-Mark Act

15 U.S,C. § 2D8 (v) : "AllY compelltor, cuslolller, or cOllljletltor or II cuslomer ...
IIluy :mc . , ' am} shall rccover ... u reu::;onllole UtlOrlll=}":; Ice."

15 H.KC. § ~Uti(c) ; "Any dnly org-uulzedalld cxl:;tlng trude IIS::iOclutioll. '. lUay
~mc , . , IIl1d it ::;lIcce::;::iful shull rccovCl' .. , a reusolluule attol"ltey's tcc."

]5 U,S.C. § 2U8(d) ; "All)' defcndullt ugalntit whuUl a civil uctiOIl I:> bl·OIl~ht.,.

::;hull lJe elltitled to rel:O\'er . , • a rellsolluble altol'lle}"s fee, In the ev,'llt such
uellon is termilluted without a filldlllg by the court that snch dcfellulIllt Is ()l

has lJecn ill vlolatloll of :>cellons 2:J.1io 300 ot this title."

l'radcmurk ..lot

];j U.S.C, § J111: "'I'he court In exceptlollul case::; lIIuy IIwllnl U'll::louuhle at
lorney fCI:::; to the IJrevuillng purly,"

Nali/mal 'I'raDic aud Molor Vellicle Sa/ely ~lct 0/196li
]5 U.S.C. Ii 1400(1.1): "Ill the eVl:nt ilny lIlilllufacturer 01' dlstril.lulor tihall

n:fuse 10 cOlilply wHll the requlrement::l ot Pill'ug1'llphs (1) and (2) of :>ulJscclilln
(u) of Ihi::; scdlou, thell the dl::;trilmtor Or deuler, as the CU::le may be, io wholll
sueh nOllcou{onuing vehicle or I:(lui}HlIelit hUB beell sold lIIay vrlllg suit u/;'uillst
::;udl UlUllUfuclurer or dititribntor .. , 1I11d ::;hu1l recover. , • rellsollilhle ult()rueys'
lees."

'ltrlilh til LCIII!illy .Act (ail ulIwlldcd flU l'uflllo Law 94-2~O, § ~, OOlIJl1IlIICr LC(/lliIlO
Act)

Hi IJ.S.O, § 111-10(11) ; "[Alny credHor who tulls to comply wllh uny rt'i(1I1re
IIlcnt Hud,'\" thi;! \llI,t or [Ihe Fall' C,ellit HIlII:;,!" A.ct or nnH-;ulIler lLeu:J!n); ~!"tt

h r, ~ to "-:1':;00 ubi, ll(:!t • I in dum _. ,Ill <
~llm lit ,., u rell:J{)Il11UI" llllorllcy'u tec ll'l ddl'l"illiaell lJy Ull; :olld."

N
o
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l"llir Credit HC/JUrtiuv Act
Hi U.::i.U. § lUOlu; "Auy COUliUlller reporUul: ageucy or user or inJ:orwaUou

widell willfully fuib to cowply willl tillY rC'juircweut illlPOliCd uuder thill l>ull
cllllplt'r with rcspect to allY con:,mlllcr ill Hallie to that COUlluwer iu au uwouut
elllllli to til(; SIUll 0(_ ••• l'ellllouaule attorueY'l:I teellUl:I determined lly_ thu court."

1;; U,::i.U. ~ lUnlo; "Auy COUllUl11e1' rcportLug agency or U::ler oC infol'wuUOU
which Is ul'gllgl-ul in fulling to cOUlply wltl1 uuy rcqulnmlCut iwpo::led under tillll
"ulichailicr \\"1Ih resl'ccl 10 uuy COUSUlUer ill Huule to that COUllUl11e1' In 1111
UlllOUlll c(lual to the liUUl ot- ... realiouaule llltorneY'J:; tl.'C;i Ul:I detenulned
ur Ihe cuurt,"
J:'Jlwl (,'n;t/il Opporlu/litv "let (as 11IIj(;IHled bVl'ubliv LllW 9~-239)

If. U,::i,U. S 1lit)le (11) ; "Iu Ihe CUlie of auy liucces:;ful actlou uuder suusecUon
(a), (u), or (c), the cost:; of the acllon, togelher with u reasonuule altonley'::l
fcc us dl'lel"luiued by Ihe CUlll't, :;hlll1 ue udlled to uuy ll!lwageli II. warded lly Ihe
cuurt uullel' :;llch liuuseclioll,"

Motor I'dddc I IIformatioll ulld COilt t;uViIlVS Act
1;; 1J.::5,U, IiItHo(u) ; "Auy o I\'IW I' of a lllllisellger lIlolor vehicle who sUlitaiuli

lIalua be llS II result of II. Ulolo1' \'ehide ucchlent llccau~e :mch vehicle did Jlot
cOHlply wj(1J allY llpplicable Federal UUlUjler st,lIldard under till:; liubchallter
lila)' IIl'iug a dl'il uclioll llgaill~t the lllllllufllclurel' of (ha,t vehicle, , • to reCOVer
11J,~ llllllJUllt of Ilw:;e dUIIlII~el:l, uilli ill the CUlle of lilly :;uccesllful ucliou to
(,('CO\'CI' Ihat 11111011111. co:;l::; alld l'CII:;olluule allorlleYll' tee:; shall lie uwunled
lu Ihat O\\'llel':'

lei IJ.;;,U, ~ JUot)(Il)-OdoUlcLcl' He'luin:1Uelllll: "Any l)(:rsol1 who, wllll luteut
10 ddl"lllltl, vlolal(':-; lIuy rCllllireUlcllt hUjlosed Ullder tlds liuhchupter l>hall ue
liaule III IIIl llllJOllut el!llal to lhe :;U1U o£- . , ' lu t4e CLUj!.! o'f uuy lIuccooliful
a('[ioll W ('Illuree the forcgulug 1I11hility, the coslli ot the ucllvu together with
n-asullahl,~aHol"IlCY fces ali detel'luillcdlly the coud."

('1)IISllUlI:, PrudlH:t Safety Act (Ul/ uJJlCHded bVl'lIblic Law 9~-28~, ~ 10)
Hi U.:S.C. S:!Oeit) (e) ('1) ; "l11UUY UCliOll under thll:l sulllleclion the court lUUy lu

till: iulerc~t oJ' jll:;lice :1 \I'llrd the cOlit::l of sult, including reusollllhie utlorueYli'
ft-es an,1 rea:;olliluic expel·t wHllelise:;' teeli, AttorneYli' tees wuy lie uwul'ded
IIg11illSI thc Illliled :Slllle::; (01' allY ugcne)' or oJlidul ot lhe Duited Stale:!) with
Ollt regllnl 10 ::;ecllon :!-H:! of tille :!ti, Uulted StUICIl Codc, or uuy other IU'ovl::;lou
vr 111\\'."

1[; U.::i.C, ~ :!OtiO(c) ; "A. COU1't lIlUY lu the Illtere~t or ju::;tlce Include iu such
H'licf Ilil awanl of Ihe coslll ol the suit, inclUtllng rea::;ouuble uttorney's lee::;. , ..
.\lIurlley::;' rel':; IUllY lie uwanled ugain:;t the Uniled l:itatel:l (or any agency or ol
lidlll or U11: United :Sluteli) wilhout regard to liecllou 241:! oC tille :!8, Uuited
:SllllcS CoLIc, 0(' auy other iH'ov!l;ion of la IV."

Ifi U.:;;,(), :!07:!(II); "Auy tlel'lion who I:;hull sustuin injury uy reason of 1m}"

kuu\\'iu~ (iududing willful) violation of uuy cull::;uwel' l'l'odu,·t safet)' J;ul¢,
or Iluy olher rule 01' order ili:;uetl uy tht; (Consumer Product Sufcty] COlllmislilon
• , • lUll)', if tile court deleruliues it to lie iu Ihe intcrest of justice, r"cover tile
co:;ls or suit, iududlug relli:ionallie allor.JICY::;' tees, .• ,"

15 U,S.C. ~07:!: "Ill Iluy actioll Hilder thi::; l>eclioll tile court may ill Ihl' Inter
1.':;1 of juslice lI\\'anl the costs of suit, indudiug rCll::;oullhle utlOl'lle)'l:I' tN'';, , ' ."

.ll(l!JIIlI~iJll-Jlo~1$lI'qrJ"(JHtv Aut
lfi U.S.C, § :!:nO(d) (~) ; "J( a COUSlllller HUlllly prevullli iu any UCtiOIl bl"Ou/;'ht

uuder l'urabrllllh (1) of this ::;uu::;eclioll, lie 1Illly Ill.' llllowed Ily the court to rc
('OI'CI' a:; 1"11·t of Ihe jlldglUellt a :;UUI e1lual to Ihe agg1'egllte ulliOUllt of cost und
'-Xlleu:;cs (iucludiug Iltlorucy::;' fees ulIlied 011 aclulil tilue expended) , . , uuless
the ('oud III its t1i:;ereliou ::;hull dclenuiJle thut !)uch Ull uward of UUOl"llCY::;' tee::;
would be iuallproIldllte. u

Tv.riG !:;Ii b:;tuJ/Ges COlltrol Aut (Pllblic Luw 94-409,- § 20 (c) (2»
15 U.:S.C. § ~UHJ(c) (:!) : "The court, ill l::;:;ulug lilly tluul order ill allY uctlon

I,rollbbt I'lIr:;uaut 10 subscctioll (a), lIlay awul"d co::;t::; ol ::mlt ulld reuliollnhle fet'S
(01' allol"lo'.I's Hlld expcrt wiIUe;;:;cli if th<,; court detel'Ulllle:; thilt ::mcll tlU uwal'll
i_~ a 1'1' l'ol' ria 1... Auy courl, ill b::;uiug Its dcdslull III 1111 IIction hl'ought to rc\'i,'\\'
lilWIt llll onkr, lllay :lwllnl co::;b Or suit LlIlli reasouullie Ccel:l Cor uttoruc}'::; ICthe
(,,,uri lIdl'l'oducs lliat ,mell Ull Ilward III Hl'P rOIJdulc,"

Oopyrit/kt Act (PltbUo Law 94-55:1)

11 U.~,O. § 505; "In any civil uCtiOIl uuder thl:; litle, the court in Its dberc
Uou 1lI1iy 'ultow 'the recovcry of lull costs lly or aguhlllt auy l111rty other lIulll Ihe
Uuitell ~tutes or An officer thereot. Except all othenvillc lll'ovided 1Iy thl:; title,
the court lllay -ulso uW,urd A reasonuble AttorueY'll tee to th~ lll'evlliling part)' lUi

llart of. the COlitS."

Orglllliz()ll Crimc OontJ'ol..:1ot 0/1910
18 U.8.0_ § 1004(1.'): "Auy person injured in his huslnes:; (II' propcrty hy rca:;lIlI

oC II violutlou of section 1002 oC thill c1lUlltcr lIlay ... sue lIud lillllll l'eCO\'Cl" .. , II
reUliOlluhle uttorney's tce "

Wire I-ntcrccption Act

18 U.S.C, § 25~0; "Any person whose wire or oral commullicu!iou ill i1l1el'CCl'tl'tl,
disclosed, or used In violation ot. thill dlllflter shall ... I.lt; enlitled to rCCO\'e1"
•.• u l'ellsonullie llttoruey's tee.•.."

Ellltcatiol~ Amcndmlmts Of 1912
20 U.S,C, § lU17; "Ullon the eutry of 11. linal order lly a court of the Uuiletl

::ililles llguiust II ,locul educal!,m agency, a Stll te (01' HUy ugellcy Uwrcuf).
or the UuHed Stille!) (or uuy agency thereof), for fallllre to comply wllh 1111)'

jJroviliioll of tllis chullter or for discdllllnllUoll on the 11llsiH of rllci" COlliI', Ill'

lllltioual origin In violuUolI or tltle VI of tile Civil Hlghls Ad of lVIii, Ul' Ule
toudeellth tlIuelullUeut to tho Constltutiou of the United Stt\le~ 11:; tlleY IJcrtalu
to elementary uud secondll.1·y education, the court, lu its dllicn~lloll, lUll}' allow the
lll'evaillug IJ111'ty, other thau the- Uuited Stulel:l, u l'ellsouaule IIUorlley's f.'e .1::;
pad of. thc COlit::;."

j[e;Qioan-~11llericlln Olwmizal Oonvention ~lct 0/ 1964
22 U.S.C. § 277d-21; "'l'he Comlllilisioner, In rendering 1m uWllrd in favor of lIuy

claimant under llecllou 271d-lO of thlll title, nw.y, IlS purt of such uwanl, deler
1l1iue and allow reasonahle attol'neYl:l' tees whlcll shall not exceed 10 Iler ceutuw
or the tllnount uwarded, to be paid out or hut not in additlou to the UlilOunt 01
the award, to the uttorneys representing the claimllnt. . " ."

11ltbl"llatiollal Claims Settlemtmt Act
:!2 U,S,C. Ii Hl23 (f) ; "No reUlunerAtion 00 account of liervlces rcndered Oil he·

half of allY ctalmant In conuectlon with AllY claim llled with the C6mlUl:;::;ion UII
der this liullchuIJter shull excl."Cd 10 per centum of tile totalumount paid IllU'liUUU(
to aIll' uward, . . ."

l"c/leral 1'ort Ola,im.s Act
28 U.S.C. § 2678; "No uttorlley shall charge, demand, recel\'e, or collect for

lierv!ce8 rendcred, tees in eXCCli::; of 25 l)er ceutum of uuy judb'Uleut. .. :'

Pederal Rilles 01 Oi-vil Procedtlre
~8 U,S.C. AJlIJ. Rule 31; (a) Motion tor order compelling dl:lcovery-"H the

motion ill gl'lluted, the court sll,nll, after oJlporiunlty for hearing, require the party
or deIJonent who::le couduct necesliitated the motion or the IJurty or attorney Ildvls
Ing such conduct or lloth of thew to pay the movIng PIll'ty tile relll:louahlc> expenl:les
incurred In obtulning the order, including attorney's fees, uules,a the COU1't liudll
that the OIlllll8ition to the motion was sullslllntiully justlfied or that othcr cir
cumstaIlces make un award ot e:lC:pcnses unju"t:'

"It the wotlon Is denied, the court shull, after opportunity tor hearing, rcquIre
tUG moving party or the uttorney advising the lnotion or lloth or them to pay
to lhe Plirty or dellOnent who oPllolled the motion the rellsonable expenl:lel:l Incurred
iu oIII){Jslng the Illotion, including Iltlorney's tees, unle:;s the court flaul>! that the
making of the motion was subswntially jUlit!tled or that other circllm::;tallcC~

makc an uward or expensell unjust:'
(ll) l!'ailure to comply with order-"In lieu of any ot the foregoing ordel's or

in all,lIlion thereto, the court Shllil rcquire the party tulling to obey the order or
tho uttorney Ildvislllg hhn or lloth to pay the rcasonllllic eXJltnses, iucluding
attorney's fees, call1led by the Calluec, unless the court finlill tlult Ihe failure wail
sulJ:ltalltlllll)' juslltled or that other clrcumslauces Ulllke an aWHl'd of eXllellSe:l
unjust."

{I:} l!JXPCIll:iC," Oil J.llilure to uumiL--"H II [.arty f:a,.i ttl UllllIlt the g,'lInltwu,'';''
of allY dOCUI1H'llt or the truth of nny IIllllt"r US re'III,-sll',1 UU').,I' Hule :W, lIllOl ie

tv
I-"
o
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): ' n.llil I.-'SII J ily t: i".tCl·· ".l: "
\i;lgrlll'h (i) 1>( 111i" J:,ld,,,t'dlull Illll)' !I'\'llntclj,,;;; "f Iltli)\'

1111' I'lIrty n'(Jlll.',;Il11l:" Ihc IlllllllsslollS Ihen~uCl1'r 1'1'0\'<'11 Ihl) j.(1,uullle'H':i:i or Ih"
1I0l:Ullll'lll or Ihu trulh or Ihe ulullel', he lUuy u(l1lly to the coul'l tor Il.ll ordcr
n"Julrlll~ Ule olher Illirly 10 IHlY him lIw reusollu\)l.: (lxlJellse;:s lueUl;ce,1 lu muklng'
lhulIJl'oof, JlIdudln~ut!onICY':; rCI~::l .

(11) Fuilun: or I'Ill."ly to ',lUcud ul own l1epo;;ltlon or :lerve nnswcr::l 10 lulcl'
ru~u(ori,'s or WSIWllll 10 re(IUest for In5pceUoIl-"In lieu o!uny ordel" Ol" lu uddl
1I0l. Ihcl'do, Ihc ,:'Hu'l IlIUlll rC'lull"l: the lUlrly tuiling 10 net or the ultorncy
1l<lvblll~ 111111 or hlllh 10 l'ay Ihe l'ea;;l)lIulolc eAIICll::Iell, Illcludlug uUorncy'/j flOC:;.
I'uwwd lIy UIC failure, unles:l Ihe court Jlnu!:! tilut the Culllll"l: was suhstallHall)"
ju::;IIII,,1I or Ihat 01 hcr drcuUl::;lances wuke Ull u wanl oe cXl'cu:le;; nnju:lt."

N urri" I,IlU twnliu Act
:.:a lUi,C. § 107 (e): "No telllp0nlry reslralnlng ordt'l" or leJll(l0rlu'y Injunc

Ilou shull lIe i::;sueu except ou cOllllitiOll tlllli cOUlplaillallt Hhall lir:lt tile 1111
lII11!l'rluldllg \\'Ilh ude'luale seem'ity ill uu aUlount to be Jlxed by the coud
:lullident 10 recompell:;e tho;;e cnjolned for lilly loSS, expeuse, or dumuge cllused
h.v the illllll'ovilieuL or clToueous i::;sulluce o! ::;uch ordel' or injunction, inclnding
1111 fl'll:wual,le cosls (togetiler wllh II rcu::;(JIluhle allonlc}"s fcc) IIml expcuses
ot tlC(CIiSe...."

Pair l,a/lOr Stalldarda .let
:'''J IU,.U, § :!1ti(1.l) : "The COll~t iu !:!ucll actlon shall, In IIddlllou to aUy judg

IUl'Ut uwunl"d 10 thc plaiuUt)' or )I1111ulJ[f:;, ullow II reusonul.llc ultonwy's fcc
to he pultll.ly the lIefcllllunl, ullli COlli::; ot the uctlon."

I,a/wr·M/l1l1IV(Jmcllt UcporliJtI/ und Di~clo~lln; ,-:let 011959
:':!l IUi,C. § -t31 (c) : ·'The conrt Inl:iueh IIclion JIluy, in its dbcret!on, lu audition

to llUy jll<lj!;IlICUt a wllnle,l to Ihe I'lululll1' tH' \lltllullffs, Illlo\\' II rellso1111Lle
IIUonley':l let,,, to 1>1" pllhllJy the de(cutlllllt, und co:;t", oC the action."

:.:a U,::::i,O. GOI (b) ; "'1'he trial jndge mill' allot 11 reasonuble part olille recovery
lu uuy ucliou under till:; suuscctlon to }lilY tile feell ot counsel llrosecutluJ: tlll:
:;ulL , .."

/1"'1'/01/("(: Rclircmcill III(:()mc Sl'('urill/ Llet

~H IU';.I:, § ll:i~(Jd ; "Ill Ilny uelion ulllicr Ihis :;uhcllllpll'r hy II Illl.-tidpanl,
hI'Ul"lldllt'y. 'lI'/I,llIdaI'Y, II ... COIIl't III IIH llllllTl'Il01l IlIl1y ullo\\' II rCMJOllUhl(: Htlor'
Ultl·"; f.'I' au,II'o:;l:; o( the lIelloll 10 dther \lHdy."

("Hal Jlillll :)/lfcll/ Ad

:10 U.KC. § aaB (c) : "WheucvCl' IIU order i:l ll:i:;ued undcr t1tll:l ",ubchll(lter grHnt
lu;: 1"I'11<,r 10 II mi,w,' llt 1Ill' l'cll'lesl or sllch IIlIUer,1I ;;1I11l cljual to Ihc llb'~r"l-:lllc

IIIJlOIIllI or 1111 I'osls lIud I'Xjll'US"S (IucltuJIIlb' 1111' UltOl'llCY'!:! tee:!) . , . ",lu.U 'he
1l"';I":<,;ell Ilglllll:Jt t hc )It" I'SUll CUllllllllllllg Ihe v lola 11011,"

1:>llIlc 111/11 f,'J(~1I1 PEscu! :ls,~iHlallce AllIclldlllcll/a 0/1976 (l'llblic LillO 9~-1t!8, § 7
(1J» . .

ill IU,;,U. § 12'J-1(l'): "Ill UIlY acllt'll ulldel' Ihl" St'Ct!OIl to l'llfol'ce § 1~·j2(1I) of
Ihi>; litlc', Ilw courl, ill it:; ,!i:;crclloll, Illuy allow 10 the IJrcvuillll~ jludy, olher
Ihllll Ihe lJuitell loilalc:;, n'u:;olllilile allol"lll'Y ("1":;, lind the United Slale:; :;hull he
lluhlu (or fec:; IlIHI..-otil::; the HUllle ll:l u )ldvllie llersoll,"

J,()JI{I,,!lIJ1"('/)jCII'.~and l1arbor lVorl,:cnl' Oomllcll/llltioll Act
:1:1 I U·;'C. § lr28: ['I'] 1t"I'C ,;hllll ho u \\'u nled, ill IHhlltioll to Ihe a WlI I'd oe cOlll

1"'IlSlllloll, III a CUJll(lcu:JIlIl',u urder, a rcaSOlllll.le utlonwY':;l fcc IIgalll:lt Ihe 1"111

(lloyel' oi: l'llJTler , ..."

II'lIl1'r l'oltlillolll'r"vl"!lliulI alltl ('ontrll! AN
aa u.:->,~. 3 1:1U5(;I): "The court, lu issuillg' /lilY lI11al order in ully actloll .

I,mughl (llll'';lIllltilo 1I11:'J lil'C(iOll, lIIuy uwunl 1"0;;1:; of Jltll;utlon (Iucludlu~ reaSOIl

111.1" III lOrlll·)' lllltl ('):(l"I't wltues,; fees) to lilly IJurly, wh,;lw\'cr Ihe COllrt tleler·
Jlli!ll'S "llell ll\\,lIl"<I Is ajljll'o(lrlalt· ...

:1:1 1I,~,C. § 1:W7 (I") : "f A I rilllll l'(IUltl 10 jill' ug"g-l"l'g-Ille lIllllllllll of ull COsl~ llllli
c'\IIl'USI;::; (illdudlllg tlH~ lI11oClll'Y'S (CI'S.), liS (letcnllillctll,y the :-iCCreillry u( Lu'
I",,' . , . shall hc 1I';:les,;c,1 uglliJl,;1 thc )lerSVIl cOlllJllltllllg ::;ueh vlolulloll."

()IT'lJj. nlll"pill!l A.ct
II.S ll,Jl5

Ill· (I II~' J j { i: 11 r. ;11.111 ( t l ~
~I

1I0u (illdlltlillK n'HSHllHbh! HtlHl"llc.r IIlltl eX\lI~rt Wlllll'SlJ (I'('S) 10 allY \llll'l)", WIlI'II"'"
el'cr I bc cOllrlllclcnnhll''; ::;ucll Ilwanlls HjllJl'OjJrllllc."

lkc}JlClller l'orls Act

,1:1 1J.l:i,C. ~ lG1:i(tl): '''I'lle CHurl, III bSlllll1; lIll}' tlllHI unlel' III HIIY Ildlu"
brHugh t IIIIJ';;lIl1llt to suh::;CCt!OIl (11) Or Iilis SN:liou, WII)' II WII nj cosls of II Ii;;nllou
(iudullillK n'll::;OulllJle altorlley allli expert Witlll'!;S fl'Cll) 10 any I... rly Wlll'lll'vcr
"ie c'oul"t tlel,'nlllul~:;>tlWh nwnnlll.llll'lU 'Ujll'lu'e."

I'lIlellt Illfringemcnt

:I:> lJ.:>.e, ~ ~0[): "'rlte COllI'! ill (~xc"Jlliullal ,'a:>e,; 11111)' llWal'l1 reasouablt, 111101'
lIey fcc,; to thl' IJl'c\'allilll; }ludY."

Serviccmeu's (}riJlljJ Life IJl:wrullcc Act

30 11.::'-0. § 7S·1(~) ; "('1'] he court, a::; U }lal"t of it,; jwl/;"Illeul IIIWl"cc, shall tletcr
mille llud allow rl'u::;olluhlc fee,; [01' 'I"l lllloruey,; of IIle ;;ul"ce:;::;1'1I1 '(lady or
IJH rties. .. .'1

Veteralls' Hellc/ils .lct

31i U,S,U, § 3'JOI(c): "The AI\lllilliJilmlol" ::;ltall tlell'l'lllille allli lillY f,'"s 10
agl~JlI:; or atlol'lwys rCI"Hgui:wtlulltier tltis ::;eCliou iuallo\\,(,tl "Iailll;; fOI" IIwtll'lllO'
heucfil::; II 1111 el' Ill\\'::; IIl1l1liui::;lerell hy Hw V<'IerHus' _\lhlllulsln.lioJl. :>lldl 1"'1';>
, . , Hludl IWI. excc!'!1 $10 wilh resped 10 lllly olle duilll; allli .. , "Iudl I". ,It:
lludell fro III Il11Ulelal'Y bellefil:> claIUleIIUlllllllJo\\.ctl."

SlIfc Drillkiu!J Wllter Act

.J~ 1I.KG, § 1l00j-o(tl): "'J'he COUI·t, In i;;suiug lllly liulli onll'" ill lIuy adlou
hrough/. Ullilcl' :>ul,scdiou (a) or lids scdiou, IIlll,l" Hwunl eosls o( lili~aliou i iu
c1u,lillg- l'casoullble lIt10rney alHI eXj'cl'/. witue::;s tec,;) (o all)' I'ady ,,'Jwlwn'l' Iiw
(:oul"l tlelcnlllllc::; such llll llwanl i::; llfljll'OpdlltC."

Socia! Securitl/ .Jct AliIcllumeut 0/ .1!JG5

-J~ V.B,C, § ,JOU: (a) "'Vheue\'l'r the Bccrellll'Y, iu lilly claim hdow him for
beue/it:i ulldcl' UII;; :>uilchaptcr make::; a del enllilla IiOll fa VOntille '10 lite d;l illlaUl,
Iw shull, If Ihe clull1luut Wll::l I'('jll'e:>eu{l'tl IJl' 11I1 llllol'uc}' ill l'olllWdlou wllh sudl
dllilll. Jix .• , II reusollnhll! fl'l~ III cOlllIII'USIlII! l>lIdl Hllllnll'.\', . , ."

(II) "\V h"lwver II COII1't n,ullcl·s II jllll~llwnt. tn \'IH'III1\<, 10 11 dU/IIlUUI uutl.','
lllis :illh.-hujll,·l' who WU::; rCjll'l's"U'I'tI lI"fol'c I\w ('Olll'{ 1.,\, IIU IIltonll·.l', Ihl' ,'oud
11111)' lld"nullw IIIHI ullow llS I'nrt Ill' Hll Judg-IIwlll II n'Jlslluul.lt. 1'1'" for su.-h n'll
n·sl'ullltloll... ." (BoUI l:illll::;eclious (II) .Jllltl (b) \lwl'1dlJ 1'111' j>llJ'Ull'llt IIUt of
IlllSI-dIW lIIJlletlls,)

('lnlJl AIr Act .-luwnclwC/lllt (J!1970

,l~ V,::::i.O, § .1I:iG7h-:! (,/) : "'1'he elHu'l, -Iu b:Julug- JIll.\' Iluul IInlt'l' ill UIl," ud loll
I,,'ollg·ltt }IUl"lillllllt 10 ,;1I1,seeliulI (a) of 1111::; ;welluu. IUH}' llwHnl .-0,;1,; Ill' lill~uliou
(iudIUIiIl;;" I'CllSOUJlltic llltonll'Y llud expcI'! WitHC";:; tee::;) 10 UIl)' Illll'I)', WIWIWI'CI'
Illc court 111;1 enuiue,; ;;Uch II warll is llPlu'Ollr!lll c'-'

)'olillll Nillhls .·IIlIl·lIt/melllli 0/1975 (l'lIbli,) LillO 9~-"l.'j, § ~()J)

'l~ 11,:>,0. 3 11l7:i1 (e) ; "1'1 lll:y lIe1loll'or IU'lll'ce,lillj;" Iu I'ldllr..c 1111; vollll~ t.:uar.
lllllees of Ihe lou"lecuth ol'lltleeuth lI11lCUtiUll'Il!. Ihe ('0111'/, ill jj,; ,1I;>'Tdloll, Illlly
IIli0w Ihe prc"llilill~ )lud,l', "Ihel" Ihuu the lllllllJtI SlllII's, II ""II';Ollllblt, JlIt"r.
IH')"'; (IJe ll:> Illi rI o( 1111' eosl,;."

Ui,:it Ni!Jldlt Al/onl{'I"'~ }1'c/:$ AWlInls A"t (I'abUt: LillO [11-55!1)

.J:! 1.l,:>,O. § JiISH: "Ill 'Hly Ilellon Ill' IJro'-I~Cl1ill~ to eullln'" u l.rovlsioll uf ~~ WSI
I" WS:l, W!)G, Hud JDsH of Illi::; tllIl', l"ill.plel' :Is of Tille ~il. 01' ill JIll,\' t'!1·il al'
lioll 01' IJI'ocee,liut;". by 01' 011 behulr of the Hulletl :->11111:''; of Allwl"il"a, 10 t'll(olTe,
01' dlllrgilll; a viululiou ill, II 1'l'o\'I:>ioll (lC Ihe Ullitl'll l)lall's lllll'l'ual HI'\'I"IlIH:
(l,"ie, 01' slllJdl, V of eh, :!I oj' Ihls lltle. Ihe l'OUri. ill if:; ,\i::;ITcliou, '"11.\' allow
flw jln:vllililll> Illll'ly, olh"l' Il111U tile I1llilt'tI :-ilales, lI'I'Cll::;olllll>\c ll'tI"I'II")"" fl,e
liS Illl r/. ilC Ihe eo,;IIJ,"

{,'illil /{iglt 13 Act 0/ 19G-t 2'i/lc II

'.12 U.S,C, § :!(l()()H-:l(II) : "luau}' Helit'll conUHl'lIl,,'tI plll·S'"LIII 10 lids slllwJllll'(i'r.
.<1", eUI",1 ;;; it;; ,p .. ··'''UOll, - IIl1t" .. ,1ft:\' pa; lec I '1" t,
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111lerlslute (JulJllJlcrce .ctet

4U U.S,C. i 8: "J11 CUBe lilly COl1l1llOU elltTiel' suhj"d to the JI1'/l\'lsioll::; of thid
chlllltel' llliall do, call1:iC to Lc dOlle, or lle1'lllit to he dOlle allY act, matlel', 01' Ihillg
ill tlli:; dlllpler' 1)I'olllbitell Or dedared to be unlawful, " . sueh COllllllOII carl'i.~r
l:ihull be liaLlc to the persoll or Jlel':iulI::; IlIjuI'l'c\ thereby tor, , , a reasollahle COUll'
llel 01" altorney'.s fcc, to he theLl L}' the cOlirt ill c\'cr}' ca::;e Ilf 1'I~eO\"Cr)', which at
tonwY'B fcc l:ibull Le laxeLlullu collected liS Illlrt of Ihe CIl::;lli ill Ull' l~lI::;","

"IU U,S.C, § 16 (1l) : "Ill Ully jll<l~lllCllt which lila}' Lie l','mlered tlll: (liaililiff J:ihllll
ho lIUow....'<..l to reCO\'er lIg-allu;t the defelllluut u I'L':llmmlhle lltloruey's fee to lie tUlLed
ill thc ease,"

49 U,S,C. § 10 (2) : "It the pllll11tlft l:ihull tillllily llrevilll hc llhall Ill' allu\H'<1 U
rea:;ouaLle altoruey'll tee, to be tuxed uI1l1 collecteu Ull II Jlllrl or Ihe co::;lJ:i of I he
suit."

49 U,S,C, § 20(12) : "'1'he COllllllOll currier, " • shull he eutitled to rCCo\.cI" " , •
the UlllOUllt ol UIlY eJr::pellse rell::lollubly iueurred hy it III defeal1illg llUy uetioll at
law" . ,"

,19 U.S.C, § 1H: "~'be court lIIay abo lu its dil:icrcliOll o.-lIel' Ihe IIt!Ylllt'Ut. of tbe
currler'l:i reasouaLle costs alld counsel fee/:l, , . :'

4U U,S,C, § !JOt): (b) "In ClIlie auy CLUTier J:lhull tlu, .'UI,·'-' to he c\om', Ill' penult 10
he dOlle ally act., maHer, or (hiu/;" III tlils chailier Jll'Ohlhill'<1 01' lIedun'd til hc
llulu wflll , , , /:lucb carder llhllll Lc UuLle to thc Jlel'l:iOIl II!' J,el'soll:; IuJlII'ec\ thl'n'by
for" , , a reusonable counJ:ld or attorncY'1l lee, to h,· i1x,~d Ily Ibc t:ollrl ill e\"t~I'Y
CUl:ill of recovery, wbIch attorney':; lce shull Le tuxed IUIlI colleded il;; pill·t of tbe
cu::;l:; In tlw cu:;e."

(e) "If the lJlaintltr shull'llnally prcvull he shull be allowedu 1"'lIl:illlllll,lt: atlor
neY'l:l lee, 10 be tllxet! aud collected U/:lll pUrl of the ('OStil oC the suit,"

·w U.S.C, § ]017(b) (~) : "'1'lle party Who Iln:\"llll:; In lilly such Ul'tiOllIllU}', ill the
tll:;cretloll or the court, recover reasoullLle UltorlleY'J:i fcc::; tu he Jlxed hy tl,e
co II 1'1. , , ,"

'j'ratlillgll'ith tile Encmy Act

50 U,S,C, Aprl. § 20: "No properly or iutere::;! 01' IlI"OC':I'I1::1 ::lhall lie relm'lIed
lIuder till::; Act, .. wllell::; sut1::;ladory evideuce i:; fUI'niJ:ihed , , , thut lhe ugg-re
~ute of the (ecll to be paId to ull Ugcutli, IlUorneYli ut luw Or 111 fud, 01' relll'eseuta
UVCli, lor J:lervlcell rendered III counectloll with such returll til' JlaYlllent 01' judg
Illcnt does not cxceed ]0 PCI' celltum of tLe \'ulue oC tJuch jlroIlel'ly Or illlenl::;t or
11l'llCcellJ:l or of I:luch JlllYIllCIlt."

JllpU11eSe-A7IlericClll E'vacllulion Olaims Act 011948

50 U,S.C, .Ajl{l, § 1985: "1.'lIe Altol"lley Generlll, In rendedn~ Ull a ward In favor
ol allY clallllllut, lllay Illl a part of the awurd detenulllC Ilnd ullow rl'llsollulJle at.
ton;ey::;' fecll, which shulluot exceed 10 per celltulll of the IIUlOuut Illlowcd, 10 Le
paid out or, hut 1I0t Il1llddHlou to, the amount of such Ilwurd."

~lute,;, a n'asolllll.le allorney's fee a::; pal'! of the CO::llll, aud lhe Unlled Slutell
::;halll.e lial.le for co::;l::; tile SUllie II::; II privllte per::;on:'

Civil JUgJtl8 A.et oll%,~, ~l'itlc VlI
,j~ U.S,C, § ~OOO ....'-5(k) : "In lilly uctlon or proecedlng Ullder this llulJchllpter

the COUl't, III illl discI'elioll, lIlay llllow tile Jlre\'ailillg Ilurly, other thau the (lClluul
E1Jll'loyuU'llt 01'l!orlllllity) COllllllisliiou or the United Stutes, u rellsonuhle at.
IOl'Hey'1; eel' u:; I'UI'I of the co:;l::;, IIml Hie CoullHil:ision ulld the Unlled Stutcll l:ihull
I.e lial.le [or elll:il::; lhe Imllle us U 1II'ivute jler::;on,"

1,t'gal Ser'/'iccs Corporu{iul1 .iet
.J:! U,S,C. § ~fJUtic(f) : "If Ull ucUon I::< comlllenced loy the CorpomUoll 01' Ly a

redpicHt :HIlI u lInul order 11; entered in [Ilvor of the defendant lwd againl:it the
Corponllioll or u recipient'::I pluintiff, the cour! WILY, UpOll lllOUOll Ly tile defelHl
ant Illld UpOIl u tiuulng lJy the court that the Ilction Wllll eomuH:nced or llUrS1H'd
fOI" Ute sole 11lIC(klBe of hllrllJ:iSUIent of the defendullt 01' thut the CorporatIon or
a redpicn'I'll IlluillUtr mul1douBly Ubul:ied legul proeesl:i, enter 11I1l1 oruel' , ,
uwanlillg- l'eul:lollable COB(::; alill leglll fecS Jncurred by the defeuduut. " , ,"

1>'lIi,. J/ol/sill!! Ac/ 011968
,I:! lJ.::;.O, § 3111:!(e) : '''1'lle COlll'tlllay grnllt U:> relicf, llJ:l it deell1:> llllprO}lrlute

, , , n'l1HoJllllJle uUonley fees ill Ihe cuse of a IH'e\-ui!iug pluiutifl': l'rovided,
thaI thc Baid Jlluluillf lu the ojlllJloll of thc court Iii 110t liulIllciully ahlc '10 US::;llllle
Huid 11iIonlCy'I:l fees."

Olilllilms Urillli: COII/,.utlwcl Su/e S/reets A.ct 0/19G8 AmclIdmclIts
(Cl'illle COlllrol .Ad or W7ti, Pulllie Law !l-1-503, § 1~t)---42 U,S.C, § 37till(e)

(,I) (II) : "Jll lilly clviluetlllu IIrollg-h! lIy u llrlvule pen;on -to enforce COU1llllaul'e
wJlh IllJy 11I'O\'lsioll of tid::; ::;ubscetlol1, tlte court UIIlY grunt to u Ilrevulling Jllllln
Iitt n~ul>ol1llhle altorney fecl:i, ulllel:is the COlli'! t1l'lenl1l11es that til(} law::;ull. Is
frlvolou::;, vexullol1:;, Lroul;ht for hurtll:il:illicut llllqlllscS, or Lrought Ilrlllcipullr
for Ihe purpose uf gallilug IIUonley feel:i."

Noi8C CUIl/rul .-Id 01 1912
.j:! lJ.:S,C. § ,!fJll (II) : "'l'he cOlll't, 111 !>;::;Ulllg lUI)" tillul oruer III uny llctiolllJrougllt

I'Ur;;ullllt to l>uh:lt~tlol1 (II) of thl:; I)I~lilJll, llIl\y U\\'/1 l"ll COl:itJ:l of liUgulloli (InclIlll"
ill~ ~·el1::;olll1l1lc Illlorucy /lUll eXIlel't wlluc~:; fcc::;) to lilly lllU'ly, whcllever tlte
court Jclerllliut~::;.!:ilH:h lUlU wur<lll; ullproprla!t·...

i:::olid Wallte Dispo:H1! Act (U 1001(c), 1002(e) all ame'lIlIea by the Rellouree
(.'ollll"r-vutioJ< alld Recovcry Act 01 1910, l'ublic LalO 9.\,580)

'I~ U,S,C, § 6fJ71 (c) : "[A] J:ium equal to the uggregate amount of all CO::;tli ulill
t'xpem,;es (illl:llIdiuJ; the ultom,'y's fees) , " , :;lJllll lJe uSJ:iessed Clgaiust tbe person
eOUJlui! t i lIg such \'iollltiOU,"

4:! U.S.C, § (,>D7~ (e) : "1.'he court, llilssulng any llliul urder In uny UCtI011 hrougllt
1111 r.:>lIu 11 1 to this sectiol1, may a\\'llnl COl:itli of lilig-illioll (including rCllsol1aLlc IIt
tome)' 11Iltll'XIlCI't wHneS..; fL'e::;) to allY Pll1'ty, whel1e\'er tile COllrt delermll1e::l that
:;11('11 IllI award is lljJllrollriate,"

Railway Labu,. Act

45 U,S,C, § 153 (p) : "It the pelitloller sballllnl1lly prc\'uil he shull be nUowellu
rl'lIS01lllLIe nllorlley'l:l fcc to be 11lxed uud colleeteJ a:; llurt of the costs oC the l:iuiL"

Macltallt Marine ..:tat 0/ 19j6
.J1i lJ.::;.C, § 1~:!7: "AllY IlCI'iWU who sliull he illjurL'll in bls business Or property

loy rea,;ul1 of auylliing forhilldpn b)' this seclloll lIluy sue thereCol' , . " lIlHl I:;hllil
n'eover, " ' a rell/:iOnalJle lltlOrll('Y'S fee,"

COlllullw[cali01l11 Act 01 193-~

47 lJ,::>.C. § :!OU: "In cus,' 11I1)' l'OlillUOn ellrder J:illllll do, or cuuse or permit to Ite
Ilolle, jUlY lid, waller, 01' thiug' ill tills dlllJlI"r prohiLlIcd or ded,II'ed to lie lIU
lawful, , , ::;IIC}; ('01ll1ll01l eurriel' shall Le Hnllie to tlll~ per::;oll or llCr.SOllS Injun'c1
then,l,y fIJi' , , ' a rCll::;ollable CllIIUSc! or ntlorlll'Y'1:l fcc, to Le lb::ellhy tile court ill
"\"'1'.1' <,as<' of n'covery, whil'h IIltorlle}",;'fee ::;hall Ioe taxed audcolleeted us lmrt
of I !It' ('''~;!:; ill IIII' euse."

'17 iT.:u.:. § ·107: "I ( t hI' jll'! IIl0llc,. s!lflll tlull!lr prevull, he /:lhall Ill; allowed II

1"'11';011111111' 11 II 0 rtlt'y'::; f,~.·, 10 be illxl'll lIuli eulledel1lls Illl.·t of tile co"lli or tllCslIll."

Source: Study on Federal Regulation: Vol. III: Public
Participation in Federal Regulatory Agency
Proceddings, U.S. Senate Committee on
Government Affairs, 95th Cong., 1st Sess.,
Doc. No. 95-71, July 1977, pgs 119-127.
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): . l'lHII I"Slli ill' t: 'del" B,I: ,-
",,!';rUl'il (i) o( Illi:; "uhsl'clloll mil}' ll\\"urd ('(1"1,,,,( llllgl\-

II .., party n"IIIt'sl\lI~ Ihc u,lmls"loIlS th~'r"llncr I'C/)V,'" 1I1il ~"n\1II1"I1""~ or Ih"
d"t'UIIIl:ul "I' thu tcUll1 ol Ihc UlUUet', hc lUuy upply to the coud, tor lUI onler
n'tJulrillg Ule othcr purty to pay hllll lIw rcul:lollulllt; .~~lJell:!C::l IIICUJ;cc,1 lu Uluklll~
Ihut I",.>of, Jlldlldlllg utionleY':; lee:; .

(d) Fllillln~ oC pucty to '>IUelid at own deposition 01' :;eeve 'lIlswer:! 10 Iulel'
ru~lllorks or n,spOllli to n'(lue:;L fOl' ius,pccUon-"In lIeu ol ully ordcr or III ulldi
tlml Ihen,l". Ihe eoul'L llhall l'e(lull'c thc l,urty lulUlI~ to net oc the uttorney
utlvbllll;" him ur hillh to pay the n,a:;,'lIultle CAl'CII:!etl, including IlU(ll'i\CY':; fee:;,
l'UUS.·<I lIy Illc falhu'e, un!cs:! Ihc court Jlndtl thut lhe Cullul'C Willi lluhlltlllllilllly
juslille<l oc thllL olher clrcuUlslances lliuke Ull uWllnl DC eXl'CIl:!c" unju:ot."

Nurri:l I,IlOlwntitS ~lvt

~U lUi.C, § 107(c): "No telJlJl0n\ry restruilllug Ordl'l' or lcllll'OrlU'Y illjuuc
HOIl :;hull Ill' issued e~ccpt 011 coudiUoli thut cOUljJlaillllllt llhall Jlr:!t Jile Illl
U1u!l'rluldllg wllh Ilde'luale security ill Ull UUlOUllt to Ile Jh:ed lly the court
:!lIilideul to rccompell:;c UIO:;e elljolncll for UIIY loss, expense, or dalUuge caused
b.v I he ltllJlJ'ovitlelll or erroneous issulUlce of such onlel' Or Injunctioll, including
ull n'a:;,m"l.le eo:;l:! (together wilh II. rcu:;onulJle uttonw)":; fee) unll expcuses
o( lIefcl1se, , , ,"

Puir l,abor StlllldunIII Act

:''1) IU>.o. § ~lti(ll) : "The cou~t III such Ilctlon shull, III IlddlUon to any jullg
IlIt'lIt llward"d 10 the plailltltl· or pllllntlffs, lllIow II rellsolllllJle 1I110n",y':; fee
10 lJe llllltllly the defendanl, lllllt COOl Is of the actioll,"

l,u/J"r·MIIH'lilt'mclIt Ucporliu{l ewd D l:lclOIl lin; A.ct 0/1959

~:I lJ.I:>.U. § -t31 (c) : "The court in sllcll uclion lUIIY, In It:! dlOlCl'etloll, III 11l.ll1lliull
10 allY jlllll-:lIIcul II wIII'lIetl 10 I he plalntlJt or I,lnlntlff:;, Ililow II rellsollllLlc
lltluruey':! ('~I:slo I,c paltllJy Ihe delemlllllt,llnd cosis of the llclloll."

~ti U.I:>.o. GOI (Il) ; "'1'he trilll jullge IlIIlY nllot u reasonable pllrt of the recoveJ"y
lu llny lle/ioll under LhI.:! !lullseclloll to llily the fee:! of counsel prosccutlnl: the
Oluit. , , ,"

Hm/>!"yn, Hr/ircmcut lue'tJlIle Security Lid

~:l IUU~_ § l1:'l:~(/d ; "Ill 11IIy neli')11 UlltICl' Ihis Olubchnllll'r by a Illlrlldpaul,
bt·I\('lldal'.I'. or IItllldlll'y, till' eourt III lis ,lIst'n'liou IUIIY ullow II n~IIBonllhlc nllor
lIltl'''; 1"'1' IIl1,ll'O,;1:; oilhe Hellou to dlher puety,"

l!ot/l .llil'" Su/ely .-Iet

:10 11.:-;.<.), § UaB (c) : "\\'lieuevcr 1111 onler Is Issucd untie .... tll1l:l l:Iullchlljlter l:"l'lwt
lll~ n'lh-r 10 a llli'll'r nt IIII' rellucst uf such miliCI', II :;IIUl ellual to Ihe 1I[.;"[.;" ...·l-:llle
IIlllllUlll o( 1111 I'Wils Hud I'XIU'Il:;.,S (Illcluvlll[.;" Ilw 1I1to1'1lCY'!! tec::!) , , , ~hllil 'he
lI"sl',..setl'lgalll:;t the jler"ull cuuHultllul:" the \'\t>.lIlUOll,"

::>1 II Ie IIll1l 1,lIe'"1 FI.ual :!~.~il1lauee :!IlICUdIllClIls 0/ 1916 (l'llblio LClw 9~-~S8, § 1
( /J) ) . .

al lU·;'U. § l:!·H(e): "lu lilly IlclitJH ullder 11I1:! sl·etloll to cnforce § 1~·j2(ll) or
Ihl:> litl,·, 11ll' court, iu iI~ lliscrelloll, lllll}' llllow 10 Ille jlrevuiliu~ \ludy, ollll'c
Ihull Ihe Unltell }illites, n'lI:;ulltll>le lltlonH'y (I'C~, lIud tile Uulled Sillte:! ~hllll he
lIuhlll for fccs lllld'elltiis the llllUlC liS a privllie ller::iOIl,"

1,{JII{lxlt/JI'l"IJI.;lI'.'i and 11tu'/Jor 1Vorl.:e:r:l' COlllllclIs,l/IQII :tct

:1:1 \I.S.C. § :/'28: 1'1'] h,"'e siudl ho II wllrde<l, III Illlilltiou to the a Wll rd oC COIll
l'"u"1I1Iou, Iu II cOIllI,e'I:>t1IIIJ!l onlel', U I'C1ISOIlIIL.le 1I110rucy':;! fcc 1Il:"ldu:01 the CIll

ploye,' 01- I'luTIcr , ... "

WCI/cr 1'0IluilOlll'rn)("!tliol' ClJI<l ('ontrol:lN

a:1 lJ.;-1.0, 3 1:1u5(;I): "'1'lle cou,·t, III i:;sulug' llUY Ihud order III lilly IlCllllll .
t.rou~ht l,ur"u1IIII III Uti:'! sl'elioll, UlllY llwllrd cO"IB ollltigutioll (Illclucllu~ rClIson,
ul>ll~ ullonl"}' ull41 I'):lll,rt wllue::;:; tees) to lilly IUldy, wl,,:nc\'er the COII1't dcter
ud lit'S "udl a Wllfd Is lI11jlrOlll'la II'"

:1:1 II.S.C. § L:W7( .. ): "CAjlilllUl'tJlItd to lIw llg~r(,~llte IIJI\illlnl uClllI COlils 111111
1'''111'11>;1;'; (ill('1udlllg Ih(~ ulloflll')":; Iel'B.}, liB delennlncd IIY Ihc ~eerclllry ur 1.11
Illll' ... i;h1l1l he llsse,;sell uglliu:;t Ihe (lers\lu COIllIllIlIIIIl:" such vlulalluu,"

(kl'lw lJllJllpiuiI A.d

If.f; l'·Jl5
JJ I () 11~' J j 1 i: 11 i".; 11.111 t t J,\

~I

lIull (illdu"liuK rt'lIS411llll>lt, IIttunlc.!' 111111 eXilert \l'1I11l':;~ (1"'S) 10 lilly 1'llr')", \1'1\('11-'
ever .Ile court t1eIcnllllll':; :mch llwanl1.5 11l111 rolll"1l1le,"

Deepwater l'el1'/1i Act

:I:i IJ,~.c. § 151:5 (II) : "'I'he Court, III ji<sIIIUl; Ill.}, HIIIII on'el' III lilly ad lUI!
l.ruughllllll'Sllllllt to suhscetloll (II) or Ihis s('cliou. 1Il1l)" IIwunl costs of lilitillliull
(iuduililll;" l'I'IISUUlllllc lIllurlley >llld eXllcrt wiIIlN;:; 11'C;;) to allY parly wlll'lu'l'cr
"ie ~'oul"\ ddt'nulu'~sslll:huWlIrd I,; UPIll'ul'dllle."

l'/Ilcllt 11l/rillycmCiJt

a;:; !J,Ke, § ~0G: "The COlli'! ill e:l:Ccllliollal t'a::;c:; WII)' awul"ll rcasuuablt, IIl1c.."
lIey fcc:; to Ihe Ill'e\'lIllIllg- plId.!'."

S(:rviccmeu's Group Life IHsuraHce Act

ao (J,KU, § 78·1 (g) : "('1']he court, liS II llad of its jllt)~uWJlI IIt't'rCe, ;-;110111 tldcl'
wille IIIH.I lIllow reusolluille fees lOt, the UllOrllC)'S of llit: ::iutTes:;ful 'pady or
}Jurtic;-;....JI

VeterallS' ItCllCjitS Act

at; U,S.U, § 3·10·1 (c): "Tlw A,Illliui:;Il'lllor shall t1clt'l"luillc 11I1l1 1'01,1' fl' ••" 10
agclIts or ul/onwy,; recuglli~wtl ulltlel' lhis sec/ioll in IIllowl'tl dailll:; fUl' IllOll"IIII')'
I'ellclils llllder IlIws lItllllilli:;lerell by Hie Vdenills' -\dlllfuis'nlliuu. ~lIdl f.,c:;
, , , "ludl nol. (!:l:ec(:tl $10 wilh rC"lll,et 10 UU.l' oue dailll; lIuII , .. :;Illlll I... dc
tl lid etl f rOlll IIltllleJllry hCllelil;; e1u i UWtl lIud allu"'e<l."

Stlfe Drillkiny Waler Aet

.J:! H.KC, § aOOj-o(il) : "'J'lie cuurl, in issulug lilly jiual onl,,,' III lilly ad lou
llroughl. uutlel' SUIJSCd iOll (II) o( I his sed iou, 1II11,I' II wanl l'o,,1s of lil i~a I iou (ill
dutlillg rClIsuullble llUOI'IWY Illlli eXJlcrt willlcss lcc:;) 10 all)' Jlad)' wh"IWl"t'" It",
eourl dClenllilles SUCIlIIll II \I'li rd i:; lII'lll'Opl'i1l te,"

Social Security .J vt A 11/tmdmellt 0/ .1965

-J:! U.::>,C, § ,10(1: (u) "'Vhelle\'er the l:>ecl'elal')', ill lIuy clailll llelon~ him fill'
l,clleJils ulldel' tlli:! :;ulldlllpicr lllul,c:!u ilclcl'luillillioll favorable"ltl Ille dililU:IUI,
lie :;bllll, it' Ihe cluJHlllllt WlI:; 1'('lll'escutctl by Illlllllol'ucy ill coulwdlou Willl "ud.
dllilll, Ilx , . , II rClisontlbII~ fl:c 10 COIllI)('usul,! sildl llllonu'.i'. , , ."

(II) "\Yhclwl'cr II COUl'l. l'I:lIllel'll II JIHIJ;IUI!lIt (1I\'onJlII,: 10 u dll/1I1l1 II I IIIHI.'"
Ila!,.; HllhdlllJlll'r \l'ho \l'U:; rCI"'e,,;,,"II'11 \01:1'01'(, Ihe ('oud II.\' 1111 ullol'lll'.\'. Ih., ""111'1

1lI11.\' 11d"nlllnc IIntl ullolV uS II/Irt of It:; Judg-Ilwul II n·usollul.lt· f('l! for :-iII.'h n'l'
1'''''''lIlulloll, , , ," (Both su"scctlolls (ll) ~IJIlI (0) prodal" f"" Jlu.rllll·ul 0111 of
IIH;-;I-t1ue bt'"t:JlIs,)

('/t"l1JI Air ..let AmcntlmclIt<1 of 1910

,J~ U,I:>.O, § .1gG7h-~ (,I) : "'1'lle e11111·t, "III l:;suillg' 1I11,\' tllull m·tI"I' Iu UII.\' 1l"IIou
....olll;"ht IJ\lrsuliut to s\lI,,.;edioll (u) of Ihi:; ;;cdlou, lUll)' u\I'Hnl t·o,,':; or IiIlJ;uliou
(illdutliu;; rCII:-iOllllltle ul/OI'lIeY 1I1ll1 eXllCl't Wi!lH.'SS lces) 10 llUy jllll'l.I', WIWIWI'I'I'
the court tll'lel'll/iUes such IIwal'tl Is lIPIJI'olll'ialc,"

I'll/illil l<;II/lis A m"utlmC:1I18 oj 1915 (l'l//Jli,; Law 94-l.'I, § 10:':)
'J~ 0.1:>,0, § HI7al (c) : "Ill It.:)' ucllou'Ol' pn..-cediug 10 1'II(or..c tlw voliu~ ~Uilr,

uul ces ol Ihe loudecuth or JiI'l.eellth lI11lell,hlll'lIt, Ilw ('oUI'I, iu i l:-i tll.~t'rd iOll, IIlll)'
ulloll' Ihc 1l/'CI'ulliuJ;" Jlllrl.l'. olhm' 1l111ll Ihe li1l1l1:41 HllIl"", II "eu"ollllhh, ullor
111'.1"'; (cc II:> part or 1111' cosl:;,"

Uiril Rlyhls ..llIol'nq",'1 1o'"c:s Awards "'"t (I'(//Jlia Lllw Ill-55!)
'1~ U.}j.O. § .1jJ~):;: "Iu lilly IIclloll tHo Ill'OI'(,pdluJ;" to ell (on'l! II IH'o"l"iou of ~* \!lSI

10 W::ia, WI)G, lIu.1 lUKU of tid:> lllli', ellll!,ler ilS of 'l'i1le ~(I, 01' iu lIuy ddl aI'
lioll or IlrllCe(:tliul;, I.)' 01' Oil bclllilf of Ihc lJuitL'il :-;11I1t's of AIIWdl'lI, 10 "11(01'('1',
or dlllrgiuJ; 11 violillioll ol, U Ilrm'lsioll 01' Ihe lIuill'tl ~ila1t''' .lull',·ual HI'I't'IIIW
(lotle, 01' SUlll'li, V or ch, ~I or lhis II lIe, Ihe l'Ollrl, ill II:> tli::;""eliou, lUll)' all.IW
IIll' pl'l~vllilillg 111I1'1}', 01lH'1' 1111111 the Ouil,'l1 }ilates, lI'I'ellsolllll,le lI'IIt"'lh'y':; ft'l!
liS IllId. o! lhc ('os(:;,"

('ivi1 Wyh til _,I ct 0/1961. ~l'itlc I I

,12 U,S,C. § ~OO{)II-:l(ll) : "Ill all)' Hdloll CIlllllllt'U"I'l1llllrsllllul 10 tI,is sul ... llll.,{.or.
n", COU"~ ' .. it;; II" ""'iloll, .- ..... aliI" <, ,H'C\,' lla; lee t .1' [,
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TABLE 3-3 (Cant .-)

interstate (Jommcrcc ~1d

oJU U.S.C. § I:l: ''In cuse nllY CiJlIUlIllU cilnici' ::;Uhjl'ct til llle lIW\"isiou::; III tllid
chapter llhlllluo, cause to Le doue, or penult to I'e dOlle uuy aef, lJIaltel·, Ill' Ihiug"
ill llli:; ClllllJter Jjwlliuited 01" declared to he ulllawful 0 0 _ such COUllllOII calTi.~r
sllull Ll! liuLle til Ihe lll~rsoll or Ilel·Sou::; Iujlll"l'd lIwrcl,y lOI· , .. u I"culjouahli, ,.0UII
!jel 01

0

u!tiJrlley',':i fec, to Le 1hed vy the court ill en~l'}' (:u::;e Ilf n~con:I")', \\"hich ut
(orney'::; fcc shllll Le t uxell ulld collected liS IUII·t of Ihe Ctll;L::; Iu till' .:11;;1....

·HJ U.S-C. § 15 (ll) : "III auy j\lll~lJIeut which Ulll}' hc J"l'llllcrell lI,c plailltifl' shull
ho nllllwt."" to reCO\'el" 1Il>III1Il:lt the ddcndulIL a 1·/'USOlllthle utlorllc}";; fcc to I'e tuxed
ill the eu;;c."

49 U.S.U § 10 (2) : "It tile llluIulllt shull Iill/Illy prevail he llhllll 1'1' ullo\\"cll II
reullouuLle ultorlley'::; fcc, to Le tuxeu unll collected Ull II l,urt oC IIH: eo::;to of Illesuit...

49 U.S.C, § 20(12) : "'I'llI' COlIlIJlOn currier 0 •• shull he eulilled to rCCO\·I'I· 0 ••

the 11IUOI~~lt of uny CXpellse rcasolluuly IncurrclI Ly It III dcfcuuiug lIuy llctioll at
luw... _

·HI U.S.C. § IH: "'1'1.Ie court lIIay ul;;o III it::! di:;Cl·ctioll ordeLo the (ltL}'JU('ul. of tlle
currier':; rellBoulILle costs uuu counsel [cell. 0 • :'

.jl) U.S.C. § 001): (Il) "JII CUl:le lillY ClUTier Ilhlllldll, (·Ul ....~ to he dom', Ill" penui! to
lie dOlle auy act, multer, or Ihlllg lu IIlls cllupter prohlhit,.• j 01· lledun'<1 to l,e
uulu wflll - . 0 Iluch cllnlcr Ilhull Le Uuhle to the l,en;Ou II!" persouli Iujured tlwI"I'lly
fOI· . 0 • a rellsonuLle coullllel or ut!orllcy'll fcc, to 1'1' r1xeli lly Ihe "Ulat ill every
CIISO or reeovery, which IIttorney'o fee l:lhall Le tUXI'd IIIHI colleeled liS pal"! of Ihe
COSI:; 11.1 the CUliC."

(c) "U thc lJlaIuUlt shull 'tlllnlly prevull lie shllll be allowed II J·I·lIljlllilll,I.: liltor
ueY'1:! lee, to Le tllxell UIIU collected Ul:lU pUJ"l. oC Ihe (·ost.. ot Ihe suit."

·W U.S.Co § ]011(lt) (~) : "TlIe purty wlw ]In:\·ul111 Iu lIuy ::;ucll 1I1'\iouUlIlY, ililhe
.lbcretioll of the courl., recovel· rcu;;onuhle IIltonwy'!j fcc;; 10 he Jlxetl Ill' lite
COU1·t. 0 • _"

'1'rn/liJlgli'ith the Enemv Act

fiO U.S.C. App. § 20: "No prollerty or iutere:;t or IJl'OCI~l'd::! shall he rctlll"llcd
1I1lder this Aet . 0 • uHless sullstuctory eviueuce il:l flll"liiohetl . __ thnt Ihe IIggre-
J;ate of the feell to Le pllid to ull u~elltll, IIltorneYl:lut IlIw or 111 filet, 01· relll'esellta
livc::;, for Ilerviccs rellllerell 111 cOllnectlon wUh ::;lIeh return (H· llaymcnt 01' jllllg
lUellt doel; not excecd 10 per ccntum of \lw \'u]lIe of J:lucll lll"Ollert}' or inlerest or
Ilroceeul:l or or such puyment."

JUJlu:J1csc-..:tmericllll E-vllcuntioll Clailllll .del OJ 1948

50 U.S.C. AIIJI. § ]085: wI'lIe Attorney Geueral, 111 relldedllg all IIwanl Iu favor
or lilly c1uhulIUt, lUUY II::; II I'urt of the II wlInl determille uud llliow n'll:iOIlULle at
tOrJ;eyl;' fees, which shull not exceed 10 IJec centuUl of the IIllJouut lI11o\\"el1, to Le
puld out of, Lut 1I0t 11IIIdditiou to, the UIIIOUllt of J:;uch awurd."

::>lute:;, a 1'"a:;OIlIl"le at/oriley'::; fee ati purt of the cosl::;, and Ihe Unlled Siulel:l
l;halllle liallie for co::;ll; the l;l\We u::; u private per::;on:'

(:ipil Ri!J}d~ _-let oll9G.~, ~'j//c VlI
oj:.! U.S.C. § ~OOO ...~5 (I;:) : "III ullY action or )Iroceellhlb ulIller this I:luudllll,ter

Ihc coud, III III:l di::;cl'etloll, Illay allow tile prel'ailillb IllIrty, other thall-the (l!:IIUlIl
EIII1'Io)'uU'1I1 ()I'POI·tllllily) COllllnissioll or the Uulled States, u reasollahle ut
torlley'jj CC'~ U:i I'al't ol the co:;I::;, IIIHI ,the COIlHllissiou uud the United Stulel:ll>hull
"C lia"le [or ,·o:;ts lhe ::;ame us u lu·ivule per::;oll."

J.<"!jul SG,.!'iecs CorpO,.n/ioll ..:tet
oj:.! U.S.C. § :.![Wtic (t) : "It IlII uelloll I::; cOllunellced hy lhe Corpomtloll or Ly II

recil'i"lIt and a 1I11ul order I::; entered in favor of the uelendant uud aguillst the
Corporation or a reeipicut'::! plailltiff, the court UJuy, UpOIl lliotIOII Ly the dereml
alit Iwd 111'011 a tirlll1ug uy the court that tbe action wa::; commellced or llUrslieil
{Ol' the llole pllrllt)l;e of 11IIrJ.losUlellt of the uefelldunt or that the CorllOraUoll 01'
u reeilliell't'::; IlluillUlt JUul1cioul;l.v IILused legul proces::;, ellter Iwd oruel' 0 •

awanliuj; l·catwlluLlc CO::;ll; ulld lCj;lll fees lucurreu by the defelluaut.. 0 0"

1,'lIi,. IIousill!J Ael 011968
.J:! lJ.B.O. § 3tiI1(e} : "Tilc court llIuy j;rtlllt a':l relief, IIIl it ueclw:l 1I1l1lrollrlat<:

... l'I'II;;OUlllllc allorlley fees ill tile cusc or u prc\"uillng plailltiff: Provided,
IhaL Ille ::;aitl plulutJif iu the ol'luloll or thc COIll·t I~ uot tlnllndully ullie ,to U:;l;lII1lC
;;lIid Illtorllcy'::; fee~."

()ulllillllS Uriuw COlilrol/wll SlI/e Stret;(s Act 01 19G8 o·luWlldmcnta
((kilile Coulwl Al"t or 1\)70, Public Law i).J-503, § 1~:n~J2 U.S.C. § 370U(e)

(·t) (II) : "III Ilily civlllldion brought by II privale persoll ·1.0 enforce COUIIIHalll·£;
willi uuy prol'l:;iou IlC till::; ::;lIuscdlou, Ihe com·t lUllY grallt to II prevalling pluln
till' rellt-iolluhle IItlonJeY fccs, uules,; the com·t lil'ierlllilles tllIlt Ihe lu w;;ult. Is
trl volous, vexallous, Lroul;1I1. for harassUient IlllfjlOseS, or Lrqug1lt (Irillclllllllr
tor lhe purpol;e of glllulnj; nt/O!"lH."y lec,;."

]\'ois(: l:olltrlJt Ad 01 1972
.J:.! U.::;.C. § ·Wn (<1) : "'I'he conrt, III I~sulug 1U1.\0 11unl order IlIuuy IlctIon hroul:ht

)111";;llllllt 10 t-iuh::;cdloll (II) or tI,,;; sl:cliou, Iiltly II \\"nnl CO':ltll or litlgllllon (hlClu(l"
iUb ~'clI;;oullblc ullonll'Y nll(l eXI,el·t wllue>,::; fcc:;) to IIny lnlrly, whenever Ihe
courL tlclerJnilw;; .sHell IlII II wanl II:! III'p..oIldatl·...

Solill lVu~tc: Dispo."1lI1 Act (B 7001 (c). 7002 (e) as amclIIled bV the ResourGe
L'ollscrvlltion (I}I<I Recoverv ..:tet Of 1970, Public L(lw 9-1-580)

·l~ U.S.C. § (i971 (c) : "[A] lmm equlIl to the IIggregute IIlliount of 1111 cost::; lIud
I'Xll<."USCS (ilH:ludilig the IIltomey':; fees) 0 0 0 shall lte as::;csseUllguiust the per::;oll
cOlJlluilt iug such \"iolll!iou."

4:! U.S.C. § (,>97~(e) : "'1'he court, lu IssuIllg allY finlll order In /IllY actloll hrougllt
pursuallt to this section, llIily ilwanl coslll or lillj;lIliou (including rellsouuule ut
tonll'Y allllloxllCl·t wilnes.~ fl'CS) to lUll' pnrlJ", wllcne\'er the court delermlue::! thllt
such Illl IIwllrd Is IIP)lrollrillle."

l~aill/)av Labor Act

45 U.S.C. § 153 (p) : "It tlle pelitloller :;hal1llnnlly pre\'ailile shnll be nilowed 11
n'asillluLle nltorucy'l:l tee 10 be laxed llIu.I collecteuas llart of the cost::; of the suiL"

M /:J"c1<allt M ariJle Aot 01 1936
·W 11.B.C. § J:!:!1: "Auy llcrsou who shall he Iujured ill his LusIn!;.s::! Or properly

hy rcason of lIuylhing" flll·bidd('n h~· this seclloll muy sue therefor .. _ awl ::;hal1
n'l·over ... a reasonuble ullorney's fee."

COJJllJlllllleali/ms .tIet 0/ 193.~

47 U,S.C. § :!OU: "In I:a$(' lIuy common cu ..rier shllll do, or cuuse 01· permit to he
dOlle, lUll' ad, mllllcl', 01· lhiug" iu Ihi:; dlll))l,·r prohiLllcd or declared 10 be 1111

lawful ... l;ucb ("OIUmUII clinicI· sludl Ile HlIlllc to Ille IJcr:;on or per,solls lujurl'd
tlll:n·I,y fiJi· ... a rCllsullable couuse! or atlorJll.'y'J:j fcc, 10 Le tlxed by tIlC court ill
'·\'(·I·y eas.. oC n'coycry, which attorney's·lee shall be taxed aud collected as llllrt
(if I!lt" (·II~;t:i iu llu' ('H:ie."

·J7 1i.:;C. § ,107: "I( tht· pl'tiliollcr shnl! filially prevull, lie Ilhall he IIllowed Ii

r'·Il"oIlllllde lItlonll'y';; f,,,·, 101 hI' IlIX.'tllllltl culicell-d as IUII·t ot I1le cu"lll of Lheljull."

Source: Study on Federal Regulation: Vol, III: Public
Participation in Federal Regulatory Agency
Proceddings, U.S. Senate Committee on
Government Affairs, 95th Cong., 1st Sess.,
Doc. No. 95-71, July 1977, pgs 119-127.
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congressional mandate we should not order the Commission or PASNY (Power Authority

of the State of New York) to pay the expenses and fees of petitioners.,,29l

In light on the Greene, Alyeska, and Turner cases noted above, it is now well

settled that the courts may not order involuntary fee shifting against losing

private parties in the absence of statutory authorization. Therefore, as the

U. S. Senate Judiciary Committee stated in asserting the need for government

compensation to participants: "Fee shifting ... is not a viable mechanism

for providing citizens with the financial means to participate in agency proceedings.

Until or unless Congress creates a comprehensive statutory response to the Alyeska

decision, other means must be found to enable persons to participate effectively

. d . d t l' d' . 1 . f d' ."292
ln agency procee lngs an 0 see<. JU lCla reVlew 0 agency eC1Slons.·

Since the courts will not uphold fee shifting, absent a clear mandate by the

legislative branch, can agencies directly fund intervenors themselves? Agency

assistance to persons appearing in administrative hearings was first considered

in 1969. In American Chinchilla Corporation, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC),

noting that a respondant in an unfair practices hearing was in a similar position

to that of a criminal defendant, held that "elemental fairness and concern for the

rights of litigants who appear before the Commission require that the Commission

see to it that any respondant who requests counsel on grounds of indig'ency is

accommodated," either through a legal aid society or upon petition to the court

of appeals for appointment of counsel.
293

In 1972, the FTC asked the Comptroller

General whether the FTC could within its limited statutory authority defray

transcript, witness and travel expenses of indigent respondents or intervenors.

The Comptroller General issued an opinion that it was within the Commission's

inherent authority to reimburse indigent parties and intervenors for legal fees

d h . d' d' d' d' 294an ot er costs lncurre ln a JU lcatory procee lngs.



The Comptroller General clarified his opinion four months later

Four months later, the Comptroller

214

Most observers have read the Comptroller General's opinion broadly, inferring

that the FTC's mandate to ensure proper case preparation would justify defraying

legal fees of indigent intervenors. 295 In 1976 following a request from the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission (NRC), the Comptroller General in his opinion ruled that the

NRC has inherent statutory power "to facilitate public participation in its

proceedings by using its own funds to reimburse intervenors when (1) it believes

that such participation is required by statute or necessary to represent adequately

opposing points of view on a matter, and (2) when it finds that the intervenor is

indigent or otherwise unable to bear the financial costs of participation in the

d
. ,,296

procee lngs.

in response to a request from Chairman John Moss of the House Oversight Investi-

gations Subcommittee: "Appropriated Funds of each agency may be used to finance

the costs of participation in agency hearings whenever the agency finds that it

cannot make the required determination unless it extends financial assistance to

certain interested parties who require it, and whose representation is necessary

to dispose of the matter before it; and (2) the party is indigent or otherwise

bl f
· . . .. ,,297una e to lnance lts partlclpatlon.

General again clarified his first 1976 opinion: "FCC appropriations are available

to make payments to persons (and organizations) representing an interest in a

matter before it when the Commission determines that such payments are necessary

to achieve a fair resolution of the matter.,,298 The Comptroller General yet

. . D b 1976' d h .. l' f' h . .. 299agaln In ecem er lssue anot er oplnlon carl ylng t e prevlOus 0plnlons:

We did not intend to imply that participation must be
absolutely indispensable. We would agree with Consumers
Union (which had petitioned FDA for a compensation program)
that it would be sufficient if an agency determines that
a particular expenditure for participation "can reasonably
be expected to contribute substantially to a full and fair
determination of the issues before it, even though the
expenditure may not be 'essential' in the sense that the
issues cannot be decided at all without participation.
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How have the courts reacted to these opinions? In 1974, an opinion by the

Third Circuit suggested that the Atomic Energy Commission (now the NRC) might

have authority to defray attorney fees.
300

This is in contrast to a 1972

Second Circuit decision that held the FPC had no power under its act to order

the licensee to pay intervenors' attorney fees or to pay them itself.
30l

This

change in attitude may be explained by the fact that the Third Circuit opinion

took note of the 1972 Comptroller General opinion with regard to the FTC.

However, in 1977, the Second Circuit ruled that it is the responsibility of the

court not the Comptroller General of the General Accounting Office to determine

the legislative intent of Congress. Further, it ruled that the FPC has no

statutory authority to make awards for legal fees.
302

This has clearly weakened

the Comptroller General's opinions. Even before this opinion, the Comptroller

303
General had warned:

It would be advisable for the parameters of such financial
assistance, and the scope and limitations on the use of
appropriated funds for this purpose to be fully set forth
by Congress in legislation, as was done in the case of the
Federal Trade Commission by the provisions of section 202(a)
of the Magnuson-Moss Warranty--Federal Trade Commission
Improvement Act.

Since 1975, Congress has passed legislation providing for the FTC and EPA

(Toxic Substances Control Act) to finance public participation through the

payment of legal fees. In addition, the National Highway Traffic Safety

Administration, the Consumer Product Safety Administration, the Civil Aeronautics

Board, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, and DOE's Federal

Energy Administration have launched public participation financing programs. In

addition, the U.S.D.A., FDA and FCC are currently drafting a public participation

financing program.
304

Moreover, the State of New York provides $150,000 (increased

to $200,000 in 1978) for public intervention in power plant siting decisions.
305
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In sum, the federal courts have ruled, that absent statutory authority, no

federal agency can engage in fee shifting or compensate indigent intervenors

directly themselves. The Comptroller General has strongly recommended that

the indigent respondents and intervenors be funded, and that Congress has

enacted numerous statutes providing for either mandatory or discretionary fee

shifting and one statute for direct funding of intervenors.

2. Pros and Cons of Financing Public Participation

It is very difficult to analyze the positive and negative aspects of

providing financial assistance to the public. What is perceived to be beneficial

in one perspective may be perceived as detrimental or unnecessary to another

interest. The implications of public participation can only be analyzed as they

relate to the process itself, since no consensus has ever been reached on what

constitutes a benefit or cost. As Governor Curtis of }1aine has noted: II the

Both agencies and

way in which a decision is made is frequently as important a safeguard of our

way of life as the decision itself."
306

Therefore, the question, as a report

analyzing whether the National Science Foundation (NSF) should fund nonprofit

citizen organizations suggested, becomes: "... is it helpful to policy makers

to hear the views of groups which cannot afford to participate in their

p,roceedings or does it unduly burden or frustrate the decision-making process?"
307

There are four principal arguments in favor of financing public participation.

First, citizen organizations have and continue to make significant contributions

to the decision-making process. Citizen groups have repeatedly pointed to a

wide variety of contributions that they have made to resolving policy conflicts.

They further argue that these contributions would be greater if they had

greater resources to develop their positions more fully.308

the courts have commented on the contributions made by citizen organizations.

Former EPA (Environmental Protection Agency) administrator William Ruckelshaus
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305
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In sum, the federal courts have ruled, that absent statutory authority, no

federal agency can engage in fee shifting or compensate indigent intervenors

directly themselves. The Comptroller General has strongly recommended that

the indigent respondents and intervenors be funded, and that Congress has

enacted numerous statutes providing for either mandatory or discretionary fee

shifting and one statute for direct funding of intervenors.

2. Pros and Cons of Financing Public Participation

It is very difficult to analyze the positive and negative aspects of

providing financial assistance to the public. What is perceived to be beneficial

in one perspective may be perceived as detrimental or unnecessary to another

interest. The implications of public participation can only be analyzed as they

relate to the process itself, since no consensus has ever been reached on what

constitutes a benefit or cost. As Governor Curtis of Maine has noted: II the

Both agencies and

way in which a decision is made is frequently as important a safeguard of our

way of life as the decision itself."
306

Therefore, the question, as a report

analyzing whether the National Science Foundation (NSF) should fund nonprofit

citizen organizations suggested, becomes: "... is it helpful to policy makers

to hear the views of groups which cannot afford to participate in their

proceedings or does it unduly burden or frustrate the decision-making process?,,
307

There are four principal arguments in favor of financing public participation.

First, citizen organizations have and continue to make significant contributions

to the decision-making process. Citizen groups have repeatedly pointed to a

wide variety of contributions that they have made to resolving policy conflicts.

They further argue that these contributions would be greater if they had

greater resources to develop their positions more fully.308

the courts have commented on the contributions 'made by citizen organizations.

Former EPA (Environmental Protection Agency) administrator William Ruckelshaus
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testified before Congress.
309

When I was in the Environmental Protection Agency, it was
my experience that the public interest organizations that
appeared before the Agency contributed very greatly to my
understanding and to the understanding of others in the
Agency who were charged with making decisions in the over
all public interest. They contributed greatly to not
only the process itself, but to a better understanding of
those interests that weren't, as a matter of course,
represented in those regulatory proceedings.

The Chairman of the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeals Board, in responding to a

disparaging remark by Gulf States Utility Company on the value of intervention by

t=. •• ., d 310
nonpro~lt cltlzen organlzatlons note :

. [we] cannot leave unsaid our total disagreement with
such a sweeping condemnation of intervenor participation as
being essentially worthless. Our own experience--garnered
in the course of the review of initial decisions and under
lying records in an appreciable number of contested cases-
teaches that the generalization has no foundation in fact.
Public participation in licensing proceedings not only can
provide valuable assistance to the adjudicatory process, but
on frequent occasions demonstrably has done so. It does no
disservice to the diligence of either applicants generally
or the regulatory staff to note that many of the substantial
safety and environmental issues which have received the
scrutiny of licensing boards and appeal boards were raised
in the first instance by an intervenor.

The Second Circuit commenting in the now infamous case of Scenic Hudson Preservation

Conference v. FPC made the following assessment in the litigation over the Storm

K· . 11' 311lng lnsta atlon:

We do not think that the five years of additional investi
gation which follo'ved our remand were spent in vain. The
petitioners performed a valuable service in that earlier
case, and later before the Commission. By reason of their
efforts the Commission has re-evaluated the entire Cornwall
project. The modifications in the project reflect a
heightened awareness of the conflict between utilitarian
and aesthetic needs.

Justice Burger in Office of Communication of the United Church of Christ v. FCC

noted: "In recent years, the concept that public participation in decisions which

involve the public interest is not only valuable but indispensable has gained
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increasing support.,,3l2 Finally, Judge Leventhal of the D. C. Circuit in

testimony before Congress in 1977 concluded:
3l3

Administrative law and regulation has been profoundly
influenced by the participation, in agencies and in
court, of the public interest representatives. They
have identified issues and caused agencies and courts
to look squarely at problems that would otherwise have
been swept aside and passed unnoticed. They have made
complaints, adduced and marshaled evidence, offered
different insights and viewpoints, and presented
scientific, historical and legal research. They have,
in my view, been of significant service to the entire
decisional process.

Second, citizen groups represent an outside view and can, therefore, offer a

valuable perspective on the decision to be made. Citizen groups often contend

that there exists a scientific and technological "establishment" composed of

government, business and industry, and the universities, which government frequently

relies on for consultation, advisory committee membership, and job exchange.

Further, that this establishment is composed of a "community" of scientists and

technicians, which is often assisted by federal funds (in such diverse areas

as biomedical research, aerospace, nuclear power, synthetic fuels, and many new

technologies). Consequently, citizen groups contend that at all levels of government

and in many regulatory agencies there are commitments to industrial and techno-

logical development, at least unconsciously if not consciously, As a result,

citizen groups contend that they can offer a fresh perspective since they do not

h h . b' 314ave suc unconSClOUS lases.

Common Cause has noted in their report, Serving Two Masters: A Common Cause

Study of Conflicts of Interest in the Executive Branch 315

-- 52% of the 42 regulatory commissioners who were appointed
during fiscal years 1971-75 came from companies regulated by
their agencies or from the law firms representing such
companies.

-- 48% of the 36 commissioners who left during this same five
year period went to work for regulated industries or their law
firms.
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-- five of the six commissioners appointed to the Federal Trade
Commission during this period came from FTC regulated companies
or their law firms and all five who left during this period
took jobs with such companies or firms.

-- 52.5% of the top 139 employees of ERDA used to work for
private enterprises in the energy field. Seventy-five percent
of these people came from companies with contracts from ERDA.

65% of the NRC's 162 consultants are presently working for
both the NRC and private enterprises that are recipients of
NRC licenses or contracts.

Similar findings were found in the U. S. Senate Study on Federal Regulation: Volume

The Regulatory Appointments Process:
316

(3) The lack of balance is a matter of major concern for the
independent regulatory commissions. Generally, membership on
the commissions is not well-balanced, and we have not had broad
representation of various backgrounds, talents, and outlook.
Specifically:

(a) Women and members of so-called minority groups are
woefully under-represented in the regulatory commissions:
out of a total of more than 150 appointments since 1961,
only seven women and four blacks have been selected for
the nine major commissions. Five of those agencies have
never had a black commissioner, and three have never had
a female member.

(b) The commissions are predominantly composed of white
males with legal backgrounds. Economists, engineers,
political scientists, accountants and members of other
professions are rarely selected.

(c) A comparatively large number of regulators come
directly from the regulated industries, which is in sharp
contrast to the rare selection of persons with clear
identification with public interest group concerns.

Further arguments noting the need for a fresh perspective rest on the

recognition of the following points. First, many agencies have been broken up

over their dual responsibilities of promoting and regulating an industry

(Department of Agriculture on pesticides in 1970, the Bureau of Mines on mine

safety in 1977, and the Atomic Energy Commission on nuclear power in 1974).

Further ties between government and industry are alleged to exist between the
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Food and Drug Administration and the pharmaceutical houses, the Department of

Transportation and the aerospace interests, the FPC and the utilities, the ICC

and the railroads and truckers, and the Forest Service and lumber interests.
3l7

Second, the ties between government and industry are so great that many citizen

organizations often find it difficult to locate witnesses who will testify on

their behalf because of fear of jeopardizing their economic ties.
3l8

Professor von Hipple summarizes the need for a fresh perspective.
3l9

I feel that the nation's policymaking process is very much the
weaker from the lack of support of a sufficient level of
independent policy analysis activity reflecting the perspectives
and insights of qualified "outsiders." The Science for Citizens
Program--even at the level of one or two million dollars--could
provide a substantial increment in the current level of support
to this activity. The reason that the Program is so controversial
is also the reason why it is so needed. It could potentially
result in the redirection of federal and industry programs
involving the expenditure of billions of dollars. Some special
interests might lose and others might gain but, if we believe
that informed political decisions are usually better political
decisions, we must assume that in most cases the nation as a
whole would benefit.

A third argument in favor of public financing is that citizen organizations

playa valuable role in the function of administrative gadfly. They argue that

their role is valuable for a number of reasons. First, their presence makes

agency and interested parties' personnel do their homework, which results in the

more careful and fuller consideration of all issues.
320

Second, agency staff

personnel are not omniscient and citizen input can help to raise important

questions. This point was noted by the chairman of the Atomic Safety and

. . AlB d 321Llcenslng ppea soar .

Conceivably, I place too much value upon the adversary system
of adjudication as a means for ascertaining where the truth--and
by that I mean the whole truth--lies. But every time I look at
an uncontested case--or at one in which the contest is essentially
of a token variety--I am left with the uncomfortable feeling that
there may remain submerged safety and environmental concerns which
would, as they should, have surfaced if a competent and responsible
intervention had been in the picture.
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Finally, the presence of citizen organizations will lead to increased clarity

of administrative standards for decision-making. As Commissioner Hooks of the

322
FCC stated before Congress:

· [H]aving [the public's] viewpoint expressed at the
agency level makes it much easier for the court to make
a decision. I think it would eliminate some second
guessing. Because too often the court gives the impression,
as I read their opinions, that we have not considered all
the viewpoints, but only a rather restricted vie\~oint.

I think having that full record before them would be helpful.

The importance of this past point should not be understated. As Judge Bazelon

not.ed in EDF v. Ruckelshaus:
323

· Courts should require administrative officers to
articulate the standards and principles that govern their
discretionary decisions in as much detail as possible ..
. When administrators provide a framework for principled
decision-making, the result will be to diminish the im
portance of judicial review by enhancing the integrity
of the administrative process, and to improve the quality
of judicial review in those cases where judicial review
is sought.

A fourth argument raised by nonprofit citizen organizations in favor of

funding is that it would help meet the public's need for information and education

on aspects of scientific and technical policy questions. This in turn could build

public confidence in the application of new technologies and in the candor of

government decision-making. Former AEC Commissioner William Doub has noted that

"exposure to the facts concerning nuclear technology via public participation

and the media generates a higher degree of acceptability. The technology can

withstand the most searching inquiry in the most public form and emerge with a

public acceptability an order of magnitude higher than when the dispute began.,,324

The Public Counsel to the ICC has testified to the same effect:
325

· I believe it has made the public accept the decisions
that had to be made much more so than they might have. In
certain instances, they might lose their rail service; however,
they know they participated in 18 months planning and they
know there has been a way for their voice to be heard. And
indeed, at the state level I found frequently if consumers
felt they had been heard, they might accept that electric
price going up or that gas price going up. However, when they
weren't heard and felt they were closed out of the decision-
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making process. That is when you get in trouble.

In addition, citizen groups and others have noted that an active and

involved citizenry is the best protection against abuse by agency bureaucrats

and vested interests. Without financial resources, these activities are

severely limited. Senator Mathias has noted:
326

We have learned that acquisition and review of Government
held materials is simply not enough to ensure public
awareness of and public involvement in the operations of our
Government. A responsive Government must allow for private
citizens to actively participate in the decision-making
procedures of Federal regulatory agencies.

It is important to remember as Professor Caldwell has noted that "democratic

self-government, in its most representative form in the United States, is one of

the most difficult kinds of social efforts to undertake. It works well only when

thousands of citizens cooperate to make it work through their study, organizing,

questioning, and follow-through. It is a demanding form of government, and its

functional component (is) the functional citizen.. '. ,,327

There are a number of arguments against public funding, many of which have

been addressed elsewhere in the paper. These include (1) it would be too

costly to fund the public; (2) the funding of the public will result in undue

delay and encumber the process (see section 3.3C); (3) the agencies represent the

"public interest" and public funds should not be used to further private views

(see section 3.1E); and (4) funding merely encourages the adversary process,

h ' h' '11 'd "f" ( '3 lE) 328w lC lS l -sulte to SClentl lC lssues see sectlon. .

3. Financing Public Participation

The theory of "public interest" representation is that it will produce results

that will result in greater equity than if the public was not present and,

consequently, be valued for its own sake. As a result, the right to such

representation should be more than a ceremonial doctrine. The contrast between

public participation rights in theory and what actually occurs in practice
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generates demands for new techniques (including financing) to adequately insure

public interest representation in agency proceedings. While the Administrative

Conference has not recommended public financing as it has so many of the other

public participation rights, the Committee on Agency Organization and Procedure

which put forth the public financing recommendation concluded: lilt was the

Committee's view, and still is our view, that, unless aided by other resources,

the costs of meeting necessary legal expenses in trial-type proceedings would

constitute insuperable barriers to effective participation by citizens and public

intervenor groups.329 This in fact was the finding of the U. S. Senate Study

on Federal Regulation:
330

(4) The single greatest obstacle to active public
participation in regulatory proceedings is the lack of
financial resources by potential participants to meet
the great costs of formal participation. Lack of
funds has prevented public participation in many
important proceedings.

(5) The regulated industry consistently outspends public
participants by a wide margin in regulatory agency
proceedings. In every case or agency reviewed, industry
spent many times more on regulatory participation than
their public interest counterparts. In some instances,
industry committed as much as 50 to 100 times the
resources budgeted by the public interest participants.
For example, in 1976 the nation's 11 trunk airlines
spent more than $2.8 million on outside counsel to
represent them in regulatory proceedings before the
CAB. By contrast, the Aviation Consumer Action Group,
the principal representative for public interest
organizations at CAB proceedings, had a total 1976
budget of $40,000, of which approximately half was spent
on participation in CAB proceedings.

(6) Lack of resources has limited the amount of technical
expertise that participant groups have been able to bring
to bear in agency proceedings.

(7) Opportunities for citizen participation are hampered
by significant administrative costs such as transcript
fees and reproduction of required materials.

There are a number of administrative difficulties associated with implementing

any possible recommendation to provide financial assistance to citizen organizations.

These include (1) how the decision is made for determining which groups are
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eligible; (2) what criteria will be used for choosing among eligible groups;

(3) what administrative mechanisms facilitate the screening and selection of

applicants; and (4) how much money should be given to any group. \-Thile not

understating the difficulty of implementing a program of citizen funding, it

is very clear that other agencies are administering such programs including

grants for technical studies as well as directly funding intervenors.

First, ,,,hile it is not possible to define the "public interest", it is

possible (remembering that the public interest is, as noted earlier, not a

monolith, but the aggregation of all interests that make up a pluralistic

society) to develop a functional approach to determining who is eligible. It

has been recommended that financial assistance not be dependent upon subjective

d f · .. 331e lnltlons. Under the functional approach, eligibility for funding would

depend upon the technical quality and importance of the groups' proposal for funding

by showing a demonstrable need for the funds. It would not require the

applicants to represent the "public interest", something that is clearly

impossible 332 In short, the applicant for funding would need to show that the

group's interest is not already adequately represented by other interests and

there is a need for the funds.

How do you determine if an organization should receive funds, particularly

when it may have enough funds for a particular issue. but has alr~ady committed these

funds to other intervenor issues or other activities? The Federal Trade

Commission's Intervenor Financing Program deals with this issue. The FTC's guide-

lines consider not only the total resources of the applicant, but also the

magnitude of the applicant's economic stake in the issue as compared to its

.. d f .. . 333antlclpate cost 0 partlclpatlon:

A group with substantial resources can be eligible if it is
unable to participate because its resources are already
com[m]itted to other areas, if it has undertaken to cover too
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many different activities to focus resources on a project
as large as an FTC rulemaking, or if other factors would
preclude participation.

In addition, the funds would have to be used for the statedpurpose of the grant.

Second, some guidelines for choosing among eligible groups that apply for

financial assistance include (1) proposals that are specific as to purpose,

i. e., specific issues the group wishes to address, the point of view it represents,

the information it intends to develop or present, the identities and qualifications

of personnel working on the project; (2) that studies to be conducted under the

grant will be able to meet the accepted tests of scientific rigor; (3) that the

issues to be addressed have significant relevance to the public policy issues

and should be presented in a format which the public can understand; and (4) that

the citizen group have a genuine concern for the issues and be fully independent

from the economic, bureaucratic and intellectual interests in the ar~a.334

Third, what mechanism would facilitate the financing of these groups? A number

of mechanisms have been proposed. These include (1) funding by the agency through

a direct appropriation of the legislature for that purpose; (2) funding by the

agency via fees raised as part of the regulated interests application process;

(3) funding by the legislature or through applicant fees to an independent agency

or an independent intervention center which would in theory have less bias than

the agency; and (4) funding by utility payments to a "residential utility

consumer action group" which would have the power to intervene, standing, the

right to lobby, etc. and overseen by a citizen board of directors.
335

Fourth, how much money should a group receive? There are literally scores

of decisions in determining legal fees. One of the most frequently cited

cases is Johnson v. Georgia Highway Express which adopted the following guide-

lines·
336
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1. Time and labor required;
2. the novelty and the difficulty of the questions;
3. the skills requisite to perform the legal service

properly;
4. the preclusion of other employment by the attorney

due to the acceptance of the case;
5. the customary fee;
6. whether the fee is fixed or contingent;
7. time limitations imposed by the client or the circumstances;
8. the amount involved and the results obtained;
9. the experience, reputation, and ability of the attorneys;

10. the 'undesirability' of the case;
11. the nature and length of the professional relationship

with the client;
12. awards in similar cases.

Other courts have used a general criteria:
337

. . the reasonable value of the services rendered, taking
into account all the surrounding circumstances, including,
but not limited to, the time and labor required on the case,
the benefit to the public, the skill demanded by the nouelty
or complexity of the issues, and the incentive factor.

A number of studies have addressed the issue of public financing of legal

fees for citizen groups and nonprofit citizen organizations. The U. S. Senate

Study on Federal Regulation offered the following recommendations:
338

(10) Congress should enact legislation authorizing agencies
to provide compensation to eligible persons for costs incurred
in participating in agency rulemaking, ratemaking, licensing,
and certain other proceedings. Eligibility for compensation
of reasonable costs should be conditioned on whether (a) the
participant can reasonably be expected to make a substantial
contribution to a fair determination of the issues; and (b)
the economic interest of the person is small in comparison to
the cost of effective participation or the participant does
not have sufficient resources to participate effectively.
Such legislation should also provide compensation to eligible
persons for costs incurred in seeking judicial review of
agency actions.

(11) Until such time as general legislation for compensation
of public participation costs is enacted, regulatory agencies
should implement their own programs to compensate eligible
participants in agency proceedings as appropriate.

(12) The APA should be amended to empower agencies to order
"fee shifting" in cases of bad faith, willful violation of an
agency order or other egregious conduct. Agencies should have
the power, as do the courts, to allow exceptions to the general
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American rule that litigating parties pay their own attorneys
fees, whether they win or lose.

It is unnecessary at this point to reiterate the financial needs of citzen

groups. Their inability to participate in the resolution of scientific and

technical policy issues without such financing is well documented.
339

As Judge

R' h ' d 340lC ey summarlze :

The regulated people have their views heard, because they
generally have the money and the expertise to make their
point of view in the record; but for the poor complainant,
the poor individual, the poor group of consumers, the
environmental groups and so on, there just isn't enough
mon~y or facilities or foundations or otherwise to finance
their point of view.

Indeed, those who support the notion of financing citizen organizations

believe that there is no other alternative available.
34l They believe that

if citizen organizations are to be effective they must rely on more than pro

bono and "~veekend" scientists. liThe problems that our society faces i.n dealing

with technology have grown to be too numerous and too sustained, and institutional

vested interests are too great, for the practice of public-interest science to

continue satisfactorily on an entirely ad hoc basis."
342

RECOMMENDATION: IT SHOULD BE THE POLICY OF THE STATE OF MINNESOTA TO PROVIDE

FINANCING TO NONPROFIT CITIZEN ORGfu~IZATIONS AND UNINCORPORATED CITIZEN GROUPS IN

ORDER TO EFFECTIVELY ASSURE THAT THE PUBLIC CAN PARTICIPATE IN ADJUDICATORY OR

RULEMAKING PROCEEDINGS. WHENEVER POSSIBLE, THE LEGISLATURE SHOULD PROVIDE

FUNDING THROUGH APPLICATION FEES IN ADJUDICATORY CASES. OTHERWISE, FUNDING SHOULD

BE PROVIDED VIA A DIRECT APPROPRIATION, EITHER THROUGH THE CENTER FOR INTERVENTION

AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE RECOM}ffiNDED ABOVE OR THROUGH THE AGENCY ITSELF. THE

CRITERIA FOR ELIGIBILITY SHOULD BE LIMITED TO THE TECHNICAL QUALITY AND

IMPORTANCE OF THE GROUP'S PROPOSAL AND THE NEED FOR THE FUNDS. THE AMOUNT OF THE

FUNDING PROVIDED TO ANY INDIVIDUAL GROUP SHOULD BE FLEXIBLE WITH THE CRITERIA

BEING THE COMPLEXITY OF THE ISSUES, THE NUMBER OF GROUPS TO BE FUNDED, AND THE

ill~OUNT OF FUNDS AVAILABLE.
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RECOMMENDATION: THE MINNESOTA ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES ACT SHOULD BE M1ENDED

TO EMPOWER AGENCIES TO ORDER "FEE SHIFTING" IN CASES OF BAD FAITH, 1tJILLFUL

VIOLATION OF AN AGENCY ORDER OR OTHER EGREGIOUS CONDUCT.

RECOMMENDATION: THE MINNESOTA ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES ACT SHOULD BE MIENDED

TO REQUIRE THE COURTS TO PROVIDE LEGAL FEES TO ANY PLAINTIFF WHO BRINGS ~N ACTION

AGAINST AN ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCY COMPELLING THE AGENCY TO DO ITS JOB OR CHALLENGING

THE AGENCY'S DECISION FOR BEING ARBITRARY AND CAPRICIOUS AND WINS OR, IN THE

OPINION OF THE PRESIDING JUSTICE, HAD A LEGITIMATE ISSUE, BUT STILL LOSES.

AGENCIES SHOULD NOT BE ABLE TO COLLECT FEES UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES.
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C. Delay and Public Participation

There is little doubt that unreasonable delays in maintaining an adequate

and reliable supply of electrical energy may cause severe problems, both

economically and in maintaining the reliability of the pool. Delays in licensing,

one among many causes of delay, may cost utilities money; the amount of which

may, as some utilities claim, be substantial. These costs include (1) costs

relating to inflation of construction costs; (2) interest costs incurred after

major financial commitments; and (3) replacement power costs. Delays in the

final operation of plants are thought to be the most costly. However, in spite

of the problem this first cost of delay has been in the recent past, it is not

a maj or concern for evaluating regulatory processes, i. e., if the cost of

constructing power plants exceeded costs generally, then power plants would soon

be priced out of reach. However, the other cost increasing factors cannot be

ignored. Delay after the commitment of funds, such as major redesigns of plants,

will tend to increase the final cost of the plant. In addition, costs of

replacement power usually exceed the cost of power from the new plant (why else

would utilities build a new plant if an adequate supply of electricity could be

purchased) and could amount to millions per month. Other costs attributable to

the licensing process but not related to delay include the costs of complying

with the regulatory process, costs of redesign, and the costs of property

. " 343
acqulsltlon.

>7

I

What causes delay? The causes of delay may be divided into two groups. These

include all the causes of delay generally and the focus of this study, the causes

of delay due to problems associated with the administrative process. As may be

seen later, the administrative delays for completion of power plants were due

primarily to the new requirements that government deemed necessary, such as NEPA,

with which utilities and federal energy agencies must comply. Prior to these

requirements, the regulatory process rarely caused much delay. An FPC study of

the 1966 to 1970 period concluded that, while many plants failed to meet scheduled
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start-up dates, only six percent of the delays (out of 124 contributing causes)

were attributable to licensing delays, including, but not limited to, environmental

objections (a popular scapegoat of delay). Over 90 percent of the delays found

were attributable to either labor or equipment problems.
344

Similar findings

were presented in an Edison Electric Institute Study of plants built between

1966 and 1968. This study found only four delays due to licensing (no delays

caused by environmental opposition) and 80 percent of the delays were due to labor

problems, faulty equipment, and late deliveries.
345

The period of 1966 to 1970

saw the time necessary to obtain a decision from the old AEC increase two and one-

half times, but little, if any, evidence shows that this increase can be attributed

. 1 " 346to enVlronmenta 0pposltlon. Dr. James Schlesinger, then chairman of the old

AEC, testified in 1972, before the Subcommittee on Fisheries and Wildlife of the

House Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries, regarding the sources of

347
power plant delays:

Delays in constructing and placing power plants into service have
been attributable to a combination of engineering and equipment
problems, labor difficulties, and more recently to the extension
of time required to obtain permits from public agencies and meet
the legal challenges of private intervenors. There have been
many instances of suppliers' failure to fabricate and deliver
quality equipment on schedule, resulting in construction disruptions
and serious start-up problems. Labor disputes, slowdowns, strikes
and shortages of skilled craftsmen have been equally troublesome
in delaying construction and reducing quality of workmanship.
Regulatory and licensing delays are now becoming relatively more
important as utilities strive to meet new environmental
requirements.

The Federal Power Commission has made an assessment of the power
supply situation in the U. S. for the summer of 1972 and the
winter of 1972-73 and identified thirteen nuclear power stations
which they believed would be of critical importance in meeting
peak loads during these periods. These plants are listed in the
table below with an indication of the major factors contributing
to delays. A delay is considered to be any extension of time
required to bring a plant into commercial operation over the
utility's estimate at the time the plant was announced or ordered.
Consequently, using this ground rule, a plant delay may simply
indicate an unrealistic schedule of project time or a change in
plan rather than a failure to fulfill the plan due to some
unforeseen developments. Furthermore, since concurrent problems
may arise to cause delays, it is not practical to try to assess
the relative effect of anyone factor on total delay time.
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TABLE 3-4

CAUSES OF DELAYS IN NUCLEAR PLANTS IDENTIFIED
AS CRITICAL TO ELECTRIC UTILITY SUPPLY IN 1972-73

Causes of delay

Capacity Planning
t-'hve and Labor Equipment Regulatory and

(net) scheduling related problems environmental

1. Quad Cities No.1 809 (1) (3) (4) (7) (9) (10) (11)
2. Quad Cities No.2 809 (1) (3) (4) (7) (9) (10) (11)
3. Indian Point No.2 873 (1) (4)(5) (11)
4. Point Beach No.2 497 (1) (5) (11)
5. Palisades 700 (5) (10) (11)
6. Fort St. Vrain 330 (1) (8) (9)
7. Oconee No.1 841 (1) (7)
8. Surry No.1 788 (1) (7) (11)
9. Turkey Point No.3 693 (1) (3) (6)(7)

10. Maine Yankee 790
11. Pilgrim No. 1 655 ( 2) ( 9) (11)
12. Vermont Yankee 514 (1) (9) (11)
13. Turkey Point No.4 693 (1) (3) (5) (7)

KEY TO FIGURES IN PARENTHESES

Planning and scheduling:
(1) Unduly short original schedule (under 60 months).
(2) Plan changes or deferments.

Labor related:
(3) Shortage of labor or skills.
(4) Low labor productivity.
(5) Work stoppages and strikes.

Equipment problems:
(6) Equipment failure and faulty installation.
(7) Late delivery of equipment.
(8) Design changes.

Regulatory and environmental problems:
(9) Unexpected delays in obtaining permits and certifications (delay due to

inadequate utility submissions; ACE regulatory problems; or failure to
obtain authorizations from other Federal, State, and local governing
bodies in a timely manner).

(10) Addition of facilities, etc., to meet environmental needs.
(11) Intervention by private or governmental organizations.

Source: Federal Power Commission, In: Testimony of James Schlesinger, Ph.D.,
Chairman, Atomic Energy Commission, Interim Nuclear Licensing,
Hearings before the Subcommittee on Fisheries and Wildlife Conservation
of the Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries, 92nd Cong., 2nd Sess.,
Ser. No. 92-18, March 22, 1972, p. 29.
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In November 1973, Commissioner William O. Doub of the Atomic Energy Commission

commented on a Federal Power Commission (FPC) analysis of the reasons for delays in

nuclear powerp1ants scheduled to come on-line during 1973. Commenting on the data

(see Table 3.5, which contradicted the prevailing attitudes regarding the causes of

delay in nuclear powerp1ants, Mr. Doub observed: 347A

We all know that statistics can be very tricky, but even
doubling or tripling the regulatory-related delay figures,
does not do much to close the gap (between construction
and manufacturing related problems).

In May, 1974, the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy continued hearings on

"Nuclear Powerp1ant Siting and Licensing",. at which time Commissioner Doub commented

more extensively on the AEC analysis of this data and related licensing problems

(see table 3_6):347B

It is true that in recent years the licensing process has been on
the critical path for a significant number of reactors, and re
duction or elimination of licensing from the critical path are
worth goals that should be and have been studied. I do not agree,
however, that the licensing process caused unreasonable delays
in those instances where it served to point out safety or
environmental issues whose resolution required time. Rather,
the causes of delay in such instances was the early state of
development of nuclear power, and we all expect that this is a
much diminished source of delay.

The causes of lengthy licensing reviews experienced in the past
can be categorized as follows:

1. A sudden upsurge of legitimate environmental concerns in the
late 1960's and 1970's, culminating in the Calvert Cliffs' decision.

2. A coincidental increase in constructive public interest in nuclear
power, as evidenced by much increased public intervention.

3. An upsurge in orders placed for nuclear powerp1ants, due to
increased power demands and improved economic competitiveness
of nuclear power.

4. An increase in the number of technological problems identified
as the size and complexity of nuclear powerp1ant increased.

All of these factors combined to produce a tremendous licensing backlog
in 1970 and 1971 ...

Since 1974, the Federal Power Commission (FPC) has surveyed utilities on the

reasons for delays in new powerp1ant construction on a quarterly basis, and data is
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TABLE 3-5

CAUSES OF DELAY IN NUCLEAR POWERPLANTS: 1973

Causes of Delay

Poor Labor Productivity

Late Delivery of Equipment

Regulatory Changes

Labor Strikes

Shortages of Labor

Equipment Failures

Rescheduling

Legal Challenges

Adverse Weather

Strikes of Factory Labor

Units

16

9

8

5

5

6

1

4

1

4

Plant/Honths

84

68

23

18

18

15

12

9

9

5

Source: Daub, W., Commissioner AEC, "Heeting the Challange to Nuclear Energy
Head-On," In: Reprinted Appendix 8, Nuclear Powerplant Siting and
Licensing, Hearings Before the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy,
93rd Congress, Vol. 11, p. 1147.
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TABLE 3-6

CAUSES OF DELAY: 1973 - 1974

Causes of Delay

Changes in Regulatory Requirements

Poor Productivity of Labor

Late Delivery of Major Components

Shortage of Construction Labor

Environmental Legal Challenges

Construction Labor Strikes

Delays in Local Certification

Rescheduling Associated Facilities

Equipment Failures

Manufacturer Employee Strikes

Miscellaneous Legal Challenges

Delays in State Certification

Initial Operating Problems

1973

14

12

13

10

9

3

6

5

3

1

1974

10

9

6

3

10

4

1

1

2

1

Source: Federal Power Commission Reports No. 19050, March 1973 and No. 20194,
May 1974.
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currently available through the fourth quarter of 1976. Table 3-7 summarizes the

data as compiled by the FPC: January 1975 through June 1975; July 1975 through

December 1975; and January 1976 through April 1976. Results from April 1976 through

December 1976 were summarized by the FPC, but not tabularized.

In the summaries of survey findings published for plants brought on line during

the third and fourth quarters of 1976, the results are similar to the findings above: 347C

April - September, 1976: Of the reasons for delay the most frequently
cited was "equipment problems (late delivery, failures, faulty instal
lations)--it was cited 26 times. The second most frequently cited
reason was "labor troubles" (i.e., shortages of labor, poor productivity,
etc.,); it was cited six times. IIPro1onged procedures to obtain necessary
certificates from different government agencies was cited four times,
and "legal challenges II also four times.

October - December, 1976: Of the reasons for delay the ~ost frequently
cited was "equipment problems" (late delivery, failures, faulty instal
lation)--it was cited 15 times. The second most frequently cited reason
was regulatory delays (difficulties in obtaining necessary certificates
or approvals from government agencies); it was cited eleven times; the
third reason was changes in regulatory requirements--ten times. Labor
problems and financial difficulties were cited five times each.

2. Analysis of Delay

The data compiled by the Federal Power Commission has two serious limitations.

First, it represents information compiled by the FPC based on surveys of the

electric utility industry, and certain aspects of the data strongly suggest an

accompanying bias. Second, the data is based on contributing causes, rather than

on single, or most important causes, and therefore any number of Ilcauses" may

be cited for the delay of a single powerplant. For these reasons the data is only

approximate. It is also important to note that it has not been subject to inde-

pendent analysis.
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TABLE 3-7

CAUSES OF DELAY: 1975 - 1976

Causes of Delay

Late Delivery of Hajor Equipment

Initial Operation Problems

Failure of Major Equipment

Rescheduling Associated Facilities

Fiscal Problems

Unspecified Reasons

Construction Labor Strikes

Shortages of Construction Labor

Poor Productivity of Labor

Faulty Installations

Changes in Regulatory Requirements

Natural Disasters

Delays in State Certification

Delays in Federal Certification

Environmental Challenges

Land Use Challenges

Delays in Local Certification

1975
Jan. - June

21

10

12

12

8

9

3

2

8

3

3

4

1

1975
July - Dec.

14

10

4

3

1

2

4

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

1976
Jan. - Har.

1

3

1

2

Source: Federal Power Commission Reports No. 21817, October 1975, No. 22333, May
1976, and No. 22698, October 1976.
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currently available through the fourth quarter of 1976. Table 3-7 summarizes the

data as compiled by the FPC: January 1975 through June 1975; July 1975 through

December 1975; and January 1976 through April 1976. Results from April 1976 through

December 1976 were summarized by the FPC, but not tabularized.

In the summaries of survey findings published for plants brought on line during

the third and fourth quarters of 1976, the results are similar to the findings above: 347C

April - September, 1976: Of the reasons for delay the most frequently
cited was "equipment problems (late delivery, failures, faulty instal
lations)--it was cited 26 times. The second most frequently cited
reason was "labor troubles" (i.e., shortages of labor, poor productivity,
etc.,); it was cited six times. "Prolonged procedures to obtain necessary
certificates from different government agencies was cited four times,
and "legal challenges" also four times.

October - December, 1976: Of the reasons for delay the ~ost frequently
cited was "equipment problems" (late delivery, failures, faulty instal
lation)--it was cited 15 times. The second most frequently cited reason
was regulatory delays (difficulties in obtaining necessary certificates
or approvals from government agencies); it was cited eleven times; the
third reason was changes in regulatory requirements--ten times. Labor
problems and financial difficulties were cited five times each.

2. Analysis of Delay

The data compiled by the Federal Power Commission has two serious limitations.

First, it represents information compiled by the FPC based on surveys of the

electric utility industry, and certain aspects of the data strongly suggest an

accompanying bias. Second, the data is based on contributing causes, rather than

on single, or most important causes, and therefore any number of "causes" may

be cited for the delay of a single powerplant. For these reasons the data is only

approximate. It is also important to note that it has not been subject to inde-

pendent analysis.
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TABLE 3-7

CAUSES OF DELAY: 1975 - 1976

Faulty Installations 3

Changes in Regulatory Requirements 3

Failure of Major Equipment 12

Initial Operation Problems 10

3

2

1

1

1976
Jan. - Mar.

1975
July - Dec.

14

10

4

3

1

2

4

2

2

2

2

2

3

9

8

12

1975
Jan. - June

Construction Labor Strikes

Fiscal Problems

Rescheduling Associated Facilities

Causes of Delay

Shortages of Construction Labor

Unspecified Reasons

Late Delivery of Major Equipment 21

Poor Productivity of Labor 8

Natural Disasters 4

Delays in State Certification 1 2

Delays in Federal Certification 2

Environmental Challenges 2

Land Use Challenges 2

Delays in Local Certification 1

Source: Federal Power Commission Reports No. 21817, October 1975, No. 22333, May
1976, and No. 22698, October 1976.
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There were increased licensing delays in the early seventies. Former

General Counsel of the AEC Joseph Hennessy identified a number of causes that may

be responsible for delays in the licensing process. These include (1) the type

of possible reactor and periodic design alterations purchased by the utility; (2)

the quality of input (inadequate or incomplete information) provided by the

manufacturer,the architect-engineer, and the utility in the preparation of the

permit application; (3) the need for revie~v by the Advisory Committee on Reactor

Safeguards (ACRS) for standardized second and third plants for existing sites;

and (4) the addition of issues raised by intervenors.
348

This last cause needs to

be examined closely in evaluating the role of the public in administrative processes.

In 1970, Congress enacted two pieces of legislation which significantly

expanded the number of issues to be addressed by the AEC. Until 1970 the only

issues addressed were those relating to radiological health and safety. The

National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) directed all federal agencies to consider

environmental amenities and values "in decision-making along with economic and

, '1 'd . ,,349tecnnlca conSl eratlons. The AEC's obligation to comply with NEPA was clearly

spelled out in Calvert Cliffs' 800rdinating Committee v. AEC.
350

In addition, the

1970 amendment to section 105 of the Atomic Energy Act required the AEC to review

, f 1" f 1 1 l' 351antltrust aspects a any app lcatlon or a nuc ear power pant lcense. Both of

these laws provided forums for the public to raise issues, which up to this point had

not been addressed by the AEC. Coupled with these laws were more stringent

environmental requirements for air and ~vater emissions also authorized by Congress.

In the early seventies, the EIS process required by NEPA did result in

extensive delays in licensing nuclear power plants. The court's decision in

Calvert Cliffs' required the AEC to do a comprehensive EIS on all nuclear facilities

which had not received full operating licenses before January 1, 1970. This

affected over 100 projects. In addition, some projects were delayed when the AEC
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implemented the EIS process at the end of the project and when inadequate EIS

procedures were challenged in courts. In a study conducted by the NRC. which

examined 12 nuclear facilities' licensing processes for delay from 1970 to 1974,

the length of time decreased from three years to eight to ten months for completion

of the final EIS and the average docketing time for the period 1970 to 1977

decreased from nearly two years to generally less than one year.
352

The following

conclusions were reached by the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) in its

study of the first six years of NEPA:
353

The CEQ review indicates that these serious delay problems
have greatly diminished; the backlog of pre-NEPA proposals
has been reduced substantially, and delays caused by faulty
timing are disappearing as agencies improve their environ
mental analyses and integrate EIS requirements into regular
decision-making processes. The Council's study of the three
points at which delays can occur--in preparing a draft EIS,
in preparing a final EIS, and after filing the final statement,
when litigation may occur--indicates that most agencies have
continued to reduce the times required for EIS preparation.
Moreover, as agencies follow EIS procedures more consistently,
the effects of litigation in delaying decisions have also been
diminished.

The NRC study noted above also examined many other factors which could

potentially result in the delay of a license. They found (1) the technical issue

of seimicity can be a delaying factor in the safety review of an application; (2)

that while. waste management was not "a direct cause of delay in any of the case

histories" examined in their report, they did believe that this issue might be "a

potential source of delay in the future" based upon their interpretation of a

case in which the Second Circuit in NRDC v. NRC has ruled that "information

concerning the environmental effects of radioactive wastes must be considered on

the public record in decisions to license nuclear reactors;354 (3) the problem of

"ratcheting" (revision of NRC standards and regulations in retrofitting of component

parts)" has not shown itself to be a serious cause of delay"; and (4) the anti-
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trust review process is not expected to become 'la critical source of delay no~v or

in the future. ::355

3. Delay in tae Decision Making Process

The decision-making process including the hearing procedure has also been cited

as a source of delay. The GAO (General Accounting Office) found that the primary

reason that the length of time for reaching a decision on an application had

increased two and one-half times in the late sixties was that the AEC neither had,

nor requested until the early seventies, adequate staff to process the applications. 356

Another problem was the habitual filing of incomplete applications. Under rules

promulgated in 1972 no application can be docketed until completed.
357

In

examining the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) (the successor to the old

FPC), the GAO found after examining 22 cases that the hearing process takes two

years to complete for a wide variety of procedural reasons.
358

The length of time

for anyone application varied considerably. The NRC study noted above found that

there was no relationship between ASLB (Atomic Safety and Licensing Board) hearings

and the historical docket date.
359

administrative law process has generally resulted in "extensive delays which can

deprive rather than guarantee due process to the parties involved.,,360

Senate study found the following additional reasons as causes of delay:361

• Agency procedures are excessively judicial in nature; there
is far too much emphasis on trial-type procedures;

• Planning, priority-setting, and leadership by top agency
management are often inadequate;

• Agencies have made too little effort in setting deadlines for
various stages of proceedings, and too little effort at
enforcing deadlines;

• Many agencies, either by statute or regulation, provide extra
and unnecessary layers of review before agency action becomes
final;

• Agencies fail to make sufficient use of incentives and sanctions
to encourage participants to speed up regulatory proceedings.

One of the major causes of delay in the regulatory process deals with information

flow.
362

An NSF-sponsored study concluded:

13. Much of the delay in the hearing process can be attributed
to legal and procedural hassles concerning production of documents
and responses to interrogatories. Much of it results from a need
to prepare responses, briefs, motions, rulings, technical reports,
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and environmental reports, and to set suitable hearing dates
to accommodate part-time Board members and all of the parties
involved and to avoid conflict with other concurrent hearings.

Another commentator has noted that "disputes over the production of documents have

caused weeks and even months of delay in licensing proceedings;' S~ch disp~tes were

exacerbated by the agencies' refusals to disclose staff documents and keeping dis-

closable information secret until the formal hearing. Such actions inhibit public

participation in the planning process. Litigations, such as the Green County case, has

prolonged the process in order to extract information umer the Freedom of Information

Act (5 D.S.C. §S52) .364 In addition, because both the old AEe and FPC had inhibited

pre-hearing discovery, it was necessary for other parties to engage in extensive

cross-examination in order to obtain the information, which unnecessarily prolongs

the hearing process. These types of situations emphasize the need for a freedom

of infonnation act (see section 3.2B) and the importance of permitting public

participation in the planning process (see section 3.3A) in order to minimize

procedural delays in the hearing process.

A corollary to the information problem is the issue of public intervenors

obtaining information necessary to the decision which the utility has declared

proprietary, and, hence, nondisclosable. As a result, conflicts arise over

questions of proprietory status, the need for information, the balancing of interests

involved, the appropriateness of confidentiality agreements, the method by which

evidence will be introduced, and the status of the evidence once introduced.

Numerous examples exist where utilities, having released the information to agencies,

Congress and others, have refused or made it difficult for the public to obtain

. f . 365In ormatlon.

Another cause of delay is the rescheduling of construction by utilities due

to lowered demand forecasts. Recently, NSP (Northern States Power) revised down-

ward its forecast for the two coal-fired facilities (Sherco 3 & 4) to a modified

3 and no 4. In addition, MP&L (Minnesota Power & Light) has revised its forecast
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resulting in the need for a 500 ~M plant at Floodwood-Pine Lakes instead of the

original 800 ~M facility originally projected to be needed. While public opposition

existed, in each instance the final cause of delay was the utility's revision of

the estimated need for power resulting in the reiteration of the certificate of need

process before the MEA.

4. Delay and Public Participation

The final question of delay, as it relates to this chapter, is to what extent,

if any, does public participation result in delay of the regulatory, decision-making

process. It has been and, if the St. Regis incident* is any example, continues to be

quite fashionable to blame public intervenors (some equate this exclusively with

environmentalists) for any and all delays in the regulatory process. A 1972 study on

delays of opening nuclear power plants conducted by the AEC's Office of Planning and

Analysis has reportably shown that environmental opposition was not a significant

source of delay. A request made to the AEC for a copy of the study resulted in a

·decision by the full commission not to release the report until it had been "refined",

a process that would take "several months", since it was being put on a "back-burner.,,366

Nucleonics Week reported that the AEC was "refining its methodology because of the

study's 'somewhat unexpected results' .,,367 Also in 1972, a letter from the CEQ to the

AEC for a list of projects unreasonably delayed solely because of NEPA and "where the

public interest would be served by something less than full compliance with NEPA",

brought forth only the naming of one project (of over 100 possible), which was ultimate

ly settled out of court. 368 During that same time period, a member of the AEC's ASLB

has indicated that there is at present (1972) little if any evidence that public parti-

cipation has been a major factor contributing to delays.369 In addition, FPC chair-

man Nassikas observed in testimony and before Congress that "present problems are not

at all, or even predominantly environmentally caused.,,370 In short, at the peak of

delay due to the regulatory process, little if any delay was the result of public

participation.

* The "St. Regis incident" refers to the efforts of blaming environmentalists for
St. Regis' abandonment of a power plant expansion for a site at Sartell, Minn site
for a site in Canada. It turned out that gt: Regis wanted the Canadian site for
economic reasons. The Canadians turned them down and now St, Regis is building at Sartell.
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Has public participation been a problem since these observations were made?

In a recent NRC report on the causes of delay in the licensing of nuclear power

plants "public intervention resulted in extended delays in only two of the

thirteen cases ... a substantial part of which was the result of ASLB and ASLAB

. f' . ,,371reVlew 0 lntervenor contentlons.

inappropriate. As the ASLB itself said:
372

In short, delay in the issuance of an operating license
attributable to an intervenor's ability to present to a
licensing board legitimate contentions based on serious
safety problems uncovered by the staff ~vould establish not
that the licensing system is being frustrated, but that it
is working properly. Any delay in such a situation would
be fairly attributable not-to the intervenors but to the
non-readiness of the facility for operation. Delay in the
issuance of the license is entirely appropriate--indeed,
mandated--in that circumstance.

The ASLB comments above are consistent with judicial interpretation of the law.

The D. C. Circuit in Calvert Cliffs concluded that "whether or not the spectre

of a national power crises is as real as the commission apparently believes, it is

not to be used to create a blackout of environmental considerations in the agency

review process." [Rather,]"it is far more consistent with the purposes of the Act

to delay operation at a stage where real environmental protection may come about

than at a stage where corrective action may be so costly as to be impossible.,,373

Implicit within most debates on the extent of delay caused by public

participation is the assumption that delay is always the end product of public

intervention and that delay always works to the disadvantage of the industry. The

evidence does not support this assumption.
374

The U. S. Senate study concluded that:

While delay is a general problem in regulatory proceedings,
it is a problem that falls with special weight on citizen
organizations such as environmental and consumer groups and
on small businesses. Because of their usual lack of resources,
long dra~vn-out proceedings greatly tax the finances of intervenor
groups. More common than proceedings which are themselves
lengthy is the length of time that elapses between the various
stages of agency proceedings. While this elapsed time confers
no direct cost on the participant group, delays of several
years, which are common, severely strain the staying power of
such groups.
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Has public participation been a problem since these observations were made?
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plants "public intervention resulted in extended delays in only two of the

thirteen cases ... a substantial part of which was the result of ASLB and ASLAB

. f' . 1)71reVlew 0 lntervenor contentlons.

inappropriate. As the ASLB itself said:
372

In short, delay in the issuance of an operating license
attributable to an intervenor's ability to present to a
licensing board legitimate contentions based on serious
safety problems uncovered by the staff ~vould establish not
that the licensing system is being frustrated, but that it
is working properly. Any delay in such a situation would
be fairly attributable not·to the intervenors but to the
non-readiness of the facility for operation. Delay in the
issuance of the license is entirely appropriate--indeed,
mandated--in that circumstance.

The ASLB comments above are consistent with judicial interpretation of the law.

The D. C. Circuit in Calvert Cliffs concluded that ""7hether or not the spectre

of a national power crises is as real as the commission apparently believes, it is

not to be used to create a blackout of environmental considerations in the agency

review process. II [Rather,] "it is far more consistent with the purposes of the Act

to delay operation at a stage where real environmental protection may come about

than at a stage where corrective action may be so costly as to be impossible.,,373

Implicit within most debates on the extent of delay caused by public

participation is the assumption that delay is always the end product of public

intervention and that delay always works to the disadvantage of the industry. The

evidence does not support this assumption.
374

The U. S. Senate study concluded that:

While delay is a general problem in regulatory proceedings,
it is a problem that falls with special weight on citizen
organizations such as environmental and consumer groups and
on small businesses. Because of their usual lack of resources,
long drawn-out proceedings greatly tax the finances of intervenor
groups. More common than proceedings which are themselves
lengthy is the length of time that elapses between the various
stages of agency proceedings. \~ile this elapsed time confers
no direct cost on the participant group, delays of several
years, which are common, severely strain the staying power of
such groups.
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Public interest groups typically rely heavily on relatively
short term volunteer staffing. Many groups have their
filings prepared by legal interns who are available only
for a year or two. As noted above, expert witnesses are
usually obtainable only on a volunteer or discount basis
and may not be readily accessible through the years of
delay. This situation contrasts markedly with private
intervenors who are much more able to incur the costs
of delay and whose interests may even be served by such
delay.

More important than the strain on the public interest
groups themselves is the fact that procedural delay
adversely affects the broad public interests advocated
by such groups. We do not suggest that the positions
advocated by such groups ought always to prevail.
Rather, to the extent that valid and broad social
interests are at stake in regulatory proceedings, there
should be some determination by the agency without
unreasonable delay. Otherwise, the problems addressed
by agency proceedings frequently continue to the
detriment of the public interest. Unfortunately, there
are many examples of cases where delay or outright inaction
has occurred to the detriment of the public interest.

In addition, delay has been used to great advantage by many companies to obtain

. 'd ' l' 375rate lncreases or to aVOl paYlng calms.

In 1972, the New York Bar Association Study concluded that "increased public

participation does not mean delay ... Moreover, increased public participation

may actually decrease delay; in the short run, by raising relevant issues for

agency consideration and thus making judicial reversals less likely, and in the

long run, by increasing public confidence and making resistance to agency actions and

policies less frequent.,,376 Yale Professor Lloyd Irland is discussing citizen

participation as a tool for conflict management over issues involving public lands

concluded that "a strong commitment to citizen participation in decision-making

need not create undue delay or inconvenience. Any delays created by citizen

involvement will probably be small compared to those resulting from lawsuits filed

by angry citizens who feel left out of planning. . . Citizen participation, if

built into [the] process, need not lengthen these times further.,,377
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U. S. Senate study concluded: 378

In our view, the fact that an additional party participates in an
administrative agency proceeding does not mean that the proceeding
will be delayed. With appropriate management practices and with
wide discretionary latitude accorded to presiding officers, admin
istrative proceedings should not be lengthened by the inclusion of
an additional participant. Not lengthened, that is, unless the
additional participant raises new issues which are relevant and
material to the proceeding--issues which cannot be summarily dis
cussed and must be considered. When that occurs, the initial pro
ceeding may indeed take longer--as it should--in order to explore
the additional relevant considerations which have been raised.
Ultimately, however, the overall time elapsed may in fact be
lessened, since if all relevant issues are resolved in the initial
proceeding, the likelihood of a subsequent court reversal to
consider relevant issues is substantially reduced, and along with
it the risk that the agency will simply have to go through its
paces allover again.

In sum, delay due to public participation in the process is by no means inevitable.

An improved quality of public participation could even reduce delay.

In March, 1977, the Comptroller General completed an analysis of existing and

proposed nuclear licensing procedures, in which it found that utilities require

"10 years or more" to plan, license, and construct nuclear powerplants, and from

which it concluded that: 377A

Even though some measures taken by the Commission are long term and
have not been fully implemented, the prospects are not good for
reducing future leadtimes for licensing and constructing nuclear
powerplants. In fact, GAO believes that both the Commission and
industry will have difficulty in maintaining the current time frame
of 10 years.

The bulk of the time required for the process, the GAO study found, was required

f . d' h' h t' 377Bor constructlon, urlng w lC lme,

... the utility completes detailed design work, construction, and
pre-operation testing. Often, design changes occur at this time
to (1) enhance methods of powerplant operation or maintenance, (2)
incorporate better solutions to engineering problems, (3) reduce
project costs, and (4) incorporate new or revised regulations or
other safety requirements promulgated by NRC.

Other factors significantly affecting powerplant construction times
include (1) project financing, (2) utility and construction con
tractor management abilities, (3) timely procurement and delivery of
materials, (4) availability of labor skills, labor productivity and
labor strikes, and (5) the weather.
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Table 3-8 summarizes the causes of delay from 1967 through 1976. Based on

available data it is clear that the principal causes of delay in bringing new power-

plants on line have been related to labor, and to the inability of the component

manufacturers to deliver high quality equipment on schedule. Although changes in

regulatory requirements may have caused, or complicated other problems, they have

not been a major cause of delay in new powerplants. Legal challenges, environmental

reviews, and public participation in the existing process, simply have not been

statistically significant. Delay is a relative term, i.e., it is often a question

of ,\Those ox is being gored. As the New York Bar Association Study noted:
379

The word 'delay' itself implies a particular viewpoint on the
problem. Unless one believes that utilities along should weigh
electric power and the environment, the time needed for some
regulatory consideration is time well spent if it improves the
quality of the final decision. But, opinion varies widely as
to the extent of appropriate review. Accordingly, there are
as many ideas about the causes of delay as there are ideas about
what form the licensing of power generating facilities should
take.

Thus, for those utility executives who see environment as an
emotional fad, the source of the delay is the environmental
intervenors. For the environmentalist who sees the administra
tive process as a sham, the real delay is the period of time
during which the utility and the regulatory staff keep the plans
secret. Similarly, utility lawyers criticize allegedly foot
dragging commission staffs who in turn blame the poor appli
cations submitted by the utilities. The commissioners them
selves blame reversals by the courts, while the courts
castigate commissioners for begrudgingly administering
laws designed to protect the environment.
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TABLE 3-8

SlJJvlMARY OF CAUSES OF DELAY: 1967 - 1976

CAUSES OF DELAY 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 TOTALS

Vendor Related Problems 154
-

Late Delivery of Major
Components 5 3 5 3 5 - 12 9 10

Equipment Failures* 9 5 7 5 1 - 6 1 41
Factory Strikes - - - - - - 3

Labor Related Problems 142

Labor Strikes 5 6 8 10 11 - 9 - 7
Reduced Productivity 1 - 4 4 5 - 12 9 10
Shortages of Jvlanpower 6 5 '6 4 1 - 10 3 4 2

Regulatory Problems 51

Changes in Regulatory
Requirements - - - - - - 14 10 5

Delays in Obtaining
Permits 1 2 3 ') - - 3 5 6L.

Utility Related Problems 38

Changes in Plans 2 - - - - - 6 1 15 1
Financial Problems - - - - - - - - 9 3
Changes in Design - - - 1

'Jvliscellaneous Problems 34

Legal Challenges - - - - - - 12 - 4
Unspecified Reasons - - - - - - - - 11 1
Adverse ~ileather - - - 1 1 - - - 4

Source: Messing, M., Reasons for Delay in Powerplant Licensing and Construction,
(Compiled From FPC and JCAE reports and Hearings) Environmental Policy
Institute, Washington, D.C., March 1978, p.10.
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3.4 Summary of Findings and Recommendations

This chapter, while focusing on energy decision-making, is entirely applicable

to most, if not all, technological decision-making. It is an understatement to

recognize that technology has impacts (both positive and negative) on the day to

day lives of most people. Few, if any, people are immune to the consequences of

technology and the impact that technology may have on human values. As the

a'vareness of the role that technology plays in the quality of life has grown, so

too has the demand by the public for the opportunity to play a significant role in

the decision-making processes, which underlie technological policies and investments.

Because the applications of technology involve considerations of human and

societal values, citizens have begun to seek a greater voice and vote. "It is

not difficult to see citizen dissatisfaction with nuclear power as a symbol of

increasing dissatisfaction among some segments of the population with the economic

and technological determinism that they feel has characterized governmental

management of limited environmental resources and a broader and more pervasive

d · . f . . h . lf ,,380lssatls actlon Wlt governance ltse .

In a general sense, this entire chapter is aimed at assessing the implications

(i.e., the pros and cons) of increased public participation in technological decision-

making, and energy related decision-making in particular, and offer recommendations

to provide for and assure effective public participation. The first section (3.1)

examined the role of technological decision-making in a democratic republic. It

set the stage by examining the characteristics of technology generally, how these

characters affect values, which in turn generates conflict, resulting in the need

for dispute resolution, and the relationship of technological decision-making

processes to a democratic society. A number of conclusions may be drawn from this

section, which set the stage for examining specific decision-making process in the

next two sections. First, choices or decisions about technology and the regulatory

processes that govern them generally reflect the values and concerns of a small

group, rather than the values of the society at large. Second, the disparity
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of values between those reflected in the decision-making process and the components

of society at large can and do generate conflict. Third, western society

is pluralistic in nature and contains a wide variety of values which are often at

odds with each other. Fourth, the existing process that permits technological

decision-making by scientists or engineers or regulated interests alone is incompati-

ble with any notion of a democratic society. Finally, any notion of a

democratic, pluralistic society requires that all values, no matter how extreme,

must be reflected and considered in all decision-making processes which affect the

society at large.

The second section of this chapter (3.2) examined ways to improve public

participation mechanisms. Section 2.6 of Ohapter Two showed that public

participation is an integral policy of Minnesota administrative law. Section 3.2

addresses defects in the law identified in the literature as obstacles or barriers

to public participation. The literature indicates that there are a number of

pre-adjudicatative obstacles which have effectively inhibited participation by the

public. These include (1) inadequate notification exists for the public

to discover forums to express their concerns about decisions that affect them; (2)

information and technical expertise needed by the public to present their

cases and held by the government or regulated interests is unavailable, unknown

or denied to public participants; (3) the administrative process has placed

limits on the ability of the public to participate as "parties" in decision-making

process by inhibiting or prohibiting the public's opportunity to initiate, to testify,

to intervene in agency decision-making, or to seek review of agency decisions; and

(4) no mechanism presently exists which facilitates public participation of

unrepresented interests in the decision-making process. The following recommendations

are offered to remove these barriers:

1. Notification procedures both under the Administrative
Procedures Act and enabling legislation for energy related
decision-ma~ing should incl~de paid ads and press releases to state-
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wide and local newspapers, wire services, and radio and television
stations for each and every hearing. Further, all energy related
agencies should develop special public service announcements as
part of their notification procedures for all official hearings.

2. The content of the notice should be explicit enough to provide
information on the nature, type, and location of the hearing.
Further, the notice should explain a citizen's rights and
responsibilities for participating in the hearing.

3. The notice of hearing should provide adequate time, at least 90
days prior to the start of the hearing, for the citizen to organize
and prepare his case. Consequently, the notice of hearing should
run at least once a week for eight weeks.

4. The Public Advisor citizen involvement tool should be extended to
the certificate of need, environmental impact statement, permitting
rates, and designated service area processes. Further,this should
be accomplished by the creation of an office of public advisor to
be established in a manner similar to the Office of Hearing Examiners.

5. The primary energy related decision-making agencies (~mA, MEQB, PSC,
and PCA) should coordinate their information gathering and provide
a joint information clearinghouse to give citizens easy access to
energy related information.

6. Minnesota Statutes §lS.16ll et .. seq. should be amended to give
citizens an unqualified right of access to energy-related information
of a nonpersonal nature.

7. The Minnesota Statutes §15.l6ll et. seq. should specify access to
information procedures which include time limits, uniform fee schedules,
a right to judicial review, a regulation and notification requirement, a
indexing requirement, and a right to see all disclasable information.

8. Transcripts of agency hearings should be provided at little or no
cost; multiple file requirements should be removed; and citizens
should have open access to agency experts as advisors and witnesses.

9. Standing as requirement for judicial review of agency decisions should
be removed, except for the case or controversy requirement of Article
III of the U. S. Constitution. The Administrative Procedures Act,
in particular Minnesota Statutes sections 15.0423, 15.0424, and 15.0426
should be amended to reflect this policy.

10. The Minnesota Administrative Procedures Act should be amended to
guarantee any citizen the right to intervene in any agency action
regardless of the nature of the citizen's interest. In particular,
no qualification of the right to intervene shall be considered in
decisions involving the siting of any kind of facility.

11. The Minnesota Administrative Procedures Act should be amended to
require agencies to have an affirmative duty to consider all interests
in arriving at a decision. Further, the courts in reviewing agency
activities should evaluate whether or not the agency adequately
and fully considered the interests of all parties and participants.
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12. The Minnesota Administrative Procedures Act contested case
procedure should be amended to permit the public to petition
to initiate formal contested case procedures where informal
procedures may nOlV be used. The petition should be specific
as to what action is requested and the need for the action.
Denial of the petition should be subject to judicial review.

13. The legislature should create a variety of institutional
mechanisms to effectively provide representation for unre
presented interests in governmental decision-making. Three
mechanisms should be enacted: (1) an office of public
counsel should be created in each regulatory agency to represent
nonregulated clients in adjudicatory or rulemaking proceedings
under the jurisdiction of the Attorney General; (2) a department
of citizen advocate should be created on the cabinet level to
augment the representation of unrepresented interests in
agency decision-making; and (3) a center for intervention and
technical assistance or group of centers should be created to
assist interested persons and groups who wish to intervene in
agency decision-making or in judicial review of agency decisions.

The office of public counsel, the departillent of citizen advocate, and
the center for intervention and technical assistance should
(1) be statuatorily established and be provided with a separate
appropriations budget line; (2) the director of each office
should have complete administrative authority over the office; (3)
each office should be empowered to intervene with full party
status in agency proceedings; (4) each office should be empolvered
to seek judicial review of agency decisions; (5) the office of
public counsel should have public complaint handling responsibilities;
(6) the office of public counsel and the center for intervention
and technical assistance should be permitted to advise and assist,
including the undertaking of studies and information dissemination,
independent groups and individuals who seek to represent broad
interests before governmental agencies; (7) each office or center
should possess adequate authority to obtain information needed to
carry out their functions; and (8) each office or center should
have adequate funding to assume these responsibilities.

The third section of the chapter (3.3) examines additional aspects of the

administrative process necessary to assure public participation by those who wish

to represent themselves. While the recommendations offered above are important in

that they remove barriers in the process to public participants, they are insufficient

by themselves to assure effective public participation. Since many of the decisions

with which the public may want to participate involve complex technologies,

adequate time and resources are essential for the public to effectively present

its case. A review of the literature indicates that these two components (timeliness
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and resources) are crucial for public interest involvement. The following

recommendations are offered to assure that timeliness and lack of resources do

not constitute insuperable barriers to public participation.

14. The public should be permitted to become involved in the planning
decisions relating to energy decision-making at an early date.
Applications for certificates of need and site compatibility as
well as upon designation should take place at least two to five
years earlier than at present. Notification of the application
should be undertaken as recommended earlier (see recommendations
1-4). Ex parte communication with agency decision-makers should be
prohibited. All documents filed should be a matter of public record
as recommended earlier (see recommendations 6 and 8).

15. The Minnesota Public UtiJities Act should be amended to prohibit
rate increases until after the Public Service Commission makes a
decision.

16. It should be the policy of the State of Minnesota to provide
financing to nonprofit citizen organizations and unincorporated
citizen groups in order to assure that the public can participate
in adjudicatory or rulemaking proceedings. Whenever possible, the
legislature should provide funding through application fees in
adjudicatory cases. Otherwise, funding should be provided via a
direct appropriation, either through the center for intervention
and technical assistance (see recommendation 13) recommended above
or through the agency itself. The criteria for eligibility should
be limited to the technical quality and importance of the group's
proposal and the need for the funds. The amount of funding provided
to any individual or group should be flexible with the criteria
being the complexity of the issues, the number of groups to be
funded, and the amount of funds available.

17. The Minnesota Administrative Procedures Act should be amended to
empmver ,agencies to order "fee shifting" in cases of bad faith,
willful violation of an agency orde~ or other egregious conduct.

18. The Minnesota Administrative Procedures Act should be amended to
require the courts to provide legal fees to any plaintiff who brings
an action against an administrative agency compelling the agency to
do its job or challenging the agency's decision for being arbitrary
and capricious, and wins, or in the opinion of the presiding
justice has a legitimate issue, but still loses. Agencies should
not be able to collect fees under any circumstances from the plaintiff.

Emotions run high on the wisdom of facilitating broader public participation

in agency proceedings and in particular of subsidizing private individuals or

groups at the regulated interests or at the taxpayers expense. The primary

argument against broadening public participation is that of delay. Yet, as
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section 3.3C notes, public participation is responsible for little, if any, delay

in administrative decision-making. Further, many commentators believe that

increased, effective public participation will reduce delay by raising legitimate

issues early, thereby avoiding prolonged court cases.

Yet, as an NRC study observed, "most of those observed believed that these

issues (nuclear power plant licensing) could and should be determined. A decision

one way or another would neither bring the nuclear industry to its knees, nor wipe

out intervenors. After all, what is under discussion is a concordant procedure

for dispute resolution--not a clandestine plan for revolution.,,381 We need, as

382attorney Mark Massel suggested, to take a fresh look at the regulatory process:

. government regulation has been treated as an insulated,
technical activity of government. }fuch of the discussion
has been founded on the implication--stronger because unstated-
that regulation is a legal function that can be protected from
the contamination of other government activities. This
academic assumption has been so imbedded that most of the
debating gambits have overlooked three significant features of
the regulatory process: first, it is inherently a political
activity that is a substantial element in modern economies;
second, the regulatory functions are too intertwined with a
host of other government activities to be set as a class apart;
and third, while procedural problems are important, they are
subsidiary to the objectives and accomplishments of the regulatory
functions.

Adequate consideration of the policy issues that are inherent
in the regulatory process will depend upon a continuing awareness
of our traditional anxiety about government regulation, an
anxiety that stems from our inability to make clear-cut decisions
about what functions we want government to undertake. Our
ultimate public policy goals are an interesting compound of social,
economic, political, and international aims. Many of these aims
conflict with each other. At least, they give such an appearance.
For social and political reasons, we want many independent private
enterprises because we believe that they will insure the effective
\vorking of the democratic process and equality of opportunity; at
the same time, we look to large corporate aggregations to satisfy
certain economic and military objectives. Many look to government
for the solutions to broad economic and social problems; but others
are restive about government interference. We want to assure every
one of his day in court; yet, we are unhappy with the lengthy
administrative hearings that this objective entails.
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Public participation in administrative agency decision-making is, of course,

not an end in itself. Rather, it is a means of insuring that regulation does in

fact further the "public interest." Attacks on the process that the agencies

too often favor and accommodate the desires and ends of the regulated interests

are often voiced. If the response is to admit only the most well organized and

financed groups to a position of influence (i.e. the regulated interests), the

ultimate decisions will reflect the value of only a subset of the society. If

the public interest is truly defined through process, then the public must be

able to effectively participate in the process.



CHAPTER FOUR

SELECTED ISSUES IN ELECTRICAL ENERGY POLICY

The purpose of this study is to examine the administrative regulatory processes

affecting electrical energy. This chapter reviews three aspects of electrical energy

policy: (1) power plant siting and the environment; (2) conservation of electrical

energy; and, (3) electric rates and the poor. In addition, a summary of the chapter

is provided.

As noted in the forward, there were a number of limitations placed upon this

study. These limitations greatly restrict the scope of inquiry this report may

address. For example, the study does not. evaluate: (1) the viability or feasibility

of specific energy technologies; (2) the institutional structure for supplying

electricity, i.e., the type of o,vuership, the nature of supply policies, and economic

aspects of utility structure and regulations; (3) non-regulatory factors relating to

the demand for electricity, including the accuracy of forecasting techniques, and the

technology for reducing demand; and (4) rate structuresand designs, including such

specific issues as "fair rate of return" and "'vork in progress". The purpose of this

study is to address public administration or "process" questions, 1. e., is the process

structured so that technological and value factors can be considered. Questions

relating to the appropriateness, feasibility, and viability of specific technologies

is beyond the scope of this study. Questions relating to the "rightness!! or

"\Vrongness" of particular values are also beyond the scope of this study.

4.1 Power Plant Siting and the Environment

In the last forty years people have become accustomed to an abundant supply of

electricity at relatively low cost. While the use of electric power over these last

few decades has been rising at an average rate of consumption of over seven percent

per year, the rate of consumption (in the last few years) has dropped off to over

four percent. The still increasing demand for electricity is met by the construction

of more and more power plants and lines. The building of electric energy facilities

247
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and the siting of these facilities has in recent times raised substantial conflict.

The conflict centers on the competition between many important social interests.

Two interests that this chapter is concerned with include (1) the need to provide

an adequate, reliable supply of power; and (2) the need to protect the public

health and to prevent further environmental degradation. The competition between

these two interests is for the utilization of scarce resources, i.e., the use of

air and water for cooling and plant discharges versus the need for clean air and

water for life; and the use of land for electric energy facilities versus the

need to preserve a way of life.

A civilized and democratic society requires non-violent mechanisms to resolve

disputes. Traditionally, disputes between individuals have been resolved in the

courts. Yet, it is now recognized that the courts alone are inadequate to

resolve conflicts that go far beyond a dispute between two individuals.

For example, the dispute over nuclear power involves not just a conflict between

two individuals or groups of people, but involves a conflict between differing

values. In the nuclear power case, the conflict is compounded by the qualitative

as well as quantitative differences between it and other technologies which provide

electric energy. While the literature discussing this conflict is voluminous,

1
the review of this literature is beyond the scope of this paper.

The very purpose of the courts is to resolve disputes over things and actions.

The concept and the nature of a court of law grew out of conflicts between

individuals over land (real property), goods (chattel), contracts of every sort,

tortious actions (injury), and the guilt or innocence of individuals who were

alleged to have engaged in behaviors unacceptable to the state and/or society.2

The legislative process is usually looked upon as the best mechanism to make policy

or law which affects values.

With the advent of electric power, the legislature enacted a policy to assure a

reliable supply of power available to all. As technology in general affected the

health and welfare of the people and their environment, the legislature enacted
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policies to protect the air, water and land. As noted in the previous chapter

(Chapter Three, Section 3.lB), if two things are related it becomes impossible

to maximize for both things. When those things are electric energy and a safe and

healthful environment, and to the extent that they both compete for the same things

(air, water, and land), it is readily apparent that you cannot maximize both. The

original policies created by the legislature paid scant attention to this truism.

In effect, the legislature decided to maximize for both policies. This has resulted

in continued conflict. The continued conflict required the legislature to take

remedial action, \vhich came in the form of the Power Plant Siting Act, as amended,

and the Energy Agency Act, as amended. A review of the Energy Agency Act and the

Power Plant Siting Act (PPSA) is provided in Chapter Two (Sections 2.2 and 2.3). A

review of state siting laws shows that the Minnesota law differs little from the

average state power plant siting laws in the United States. 3 The key questions, then,

become these: (1) do these laws resolve the inherent conflict in values that

existed in the original policies? (2) do these laws make decisions which balance the

competing interests? and (3) how are environmental factions reflected in these laws.

Does the PPSA-and the Energy Agency Act resolve the inherent conflict in values

that existed in the establishment of the original policies? A review of these two

laws reveal four objectives for the siting of new energy facilities. First, the

laws attempt to insure that environmental values are given weight in any decisions to

construct a new power plant and where to put it. Second, the laws attempt to insure

an adequate and reliable supply of electricity. Third, the laws attempt to insure

that the process by which sites are chosen is impartially administered and adjudicated.

Finally, that laws attempt to minimize the disruption of existing agencies and the

social needs they serve, including pollution control activities and land use

management.

There are a number of problems within the process and these objectives which

contribute to the perpetuation of the conflict in values. A Rand Corporation study,

conducted for the California General Assembly, identified the following problems as

having the greatest bearing on the power plant siting decisions~4
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1. Some important issues receive inadequate, fragmented, or
no consideration because they "fall between the cracks"
of the various agencies. They include:

Questions of the conservation and allocation of resources
such as fuels and fresh water, beyond the imperfect
allocation of the market system and uncoordinated
governmental intervention.

Consideration of potential, socially preferable future
uses of the land around the proposed plant or trans
mission lines that would be foreclosed by their
installation. (Comprehensive land-use planning and
policy guidelines are required to clarify the potentialities
and optimum uses.)

Identification of sites, transmission lines, methods for
electricity generation, and overall strategies for system
development alternative to those proposed by the utility.

Consideration of a full range of means for conserving
electricity or slowing growth in demand as an alternative
to expanding power facilities or as a means of averting
power-system overloading and blackouts.

2. There are seldom clear or consistent guidelines, standards,
criteria, and policies from governmental agencies to aid
utilities in their long-range system planning and site
selection. Particular problems include:

Changing standards for air- and water-pollution control.

Absence of reliable standards for land-use compatibility,
due to lack of statewide policy and to local land-use
plans that often have no logical basis, are subject to
capricious change, or do not have public acceptance.

Lack of legislative guidelines or clear public consensus
about the objectives and piiorities to be followed in
resolving conflicting needs or values.

3. Multiple jurisdictions and licensing procedures often over
lap and are uncoordinated, resulting in:

The necessity for many separate hearings, sometimes
covering the same issues.

The possibility of different standards imposed for the
same aspect of regulation.

The possibility of conflicting or infeasible requirements
due to independent standards for different aspects of
regulation (e.g., air pollution versus water pollution.)

The possibility that the community surrounding a potential
site will reject it in order to transfer its effects to
another community.
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Delays and uncertainty in licensing or inability to license
any alternative.

4. There is no consistent system of long-range planning to provide
for:

Public participation.

Early identification of site alternatives and resolution of
conflicts before either power or environmental issues become
critical.

Consideration of the demand for energy in determining the need
for new capacity.

5. There is no research and development program that:

Presents state priorities to federal funding agencies and
attempts to influence federal research and development
policies and actions to meet the needs of California.

Provides funding for new technology to better meet energy
demand with the least negative environmental impact and
to develop better methods for siting plants.

In sum, each of the objectives noted above, which may individually be socially

valid, are still often in conflict with one another. Consequently, the laws result

in the making of a decision, but not necessarily the "right" decision or the "best"

decision. The process is basically a tradeoff between objectives and not a resolution

of the conflict in values inherent in the objectives.

Do the decisions that arise from the certificate of need process and the power

plant siting process result in a balanced decision of the competing interest?

Historically, regulatory agencies responsible for licensing new power plants have

generally favored utility interests, subordinating environmental concerns to the

desire for abundant and economical power. Siting decisions in the past have

generally been based on load center proximity, land requirements, fuel supply,

access to transportation, and proximity to a direct water source.
s

In making these

decisions agency officials often paid scant attention to environmental ramifications.
6

Despite recent efforts by the legislature to require agencies to be more responsive

to environmental needs, state agencies including the MEA and MEQB continue to make

site-by-site decisions, which permit new plants to be constructed whenever electricity
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needs require them. The defacto policy implications of simply constructing new

power plants according to demand projections are tremendous, but, unfortunately,

are beyond the scope of this paper.? However, it is recognized that an understanding

of future demand is essential to formulating constructive policies to control demand.

For example, if it is expected that the growth in demand for electricity would not

taper off, decision makers could develop and implement demand curbing policies in

order to restrain demand within reasonable limits.
8

When agencies permit the construction of new power plants whenever electricity

needs require them on a site-by-site basis, they ignore fundamental questions

concerning the amount of electricity that should be consumed and the sources of power

that should be exploited. As Clifford Case and David Shoenbrod noted: 9

[Such an] administrative scheme avoids the most important issues
concerning electric power and the environment. . . The administra
tive process asks whether a facility is needed to make supply equal
demand but assumes that nothing should be done to shape the demand
for power. It asks whether a plant is well designed for its type
but ignores the alternative of building a different type of plant.
It asks whether a plant incorporates technological advances but
fails to allocate consciously the research funds that will produce
tomorrow's improvements. ,It investigates the immediate area of a
utility's proposed site in great detail but generally does not
question whether the plant should be located in a different region.
The fundamental issues of how 'much electricity should be consumed
and what sources of power should be exploited. . . reach resolution
aS,a random by-product of many private and public forces pursuing
their disparate missions.

In sum, instead of consciously balancing competing economic, environmental and social

considerations, the regulatory process leaves the fundamental questions to be

resolved randomly, if at all.

How are environmental factors reflected in the Power Plant Siting Act and the

Energy Agency Act? The purpose of these two laws is, as noted above, to make a

decision. The decision that is derived from the process provided by these laws

determines the size, type, timing, and location of new electric energy facilities.

The size, type,and location of energy facilities is the ultimate concern of those

whose primary interest is to protect the public health and prevent further

deterioration of the environment. The decision by government agencies on size, type,
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and location of electric energy facilities is not the first step in the process.

Rathe~ the decisions made by the agencies is the last step in a long planning process.

It is important to recognize that the planning process is controlled almost

totally by the private sector. As noted in the previous chapter (Chapter Three,

section 3.3A), agency involvement in the planning and decision making processes for

new energy facilities does not formally occur until a utility files some type of

application. Citizen involvement usually does not occur until the agency takes the

form of a request for zoning, effluent permits, need determination, site

compatibility determination, etc. Consequently, the private sector, i.e., the

utility, controls to a large extent the initiation of agency and citizen involvement

in the actual decision making relating to the siting and construction of energy

facilities. In sum, lithe utility decides in secret what the energy requirements

of the area it serves, are. Then in secret it decides whether it will propose a

nuclear plant--what kind of a nuclear plant and how big--or a coal fired plant or

something else. Then, again as surreptitiously as possible, it surveys its area

and picks out a site. At this point it springs its decision on the people.
1110

Recognizing that the planning process which ultimately determines the size, type,

and location of electrical energy facilities rests almost wholly with the utility,

whose primary interest is to maintain an adequate and reliable supply of electricity,

how are public health and environmental questions addressed in that planning process?

No one knows for sure, since the process is conducted in secret. This brings us

back to the previous question, how do the state agencies (MEA and MEQB) , which

ultimately approve utility decisions, address environmental factors? This question

can be broken down into two areas. First, how are governmental decisions on size,

type,and location made and is the present process the best way to make these

decisions? Second, at what point and through ~vhat mechanisms is environmental and

public health information presented to the decision makers? The rest of this

section will address these areas.
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A. Size, Type, and Location

The decision making process for evaluating and approving the utilities plan for

size, type,and location involves two steps. In the first step the utility submits

an application for a "certificate of need ll to the Minnesota Energy Agency (MEA).

liThe purpose of the Certificate of Need Program is to insure that large energy

facilities built in Minnesota are needed and represent the best alternative available

to the state."
11

The areas of responsibility of the MEA include size, type,and

timing of large energy facilities. The rules governing the contents of applications

require, among other items, detailed information on peak demand and an annual

electric consumption forecast (6 MCAR § 2.0635) and specific information about the

size, type, and "anticipated areas where the proposed facility could be located"

(6 MCAR § 2.0633). The Energy Agency Act requires that the MEA make a decision

. h" h f . f hi' . 12Wlt In SlX mont sater recelpt 0 t e app lcatlon. No certificate of need will

be granted unless the applicant "has justified its need."
l3

There are eight criteria

the director uses to evaluate need (see Table 2.2, supra). Under the rules promulgated

in accordance with the provisions of the Act, a certificate of need must be granted

if the agency determines that:
14

1. The probable result of denial would be an adverse effect upon
the future adequacy, reliability, or efficiency of energy
supply to the applicant, to the applicant's customers, or to
the people of Minnesota and neighboring states, considering:

2. a more reasonable and prudent alternative to the proposed
facility has not been demonstrated by a preponderance of the
evidence on the record by parties or persons other than the
applicant, considering:

3. it has been demonstrated by a preponderance of the evidence on
the record that the proposed facility, or a suitable modifi
cation thereof, will provide benefits to society in a manner
compatible with protection of the natural and socioeconomic
environments, including human health, considering:

4. it has not been demonstrated on the record that the design,
construction or operation of the proposed facility, or a
suitable modification thereof, will fail to comply with
relevant policies rules and regulations of other state and
federal agencies and local governments.
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In the second step, the utility submits an application for site compatibility

to the Minnesota Environmental Quality Board (MEQB). The purpose of the Power Plant

Siting Act is to "locate large electric power facilities in an orderly manner

compatible with environmental preservation and the efficient use of resources."lS

The areas of responsibility of the 11EQB include the development of an inventory

for power plant sites and the designation of electric power sites and transmission

line routes. The Power Plant Siting Act and the rules promulgated thereunder

require the utility to submit an application to the MEQB for "designation of a

specific site for a specific size and type of facility. The application shall

contain at least two proposed sites.,,16 Within one year after receipt of the

application (plus an allowable six month extension), the MEQB must grant or refuse

a certificate of site compatibility or route designation.

Tn sum, an electric utility submits an application to the MEA for a decision

on the size, type, and timing of the facility. Once this is granted, with possible

modification by the MEA, the utility then submits an application to the MEQB for

the designation of a specific site, for the previously approved size and type of

facility. The MEQB then designates a site for the particular size and type of plant

with possible modifications.

Can size, type, and location be separated from each other, i.e., can location

factors affect size and type decisions and vice versa, do size and type decisions

affect location? The decision to construct a particular type of plant, of a given

size, at a specific location has many consequences. Such a decision can affect the

supply and utilization of important natural resources such as fossil fuels and

water, the future use of land in the area surrounding the plant, the local and

regional environment, and the economy of the local area, as well as the supply and

cost of electricity. These matters in turn are related to other important issues such

as public health, public works, transportation policy, the general economy, and the

supply and demand for other forms of energy. According to the Minnesota Pollution

Control Agency (11PCA) , location factors have a major impact on size and type
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d
.. 17

eClSlons:

Location factors have potential for affecting size and type
decisions as indicated in the response to question 1 above.
Application of pollution control requirements can be done
precisely only ,vhen the location, site, environmental char
acteristics and plant design are knolVU in detail. In the
absence of such detailed knowledge at the time when the size
and type decisions are being made, it is possible to provide
only estimates or approximations of pollution control require
ments on a general basis. This being the case, a search for
a suitable site must then be instituted, which mayor may not
be successful in finding a single site to satisfy all applicable
utility and regulatory requirements. A new electric power
plant, for example, must meet federal Prevention of Significant
Deterioration (PSD) requirements and the allowable ambient air
contaminant increase will be affected by proximity to a non
attainment area or a pristine area.

In considering the impacts of coal or nuclear power plants,
risks to public health must be considered. For example, it
is doubtful that a nuclear power plant would be sited in the
Twin Cities area. District heating applications are a good
example of where location factors could heavily influence size
and type decisions. Location factors, thus, should be taken
into account at the time when the size and type decisions are
made. We believe this can be accomplished only by having
available a reliable inventory of potential sites which are
known to be suitable for the location of various sizes and
types of plants. Although such an inventory was required by
the original power plant siting act, this requirement was not
successfully implemented and a suitable site inventory is not
yet available. \~e would recommend that the plant site
inventory should consist of state acquired holdings of specific
sites which have been evaluated in sufficient detail to leave no
doubt as to their suitability for use for this purpose. Location
factors are of paramount importance from the viewpoint of
environmental effects and economic feasibility.

Consequently, size, type,and location decisions cannot and should not be made in

isolation from other public policy matters.

The trend by utilities toward large plants and power complexes may initiate or

aggravate existing environmental problems and may undermine the reliability of the

power supply. The present practice in the utility industry is to build fewer, but

larger plants ostensibly to achieve "economies of scale" and lower unit costs of

production. It is expected that much of the new generating capacity to be installed

in the next 20 years will come in the form of power plants of 1000 ~~ (megawatts) to

3000 ~~. Along with the increase in the size of units (from 300 11W in the early
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1950's), has come the tendency to locate the many and larger units at single sites.

Power complexes of 5000 MW are expected to become comson in the next 20 years. lS

The trend toward larger units and power complexes raises serious environmental

problems. Some have argued that larger plants offer an environmental benefit

"because less pollution per kilowatt hour can be produced in a larger and more

efficient power plant" and that emissions from such power plants are easier to

control than emmissions from several small plants. 19 This argument ignores the fact

that amounts of generating capacity at one site intensify the impact of power

In addition, the ease of emission control argument

generation on the local environment and, "if uncontrolled, could overwhelm the

d ' , ,,20surroun lng enVlronment.

in favor of large electric plants ignores the relative inefficiency of current methods

of electric power generation and transmission, with the resultant increase in

pollutants, as compared to direct conversion of fuel to useful energy on the user's

premises.

The trend toward larger units may also undermine the reliability of the power

pool. All utilities maintain a reserve requirement designed to protect against

outages, whether scheduled or unscheduled. It is recognized that, as a general rule,

when units are added to a power system which have capacities larger than the system

average, the required generation reserve is also increased. This means that the

initial installation of a larger unit to a system of smaller units will require a

sharp increase in reserve requirements, i.e., a requirement for the utility to add

more generating capacity to a system to insure against the loss of increasingly

larger units. Consequently, lithe trend toward larger units at single locations

must be reexamined with a view toward ensuring system stability, reliability of

power supply, and encouraging sound environmental planning of utility facilities.,,21

The type of power plant with its associated environmental impacts can affect

the location of the plant. Nuclear power plants must be built away from populated

areas, have access to adequate cooling water, and meet radiation ~emission standards.

Fossil fuel plants must also have access to cooling ~vater and must meet air and water
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quality standards. Consequently, the type of power plant chosen, with its own

prior constraints, indicates that there is little flexibility in the site selection.

The ~mA and the MEQB are aware that location factors do affect size and type

decisions.
22

As the MEQB noted:

The location, size and type of large electric power facilities
are significantly interrelated. The interrelationship involves
both technical siting opportunities and constraints and public
acceptance of facility siting. An example of a technical factor
is that the Twin Cities and a few other densely populated areas
provide the best opportunities for district heating with the
waste heat from power plants. The size of power plants may have
a significant effect of public acceptance based on minimizing
localized impacts and sharing the burdens of power plants.
However, it is not clear whether the affected public would find,
say, twelve 200 megawatt or six 400 megawatt power plant sites
any more acceptable than a single 2400 megawatt site. Size and
type modifications should be considered for their potential to
improve siting decisions.

In sum, every electric energy facility is part of a system of such facilities

and is interdependent on other parts of the system. The system impinges upon land,

air, water, and other resources which extend far beyond the vicinity of individual

plants and their location. Size, type, and location as factors in a decision are

clearly interrelated with each other as well as with larger public policy issues.

1. Structuring Decision Making

Because of the relationship between the decision on size, type, and location

and other important public policy matters (noted above), a basic problem in the

design of a decision making process is how to structure government responsibility

in order to coordinate the size, type, and location decision. If an agency is to

be given responsibility for regulating the siting of power plants such as the MEQB,

then a decision must also be made on the scope of its responsibilities in relation

to other important matters affecting siting, in particular size and type. A

report by the Rand Corporation to the California State Assembly on power plant

siting noted that there are many possible ways to divide decision making

responsibility for power plant siting, and other functions. The report recommended

the following guidelines for the design of an appropriate state mechanism for
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decision making and dividing agency responsibilities:
23

• Group functions that are already linked, either naturally or
in other important ways.

• Distinguish among responsibilities for policymaking and
administration, and between implementation (development)
and regulation.

• Take account of natural tendencies of group and institutional
behavior that may indicate potential biases or other weaknesses.

• Avoid disrupting existing agencies or systems that are working
well.

• Insure that the siting agency has the proper balance of responsibilities
to provide technical competence and impartiality.

How do the Energy Agency Act and the Power Plant Siting Act fare in an analysis

based upon these guidelines? The first guideline recommended the grouping of functions

that already are linked together. One function that is clearly linked is that of

the decision of size, type, and location. The MPCA believes that the legal process

should be amended so that size, type, and location decisions are made together:
24

We believe that the siting or location decisions should be made
in concert, or concurrently, with the need decision which determines
the size, type and timing. This could be accomplished by amending
the power plant siting and certificate of need statutes or regulations
to acquire simultaneous submission by the utility of applications
to the Energy Agency and the EQB for certificates of need and site
compatibility, respectively. This procedural change would allow
for maximum public participation in evaluation of the need for and
location of the proposed p~ant, minimize duplication with respect
to public hearings and related matters, and eliminate potential
conflicts among size, type and location decisions.

There should be a focal point in the regulatory process where size,
type and location factors can be considered concurrently with
detailed environmental impact information available. All these
factors are interrelated and impact each other. To be consistent
with the Environmental Policy Act (Minnesota Statutes 116D) ,
decisions of type, size and location should not be final until the
EIS is completed. This is the ideal situation.

The current process is not ideal because it is segmented and there
is no focal point where many interrelated factors can be considered.
A major problem that has resulted has been one relating to public
participation. As a power plant proposal goes through the existing
process and more detailed information is developed, increased public
concern is expressed. When specific information concerning impacts
of a power plant on a geographical location is finally developed in
the EIS, it is already too late for citizens in that area to balance
their impacts against or affect the need and siting decisions made.
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If a local government or citizens group in a geographical area
were concerned over impacts of siting a power plant in their
area, in the existing process they would have to participate
in every hearing concerning every power plant application for
a Certificate of Need.

Hubert Van Dyke, director of the Office of Siting of the Federal Energy Administra-

tion has noted that "it is very important, in considering a specific facility site,

to consider all the supporting elements to go to making a viable system.,,25 Clearly,

size, type and location are the crux of the elements that go into a siting decision.

The second guideline suggested the wisdom of distinguishing among responsibi-

lities for policy making an~l administration and between implementation (development)

and regulation, i.e., to have separate institutions for separate roles. This

guideline is the same as one of the recommendations that came from Clifford Case,

III and David Shoenbrod's analysis of electric and environmental policies.
26

One

way to distinguish among responsibilities is to place size, type and location

together in one agency such as the MEQB since under the first guideline they would

be inseparable. Both the Special Committee on Environmental Law of the American

Bar Association and the Energy Policy Staff of the President's Office of Science

and Technology have recommended that a single agency have jurisdiction over siting

decisions and "would bring together all the environmental and pmver supply concerns.,,27

General policy making would reside with the legislature and the administration of

general energy programs with the MEA. One administrative process that would remain

at the MEA would be the certificate of need process, but a process that would

determine need without determining size and type.

The third guideline suggested that in designing a decision making process one

must take into account the natural tendencies of group and institutional behavior

which may indicate a potential bias or other weakness. This guideline could be

translated into a question: Why not place size, type, and location decisions in

the MEA instead of the MEQB? One reason for not doing so is that the MEA does not

deal with location decisions. The MEQB, however, does deal with size and type and

has the authority to modify size and type decisions. This, therefore, represents
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a weakness in the MEA capability. In addition, the }illA does not deal with

the environmental consequences to the same extent that the MEQB does (See

Section 4.1B, infra, for more details).

In addition, there seems to be a reluctance on the MEA's part to deal with

the issue of type. In reply to a questionaire, the MEA noted: "ive have not

learned enough about the present process to advocate a large shift in the determination

of type. The Agency believes that the system should be given a chance to work before

we decide on substantial modifications to it.

nOiv used to determine type are appropriate. ,,28

The agency believes that the criteria

This position of the MEA is in

sharp contrast to the intent of the 1973 report of the Energy Policy Task Force

of the HEQB: "The State... should be authorized to determine what type of fuel

will be used in all neiv electric generating plants. ,,29 Finally, neither the Energy

Agency Act nor the rules promulgated thereunder reveal any specific criteria for

type. The type decision is basically made by the utility with the burden of proof

on others to show why such a choice is not appropriate. Because of the difficulty

in disproving the utility position, the Act would seem to provide a natural tendency

toward accepting utility type decisions. On the other hand, the MEQB has recognized

that lI c l arification and streamlining of the Board's authority to modify size and

type to minimize human and environmental impacts might be in order to assure that

the authority could be exercised in an effective and responsible manner. :,30

importance of the type decision cannot be understated:
3l

The

Determination of the type of facility should be constrained by the
same limitations which are now included in the power plant siting
act with respect to location; i.e., it should not be permissible to
certify a need for a specific type of plant if that type of plant
cannot be located or operated in conformance with other state agency
regulations. The potential for disastrous human and environmental
effects from failures of nuclear plants and waste disposal facilities
is so great that these considerations clearly should override any
certification of need for this type of plant in Minnesota. A certificate
of need for this type of plant should be issued only as a last resort,
after every other feasible means of satisfying the need for the energy
has been exhausted.
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The fourth guideline recommended not disrupting existing agencies or systems

that are working well. One indicator for a good functioning administrative process

is how well the decisions are accepted by the public. The November 2, 1978 notice

of the annual public hearing on the power plant siting program required under PPSA,

summarized citizen comments raised during the annual hearing on the power plant

siting inventory program. With regard to plant size and type, the notice of hearing

stated: "Public concern on the size of electric pmver generating plants is so

significant that it is important to consider size variations.,,32 Allan Jaisle,

m2nager of the pO~ver plant siting program at the MEQB stated in testimony before

the House Environment and Natural Resources Committee: "There has been considerable

public discussion on the segmented nature of the regulatory process for electric

power facilities. During the Board's decision process to determine facility

location, questions are repeatedly raised concerning the need for and the parti.cular

size and type of facility which has already been authorized by the Energy Agency.

It is essential that location and need decisions be much better coordinated.,,33

The public dissatisfaction with MEA size and type decisions ~vould appear to indicate

that the Certificate of Need program at the ~ffiA is not worki.ng well.

A second indicator of how well an administrative program works is the frequency

to which a decision is modif~ed at a later date. Part of the certificate of need

function is to evaluate the utility's projected demand for new facilities. A few

years ago NSP (Northern States Power Company) asked for and received a certificate

of need for two 800 ~n~ coal-fired plants at its Sherco site, i.e., Sherco 3 and 4.

A short time later NSP modified its request by eliminating Sherco 4 and requesting

only one 800 lfiJ facility (Sherco 3). A couple of years ago Minnesota Power and

Light Company (r~&L) applied for and received a certificate of need for an 800 ffi~

facility at Floodwood-Pine Lakes. Recently, this was modified to a 500 ~~ facility.

It would appear that the MEA has not paid close enough attention to a utility's

demand forecast. The inability of the llliA to catch the actual demand projection in

the Jv~&L application is surprising since the ~ffiA believes it "now has sophisticated
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forecasting methodologies which are independent of and are believed to be more

accurate than those of the electric utilities.,,34

The fifth guideline suggested that one should insure that the siting agency has

the proper balance of responsibilities to provide technical competence and

impartiality. The balancing function would be, as noted earlier, to balance the

siting decision, i.e., the size, type, and location decision, with concerns about

the environment. The MEQB in addition to the function of siting power plants and

lines also has the responsibility under the Minnesota Environmental Policy Act

(MEPA) to consider the environmental consequences of major actions, such as building

power plants and lines, in its decisions. Therefore, the MEQB would be better

suited to balance these two issues than the MEA.

RECO~IMENDATION: SIZE, TYPE, AND LOCATION DECISIONS SHOULD BE HADE TOGETHER IN ONE

AGENCY. THE AGENCY BEST SUITED TO MAKING THIS DECISION IS THE f'lliQB. THE MEA SHOULD

.
CONTINUE TO ISSUE A CERTIFICATE OF NEED BASED ON FACTORS TP~3 AFFECT DE~~D WITHOUT

REGARD TO THE SIZE(S) AND TYPE(S) OF FACILITIES NECESSARY TO MEET THAT DE}~D.

B. Public Health and Environmental Information

There are three stages in the segmented administrative processes for siting

plants and routing lines when public health and environmental information is

considered. These include the certificate of need stage, the power plant site

and/or line routing designation stage, and the permitting stage. During the certificate

of need stage, public health and environmental information is considered in two

ways. First, the Minnesota Energy Agency (MEA) is required to prepare an environ-

mental report (ER) on the power plant or line.
35

The purpose of the ER is to provide

an evaluation of the environmental impact of the proposed action and its alternatives.

The ER does not include all the requirements of the more detailed and exhaustive

environmental impact statement (EIS) (see Table 2.5 for the content of an EIS). In

addition to the ER, other state agencies who issue permits for siting, construction,

and operation of power plants and lines are required to submit "position" papers to

the MEA for its consideration.
36

No criteria exists for what should be included in
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these "position" papers.

During the power plant site or line/route designation stage, public health

and environmental information is considered in three ways. First, an environmental

assessment worksheet (EAW) is prepared by the responsible agency: the Pollution

Control Agency (~~CA) for power plants and the Minnesota Environmental Quality Board

(MEQB) for lines though this is rarely done on major plants or lines. 37 The purpose

of the EAW is to quickly assess whether an action is major, i.e., whether it could

significantly affect the quality of the environment, and whether it is of more

than local significance. MEQB rules spell out the content of the EAW.

Second, an ER is prepared by the MEQB for either the plant or line under

consideration (plants and lines are considered separately under the MEQB rules).38

The ER provides an evaluation of the "exclusion criteria, avoidance areas and site

selection criteria" as provided in the Power Plant Siting Act (PPSA) and its regu-

lations (see Table 2.4 for these criteria) as well as the subject areas required in

a draft EIS required by the Minnesota Environmental Policy Act (MEPA) and its rules

(see Table 2.5, supra, for the content requirements of an EIS). The ER in this

second state is not meant to be as detailed or exhaustive as an EIS. Finally, envi-

ronmental information is also provided through another set of "position" papers re-

quired to be prepared by state agencies required to issue permits for the construction

or operation of pmver plants or lines. 39 The "position" papers are usually presented

orally at the siting and routing public hearings. Again, no criteria exists for

what should be included in these "position" papers.

In the third or permitting stage, public health and environmental information

is provided in two ways. First, a draft EIS is prepared on a specific plant or

route, which has been designated by the MEQB. 40 The draft EIS, if required by the

Board, is prepared by the I:1PCA for plants and the MEQB for lines and is a "detailed

and exhaustive document." The criteria for the content of the draft EIS is provided

in Table 2.5 and is usually completed prior to site or route designation and the public

hearings. After public co~~ent, a final EIS is prepared. 41 The final EIS includes the

draft EIS, any changes to the draft EIS, plus all comments received by the }1EQB and the
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MPCA on the draft EIS. The final EIS is co~pleted after the need decision and the site

or route decision has been made. The draft and final ElS prepared during the

permitting process cannot consider the need for the plant or line nor any alternative

sites or routes which were not designated by the MEQB for inclusion in the ElS. The

ERs, the EAW, and the "position" papers which are prepared in the first t,.;TO segments

of the process are distributed prior to or during the hearings held at that segment

of the process.

IHth the exception of the "position" papers, \vhich are required by both the

Minnesota Energy Agency Act and the Power Plant Siting Act, the remaining information

gathering documents, including the environmental assessment worksheet (EAW), the

environmental report (ER), and the environmental impact statement (ElS), are

required by the rules promulgated under the Minnesota Environmental Policy Act (HEPA).

~n overview of MEPA and its similarity to the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)

is provided in Chapter Two, Sec tion 2. 3B.) Both of these laws al tered the decision

making processes of administrative agencies in a number of ways. First, they

expanded the mandates of agencies through the enactment of an environmental policy.

Second, they required the preparation of an annual report on the quality of the

environment. Third, they established action forcing procedures to implement the

environmental policy, i.e., the impact statement process. Finally, they altered

the way agencies make decisions on matters that affect the environment.
42

NEPA and ~lliPA altered the way agencies make decisions in two important ways.

First, these laws do not just establish a broad environmental policy. They also

"laid the groundwork for establishing a series of procedures whereby environmental

consider~tions could be fed into agency decision making routines.,,43 The key to

this "groundwork" is the environmental impact statement (EIS) process. The purpose

of the EIS process was clearly articulated in this new draft Council on Environmental

Quality (CEQ) regulations on the EIS process:
44

The primary purpose of an environmental impact statement is as
an action-forcing device to insure that the policies and goals
defined in the Act are infused into the ongoing programs and
actions of the Federal Government, It shall provide full and
fair discussion of environmental impacts and shall inform decision
makers and the public of all reasonable aiternatives available for
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achieving Federal goals and shall compare the impacts of those
alternatives on the human environment. Agencies shall focus
on significant environmental issues and alternatives and shall
reduce paperwork and the accumulation of extraneous background
data. Statements shall be concise, clear, and to the point, and
shall be supported by evidence that the agency has made the
necessary environmental analyses. An environmental impact
statement is more than a disclosure document. It shall be used
by Federal officials in conjunction with other relevant material
to plan actions and make decisions.

In short, the EIS is first of all a disclosure document, i.e. (an information

gathering procedure). "Policy makers at least need to be informed about how

their policies affect the quality of air, water, and land" before they make a

d .. 45eClSlon.

Second, these laws are more than just an information gathering tool, they are

also an action planning procedure. It has been long recognized by scholars in

public administration that policy emerges from a series of unconnected actions

rather than from reasoned decision making.
46

Such fragmentation can produce

decisions which individually make sense, but which together do not. The environmental

policy acts were designed to help correct this problem. As noted in the legislative

1+ 7
history of NEPA:

Important decisions concerning the use and shape of man's
future environment continue to be made in small but steady
increments which perpetuate rather than avoid the recognized
mistakes of previous decades. NEPA told agencies to consider
the broad context and commanded individual agencies to inform
it if their powers were not adequate.

A recent Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) study has noted that the legacy

of NEPA in improving the coordination of decision making among agencies has been

substantial. There are a number of reasons why improved coordination and

effectiveness in decision making have resulted from National Environmental Policy

Act (NEPA). First, NEPA has fostered specialized administrative staffs to review

and assess the EISs. Second, the EIS process has promoted greater realization of

the impacts which a decision by one governmental agency has on other agencies

mandates and on state and local activities. Third, detailed information and analysis

of these impacts has occurred early enough in the decision making process so the
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action planning potential could be realized before irretrievable resources were

spent. Fourth, the Act has provided for review of the EIS document by the public

(interested people and groups), which has helped to identify additional impacts,

information, and values which may not have been considered. Finally, the Act

which requires the agencies to consider alternatives to their proposed decision,

permits agencies to make the most environmentally sound decision compatible with

the agency's function.
48

It must be recognized that "the increased governmental a-Ivareness resulting

from NEPA is, however, only the first step toward establishing effective inter-

governmental coordination. While an understanding by the government's right hand

of what the left hand is doing is necessary to achieve comprehensive decision

making, it is not in itself sufficient. What is needed are mechanisms to ensure

that a comprehensive approach to formulating decisions is adopted at all stages of

the decision making process.,,49

Are some of these elements, which have resulted in improved coordination and

effectiveness in decision making, missing from the Minnesota Environmental Policy

Act (MEPA), as implemented by the rules promulgated under the Act? As noted

previously, the MEQB rules have special procedures for identifying the environmental

impact involved in siting plants and routing lines. These procedures are different

from the normal EIS procedures used to determine the environmental and public health

impact of all other proposed actions. Consequently, some aspects of the following

analysis are not necessarily valid for the normal EIS procedure (non-power plant

and line procedure). The analysis which consists of six parts, analyzes whether

NEPA (1) considers all possible environmental effects at each stage of the decision

making process; (2) provides for adequate staff to review the environmental impacts;

(3) permits adequate consideration of other agency mandates in the decision making

process; (4) provides for timely consideration of the environmental impacts of the

proposed action; (5) provides for reasonable public review of the environmental

information documents; and (6) provides for adequate consideration of alternatives
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to the proposed action.

1. All Possible Effects

Does MEPA consider all possible environmental effects at each stage of the

decision making process? MEPA requires agencies "to use all practicable means"

consistent with state policy to protect the environment, including the use of a

"systematic, interdisciplinary approach!l; "identify and develop methods and

procedures that will ensure that environmental amenities and values. . . Ivill be

given equal consideration in decision making"; to !lrecognize the worldwide and

long range character of environmental problems II; to "make available. . . information

useful in ... meeting the policies of the state"; and to "initiate the gathering

and utilization of ecological information in the planning and development of

. d . ,,50resource orlente proJects.

environmental effect resulting from any major governmental action... such action

shall be preceded by a detailed statement. ti51 The meaning of these words is

analogous to NEPA 1 S requirement that the government lluse all practicable means!l,

lito the fullest extent possible ll to protect the environment.
52

The consequence

of these requirements is that lIat the very least, NEPA ~nd MEPA are] an environ-

mental full disclosure law. .

the proposed agency action. IIS3

to all known possible environmental consequences of

The report extensively

A Senate Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs report noted that this

language was drafted in response to the belief that agencies had given inadequate

attention to environmental consequences of their actions due to lI an ignorance of

and disregard for man's relationship to his environment. 1I54

discussed the lack of any means for relating knowledge and policy:S5

In pending legislation (NEPA) the knowledge assembled through
survey and research would be systematically related to official
reporting, appraisal, and review. The need for more knowledge
has been established beyond doubt. But of equal and perhaps
greater importance at this time is the establishment of a system
to ensure that existing knowledge and new findings will be
organized in a manner suitable for review and decision as matters
of public policy.
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In summary, to make policy effective through action, a comprehensive
system is required for the assembly and reporting of relevant
knowledge; and for placing before the President, the Congress,
and the people, for public decision, the alternative courses of
action that this knowledge suggests.

The purpose of the "detailed statement", which is referred to both in NEPA and MEPA,

is, as Judge 1;oJright noted in Calvert Cliffs' Coordinating Committee v.~;AEC, to aid

agencies in their decision making and to alert other interested agencies and the

public to the environmental consequences of planned action.
56

In addition, the

role of the environmental impact statement is to be the "environmental source

material" for the decision makers, and the statement must be sufficient to enable

them to make an"informed choice.,,57 In sum, a statement's adequacy, in the end,

is measured by its functional usefulness in decision making. As noted legal

scholar Frederick R. Anderson, Jr. concluded: "The statement must be of a nature

and form that enables the decision maker to consider environmental factors in good

faith. The decision in Calvert Cliffs' ... spells out how consideration through

a 'finely tuned' and 'systematic' balancing process must take place.,,58

The process for evaluating the environmental impact of the decision by the MEA

to issue a certificate of need (resulting in decisions for size and type) and by the

MEQB to issue a certificate of site compatibility or route designation fails at each

of these stages to provide a "detailed statement ll or to consider "all known possible

environmental consequences" of their decision. First, the environmental report (ER)

written by the MEA in the certificate of need process, the ER written by the MEQB

and the EAW written by either the }~CA or MEQB in the siting and routing stage are

not detailed. The regulations specifically state that the ERs "shall not be

exhaustive or detailed as an EIS.,,59 No EIS is completed at either the certificate

of need stage or the siting/routing stage. The ERs are an environmental "assessment"

and not an "impact statement". The environmental assessment provides input into the

EIS, but, it is not an EIS. Consequently, to paraphrase Judge Kaufman in Greene

County Planning Board v. FPC: the HEQB"has abdicated a significant part of its

responsibility" to the MEA by substituting the ER for a full EIS for a major decision
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(the size and type of power plants and lines), which has major environmental

consequences. The flliQB, which apparently believes that an ER is comparable to

an EIS, has misconstrued the Act.
60

Second, the ERs do not consider all known possible environmental conse-

quences. At the certificate of need stage, the ~A does not consider the location

impacts when determining size and type. Moreover, the MEQB does not consider size

and type when it evaluates the location impact of lines when they attempt to

evaluate the impact of the plant.
61

As noted by the fWCA:

An additional issue is whether transmission line inlpacts should
also be considered in a power plant EIS. While it may be
appropriate to consider power plant impacts and transmission
line impacts independently when the power plant is in another
state, it is not appropriate to consider transmission line
impacts inde~endent1y when both will be built in Minnesota.
It is difficult to imagine how new power plants built in
Minnesota will be built in the absence of a need for additional
transmission lines. Indeed, the need for transmission lines
could be a major factor in the siting of power plants. Power
plant EIS documents should consider impacts of transmission
lines which will be constructed as a result of the power plant.

HEPA requires that a systematic perspective be taken, "for such a perspective

will make analysis as precise and relevant as possible.1I
62

As Davis Aggerho1m of

the U. S. Army Corp of Engineers' Institute for Water Resources has noted:
63

The overriding problem, in my opinion, is that impact assessment
is not accomplished in a systems context. Those who do the
assessments (even ecologists) do not think about or approach
the problem with a truly holistic, ecological point of view; i.e.,
proposed actions are not viewed as perturbations of dynamic
environmental and social systems, and impacts are not treated
as systems changes. Rather, impacts are treated as discreet,
separable, generally unrelated events. Likewise, to the
extent they are recognized, whole systems are treated discreetly.
This is just not how the realpwor1d works.

In sum, "all kno"lm possible environmental consequences" are not considered at the

point at which the tlliA or the MEQB makes a decision.

2. Adequate Staff

Do the HEA and the MEQB have adequate staff to review the environmental

impacts of their decisions? In responding to a questionnaire, the MEA stated that

it has only the equivalent of 1.5 people assigned to work on EISs and presumably
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64
the ERs. The MEQB has a staff of four people who review all (both energy and

other EAWs, ERs, and EISs as necessary.65 These staff people serve primarily in

an Administrative function with member agencies providing staff to review ERs and

EISs. Adequate staff is important in balancing protection of the environment with

the need for power. In a 1970 report the Energy Policy Staff of the President's

Office of Science and Technology concluded and recommended: 66

To assure that this long-range planning process is successful in
protecting environmental values, environmental protection must be
made an integral part of the utility planning process just as
foundation testing and power system stability studies are at
present. Those utilities who have not done so should develop
professional competence and understanding in regional planning,
architecture, biology, ecology, and other environmental sciences
to assure that these considerations are an integral part of their
planning. Comparable strengthening of staff resources will be
required for the state, regional, and federal agencies reviewing
these plans on behalf of the public.

The importance of adequate staff cannot be understated. In a six-year

evaluation of the experiences of 70 federal agencies in handling the EIS process,

the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) concluded: 67

Agencies with major EIS responsibilities should support high-level,
well-staffed offices charged with implementing NEPA and the EIS
process effectively. An important duty of the NEPA office is to
educate agency personnel--including top management--on NEPA goals,
procedures, and possibilities. Agency leaders need a clearer
understanding of the potential of the EIS process as a management
tool.

The CEQ study noted above has further concluded that "special NEPA offices

\vithin each agency have proved critical to the successful implementation of NEPA. ,,68

More recently, the Minnesota Supreme Court has noted in both No Power Line v. MEQC

and PEER v. MEQC that an agency, in particular the ~lEQB, should not rely on informa-

tion presented by parties in the preparation of an EIS, but must be a source of

independent expertise. 69 The equivalent of 1.5 people in the MEA and four people

in the MEQB is not sufficient to review and analyze all the environmental impacts

associated with determining the size, type and location of power plants and lines.

The problem is compounded by the fact that MEQB are administrative personnel. Moreover

agency staff while actually reviewing the ERs and EISs are often placed in the position

of evaluating documents prepared by their own agency. High level staffs need to be
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placed within agencies to independently evaluate environmental consequences of their actie 3.

3. Other Agency Mandates

Do the certificate of need process and the power plant siting and/or line

routing process provide for consideration of other agency mandates in MEA and ~lliQB

decisions? MEPA (M.S. §ll6D.04, Subdivision 4) requires the preparing agency to

"consult vlith and request the comments of every governmental office vvhich has

jurisdiction by law or special expertise with regard to any environmental effect

involved," prior to the preparation of the final EIS. Agencies in Minnesota Vlith

special expertise include the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (MPCA) , the

Department of Natural Resources (DNR) , the Department of Health (DOH), and

others. Generally, the purpose of the requirement is to require state agencies

to cooperate with the preparing agency in the preparation of the EIS and to

evaluate the adequacy and accuracy of the draft EIS document. Ostensibly, the

comments and information provided to the preparing agency vvould address the

criteria for inclusion in the EIS required by the statute and the rules promulgated

thereunder. One additional point worth noting is that the comments and information

provided to the preparing agency vvould be included in the final EIS and therefore

be made available to the agency prior to its decision. Since no EIS is prepared

at the certificate of need stage and the power plant siting and/or line routing

stage, this requirement is not applicable.

However, agencies are required to provide some environmental information at the

need and siting/routing stages. Minnesota Statutes §ll6H.l3, Subd. 7 and Minnesota

Statutes §ll6C.6l, Subd. 3 require state agencies authorized to issue permits for

siting, construction or operation of large energy facilities (power plants and lines)

"to present their position regarding need in the certificate of need process and

regarding sites or routes in the pOVler plant siting and/or line routing process.

The purpose of these llpositj_on" papers is to determine vvhether the proposed

decision on need or site/route designation "vvill be in compliance with state agency

standards, regulations, or policies." As noted earlier, no criteria is specified

as to vvhat is to be included in these position papers. There is no formal
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opportunity for public review and comment on these position papers as there would

be for an EIS. Further, since little information is provided on the environmental

consequences of the proposed action at these two stages, agencies submitting

position papers are operating in the dark.
70

As the ~~CA noted:

The PCA position papers submitted to the Energy Agency and the
EQB in conjunction with the need and siting processes, respectively,
usually are not adequate to allow making a fully informed deter
mination of these effects. Because of the lack of specificity of
the information available at these stages under current procedures,
the PCA can provide little more than an informed estimate based on
the expressed intention of the utility and the existing state of
the art of the technology involved that, given certain circumstances,
it would be possible for the applicant to design, construct and
operate the plant to comply with applicable regulations. PCA
position papers can only be regarded as best estimates on our part
and are in no way definitive enough to insure that environmental
considerations are given at least equal weight in the need and
siting decision processes. Until the EIS has been completed, it is
nearly impossible to draw sound conclusions concerning compliance
or noncompliance with Agency standards.

4. Timely Consideration

Does the size, type, and location of power plants and lines provide for timely

consideration of the environmental impacts of the proposed action? There is no

issue in the environmental impact statement process that is as critical to the

intended success as the question of when the impact statement is prepared, reviewed,

and circulated for comments. If the EIS is prepared too early, not enough will

be known about the specific impacts of the project to make an informed decision.

Alternatively, if disclosure of the probable impacts awaits sufficient information

to make detailed evaluations of both the proposed action and its IIprudent and

feasible" alternatives the recommendation for the proposed action may appear to be,

or in fact may be, a fait accompli. The policy of when to consider environmental

questions was expressed well in the Ford Foundation Study Exploring Energy Choices:

IIOne crucial guide for energy policy stands out, however. Energy policy must be

acutely sensitive to energy activities that may irreparably damage the environment

for decades or even generations to come. Attention to the environment also

requires bringing environmental considerations into the energy planning process

long before new technologies or new energy installations are in place.
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Technologies should be built with environmental quality as a constraint, rather

71
than as an afterthought."

In order that '!technologies be built with environmental quality as a constraint,

rather than an afterthought," the EIS must be prepared early in the process. The

CEQ guidelines promulgated under NEPA require that the EIS be prepared early in

the process. The 1973 annual report of the CEQ elaborated on the importance of

preparing the EIS early:72

The proposed new guidelines emphasize that environmental considerations
should be taken into account from the beginning of the decision making
process. Initial environmental studies, for example, should be under
taken concurrently with initial technical and economic studies. Too
often agencies have written statements to justify decisions long since
made. If they had begun their environmental assessments at the
conception of their projects, the environmental information could have
been integrated into, rather than tacked onto, the decision making process,
and in many cases delays could have been avoided. Under the proposed
guidelines, draft impact statements are to be prepared and circulated
at the earliest possible stage in the decision making process.

The issue of timing the EIS becomes particularly vexing when it comes to the

considerations of proj ect alternatives. In general, "agencies have tended to err

on the side of preparing impact statements too late, rather than too early.,,73

For example, one official has complained:
74

We have repeatedly seen that we cannot rely upon sponsors to look
at the most reasonable alternatives to the proposed actions. The
alternatives usually presented are those which are patently worse
than the recommended course of action. Alternatives which commend
themselves to us and to a number of reviewing agencies as likely to
be better than the recommended action are not mentioned. Queries
to sponsor agencies beget obscurities, ambiguities, or diversionary
descriptions of the delays and additional expenses which would be
incurred if a new alternative were adopted or even studied. In
summary, we are disturbed that, at the time the draft and final
statements are reviewed, the sponsor agency is already committed to
the recommended alternative to such an extent that reviewing and
approval authorities are not given the opportunity to make a truly
free and impartial decision. In effect, we are often given a
choice of one; no real decision is possible. Currently, the
requirement for filing a final environmental statement with CEQ
is more akin to getting a construction permit than it is part of
the decision process as is contemplated in the Act. Positive action
needs to be taken to insure environmental statements are prepared
so early that consideration of all reasonable alternatives can
truly become part of the decision making process. (emphasis not added)
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Recently, the Minnesota Supreme Court in No Power Line v. MEQC recommended that the

MEQB prepare the EIS earlier in the process than is now the case.
75

It is also worth

noting that "integrating the (EIS) review early in the planning of actions means

76
less delay at later stages."

How early in the process should the EIS be prepared? The new proposed CEQ EIS

regulations suggest that the EIS should be prepared as close as possible to the time

an agency makes a proposal. "The statement shall be prepared early enough so that

it can practically serve as an important contribution to the decision making process

and shall not be used to rationalize or justify decisions already made.,,77 The

guidelines recommend the following stages for agency initiated projects, applications

to the agencies (such as the certificate of need application and the power plant

siting and/or line routing application), and adjudication:
78

(a) For projects directly undertaken by F.ederal agencies such
statements shall be prepared at the feasibility analysis (go-no
go) stage rather than the engineering design stage (and may be
supplemented at the latter stage if necessary).

(b) For applications to the agency statements shall be prepared
at the latest immediately after the application is received, but
federal agencies are encouraged (preferably jointly with applicable
state or local agencies) to prepare them earlier.

(c) For adjudication, the final environmental impact statement
shall precede the staff recommendation and public hearing.

The MPCA, which prepares the EIS on power plants, has recommended that the EIS

be prepared before the certificate of need stage: 79

To better serve the purpose for which it is intended, and to
conform with the requirements of the Environmental Policy
Act concerning its availability before final decisions are
made, the EIS should be completed before and be available
for use at all three stages of the regulatory process; i.e.,
need determination, site certification, and construction and
operation permit issuance. Given the availability of a reliable
inventory of suitable sites and the simultaneous submission of
applications, as discussed in our responses to questions 3 and
5 above, it would be possible to prepare the EIS before the first
stage of the regulatory process rather than after the second stage
and to produce a better and more informative product, without
adding substantially to the lead time required for the regulatory
process. This procedural change also would require that the
utilities do their site environmental background and preliminary
engineering studies at a much earlier stage and on several
potential sites rather than on a preferred one or two sites.
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Consistent with ~lliPA (Minnesota Statutes 116D) no state agency
should make a final decision (i.e., issue a permit or certificate)
until an EIS has been completed. The current process in which the
E1S comes after the second step in the regulacory process has
problems related to the segmented nature of the process. Three
alternatives to the existing process should be considered:

(1) the EIS could be prepared first which would require the
utility to initially present specific information on the
size, type, location and etc., with the ~ertificates of
need and siting as well as the permits being issued only
after the EIS is prepared.

(2) the process could proceed similar to the current process
except that the Energy Agency and EQB would not issue
final certificates until after the EIS is prepared, and the
E1S would consider energy and siting alternatives, or

(3) the EIS and siting processes could be combined with the
Energy Agency issuing a preliminary certificate of need
prior to the EIS and a final certificate after the EIS.
It is important to have a process that works efficiently,
is consistent with the Environmental Policy Act and
responsive to the public. Alternative ~o. I above would
accomplish this.

5. Public Review

Are the environmental documents provided for under the MEQB rules subject to

reasonable public review? From its inception the EIS has not been viewed as an

end in itself, "but as a procedural safeguard to assure public disclosure of the

likely environmental consequences of the proposed ... action and timely partici-

pat ion or the public in consideration of these consequences. ,1
80 The EIS as a

procedural safeguard, then, has two components. First, it is a disclosure

document. The EIS review process affords, as a recent NRC study noted, "a

significant opportunity for both the... (agency) and the public to assess the

implications of the proposed plans on the siting of. . . (ene.rgy) facilities. ,,81

Further, the E1S must not only be disclosed to the public, but sufficiently

detailed to allow the courts (at least under NEPA) to determine if there has

been full compliance \vith the law: 82

. ,'. a federal agency ...may not evade [its NEPA] obligation
by keeping its thought process under wraps. Discretion to decide
does not include the right to act perfunctorily or arbitrarily.
That is the antithesis of discretion. The agency must not only
observe the prescribed procedural requirements and actually take
account of the factors specified, but it must also make a
sufficiently detailed disclosure so that in the event of a later
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challenge to the agency's procedure, the courts will not be left
to guess whether the requirements of ... NEPA have been obeyed.

. . . to enable a court to ascertain whether there has been a
genuine, not a perfunctory compliance with NEPA, the LEAA will
be required to explicate fully its course of inquiry, its analysis
and its reasoning.

In addition, the EIS statement "must at 'a minimum' contain information which will

alert the public 'to all known possible environmental consequences, I including the

contentions and opinions as to the possible environmental consequences brought to

the agency's attention by 'experts, or by concerned public or private organizations,

or even ordinary lay citizens,' at least to the extent that these views are

'responsible. ,,,83

The second procedural safeguard of the EIS process is that it must involve

the public. "The burden in preparing environmental impact statements is not simply

to inform the public (implying a one-way flow of information from the. . . government

to the public), but rather to involve the public in a two-way communications process.,,84

The new proposed CEQ EIS procedures require public commenting after preparing a

85
draft EIS and shall:

(1) Obtain the comments of any Federal agency which has juris
diction by law or special expertise with respect to any
environmental impact involved or which is authorized to
develop and enforce environmental standards ... An agency
which has acted as a cooperating agency may reply that it
has no comment.

(2) Request the comments of appropriate State and local
agencies which are authorized to develop and enforce
environmental standards, or any agency which has requested
that it receive statements on actions of the kind proposed.

(3) Request comments from the public, affirmatively soliciting
comments from those persons or organizations who may be
interested or affected.

Itfuworth noting that the agency has an obligation to affirmatively solicit comments,

so that a reasonable dialogue can take place.

The MEQB environmental review procedures are inadequate in assuring that a

dialogue between the public and the agency takes place. First, while the public
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is notified of the existence of the ER in the EQC Monitor and through a distribu-

tion list, and comments on it are included in the hearing record, there is no

affirmative duty on the part of the agency to respond to the comments. Second,

the public is not notified of the "position" papers prepared pursuant to the

enabling legislation, nor is a commenting or review process provided for those

position papers. Finally, no formal review procedure has been established for

the draft EIS on large electric power plants prepared pursuant to MEQB regulations. 8sA

Another problem with the commenting process concerns the deadlines set by the

regulations for ERs, EISs,and "position" papers. The regulations provide for

(1) the submission of the certificate of need ER 20 days prior to the start of the

hearing; (2) the submission of the plant ER 30 days prior to the conclusion of the

public hearings held on the site application; (3) the submission of the line ER

20 days prior to the conclusion of the public hearing held on the route

application; (4) no procedure for the submission of the draft EIS on the plant;

and (5) the submission of the draft EIS sometime during the public hearing on the

route application. The normal EIS procedure (i.e., not the special procedure for

plants and line) provides for 30 days to review the draft EIS after receiving the

document.
86

Twenty to 30 days is too short a time to review and comment on an EIS

or even on a document as short as an ER. The general public simply does not have

the time or resources to comment on a document involving complex issues in such a

short time.

The short commenting period of 30 to 45 days allows for very little, if any,

informed analysis and debate. As noted in the third annual CEQ report:
87

Agencies and private groups whose interests and expertise put
them freq~ently in a commenting role on draft 102 statements
have complained at times of the difficulty of preparing helpful
comments in only 30 to 45 days. For example, the Department of
the Interior is asked to comment on hundreds of proposed actions
affecting land use and fish and wildlife values. EPA, with its
expertise in pollution control, faces a similar situation. EPA's
\vorkload is increased by section 309 of the Clea8 Air Act.
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One answer to this problem, obviously is for the commenting entities
to add the staff and other resources to handle the commenting task.
The opportunity to make Federal decision making better informed and
more carefully planned warrants the necessary manpower. However,
even with adequate resources, it is often impossible to prepare
comments in 30 days that will do justice to a draft statement that may
have taken years to prepare.

6. Alternatives

Do the environmental review procedures established under the enabling legislation

and MEQB rules provide for adequate consideration of alternatives to the 'proposed

action? The decision of how, when and where to produce electricity is an issue of

major importance, because each type of plant, the varying sizes and differing

locations pose different environmental consequences. Each choice of size, type,

and location offers the possibility of employing quite distinct technologies and

each technology has alternate refinements.

At present, the choice of size, type and generally the choice of location is

left to the individual utility subject to review by government agencies. Presumably,

the utility bases its selection on the costs of the various alternatives available.

However, many of these costs such as mineral depletion allowances, oil import policies,

freight charges, sale of government-owned reserves and stockpiles, and prices charged

by government enrichment facilities, as well as a multitude of other factors that

go into the design of a particular facility have little correlation to ecologically

optimum resource allocation. In addition, environmental damage is a social cost ,vhich

is relevant in the management calculus of utilities only to the extent that opposition

may complicate the building of a plant. Thus, there is little reason to assume

that the utility's choice of size, type, timing, and location is the most socially

desirable choice. Consequently, the question becomes: does the licensing process

provide effective review of the utility's choice?

The review of the envirornnental consequences of the utility's choice in the

licensing process is provided through the EIS procedures. The legislative history

of NEPA clearly indicates that the Act was intended to facilitate policy choices.

Yet, it is clear that there can be no choice if a decision lacks alternatives to

the proposed action. The importance of alternatives is emphasized throughout the
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One answer to this problem, obviously is for the commenting entities
to add the staff and other resources to handle the commenting task.
The opportunity to make Federal decision making better informed and
more carefully planned warrants the necessary manpower. However,
even with adequate resources, it is often impossible to prepare
comments in 30 days that will do justice to a draft statement that may
have taken years to prepare.

6. Alternatives

Do the environmental review procedures established under the enabling legislation
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and MEQB rules provide for adequate consideration of alternatives to the!proposed

action? The decision of ho\v, when and where to produce electricity is an issue of

major importance, because each type of plant, the varying sizes and differing

locations pose different environmental consequences. Each choice of size, type,

and location offers the possibility of employing quite distinct technologies and

each technology has alternate refinements.

At present, the choice of size, type and generally the choice of location is

left to the individual utility subject to review by government agencies. Presumably,

the utility bases its selection on the costs of the various alternatives available.

However, many of these costs such as mineral depletion allowances, oil import policies,

freight charges, sale of government-owned reserves and stockpiles, and prices charged

by government enrichment facilities, as well as a multitude of other factors that

go into the design of a particular facility have little correlation to ecologically

optimum resource allocation. In addition, environmental damage is a social cost which

is relevant in the management calculus of utilities only to the extent that opposition

may complicate the building of a plant. Thus, there is little reason to assume

that the utility's choice of size, type, timing, and location is the most socially

desirable choice. Consequently, the question becomes: does the licensing process

provide effective review of the utility's choice?

The review of the environmental consequences of the utility's choice in the

licensing process is provided through the EIS procedures. The legislative history

of NEPA clearly indicates that the Act was intended to facilitate policy choices.

Yet, it is clear that there can be no choice if a decision lacks alternatives to

the proposed action. The importance of alternatives is emphasized throughout the
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Act, which requires the consideration of Ifappropriate alternatives" when there

are "unresolved conflicts concerning alternative uses of available resources. 1f88

These sections tell agencies to present revie~vers with options other than the

favored one. The CEQ Guidelines call for the EIS to examine:
89

. alternatives to the proposed action, including, where
relevant, those not within the existing authority of the
responsible agency... A rigorous exploration and objective
evaluation of the environmental impact of all reasonable
alternative actions, particularly those that might enhance
environmental quality or avoid some or all of the adverse
environmental effects, is essential. Sufficient analysis
of such alternatives and their environmental benefits, costs
and risks should accompany the proposed action through the
agency review process in order not to foreclose prematurely
options which might enhance environmental quality or have less
detrimental effects. Examples of such alternatives include:
the alternative of taking no action or of postponing action
pending further study; alternatives requiring actions of a
significantly different nature which ~vould provide similar
benefits with different environmental impacts (e.g., non
structural alternatives to flood control programs, or mass
transit alternatives to highway construction); alternatives
related to different designs or details of the proposed
action which would p~esent different environmental impacts (e.g.
cooling ponds vs. cooling towers for a power plant or alternatives
that will significantly reconserve energy); alternative measures
to provide for compensation of fish and wildlife losses, including
the acquisition of land, waters and interests therein. In each
case, the analysis should be sufficiently detailed to reveal the
agency's comparative evaluation of the environmental benefits,
costs and risks of the proposed action and each reasonable
alternative. Where an existing impact statement already contains
such an analysis, its treatment of alternatives may be incorporated
provided that such treatment is current and relevant to the precise
purpose of the proposed action.

The crucial point in the guidelines is that the preparing agency should rigorously

explore and objectively evaluate all reasonable alternatives. "A principal theme of

NEPA regulations is that decisions will be improved if agencies concentrate on

important issues. . and analysis of alternatives, 'the heart of the environmental

impact statement,' should be emphasized. ,,90

In addition, the preparing agency should devote equal treatment to alternatives

to the proposed action. "In other words, it is not sufficient to merely describe in
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detail the various alternatives to the recommended course of action. Without

full treatment of the effects of each of the alternatives~ it is not possible for

the responsible agency properly to evaluate the relative merits of the alternatives.

The thrust of Natural Resources Defense Council v. Morton and similar cases related

to the appropriate treatment of alternatives is that "the same burden falls on the

sponsoring agency to discuss fully the effects of alternatives to an action as

is incumbant on the agency to discuss the proposed action itself. . the same

standard of analysis should apply. In these cases~ a similar or comparative

level of design and analysis should be conducted so that parallel comparisons can

be made between the proposal and its impacts as against the alternatives and their

!~ impacts .,,91
I

The licensing process in Minnesota considers alternatives at the certificate

of need stage and the power plant/line siting/routing stage. In the certificate

of need process~ the director considers "only those alternatives proposed before

the close of the public hearing and for which there exists substantial evidence on

the record with respect" to the criteria for determining need under the regulations.
92

The effect of this regulation is to place the burden on those other than the utility

or agency who wish a different size or type of plant. The application by the

utility for the certificate of need requires the utility to provide "a discussion

of the availability of alternatives to the facility"~ i.e. ~ a discussion of

alternative ways of meeting demand, for both plants and lines.
93

There is no

requirement to consider the effects of these alternatives and the recommended action

in the application.

The environmental report (ER) prepared by the MEA on the certificate of need

application requires "a brief analysis" of alternatives to the recommended action

including a lfdiscussion of the . . . environmental feasibility of each alternative

including the alternative of a different sized facility.,,94 A "brief analysis" of

type (without specifying how to determine the reasonableness of alternatives) and

a "discussion" of "environmental feasibility" does not provide the equal treatment
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of alternatives and their effects with the recommended action. As a result, the

ER is of limited usefulness since it fails to provide sufficient information to

facilitate policy choices, which is the ultimate purpose of MEPA.

The Power Plant Siting Act (PPSA) requires the MEQB to consider at least two

different sites for plants and at least two different routes for lines.
95

The

site ER provided under the MEQB MEPA regulations "shall not consider the need for

the LEGGP (plant) or information not related to site differentiating impacts."

The ER only considers "an evaluation of each site that is considered for designation

at the siting public hearings.,,96 The ER on corridors for a line considers

an evaluation of all possible routes including those designated by the MEQB.
97

These ERs unnecessarily restrict the consideration of other available alternatives

to the site, and prohibit complete consideration of the effect of total environ

mental impact resulting from the overall decision (size, type, timing, and location).

Consequently, the ER does not provide for equal treatment of alternatives and their

effects in order to facilitate policy choices.

In addition to the inadequacies of the ERs at the need and at siting/routing

stages noted above, the EISs provided for under the MEQB rules also strictly limit

the consideration of alternatives. The EIS on the plant is restricted from

considering alternatives on "the need for the facility, and any other issues

previously determined by the Minnesota Energy Agency or the Council (MEQB).98 With

regard to routes, "the EIS shall not consider the need for the facility, routes

outside the designated corridor or any routes not designated for study" by the

MEQB.
99

As a result, at the only point \vhen an EIS is finally undertaken, the

consideration of alternatives is greatly restricted.

The MEQB under the PPSA is required to prepare an inventory of power plant

site study areas (see Chapter Two, section 2.3A for more details). The inventory

ITis intended to be a strategic planning study to find general areas where it may

be possible to locate power plants."lOO The inventory considers a wide range of

generating plant sizes and types study areas, from 50 to 2400 HW (megawatts).
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Included in the inventory is information about (1) avoidance areas and exclusion

areas; (2) \Vater supply and water quality; (3) air quality; (4) agricultural

land; (5) economics; (6) coal transportation; and (7) associated transmission

needs. The inventory of study areas addresses key aspecrnof the effects of size,

type, and location decisions. Nowhere in the need or siting/routing process are

the regional aspects of size, type, and location decisions considered. Consequently,

the siting decision excludes the consideration of alternative study area locations,

identified by the inventory program, because the application by the utility for a

plant site is usually restricted to two sites within one study area without

evaluating the environmental consequences of different sizes and types between

study areas.

In sum, the existing environmental review process defeats the purpose and

intent of the Minnesota Environmental Policy Act (HEPA). This Ac.t was designed to

facilitate policy choices by considering both the proposed action and its alternatives

by giving equal treatment to both the proposed action and alternatives. In

particular, the existing process fails to (1) consider all possible environmental

effects at each stage of the process where "decision can affect the environment;"

(2) provide adequate staff to independently review the environmental impact of the

proposed action and its alternatives; (3) permit adequate consideration of other

agency mandates in the decision making process for determining the size, type, and

location of power plants and lines; (4) provide timely consideration of the environ

mental impact of both the proposed action and its alternatives; (5) provide reasonable

public review of environmental information documents necessary to meet the purposes

of MEPA; and (6) provide adequate consideration of alternatives by specifically

excluding alternatives and by failing to provide equal treatment of the few

remaining alternatives considered with the proposed action.

C. Using MEPA to Improve Governmental Decision Making

As noted earlier, HEPA was designed to alter agency decision making in two ways.

First, HEPA is an environmental disclosure document to provide information to
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of alternatives and their effects with the recommended action. As a result, the

ER is of limited usefulness since it fails to provide sufficient information to

facilitate policy choices, which is the ultimate purpose of MEPA.

The Power Plant Siting Act (PPSA) requires the MEQB to consider at least two

different sites for plants and at least two different routes for lines.
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The

site ER provided under the MEQB MEPA regulations "shall not consider the need for

the LEGGP (plant) or information not related to site differentiating impacts."

The ER only considers "an evaluation of each site that is considered for designation

at the siting public hearings.,,96 The ER on corridors for a line considers

an evaluation of all possible routes including those designated by the ~EQB.97

These ERs unnecessarily restrict the consideration of other available alternatives

to the site, and prohibit complete consideration of the effect of total environ

mental impact resulting from the overall decision (size, type, timing, and location).

Consequently, the ER does not provide for equal treatment of alternatives and their

effects in order to facilitate policy choices.

In addition to the inadequacies of the ERs at the need and at siting/routing

stages noted above, the EISs provided for under the MEQB rules also strictly limit

the consideration of alternatives. The EIS on the plant is restricted from

considering alternatives on "the need for the facility, and any other issues

previously determined by the Minnesota Energy Agency or the Council (MEQB).98 \vith

regard to routes, "the EIS shall not consider the need for the facility, routes

outside the designated corridor or any routes not designated for study" by the

MEQB.
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As a result, at the only point when an EIS is finally undertaken, the

consideration of alternatives is greatly restricted.

The MEQB under the PPSA is required to prepare an inventory of power plant

site study areas (see Chapter Two, section 2.3A for more details). The inventory

I'is intended to be a strategic planning study to find general areas where it may

be possible to locate power plants.lllOO The inventory considers a wide range of

generating plant sizes and types study areas, from 50 to 2400 ~TIN (megawatts).
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Included in the inventory is information about (1) avoidance areas and exclusion

areas; (2) water supply and water quality; (3) air quality; (4) agricultural

land; (5) economics; (6) coal transportation; and (7) associated transmission

needs. The inventory of study areas addresses key aspecmof the effects of size,

type, and location decisions. Nowhere in the need or siting/routing process are

the regional aspects of size, type,and location decisions considered. Consequently,

the siting decision excludes the consideration of alternative study area locations,

identified by the inventory program, because the application by the utility for a

plant site is usually restricted to two sites within one study area without

evaluating the environmental consequences of different sizes and types between

study areas.

In sum, the existing environmental review process defeats the purpose and

intent of the Minnesota Environmental Policy Act (HEPA). This AC,t was designed to

facilitate policy choices by considering both the proposed action and its alternatives

by giving equal treatment to both the proposed action and alternatives. In

particular, the existing process fails to (1) consider all possible environmental

effects at each stage of the process ,vhere "decision can affect the environment;"

(2) provide adequate staff to independently review the environmental impact of the

proposed action and its alternatives; (3) permit adequate consideration of other

agency mandates in the decision making process for determining the size, type, and

location of power plants and lines; (4) provide timely consideration of the environ

mental impact of both the proposed action and its alternatives; (5) provide reasonable

public review of environmental information documents necessary to meet the purposes

of MEPA; and (6) provide adequate consideration of alternatives by specifically

excluding alternatives and by failing to provide equal treatment of the fe,v

remaining alternatives considered with the proposed action.

C. Using MEPA to Improve Governmental Decision Making

As noted earlier, HEPA was designed to alter agency decision making in two \Vays.

First, MEPA is an environmental disclosure document to provide information to
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decision makers to help them make informed decisions about how their policies

affect the quality of the air, water, and land. Second, MEPA is an action planning

procedure, via the EIS process, to help decision makers make a rational choice by

considering a set of possible alternatives early in the process before irretrievable

resources are utilized, and with the help of the public. The foregoing analysis

shows that the special environmental review procedures for decisions involving

electric power plants and lines established by the MEQB regulations fail to meet

the intent or spirit of MEPA.

There are three key problems associated with the environmental review process

established for power plants and lines under the MEQB rules. These include the EIS

timing and scope, and the secrecy associated with the planning process. The

problems that have arisen with respect to EIS timing and scope can be traced to a

common conceptual difficulty on the part of agency personnel. What is involved is

not merely "bad faith" or administrative lethargy on the part of the agencies, but

a deeply ingrained bureaucratic orientation to focus on goals, rather than on

process. "Process" refers to the methodology or procedures of decision making.

The Senate Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs in its ~earings on NEPA has

d h ' b 'h 101note t lS ureaucratlc p enomenon:

[I]t is clear that there is very real reason for concern for those
areas in which no policie~ have been established o~ in which the
conflicting operational policies of different agencies are frustrating
and complicating the achievement of environmental quality objectives
which are in the interest of all. Many older operating agencies of
the Federal Government, for example, do not at present have a mandate
within the body of their enabling laws to allow them to give adequate
attention to environmental values. In other agencies, especially when
the expenditure of funds is involved, an official's lattitude to deviate
from narro~v policies or the "most economical alternative" to achieve
an environmental goal may be strictly circumscribed by congressional
authorizations or the limitations of agency procedures. There is also
reason for serious concern over the activities of those agencies
which do not feel they have sufficient authority to undertake needed
research and action to enhance, preserve, and maintain the qualitative
side of the environment in connection with development activities.

Concern about this agency orientation in decision making has been recently voiced

by the courts: "The harm ~vith ~vhich courts must be concerned in NEPA cases is
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not, strictly speaking, harm to the environment, but rather the failure of decision

makers to take environmental facts into account in the way that ~EPA mandates.
1I102

Lynton Caldwell defined the problem even more broadly:103

The major problem of public environmental administration has ... been
a matter not so much of appropriate tools and techniques as of
guiding concepts. When the issues of conservation could be
resolved on the technical level by regulating the cutting of
timber, setting bag limits on wild game, and reducing soil
erosion, the traditional conservation doctrines made sense and
pointed the way to public action. Value differences in issues
like these tended to diminish as the consequences of unlimited
exploitation became clear. But in such issues as the proposals
to construct a power-generating plant on the fact of Storm King
Hountain on the Hudson River ... [t]he conservation concept
could provide guidance. . . only if it were infused with a substantive
content that afforded a basis for the setting of priorities ... that
gave objective content to the meaning of wisdom.

Into this goal-oriented environment, the legislature introduced HEPA with its

mandate to make decisions with environmental concerns as an integral part of the

decision making process, rather than as an afterthought. The probl~ms of timing

and scope are at least in part due to this bureaucratic outlook toward goals,

104
rather than process:

To be concerned during pre-implementation planning with the time
when an EIS must be prepared is to presuppose an ability and
willingness to conceptualize an action as more than its end
product, and a perception of decision making as a series of steps and
activities. Similarly, in order to understand the desirability of
a program EIS it is necessary to recognize that several projects
may be interrelated as part of a larger plan, although each project
is itself an end product which requires specific actions of
implementation. The problems are further complicated by the
abstraction involved; an understanding of agency mission that
emphasizes the planning process and the valuation of project
"maturity" and "interdependence" is really quite foreign to the
concrete needs of dam or bridge construction. The claims of
intangibility raised by agencies in answer to timing and scope
challenges no doubt seem justified because of this abstract
quality; yet analysis presupposes abstraction, and analysis is
what NEPA demands.

Two aspects of this !1 a bstraction!! difficulty have been identified. The first

involves methodology:105

Prior to the passage of NEPA, planning and decision making of the federal
government and private industry was all too frequently "the exclusive
province of the engineer and cost analyst." These people often
ignored environmental factors because of the difficulty in evaluating
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them quantitatively in the same equation with the economic
and technical factors motivating proposed action.

The second aspect of the "abstraction" difficulty involves the temporal frame of

ref erence in \vhich NEPA and MEPA operate: "l'lEPA is an organism that must survive

in a hostile environment. It is a measure that requires far-sighted planning,

but must live in a habitat that is focused on the short term.,,106

The third key problem with the environmental review process involves secrecy.

In the previous chapter it was noted that secrecy is an inherent part of both

utility and agency behaviors, that the administrative process is not presently

designed to foster openness, and that the public is informed of the proposed

decision at the eleventh hour, a time too late to comprehend the magnitude of the

task, prepare a case, and organize a rebuttle, when needed (see Chapter Three,

sections 3.lE, 3.2A, and 3.3A). It is essential that institutions be developed

to combat the practices of secrecy. "He need a tradition of public dialogue

concerning the implications of developing technologies. Those.who are aware of

these implications should be obligated to come forward and discuss them at an

early stage, before so much money and resources have been invested in projects as

to render them effectively irrev~rsible.11
107

The EIS action planning mechanism created by MEPA is the procedure by which

environmental concerns are made a part of agency decision making. The effective

utilization of MEPA EIS procedures by the MEQB can make significant strides

toward achieving a more efficient facility siting determination. First, by

considering size, type, and location with plants and lines together, the MEQB

can balance the environmental consequences of the whole decision with the need for

po\Ver decision. Second, by relying on the substantive policy statements in HEPA,

the MEQB can encourage agencies which administer planning programs to achieve more

successful coordination with related programs. This will foster not only the

HEQB r S goal of more efficient facility siting but \vould achieve the goal of more

coherent and cohesive environmental planning. Third, by providing an opportunity
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for other agencies and the public to comment on environmentally related plans

through the EIS procedure, the MEQB can both better understand the implications

of these plans on energy facility siting decisions and help ensure that the plans

do not arbitrarily exclude viable and reasonable alternatives. Finally, by

providing strong incentives to other state agencies to coordinate their planning

activities with the MEQB, the MEQB could both acknowledge the significant role

that other state planning agencies must play in siting energy facilities and

reduce administrative burdens on its own staff.

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Staff \-!orking Paper on potential

alternatives to achieve increased efficiency in energy siting decisions, while

, h h' . 1 f d 1 . .. f '1' . 108notlng t at t ere lS no slng e cause or e ay In sltlng energy aCl ltles, notes:

. . . NEPA related environmental laws are testing the democratic
process resulting in overlapping and duplication of laws and
procedures. This destabilizing effect on the regulatory process,
is helpful to the extent that past experience allows improved
focus on the diversity of issues. It now appears that we have
reached the stage where environmental review can be reorganized
into the effective management tool it was meant to be. (emphasis
added)

The Findings of this study (and others noted in Chapter Three, section 3. 3C)

illustrate that the EIS procedure is not the cause of "duplication of laws and

procedures." On the contrary, the EIS procedure can serve to reduce unnecessary

overlap of environmental review as well as help agencies make intelligent decisions.

In order to do so, it must be viewed quite differently than it has in the past.

~lliPA must no longer be employed as a reactive device to compel agencies to under-

take certain environmental considerations in its decision making processes. The

use of ~EPA as a reactive device has served to obscure its potential role as a

positive mechanism to reduce duplicative administrative processes, and thus

increase the efficiency of environmental review. The importance of reducing

duplicative efforts in making environmental review has been repeatedly endorsed

, . " ' 1 G I \ " 109oy tje ~atlona overnors nSsoclatlon.

1, ·.~'nen the EIS?

;vhen, then, should an EIS be undertaken and compleced.1n order to balance the

~eed [or p0r.ver and the associated size, type, location and timing decisions with
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the protection of the public health and environment? This issue has been subject

. d b f h f' , , u· 110to extens~ve e ate or t e past ~ve or s~x years ~n ~~nnesota.

the MEPA mandate to agencies can be spelled out relying on language from the

Calvert Cliffs' decision: HEPA e.mpowers and compels agencies to take actual

account of environmental factors in decision making; they must trade off environ-

mental factors ,vith economic, social and technical factors in a "finely tuned and

. b l' l' "Illsystemat~c a anc~ng ana ys~s.

preferences and weights on specific factors, the balancing process proceeds amidst

great uncertainty and invites agencies to fall back on the 'hard' data gathered

to support established agency missions.,,112

through successive stages of development, certain location and design alternatives

or options are foreclosed, attention must be focused on the scale of the proposed

action and on the stage of the project development, with the full anticipation

that as the focus of project specificity is narrowed, so is the feasible range of

alternatives. The CEQ has recognized this in its new proposed EIS regulations.

The CEQ uses the term scoping to establish a process for determining the scope of

the issues to be addressed and for identifying significant issues. The llpurpose

of scoping is to ensure that environmental review is integrated with other planning

at an early stage--not tacked on at the end of the planning process, with the EIS

written to justify a decision that has already been made.,,113 The PPSA inventory

program is a step in this direction (see Appendix VI).

State government has traditionally been involved in the conservation of

resources rather than in the protection of environmental quality. In the last 15

years, state governments have greatly increased their efforts to solve air, ,vater,

and land pollution problems. Increasingly, states are adopting land use programs.

Moreover, states are actively involved in 208 water quality management (section 208

of the Clean Hater Act). All of these programs have the objective of guiding or

coordinating development and land use activities for the improvement and maintenance

of environmental quality. State involvement has included both the broad policy

approach and project approval approach to "help predetermine the location, type,
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intensity and scale of development, and perhaps whether there will be development.

Comprehensive and enforceable policies and plans are the prime examples of this

approach.
1J114

Unfortunately, the Minnesota environmental review process for power plant and

line development fails to consider the broad policy approach for environmental

review. The timing and scope problems discussed above result in a misrepresentation

of environmental effects as a consequence of IJsegmentationlJ, i. e., a division of

analysis into such minor components that a project's overall effects become

imperceptible. The Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals has discussed the problem of

analytical segmentation in the area of highway planning (it is equally applicable

1 ..) USto power pant sltlng :

[T]o allow environmental impact statements to be filed as
construction proceeds in a piecemeal fashion, thus limiting
the impact and scope of an environmental analysis to rela
tively small segments under construction, would result in
ignoring the environmental impact of the entire system, in
sic--not? determining its ultimate effect on the environment,
and in weakening the consideration of alternatives. An
added factor is injected into the problem in that the
construction of a small segment after a limited impact state
ment could set the course or pattern for a considerable portion
of the system so that little flexibility would be left in the
later stages of the system's implementation, and, therefore, no
consideration of the entire plan would ever be made.

Segmentation in time occurs when costs of preliminary planning and research do not

appear in the cost-benefit calculation considered in a specific program. Cost-

benefit has been defined as lJ a method of discovering the value of a good for which

1
. . 1J116no mar(et prlce eXlsts.

quantify "the cost of environmental amenities. lJlll Often treated as a cost already

incurred in preliminary planning and therefore no longer subject to analysis, such

preliminary planning represents an agency investment in the proposed project which

may drive forward a proposal without being developed.

Segmentation can also result in the practical elimination of disclosure and

comment as ",ell as in mere misrepresentation. NEPA and HEPA have been called "at

the very least. . . an environmental full disclosure document. ,,118 HOI-lever, "if
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preliminary agency decisions and individual activities are treated as too minor to

merit EIS consideration or as justifications for an initially unidentified large-

scale action on a post facto basis, such decisions and activities may not be con-

sidered at all. Injury still results even if a later EIS provides impact analysis

119
since possible alternatives have been eliminated by the path already taken."

Since MEPA has as one of its objectives to fully disclose and disseminate infor-

mation and to allo\v comment to aid agencies in considering environmental parameters

"to the fullest extent possible", all factors which inhibit full disclosure should

be minimized.

If the recommendations of the previous subsection (Chapter Four, section 4.1A)

were implemented, no EIS would be necessary at the certificate of need stage. However,

EISs would be needed at subsequent stages to fully implement theintent and spirit of

MEPA.

RECO~lliENDATION: THE ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW PROCESS SHOULD BE REVISED TO REFLECT BOTH

THE INTENT AND SPIRIT OF THE MINNESOTA ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT (MEPA). THIS SHOULD

BE ACCOMPLISHED BY UNDERTAKING THE FOLLOWING (1) AN ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

(EIS) SHOULD BE rffiNDATORY FOR ANY POWER PLANT OR TRANS~lISSION LINE WHICH IS SUBJECT

TO THE AUTHORITY OF THE POWER PLANT SITING ACT (PPSA); (2) POWER PLANTS AND TRANS

MISSION LINES SHOULD BE CONSIDERED TOGETHER WHENEVER POSSIBLE; (3) THE ENVIRONMENTAL

REPORTS REQUIRED TO BE PREPARED AT THE CERTIFICATE OF NEED STAGE AND THE POWER PLANT

SITING AND ROUTE DESIGNATION STAGE SHOULD BE ABOLISHED; (4) THE ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESS-

MENT WORKSHEET REQUIRED TO BE PREPARED AT THE POWER PLANT SITING AND ROUTE DESIGNA-

TION STAGE SHOULD ALSO BE ABOLISHED; (5) THE PUBLIC SHOULD BE GIVEN 60 DAYS TO REVIEW

AND COffrIENT ON THE DRAFT EIS; (6) ALL ENVIRONMENTAL I~PACT STATEMENTS (IVHETHER PLANTS

AND LINES OR JUST LINES) SHOULD BE PREPARED BY THE MPCA; AND (7) THE MINNESOTA ENVIRON

MENTAL QUALITY BOARD (MEQB) SHOULD RECEIVE ADDITIONAL FUNDS TO HIRE STAFF NECESSARY

TO ~ffiKE ili1 INDEPENDENT EVALUATION OF ANY EIS PREPARED PURSUANT TO MEPA.

Adverse consequences of analytical segmentation in the planning process are

most important. In the planning process one should choose between technologies,

\vherein the project stage one should choose between locations for a specific
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~echnology. Segmentation causes great difficulty in the planning process. In

that situation, treatment of projects separately without acknowledging their

relationship as parts of a larger whole, can result in the bootstrapping of the

next project without ever considering the net impact of the overall development.

RECOM}illNDATION: THE EIS PROCESS FOR POWER PLANTS AND TRANSMISSION LINES SHOULD BE

REVISED. FIRST, A "PLANNING EIS" SHOULD BE PREPARED AJ.'\fD FINALIZED PRIOR TO THE MEQB

DECISION ON SIZE, TYPE, AND LOCATION. THE "PLANNING EIS" SHOULD REVIEH ALTERNATIVE

SIZES AND TYPES ~lD STUDY AREAS IDENTIFIED IN THE MEQB INVENTORY OF STUDY AREAS

PROGRAI1. THE "PLNlNING EIS" WOULD EVALUATE OTHER PLAi'\fNING ACTIVITIES INCLUDING

AIR QUALITY, WATER QUALITY AND WATER RESOURCES, LAND USE, ECONOMIC .~'\fD

TRfu'\fSPORTATION PLANNING ACTIVITIES FOR THE PUF20SE OF EVALUATING ALTERNATIVE

SIZES AJ.'\fD TYPES AJ.'\fD THE DEMJU'IDS THAT THEY PLACE IN CHOOSING A STUDY AREA. ALL

AGENCIES, 'NHICH ARE INVOLVED IN AIR, WATER, LArID, ECONOMIC, AJ.'\fD TRfu~SPORTATION

PLAJ.'\fNING SHALL PARTICIPATE IN THE PREPARATION OF THE DRAFT EIS Ai'\fD SUBMIT 'NRITTEN

COMHENT ON THE DRAFT EIS. UPON- COMPLETION OF THE FINAL EIS, THE NEQB WOULD CHOOSE

A TYPE(S) AND SIZE (S) AND A STUDY AREA FOR THE PLAJ.'\fT(S). SECOND, UPON COMPLETION

OF THE "PL~rnING EIS" AND THE SIZE, TYPE, AJ.'\fD STUDY AREA DECISION, THE MEQB 'NOULD

IDENTIFY TWO OR MORE SITES WITHIN THE STUDY AREA FOR THE LOCATION OF THE PL.~'\fT(S).

ONCE THESE SITES HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED, A' "PROJECT EIS" \.J'QULD BE UNDERTAKEN TO

~'\fALYZE IN DETAIL THE ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES OF THE MEQB SIZE, TYPE, AND

LOCATIONS DECISION ON THE LOCAL ENVIRONMENT. THE" PROJECT EIS" \.J'QULD BE COMPLETED

AJ.'\fD FINALIZED BY THE MEQB PRIOR TO THE ISSUAJ.'\fCE OF .~lY PER}1IT OR CONSTRUCTION

AUTHORIZATION.

The President's Office of Science and Technology found that many of the siting

problems are inherent in the technology and will occur at any site or route. They

recommended that '\lhile many piecemeal reviews and governmental approvals are nmv

required, the development of comprehensive, coordinated institutional arrangements

for long-range planning and preconstruction review by a public agency to assure nec

essary environmenLal protection are essential for alleviating siting and routing
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problems.,,120 More recently, the Energy Policy Task Force of the tillQC recommended

"a thorough compilation of the environmental consequences of energy use in

121
Ninnesota should be undertaken."

In the survey sent out in conjunction with writing this report, the question

was asked whether an EIS should be done on total end use energy requirements for

Minnesota. While the results of the survey are in no way statistically valid,

the results do indicate that no unanimity of agreement exists bet,veen or within

government, utilities, or the public sectors (see Table ..1-8 in Appendix I).' The

~WCA response provided the best explanation of how such an EIS could improve the

11 1 1 · 122avera ong-range p annlng process:

A generic EIS should be done on the future energy needs of the
state to illustrate alternative ways of providing this energy,
and the environmental impacts associated with massive shifts to
alternative supply sources together with comparisons with
continued reliance on conventional sources. A start has been
made on providing this kind of information in separate packages
through the various resource studies produced by the Energy,
Planning and Pollution Control Agencies and the Department of
Natural Resources, but it has not yet been made of the full
environmental and health consequences to the state of continuing
on its present course or of making large scale changes in supplying
its energy needs.

In the November, 1976 Certificate of Need hearing, the PCA testified
that a generic EIS covering the proliferation of construction of
electrical power plants in Minnesota should be prepared. At that
time Minnesota had approximately 7,000 megawatts of electrical
generating facilities. Some forecasts suggested that 26,000 additional
megawatts would be needed by the year 2000. Our testimony concluded
that this could probably not be done without significant violation
of our environmental standards. While the energy demand projections
have been modified, there will still be a significant increase in
construction of electrical power generating facilities due to the
depletion of oil and natural gas supplies along with development of
western sources of coal. Completion of an inventory of power plant
sites along with a long-range energy demand forecast are needed
before an EIS on future impacts of po,ver plants can be initiated.
Before major policies can be developed, information concerning future
courses of action (e.g. alternatives, environmental impacts, economic
impacts) must be developed. A generic EIS on power plants and energy
use in Minnesota could be helpful to the Legislature in developing
sound energy policies.

The "generic EIS" Along wit1:1 the Inventory Report prepared by the MEQB would be

the basis for preparing a tlplanning EIS" on a specific utility application.
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RECOMMENDATION: A GENERIC EIS SHOULD BE PREPARED AND UPDATED AT PERIODIC INTERVALS

ON (1) THE ENVIRONMENTAL AND ECONOMIC CONSEQUENCES OF ALTERNATIVE AND CONVENTIONAL

ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES, OF DIFFERENT SIZES; (2) THE RELATIONSHIP OF THESE TECHNOLOGIES

TO THE END USE ENERGY REQUIREMENTS; (3) THE IMPACT THE GOALS AND PLANS OF ENVIRON-

MENTAL PROTECTION IN THE LONG-RUN; (4) THE IMPACT OF ENERGY DE}ffiND PROJECTIONS UPON

THE DEPLETION OF NATURAL RESOURCES; AND (5) THE IMPACT OF ALTERING THE TAX STRUC-

TURE, ELECTRIC RATES, RATIONING, AND RETROFITTING MORE ENERGY EFFICIENT PRODUCTS

(IN SHORT, CONSERVATION) AS AN ALTERNATIVE TO BUILDING MORE POWER PLANTS AND LINES.

Under the normal EIS procedure, the draft EIS is required to be prepared within

120 days after the EIS notice publication date.
123

However, no time period is

specified for the preparation of the draft EIS under the rules governing the

, l' f 1 d l' 124enVlronmenta reVlew or power p ants an lnes. It is not clear that the 120-

day preparation period for the normal draft EIS is at all applicable to the special

cases of power plants and lines. If it is, the l20-day preparation period is

unrealistic for the preparation of a draft EIS on power plants. First, the issue

of the public health and environmental effects of power plants and lines is more

complicated than many other "major" actions. Second, the MPCA needs at least one

year to undertake baseline monitoring and analysis of proposed sites in order to

determine the consequences at siting a plant at a particular location(s).

Northern States Power Company (NSP) also believes that the l20-day preparation

, d ' 1" 125perlo lS unrea lStlC:

NSP's experience on the SHERCO plant confirms that the amount
of time allotted for preparation of an EIS in the regulations
is unrealistic. The 120 days allowed for preparation of a
draft EIS may be appropriate for a small project but is inade
quate for a large project. For a large power plant, eight to ten
months is more appropriate. In providing for a longer time
period, a procedure should be established to ensure that the
draft EIS is prepared in the allotted time. Currently, since
there is no procedure to cover progress on EIS preparation,
the MEQB has no alternative but to grant an extension to the
deadline if the draft EIS is not finished in the allotted time.
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In addition, the power plant siting, EIS, permiting process is

complicated by the general lack of specific time periods or time periods that

are unrealistic. For example, there are no time limits for permits issued by

single agencies.

RECO}ruENDATION: THE TIMING OF DECISION }~KING PROCESSES SHOULD BE SIGNIFICANTLY

ALTERED SO THAT ALL INTERESTED PARTIES TO THE DECISION CAN RELY ON A SPECIFIC

TI}ill TABLE FOR MAKING THE DECISION. THE FOLLOWING TIME FRAMES OFFER DEFINITE

LIMITS ON AGENCY DECISIONS, BUT WITHIN REALISTIC TIME PERIODS:

(1) THE CERTIFICATE OF NEED DECISION SHOULD REMAIN AT SIX MONTHS;

(2) THE DRAFT PLANNING EIS SHOULD BE FINISHED WITHIN ONE YEAR;

(3) THE FINAL PLANNING EIS SHOULD BE COMPLETED \vITHIN 90 DAYS AFTER

COMPLETION OF THE DRAFT PLk~NING EIS;

(4) THE SIZE(S), TYPE(S), AND STUDY AREA(S) DECISION SHOULD BE MADE

WITHIN SIX MONTHS OF THE APPROVAL OF THE FINAL PLANNING EIS;

(5) THE DRAFT PROJECT EIS SHOULD BE COMPLETED WITH 450 DAYS OF THE

SIZE(S), TYPE(S), AND STUDY AREA(S) DECISION;

(6) THE FINAL PROJECT EIS SHOULD BE COMPLETED WITHIN 90 DAYS AFTER

COMPLETION OF THE DRAFT PROJECT EIS;

(7) THE FINAL LOCATIONS DECISION SHOULD BE MADE WITHIN SIX MONTHS OF

THE APPROVAL OF THE FINAL PROJECT EIS; AND,

(8) PERMITS ISSUED BY A SINGLE AGENCY SHOULD BE ISSUED WITHIN ONE YEAR

OF THE DATE OF APPLICATION, BUT NO APPLICATIONS SHOULD BE ACCEPTED

UNTIL AFTER THE COMPLETION AND APPROVAL OF THE FINAL PROJECT EIS

k~D AFTER THE LOCATION DECISION(S) HAVE BEEN MADE BY THE MEQB.

It is expected that decisions involving lines alone would require substantially

less time.
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This recommendation simply puts in regulation form the existing practice in

the preparation of a draft EIS on plants at the permitting stage.

The final issue is the proper role for the MEQB in its decision making on both

siting power plants and lines and determining the need for and review of environmental

impact statements. The D. C. Circuit Court of Appeals in Calvert Cliffs' defined the

proper role of an agency under the National Environmental Policy Act:
l26

NEPA establishes environmental protection as an integral part
of the Atomic Energy Commission's basic mandate. The primary
responsibility for fulfilling that mandate lies with the
Commission. Its responsibility is not simply to sit back, like
an umpire, and resolve adversary contentions at the hearing
stage. Rather it must itself take the initiative of considering
environmental values at every distinctive and comprehensive stage
of the process beyond the staff's evaluation and recommendation.

Similar sentiments were expressed by the Minnesota Supreme Court in No Power

Line v. MEQC:
l27

It may very well be that the legislature gave a broader range of
discretion to MEQC than it should have and that MEQC could better
carry out its legislative mandate if it required the preparation
of a draft environmental impact statement earlier in the process
than it did. It may also be true that MEQC in the future should
be more vigilant in protecting the alleged interests of the public
and that it should play more of an active role as an advocate of
environmental values. These considerations, however, fall outside
the scope of our review and are more properly addressed to the
legislature than to the courts.

RECO~lliENDATION: MINNESOTA STATUTES, CHAPTER ll6C (THE ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD

ACT) SHOULD BE fu~ENDED TO CLARIFY THAT THE MINNESOTA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD'S

RESPONSIBILITIES INCLUDE THE RESPONSIBILITY TO ACT AS AN ADVOCATE OF ENVIRO~lENTAL

VALUES IN ALL PROCEEDINGS IN WHICH THE BOARD IS INVOLVED.

4.2 Conservation of Electrical Energy

There appears to be growing agreement on the need for increased energy

conservation activities in the United States as well as the rest of the world.

However, there is much disagreement as to the specific energy conservation

actions that need to be undertaken, the energy savings that could result from

taking a particular action, and the role that government, whether on the federal

or state level, should take. There are a number of important, substantive issues
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intermingled with energy conservation. These include (1) the role of economics,

energy to an era of scarce, expensive energy.

particularly pricing policies in influencing energy conservation; (2) the

relationship between economic growth and energy conservation; (3) the necessity

for and degree in changes in lifestyle which may result from an aggressive

conservation program; (4) the credibility of government in declaring that an

energy problem exists; and (5) the undesirable political effects, whether it be

taxes or mandatory programs, that result from attempts to achieve an fladequate fl

1 1 f
. 128

eve 0 energy conservatlon.

The agreement on the need fer increased energy conservation is based upon four

principle arguments. First, the flenergy crisis fl is fl not a temporary interruption

of supply but a more fundamental change caused by our moving from an era of abundant

fl (emphasis not added) .129

Second, while not offered as a total solution to the energy problem, conservation

can (1) slow the growth rate of energy consumption; (2) stretch the remaining

life of fossil fuels; (3) reduce the environmental impacts of energy production

and use; (4) hold down the U. S. foreign trade deficit; and (5) help to keep the

price of energy within p~oples' reach.
130

Third, energy conservation is fl a

strategy [that] is not in competition with the present energy industries nor with

the present efforts to increase the supply capacities of these industries. Rather,

it is a common-sense effort that offers substantial promise for helping to meet

anticipated demand requirements, and for minimizing the economic and social costs

resulting from unexpected supply problems.
fll31

Finally, the amount of energy that

can be conserved without interfering with lifestyles is considerable. The World-

watch Institute has noted that flthe contention that the U. S. energy budget can be

gradually cut by more than one-half without altering the nation's standard of living

is certainly conservative. ,,132 Sweden, for example, uses less than two-thirds as

muc~ e~er~y per capita as Americans, at the same standard of living,132A For example,

if the American Institute of Architects' strategy for energy conservation in buildings

were implemented, it is expected that the savings in 1990 would a~ount to 12.5 million

barrels of oil per day of petroleum equivalents, which "is nearly equal to the forecasted
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shortfall in supply, or about t\lO-thirds of the lpetroleum] imports projected.,,133

The importance of conservation in helping to protect the environment cannot

be understated. The Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (MPCA) Board has developed

a position paper, which outlines why conservation is important in protecting

h . 134t e enVlronment.

In considering the multiple and pervasive environmental and social
effects of producing, transporting and consuming energy, the MPCA
Board recognizes that: 1) energy sources available to Minnesota
are derived mainly from petroleum, fossil and nuclear fuels; 2)
there are acute and chronic social, health and environmental effects
associated with each phase of energy production and distribution,
regardless of which of the fuel types are involved; and 3) undesirable
effects of energy production and use are needlessly compounded when
energy is wasted through inefficient production and unwise or
unnecessary consumption. The MPCA Board recognizes and understands
the importance of energy in meeting society's desire for a quality
living standard and a growing economy. But the Board believes that
the present level and rapid growth in energy consumption are excessive
as compared \vith other industrialized and prosperous nations where
per capita energy consumption is far less in the United States.

The environmental and health consequences of producing and transporting
energy have been of concern to the MPCA for as long as there has been
an agency. Numerous environmental-permit hearings have been conducted
to determine whether discharges from fossil and nuclear plants meet
regulatory requirements. The Agency currently is preparing environmental
impact statements for two large electric generating stations in r1innesota.
Through participation on the Environmental Quality Council, the Agency
has become involved in "need" assessments for power-generating facilities
and in the siting of those facilities. The Agency also has been involved
in energy considerations in other ways, including permit requirements for
oil refining facilities, permit requirements for oil-fired steam
facilities and in addressing the serious air quality deterioration
attributable to the inefficient consumption of fuels in automobiles and
other vehicles. The Agency also is concerned about the environmental
consequences of imminent fuel shortages; for example, the curtailment
of natural gas in Minnesota causing a switchover by industry, institutions
and commercial establishments to oil and coal energy sources, both of
which cause significantly more air pollution than does natural gas.

In view of the foregoing, the rWCA Board believes that a high priority
must be placed on the conservation of energy. Despite urgent warnings
by an impressive array of experts and concerned citizens that wasteful
and unnecessary energy consumption poses serious environmental and social
implications, the Board notes with dismay that energy production and
consumption rates remain fundamentally unchanged. It is imperative that
the Minnesota Legislature and the federal government act with dispatch
to implement mandatory measures to improve the efficiency of energy
production technology and to otherwise conserve energy by eliminating
wasteful and needless consumption. Significant energy conservation will
not be easy and will require changes in both traditional attitudes and
lifestyles. To encourage legislative action in energy conservation, the
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Agency is prepared to join those who are concerned about nuclear
power, power line corridors, coal terminals, coal ,vaste products
and all other problems posed by the growth in energy consumption.

There exists on both the federal and state level a conservation policy. These

policies are reviewed in Chapter Two, section 2.2A. The goals of the conservation

policy in Minnesota have been established by the }1innesota Energy Agency and

. 1 d 135lnc u e

(i) to obtain adequate and secure supplies of petroleum;
(ii) to seek our share of the available natural gas and
help direct it to the highest-priority users; (iii) to
develop a coal use plan that balances energy, environmental
and economic considerations; (iv) to promote alternative
energy sources; '(v) to obtain adequate supplies of electricity
and achieve the greatest possible efficiency in the generation,
transmission, and end-use of electricity; and (vi) to implement
a comprehensive conservation plan.

One of the goals listed above is "to obtain adequate supplies of electricity

and achieve the greatest possible efficiency in the generation, transmission,

and end-use of electricity." There are a number of advantages in increasing the

efficiency of the generation, transmission, and end-use of electricity. The

primary advantage is that it reduces the need for addition generation and

transmission capacity. For example, a Rand Corporation study in California

presented a scenario employing a considerable energy conservation effort. When

the savings for the residential and commercial sectors alone are projected through

the year 2000, they totaled one-half of the Conventional Utility Projection (CUP).

For California this would mean that instead of 153,000 ~v of new capacity (127

plants of 1200 ~V each), only 54,000 HIV of new capacity (45 plants of 1200 NH each)

would be required.
136

transmission line miles would be reduced from 67,505 miles to 23,830 miles for all

sizes of KV lines (115 KV to 765 KV lines) .137 ~hile all the conservation measures

suggested by the Rand study could not carryover to 11innesota, it is noteworthy

that they assumed no reduction in demand by the industrial sector. Other studies

have not found such large reductions in residential or commercial demand, but,

nevertheless, they have found significant possibilities for conservation in
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industry. 138

In a 1978 rate application by Pacific Gas and Electric (PG&E) before the

California Public Utilities Commission, estimated a savings of 3,763 GTIH

per year (GHH-(gigawatt hours)=109 or one billion watt-hours) by 1985 and 7,139

GHH per year by 1995 through increased end-use efficiency.139 An independent

study on savings from increased end-use efficiency estimated a savings of 13,243

GHH per year by 1985,140 In either case significant savings can be achieved by

increasing the efficiency of end-uses of electricity. Further, these savings

can be translated into a significant reduction in the need for additional generation

and transmission capacity.

The Minnesota Energy Agency has also recognized that increasing end-use

efficiency can be translated into a significant reduction in the need for new

plants and lines. John Armstrong, Assistant Director for Conservation in the MEA,

testified in the hearing on the Reconsideration of the In-Service Date for NSP's

Sherco 3 plant that (1) between 154 and 193 MH could be reduced in NSP's

In sum, between 645 and 723 ~M could be reduced in

electricity demand peak due to electric water heater control by 1985; (2) 21 to

60 ~Uv reduction in peak electricity demand could result from mandatory energy audits

by 1982; (3) 380 MH could be saved in 1985 by permitting NSP to earn a rate of

return on conservation investments in the commercial and residential sectors;

and (4) 90 ~v could be reduced in peak demand by 1985 by improving residential

1 , ff" 141app lance e lClency,

NSP's electricity demand peak through conservation. Since NSP provides 84% of

the electricity used in Minnesota, excluding taconite and paper electric use,

conservation programs, if aggressively implemented, could result in the reduction

in the need for at least one new electric plant in Minnesota.

There are many problems in the U. S. in attempting to achieve significant

energy conservation. Energy consumption is dependent on (1) the energy efficiency

of existing products and equipment that use energy,and (2) the way consumers operate

or use the existing stock of products (traditional use patterns), Altering energy
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consumption patterns requires changing one or both of these factors.
142

Energy

consuming products can be modified in two ivays. In the short term these products

can be made more efficient through retrofit. In the long run these products

can be replaced with more energy efficient products. In both instances efficient

energy products or retrofit devices must be available in sufficient quantities

and consumers must choose these products over less efficient ones before energy

consumption can be reduced. Altering traditional energy use patterns involves

the way individuals, businesses, and others carry out their daily activities.

These types of changes are difficult because of the sheer number of consumers that

need to be affected and because the change in daily activities may, from a

. . b' 1 . f h' 143consumer vlewpolnt, e ln a ess convenlent as lon. The change in consumer

behavior required to implement some conservation measures is compounded because

"the growing demand for energy as a matter of either public policy or private

practice runs contrary to the trend of the last several decades.,,144

Although significant efforts at conservation have been made since the oil

shortage of 1974, these efforts have not matched the effectiveness of efforts in

many other countries. The International Energy Agency ranked the United States

in 1976 as 14th among the 18 members in its energy conservation efforts and noted:

"The American program must overcome an extremely high per capita historical energy

consumption pattern and as such must be comprehensive and strong to be effective.

At the present time, it is neither.,,145 Similar findings were reached in a 1978

GAO (General Accounting Office) report, which concluded that the U. S. energy

conservation effort could benefit from experiences of other countries including

the United Kingdom, West Germany, Sweden, and Denmark.
146

There are a number of policy options available to encourage the conservation

of electricity. First, policies can be designed to elicit voluntary responses from

consumers by creating an awareness of the benefits of energy conservation, both in

terms of dollar and energy savings. Specific policies would center around
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consumer educatic,n, appliance labeling, and providing financial incentives for the

development and use of energy saving devices. Second, policies can be designed

which indirectly affect the market. This involves either raising the effective

price of energy and/or lowering the real cost of implementing energy conservation

measures, such as more energy efficient products. For example, specific programs,

which provide financial incentives to conserve energy, include tax credits, grants,

10,v interest loans, or loan guarantees to businesses or individuals, and other

tax relief for users who install more efficient equipment or manufacturers who

make such equipment. Financial disincentives can also be enacted through the

taxing power by providing taxes on energy (i.e., taxes based on the estimated

average annual electricity use of the equipment, elimination of promotional rebates

to builders and users), taxes on the energy user (such as a sales tax), or taxes

on those who use disproportionate quantities of energy. Third, policies can be

designed which directly affect the market, which involves governmental regulation

or restriction of energy use or energy-using products. These are basically

prescriptive policies which include changes in the building code; bans on the

manufacture, sale, or installation of certain types of equipment; restrictions on

wattages or minimum efficiency of electrical equipment or appliances; restrictions

on new building permits; and explicit rationing of electricity and other forms of

energy. Finally, policies can be designed which change the user cost of electricity,

either through taxes as noted above or through changes in the overall price

mechanism, which means changes in the rate schedule. 147 Several examples of

policies contained in Table 4-1, with some specific examples listed ,vith a summary

of their characteristics in Table 4-2.

An analysis of these policy options is beyond the scope of this paper, However,

as a recent National Academy of Sciences report noted, conservation efforts to reduce

the growth of energy demand "should be accorded the highest prio~ity in national energy

policy.1I 147A (Emphasis added) The question that this section addresses is whether the

process permits the consideration of policy options.
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TABLE 4-1

POLICIES FOR SLOWING THE GROWTH RATE IN ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION

Policies that Affect Prices Nonprice Policies

Initiate consumer education
programs

Basic conservation practices
Efficiency labeling of

appliances

Provide tax incentives
Encourage energy efficient

building design
Encourage solar heating
Encourage more efficient

appliances

Change electricity rate
schedules

Increase rates
Change rate structures
Peak load pricing

Restrict promotional activities
Advertising
Builder promotions
Appliances

Change building codes
Tighten insulation standards
Heat-reflecting glass
Minimize internal heat source

by venting
Extern~l sun shades

Impose taxes as disincentives
On electricity sales
On electrical appliance sales
On incandescent bulbs
On pe~k loads

Restrict selected uses of
electricity

Heating, cooling, water
heating, cooking, clothes
drying, refrigeration

Restrict issuance of new
building permits

Undertake long-term rationing

of
Electricity

X
X
X

X

X

of
Appliances

x
X

x

X
X

Voluntary

x

x

x
X
X

x

Proscriptive

x

x
X
X

X
X

X
X

x

x

x

Source: Doctor, R. D. ee al., California's Electricity Quandary: III.
Slowing the Growth Rate, R-1116-NSF!CSA, Santa Monica: The Rand
Corporation, September 1972 (Prepared for the California State
Assembly).
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TABLE 4-2

SillIMARY OF CHARACTERISTICS OF FIVE E;;lERGY CONSERVATION POLICIES
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Source: Doctor, R. D., et al., California's Electricity Quandary: III.
Slowing the Growth Rate, R-1116-NSF/CSA, Santa Monica: The
Rand Corporation, September 1972 (Prepared for the California
State Assembly) ,
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TABLE 4-1

POLICIES FOR SLOWING THE GROWTH RATE IN ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION

Policies that Affect Prices Nonprice Policies

of
Electricity

of
Appliances Voluntary I Proscriptive

Initiate consumer education
programs

Basic conservation practices
Efficiency labeling of

appliances

Provide tax incentives
Encourage energy efficient

building design
Encourage solar heating
Encourage more efficient

appliances

Change electricity rate
schedules

Increase rates
Change rate structures
Peak load pricing

Restrict promotional activities
Advertising
Builder promotions
Appliances

Change building codes
Tighten insulation standards
Heat-reflecting glass
Minimize internal heat source

by venting
Extern~l sun shades

Impose taxes as disincentives
On electricity sales
On electrical appliance sales
On incandescent bulbs
On pe~k loads

Restrict selected uses of
electricity

Heating, cooling, water
heating, cooking, clothes
drying, refrigeration

Restrict issuance of new
building permits

Undertake long-term rationing

X
X
X

X

X

x
X

x

X
X

x

x

x
X
X

x

x

x
X
X

x
X

x
X

x

x

x

Source: Doctor, R. D. ec al., California's Electricity Quandary: III.
Slowing the Growth Rate, R-1116-NSF!CSA, Santa Honica: The Rand
Corporation, September 1972 (Prepared for the California State
Assembly) .
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TABLE 4-2
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A revielv of the statutes, which is provided in Chapter T~vo,

section 2.2A, shows the following. First, energy conservation is the policy

of the State of ~linnesota. Second, the primary function of the MEA is to

promote and elicit voluntary energy conservation functions from consumers and to

enforce specific, statutory energy conservation measures. Third, the PSC must,

under the National Energy Act of 1978, in particular, sections 111 and 113 of the

Public Utilities Regulatory Policies Act, hold hearings to determine the

appropriateness of implementing energy conservation measures which may affect the

rate schedules.

The present conservation policies do not generally address direct or indirect

market approaches, to energy conservation as outlined above. These approaches include

little in the way of a taxing policy, a tax relief policy or tax credits, loans, etc.

for electric energy conservation. They do not restrict the use of energy inefficient

equipment or provide specific authority for the agencies to restrict such equipment,

(require retr~fitting or minimum efficiency rating, except for air conditioning and

lighting), nor do they address the issue of rationing (except in emergencies) of

electrical energy.148 Since many of these issues were addressed in the Final

Report of the House Select Committee on Energy, and the MEQC Energy Policy Task

Force Report this report recommends that the Legislature pay close attention to

the recommendations of those reports (see appendix II and V, respectively).

4.3 Electric Rates and the Poor

It is generally assumed that the more money people have, the more energy they use.

Regardless, studies show that the poor spend a greater percentage of their income

on energy than the middle or upper income people. The Ford Foundation report A Time

to Choose found that "the poor spend almost 15 percent of their household income on

energy, while the high consumption of fuel by the rich typically accounts for only

4 percent of their incomes. Any major price increases will thus cause hardship

to poor families, since their energy use levels do not include a margin of extra

amenities easily done ,vithout. :,149

In 1974, electric power rates increased 55 percent. lsO In the same year, $9.6
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billion in increases were granted to gas and electric utilities. 15l Between 1969

and 1974 energy costs increased more than any other item on the consumer price

index, except food: 152

TABLE 4-3

Changes in CPI, for Selected Items:
Hay, 1969 - May, 1974

Total Consumer Price Index

- Electricity
- Gasoline
- Fuel Oil
- Food

Up 34%

Up 40%
Up 58%
Up 100%
Up 49%

Source: Newman, D. and Day, 0., The American
Energy Consumer 1975, p. 112

Since, 1974, energy price increases have exceeded the food price increases. T51

These price increases have caused increased hardship to poor people. According

to the Federal Energy Agency (FEA) , "low and fixed income families have been under

increasing pressure as they pay for electricity and natural gas which consumes

.. . f h" d' h' ff t t' ,,154an lncreaslng proportlon 0 t elr lncome esplte t elr e or s at conserva lon.

Many studies have examined the effects of increased prices for electricity on the

various sectors of society. A RAND study found that low income use as a percentage

of income ~ncreases substantially with new price increases. 155 A study in Winston-

Salem, North Carolina found that poor people used an average of eight percent of

their income for electricity.156 Both of these studies noted that an increase in

electric rates would affect the ability of the poor to purchase other necessities,

most notably food and rent. A 1976 study in Oklahoma City found similar results

to the \vinston-Salem study.157 A Detroit area study (though generally considered

incomplete) found that an average inner city household pays 11 times as much per unit

of electricity as does a family in a ~vealthy suburb (Bloomfield Hills).158

A nationwide study conducted by the Washington Center for Metropolitan Studies

for the Ford Foundation Energy Policy Project found that electricity costs were
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inversely proportional to income. 159

TABLE 4-4

Percentage of Income Paid for Electricity - 1973

Lowest income quartile 5.2% of income
2nd to lowest quartile 2.1% of income
3rd to lowest quartile 1.5% of income
4th to lowest quartile 1.1% of income

Source: Newman, D. and Day, D., The American
Energy Consumer, 1975, p. 130

These figures are similar to those found by the Bureau of Labor Statistics in 1960-

61: 160 "According to this data, only the poor suffered an increase in electricity

costs as a percentage of income between 1961 and 1975; all other groups experienced

,,161
a decrease.

The Washington Center study also noted that not only did the poor pay more for

electricity, but that their electricity was used almost exclusively for essentials: 162

Poor and lower middle income households use less fuel for
the essentials of heating, lighting, and cooking because
they are forced to be thrifty, and because their homes are
modest. They are more likely to live in apartments or
homes with only a few rooms and a few windows.

Half the poor and one-third of the lower middle households
are dependent upon a landlord for .repairs and any major
energy conserving improvements. Some poor households do
without what is common in others. About 15% of the poor do
not have central heating; almost 10% share a bathroom with
another family or have no indoor toilet at all; 8% have no
hot running water.

The results of the Washington Center study match earlier studies sho_ving that

the poor have limited price elasticity. A RAND study in the Western United States

found a significant difference in the ability to reduce consumption of electricity

between households with incomes under $5,000 and households with incomes over $15,OOO.16~

A Los Angeles RAND study found that higher income groups have a greater ability to

reduce consumption _vhen faced with price increases. 164 The Winston-Salem and

Oklahoma City studies found that, at lo_v income levels, the combined factors of fixed
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income and necessity left little room for price elasticity: "Recent research

findings have shown that among low-income households in the United States, electric

usage tends to be regorously economized.,,165 The Winston-Salem study also found

that a reduction of food purchases is generally the only elastic part of low-

income family budgets, and it postulates that any large increase in electricity rates

results in comparable decrease in levels of food spending and in nutrition. 166 In

sum, as the Electric Power Research Institute has noted, it is time to "bury once

and-for-all any notion that the price of electricity is not an important detriment

of the amount of electricity that households consume.,,166A

It has been recommended both nationally and in Minnesota that the effects of

increasing energy costs not unduly burden the poor and others on fixed incomes. Hazel

Rollins, Acting Deputy Administrator of the Economic Regulatory Administration of

the Department of Energy, noted that "no geographic, ethnic, or income group should

have to bear an unfair share of the total burden, and none should reap undue benefits

from our energy problems. It is particularly important that we protect the elderly,

the poor, and those on fixed income from disproportionally adverse effects on their

incomes. 11167 In addition, the MEA has offered as one of their energy policy

recommendations that "appropriate legislation to provide assistance for consumers

most impacted by higher electricity costs" be undertaken. 168

One proposal that has been offered to alleviate the impact of rising electric

rates on the poor, the elderly, and others on fixed incomes is the establishment

of "lifeline" rates as a component of the rate structure. l<Jhile there is no rigid

definition of lifeline, the purpose is to structure the rates in such a way that

residential users pay a reduced price for relatively small quantities of electricity

(for example, the first 300 or 500 kilowatt hours used per month) necessary for

essential needs. The underlying premise behind the lifeline concept is to reduce

the price of electricity to residential users who consume small quantities. This

means that lifeline rates refer to the level of use and not the economics of

the user. In direct contrast to the declining block rate structure, lifeline

would provide the lowest price per kilowatt-hour to the first units of consumption,
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FIGURE 4-1

EXA}~LES OF DECLINING BLOCK 81ID LIFELINE RATE STRUCTURE

DECLnING BLOCK LIFELINE

4.63¢

3.23¢

Price 2.58<;:
Ktm

2.26¢

1.90<;:

Price
KWH

5¢

4¢

2¢

•••••••• 9'.

KWH Consumed Monthly
75 130 450 800

Kt~tl Consumed Monthly
400 600

Source: Lepp, M. et al., Aspects of Public Utility Regulation, Ohio Legislative
Service Commission, June 1977, p. 55.

TABLE 4-6

ELECTRICITY USE (KWH) BY END USE fu1D CLIMATIC ZONE

LIGHTING, COOKING HATER SPACE
CLHiATIC ZONE FOOD REFRIGERATING HEATING HEATING 1

Less than 2,500 degree days 240 kwh 250 kwh 550 kwh

2,500 to 4,500 degree days 240 kwh 250 hlh 800 bvh

4,500 to 7,000 degree days 240 kwh 250 bvh 1,120 bvh

Over 7,000 degree days 240 kwh 250 kwh 1,420 k,vh

1. Applies only ~ovember through April. There is also a separate schedule
which applies only to apartment buildings since they have lower space
heating requirements per unit than single family d\vellings.

Source: Lepp, M. et al., Aspects of Public Ctility Regulation, Ohio Legislative
Service Commission, June 1977, p. 59.
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rather than the last units. Figure 4-1 shows examples of a lifeline

and declining block rate structure. In short, the lifeline concept

assures each residential customer that he or she can obtain a low, fixed rate for

the minimum necessary electricity requirement. The minimum necessary electricity

in the first lifeline block would be a fraction of the average electricity consumed

per month by residential users. Table 4-5 shows the average electricity consumption

estimate for Minnesota in 1975. As may be seen, the average residential user in

Minnesota consumed 630.7 kwh. per month of electricity. The proposal also provides

that revenues lost as a result of lowering rates for a minimum necessary use can

be recovered in an "equi::able" manner by increasing rates applied to residential

consumption beyond the lifeline level and/or to industrial and commercial use.

A lifeline rate structure offers three apparent advantages. First, it provides

rate relief to residential users who use only small amounts of electricity. These

users are thought to be the poor, the elderly and others on fixed incomes. Second,

lifeline rates promote conservation by providing an economic incentive to hold down

consumption. Finally, rates are easy to understand, can be placed in effect without

much delay, and are politically and administratively advantagous to the government

because they require no new tax revenues to administer "the program." l69 As a

result of these multiple advantages, the lifeline rate concept has taken different

form in the several states which have implemented them. 170 In California, for

example, lifeline ra·tes have generated strong support as a method of slowing down

growth in electricity consumption. 17l

One difficulty in establishing the lifeline rate structure is establishing the

lifeline quantity.172 A number of factors can make the determination of hOlv much

electricity is necessary for essential uses very difficult. These include the

climatic zone in which the customer lives, fluctuations in the degree of severity of

winters, the size of the house or apartment, the manner in which the house is heated,

the manner in which the Ivater is heated, and which appliances are "necessary."

There is general agreement that lifeline rates should apply to only essential uses.

This is the backbone of both the rate relief and conservation objectives of the

concept. Consequently, any lifeline rate structure must deal with these issues.
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FIGURE 4-1
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2,500 to 4,500 degree days 240 kwh 250 hlh 800 hlh

4,500 to 7,000 degree days 240 kwh 250 kivh 1,120 kwh
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which applies only to apartment buildings since they have lower space
heating requirements per unit than single family divellings.

Source: Lepp, ~L et al., Aspects of Public Ctility Regulation, Ohio Legislative
Service Commission, June 1977, p. 59.
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rather than the last units. Figure 4-1 shows examples of a lifeline

and declining block rate structure. In short, the lifeline concept

assures each residential customer that he or she can obtain a low, fixed rate for

the minimum necessary electricity requirement. The minimum necessary electricity

in the first lifeline block would be a fraction of the average electricity consumed

per month by residential users. Table 4-5 shows the average electricity consumption

estimate for Minnesota in 1975. As may be seen, the average residential user in

Minnesota consumed 630.7 kwh. per month of electricity. The proposal also provides

that revenues lost as a result of lowering rates for a minimum necessary use can

be recovered in an "equi~able" manner by increasing rates applied to residential

consumption beyond the lifeline level and/or to industrial and commercial use.

A lifeline rate structure offers three apparent advantages. First, it provides

rate relief to residential users who use only small amounts of electricity. These

users are thought to be the poor, the elderly and others on fixed incomes. Second,

lifeline rates promote conservation by providing an economic incentive to hold down

consumption. Finally, rates are easy to understand, can be placed in effect without

much delay, and are politically and administratively advantagous to the government

because they require no new tax revenues to administer "the program." 169 As a

result of these multiple advantages, the lifeline rate concept has taken different

form in the several states which have implemented them. 170 In California, for

example, lifeline ra·tes have generated strong support as a method of slowing down

growth in electricity consumption. 171

One difficulty in establishing the lifeline rate structure is establishing the

lifeline quantity.172 A number of factors can make the determination of ho~v much

electricity is necessary for essential uses very difficult. These include the

climatic zone in which the customer lives, fluctuations in the degree of severity of

winters, the size of the house or apartment, the manner in which the house is heated,

the manner in ~vhich the ~vater is heated, and which appliances are "necessary."

There is general agreement that lifeline rates should apply to only essential uses.

This is the backbone of both the rate relief and conservation objectives of the

concept. Consequently, any lifeline rate structure must deal with these issues.
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TABLE 4-5

HONTHLY ELECTRICITY CONSill1PTION ESTHIATE

A. Annual Residential Electricity Sales: 6 1
10,019 X 10 kwh

B. Average Number of Residential
1,323,797 1Electricity Customers:

C. Average Annual Residential Electricity
Consumption per Customer (A. .;. B.): 7,568.4 kwh

D. Average Monthly Residential Electricity 2
Consumption per Customer (C. .;.. 12): 630.7 kwh

1. Edison Electric Institute, Statistical Yearbook of the Electric Utility
Industry, 1975, pp. 33, 40.

2. Peterson, J., Residential Energy Prices in Minnesota, Minnesota Energy
Agency, September 1977; From Table 3(p. 12): Cooking, lighting, air
conditioning and other appliance electricity use requires 481 kwh per
month. Average monthly usage computed here is higher since electric
consumption for water heating and space heating is included in annual
Residential Electricity Sales.

Source: Peterson, J., Residential Energy Prices in Minnesota, Minnesota
Energy Agency, September 1977, p. 19.
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The adoption of lifeline rates by the California Public Utilities Commission has

provided for climatic conditions, different appliances mix, and separate heating

and nonheating season quantities. Table 4-6 shows the interim lifeline schedules

for electricity in California. As may be seen, the rate of electricity in the

lifeline block across these factors is 1,180 kwh per month (from 240 to 1,420 kwh

per month).173

Do lifeline rates help the poor? It is often contended that lifeline rate

structures will benefit the poor because lower income families consume less

electricity than more affluent households. A study by the Ford Foundation shows

this to be true. 174 However, in a study conducted by the Columbus and Southern

Ohio Electric Company, only 81.2% of families in low income areas would get a bill

reduction under the lifeline rate proposal offered as an amendment to the Ohio

Constitution in 1976. In addition, nearly 20% of the families in the low income

areas would pay higher electric bills. Further, nearly 30% of families in high

income areas would get a bill reduction. 175 It is not clear from this study,

however, that the families in low income areas who obtain a bill increase are in

fact poor and conversely, it is not clear that the families in high income areas

who obtain a bill reduction do in fact have high incomes. In the latter case, this

is not necessarily bad since one goal of the lifeline proposals is to reduce'

consumption overall. However, the potential of increasing the cost of electricity

to the poor, the elderly and others on fixed incomes should be considered in any

lifeline rate decision.

In addition, a lifeline rate which focuses only on small residential users of

electricity will fail to reach some of the poor. These include (1) those members

of the poor and others on fixed incomes whose utility costs are included in the

rent payments; (2) the poor whose electric use is at or above average (perhaps as

much as 15% of the poor); and (3) those members of the poor who have electric

water heaters and electric space heaters (where these factors are not included in the

lifeline rate structure).176 It has been suggested that if the policy goal is to
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relieve the electricity costs burdens to the poor, then lilt may be preferable

to employ income tests to identify directly those who are in need." l77

Another issue with the lifeline rate concept is that it sets up discriminatory

rates by providing lo'ver rates to a select group of residential users (those who

use very little electricity) in order to accomplish a social policy. Generally,

discriminatory rates are considered unjust and unlawful. The following cases

review in a general way as to what constitutes unjust and unlawful discrimination: 178

Discrimination must be unjust to be unlawful, and to be
unjust it must be shown that rates to preferred points
are not justified and the conditions are the same as at
the point alleged to be damaged. The mere showing that
rates from one point in a territory are higher than
rates from other points in that territory, whether sustained
by the same or different carriers, does not establish the
fact of undue prejudice or preference. ~erry Flour Co. v.
Island Transportation Co. (Cal.), F.D.R. 1928A, 564. There
must be a difference in rates under substantially similar
conditions for substantially the same service to constitute
unjust discrimination. New York Tel. Co. (N.Y.), P.D.R. 1928D,
254. The practice of a municipal utility of charging some
flat-rate water consumers less than the lawful rate, while
others are charged more, was held to be discriminatory.
Skogmo v. River Falls, (Wis.), P.D.R. 1917E, 964. The
failure of a motor carrier to adhere to its published
schedule by charging express rates for freight and freight
rates for express results in unlawful discrimination in
the matter of charges against its patrons and in unfair
competition with a railroad operating between the points
served by the motor carrier. Re Sale Lake & Dtah R. Co.
(Dtah), P.D.R. 1925A, 154. A public utility is under
obligation, moral and legal, to treat all contractors
alike in making rates for service to be used in building
operations, and to advise them in advance just what such
rates will be. Re Special Contracts by Gas & Electric
Companies (N.Y.), P.D.R. 1931E, 302.

However, services without charge or at reduced rates have been permitted

for services provided to churches, charitable organizations, and others on the

theory that the operation of these organizations are for the public good and

therefore justifiable. lilt is clear, however, that it results in forced donations

to the charitable agency by those who pay the full rates. It thus becomes a

matter of public policy, and its continuance can be justified only on grounds of

social desireability."l79
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Presently, Minnesota law prohibits rate preferences. Minnesota Statutes

§2l6B.07 provides that "no utility shall, as to rates or service, make or grant

any unreasonable preference or advantage to any person or subject any person to

any unreasonable prejudice or disadvantage.,,180 Do lifeline rates constitute

"unreasonable preference or advantage" or subject others to "unreasonable prejudice

or disadvantage?" No litigation or policy statement by the legislature, attorney

general or PSC has answered this question. However, the Public Utility Regulatory

Policies Act (PURPA) enacted by congress as part of the Natio~al Energy Act of 1978

does address this point. Section lll(d) (1) of PURPA provides that "rates charged

by any electric utility for providing electric service to each class of electric

consumers shall be designed, to the maximum extent practicable, to reflect the

costs of providing electric service to such c1ass.,,18l An exception to this

" . d d . '114' h d l' f l' 182sectlon lS prOVl e In sectlon Wlt regar to l e lne rates:

'ca) Lower Rates.--No provision of this title prohibits a
State regulatory authority (with respect to an electric
utility for which it has ratemaking authority) or any
nonregulated electric utility from fixing, approving,
or allowing to go into effect a rate for essential needs
(as defined by the State regulatory authority or by the
nonregulated electric utility, as the case may be) of
residential electric consumers which is lower than a rate
under the standard referred to in section lll(d)(l).

(b) Determination.--If any State regulated electric
utility or nonregulated electric utility does not have
a lower rate as described in subsection (a) in effect
2 years after the date of the enactment of this Act, the
State regulatory authority having ratemaking authority with
respect to such State regulated electric utility or the
nonregulated electric utility, as the case may be, shall
determine, after an evidentiary hearing, whether such a
rate should be implemented by such utility.

Assuming that PURPA is constitutional (and it probably is,given recent U. S.

Supreme Court interpretations of the commerce clause), then states may adopt

lifeline rates. TI··.Hinnesota does not adopt such rates - it !!lust still hold an

evidentiarv Jearin~ on the matter. In addition, the Minnesota Office of Consumer

Services/Residential Utilitv Service Unit (OSC/RUSU) has advocated some aspects of

the lifeline rate concept in hearings before the Public Service Commission (PSC).

In at least two instances. the PSC has included lifeline aspects in the rate structure. l8 =
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An alternative to lifeline rates as a way of protecting the poor or others

on fixed incomes from the rising costs of electricity is the use of energy stamps.

Energy stamps are similar in design and utilize the same administration as food

stamps. Energy stamps have been suggested in the Ford Foundation Study as one

method of helping the poor: 183

.. Government contingency planning is needed to help
lower-income families cope with shortages and sharp
price increases. Emergency policies might include a
system of "energy stamps" (similar to food stamps),
as well as special grants or fuel allocations to low
income persons who demonstrate potential hardship as
a result of shortages or price increases for energy.

The energy stamp proposal offers several benefits as opposed to the lifeline

proposal;184

The comparative advantages offered by a fuel stamp
program are many. First, as long as the eligibility
standards parallel those for existing food stamp or
other public assistance programs, the costs of admin
istering a fuel stamp program should be low. Second,
under such a program, the poor are identified directly
and assisted in lieu of relying upon electricity use as
the basis for allocating benefits. Where utility costs
are included in rent, fuel stamps can be used to make a
portion of the rent payment. Potentially, therefore,
fuel stamps provide a sharply focused means of providing
energy cost relief to the poor. Third, inasmuch rtS fuel
stamps may be used to pay gas or fuel oil bills as well
as electricity bills, unnecessary discrimination against
the poor who happen to use electricity for cooking, water
heating, or space heating is avoided. Finally, a ~lch

more meaningful level of aid can be provided than the
$2 to $8 a month savings offered by the lifeline rate
approach. Potentially, therefore, fuel stamps offer
a way to solve all the problems that are associated with
lifeline rates.

There are also several disadvantages to the energy stamp proposal. First, if

the eligibility requirements are not the same as food stamps, then a major hurdle

is imposed in determining who is eligible for the energy stamps. Second, even if

the eligibility requirements were the same as food stamps, it does not insure that

the poor will benefit. Current estimates are that SO% of those eligible for food

stamps do not apply for them. lSS Published reports indicate that in some cities

energy stamps have found resistance by eligible groups.186 Third, energy stamps,
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under any conditions, place another strain on a finite amount of tax dollars.

It may also increase the administrative staffs of the welfare agencies in order

to administer the program. 18 ? Fourth, the subsidization of electricity consumption

through the use of energy stamps does nothing to encourage conservation by either

the poor or the rest of residential users. Finally, a fixed cash payment in lieu

of energy stamps for eligible recipients would encourage conservation among the

recipients since it would be in their interest to maximize residual cash to spend

on other items. However, a fixed cash system would still not encourage conservation

among other residential users. 188

Since there exists a general policy within Minnesota to help the poor (M.S.

Chapter 261), the rising costs of electric rates should not unduly burden the poor,

the elderly, and others on fixed incomes. Because the data shows that people are

reluctant to use stamps, whether food or energy stamps,and because energy stamps

do not encourage conservation, a program that provides relief for the poor as

well as encourages conservation should be adopted.

RECO~lENDATION: IT SHOULD BE THE POLICY OF MINNESOTA TO PROTECT THE POOR, THE

ELDERLY, AND OTHERS ON FIXED INCOMES FROM THE RISING COSTS OF ELECTRICAL ENERGY.

THEREFORE, THE PUBLIC SERVICE COHMISSION SHOULD BEGIN HEARINGS TO ENACT A "LIFELINE"

RATE HHICH BENEFITS THE POOR AND ENCOURAGES CONSERVATION. THE LIFELINE RATE

STRUCTURE SHOULD REFLECT ALL FACTORS WHICH AFFECT ESSENTIAL USES OF ELECTRICITY.

Lifeline rates or energy stamps are indicative of the piecemeal approach

which has characterized the economic and social equity problems that have and

continue to face our nation. They are, however, better than nothing. As the Energy

Policy Project of the Ford Foundation noted: "The social equity problems of our

nation go far beyond energy, and cannot be solved through energy policy. Since

energy is essential and comprises a large--and growing--amount of poor people's

budgets, we conclude that the social equity implications of high energy prices

should be resolved by a national commitment to income redistribution measures,

such as a guaranteed minimum income or a negative income tax. ,: 189
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4.4 Summary of Findings and Recommendation

Chapter Four focuses on three aspects of electrical energy policy: (1) power

plant siting and the environment (section 4.1); (2) conservation of electrical energy

(section 4.2); and, (3) electric rates and the poor (section 4.3). As noted in the

forward to this report, there were a number of limitations placed upon this study,

The effect of these limitations greatly restricted the scope of inquiry which 'this

report could address. The purpose of this study is to address process questions,

i.e. is the process structured so that technological and value factors can be

considered.

Section 4.1 focuses on the conflict bet~veen electric power and the environment,

The building of electrical energy facilities has and continues to generate

substantial conflict. The conflict centers on the competition between many important

social interests. Two interests that this report, is concerned with include (1) the

need to provide an adequate, reliable supply of electricity and (2) the need

to protect the public health and to prevent further environmental degradation.

The competition between these two interests is over the utilization of scarce

resources: air, water, and land. Because disputes arise over the competition

for these resources (a competition that reflects differing values), dispute resolution

mechanisms in the form of decision making authorities are necessary. The two

principal decision making authorities in Minnesota which are charged with making

decisions about energy facilities, are the Minnesota Energy Agency (MEA)

under the Energy Agency Act and the Minnesota Environmental Quality Board (MEQB) under

the Power Plant Siting Act (PPSA) and the Environmental Policy Act (MEPA).

An analysis of these decision making authorities reveal that the conflicts

still exist. First the inherent conflict of values in the legislative policies

existing prior to the establishment of the decision making authorities noted above

is not resolved by these authorities. Second, the decisions that arise from the

certificate of need process and the power plant siting process do not result in a

balanced decision of the competing interests. Rather, the defacto policies
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inherent in the site-by-sitedecisions, made pursuant to these laws, result in

a random solution, if any, to the fundamental conflicts that exist between

economic, environmental,and social considerations.

Recognizing that the planning process for the need, size, type, and location

of electrical energy facilities rests almost completely with the utility and that

the primary concern of the utility is to maintain an adequate and reliable supply

of electricity, how are environmental values reflected in the process? Because

the planning process of the utilities is made in secret, no one other than utility

executives knows how environmental factors influence a utility's choice for size,

type, and location in its applications to the MEA or MEQB. Environmental factors

in the decision making processes of government are reflected through the environ

mental review procedures established under MEPA. These processes and procedures

provide that the MEA make a decision on size and type with an environmental report

(ER) as the mechanism to provide public health and environmental information for

"planning" the decision. In addition, the location decision for a specific size

and type of facility made by the MEQB also utilizes an environmental report (ER)

as the mechanism to provide environm~ntal information in "planning" its location

decision.

An analysis of the process reveals that size, type, and location decisions are

inseparable in anticipating the environmental and public health consequences of the

decisions. Using a series of guidelines developed by the Rand Corporation for the

California State Assembly on power plant siting, this report analyzed the Minnesota

decision making mechanisms to determine if the present design for decision making

and division of agency authority adequately coordinated the size, type and location

decision. The analysis revealed that (1) functions which are naturally linked,

such as size, type and location of po,ver plants and lines, were not grouped

together; (2) the existing decision making process failed to provide separate

institutions for separate roles, such as balancing size, type, and location with

the environmental consequences of the decisions; (3) the existing process failed
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to take into account the natural tendencies of institutional behavior, such as a

bias toward one side or the other; (4) many members of the public are upset with

the results of the agencies decision making; and (5) the HEA does not have the

proper balance of responsibilities to provide technical competence and impartiality

in making its size and type decision.

The following recommendation is offered to overcome the present design flaw

in agency decision making and the division of agency authority, \vhich results in

an adequately coordinated size, typ~ and location decision.

19~ Size, type and location decisions should be made together
in one agency. The Agency best suited to making this
decision is the MEQB. The MEA should continue to issue
a certificate of need based on factors that affect demand
without regard to the size(s) and type(s) of facilities
necessary to meet that demand.

Environmental factors are considered in an environmental review process

created by the Minnesota Environmental Policy Act (MEPA). The purposes of MEPA

are many and include an intention to alter the decision making processes of

administrative agencies in two ways. First, the environmental impact statement (ElS)

process is an information gathering procedure, an "environmental full disclosure

law", to inform decision makers about how their policies affect the quality of the

air, water, and land before they make their decision. Second, the EIS process is

an action planning procedure, i.e., it permits an agency to make a rational choice

from a set of alternatives with full information about the environmental

consequences of both the preferred choice and the alternatives.

A retrospective review of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) reveals

that NEPA and the federal EIS procedure have improved coordination and effectiveness

in decision making. Since NEPA and MEPA are nearly identical in terms of their

policies, their disclosure requirements, the impact statement criteria, and in

many other Ivays, an analysis of MEPA procedures for the environmental review of

the size, type, and location decision Ivas made. The analysis Ivas based on a

comparison of state procedures with those factors which Ivere sho\vo to improve

* Recommendations numbers 1 through 18 are found in the summary of Chapter Three.
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coordination and effectiveness in decision making for federal agencies. The

analysis revealed that the existing environmental review process for determining

the environmental consequences for power plants and lines defeated the purpose

and intent of HEPA in six ways. In particular, the existing process fails to

(1) consider all possible environmental effects at each stage of the process

where decision making affects the environment; (2) provide adequate staff to

independently review the environmental impact of the proposed action and its

alternatives; (3) permit adequate consideration of other agency mandates in the

decision making process for determining the size, type, and location of power plants

and lines; (4) provide timely consideration of the environmental impact of the

proposed action and its alternatives; (5) provide reasonable public review of

environmental information documents necessary to meet the purposes of MEPA; and

(6) provide adequate consideration of alternatives by excluding certain alternatives

and by failing to provide equal treatment of the few alternatives considered with

the proposed action.

The three key problems associated with the environmental review process

established by the regulations promulgated pursuant to MEPA are the timing and

scope of the EIS procedure and the secrecy associated with the planning process,

The problems that have arisen with respect to EIS timing and scope can be traced

to a common conceptual difficulty on the part of agency personnel, What is

involved is not merely lIbad faith" or administrative lethargy on the part of the

agencies, but a deeply ingrained bureaucratic orientation to focus on goals, rather

than on process. Process refers to the methodology or procedures of decision

making. The secrecy problem is an inherent part of both utility and agency behavior,

which is compounded by an administrative process that is not presently designed to

foster openness, since it informs the public of a basically predetermined decision

at the eleventh hour.

The EIS action planning mechanism created by MEPA is the procedure by which

environmental concerns are made a part of agency decision making. The effective
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to take into account the natural tendencies of institutional behavior, such as a

bias toward one side or the other; (4) many members of the public are upset with

the results of the agencies decision making; and (5) the ~lEA does not have the

proper balance of responsibilities to provide technical competence and impartiality

in making its size and type decision.

The following recommendation is offered to overcome the present design flaw

in agency decision making and the division of agency authority, which results in

an adequately coordinated size, typ~ and location decision.

19~ Size, type and location decisions should be made together
in one agency. The Agency best suited to making this
decision is the MEQB. The MEA should continue to issue
a certificate of need based on factors that affect demand
without regard to the size(s) and type(s) of facilities
necessary to meet that demand.

Environmental factors are considered in an environmental review process

created by the Minnesota Environmental Policy Act (MEPA). The purposes of MEPA

are many and include an intention to alter the decision making processes of

administrative agencies in two ways. First, the environmental impact statement (ElS)

process is an information gathering procedure, an "environmental full disclosure

law", to inform decision makers about how their policies affect the quality of the

air, water, and land before they make their decision. Second, the EIS process is

an action planning procedure, i.e., it permits an agency to make a rational choice

from a set of alternatives with full information about the environmental

consequences of both the preferred choice and the alternatives.

A retrospective review of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) reveals

that NEPA and the federal EIS procedure have improved coordination and effectiveness

in decision making. Since NEPA and MEPA are nearly identical in terms of their

policies, their disclosure requirements, the impact statement criteria, and in

many other ways, an analysis of MEPA procedures for the environmental review of

the size, type, and location decision \Vas made. The analysis \"as based on a

comparison of state procedures ,,,ith those factors which were shown to improve

* Recommendations numbers 1 through 18 are found in the summary of Chapter Three.
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coordination and effectiveness in decision making for federal agencies. The

analysis revealed that the existing environmental review process for determining

the environmental consequences for power plants and lines defeated the purpose

and intent of HEPA in six ways. In particular, the existing process fails to

(1) consider all possible environmental effects at each stage of the process

where decision making affects the environment; (2) provide adequate staff to

independently revie\v the environmental impact of the proposed action and its

alternatives; (3) permit adequate consideration of other agency mandates in the

decision making process for determining the size, type, and location of power plants

and lines; (4) provide timely consideration of the environmental impact of the

proposed action and its alternatives; (5) provide reasonable public review of

environmental information documents necessary to meet the purposes of MEPA; and

(6) provide adequate consideration of alternatives by excluding certain alternatives

and by failing to provide equal treatment of the few alternatives considered with

the proposed action.

The three key problems associated with the environmental review process

established by the regulations promulgated pursuant to MEPA are the timing and

scope of the EIS procedure and the secrecy associated with the planning process,

The problems that have arisen with respect to EIS timing and scope can be traced

to a common conceptual difficulty on the part of agency personnel. What is

involved is not merely lIbad faith" or administrative lethargy on the part of the

agencies, but a deeply ingrained bureaucratic orientation to focus on goals, rather

than on process. Process refers to the methodology or procedures of decision

making. The secrecy problem is an inherent part of both utility and agency behavior,

which is compounded by an administrative process that is not presently designed to

foster openness, since it informs the public of a basically predetermined decision

at the eleventh hour.

The EIS action planning mechanism created by MEPA is the procedure by which

environmental concerns are made a part of agency decision making. The effective
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utilization of HEPA EIS procedures bv the MEQB can make significant strides toward

achieving a more efficient facilitv siting determination. It must be noted that the

EIS procedure is not the cause of duplication of laws and procedures. On the contrary.

the EIS procedure can serve to reduce unnecessarv overlap of environmental review as

well as help agencies to make intelligent decisions.

Since the purpose and intent of HEPA and its associated EIS procedure is to

provide an environmental full disclosure law and to improve agency decision making.

the following recommendations are offered to accomplish these ends.

20. The environmental review process should be revised to reflect
both the intent and spirit of the Minnesota Environmental Policy
Act (MEFA). This should be accomplished by undertaking the
following: (1) an environmental impact statement (EIS) should
be mandatory for any power plant or transmission line which is
subject to the jurisdiction of the Power Plant Siting Act (PPSA);
(2) power plants and transmission lines should be considered to-·
gether whenever possible; (3) the enviro~~ental reports required
to be prepared at the certificate of need stage and the power
plant siting and route designation stage should be abolished;
(4) the environmental assessment worksheet required to be pre
pared at the power plant siting and route designation stage should
also be abolished; (5) the public should be given 60 days to review
and comment on the draft EIS; (6) all environmental impact state
ments (whether plants and lines or just lines) should be prepared
by the MPCA: AND (7) the Minnesota Environmental Quality Board (MEQB)
should receive additional funds to hire staff necessary to make an
independent evaluation of an EIS prepared pursuant to MEPA.

21. The EIS process for power plants and transmission lines should be
revised. First, a "planning EIS" should be prepared and finalized
prior to the MEQB decision on size, type, and location. The
"planning EIS" should review alternative sizes and types and study
areas identified in the MEQB inventory of study areas program. The
"planning EIS" would evaluate other planning activities including
air quality, water quality, water resources, land use, economic,
and transportation planning activities for the purpose of evaluating
alternative sizes and types and the demand that they place in choosing
a study area. All agencies which are involved in air, water, land,
economic and transportation planning, should participate in the
preparation of the draft EIS and submit ivritten comments on the draft
EIS. Upon completion of the final EIS, the MEQB should choose a type(s)
and size(s) and a study area for the plant(s). Second, upon completion
of the "planning EIS" and the size, type and study area decision,
the MEQB would identify two
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or more sites within the study area for the location of
the plant(s). Once. these sites have been identified,
a "project EIS" would be undertaken to analyze in
detail the environmental consequences of the MEQB
size, type, and location decisions on the local environment.
The "project EIS" would be completed and finalized by
the ~ffiQB prior to the issuance of any permit or con
struction authorization.

A generic EIS should be prepared and updated at
periodic intervals on: (1) the environmental and
economic consequences of alternative and conventional
energy technologies of different sizes; (2) the
relationship of these technologies to the end use
energy requirements; (3) the impact of these
technologies on the goals and plans of environmental
protection in the long-run; (4) the impact of energy
demand projections upon the depletion of natural
resources; and (5) the impact of altering the tax
structure, electric rates, rationing and retrofitting
more energy efficient products, in short conservation,
as an alternative to building more power plants and
lines.

The timing of decision making processes should be signi
ficantly altered so that all interested parties to the
decisions can rely on a specific time cable for making
the decision. The following time frames offer definite
limits on agency decisions, but within realistic time
periods:

(1) The certificate of need decision should remain at
six months;

(2) The draft planning EIS should be finished within
one year;

(3) The final planning EIS should be completed within
90 days after completion of the draft planning EIS:

(4) The size(s), type(s), and study area(s) decision
should be made within six months of the approval of
the final planning EIS;

(5) The draft project EIS should be completed within
450 days of the size(s), type(s), and study area(s)
decision;

(6) The final project EIS should be completed within
90 days after the completion of the draft project EIS;

(7) The final location(s) decision should be made
,vithin six months of the approval of the final
project EIS; and,

(8) Permits issued by a single agency should be issued
within one year of the date of application, but no
applications should be accepted until after the
completion and approval of the final project EIS and
after the location decision(s) have been made by the
XEQB.

24. !linnesota Statutes, Chapter 116C (The Environmental Quality
Board Act) should be amended to clarify the ~innesota

Environmental Quality Board's responsibilities including
the responsibility to act as an aaVQcate of environmental
values in all ~rcceedings i~ "oieh the Board is involved.
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Section 4.2 focused on the conservation of electrical energy.

The need for increased energy conservation is based upon four principle

arguments. First, the "energy crisis" is "not a temporary interruption of

supply but a more fundamental change caused by our moving from an era of

abundant energy to an era of scarce, expensive energy ... il (Emphasis not

added) .190 Second, while not offered as a total solution to the energy problem,

conservation can (1) slow the growth rate of energy consumption; (2) stretch the

remaining life of fossil fuels; (3) reduce the environmental impacts of energy

production and use; (4) hold do\Vll the U. S. foreign trade deficit; and (5)

help to keep the price of energy within peoples reach. Third, energy conservation

is "a strategy [that] is not in competition with the present energy industries

nor with the present efforts to increase the supply capacities of these

industries. Rather it is a common-sense effort that offers substantial promise

for helping to meet anticipated demand requirements, and for minimizing the

economic and social costs resulting from unexpected supply problems,'119l

Finally, the amount of energy that can be conserved \vithout interfering \\7ith

lifestyles is considerable.

There are many problems in the U. S. in attempting to achieve significant

energy conservation. Energy consumption is dependent on (1) the energy efficiency

of existing products and equipment that use energy, and (2) the way consumers

operate or use the existing stock of products (traditional use patterns),

altering energy consumption patterns requires changing one or both of these

factors. Energy consuming products can be modified in two ways. In the short

term these products can be made more efficient through retrofit, In the long

run these products can be replaced with more energy efficient products, In

both instances efficient energy products or retrofit devices must be available

in sufficient quantities and consumers must choose these products over less

efficient ones before energy consumption can be reduced. Altering traditional

energy use patterns involves the \vay individuals. businesses. and others carry

out their daily activities. These types of changes are difficult because

of the sheer number of consumers that need to be affected and because the change
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in daily activities may, from a consumer viewpoint, be in a less convenient

fashion. The change in consumer behavior required is compounded because

"the growing demand for energy as a matter of either public policy or private

practice runs contrary to the trend of the last several decades.:1192

There are a number of policy options available to encourage the conservation

of electricity. First, policies can be designed to elicit voluntary responses

from consumers by creating an awareness of the benefits of energy conservation,

both in terms of dollar and energy savings. Specific policies would center

around consumer education, appliance labeling, and providing financial incentive

for the development and use of energy saving devices. Second, policies can

be designed which indirectly affect the market. This involves either raising

the effective price of energy and/or lowering the real cost of implementing

energy conservation measures, such as more energy efficient products. For example,

specific programs, which provide financial incentives to conserve energy,

include tax credits, grants, low interest loans or loan guarantees to businesses

or individuals, and other tax relief for users who install more efficient equipment

or manufacturers who make such equipment can be enacted. Financial disincentives

can also be enacted through the taxing power by providing taxes on the energy,

taxes on the energy user (such as a sales tax), or taxes on those who use

disproportionate quantities of energy (i.e., taxes based on the estimated average

annual electricity use of the equipment, elimination of promotional rebates to

builders and users). Third, policies can be designed which directly affect

the market, which involves governmental regulation or restriction of energy use

for energy-using products. These are basically proscriptive policies which

include changes in the building code; bans on the manufacture, sale, or

installation of certain types of equipment; restrictions on wattages or minimum

efficiency of electrical equipment or appliances; restrictions on new building

permits; and explicit rationing of electricity and other forms of energy.
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Finally, policies can be designed which change the user cost of electricity,

either through taxes as noted above or through changes in the overall price

mechanism, i.e. changing the rate schedule.

The question that this section (4.2) addresses is whether the process permits

the consideration of these policy options. A review of the statutes, relating to

conservation (see Chapter Two, section 2.2A), shows the following. (1) energy

conservation is the policy of the State of Minnespta; (2) the primary

function of the MEA is to promote and elicit voluntary energy conservation

functions froln consumers and to enforce specific, statutory energy conservation

measures; and (3) the PSC must, under the National Energy Act of 1978,

in particular sections 111 and 113 of the Public Utilities Regulatory Policies

Act, hold hearings to determine the appropriateness of implementing energy

conservation measures which may affect the rate schedules.

The present conservation policies do not generally address direct or indirect

market approaches, to energy conservation. These approaches include

little in the way of a taxing policy, a tax relief policy or tax credits,

loans, etc. for electric energy conservation. They do not restrict the use of

energy inefficient equipment or provide specific authority for the agencies to

restrict such equipment, (require retrofit or minimum efficiency rating other

than air conditioning and lighting) nor do they 'address the rationing of electrical

energy. Since many of these issues were addressed in the Final Report of the

Hous~ Select Committee on Energy and the MEQC Energy Policy Task Force Repor~,

this report recommends that the Legislature pay close attention to the

recommendations of those reports (see appendix II and III, respectively).

Section 4.3 focuses on electric rates and the poor. It is generally

recognized that the more money people have, the more energy they use. However,

studies show that the poor spend a greater percentage of their income on energy

than the middle or upper income people. The Ford Foundation report A Time to Choose
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found that "the poor spend almost 15 percent of their household income on energy

while the high consumption of fuel by the rich typically accounts for only 4

percent of their incomes. Any major price increases will thus cause hardship

to poor families, since their energy use levels do not include a margin of

. , '1 d 'h ,,193extra amentltles eaSl y one Wlt out.

It has been reco@mended both nationally and in Minnesota that the effects of

increasing energy costs not unduly burden the poor and others on fixed incomes.

Hazel Rollins, Acting Deputy Administrator of the Economic Regulatory Administra-

tion of the Department of Energy, noted that "no geographic, ethnic, or income

group should have to bear an unfair share of the total burden, and none should

reap undue benefits from our energy problems. It is particularly important

that we protect the elderly, the poor, and those on fixed income from dispropor

tionately adverse effects on their incomes.,,194 In addition, the MEA has

offered as one of their energy policy recommendations that "appropriate

legislation to provide assistance for consumers most impacted by higher

electricity costs" be undertaken. 195

One proposal that has been offered to alleviate the impact of rising electric

rates on the poor, the elderly, and others on fixed incomes is the establishment

of "lifeline" rates as a component of the rate structure. While there is no

rigid definition of lifeline, the purpose is to structure the rates in such a

way that residential users pay a reduced price for relatively small quantities

of electricity (for example, the first 300 to 500 kilowatt hours used per month)

necessary for essential needs. The underlying premise behind the lifeline

concept is to reduce the price of electricity to residential users ~vho consume

small quantities.

A lifeline rate structure offers 3 apparent advantages. First, it provides rate

relief to residential users who use only small amounts of electricity. These

users are thought to be the poor, the elderly and others on fixed incomes.
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Second, lifeline rates promote conservation by providing an economic incentive

to hold down consumption. Finally, rates are easy to understand, can be placed

in effect without much delay, and are politically and administratively

advantagous to the government because they require no new tax revenues to

administer "the program. 1I As a result of these multiple advantages, the lifeline

rate concept has taken different forms in the several states which have

implemented them. In California, for example, lifeline rates have generated strong

support as a method of slowing do\m growth in electricity consumption.

Since there exists a general policy within Minnesota to help the poor

(M.S., Chapter 261), the rising costs of electric rates should not unduly burden

the poor, the elderly, and others on fixed incomes. Because the data shows

that people are reluctant to use stamps, whether food or energy stamps, and

because energy stamps to not encourage conservation, a program that provides

relief for the poor as \vell as encourages that conservation should be adopted.

25. It should be the policy of Minnesota to protect the poor,
the elderly, and others on fixed incomes from the rising
cost of electrical energy. Therefore, the Public Service
Commission should begin hearings to enact a "lifeline" rate
which benefits the poor and encourages conservation. The
lifeline rate structure should reflect all factors which
affect the essential uses of electricity.



CHAPTER FIVE

EMINENT DOr~IN ill~D POWER PLANT AND LINE SITING

It is apparent that there is a crisis attitude today with regard to energy

problems. This is indicated by the proliferation of new agencies, the enactment

of new laws which regulate energy use and development, and by the proposal for

new procedures, such as the Energy Mobilization Board (EMB). The EMB develops

priorities for energy projects and goals, and the time during which

federal, state, and local governments can make decisions (a process that could

result in de facto denial of due process and substantive consideration of the

proposed project).

The decisions that result from this crisis attitude can seriously affect

land use. Studies on the future of land use in the United States report that

our intensive use of land is expected to nearly double by the year 2000. The

equivalent of every public and private facility including schools, hospitals,

shopping centers, power plants, pipelines, home~ and highways will be duplicated

to accommodate projected population increases in the next twenty to thirty years.

Accompanying this type of resource use pressure will be hotly contested debates

over governmental powers to regulate land use and the taking of land for public

purposes. Recently, extensive debates have occurred in Minnesota over the

regulation and taking of land (particularly agricultural land) for power plants,

pmver lines, pipelines, streets and highways, the "domed stadium", preserving

"wild and scenic" rivers, protecting the BWCA,and many more. These debates,

which have occurred in the courts, the legislature, before government agencies,

and in many other public forums, will increase in the future.

Traditionally, the control of land use has been a local function since the

landmark case of Village of Euclid v. Ambler Realty Co. in 1926.
1

There are a

number of advantages to local control in land use. The local government, not only

considers itself capable of making decisions on such matters; it also envisions

local land use regulation as a method of preserving property values and maintaining

327
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the "tone" of the community.2 In addition, local governments are closest to

the problem, can make decisions quickly, and are responsive to the concerns of

3
the local voter.

The desirability of local control over land use decisions is under serious

question. Each local community, being concerned with its own projection, has

tended to zone its land to avoid becoming a dump for undesirable uses.
4

This

has resulted in urban sprawl, exclusionary zoning, and unplanned development.
S

Regional problems such as pollution, inadequate housing, and improper management

of the environment have been attacked haphazardly and often in deference to

wholly local interests. This has resulted in purely local welfare becoming the

dominant concern. In addition, local governments, which are dependent upon

property taxes for support, find it difficult to resist the desires of developers

even though important social and aesthetic interests are sacrificed.
6

One

commentator has suggested that the problem is not so much that the land use

decision making is local, but "the flaw is that the criteria for decision making

are exclusively local, even when the interests are far more comprehensive."l

Recently, the Minnesota Legislature has enacted new laws to overcome the

parochialism of local concerns by enacting state land use control authorities.

Some of these include the Flood Plain Management Act, Regulation of Shoreland

Development, the Critical Areas Act, the Minnesota Wild and Scenic Rivers Act,

and the Power Plant Siting Act. In each instance the state either regulates the

use of the land through it police power or permits the "taking" of the land to

meet a "public use" through the power of eminent domain. This chapter focuses

on the taking of land under the power of eminent domain by addressing the

---------~
controversy about the condemnation or eminent domain process used to take land.

S.l Government Regulation of Private Property: Eminent Domain

The eminent domain process is the result of a theory of la\v. The field of

property has often been considered as the pre-eminent testing ground for theories

of lmv. "Hhether or not possession is nine-tenths of the law, it certainly
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presents more than nine-tenths of the legal problems which our age calls for

8
illumination. II The greatest obstacle to examining the subject of property is

the high emotional overtones that cluster about the word. Because of the

historical differences in the meaning of the word "property" and the importance

of grasping practical significance of theories of property inherent in the

" police power versus condemnation" issue, this section will focus on (1) the

philosophical notions involving government control over the use of property;

and (2) the Minnesota process used in condemnation or eminent domain procedures.

A. Perspectives on Government Power over Land Use

The conflicts that have been occurring over real property (as opposed to

chattel) in Minnesota are not unique to this time or place. Inherent in any

conflict over property is some concept about the relationship of land to human

beings. The range of opinion on this issue is great. For example, the

Massachusetts Bill of Rights (1980) held that " a ll men are born Jree and equal

and have certain natural, essential and unalienable rights; among which may be

reckoned the right .. f .. . d . 11 9
• 0 acqulrlng, possesslng, an protectlng property.

It has also been held that the fifth amendment to the U.S. Constitution protects

the right lito acquire, use and dispose of" property.IO Ambrose Bierce, noted

writer and journalist, provided his definition of land shortly after the turn

11
of the century:

Lfu~D,n. A part of the earth's surface, considered as property.
The theory that land is property subject to private ownership and
control is the foundation of modern society, and is eminently
worthy of the superstructure. Carried to its logical conclusion,
it means that some have the right to prevent others from living;
for the right to own implies the right to exclusively occupy; and
in fact laws of trespass are enacted wherever property in land is
recognized. It follows that if the whole area of terra firma is
owned by A, Band C, there will be no place for D, E, F and G to
be born, or born as trespassers, to exist.

The classical arguments for and against the recognition of private property

as a social institution grew out of the struggle between those who sought to
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justify and preserve exclusive patterns of property ownership from those who

sought to change those patterns. In order to understand the conflicts over

property in Minnesota, it is necessary to have a clear idea of "property."

Jeremy Betham in his Theory of Legislation notes that there is no such thing

as "natural property," but that notions of property are entirely the work of

law:
l2

Property is nothing but a basis of expectation; the expectation of
deriving certain advantages from a thing which we are said to possess
in consequence of the relation in which we stand towards it.

There is no image, no painting, no visible trait, which can express
the relation that constitutes property. It is not material, it is
metaphysical; it is a mere conception of the mind.

The idea of property consists in an established expectation; in the
persuasion of being able to draw such or such an advantage from the
thing possessed, according to the nature of the case. Now this
expectation, this persuasion, can only be the work of law. I cannot
count upon the enjoyment of that which guarantees it to me. It is
law alone which permits me to forget my natural weakness. It is
only through the protection of law that I am able to inclose a
field, and to give myself up to its cultivation with the sure
though distant hope of harvest.

Property and law are born together, and die together. Before laws
were made there was no property; take away laws, and property cases.

Morrie Cohen's famous essay on Property and Sovereignty recognized that the

traditional theory of rights in this country was molded by the seventeenth

century struggles against limitation and restrictions of individual enterprise.

At that time in history, the restrictions in the interest of special privilege were

fortified by the notion of the divine and therefore absolute rights of kings. As

is natural in all revolutions, the opponents met these absolute rights of kings

with absolute denials of such rights. As a result, the theory of natural rights

popularized by John Locke took an individual form and a negative form such that men

have "inalienable" rights and the state must never interfere ,>lith private property.

The backlash to the existing order in that time failed to recognize that the existence

of private property not only came from the state, but the state had an obligation to

interfere in order that individual rights could be effective and not degenerate into

public nuisances. To permit anyone to do absolutely what he wants with property in
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creating noise, smells, dangers of fire, or engage in functions on their property

which render neighboring property worthless would make property in general

13
valueless.

It is also recognized that "property" is a legal term that denotes rights

and not things. In the world of nature apart from organized society, there are

things, but clearly no property rights.
14

As the American Law Institute has noted

in its Restatement of Property, "a right ... is a legally enforceable claim of

one person against another, that the other shall do a given act or not do a given

act ,,15

Ownership as a right is also undercut by a number of other considerations.

First, there is a "natural" use of the land, i.e., ignoring the presence of

man and the impact of his decisions, there is a condition of the earth's surface

which may be described as natural at any point in time, even while recognizing

that the biosphere is an evolving system.
16

Second, the conventional belief

that land may be "owned" as a "right" is weakened by the recognition that in

many pastoral and incipient food producing societies there is a belief that no

man made the land and therefore no man may "own" the land. Third, a consideration

which has persisted throughout the evolution of the law of property involves the

contrast of the transiency of man in time and space against the relative perma-

nency of the land. This consideration is the basis for the distinction between

real and personal (chattel) property. From this consideration follows the princi-

pal of stewardship in which the possession or ownership of land is viewed as a

trust with attendant obligations to future as well as present generations. A

final consideration which has no historical tradition is that the ownership

concept in the United States developed under relatively constant social conditions

entailing no massive rapid changes in land value or usage (though this is changing

. .) 17In recent tlmes . In sum, all of these considerations as well as theories of

law, which to a great extent recognize these considerations, explain why the

state has an interest in the use of land and the basis upon which the state
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interferes in such use.

What powers and what limitations on the use of power does the state have

in affecting the use of land? No matter what level of government seeks to

control land use by direct or indirect means, the control must be based on one

or more of the following powers: commerce power, power to tax and spend, power

over federal property, police power (including control of public nuisances), and

eminent domain. The federal government exercises only those powers granted by

the constitution. Conversely, state governments retain all other governmental

powers, except those they delegate to local levels of government such as counties,

municipalities, and special districts via the state constitution or enabling

legislation.

The two most important powers from the perspective of state control are the

police power and the power of eminent domain. Indeed, much of the litigation

that takes place over real property is a result of the choice of power (police or

eminent domain) that the state exercised in a given instance. The issue in these

cases is \"hether a "taking" has occurred which requires compensation by the state

or others.

The police power permits the state to regulate for the comfort, health, safety,

and welfare of its citizens. The U.S. Supreme Court has ruled that the states'

police powers "are nothing more or less than the powers of government inherent

. . h f' d .. ,,18ln every soverelgn to t e extent 0 ltS omlnlons.

of the least limitable of governmental powers and, in fact, is limited only

by the provisions in the federal and state constitution.
19

At the same time, the

proper exercise of police power must meet certain criteria. First, the power

must be exercised for a proper "object.,." i.e., that the end sought to be achieved

must be one that the "1m" deems sufficient to justify protection [of]. . public

health, safety, morals and welfare.,,20 This list expands as one enumerates the

items listed in the category of welfare such as peace, order, economic well

being, convenience, comfort, prosperity, and financial security of the community. 21
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Second, the police power must bear a reasonable relationship to the attainment

of the proper object.
22

The courts have given legislators a wide latitude in

Government

this area, and the judicial test is "whether the legislative body could have

determined upon any reasonable basis that the legislation is necessary or

desirable for its intended purpose.,,23 Third, the specific application of

24
the police power regulation must not be arbitrary or unreasonable:

The most commonly accepted view is that "reasonableness" is
determined on the basis of a balancing test: If the "good"
to be achieved by the regulation justifies the burden placed
upon the person whose activity or property is being regulated,
then the enactment is a valid exercise of the police power.

In the area of land use regulation, reasonableness "must exist in the 'Nay

that subjects are classified for regulatory treatment, and in the way a regu-

latory measure seeks to accomplish its objectives. Satisfying these requirements,

the police power may be used without constitutional objections.,,25

control of private land use primarily deals with the control of land by private

developers. The three most important control techniques used by government are

the zoning ordinance (allocates the use of land to districts), the sub-division

control ordinance (imposes minimum physical standards on the division of land for

urban uses), and the official map (a prohibitary device which excludes building

These techniques have been upheld by the

and structures from

proposed for public

the right-of-way

. . . \ 26acqulsltlODJ, .

of streets, highways, park sites, etc.

Supreme Court in Village of Euclid v. Ambler Realty Co., where the court found

land use regulation to be an appropriate means of obtaining police power objects.
27

Courts have since allowed states or their political subdivisions to exercise

the police power to (1) restrict such items as billboards in residential dis-

tricts; (2) provide for open space zoning under subdivision controls; (3) require

"harmonious architectural appeal" as a criterion for building permits; (4)

preserving open space by restricting land to agricultural and residential uses

only; and (5) allow the harmful impact to justify land use regulation extend

beyond the natural environment, i.e., permit limits on the use of land for purely
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, 28
economlC reasons.

Eminent domain, like the police power, is inherent in the sovereignty of

h d ' "1" 29testate an requlres no constltutlona recognltlon. The U.S. Supreme Court

has ruled that "the right of eminent domain, that is, the right to take private

property for public uses, appertains to every independent government. It

requires no constitution recognition; it is an attribute of sovereignty.,,30

Constitutional provisions concerning eminent domain limit the power of govern-

ment to exercise the right, but do not create the power.
31

Even so, the court

has ruled that the fifth amendment implies the grant of the power of eminent

d ' 32omaln to government.

The right of the sovereign to condemn private property dates back at least

h R
,33

to t e oman emplre. The term eminent domain is reported to have originated

with Grotius in his writing De Jure Belli at Pac is (The Law of War and Peace)

(1625), where he affirmed the right of government to take private property for

f 'bl' '1' h f ,34reasons 0 extreme necesslty or pu lC utl lty upon t e payment 0 compensatlon.

The English precedents for eminent domain are based on two different sets of

powers. First, the king had power to make use of, but not take o\vnership of,

private land in the areas of his perogative (navigation, foreign affairs, defense,

law enforcement, etc.) without payment of compensation. Second, the Parliament

had the power of eminent domain to take private property upon the payment of

compensation. 35 This requirement has been customarily added to statutes since

1514.
36

In the colonies there were general condemnation statutes for road

construction with compensation, but not for unimproved roads on the theory that

the improvement increased the total property value.
37

The power of eminent domain is invariably restricted by constitutional

provisions. Many constitutions require that private property shall not be taken

for a "public use" without "just compensation," (e.g. U.S. Constitution, Amendment

V; Utah Constitution, Article 1, §22; Michigan Constitution, Article 10, §2; New

York Constitution, Article 1, §7(a); and California Constitution, Article 1,
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§14). While these provisions do not explicitly state that private property can

only be taken for a public use, the restriction is implicit. Several states'

constitutions explicitly bar the taking of private property for private use

(e.g., Alabama Constitution, Article 1, §23; Arizona Constitution, Article 2,

§17; and Colorado Constitution, Article 2, §14). In addition to the constitu-

tional requirement of public use, there is a corollary requirement that the use

be necessary. Finally, the taking of private property for public use must

satisfy the "due process" requirements under the fifth and fourteenth amendments

to the U.S. Constitution. The "public use" requirement is the issue most under

contention and, therefore, requires further discussion.

The meaning of the term "public use" has defied any single definition.

The term, by nature, is undefinable due to protean characteristic, i.e., "the

Furthermore, the "term public

notion what is public use changes from time to time, [and] public use expands

,,38
with the new needs created by civilization.

use is flexible and cannot be limited to the public use known at the time of

the forming of the constitution.,,39 The meaning of public use throughout the

nation's history has often been confusing:
40

No question has ever been submitted to the courts upon which
there is greater variety and conflict of reasoning and results
then that presented as to the meaning of the words "public
use" ...The reasoning is in many cases unsatisfactory as the
results have been uncertain. The beaten path of precedent to
which courts, when in doubt, seek refuge, here furnishes no safe
guide. .The authorities are so diverse and conflicting, that
no matter which road the court may take it will be sustained,
and opposed, by about an equal number of the decided cases.
In this dilemma, the meaning must, in every case, be determined
by the common sense of each individual judge who has the power
of deciding it.

However, enough characteristics of public use have emerged from the case law

to provide some understanding of the doctrine. "Perhaps the fundamental maxim

concerning public use is that, even though it cannot be precisely defined, it

can still be recognized--'I know it when I see it' .,,41
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The confusion around the definition of "public use" is also traceable

to the construction on the components of the phrase. How many people make up

a public? Does "use" mean "employment" or "advantage,,?42 The precise meaning

of "public use" has varied over time and according to the type of taking involved.

The historical case development holds that there are t,.;ro basic opposing views

of the meaning of "public use." The older, narro,.;rer test (now a minority view)

held that "public use" means "use by the pUblic.,,43 Under this

test a use cannot be declared to be a "public use" unless the public ,.;rill enjoy

a right to the actual use of the facility or service for which the land is taken,

i.e., the public must be entitled to actual use.
44

The newer approach associates

the phrase "public use" with "public benefit.,,45 "Public benefit" is defined as

anything which offers a public advantage or furthers a public interest. 46 Under

this view the public is not entitled to actual use, but only that the use must

promote the public interest and provide a public service. "Public use" is now

defined so broadly that it includes any use "conducive to community prosperity.,,47

This does not mean that the entire community or even a considerable portion

thereof directly participate in or enjoy the "public benefit" for a use to

constitute a "public use.,,48

As noted earlier, eminent domain is an inherent power of sovereignty of

the state. Because of the constitutional limitations discussed above, it may not

be ex~rcised without a legislative act authorizing its application.
49

Consequently, the determination of public use is a legislative and judicial

function. Generally, the legislature delegates the power of eminent domain

1
. . 50

to a governmenta agency or a prlvate enterprlse.

pOlver must still meet two constitutional criteria.

The delegation of this

First, the delegQting by the

legislature must constitutionally grant the pOlver of eminent domain for a public

use. Second, the actual application of the statutory delegation must constitu-

tionally serve.a public use. The courts are the ultimate arbitrator in both
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these questions. The courts give great weight to legislative judgment in

deciding the existence of public use. "Once a legislature has authorized

the exercise of the power of eminent domain for a particular use, the courts

view the legislative action as an implicit declaration that the designated

be considered a public use. Accordingly, a legislative declaration of

public use will be presumed reasonable, and consequently valid, unless facts

showing otherwise can be demonstrated. Thus, the question of determining

bl ' . l' 1 . . ,,51pu lC use lS a egls atlve perogatlve.

Does the taking of private property for siting power plants and high

voltage transmission lines (HVTL) constitute a public use? The recognition that

power plants and lines serve a public use is obviously connected with the in-

herent value of electricity itself. Since electricity possesses an inherent

capacity to serve domestic uses, it has and continues to be considered a public

use unless produced primarily to private rather than public use. Since power plants

and lines are the sole means of providing electricity to consumers, they have

generally been considered a public use. A number of cases have addressed

various aspects of the public use issue as it relates to power plants and lines.

The cases have determined that (1) each member of the public need not be actually

benefited by the construct~on of a plant or line for it to serve a public use,

provided that each member of the public shares an equal right with all others to

use the electricity; (2) the fact that one patron will be served by the facility

does not destroy its public nature; (3) the transmission of electricity by a

wholesaler for ultimate distribution constitutes a public use; (4) electricity

supplied to insure the reliability of a power system, even though it might not

supply any customers (within a state) directly, still constitutes a public use;

(5) public use exists where evidence that reserve emergency power supplies would

be increased by the proposed facility, that the existing electrical distribution

system would be stabilized, or that options existed that could provide electric

power to a substantial number of residences; (6) property may be condemned prior
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to the granting of certificates of necessity by state agencies; (7) land may be

condemned even though other property may be more suitable; and (8) utilities

may enter private property to conduct tests prior to the initiation of condemna-

. d' 52tlon procee lngs. In sum, the taking of private property to site power plants

and lines appears to constitute a legitimate public use.

The issue of whether power plants and lines constitute a legitimate public

use was settled in a 1979 Minnesota Supreme Court Case. It had been argued that

the Minnesota Energy Agency Act (M.S., Chapter l16H) removed the question of

necessity from the eminent domain proceedings of N.S., Chapter 117. "By this Act,

the legislature has removed from the condemnation court the power to decide

whether the subject facility is needed and has transferred that power to a state

administrative agency."S3 On September 28, 1979, the Minnesota Supreme Court

upheld a trial court's determination that the decision of the MEA and the MEQB

had conclusively decided the threshold question of whether the condemnation

was necessary within the meaning of M.S. §117.07S: S4

Although Minnesota Stat. Ch. 117 (1978) has not been amended to
reflect the relationship between a condemnation proceeding and
decision of MEA and MEQC, it would be unreasonable to conclude
that the determinations of these agencies, made pursuant to
extensive legislation, see, e.g., Minn. Stat. Ch. l16C, l16D, and
l16H (1978), were a mere guide-to a district court's ruling on
necessity under §117.07S. A contrary conclusion would allow a
single condemnation court in a county along the transmission line
to effectively overrule the comprehensive findings of MEA and
MEQC, who presumably have specialized expertise in the area.
Such an absurd result is presumed to be unintended by the legis
lature, and thus should be avoided in construing the pertinent
statutory provisions. Minn. Stat. §64S.l7(1) (1978).

B. Minnesota Eminent Domain Law

Minnesota has extended the power of eminent domain to more than state

agencies and political subdivisions. The power has been extended to railroads,

mining companies, public utilities, and others. As a result, eminent domain is

a widely used power affecting land use and the rights and values of large numbers

of people. In addition, the eminent domain procedures differ substantially from

procedures for other types of civil conflicts.
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Table 5-1 summarizes eminent domain law in Minnesota as it relates to

electric utilities. The principal provisions of the eminent domain power are

embodied in Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 117, but there are many other provisions

of eminent domain law scattered throughout the Minnesota code. The statutes

provide that electric utilities, whether investor, cooperative, or municipal,

have the right of eminent domain. In eminent domain or condemnation proceedings,

the utilities must follow the provisions of M.S., Chapter 117.

The eminent domain process works as follows. Twenty days prior to the sub-

mission of a petition to the district court, the petitioner, (the state, corpora-

tion or individual \vho is !ltaking" the land from the property "owner") notifies

the owner and the occupant of the land that all or part of the owner's land is

being condemned. Upon petition to the district court, the judge determines whether

adequate notice was given and holds a hearing of all affected parties to determine

if the taking is necessary. If the judge finds the taking was necessary, the

judge appoints three commissioners and two alternates lI"to ascertain and report

the amount of damages that will be sustained by the o,vners" as a result of the

taking. The commissioners determine the amount of damages to be paid to the

owner and occupant after detailed examination (viewing) of the premises to be

condemned and testimony has taken place. The petitioner is required to acquire

an interest in any improvements affected by the taking.
55

The commissioners can

add to the award appraiser fees incurred on the part of the owner or occupant

up to $300.00. After notice to the petitioner, the commissioners generally

must file their report within 90 days of their appointment with the district

court. Within 10 days after filing, the petitioner must notify each owner and

occupant of the filing of the report and the amount of the award. The owner

may elect to require a petitioner (if a utility) to acquire all or part of the

land he owns contigious with the right-of-way for a HVTL or boundary of a site.

However, the utility must divest itself of all such lands used for farming or

capable of being so used within five years or the land will be sold at public
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P.rct I

OI.S. ; 117.011

§ 117.016

§ 117.025

§ 117.035

§ 117.041

§ 117.042

V.BLE 5-1

SU!!}!.c\RY OF 2m:E~T DO~l'cI:I L,W

PURPOSE

PHHE:-lT DOtHE, - GE.'IER.'\L

RIGHT OF E:-aNE~lT DO:1AIN. All bodi.es, public or priv3.te, ·"ho have
the right of emin~nt do~~i~. ~hen exercising such right, sh~ll do
so in the reanner p rt:scribed by chis chap te.r, eve.n though a differ
ent procedure ~ay be pr0viu2d by charter provisions, ordina~ce, or
::;C3.CUcc, bue nothing herein shall apply to ehe caking of property
under law3 relating co drainage vhen such 13ws themselves e~

pressly pro\~de for such taking and specific:llly prescribe the
?rocedur~ conn~cted cherewit~.

The state or any of its agencies or pOlitical subdivisions may
ioint~r :lcquire land for public purposes by eminent domain.

DEFINITIONS . Subdivision 1. t%rds, terms, and phrases. Unless
the language or context clearly indicates that a different mean
ing is intended, the words, terms, and phrases defined in this
section have the :neanings given them.

Subd. 2. Taking. Taking and all words and phrases of like import
include ever] interference, under the right of eminent domain 7

~Jith the possession. enjoyment, or value of private proper~y.

Subd. 3. Owner. IIO'.mer" include:s all persons interested in such
property a~ proprie~ors, tenants, life estate holders. encum
br:ll1CerS, or otherwise ..

Property acquired by eminent domain shall be taken in the name of
the legal entity or person authorized by law to ~xercise the
right of e!!'.inent domain, i .. 2 .. , the state, or corpor.:1tion, or
individual name.

ENTRY FOR SURVEYS. For the purpose of making surveys and exami
nations relative to any proceedings und~r this chapter, it shall
be la~ful to enter upon any land, doing no unnecessary damage.

POSSESSIOtI. \-lhen.ever the petitioner shall require title and
possession of all or part of the owner's property prior to the
filing of an award by the court appointed commissioners, the
petitioner 3hall, at leasc 90 days prior to the date On which
possession is to be taken, notify the owner of the lncent to
possess by notice served by certified mail and before taking
title :md possession shall pay to the elmer or deposit with the
court ~ amounc equal to petitioner1s approved appraisal of
value. If it is deemed ne.cessary to deposit the abov~ amount
with the courc the petitioner may apply to the court for an order
transferring title ~nd possession or the property or ?roperties
involved from the o~nJQr to the petitioner. "In ~ll other c~ses,
peticioner has the right to the title and possession after the
filing of the award by the court appointed commissioners :lS
follows:

(a) if appeal is waived by the parties upon payment of the award;

(b) if appeal is noc waived by the parties upon payment or de
posit of three-fourths of the at<ard. The amount deposited
shall be deposited by the clerk of court in an interesc
bearing accoane no later than the business day next follow
ing the day on ~hich tha amount was deposited with the court.
All interest credited to the amount deposited from the date
of deposit shall be paid to the ultimare recipient or the
amDunt d~posited.

PART & SECTION

§ 117.045

§ 117.055

§ 117.075

§ 117.085

TAELE 5-1
(concinued)

PURPOSE

Nothing in this se~tion shall li~~t rights granted in section
117.155.

Any person vho successfully petitions an auchority to initiate
eminent domain p=oceed~ngs shall be entitled to reimburs~mcct or
reasonable costs and e:~enses (attorney, a?pr~isal, and ~ngin~er

ing fees) incurred in bringing the accion in accordance "ith the
Uniform Relocation Assi$c~~ce ~~d Real Property Acquisition
Policy Act of 1970 (84 Stat. 1894 (1971».

In all eminent domain proceedings, the petitioner shall give both
the owner and occupant of the land 20 days notice prior to the
presentation to the district court for the appoint~nt of commis
sioners (who will appraise the damages occasioned by the caking),
and upon written demand the petition shall furnish a right-of-way
map or plot of all that part of the land to be taken to the owner
within 10 days.

COURT TO APPOINT CO~~ITSSIONERS. Upon proof being filed of the
se~rice of such notice, the court, at the time ~~d place therein
fixed or to which the hearing tnay be adj ourned. shall hear all
competent evidence offered for or against the gr~~ting of the
petition, regulating the order of proof as it may deem best. If
the proposed taking shall appear co be necessar/ and such as is
authorized by law, the court by an order shall appoint three dis
interQsted commis$ioners, and at least tVQ alternaces, residents
of the county, to ascertain and report the amount of damages that
\dll be 3ustained by the sev2ral owner3 en accowlt of such taking.
The order shall fix the time and place of the first meeting of the
three commissioners and prescribe their compensation.. It may, in
the discretion of the court, limit the title or ~asement Co be
ac~uired by the peCitioner by defining the rights 3nd privileges
which the OlnJer of any of the lands may exercise therein in sub
ordination to the public uses to which it is appropriated. In
case any of the coremissioners fail to act, rhe coure without
further notice may appoint another in fiis place.

CO~~ITSSIONERS, POh~RS, DUTIES. The commissioners, having be2n
duly sworn and qualified according to law, shall meet as directed
by the order of appointment :lnd hear ehe allegations and proofs
of all persons interested touching the reatters to them committed.
They may adjourn from ti~2 to eime and from place to place within
the county, giving oral notice to those present of the time and
place of their next meeting. All testimony taken by them shall
be given publicly, under oath, and in th2ir prQse~ce. They shall
view the premises, and any of th~m ~y subpoena witnesses, which
shall be serled ~s subpoenas in civil actions are served, and at
the cost .of the parties applying therefor. If deemed necessary,
they may require th~ pecitioner or owner to furnish ior their use
maps, plats and other information which the petitioner or owner
may have showing the nacure 7 character and extent of the proposed
undertaking and the situation of lands desired therefor. In
proper cases they may reser:e to th= o~ner d right of ~ay or other
privilege in or over the land taken, or attach reasonable condi
tions to such taking in addition to the damages given or they may
make an alternative award, conditioned upon the granting or .~th

holding of the right specified. ~ithout unreasonable delay they
shall make a separate a5sessmenc and award of the damages which
in their judgment will result'to each of the owners of the land by
reason of such taking and report the Same to the court. The com
missioners, in all such proceedings, may in their discretion allo~

and show separately in addition to the mrard of damag~s, reaSOn
able appraisal fees not to exceed a total of $300. Upon reauest

w
~

o



REPORT, NOTICE. Subdivision 1. The ccmmissioners shall, after
notice to the pe ti tioner, file their report with the clerk b f
district COurt and the petitioner shall pay the commissioners II PART II
their fees and disbursements. Th~ court shall determine any dis-
pute concerning the fees and disbursements. M. S. § 300.04

T.~(ES ~~D ASSESS}ffiNTS. Subdivision 1. In all eminent domain pro
ceedings taxes ~nd assessments ioposed upon the acquired property
shall be compensated for a$ provided by section 272.68, except th~ I §308.05
state transportation d~partment, as the acquiring authority, shal
pay all taxes, including all unpaid special assessments and future
installments thereof, as provided in subdivision 2.

Subd. 2. Within ten days after the date of the filing of the re
port of commissioners, ~he petitioner shall notify each r~spondent

and his attorney by mail of the filing of the report of commis- II § 300.045
sioners setting forth the date of filing of the reporr, the
arount of the award, and all the te=ms and conditions thereo f as
the same pertain to such respondent. Such notification shall be ,
addressed to the last known post office address of each respondenc!
and bis attorney.

P.'.RT & SECTION

§ 117.086

§ 117.087

§ 117.115

§ 117.135

§ 117.145

117.155

BLE :
_·-~(J.::ctltirl1.J~)~

PURPOSE

or an O~lnllC the comm.issioners 3hall ::ihm..- in their report the
amount of the ~~ard of d~~~gtS which is [0 reimburse the owner
and tenant or lesseQ for the value of th~ lana taken, ~nd the
~~unc of the a~ard of d~mages, if ~y, ~hich is to rei~burse the
ot..T.er .:lud tenant or l~ssce for damage.s to the ren!.3.inder invol'led,
whether or not described in the petition. The amounts a~arded to
each person shall also be shoun separacely.

Noncontiguous tracts of land may be considered as a unit for the
purpose of assessing damages, whenever the taking or one tract in
fact damages the other tract. Specifies procedures for appeal.

The report of the commission is due within 90 days unless the dis
trict judge~s order pre$cribes otherwise or provides an extension.

APP~~. At any ci~e within 40 days from the date that the report
has been filed, any party to the proceedings may appeal to th~

district court from any award of damages ~mbraced in the report,
or from any omission to award damages, by filing with tbe clerk a
notice of such appeal and mailing a copy of such notice to all
parties of record having an interest in lands described in the
appeal. \;ithin ten days of the date of mailing any other party
~ay appeal. The notice shall specify the particular a~ard Or
failure co award app~al~d from. the nature and amount of the
claim, the land to which it relates, and grounds of the appeal,
and if applicable, the notice required in section 117.036.

Partial pa~ents upon appeal shall be made upon de~and.

PART & SECTION

117.225

§ 117.231

§ 117.50-.56

§ 453.56

§216B.47

§222.36

",.,,": 5-L
'~"',,"'~'.-.;;.~.... nut:.J,,~~~

?CRPOSE

EASEH£NT DISC!L\RCE. ~\f}~t=nev-.=r cht und2rlying i't:e o·...ner cl..lims
that :.in ea.sement :lcquire:J by condemnation i.:; not being used for
the purposes for T..lhich it \';.:13 acquired, he ~ay apply to the dis
trict ccurt of the county in which the land is situated for an
order discharging the e~ement, upon such terms ~5 are just a~d

eqUitable. Du~ notice of said application shall be given to all
intereste.d partie.s. Provide:d, howe.ver, this section shall noe
apply to ~asemencs acquired by condemnation by ~ public service
corporation now or hereafter doing business in the state of
!-I.inne.soca ..

Private propercy acquired for public purposes shall be made in
lump sum or in four annual paynents without interest.

Provisions relate to relocation assista~ce..

EMItffiNT DO~L~IN - ELECTRIC UTILITIES

Public service corporations may acquire by aminant domain private
property necessary and convenient for the transaction of public
business~

EASEl-ffiNTS OVER PRIVATE PROPERTY, LnlIT.-\.TIO~S. Public serJice
corporations, including pipeline companies, when acquiring ease
ments over privace property by purchase, gift or ~mincnr domain
proceedings, shall definitely and specifically describe the ease
ment being acquired, and shall not acquire an easement greater
than the minimum nccessarJ for the saf~ conduct of ch~ir business;
provided that the foregoing shall not apply to a temporary ease
ment for construction.

Cooperative associations engJged in th~ elcctric~l, he~t, light,
power business shall have the power and authority of eminent
domain.

Hunicipal Power Agencies (HPA) may acquire property necessary to
carry out its functions by condew~ation and th~ exercise of the
power of eminent domain.

Nothing in the ~linnesota Public Utilities Act (M.S., Chapt~r

216B) precludes a municipality from acquiring the property of a
public utility whether investor Or cooperative by eminent domain.

Any public service corporation shall have the right to obcain by
e~nent domain any land over, through, or ac~oss the land or
easement of" railroad con~any upon just compensation prOVided the
righc shall at all ti~es be subject to the right Gf the railway
company to use its right-of-way for tailway purposes.

w
.;0-.
......

117.165

117.185

117.215

All o'.uers and petitions are entitled to a jury trial where an II PART III
appeal is taken and ,"ust disclose the appraisal witness and the ----.-
a!r.Dunt of appraised daI!:ages. • H.S. § 16.88

JudgI!:ent or appeal shall be binding.

ESTATE ACQUIRED. In all cases for the condemnation of property
for public ~e, th~ right, interest, or estate in the property I I § 34.415
proposed to be taken, if greater than an easement, shall be speci-
fically d~scribed in the proceedings, and, if the right, interest,
Or e9t~te 30 described shall be a fee si~?le absolute, the f~e

simple absoluta 3h~11 be an est3ce ~thout any right of reversion
under any circ~~3tances.

EHINENT DOMAIN - HISCELL-\NEOUS

The commissioner of administration has the authority to grant an
e~sement or permit over, under. or across ~ny land Q·..;ned by the
stata, other than land o~Jned by the DNR fer the ?urpose of con
structing electric power lines. Specifies procedures.

The commissioner of natural resources shall promulgate regulatiors
continuing standards and criteria governing the role of licenses
permitting th~ passage of utilities over public la~ds and water.
Specifies conditions Eor ?assage, ?roceJures, and fees.



TAllLE 5-1
(con~inUt~d)

TABLE 5-1
(continued)
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Article XIII, S"ction 4 of the Minnesota Constitution;

Amendment V of the United Scates Constitution;

~lo person shall be ... deprived or life, liberty, or property,
without due process of law; nor shall private pro?erty be t3ken
for public: use, \Jithout just c:ompensation~

Lands rosy be taken for public wuy and ror ~h~ purpose of granting
to .lny corporation the fr.lnchise of way for pLlblic Llse. In all
cases, how~ver~ a fair and ~quitable compensation shall be paid
for land and for the damabes arising from taking it. All corpora
tions vhich arl:: common c.3.rriers enjoying the right of WilY in pur
SLlunce of the provisions of this section shall b" bOLlnd to carry
the mineral, agricultural, and ocher productions of m3nui~ct.urers

on equ~l and reasonable terms.

SLlbd. 4. 'men property defined as class 3, 3b, 3c, 3cc, 3d, or 3f
purSLlant to section 173.13 is proposed to be ac~uired for the
conscruction of a site or route by eminent domain proceedings J

the property o'm,"r sh.lll have the uption to r"qLlire the Lltility
to conde!:lJ1. a fce interesc in any amount of contiguous land t;hich
he O~l1S and elec ts in ~~Ti t.i:1g to trd.l1sf02:r to the ut:ility wi thin
60 days after his receipt of the peeitiun fil"J pLlrsuilllt to
section 117.055. The requir~d acquisition of land contiEuOLlS to,
but outside the design.:lced righc-of-way of a route or the boundary
or a site, shall be considered an acquisition for a public pur
pose and for use in the uCilityT s busip.ess) for purposes or ch.:lp
t"r 117 and section 500.24, respectively; ?rovided that a Lltility
shall divest it3el£ completely of all SLlch lands Llsed for farming
or capable of being '.:.sed for farming ·",ithin five years after the
date of acquisition, or SLlch l.lnd shall be sold at a pLlblic sale
in the ~anner ?rescribed by law for the foreclosure of a ~ortgage

by action.

SLlbd. 2. In eminent domain proceedings by a Lltility for the ac
quisition of real property proposed for construction of a routa
or a site) the proceedings 3hall be conducted in the mar~er pre
scribed in chapter 117, "xcept as orh"rwis" specifi~ally pro
vided in this section~

SLlbd. 3. Hhen such property is acqLlired by eminent domain pro
ceedings or voluncarj purchase and the amount :he owner shall re
cei'/e for th" ?r:operty is finally detoOrmined, the m:ner '",ho is
entitled to pa!rm~nt may elect co have the a~unt paid in not more
th.::m [en :.iOnual installments, T....-ith inc:erest on the deferred in
::it.:z.llments) at the. race of eig:ht percent ~er .:trmum on the u.:1paid
bal~nce, by submitting a written requesc to the utility before
,my payment h"s b"en mude. After the first instalbnent is paid
the petitioner may ~ake its final cQrtificate, ~~ provided by
law, in the same m~ner as though the ~ntir2 amount had been paid.

PURPOSE PART & SECTIO~ PURPOSE

Ei"1I:t\ENT D0:-lU:l P0HE3.S: RICln' OF COiiD£HNATIOi-L SubdivL:;ion 1. section 116C.52, subdi\~isiun 3, an 3..:nDunt dec~rrei.at:d by r'.lultiplyS-ng
:ioching in this seccion shall invalid.:lce the right or ~minent a £r3.ction, the numer3.cor of which is the length of hi~h voltage
dor.t.:iin 'Jested ':'n ut.ilitir:;s 'by SC.:ltute: or COmJ'!)On l.:.lw exist.ing as transcission line Y..Jhich. runs over that parcel anu the denominator
of :hy 24, 1973, Qxc:cpt to the extc.nt: modified herein~ The. right of ·....-hich is the tocal lengch of that particul.:lr li:te r'.mning over
Qf ~:!li.nent dOI:l.:lin shall continue to ey.ist for utilities and Jlay be all propert.y within the. county. by t.en percent oi. tha tr.2nsmission
us"d .lccordinb to l.lw to ~ccomplisil any of the pLlrposes and ubjec- and distribLltion line tax re'lenLl" deri'J"d from ~h" rax 011 th.lt
tives or sec::ions 116C.51 to 116C.69, including acquisition or the line pursuant co section 273.42. Prior to August 1 of each rear~

ribht to utilize ~xisting high voltage transmission facilities the auditor of each county shall send a statem"nt to the Lltility
which are capable of e,~ansion or modific.ltion to accommodate both specifying the amOLlnt of th" payment the Lltility must make to
existinb and p'roposed condLlctors. Ilotwithstanding :my law to the each qLlalifying o\JU"r of land '",ithin the cOLlnty pursu.lI:.t to this
contra~{, all e3S~~ant interests shall rever~ to the then fee 3ection~ Where a right-or-way width i3 shared by more ch~ one
o~~'Uer if a route is not. used for high voltage cr.:msrnission line property owner, the numer.:ltor shall be adj us t.ed by multi?lying
pLlrposes fur a period of five years. th" length of line on th" parcel by the ?roporcion of the total

width on th~ parcel c~~ed by that prop2rcy o~ner. The amount. of
payment for ~.,hich the prcpercy qualifie'> ?ursu~nt to chis sub
division shall not exce~d 20 percent of th~ tot~l gross CaA on
the parcel prior to deduction of the st~te paid agricultural
credit and the state paid nomeste"d credit. The paY1r.ents or this
section shull be m"de to "ach aff"cted landowner by th" appropri
ate Lltility on or b"fore October 1 of "ach y"ar "feer 1977 based
upon the tax levied in the ?revious year and ahall not reduce
any payment pursuant to a volun~ary agree~enc or eminent domain
proceedin,; .

11G6.6J

~ .:'..S'.T oS. :'lEC~IO::r

SLlbd. 5. A Lltility shall notify by certified ~~il each p"rson who
has transierr~d ~ny interest in real property to the utility after
JLlly 1, 1974, but prior to the "ff"ctive dute of La~s 1977, Chap
t~r 439, for the purpose of a site or route that he may elect in
writing ~ithin 90 d~ys after receipt of notice to require the
utility to acqui~e ~ny rQ~ainin~ conriguous ?arcel of land pur
sua~t to this sectiun or to return any pay~ent. co the utility and
rcquir~ it to ~~ke installme~t paymen~s pursu3nr to this section.

§ 1166.635 ANtru,~ P~YME'lTS. A Lltiliey shall annLlally pay to the owners of
lu~d dQrined as class 3) 3b, 3c) 3cc, 3d, or Jf pursu3nt to sec
til.":tl 273.13 li:.>c0d en reccrd.:i of th~ county :.ludicor or tre:.:lSurcr
ever which runs a high voltage t,ansmission line as defined in
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auction.

At any time within 40 days from the date the commissioners filed their report

with the district court, any party may appeal the decision on the award of damages

to the court. Partial payments during the appeal must be made to any o,.;rner

by the petitioner upon demand. All owners and petitioners are entitled to a

jury trial and must disclose all witnesses and the amount of their appraisers

suggested damage award. Judgment entered upon appeal is binding on all parties.

Several rights are granted to the petitioner and the owners under the eminent

domain law. First, the petitioner has the right to enter the land to make

surveys and examinations relative to any proceeding under the Chapter. Second,

the petitioner obtains possession of the land after the filing of the award by

the court-appointed commissioners if the appeal is waived or upon deposit of

three-fourths of the award in an interest-bearing account if the appeal is not

waived. In addition, the petitioner must notify the owner and occupant at

least 90 days prior to the date on which possession is taken of the intent to

possess by certified mail and payor deposit an amount equal to the petitioners

approved appraisal of value. Third, the owner may receive his payment in a lump

sum or spread it out in four equal payments over four years, without interest

(in the case of HVTLs. ten equal payments over 10 years with eight percent

interest). Fourth, whenever the "underlying fee owner" claims that the easement

acquired by condemnation is not being used for the purposes for which it was

acquired, the owner may apply to the district court to discharge the easement

(this provision is not applicable when dealing with public service corporations).

Fifth, the owners and occupants are entitled to relocation assistance. Sixth,

all easement interests revert to the owner if a utility, condemns the land

for a HVTL and does not use it for that purpose within five years.

5.2 Issues in the Condemnation

One major factor contributing to the initiation of this study by the

legislature was the controversy over the UPA/CPA + 400 kv DC high voltage
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transmission line in west-central Minnesota. Part of the purpose of the study

is to examine the process and procedures with which that controversy concerned

itself. The first and perhaps the most important process which the controversy

concerned itself with was eminent domain or condemnation procedures. It is

interesting to note that neither UPA (United Power Association) nor CPA

(Cooperative Power Association) consider the eminent domain process a signi-

ficantly contributing factor in the controversy. In reply to a questionnaire

sent to many of the major parties in the controversy, UPA noted that "the so-

called 'issue' of eminent domain was not a major contributing factor to the

controversy. ,,56 CPA's response was similar: "To begin, I do not agree that

there is a '. . controversy that exists over the use of the power of eminent

domain in the siting of power plants and lines.
,
,,57 This is in sharp contrast

to the perspectives of citizen groups that are part of that controversy. CURE

(Counties United for Rural Environment) and other rural citizen groups stated

that the taking of land and the condemnation process were the original and

principal concerns of their groups and that issues such as siting policy,

environment, alternatives, conservation, etc. later developed from a more

broadly based resistance of the line.
58

Others not involved in the UPA/CPA power line controversy also recognize

that there exists a controversy over eminent domain. The Position Paper on

Eminent Domain by the Minnesota Investor Owned Utilities recognizes that there

exists a controversy over eminent domain and traces the root of the controversy

to the fact that land is becoming more valuable and that it is a finite resource.
59

Sidney Searles, Chairman of the Special Committee on Condemnation of the New

York City Bar Association and a Commissioner of the New York State Eminent Domain

Commission believes that the deep dissatisfaction felt by the public towards

. d' 1 . . 1 h h' f d . . 1 60emlnent omaln leS Wlt 1 t e mec anlCS 0 con emnatlon trla s. In addition,

public dissatisfaction can occur from harassment, intimidation, and fraudulent

statements made by utilities or other condemnors in order to secure an easement
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for a power line or for other purposes.

Chapter One of this report noted that a significant number of power plants

and their associated transmission lines may be built in the next 20 to 30 years.

While the ultimate amount of electrical power capacity that can be sited is

a function of many technological, environmental, and economic factors, human

elements and social acceptance will playa major role. As noted by many

individuals in government, utilities,and the community, the growth in electrical

power will be closely linked with questions of social equity and the perception

of justice that exists in the processes for siting, condeming, and paying for

electric power plants and lines. This section will examine three aspects of the

condemnation issue (1) due process; (2) social equity in condemnation proceedings;

and (3) negotiating the taking.

A. Due Process

As noted in the previous section, eminent domain is inherent in the

sovereignty of the state and requires no constitutional recognition. The

constitution does, however, impose limitations on the exercise of that power.

The most important of these limitations are the due process requirements of the

fifth and fourteenth amendments. A summary of the Minnesota eminent domain

process was also provided in the previous section. The eminent domain process,

which has been amended several times,involves a procedure which remains basically

unchanged since territorial days.6l Is the eminent domain procedure compatible

with modern day notions of due process?

No precise definition of "due process of law" has emerged from the Supreme

Court. The court has recognized the difficulty of defining this fundamental

right. In Davidson v. Ne~v Orleans (1877) the court noted that due process

"remains today without the satisfactory precision of definition which judicial

62
decisions have given to nearly all the other guarantees of personal rights. . "

The court thought it best to determine the principals of due process from each

case that arose. The court's more recent definition of due process, while
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retaining the flexibility of Davidson, frequently includes the requirement of

a hearing before the lawful taking of one's property is permitted.
63

The most

widely kno\Vll definition of due process is contained in Daniel Hebster's argument

before the court in Trustees of Dartmouth College v. Woodward (1819) when he

stated that due process of law meant "a law which hears before it condemns,

which proceeds upon inquiry, and renders judgment only after trial.,,64

Goldberg v. Kelly (1970) is the current "landmark" decision in support of

the definition that procedural due process requires a hearing.
65

The elements of

a hearing specifically required by the court include (1) "timely and adequate

notice detailing the reasons" for the proposed action; (2) confrontation of

adverse witnesses; (3) oral presentation of arguments and evidence; (4)

disclosure of opposing evidence; (5) right to have counsel present; (6) findings

based t1 so l e l y on the legal rules and evidence adduced at the hearing"; (7) an

impartial tribunal; and (8) a statement by the decision maker of the reasons for

the decision and the evidence relied upon to reach that decision.
66

Similar

requirements were reaffirmed by Judge Henry Friendly of the United States Second

Circuit Court of Appeals in a recent article.
67

"A threat that runs through all the decisions dealing with the issue of due

process and the necessity of some kind of hearing is a tendency towards balancing

of private interests in procedural safeguards against government expense and

burden of providing those safeguards.,,68 The listing of the required constitu-

tional elements for a fair hearing provides a basis for comparison of the state

eminent domain procedure. Since Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 117 requires a

hearing in the condemnation process both on the "commissioner" level and upon

appeal at district court, an analysis of the need for a hearing in condemnation

d ' 69procee lngs seems moot.

Does the eminent domain procedure require timely and adequate notice detailing

the reasons for the condemnation? Minnesota Statutes §117.055 provides for 20

days notice prior to the presentation of the petition to the district court for
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the appointment of commissioners who will assess damage awards. In addition, a

description of the land to be taken, by whom, and for what purposes is submitted

to the district court as part of the petition. No requirement exists that this

information be submitted to the owner or tenant of the land to be taken at the

time notice of the petition is provided. Consequently, while adequate notice

of the proposed action is provided, adequate explanation or reasons for the

action is not provided with the notice.

Does the eminent domain procedure provide for confrontation or cross-

examination of adverse witnesses? Minnesota Statutes §117.085 summarizes the

powers of the commissioners and the procedures to be used by them. While there

is no requirement specified by statute which permits each party (petitioner and

owner) to cross-examine each other's witnesses before the tribunal , it _is common

practice for witnesses called to be subject to cross-examination.
70

An appeal

~vhich is provided under Minnesota Statutes §117.l45, is treated as civil action

and either party may demand a jury trial (M.S. §ll7.l65). The Minnesota Rules

of Civil Procedure provide that witnesses in civil actions are subj ect to cross-

examination. In short, adequate confrontation of adverse witnesses is provided

at the commission level.

Does the eminent domain procedure provide for oral presentation of arguments

and witnesses? Minnesota Statutes §117.085 and 117.175, Subdivision 1 provide

for the presentation of oral arguments and witnesses at both the commission level

and upon appeal to the district court.

Does the eminent domain process provide for disclosure of opposing evidence?

Minnesota Statutes §117,085 provides that all evidence submitted shall be made

publically and under oath. The appeal procedure to the district court (M.S.

§117.l65, Subd. 2) provides for disclosure of the witnesses and the amount

of "their appraisers of the damage" within 15 days of the request by the other

party.

Does the eminent domain procedure provide for the right to counsel?
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Hinnesota Statutes, Chapter 117 provides no prohibition against counsel if one

party or the other wishes such representation before the tribunal. Presumably,

each party would hire counsel if an appeal to the district court was taken.

Does the eminent domain process provide that the findings be made solely

on the legal rules and evidence adduced at the hearing? Minnesota Statutes

§117.085 spells out the powers and duties of the commissioners. There is no

legal requirement that the damages a\varded by the tribunal be based upon the

evidence adduced at the hearing, though the co~missioners can be required to

explain their reasoning on appeal (M.S. §117.l75, Subd. 1.).

Does the eminent domain procedure provide for an impartial tribunal?

Hinnesota Statutes §117.075 requires the court to appoint three "disinterested"

commissioners of the reasons for the decision and the evidence relied upon to

reach that decision be provided? Judge Friendly of the U.S. Second Circuit Court

of Appeals in his analysis of the Goldberg decision has noted: "There can be

likewise no fair dispute over the right to know the nature of the evidence on

which the administrator relies:
1f7l

A written statement of reasons, almost essential if there is to
be judicial review, is desirable on many other grounds. The
necessity for justification is a powerful preventive of wrong
decisions. The requirement also tends to effectuate intra-agency
uniformity, and would be particularly important in this regard if
the hearing board were composed of individuals dralVil from outside
the agency. A statement of reasons may even make a decision some
w.hat more acceptable to a losing claimant. Moreover, the require
ment is not burdensome; sometimes it can even be met by checking
a list on a card.

For example, the Administrative Procedures Act (APA) on the federal level requires

at a minimum that hearings be based upon the record both for rulemaking and

d · d' . 72a JU lcatlon. The Hinnesota APA requires that hearing examiners submit a

report showing the findings of fact, conclusions and recommendations based on

series of criteria (M. S. §15. 052, Subd. 3). In the eminent domain process, the

tribunal is required to submit a report showing the damages awarded to each

party. There is no requirement that the commissioners explain how they arrived
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at their decision (M.S. §117.085), except upon appeal when a commissioner is

called as a witness to explain the basis of their decision (M.S. §117.l75,

Subdivision 1). In general, the commissioners do NOT explain how they arrived

at their decisions for awarding damages in their report to the court.
73

In sum, the eminent domain process provided for in Minnesota Statutes,

Chapter 117 fails to meet the due process requirements as delineated in

Goldberg in several respects: (1) the notice of the petition for condemnation

fails to provide an explanation of the reasons for the taking; (2) there is no

legal requirement that the damages a\varded by the tribunal of commissioners be

based upon the evidence adduced at the hearing; and (3) there is no requirement

that the commissioners explain how they arrived at their decision in the report

that they file with the district court.

RECOMMENDATION: A COPY OF THE PETITION SUBMITTED TO THE DISTRICT COURT UNDER

MINNESOTA STATUTES §117.055 SHOULD BE INCLUDED WITH THE NOTICE OF THE TI~lli AND

PLACE OF THE HEARING SERVED UPON THE OWNER AND OCCUPANT OF THE LAND.

RECO~lENDATION: MINNESOTA STATUTES §117.086 RELATING TO NON-CONTIGUOUS TRACTS

OF LM~D SHOULD 'BE APPLICABLE AT THE COMMISSIONER LEVEL AS WELL AS ON APPEAL.

REco~mNDATION: MINNESOTA STATUTES §117.085 SHOULD BE AMENDED TO REQUIRE THAT

THE Dfu~GES AWARDED BY THE COMMISSIONERS BE BASED UPON EVIDENCE SUBMITTED AT

THE HEARINGS AND THE VIEHING, ~Nn THAT THE CHAIR}1AN OF THE COMl'lISSION BE REQUIRED

TO EXPLAIN IN HRITING HOH THEY ARRIVED AT THEIR DECISIO~ FOR AHAP~ING DM·1AGES

IN THEIR. REPORT THAT THEY SUBMIT TO THE DISTRICT COURT.

B. Social Equity in Condemnation Proceedings.

The purpose of the condemnation procedure is to provide the "just compen-

sat ion" mandated by the fifth amendment to the U.S. Constitution. Just compen-

sation requires that the party whose property was taken must be paced in as

good a financial position by a condemnation award as the party would have

occupied had the property not been taken. In other words, a party whose land

was taken must be awarded a full and perfect equivalent in money. This is the
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thrust of the U.S. Supreme Court's early opinions.
74

In 1943 in United States

v. Miller, the U.S. Supreme Court created the "willing buyer-willing seller" or

"fair market value" theory for determining just compensation.
75

Market value

is what a "willing buyer will sell to a willing seller." Just compensation,

therefore, was determined a theoretical market value, i.e., a price that a

not overeager buyer pays in a hypothetical market. Market value, as the court

said, ,;vas "a guess by informed persons." 7
6

The Supreme Court decisions, which have affected the evaluation concepts

in every state, fail to recognize, monetarily, that the property owner in a

condemnation proceeding is an unwilling seller. Consequently, the courts have

ignored an o,;vner's unwillingness to sell and the special benefits that accrue to

the condemner. In addition, in the absence of state law to the contrary, the

courts ignore the loss of profits, business interuption and appraiser, attorney,

and other costs incurred in the condemnation process. "This unenviable position

of unwillingness is recognized in English and Canadian law, where at least some

balm is given to an innocent victim of that process, euphemistically called

I bulldozing for progress.' ,,77

A sense of justice would demand that, since one is dealing with an unwilling

seller, the condemnation process minimize the burden in the process upon the land

mvner and insure that his interest is represented. Four aspects of the condemnation

process, which deserve scrutiny in light of the unwilling seller concept, include

(1) the commissioner process; (2) placing the burden of proof; (3) paying the

damage award; and (4) payment of costs incurred in the process.

1. The Commissioner Process

Recently, proposals have been emerging that would abolish the commissioner

process in condemnation proceedings. For example, the Uniform Eminent Domain

Code, which offers no provisions for commissioners, would substitute a two-step

process (1) mandatory negotiations prior to condemnation, and (2) a civil

. . d" f h d' 78actlon In lstrlct court or t e con emnatlon process. Others have suggested
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appointing a "referee" in lieu of the commissioners.
79

Presently, Minnesota

Statutes, Chapter 117 provides for the appointment of commissioners to determine

the amount of damages caused by the taking. The award made by the commissioners

is subject to appeal to the district court. A summary of the commissioners

powers and duties is provided in Table 5-1, supra.

The commissioner system, which was first created by the Mill Dam Act of 1857

passed by the territorial assembly has remained essentially constant through

today. The most important aspect of the commissioner system, which is lacking in

other proposals, is the requirement that the actual land taken be viewed (M.S.

§117.085). As noted in a recent seminar on eminent domain, just as a picture is

worth a thousand words, a viewing of the premises can create a clear picture of

h f " 80t e consequences 0 a taKlng. A viewing of the premises is essential for the

, I
I

owner and tenant to present their case. It is highly unlikely that a professional

referee or judge who handles many cases would view the premises of every piece

of land taken for a public purpose.

Willis Roke, Professor of Business Administration at Montana State University,

came to the opposite conclusion of these proposals in his report: An Analysis of

Property Valuation Systems Under Eminent Domain:
8l

In view of the foregoing examination of the problems of valuation
under eminent domain, the writer believes that establishment of
the following system would be both desirable and practicable:

(1) The highest officer of the highest court of each state or
jurisdiction should be empowered to appoint a three-man commission
with authority to make final awards of compensation for private
property taken by eminent domain in that state or jurisdiction.
Tenure of members of the commission should be at the pleasure of
the court with appointment and removal of members subject to
approval of the majority of the court.

One of the principal arguments used in favor of abolishing the commissioner system is

that the commissioners do not have the expertise required. This lack of expertise

results in a lack of uniformity in the dollar amounts of the damage awards. In

addition, the commissioners are SlOl'1 to view properties and this slows down

. .. 82property acqulsltlon,
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Hith regard to the lack of expertise, there are several ways to overcome

this potential problem. Professor Roke has recommended that "members of the

commission should be selected because of impartiality and expert qualifications."S3

The questions of impartiality and expertise are intertwined to the extent that

the commissioner must have no interest in the outcome, but be capable of per-

forming the function. As noted in the previous section, the fifth and fourteenth

amendments impose a due process limitation upon the taking of private land for

public use. In Goldberg the Supreme Court identified several elements

necessary to meet the hearing requirement inherent in the due process require-

ment. Included among these elements was a requirement for an unbiased tribunal

to render the decision. Minnesota Statutes §117.075 requires the district court

judge to appoint three "disinterested'l commissioners and t,vo alternates. Hithout

question "an unbiased tribunal is a necessary element in every case where a

h .. . d ,,84ear1ng 1S requ1re .

The way to overcome the expertise issue is to select members for their

expertise. Professor Roke has recommended that the "qualifications should be

determined by the court, but should include special knowledge which would aid

the tribunal to make a fair evaluation.,,8S Special Rule 31 of the Fourth Judicial

. . "1' 'd" (b) h 86D1str1ct 1n ~lnnesota prOV1 es 1n sect10n t at

(b) Insofar as practical and desirable, the commissioners appointed
in a condemnation proceeding shall consist of: (1) a real estate
broker or other person familiar with current real estate market values,
(2) a qualified real estate appraiser and (3) an attorney knowledgeable
in eminent domain or real estate law.

The amount of time it takes to condemn property by the commissioner system

in Minnesota is not excessive. Minnesota Statutes §117.l0S provides that the

report of the commissioners is due within 90 days, unless the court provides

otherwise. Under Minnesota Statutes §117.075, the judge can remove a

commission or commissioners if they fail to act. Consequently, property

acquisition is not excessively delayed in Minnesota by the Commissioner system,
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RECO~frlliNDATION: THE CO~lliISSIONER SYSTEM PROVIDED IN EMINENT DOMAIN PROCEEDINGS

UNDER MINNESOTA STATUTES, CHAPTER 117 SHOULD BE RETAINED.

RECO~frlliNDATION: THE MECHfu~ISM FOR CHOOSING COMMISSIONERS SHOULD BE ALTERED SO THAT

INSOFAR AS PRACTICAL AND DESIRABLE, THE COMMISSIONERS SHALL CONSIST OF (1) A REAL

ESTATE BROKER OR OTHER PERSON FAMILIAR WITH CURRENT REAL ESTATE MARKET VALUES;

(2) A QUALIFIED REAL ESTATE APPRAISER; fu~D (3) AN ATTORNEY KNOWLEDGEABLE IN

EMINENT DO~~IN OR REAL ESTATE LAW.

The effect of this change in selecting the commissioners would be significant.

The tribunal would be composed of people capable of understanding the fine points

in proceeding with the focus on the measurement of the true extent of the

damages. A mechanism such as Rule 31 would increase the confidence of the

parties in the fairness of the process and awards, particularly on the part of

the unwilling seller. While this process increases the importance of the need

for competent, unbiased or disinterested parties for the commissioners, such

a responsibility is not unusual in our legal system. Hearing examiners and

trials \vithout juries at the district level require the same.

2. Placing the Burden of Proof

The notion of "burden of proof" reflects an allocation of the burden of

producing evidence and the burden of persuasion in a civil, criminal,and

adjudicatory action. Providing evidence and persuading others that your position

is the correct one does constitute a real burden. In criminal cases, the

prosecutor has the burden of proof that the defendant is guilty of the crime.

In civil actions, the plaintiff traditionally has the burden of proof of

sustaining his claim. The reason for this is that the defendant is the unwilling

partner in the proceeding and therefore, the "willing" partner should have the

b d f ., h' 87ur en 0 sustalnlng lS case.

The eminent domain process allocates the burden of proof at two different

po.ints. First, Minnesota Statutes §l17.075 permits the judge to assign the

burden of proof to either party in the hearing granting or denying the petition
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for condemnation. Second, Minnesota Statutes §117.175 places the burden of proof

on the landowners to show that the award granted by the commissioners for damages

resulting from the taking is not fair. To the extent that the unwilling seller

has the burden of proof in disproving the petition for condemnation and the

requirement to show that the award of damages is not fair, the eminent domain

process runs contrary to the traditional theory that the willing partner to the

proceeding bears the burden to sustain his case. Throughout the condemnation

proceeding, the land owner is the unwilling partner to the proceeding. As a

result, eminent domain proceedings are different from other civil actions.

It has often been recognized "that one of the important bases for shifting

the burden of proof is public policy.,,88 The Minnesota Supreme Court has

recognized that "where the burden of proof should rest 'is merely a question of

policy and fairness based on experience in different situations. r ,,89 Attorney

Terry Calvani has argued that "the present allocation of burden reflects an

outmoded policy of development and industrialization that is no longer in

harmony with today's ... concerns. Its reallocation would make such ... con-

. . f . f . d' d' 90cerns a slgnl lcant actor In con emnatlon procee lngs.

RECOMMENDATION: THE BURDEN OF PROOF IN CONDEMNATION PROCEEDINGS SHOULD .BE

ABANDONED AT ALL STAGES IN THE EHINENT DOt1AIn PROCESS I~~CLUl)ING APPEALS. ON

APPEAL, THE OWNER SHOULD STILL BE GIVE~ THE RIGHT TO OPE~ AND CLOSE AT TRIAL.

3. Paying the Damage Award

Under the present process, the payment of the damage award may occur in

more than one way. First, Minnesota Statutes §117.042 provides that when a

petitioner cannot pay the owner directly, three-quarters of the award must be

deposited by the clerk of court in an account payable with interest. Second,

Minnesota Statutes §117.l55 provides that when an appeal is taken from an award

of the commissioners, the owner may receive up to three-quarters of the award,
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unless encumbered, refused by the owner, or objected to for cause by the

petitioner. If a payment pending an appeal is not made to the owner, the

award is deposited by the clerk of court in an account without interest.

Third, Minnesota Statutes §117.125 provides that when a residence of a party

is unknown, is an infant, is under legal disability, or refuses to accept

payment, the award is deposited in an account by the clerk of district court

without interest. Fourth, Minnesota Statutes §117.231 provides that an

o,Viler can receive his payments in four installments over four years without

interest. Finally, Minnesota Statutes §116C.63 provides that if the

condemnation was for a power plant or transmission line that the owner may

receive payment in ten equal installments with interest payable at eight percent

per year. It is possible that all five sections may apply at the same time in

a given situation.

Another problem with payment of the damage award is that often the peti-

tioner will deposit the amount directly with the clerk of the district court

without first attempting to provide payment directly to the owner. This can

make it difficult for the owner, whose award is unencumbered, to obtain his money.91

In addition, some district court judges require owners whose award is deposited

with the clerk of district court to hire an attorney to obtain their unencumbered

award. Apparently, the judges, rely on H.S. §I17.155 (lithe award ... shall be

paid out under the direction of the court") as a basis for requiring the O,Viler

to hire an attorney to obtain his award. This practice apparently varies from

county to county. As a result, many owners have never received their payment,

because they refuse to pay attorney's fees to obtain their award.
92

RECOMMENDATION: MINNESOTA STATUTES, CHAPTER 117 AND MINNESOTA STATUTES §116C.63

SHOULD BE A}lENDED TO PROVIDE A UNIFORM ill~D CONSISTENT APPROACH TO THE PAYMENT OF

DA}~GE AWARDS. THE PETITIONER SHOULD FIRST ATTE~WT TO DIRECTLY PAY THE OWNER

ALL UNENCUMBERED, UNCONTESTED DA}~GE AWARDS BEFORE DEPOSITING THE AWARD WITH

THE CLERK OF COURT. THE CLERK OF DISTRICT COURT SHOULD DEPOSIT ALL AWARDS IN
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AN INTEREST BEARING ACCOUNT UNTIL PAID. ANY OWNER SHOULD BE ABLE TO ELECT TO

RECEIVE HIS AWARD IN EQUAL INSTALLMENTS UP TO TEN YEARS WITH ALL UNPAID INSTALL-

tiliNTS ACCRUING INTEREST. ALL AWARDS HELD BY THE DISTRICT COURT SHALL BE PAYABLE

UPON DEMk~D, AND, IF UNENCUMBERED OR CONTESTED, UPON THE REMOVAL OF SUCH

ENCu}lBRM~CE OR THE CONCLUSION OF SUCH CONTESTION TO THE OWNER, UPON ~~RITTEN

REQUEST. THIS PROVISION SHOULD BE MADE RETROACTIVE TO ALL AWARDS HELD BY THE

DISTRICT COURT.

4. Costs of the Proceeding

Another issue of concern that affects the unlvilling sellers participation

in the eminent domain process is the direct monetary costs of participation

incidental of costs incurred due to time lost in participating. Such costs

include appraiser fees, witness fees, and possibly attorney fees if the owner

chooses to appeal the commissioners award. Minnesota Statutes §117.085 provides

that the commissioner can provide an additional $300 over and above the award

for damages to the owner for hiring an appraiser. Minnesota Statutes §117.175

provides that on appeal, the court may allow reasonable expert witness,

appraisal, and reasonable costs and disbursements. The court is not limited to

$300 for appraisal fees. In addition, the petitioner, even if it is the prevailing

party, cannot obtain witness or other costs from the owner.
93

In addition,

Minnesota Statutes §117.195 provides that whenever the eminent domain proceeding

is dismissed due to an action of the owner, the petitioner or condemner may be

held responsible for paying "reasonable costs and expenses including attorney

fees." This, however, rarely happens. A limit of $300 for the payment of

appraiser fees in light of the fact that the owner is an unwilling seller does

not seem justified. Most appraisers charge between $400 and $600 for an

appraisal. Additional charges of $200 for each time appraisers testify before

h
.. ., 94t e commlSSloners or In court lS not uncommon. In addition, most owners would

be required to hire an attorney if they choose to appeal. This could result in

the loss of one~third to one-half of the damage award just to pay the attorney.
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The U.S. Supreme Court has noted in Powell v. Alabama that "the right to

be heard would be, in many instances, of little avail if it did not comprehend

the right to be heard by counsel."95 In Chapter Three (section 3.3B) of this

report, the arguments were reviewed on the importance of providing counsel to

members of the public who wished to participate in the administrative and

judicial processes. In the eminent domain process, the law requires that the

unwilling seller be involved. If the owner believes that the award for damages

by the commissioners is inadequate, should he lose a third of his award in order

to obtain counsel to exercise his right of appeal? Judge Young of the New York

Court of Claims in the American Bar Association National Institute conference on

Condemnation, Compensation and the Courts has recommended that an additional 5

to 10 percent should be added to the award to pay attorney fees during appeal. 96

North Dakota law provides for the payment of attorney fees if the award upon

appeal is one dollar more.

RECOMMENDATION: THE PETITIONER IN THE EMINENT DO~~IN PROCESS SHOULD BE REQUIRED

TO PAY ALL REASONABLE APPRAISAL AND EXPERT WITNESS COSTS INCURRED ON THE PART OF

THE OI~ER AT ANY STAGE OF THE PROCESS INCLUDING APPEALS. IN ADDITION, THE

PETITIONER SHOULD PAY ALL REASONABLE LEGAL COSTS INCLUDING ATTORNEY FEES IF

THE OIVNER, UPON APPEAL,RECEIVES AN INCREASE IN HIS AWARD BY $1,000 OR 10 PERCENT,

IffiICHEVER IS LESS.

C. Negotiating a Settlement

It is a common practice for a utility to negotiate a settlement of the

. d' h' ." f d' d' 97compensatlon awar , prlor to t e lnltlatlon 0 con emnatlon procee lngs.

However, there is no statutory obligation that the utilities conduct negotia-

tions. The Uniform Eminent Domain Code recommends that a condemnor make diligent

efforts to acquire property by negotiation before instituting eminent domain

proceedings. The Proposed Code recommends (1) that the condemnor have the property

appraised and inform the O,Viler of the appraisal and permit the owner to accompany

the appraiser during the inspection; (2) that the condemnor must offer the O,Viler
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AN INTEREST BEARING ACCOUNT UNTIL PAID. ANY OWNER SHOULD BE ABLE TO ELECT TO

RECEIVE HIS AWARD IN EQUAL INSTALLMENTS UP TO TEN YEARS WITH ALL UNPAID INSTALL-

tffiNTS ACCRUING INTEREST. ALL AWARDS HELD BY THE DISTRICT COURT SHALL BE PAYABLE

UPON DEMfu~D, AND, IF UNENCUMBERED OR CONTESTED, UPON THE REMOVAL OF SUCH

ENC~lliR&~CE OR THE CONCLUSION OF SUCH CONTESTION TO THE OWNER, UPON WRITTEN

REQUEST. THIS PROVISION SHOULD BE ~UillE RETROACTIVE TO ALL AWARDS HELD BY THE

DISTRICT COURT.

4. Costs of the Proceeding

Another issue of concern that affects the unwilling sellers participation

in the eminent domain process is the direct monetary costs of participation

incidental of costs incurred due to time lost in participating. Such costs

include appraiser fees, witness fees, and possibly attorney fees if the owner

chooses to appeal the commissioners award. Minnesota Statutes §117.085 provides

that the commissioner can provide an additional $300 over and above the award

for damages to the owner for hiring an appraiser. Minnesota Statutes §117.l75

provides that on appeal, the court may allow reasonable expert witness,

appraisal, and reasonable costs and disbursements. The court is not limited to

$300 for appraisal fees. In addition, the petitioner, even if it is the prevailing

party, cannot obtain witness or other costs from the owner.
93

In addition,

Minnesota Statutes §117.l95 provides that whenever the eminent domain proceeding

is dismissed due to an action of the owner, the petitioner or condemner may be

held responsible for paying "reasonable costs and expenses including attorney

fees." This, however, rarely happens. A limit of $300 for the payment of

appraiser fees in light of the fact that the owner is an unwilling seller does

not seem justified. Most appraisers charge between $400 and $600 for an

appraisal. Additional charges of $200 for each time appraisers testify before

h
.. ., 94t e commlSSloners or In court lS not uncommon. In addition, most owners would

be required to hire an attorney if they choose to appeal. This could result in

the loss of one-third to one-half of the damage award just to pay the attorney.
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The U.S. Supreme Court has noted in Powell v. Alabama that "the right to

be heard would be, in many instances, of little avail if it did not comprehend

the right to be heard by counsel."95 In Chapter Three (section 3.3B) of this

report, the arguments were reviewed on the importance of providing counsel to

members of the public who wished to participate in the administrative and

judicial processes. In the eminent domain process, the law requires that the

unwilling seller be involved. If the owner believes that the award for damages

by the commissioners is inadequate, should he lose a third of his award in order

to obtain counsel to exercise his right of appeal? Judge Young of the New York

Court of Claims in the American Bar Association National Institute conference on

Condemnation, Compensation and the Courts has recommended that an additional 5

to 10 percent should be added to the award to pay attorney fees during appeal. 96

North Dakota law provides for the payment of attorney fees if the award upon

appeal is one dollar more.

RECOMMENDATION: THE PETITIONER IN THE EMINENT DOMAIN PROCESS SHOULD BE REQUIRED

TO PAY ALL REASONABLE APPRAISAL AND EXPERT WITNESS COSTS INCURRED ON THE PART OF

THE OWNER AT ANY STAGE OF THE PROCESS INCLUDING APPEALS. IN ADDITION, THE

PETITIONER SHOULD PAY ALL REASONABLE LEGAL COSTS INCLUDING ATTORNEY FEES IF

THE OIVNER, UPON APPEAL,RECEIVES AN INCREASE IN HIS AWARD BY $1,000 OR 10 PERCENT,

WHICHEVER IS LESS.

C. Negotiating a Settlement

It is a common practice for a utility to negotiate a settlement of the

. d' h' ... f d' d' 97compensatlon awar , prlor to t e lnltlatlon 0 con emnatlon procee lngs.

However, there is no statutory obligation that the utilities conduct negotia-

tions. The Uniform Eminent Domain Code recommends that a condemnor make diligent

efforts to acquire property by negotiation before instituting eminent domain

proceedings. The Proposed Code recommends (1) that the condemnor have the property

appraised and inform the O,Viler of the appraisal and permit the owner to accompany

the appraiser during the inspection; (2) that the condemnor must offer the mmer
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an amount at least equal to the condemnor's appraisal of just compensation for

the property; and (3) that the condemnor may institute condemnation proceedings

without negotiating if the owner refuses to negotiate or under other circum-

98
stances.

It is axiomatic to fair negotiating not to harass or coerce the owner to

compel agreement on the damage award. During the construction of the UPA/CPA

line in west-central Minnesota, many farmers have complained that harassment

has occurred and fraudulent statements were made by representatives of the

. S l' 100cooperatlves. UCl practlces were common:

It was common practice to tell a farmer that his neighbor had
signed the easements when he hadn't. We also told farmers they
were the last ones in their area to sign easements. We were
specifically instructed by the people at the co-ops to use
these tactics if nothing else seemed like it was going to work.
They also told us that, at last resort, we could threaten farmers
with condemnation of their land.

The same practices are alleged to have occurred in North Dakota on the same

line·
10l

In North Dakota, more than a dozen affidavits were filed with the
Consumer Fraud Division of the State Attorney General's office in
the 1975-1976 period on behalf of farmers and landowners who \vere
subject to harassment, intimidation and fraudulent statements made
by agents for the United Power Association (UPA) and Cooperative
Power Association (CPA), both seeking easements for a high voltage
power line. According to sources in North Dakotai UPA/CPA repre
sentatives used threats of condemnation in 1975 and 1976 to obtain
easements from lando\vners, even though they did not legally have
the pO\ver of eminent domain until September of 1977.

In a 1979 report of the Rural Land and Energy Project of the Washington, D.C.

based Environmental Policy Institute entitled: Lines Across the Land: Rural

Electric Cooperatives: The Changing Politics of Energy in Rural America, such

. f d' h . 11 102practlces were oun ln ot er cooperatlves as we . It should be noted that

the Uniform Eminent Domain Code includes a provision which would forbid coercive

. 103
actlons.

Since negotiations are a COIITffiOn practice, and since the present negotiating

practices leave a sour taste in many o\vners' mouths, some reforms are needed.
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RECOMMENDATIONS: DURING NEGOTIATING FOR PROPERTY SUBJECT TO EMINENT DOMAIN

PROCEEDINGS, THE FOLLOWING PRACTICES SHOULD BE STATUTORILY }Uu~DATED: (1)

THE CONDEMNOR HAVE THE PROPERTY APPRAISED AND INFOID1 THE OWNER OF THE APPRAISAL

ill~D PER}lIT THE OWNER TO ACCOMPANY THE APPRAISER DURING THE INSPECTION; (2)

THE CONDEMNOR MUST OFFER AN AMOUNT AT LEAST EQUAL TO THE CONDE~mOR'S APPRAISAL

OF JUST COMPENSATION FOR THE PROPERTY; AND (3) THE CONDEMNOR ~~Y INSTITUTE

I'
1\
if

CONDEMNATION PROCEEDINGS WITHOUT NEGOTIATING IF THE OWNER REFUSES TO NEGOTIATE,

Cill~NOT BE FOUND, IS LEGALLY INCOMPETENT, OR SIMILAR REASONS.

RECOMMENDATION: A FRAUD STATUTE SHOULD BE ENACTED 1;mICH PROHIBITS HARASSNENT

OR THE USE OF FRAUDULENT STATEMENTS TO SECURE TITLE TO Lill~D SUBJECT TO CONDEM-

NATION PROCEEDINGS. IF A CONDEMNQR USES THESE PRACTICES, A PENALTY SHOULD BE

IMPOSED OF AN ADDITIONAL 50 PERCENT OF THE JUST COMPEl1SATION ADDED TO THE AWARD.

The condemnation process outlined in the previous section (chapter Five,

section 5.1B) requires the unwilling seller to appeal his decision to the district

court if he is unsatisfied with the amount of the damage award granted by the

commissioners. The judicial appeal is a lengthy procedure with corresponding

requirements of large amounts of time and money necessary to an effective

appeal. At the commissioner level, the owner and his appraiser, if he has one,

is pitted against the nearly limitless resources of the utility or other

condemner in sustaining his case. Consequently, the owner is at a disadvantage

in being unfamiliar with both the condemnation process and appraising techniques.

This situation is generally not true for the condemner.

In his examination of land use and due process, Curtis Vaughan, III concluded

that "it is time to include a factor in the balancing of rights and interests

that represents the difficulty of wading through the regulatory morass so as

to place the affected property owners in a position to be better able to protect

h
. . ,,104t elr property lnterests.

REC9MMENDATION: THE PETITIONER IN A CONDE~mATION PROCEEDING SHOULD BE REQUIRED

TO PROVIDE A "HAi~DBOOK" TO THE O\\TNER ill~D TENill~T OF THE PROPERTY WHICH EXPLAINS
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HIS RIGHTS IN CONDEMNATION PROCEEDINGS, HOW THE PROCESS WORKS, ill~D HOW TO

PARTICIPATE IN THE PROCESS. THIS Hill~DBOOK SHOULD BE PROVIDED DURING THE FIRST

~ffiETING OR NOTICE TO THE OI~~ER AND TENill~T OF ill~ INTEREST TO ACQUIRE ANY LAND,

ImICH COULD BE SUBJECT TO A CONDEMNATION PROCEEDING.

1. Taking Agricultural Land

The use of land in Minnesota is rapidly becoming politicized, just as energy,

food, water, and minerals has in the last 100 years. Fifty years ago, land was

thougrtof as a commodity to be used by the owner as he pleased without regard

to neighboring or community interests. Today, land is no longer cheap and its

supply has not increased either with Minnesota's population or the demands of

that population. As a result, the existing land is used much more intensively

than ever before. Consequently, society as a whole has become more interdependant

and land is now regarded more as a resource than a commodity. 105 According

to a recent study, urbanization is taking a substantial portion of the nation's

. . 1 lId 106prlme agrlcu tura an:

Twenty percent of the conterminous United St'ates is within 50 miles
of at least one of our 100 largest urbanized areas; 28 percent of
our best farmland (land in Soil Capability Clas~es I and II) is
within these radii. The 43 percent of our land area that is in
SMSA counties and counties adjacent to SMSA counties contains 52
percent of our prime ,farmland. Outside of the Great Plains, these
counties contain 45 percent of the land base, but 63 percent of the
prime farmland; and in California, our most important agricultural
state, the disproportionate concentration of the best soils in and
around the SMSA counties is even greater.

These figures indicate a moderate but significant bias in the location
of our prime farmland towards the vicinity of our urban populations.
Ceteris paribus, as our cities expand, prime farmland will be more
likely to be urbanized than other land.

A recent State Planning Agency projection estimated that more than 500,000 acres

of land in farms will be withdrawn from the agricultural bases by 1990 in

M' 107lnnesota.

"Ten years from now, Americans could be as concerned over the loss of the

nation's prime agricultural land as the7 are today over shortages of oil and

108
gasoline." Robert Gray, Executive Director of the National Agricultural Lands
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Study has noted: "The wheatfields of Kansas and the cornfields of Iowa may look

boundless, but they are not. As a nation, we must come to the full realization

that prime agricultural land is no longer a surplus resource, if, indeed, it

ever was.,,109 And, as Charles Warren, Former Chairman of the Council on

~. 1 Q l' 110~nVlronmenta ua lty notes:

The pressure to convert prime farmland to other uses has been
intense, since the very factors which make such land ideal for
agriculture also make it desirable for development.

The Pacific, Northeast, Great Lakes and Appalachian regions have
been particularly hard hit by this problem. The continuing
degradation of soils due to water and wind erosion adds to the
urgency of the problem by further reducing our Nation's total
crop land base. If the United States is to continue as the major
supplier of food for the world whose population will increase by
2.2 billion by the year 2000, we must now take steps to protect
our Agricultural land.

The magnitude of the land use problem was well illustrated in a 1964 report on

the availability of land resources to satis£y demands from electrical utilities

and all other possible sources by the year 2000. The study concluded that

to meet all projected demands for land in the nation by 2000 would "require the

use of every acre in the 48 contigious states, including deserts, mountain peaks,

and marshes and still leave a net shortage of 50 million acres."lll

In 1970, the utilities forecast that electricity generating capacity would

quadruple by 1990. The utility industry estimated that it would require about

300 new sites of 500 r~ or larger, over and above substantial additions at

existing plants and replacement of older units. The industry intended to seek 170 sites

by 1980 and 130 sites by 1990. 112 Since the rate of growth (the infamous second)

derivative) has decreased substantially since this estimate was made, fewer sites

will be needed by 1990. Regardless of 'vhich growth rate is used, millions of

acres of valuable lands, including a substantial amount of waterfront property,

will be required to meet the projected demands of these plants. The old Federal

Office of Science and Technology estimated that the space requirements for a

3,000 }M generation station (the size of plants that were projected to be built
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in 1968) including land for fuel storage and sulfur oxide removal facilities

(2-4 acres) would be as follows: coal - 900-1200 acres; nuclear - 200-400 acres;

and oil - 150-350 acres.
113

In 1970, there were approximately 300,000 miles of high voltage overhead

transmission lines in existence in the United States involving an average right-

of-way of 110 feet. These lines required 4,000,000 acres. 1970 estimates of

the amount of transmission lines in 1990 were that 500,000 miles of high voltage

electric transmission lines would bring the total to 7,000,000 acres of rights-of

\Vay assuming an average of 115 feet width.
114

The land used for power generation is not all used in the same way. Coal

fired facilities need additional land for ash disposal. Nuclear plants have an

"exclusion zone" to protect the public from radiation hazards. Consequently,

nuclear facilities tend to end up being somewhat larger than coal facilities.

Cooling ponds for either type of plant are often large with 2,500 acres or more. 115

Land use for mining is also fairly large. While the quantities vary with the coal

seam and the mining method, "a reasonable range, averaged over surface and under

ground mining, is 350 to 600 acres per plant_year.
116

Over a thirty year period,

coal facilities could take 10,500 to 18,000 acres. Uranium mining, while not as

significant as coal mining, is not negligible and could increase if mining of low

grade ores occurs in the future (140,000 acres of private land have been leased in

and around Pine County, Minnesota in search of uranium deposits). Nearly

20,000 acres a year are involved per USW. Scrubbers to remove sulfur oxides

create vast amounts of limestone sludge, wbich requires special disposal efforts

if leaching into the environment is to be prevented. Six hundred acre feet per

plant per year are needed to store this material.

Power plants and mines have impacts on neighboring lands as well. These impacts

include (1) acid mine drainage; (2) erosion in strip mined areas and the resultant

sedimentation of nearby valleys; (3) the effects of water runoff due to vegetation

loss from transmission lines; (4) the effects of air pollution on the surrounding
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vegetation (SO, PCO, heavy metals, ash, etc.); (5) the long term effects of CO
2

on climate; (6) the impact of heated cooling water and radioactively contaminated

,vater on aquatic organisms and human health; (7) decreased property values; and

(8) the spiritual and aesthetic impacts from plants and lines on people and

h · l'f 1 117t elY l esty es.

by not only the above, but by interfering with (1) the use of farm implements;

(2) irrigation; (3) soil compaction; (4) crop yields (corn and soybeans from

photo-chemical oxidants); and (5) specialty farms (wild rice, apiaries, turkey

_ ., 118
farms, fur farms, etc.). Allot these factors result In economlC losses.

Clearly, there is a need to allocate land for high-nuisance, heavy industries.

A conservative projection of the need for new electric power generating facilities

would call for ten plants of 35,000 to 70,000 acres, including the generating

stations, substations, cooling facilities, water and full storage areas and

d · b ff' 119surroun lng u erlng zone. This is equal to 12 to 25 percent of the total

area of floodplains in this state on the Minnesota and Mississippi Rivers below

Ortonville and St. Cloud. "These numbers indicate the need for a system of

priorities in land allocation on the floodplains in the major power market area

120
of the state."

In a 1979 study on Minnesota Cropland Resources conducted by the State

Planning Agency, there is a potential for conflict between cropland and electric

, f '1" d 'd 121generatlng aCl ltles an corrl ors:

In the next 15 years an estimated 2,224 miles of new powerlines and
facilities for approximately 5,000 mega,vatts of generating capacity
will be sited in Minnesota. (Source: Power Plant Siting Staff,
Environmental Quality Board, September, 1978). The projected
generating facilities will require about 10,000 acres and, perhaps,
additional thousands of acres in perimeter noise buffer strips (which
might be used for cropland). Of the total projected additional generating
capacity, about 1,600 MW, or about 3,200 acres of land, probably will
be sought in southern Minnesota in areas of high soil productivity.
Probable siting areas are the Minnesota and Mississippi River Valleys.
As a percentage of the total acreage of soils in PG-l and 2 combined,
the requirement of 3,200 acres represents about two-hundredths (.02%)
of one percent of the top two productivity groups. However, sites
might well be located on less productive soils,
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In sum, its axiomatic that the development and use of energy resources,

whether on public or private land, generate conflict with other land uses.

Often energy facilities are located on lands valuable for agriculture, forestry,

grazing, or recreational uses. Therefore, one of the more important issues in

the siting question is the compatibility of energy facilities with other land

uses. In addition, the increasing distances between the energy facility and'the end

uses of that energy demand ever increasing amounts of land for transmission

corridors. Consequently, some attempt to resolving these land use conflicts or
122

at least balancing the competing interests for the land must be made.

The 1979 Inventory report of power plant study areas recognizes the need

to protect agricultural land and cites one of its regulations as the MEQB's

demonstrated concern for preserving agricultural land: "Preferred sites minimize

the removal of valuable and productive agricultural, forestry, or other mineral

land from their uses.,,123 However, recognizing the need to minimize adverse

impacts of siting orr agricultural lands and declaring prime agricultural land

an exclusion or avoidance area is entirely different. The existing state policy

is to permanently preserve agricultural land from conversion to other uses. 123A

Such a classification would greatly restrict the loss of agricultural land due

to electric energy facilities. Prime agricultural land has been classified numerous

ways and should not present an insurmountable problem in amending MEQB regula

tions to exempt such land. 124

Another problem that generates conflict in utilizing agricultural land for

transmission corridors is the failure to require negotiations between the utility

and the farmer for the exact placement of the towers. The Power Plant Siting

Act requires the MEQB to establish a route for the line. The route that the

MEQB provides is of variable width up to 1.25 miles wide (MEQB 72L). While the

MEQB must take into consideration survey, natural division lines, and field

boundaries to minimize the interference with agricultural operations (MEQB 73H(1)

(b)(3)) in selecting a route, the utility is not required to do so in determining

the exact placement of the towers.
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In challenging the utility's exact placement of the towers, the Minnesota

Supreme Court ruled in Skeie that in challenging the "necessity" of eminent

domain proceedings, the owner in order to protect agricultural land must show

that the line would impair a "protectable natural resource": 125

If the lando'vner had introduced evidence to prove that the presence
of the power line would have made the soil sterile; or caused its
erosion; or limited its cropping potential, in some significant,
irreversible way, we would have a different situation. But this was
not done. The missing evidence is that which distinguishes intru
sion upon land which cannot be compensated by damages from
those which can. The distinction is a critical one. (Footnotes
omitted.)

Consequently, a farm owner has no redress to stop or alter a line short of

proving total destruction of the land.

RECO~~lENDATION: UTILITY COMPANIES BUILDING HIGH VOLTAGE TRANSMISSION LINES

MUST ATTEMPT NEGOTIATIOnS WITH THE OWNER ON THE EXACT PLACEMENT OF THE TOWERS

WITHIN THE ROUTE DESIGNATED BY THE MEQB.

RECOMMENDATION: IN SITING HIGH VOLTAGE TRANSMISSION LINES THE UTILITY SHOULD

FOLLOW PROPERTY LINES OR SECTION LINES, IfJHENEVER PRACTICAL, WITHIN THE ROUTE

DESIGNATED BY THE MEQB UNLESS AN ALTERNATIVE IS NEGOTIATED WITH THE OWNER. IF

NEGOTIATIONS DO NOT RESULT IN A SETTLEMENT, THE COMMISSIONERS SHOULD DECIDE THE

PLACEMENT OF THE TOWERS.

RECOMMENDATION: THE MINNESOTA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD SHOULD AMEND ITS

EXCLUSION AND AVOIDANCE AREA REGULATIONS TO INCLUDE PRIME AGRICULTURAL LAND AS

AN EXAMPTION, BY HOLDING I~lliEDIATE PUBLIC RULE}~KING HEARINGS.

A corollary question is whether the certificate of need and power plant

(line) siting processes must be completed prior to the initiation of eminent

domain proceedings. In a 1977 Wisconsin case, NSP did not have to complete the

Wisconsin certificate of necessity process before land could be condemned for

the now defunct Tyrone facility.126 Would this be true for Minnesota as 'vell?

No case has decided this matter. However, it is clear in light of Skeie that

these processes are the only method that an o,vner has to express his concerns

about the impact of siting plants and lines on his property. Consequently, these

processes should be completed before eminent domain actions are commenced,
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RECO~frlENDATION: SINCE THE MEA AND MEQB CERTIFICATE OF NEED k~D POWER PLk~T

SITING DECISIONS DETERMINE THE NECESSITY FOR THE CONDEMNATION PETITION, THE

HEA CERTIFICATE OF NEED AND ~ffiQB POWER PLk~T SITING PROCESS SHOULD BE COMPLETED

BEFORE EMINENT DOMAIN ACTIONS ARE CO}frffiNCED.

5.3 Summary of Findings and Recommendations

It is apparent that there is a crisis attitude today with regard to energy

problems. This is indicated by the proliferation of new agencies, the enactment

of new laws which regulate energy use and development, and by the proposal for new

procedures, such as the Energy Mobilization Board (EMB). The EMB would not only clevel

priorities for energy projects and goals, but would also limit the time that federal,

state, and local governments have to make decisions (a process that could result in

de facto denial of due process and substantive consideration of the proposed

project). The decisions that result from this crisis attitude can seriously

affect land use. Studies on the future of land use in the United States report

that our intensive use of land is expected to nearly double by the year 2000.

The equivalent of every public and private facility including schools, hospitals,

shopping centers, power plants, pipelines, homes and highways will be duplicated

to accommodate projected population increases in the next twenty to thirty years.

Accompanying this type of resource use pressure will be hotly contested debates

over governmental powers to regulate land use and the taking of land for public

purposes. Recently, extensive debates have occurred in Minnesota over regulation

and the taking of land (particularly agricultural land) for power plants, power

lines, pipelines, streets and highways, the "domed stadium", preserving '\lild

and scenic" rivers, protecting the BloJCA, and many more. These debates, which have

occurred in the courts, the legislature, before government agencies, and in many

other public forms, will increase in the future.

The desirability of local control over land use decision is under serious

question. Each local community, being concerned \vith its own protec tion, has
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tended to zone its land to avoid becoming a dump for undesirable uses. This

has resulted in urban sprawl, exclusionary zoning, and unplanned development.

Regional problems such as pollution, inadequate housing, and improper manage-

ment of the environment have been attacked haphazardly and often in deference

to wholly local interests. This has resulted in purely local welfare becoming

the dominant concern. In addition, local governments, which are dependant upon

property taxes for support, find it difficult to resist the desires of developers

even though important social and aesthetic interests are sacrificed. One

commentator has suggested that the problem is due not because the land use

decision making is local, but "the flaw is that the criteria for decision making

are exclusively local, even when the interests are far more comprehensive.,,127

Recently, the Minnesota Legislature has enacted new laws to overcome the

procedures of local concerns by enacting state land use control authorities.

Some of these include the Flood Plain Management Act, Regulation of Shoreland

Development, the Critical Areas Act, the Minnesota Hild and Scenic Rivers Act,

and the Power Plant Siting Act. In each instance the state either regulates the

use of land through its police po~ver or permits the "taking" of the land to meet

a "public use" through the power of eminent domain. This chapter focuses on

the taking of land under the power of eminent domain by addressing the contro-

versy about the condemnation or eminent domain process used to take land.

Hhat powers and Ivhat limitations on the use of power does the state have in

affecting the use of land? No matter what level of government seeks to control

land use by direct or indirect means, the control must be based on one or more

of the following powers; commerce power, power to tax and spend, power over

federal property, police power (including control of public nuisances), and

eminent domain.

The two most important powers from the perspective state control are the

police power and the power of eminent domain. Indeed, ouch of the litigation

over real property that takes place is a result of the choice of power (police
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or eminent domain) that the state exercised in a given instance. The issue in

these cases is whether a "taking" has occurred which requires compensation by

the state or others delegated the power of eminent domain.

Eminent domain, like the police power, is inherent in the sovereignty

of the state and requires no constitutional recognition. The U.S. Supreme

Court has ruled that "the right of eminent domain, that is, the right to take

private property for public uses, appertains to every independent government.

I · " 1 ,." 'b f . ,,128t requlres no constltutlona recognltlon; It lS an attrl ute 0 soverelgnty.

Constitutional provisions concerning eminent domain limit the power of government

to exercise the right, but do not create the power. Even so, the court has

ruled that the fifth amendment implies the grant of the power of eminent domain

to governmen t .

Does the taking of private property for siting power plants and high voltage

transmission lines (HVTL) constitute a public use? The recognition that power

plants and lines serve a public use is obviously connected with the inherent value

of electricity itself. Since electricity possesses an inherent capacity to serve

domestic uses, it has and continues to be considered a public use unless produced

primarily to private rather than public use. Since power plants and lines are the

sole means of providing electricity to consumers, they have generally been considered

a public use. A number of cases have addressed various aspects of the public use

issue as it relates to power plants and lines. The cases have determined that

(1) each member of the public need not be actually benefitted by the construction of

a plant or line for it to serve a public use, provided that each member of the

public shares an equal right with all others to use the electricity; (2) the fact

that one patron will be served by the facility does not destroy its public nature;

(3) the transmission of electricity by a \vholesaler for ultimate distribution

constitutes a public use; (4) electricity supplied to insure the reliability

of a power system, even though it might not supply any customers (within a state)

directly, still constitutes a public use; (5) public use exists where evidence that
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reserve emergency power supplies would be increased by the proposed facility,

that the existing electrical distribution system ~vould be stabilized, or that

options existed that could provide electric power to a substantial number of

residences; (6) property may be condemned prior to the granting of certificate

of necessity by state agencies; (7) land may be condemned even though other

property may be more suitable; and (8) utilities may enter private property

to conduct tests prior to the initiation of condemnation proceedings. In sum,

the taking of private property to site power plants and lines appears to

constitute a legitimate public use.

The issue of whether pO\ver plants and lines constitute a legitimate public

use was settled in a 1979 Minnesota Supreme Court Case. It had been argued

that the Minnesota Energy Agency Act (M.S., Chapter l16H) removed the question of

need from the eminent domain proceedings of M. S., Chapter 117. "By this Act, the

legislature has removed from the condemnation court the power to decide \vhether

the subject facility is needed and has transferred that power to a state

d
... ,,129

a mlnlstratlve agency.

Minnesota has extended the power of eminent domain to more than state agencies

and political subdivisions. The power has been extended to railroads, mining

companies, public utilities,and others. As a result, eminent domain is a widely

used power affecting land use and the rights and values of large numbers of

people. In addition, the eminent domain procedures differ substantially from

procedures for other types of civil conflicts.

Chapter One of this report noted that a significant number of new power

plants and their associated transmission lines may be built in the next 20 to

30 years. While the ultimate amount of electrical pO~ver capacity that can be

sited is a function of many technological, environmental, and economic factors;

human elements and social acceptance will playa major role. As noted by many

individuals in government, utilities and the co~~unity, the growth in electrical

power will be closely linked with questions of social equity and the perception
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of justice that exists in the processes for siting, condemning, and paying for

electric power plants and lines. This section will examine three aspects of

the condemnation issue (1) due process; (2) social equity in condemnation

proceedings;and (3) negotiating the taking. "A thread that runs through all

the decisions dealing with the issue of due process and the necessity of some

kind of hearing is a tendency towards balancing of private interests in

procedural safeguards against government expense and burden of providing those

safeguards.,,130 The listing of the required constitutional elements for a

fair hearing provides a basis for comparison of the state eminent domain

procedure. Since, Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 117 requires a hearing in the

condemnation process both on the "commissioner" level and upon appeal at district

court, an analysis of the need for a hearing in condemnation proceedings seems

moot.

In sum, the eminent domain process provided for in Minnesota Statutes,

Chapter 117 fails to meet the due process requirements as delineated in Goldberg

in several respects: (1) the notice of the petition for condemnation fails to

provide an explanation of the reasons for the taking; (2) there is no legal

requirement that the damages awarded by the tribunal of commissioner be based

upon the evidence adduced at the hearing; and (3) there is no requirement that

the commissioners explain how they arrived at their decision in the report that

they file with the district court. The following recommendations are offered

to overcome the due process inadequacies in the present statute.

26. A copy of the petition submitted to district court
under Minnesota Statutes 1117.055 should be included
with the notice of the time and place of the hearing
served upon the o,mer and occupant of the land.

27. Minnesota Statutes 1117.086 relating to non-contiguous
tracts of land should be applicable at the commissioner
level, as well as on appeal.

28. ~innesota Statutes §l17.085 should be amended to require
that the damages awarded by the commissioners be based
upon evidence submitted at the hearings, and the viewing;
and that the chair~an of the co~aission berequired to explain in
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writing how the commission arrived at their decision for
awarding damages in their report that they submit to the
district court.

The purpose of the condemnation procedure is to provide the "just

compensation" mandated by the fifth amendment to the U.S. Constitution. Just

compensation requires that the party whose property was taken must be placed in

as good a financial position by a condemnation 3Ivard as the party \vould have

occupied had the property not been taken. In other words, a party whose land

was taken must be awarded a full and perfect equivalent in money. This is the

thrust of the U.S. Supreme Court's early opinions. In 1943 in United States v.

Hiller, the U.S. Supreme Court created the "willing buyer-willing seller" or

IIfair market value ll theory for determining just compensation. Harket value is

\vhat a II willing buyer will sell to a ~villing seller." Just compensation, therefore,

was determined a theoretical market value, i.e., a price that a not overeager

buyer pays in a hypothetical market. Harket value, as the court said, was "a

guess by informed persons."

The Supreme Court decisions, which have affected the evaluation concepts in

every. state, fail to recognize, monetarily, that the property owner in a condemnation

proceeding is an unwilling seller. Consequently, the courts have ignored an

owner's unwillingness to sell and the special benefits that accrue to the condemner.

In addition, in the absence of state law to the contrary, the courts ignore the loss

I
I I of profits, business interruption, and appraiser, attorney, and other costs

incurred in the condemnation process. "This unenviable position of unwillingness

is recognized in English and Canadian law where at least some balm is given to an

innocent victim of that process, euphemistically called 'bulldozing for progress. ,,,27

A sense of justice would demand that, since one is dealing \vith an unwilling

seller, the condemnation process minimize the burden in the process upon the

landowner and insure that his interest is represented. Four aspects of the

condemnation process, which deserve scrutiny in light of the unwilling seller

concept include (1) the commissioner process; (2) placing the burden of proof;
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(3) paying the damage award; and (4) payment of costs incurred in the process.

The following recommendations are offered to overcome defects in these areas.

29. The commissioner system provided in eminent domain proceedings
under Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 117 should be retained.

30. The mechanism for choosing commissioners should be altered so
that insofar as practical and desirable, the commissioners
shall consist of (1) a real estate broker or other person
familiar \vith current real estate market values; (2) a
qualified real estate appraiser; and (3) an attorney knowledgeable
in eminent domain or real estate law.

The burden of proof
be abandoned at all
including appeals.
given the right to

31. in condemnation proceedings should
states in the eminent domain process
On appeal, the owner should still be

o?en and close at t~ial.

32. Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 117 and Minnesota Statutes §116C.63
should be amended to provide a uniform and consistent approach
to the payment of damage awards. The petitioner should first
attempt to directly pay the owner all unencumbered, uncontested
damage awards before depositing the award with the clerk of
court. The clerk of district court should deposit all awards
in an interest bearing account until paid. Any owner should
be able to elect to receive his award in equal installments up
to ten years with all unpaid installments accruing interest. All
awards held by the district court shall be payable upon demand,
and if encumbered or contested upon the removal of such encumbrance
or the conclusion of such contesting to the owner upon written
request. This provision should be made retroactive to all awards
held by the district court.

33. The petitioner in the eminent domain process should be required
to pay all reasonable appraisal and expert witness costs
incurred on the part of. the o\vner at any stage of the process
including appeals. In addition, the petitioner should pay all
reasonable legal costs including attorney fees if the owner,
upon appeal, receives an increase in his award by $1,000.00
or 10 percent, \vhichever is less.

It is common practice for a utility to negotiate a settlement of the compen-

sation award, prior to the initiation of condemnation proceedings. However, there

is no statutory obligation that the utilities conduct negotiations. The Uniform

Eminent Domain Code recommends that a condemner make diligent efforts to acquire

property by negotiation before instituting eminent domain proceedings. The

Proposed code recommends (1) that the condemner have the property appraised and

inform the o\vner of the appraisal and permit the owner to accompany the
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. appraiser during the inspection; (2) that the condemner must offer the owner

an amount at least equal to the condemner's appraisal of just compensation for

the property; and (3) that the condemner may institute condemnation proceedings

without negotiating if the owner refuses to negotiate or under other circum-

stances. It is axiomatic to fair negotiating not to harass or coerce the owner

to compel agreement on the damage a~vard. During the constructing of the UPA/CPA

line in west-central Minnesota, many farmers have complained that harassment

occurred and fraudulent statements were made by representatives of the coopera-

tives. According to a former agent who worked for the cooperatives, such

practices were common. The following recommendations are offered to provide

for better negotiating practices.

34. During negotiating for property subject to eminent domain
proceedings, the following practices should be statutorily
mandated: (1) the condemnor have the property appraised
and inform the owner of the appraisal and permit the owner
to accompany the appraiser during the inspection; (2) the
condemner must offer an amount at least equal to the condemnor's
appraisal of just compensation for the property; and (3)
the condemnor may institute condemnation proceedings without
negotiating if the owner refuses to negotiate, cannot be found,
is legally incompetent, or similar reasons.

35. A fraud statute should be enacted which prohibits harassment
or the use of fraudulent statements to secure title to land
subject to condemnation proceedings. If a condemnor uses
these practices, a penalty should be imposed of an additional
50 percent of the just compensation added to the award.

36. The petitioner in a condemnation proceeding should be required
to provide a "handbook" to the owner and tenant of the property
which explains his rights in condemnation proceedings, how the
process works, and how to participate in the process. This
handbook should be provided during the first meeting or notice
to the owner and tenant of an interest to acquire any land,
which could be subject to a condemnation proceeding.

The use of land in Minnesota is rapidly becoming politicized, just as

energy, food, water, and minerals have in the last 100 years. Fifty years ago,

land was thought of as a commodity to be used by the owner as he pleased without

regard to neighboring or community interests. Today, land is no longer cheap

and its supply has not increased either with Minnesota's population or the
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demands of that population. As a result~ the existing land is used much more

intensively than ever before. Consequently, society as a whole has become

more interdependent and land is no,v regarded more as a resource than a

commodity,

It is axiomatic that the development and use of energy resources, whether

on public or priavet land, generate conflict ,vith other land uses. Often

energy facilities are located on lands valuable for agricultural, forestry,

grazing, or recreational uses. Therefore, one of the more important issues in

the siting question is the compatibility of energy facilities with other land

uses, In addition, the increased distances between the energy facility and the

end uses of that energy demand ever increasing amounts of land for transmission

corridors. Consequently, some attempt to resolving these land use conflicts or

at least balancing the competing interests for the land must be made.

37. Utility companies building high voltage transmission lines
must attempt negotiations with the O,Viler on the exact place
ment of the towers within the route designated by the MEQB.

38. In siting high voltage transmission lines, the utility should
follow property lines or section lines, whenever practical,
within the route designated by the MEQB unless an alternative is
negotiated with the owner. If negotiations do not result in a
settlement, the commissioners should decide the exact place
ment of the towers.

39. The Minnesota Environmental Quality.Board should amend its
exclusion and avoidance area regulations to include prime
agricultural land as an exemption.

40. Since the MEA and MEQB certificate of need and power plant
siting decisions determine the necessity for the condemnation
petition, the MEA certificate of need and MEQB power plant
siting process should be completed before the eminent domain
actions are commenced.
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APPENDIX I

SUM}~RY OF SURVEY SENT TO INTERESTED PERSONS, REGULATORY
AGENCIES, AND ELECTRICAL UTILITIES

I. INTRODUCTION

This study was undertaken by the Joint Legislative Committee on Science and

Technology at the request of members of this committee and the House Select

Committee on Energy. Representatives Gordon Voss, Ken Nelson, and Debbert

Anderson and Senator Wayne Olhoft were the principal legislators responsible for

determining the direction and scope of the study as well as the questions that

were sent to interested persons, regulatory agencies, and electrical utilities.

The study was limited to electrical utilities and designed to examine how

administrative and regulatory processes factored a wide variety of concerns

into their decision-making. These concerns include environmental and techno-

logical variables, questions of equity for all parties, state policies, and

how the public, which is defined as non-governmental, non-utility people for

the purposes of this study, interacts with the decision-making process. The

study was not designed to evaluate the appropriateness of any particular

variable (e.g., the value of nuclear over coal power, etc.). Rather, the

study evaluates the process to see if the variables and concerns of all parties

are given due consideration.

In addition, the principal legislators requested that the study conduct a

survey of all parties including interested persons, regulatory agencies, and

electrical utilities to see if a consensus could be arrived at on any issue. The

survey was not designed to resolve differences, but to obtain information on the

nature of the various problems within the existing process, on the potential

solutions, and to determine if there is any unanimity on the nature of the

problems or their solutions by those surveyed.

Source: Reagan, Patrick L., Regulating Electrical Utilities in Minnesota, Part
II: Responses and Review of Survey Questions to Interested Persons,

Regulating Agencies, and Electrical Utilities, Joint Legislative Committee
on Science and Technology, December, 1978 (Unpublished).
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II. THE SURVEY DESIGN

The survey questions were designed to accomplish two purposes. The first

purpose is to get factual information from the utilities and state agencies

relating to practices and procedures on how they arrived at their decisions,

descriptions of their functions and resources (staff, etc.), and projections for

new facilities, rate requests, etc. for the future. The second purpose of the

survey is more subjective in nature. A series of questions was designed to

identify specific problem areas where the parties to electrical utility regulation

proceedings (the interested persons, agencies, and utilities) believed the

process was inadequate or skewed in one direction or the other. In addition, the

questions were designed to elicit suggested changes in the process.

The questions were reviewed and approved by the principal legislators before

the survey \Vas distributed. As may be noted, many of the questions were rather

specific in terms of offering options for suggested process changes. Many of

the survey questions were the result of informal discussions with agency

personnel and others who identified many thoughts and suggestions that had been

floating around with regard to the process. As noted above, one of the purposes

of the survey was to determine if a consensus on the problems or solutions could

be established. Consequently, the quostions were purposefully designed to be

specific where possible, in order to ascertain if a consensus did indeed exist

on these thoughts and suggestions.

Five sets of questions were designed. Many of the questions were repeated in

each set. One group surveyed was the electrical utilities (3-1). All utilities

including investor, cooperative, and municipal utilities were surveyed. One

hundred and eighty-seven questionnaires were sent out in this group,

The second group surveyed was state agencies. One questionnaire was sent to

the Minnesota Energy Agency (8-2). Another questionnaire was sent to the
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Pollution Control Agency, the Department of Natural Resources, the Department

of Health and the Environmental Quality Board (S-3). A final questionnaire was

sent to the Public Service Commission and the Office of Consumer Services within

the Commerce Department (S-4).

A final set of questions was sent to interested persons (S-5). These were

individuals or groups who have participated in electrical utility regulatory

proceedings of one sort or another. The names were derived from lists kept by

the Secretary of State's Office, the Minnesota Energy Agency, the Environmental

Quality Board, the Public Service CODlmission, and others. Between 350 and 400

questionnaires were sent out to interested persons.
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5-1

Personnel Question

1. How many professional personnel are employed by your activity? Please break this
down by research, EIS, enforcement, forecasting, need determination, cost analysis,
conservation, alternative technologies, other.

Certificate of Need Questions

2. How do you determine need for a new facility?

3. How is the decision for determining size, type, timing, and location of new facili
ties, lines, and substations actually made?

4. What factors do you weigh in these decisions and how are they weighed? (Please ad
dress the factors of cost, environment, transportation, fuel source and availability,
political climate and .any others you use for each of the three decisions of size,
type, and location).

5. Can location factors affect size and type decisions? Ho~y? Should they?

6. Should the type of facility be
What criteria should be used?
facility?

determined in a different manner than is now used?
Is there any factor that should override a type of

. ... _.. - . . _. . _.
. 7;"" "Where"; ideally in the" legal process should size, type," and location decisions be

made? "

Conservation Questions

8. Please explain your conservation program. What direction do you' see your conserva
tion program taking in the future? Should a conservation program affect the need
decision or size determination? Conservation is Minnesota's energy policy: ho" could
it affect electrical demand in the future?

". ~'-'

9. How do you determine the "right" technology to meet end energy use needs? Include an
evaluation of temperature levels and reliability as factors in the determination of
technology.

Environmental Questions

10. How do you determine environmental and health impacts of proposed facilities? Be
specific.

11. Are the agency position papers required to be submitted under Minnesota Statutes
Chapter 116H.13 adequate for determining the health and environmental effects of a
proposed facility? Hhy?

12. When should an EIS be done? Before the Certificate of Need is issued? After the
Certificate of Need, but before the siting process commences? After the siting pro
cess, but before permits are issued for plants to be build? Never? A combination
thereof (please specify)? Other?

13. Hhat should an EIS cover? Size? Type? Location decisions? Alternate technologies?
Alternative mechanisms to meet demand (conservation, price incentives, etc.)?

14. Should an EIS be done on total end use energy requirements for Minnesota? ~{hy?

Electrical Rate Structure Questions
15. ,{hat forecasting technique or techniques do you use to determine need? Please pro-
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vide a brief description on your forecasting technique.

16. When you determine your forecast for demand of electricity, do you know who the us~rs

will be and'what the energy will be used for?

17. \~at is your projected demand for new facilities from now until 2025?

18. How do you determine your rate increase requests? How much capital investment do ~u

have in plants, lines offices, maintenance equipment, etc.? Hhat is the total ope'
ating expense for each plant, line, etc. each year? How have these costs changed?
How do you expect them to change in the future? Hhat is your total yearly budget?

19. Historically, what is your cost per kilowatt hour by plant and total for your company

20. Do you own or plan to buy any companies involved in fuel supply, transportation, p ~n

construction, etc.? Do you own any other companies? Please provide a copy of you~

state charter, articles of incorporation, and by-laws.

21. How many rate increases have you asked for in the last ten years? How many have b~n

granted in full or fractional amounts (please specify)? Do you have a rate increase
request in progress now? If yes, for how much? Do you anticipate any rate increa
requests.in the near futurel

22. Should the PUblic Service Commission have input via rate determination in the size
type, and location decisions?

23. What market forces in the economic sense exist for utilities? 1Jhat incentives exist
for holding costs down?

Policy Questions

~~.__ Wh~shoulQ~make the· final decisio& on size~_type)and location decisions: the utj
ity? An administrative agency? The legislature? Or other? \~y? Please rank orud~

the factors you feel should be considered in making the final decision.

25. \~ere should non-utility, non-governmental people impact in the process? At the E ;)
stage? In courts? In hearings? Other (please specify)? Should these people be
funded? \~y or why not?

26. \~at do you feel is wrong with the existing energy process? \¥hat would you change
about the process? What is the most time-consuming aspect of the process and how r.
should it be changed?

27. In light of the recent suggestion that ~finneapolis should buy NSP plants, should the
government operate the utilities? Hhy or why not?

28. How is uncertainty in the process affected by judicial revie~v, the hearing examiner
process, and imposed time constraints? Should any of these factors be changed? 1
so, why? How do these factors affect uncertainty?

PR/jb
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Personnel Question
1. How many personnel are employed by your agency? Please break this down by research,

EIS, enforcement, forecasting, need determination, policy analysis) conservation,
alternative energies, other. How does your agency utilize federally funded employees'

Forecast Questions
2. Does the MEA determine its o,vn forecast for electrical demand independent of electri

cal utilities? Do you rely on electrical utility data) data analysis, etc~? 1fuy?

3. 1fuat forecasting technique or techniques do you use to determine need? Please pro
vide the details on your forecasting technique.

4. 1fuen you determine your forecast for demand of electricity, do you know who the users
will be and what the energy will be used for?

5. Do forecasts from different utilities vary in te~hnique, variables used, and ,veight
given to different variables?

6. What is the projected energy supply and demand for the next 50 years? In what form
will the demand be met? How much electricity is used for heating or other low tem
perature purposes? What alternative ways are being considered for meeting energy de
mand? Should an EIS be done on total demand for Minnesota? lfuy?

'. ""--'..".--;~ '-:'.~~' ......-....- .
Certificate of Need Questions

7. What is the projected demand for new facilities from now until.2025?

8. How do you determine need for a new facility?

-.,.- ,._~~-! "-"~."'::::.

........

9. How is the decision for determining size, type, timing, and location of ne,v facilitie.
lines, and substations made?

...~: -- . "-'-

10. What factors do you weigh in these decisions and how are they weighed? (Please ad
dress the factors of cost, environment, transportation, fuel source and availability)
political climate, and any others you use for each of the four decisions of size,
type, timing, and location).

11. Do you have the authority to alter size, type location decisions of the utility or
other agencies? If so, what factors and criteria do you use? If not, should you'
have this authority?

12. Can location factors affect size and type decisions? How? Should they?

13. Should the type of facility be
1fuat criteria should be used?
facility?

determined in a different manner than is now used?
Is there any factor that should override a type of

14. Where, ideally, in the legal process should size, type, and location decisions be mad

15. Can your agency change size, type, and location decisions of utilities?

16. Who should make the final decision on size) type) and location decisions: the util
ity? The government? The legislature? Or other? lfuy? Please rank order the
factors you feel should be considered in making the final decision.

Conservation Questions

17. Please explain your conservation program. lfuat direction do you see your conservatic
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program taking in the future? Should a conservafion program affect the need decisiDn
or size determination? Conservation is Minnesota's energy policy: how will it at
feet demand in the future?

18. How do you determine the "right" technology to meet end energy use requirements?
Include an evaluation of temperature levels and reliability as factors in the
determination of the technology.

Environmental Questions

19. How do you determine environmental and health impacts of proposed facilities? Be
specific.

20. Are the agency position papers required to be submitted under Minnesota Statutes
Chapter 116H.13 adequate for determining the health and environmental effects of
proposed facility? Why?

21. Hhen should an EIS be done? Before the Certificate of Need is
Certificate of Need, but before the siting process commences?
process, but before permits are issued for plants to be built?
tion thereof (please specify)? Or other?

issued? After the
After the siting

Never? A combina-

22... What should an EIS cover? Size? Type? Location decisions? Alternate technologi_s'i
Alternative mechanisms ta meet demand (conservation, price incentives, etc.)?

23. Should an EIS be done on total end use energy requirements for }linnesota? ~ihy?

Policy Questions

24. Where should non-utility, non-governmental people 'lmpact in the process? At the I S
stage? In courts? In hearings? Other (please specify)? Should these people be
funded?IVhy-or why not7

25.- -~fJhat market forces in the economic sense exist for utilities? lVhat incentives exist
for holdingcpsts down?

26. What do you feel is wrong with the existing energy process? lVhat would you change
about the process? What is the most time-consuming aspect of the process and how
should it be changed?

27. In light of the recent suggestion that Minneapolls buy NSP plants, should the govern
ment operate the utilities? IVhy or why not?

28. How is the uncertainty in the process affected by judicial revie,~, the hearing exami
ner process, and imposed time constraints? Should any of these factors be change(-
If so, why? How do these factors affect uncertainty?

PR/jb
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Personnel Question

1. How many personnel are employed by your agency? Please break this dO\{TI by research,
EIS, enforcement, forecasting, need determination, cost analysis,. conservation, al
ternative technologies, other. How does your agency utilize federally funded em
ployees?

Certificate of Need Questions

2. Do you have the authority to alter size, type location decisions of the utility or
other agencies? If so, what factors and criteria do you use? If not, should you
have this authority?

3. Can location factors affect size and type decisions? How? Should they?

4. Should the type of facility be
What criteria should be used?
facility? .

determined in a different manner than is now used?
Is there any factor that should override the type of

5. Hhere, ideally, in the legal process should size, type, and location decisions be
made?

.6. How do you determine the "right" technology
Include an evaluation of temperature levels
inination=of the-technolbgy? - ~- . ,.- .-:-

to meet end energy use requirements?
and reliability as factors in the deter-

Environmental Questions

7. How do you determine environmental
specific.

and health impacts of proposed facilities? Be

8. Are the agency position papers required to be submitted under Minnesota Statutes
Chapter 116H.13 adequate to determine health and environmental effects of a proposed
facility? Why? .-

9. When should an EIS be done? Before the Certificate of Need is
Certificate of Need, but before the siting process commences?
process, but before permits are issued for plants to be built?
tion thereof (please specify)? Or other?

issued? After the
After the siting

Never? A combina-

10. What should an EIS cover? Size? Type? Location decisions? Alternate technologies?
Alternative mechanisms to meet demand (conservation, price incentives, etc.)?

11. Should an EIS be done on total end use energy requirements for Minnesota? Why?

Policy Questions
12. Who should make the final decision on size, type, and location decisions: the util-

ity? The government? The legislature? Or other? tfuy? Please rank order the
factors you feel should be considered in making the final decision.

13. tfuere should non-utility, non-governmental people impact in the process? At the EIS
stage? In courts? In hearings? Other (please specify)? Should these people be
funded? Why or why not?

14. Hhat market forces in the economic sense exist for utilities? tihat incentives exist
for holding costs do~?

15. tfuat do you feel is wrong with the existing energy process? tfuat would you change
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about the process? ~fuat is the most time-consuming aspect of the process and how
or should it be changed?

16. How is uncertainty in the process affected by judicial revie~." the hearing examine"
process, and imposed time constraints? Should any of these factors be changed? I
so, why? How do these factors affect uncertainty?

17. In light of the recent suggestion that ~linneapolis buy NSP plants, should the gov
ment operate the utilities? Hhy?

PR/jb
10/6/78
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Personnel Question

1. How many personnel are employed by your agency? Please break this down by research,
EIS, enforcement, forecasting, need determination, cost analysis, conservation,
alternative technologies, other. How does your agency utilize federal employees?

Certificate of Need Que?tions

2. Do you have the authority to alter size, type location decisions of the utility or
other agencies? If so, what factors and criteria do you use? If not, should you
have this authority?

3. How should the type of facility be determined? What criteria should be used? Is
there any factor that should override the type of facility?

4. Can the PSC use rate factors to determine size, type, and location decisions?
Should it?

5. Who should make the final decision on size, type, and location decisions: the util
ity? The government? The legislature? Other? Hhy? Please rank order the factors
you feel should be considered in making the final decision.

Electrical Rate Structure Questions

&- How- a-re:-.rate: increases granted and determined f'or new facilities? What is the'
timing1' How do you determine rate increase criteria?

7. How many· rate ,increases have been granted- in the last four years? Denied? Altered?
Requested? Amounts before and after?

Environmental 'Questions

8_ Whe~~should an EIS be-done~ Before the Certificate of Need is
Cert:i:ffcate of Need',; but before· the sitin~,process commences?
process, but before permits are issued for plants to be built?
tion thereof (please specify)? Or other?

issued? After the
After the siting

Never? A combina-

9. What should an EIS cover? Size? Type? Location decisions? Alternate technologies?
Alternative mechanisms to meet demand (conservation, price incentives, etc.)?

Policy Questions

10. ~fuere should non-utility, non-governmental people impact in the process? At the EIS
stage? In courts? In hearings? Other (please specify)? Should these people be
funded? Why or why not?

11. ~fuat market forces in the economic sense exist for utilities? ~ihat incentives exist
for holding costs down?

12. What do you feel is wrong with the existing energy process? Hhat would you change
about the process? What is the most time-consuming aspect of the process and how or
should it be changed?

13. In light of the recent suggestion that Minneapolis buy NSP plants, should the govern
ment operate the utilities? Hhy or why not?

14. How is uncertainty in the process affected by judicial review, the hearing examiner
process, and imposed time constraints? Should any of these factors be changed? If
so, why? How do these factors affect uncertainty?

PR/jb
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Certificate of Need questions

1. How should the type of facility be determined? ~Vhat criteria should be used? Is
there any factor that should override the type of facility?

2. Can location factors affect size and type decisions? HmY'? Should they?

3. Who should make the final decision on size, type, and location decisions: the uti~~

ity? The government? The legislature? Or the public? ~Vhy? Please rank order t ~

factors you feel should be considered in making the final decision.

4. ~Vhen, ideally, in the legal process should size, type, and location decisions be
made?

5. How do you determine the "right" technology to meet end use energy requirements?
Include an evaluation of temperature and reliability as factors in the determinati 1

of the tecpnology.

Environmental Questions

6. How do you determine environmental and health impacts of proposed facilities? Be
specific.

7_ When should-; an EIS~.be done?'~' Before the Certificate of Need is issued? Af ter the
Certificate' of Need;. but before the siting process corrnnences? After the siting pr~T

cess ,._.but beforepermi.ts are .issued for plants -to be built? Never? A combination
thereof (please specify)?: Or other?

8. ~Vhat should an Ers cover? Size? Type? Location decisions? Alternate technologi 57
Alternative mechanisms to meet demand (conservati;~~ price incentives, etc.)?

9.. Are the position papers required to be submitted under Ninnesota Statutes Chapter
116H.13 adequate for- determining the health. and environmental effects of a propOSE
facility? Why?

10. Should an EIS be done on total end use energy requirements for Minnesota? \fhy?

Policy Questions

11. Where should non-utility, non-governmental people impact in the process? At the
Ers stage? In courts? In hearings? Other (please specify)? Should these people
be funded? \Vhy or ,,,hy not?

12. \Vhat market forces in the economic sense exist for utilities? What incentives
exist for holding costs do,va?

13. ~fuat do you feel is wrong with the existing energy process? ~at ,,,ould you change
about the process? ~at is the most time-consuming aspect of the process and ho,"
or should it be changed?

14. In light of the recent suggestion that Ninneapolis should buy NSP plants, should the
government operate the utilities? 1;Vhy or ~"hy not?

15. Ho~" is uncertainty in the process affected by judicial review, the hearing examiner
process and imposed time constraints? Should any of these factors be changed? If
so, why? How do these factors affect uncertainty?

PR/jb
10/6/78
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III. THE SURVEY RESULTS

Of the 350 to 400 questionnaires sent out to interested persons, only 18

responses were received. All state agencies that in one fashion or another

regulate utilities responded. Only 9 of 187 questionnaires sent to the electrical

utilities were returned. The results from the public and utilities (about 5%)

are disappointing. However, most major utilities did respond.

Ten questions asked of nearly all recipients of the questionnaires are

summarized in the following 10 tables. The responses to the questions and many

comments are provided. References are provided on each question number from

each questionnaire grouping and for each respondent. The specific responses to

the questionnaires are contained in section four of this report. The questionnaires

are included with the responses and located just prior to them (see table of

contents).

The following comments and conclusions are drawn from the limited responses

received. The conclusions are not valid in the statistical sense, nor was the

questionnaire designed with statistical analysis in mind. Rather, as noted pre

viously, the survey was designed to determine if a consensus existed on the

problems or solutions to them.

Table .1-1 shows that 4 of the 6 people who responded to the question

believe that health and environmental factors should override the type of

facility.

Table 1-2 indicates that 15 of 16 who responded to the questions feel that

location factors can affect size and type decisions. The most common specific

factors include environmental effects, availability of cooling water, and the

ability to utilize district heating.

Table 1-3 indicates that many interested persons and the regulatory agencies

feel that size, type, and location decisions should be made by the regulatory

agencies. The utilities felt that they should make these decisions. Nobody felt

that the legislature should decide. Two interested persons felt the public should
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decide. There were 14 responses to this question. Most respondents felt that

environmental, health, economics, and land use factor should be included in these

decisions.

Table 1-4 shows that 4 of 9 respondents felt that size, type, and location

should be considered together. Of 9 respondents, 6 felt size and type should be

considered independent of need. Only the MEA liked the present situation (size

and type with need, independent of location). One felt that size, type, and

location should be considered with need, and one felt that size, type, and location

should not be decided by the government.

Table 1-5 shows that 8 of 23 feel that the E1S should be done before need.

Another 8 of 23 feel that the E1S should be done after need, but before the siting

decision. Only 7 of 23 agreed with the present system which is that the E1S be

done after need and after siting, but before permits are issued. One respondent

thought no E1S should be done. There was no unanimity within any group.

However, 15 of 23 felt that the E1S should be done earlier than is now the case.

Table ~-6 shows that the majority of respondents to the survey feel that

the E1S process should cover more than just location. Of 17 respondents, 11

felt that size and type should be included with location in the E1S. Other

respondents felt that alternative technologies should also be included in the

E1S process. Of these 10 respondents, 4 felt that alternative mechanisms such

as price incentives and conservation should also be included. Others felt that

economics (2), human lifestyle (1), social (1), and transmission lines (1) should

also be included in the E1S. The Supreme Court stated that the MEQB should

develop some independent expertise for evaluating any E1S.

Table 1-7 shows that of the 9 who responded, about half feel that the

position papers required to be submitted under M.S. §116H.13 are inadequate for

determining health and environmental effects of a proposed facility.
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Table 1-8 shows that about 40% (6 of 15) believe that an EIS should be done

on total end use energy requirements for Minnesota.

Table 1-9 shows that 10 of 17 respondents believe that the public should be

funded, at least to some extent, in order to participate in the decision-making

process. Of 13, 10 respondents felt they should participate at the EIS stage.

Of 8 respondents, 4 felt they should participate in court. Of 18 respondents, 16

felt they should participate at the hearing stage. Two suggested the rulemaking

stage, 3 the planning stage, and 2 not at any stage.

Table 1-10 shows that no respondents (13 of 13) felt that the government

should operate the utilities.

IV. THE SURVEY RESPONSES

Below are the responses to the surveys with the appropriate questionnaire

proceeding them.



TABLE I-I

QUESTION: IS THERE ANY FACTOR THAT SHOULD OVERRIDE THE TYPE OF FACILITY? *
(This is question 1 of the public group, question 4 of the MPCA group, question 3 of the PSC group,
question 13 for MEA, and question 6 of the utility group.)

GROUP

Public
Government
Utilities

NUMBER RESPONDING

4
1
1

NUMBER NO RESPONSE OR INDETERMINATE

14
6
8

RESPONSE:

GROUP YES NO

Public Supreme Court (Al)
CACWU (A2)
J. Haelti (AS)
J. Meissner (All)

Government MPCA (El)

Utilities UPA (C 1)

IF YES, ~JHAT

- Non-proliferation of power lines
- Public attitudes towards the technology
- Safety and human health
- Safeguardirig the environment

- Human and environmental effects

- Demonstrated health effects

+:-
w
VI

* The original question stated: "Hmv should the type of facility be determined? What criteria
should be used? Is there any factor that should override the type of facility?" The responses
to the first two parts of this question are reserved for Part I of this report.



TADLE 1-2

QUE::;TION: CAN LOCATION FACTORS AFFECT SIZE AND TYPE DECISIONS? HOH? SHOULD THEY?
(This is question 2 of the public group, question 3 of the MPCA group, question 3 of the PSC group,
question 12 for MEA, and question 5 of the utility group.)

GROUP
Public
Government
Utilities

RESPONSE:

NUMBER RESPONDING
8
3
5

NU}ffiER NO RESPONSE OR INDETERMINATE
10
4
4

GROUP
Public

YES
Supreme Court

CAQ.JU

J. \-Jaelti
M. Halton
MN Dept. Ed.
G. Lynne

(AI)

(A2)

(A5)
(A6)
(AlO)
(All)

NO COMMENT
- Human impact, environmental impact, relia

bility, and cost
- Availability of cooling water, transmission

distance, transportation distance, environ
ment (air, water, land), public health,
district heating, land use priorities, cri
tical areas, farmland, public attitudes

- Environmental effects
- Ground water supply, use district heating
- Avoid taking farmlands
- Air, population density, land use needs

should override

.j::'
W
0'>

Government

Utilities

D. Hendt
N. Bodin

MPCA (Bl)
MEQB (B4)
MEA (Bl)

UPA (Cl)

CPA (C2)

Kandiyohi (C3)
Runestone (C6)
MUA (Cl)

(A14)
(A18) - Size and type predetermine location, not

vice-versa

- Air & water constraints, district heating
- Air & water constraints, district heating
- Air & water constraints, district heating

- Cooling water, fuel availability, trans
mission distance
Cooling water, fuel availability, air,
transmission distance, land use

- Size - no; Type - fuel availability
- Ecology, scenic and historical sites
- Population center or wilderness area



TABLE 1-3

QUESTION: tiHO SHOULD ~~KE Tllli FINAL DECISION ON SIZE, TYPE, AND LOCATION DECISIONS? TIlE UTILITIES? THE GOVEfu~

MENT? THE LEGISLATURE? OR THE PUBLIC? WHY? PLEASE RM~K ORDER THE FACTORS YOU FEEL SHOULD BE CONSI
DERED IN MAKING THE FINAL DECISION.
(This is question 3 of the public response, question 12 of the MPCA group, question 5 of the PSC group,
question 16 for MEA, and question 24 of the utility group.)

GROUP
Public
Government
Utilities

NU}ffiER RESPONDING
5
4
5

NUMBER NO RESPONSE OR INDETERMINATE
13

3
4

RESPONSE:
GROUP
Public

UTILITIES

N. Bodin (A18)

GOVERNMENT

M. Walton (A6)
~lli Dept. Ed. (Ala)
D. Wendt (A14)

LEGISLATURE PUBLIC
CAC';..TU (A2)

w. Bradley (A15)

COMNENT
- If 50% or more opposed and no not util

ize 50% of facility with geographic re
gion, then no facility on community,
county, or regional level
No comment
Protect farmland
No comment
Local community
No comment

.f:'
W
'-J

Government

Utilities UPA eCl)
Kandiyohi (C3)

Crow liJing(C4)
Federated(C5)
Runestone(C6)

MPCA
MDH

MEQB
.!'iEA

(Bl)
(B2)

(B4)
(Bl)

Health, air, water, economics, land
Engineering, demand, health, environ
ment, economics, social

- No rank
- Economics, environment, technology

availability, fuel availability, power
deficit

Cost, environment, reliability
- Economics, energy conservation, fuel

supply, environment, cost and availa
bility of land, land type, transmission
line acceptance, rates

- No comment
- No comment
- No comment



TABLE 1-4

QUESTION: wIlliN, IDEALLY, IN THE LEGAL PROCESS SHOULD SIZE, TYPE, M~D LOCATION DECISIONS BE MADE?
(This is question 4 of the public response, question 5 of the MPCA group, question 14 for MEA, and
question 7 for the utility group.)

GROUP
Public
Government
Utilities

RESPONSE:

NUMBER RESPONDING
5
2
2

NUMBER NO RESPONSE OR INDETERMINATE
13

3*
7

GROUP
Public

Government

Utili ties

RESPONDENT
CAClm

M. Walton
P. Head
N. Nuessmeier
N. Bodin

MPCA
MEA

UPA
MUA

(A2)

(A6)
(Al3)
(A16)
(A18)

(B 1)
(Bl)

(C1)
(cl)

COMMENT
- Size, type, and location together, after need, after E1S, as

part of siting decision, may be done concurrently with need
- Size, type, and location together, after need
- Size, type, and location with need
- Size, type, and location together, after need
- Size, type, and location should not be decided by government,

utility decision

- Size and type with location or concurrently
- Size and type with need; location separate

- Size and type after need
- Type should be separate from need

.p
VJ
(Y.)

* The PSC group was not asked this question.



TABLE 1-5

QUESTION: IHLEN SHOULD AN EIS BE DONE? BEFORE THE CERTIFICATE
BUT BEFORE TilE SITING PROCESS COM1:1ENCES? AFTER THE
PLAlUS TO BE BUILT? NEVER? A COMBINATIOl'J THEREOF?
(This is question 7 of the public group, question 9
question 21 for MEA, and question 12 of the utility

OF NEED IS ISSUED? AFTER Tlili CERTIFICATE OF NEED,
SITING PROCESS, BUT bEFORE PERMITS ARE ISSUED FOR

OR OTl-iER?
of the MPCA group, question 8 of the PSC group,
group. )

GROUP
Public
Government
Utilities

NUMBER RESPONDING
15
4
4

NUMBER NO RESPONSE OR INDETERMINATE
3
3
5

RESPONSE:
BEFORE AFTER NEED AFTER SITING

GROUP RESPONDENT NEED tiEFORE SITING BEFORE PERMITS NEVER COMBINATION
Public Supreme Court (AI) X

CAC~m (A2) ~7 or XA

G. Glass (A3) X
J. Waelti (AS) X
M. Halton (A6) X
P. Gersmehl (A9) X -'"

(.v

MN Dept. Ed. (A10) X
'J:)

G. Lynne (All) X
P. Schwartz (A12) X
P. Mead (A13) X
D. Wendt (A14) X
H. Bradley (A15) X
N. Nuessmeier (A16) X
J. Meissner (Al7) X
N. Bodin (A18) X

Government MPCA (B1) X
HDH (B2) X
MEQB (£4) X
MEA (B7) X

Utilities UPA (Cl) X
CPA (C2) X
Runestone (C6) X
MUA (Cl) X



QUESTION: WllAT SHOULD AN EIS COVER? SIZE? TYPE?
MECHANISHS TO MEET DEMAND (CONSERVATION,
(This is question 8 of the public group,
question 22 for MEA, and question 13 for

TABLE 1-6

LOCATION DECISIOUS? ALTERNATE TECHNOLOGIES? ALTERNATIVE
PRICE INCENTIVES, ETC.?)
question 10 of the MPCA group, question 9 of the PSC group,
the utility group.)

GROUP
Public
Government
Utilities

NUMBER RESPONDING
10

3
4

NUMBER NO RESPONSE OR INDETERMINATE
8
4
S

RESPONSE:
ALTERNATE ALTE Rl\fAT IVE

GROUP RESPONDENT SIZE TYPE LOCATION TEC-INOLOGIES MECHANISHS OTHER-- --
Public Supreme Court (AI) X - MEQB should have

independent exper-
tise

CACWU (A2) X X X X X
J. \.Jaelti (AS) X X X X
H. TJalton (A6) X X X X X
P. Gersmehl (A9) X X X - Economics & social +='

+='
HN Dept. Ed. (AlO) X X X 0

G. Lynne (All) X X X X X - Human lifestyle
P. Head (Al3) X X X X
D. Wendt (A14) X X X X X - Economics
J. Heissner (All) X X X X

Government MPCA (B 1) X X X X X - timing, transmission
lines

HDH (B2) X X X X
MEA (Bl) X

Utili ties UPA (Cl) X
CPA (C2) X
Runestone (C6) X X X X X
HUA (Cl) X



TABLE 1-7

qUESTION: ARE THE POSITION PAPERS REQUIRED TO BE SUBHITTED UNDER M. S. § 116H.13 ADEQUATE FOR DETERJvlIl'HNG THE
HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS OF A PROPOSED FACILITY? l-JHY?
(This is question 9 of the public group, question 8 of the MPCA group, question 20 for MEA and question
11 of the utility group.)

MN Dept. Ed. (AIO)

GROUP
Public
Government
Utilities

RESPONSE:

GROUP
Public

YES

NUMBER RESPONDING
4
3
2

NO
CAC\m

G. Lynne
N. Nuessmeier

(A2)

(All)
(A16)

NUMBER NO RESPONSE OR INDETERMINATE
14
2*
7

COMMENT
No criteria for content, no public review,
location impacts size and type (not included)

- Each site has different needs
- Power line effects

Government

MEQB
MEA

(B4)
(Bl)

MPCA (Bl) Best estimate - does not give environmental
factors equal weight

- Insufficient data for EIS
Can't do EIS because site is not known

.r::-

.~

~

Utili ties UPA
Runestone

(C 1)
(C6)

- Not enough decisions made for EIS

"k The PSC group was not asked this question.



TABLE 1-8

QUESTION: SHOULD AN EIS BE DONE ON TOTAL END USE ENERGY REQUIREMENTS FOR MINNESOTA? WHY?
(This is question 10 of the public group, question 11 of the MPCA group, question 23 for MEA, and
question 14 of the utility group.)

G. Lynne (All)
N. Nuessmeier(A16)

J. Waelti (AS)
M. Walton (A6)
Mn Dept. Ed. (AlO)

D. l.Jendt (A14)
W. Bradley (AlS)

N. Bodin (AlB)

GROUP---
Public
Government
Utilities

RESPONSE:

GROUP
Public

YES
CAGWU

N~lBER RESPONDING
9
3
3

NO
(A2)

NUMBER NO RESPONSE OR INDETERMINATE
9
2*
6

COMMENT
- Planning and evaluating alternative tech

nologies for environmental impacts
For planning
For planning
Not practical
Energy directions change too much
Cost, time, obsolescence due to new tech
nologies
Future needs cannot be known at this time
Central energy planning implies inappropriate
scale and type
Cannot predict with any accuracy total end
use energy requirements

.j::

.j::

N

Government MPCA

Utilities UPA

Runestone

(Bl)

MEQB
MEA

(Cl)

(C9)
MUA

(B4)
(Bl)

(Cl)

- To show environmental impacts of alternate
sources compared with conventional

- EIS would be too conjectural
No EIS, but environmental report on generic
impacts

Consideration must be given to the environ
mental impact of small users at specific
locations

- Essential to planning
- Situation changes too fast to be meaningful

* The PSC group was not asked this question.



TABLE 1-9

QUESTION: WHERE SHOULD NON-UTILITY, NON-GOVERNMENTAL PEOPLE IMPACT IN THE PROCESS? AT THE EIS STATE? IN COURTS?
IN HEARINGS? OTHER? SHOULD THESE PEOPLE BE FUNDED? TfHY?
(This is question 11 of the public group, question 13 of the MPCA group, question 10 of the PSC group,
question 24 for MEA, and question 25 of the utility group.)

GROUP
Public
Government
Utilities

N~lBER RESPONDING
16

5
6

NUMBER NO RESPONSE OR INDETERMINATE
2
2
3

OTHER FUNDED

Rulemaking, planning YES
YES

RESPONSE:

GROUP
Public

RESPONDENT
Supreme Court
CACWU
T. Donovan

J. Waelti
N. Halton
K. Lochler
F. Smith
P. Gersmehl
MN Dept. Ed.
G. Lynne
P. Schwartz
P. Mead
D. Wendt
N. Nuessmeier
J. Meissner
N. Bodin

(Al)
(A2)
(A4)

(AS)
(A6)
(Al)
(AS)
(A9)

(AID)
(All)
(A12)
(A13)
(A14)
(A16)
(All)
(AlS)

EIS
X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

NO

COURTS
X
X

NO
X

NO

HEARING
X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

Early in process

Planning

Before

NO
NO
YES
YES

NO
YES
YES
YES
YES

YES
NO

COMMENT

- Necessary for equity in process
- Public cannot be constructive

~.Jithout funding

- Funding for notification only
For expenses, notification

- Alternative is just opposition

- Public are fanatics

- On study committees

- Transportation, food only

- Transportation only

4:'
4:'
W

Government MPCA
MDH
MEQB
PSC
MEA

Utili ties UPA
Crow THng
Federated
Runestone

HUA

(Bl) X
(B2)
(B4)
(BS)
(Bl)

(Cl)
(C4) NO
(CS) NO
(C6)

(el)

NO
NO

x

X
X
X
X

X

X
NO
NO

x

Planning

Rulemaking

No Place
After decision
Input into decision,

utility decides
Public advocate

YES - Effective
NO
NO
Through OCS/RUCD
?

NO



TABLE 1-10--

QUESTION: IN LIGHT OF THE RECENT SUGGESTION THAT MINNEAPOLIS BUY NSP PLANTS, SHOULD THE GOVERNMENT OPERATE THE
UTILITIES?
(This is question 14 of the public group, question 17 of the MPCA group, question 13 of the PSC group,
question 27 for MEA, and question 27 of the utility group.)

GROUP
Public
Government
Utilities

RESPONSE:

NUMBER RESPONDING
8
1
4

NUMBER NO RESPONSE OR INDETERMINATE
10

6
S

GROUP
Public

Government

Utilities

YES NO COHMENT
J. Waelti (AS)
F. Smith (A8) - Possibly, under some circumstances
MN Dept. Ed. (AlO) - Government not efficient
P. Schwartz (A12)
D. Wendt (A14)
N. Nuessmeier (A16)
J. Heissner (A17) - -l::'-

-l::'-
N. Bodin (A18) - Only if the government has a valid reason -l::'-

HEA (Bl) - Government cannot operate competitively
with private; cost too much

Kandiyohi (C3) - Government would raise costs
Crow Wing (C4) - Government not efficient
Runestone (C6)
MUA (Cl)
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V. LIST OF RESPONDANTS

(AI) Robert J. Sheran, Chief Justice, Minnesota Supreme Court

(A2) Rodney Loper, President, Clear Air, Clear Water, Unlimited

(A3) Gary Glass, Senior Research Chemist, Environmental Research
Laboratory - Duluth, Environmental Protection Agency

(A4) Thomas L. Donovan, Sierra Club

(AS) John J. Waelti, Professor, Department of Agriculture and
Applied Economics, University of Minnesota

(A6) Matt Walton, Director, Minnesota Geological Survey,
University of Minnesota

(A?) Karen Lochler, Executive Director, Environmental Education
Board

(AS) Frederick ~{. Smith, Associate Director, Center for Urban
Encounter

(A9) Phil Gersmehl, Associate Professor, Department of Geography,
University of Minnesota

(AIO) (NO NAtlE) , Minnesota Department of Education

(All) Gladwin A. Lynne

(A12) Pat Schwartz

(A13) Phyllis Mead

(A14) Donovan D. Wendt, Supervisor, Bass Brook Town Board

(AIs) Wendall Bradley

(A16) Norma Nuessmeier

(AI?) Jan Meissner

(A18) Neal A. Bodin, Ulteig Engineers, Inc.

(Bl) Sandra S. Gardebring, Executive Director, Minnesota Pollution
Control Agency

(B2) Warren R. Lm'lSon, Commissioner, Department of Health

(B3) Joseph N. Alexander, Commissioner, Department of Natural
Resources

(B4) Peter Vanderpoel, Chairman, Hinnesota Environmental Quality
Board
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(BS) Richard J. Parish, Chairman, Minnesota Public Service
Commission

(B6) Tobey Lapakko, Director, Office of Consumer Services

(B7) John P. Millhone, Director, Minnesota Energy Agency

(Cl) Philip O. Martin, General Manager, United Power
Association (UPA)

(C2) T. V. Lennick, General Manager, Cooperative Power
Association (CPA)

(C3) Axel H. Johnson, Manager, Kandiyohi Electric Power
Association

(C4) Louis B. Polasik, General Manager, Crow Wing Cooperative
Power and Light Company

(CS) Marvin J. Johnson, Manager, Federated Rural Electric
Association

(C6) Joseph O. Perino, General Manager, Runestone Electric
Association

(C7) R. G. Kirkham, Executive Director, Minnesota Municipal
Utilities Association

(C8) K. A. Carlson, Chairman, Environmental Committee, Minnesota/
Wisconsin Power Suppliers Group, Minnesota Power and Light
Company

(C9) M. L. Anderson, Manager, Public Affairs, Northern States
Power Company
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APPENDIX II

RECm'IMENDATIONS OF THE "FINAL REPORT OF THE HOUSE SELECT COHrUTTEE ON ENERGY. II

A. Renewable Energy and Conservation, General

1. It is recommended that the Legislature create within the Minnesota
Energy Agency an Energy Finance Board (EFB). The EFB would make
loans to individuals and businesses for construction of economically
feasible rene.vable energy systems, and for conservation projects.
In order to make such loans, the EFB should be granted revenue
bonding authority. In addition, the EFB should be granted authority
to provide loan guarantees to lending institutions \vhich loan funds
to individuals and groups for the construction of renewable energy
systems and for energy conservation projects. Systems that qualify
for loans would include: active and passive solar systems; wood
burning systems (including ,vood-fired electrical generating plants);
hydro-electric retrofit projects; gasohol plants; earth sheltering
systems; etc. No system would qualify for a loan unless it is deemed
to be economically viable enough to repay the loan.

2. It is recommended that the Legislature instruct the Department of
Economic Development to work to the maximum extent of its statutory
authority to promote and support small business establishments involved
primarily in the production, processing, or marketing of renewable
energy fuels or equipment designed to utilize renewable energy
sources.

3. It is recommended that the Legislature fund a study of the long-range
impacts of developing renewable energy systems on jobs and the economy
of Minnesota.

4. It is recommended that the Legislature (a) remove all state taxes
which impede the utilization of renewable energy sources and (b)
provide tax incentives for development of renewable energy systems
by the following:

(a) All rene.vable energy systems should be exempted from property
taxes.

(b) All materials used in rene,vable energy systems should be exempted
from state sales taxes. This could be accomplished by means of
a refundable credit on state income taxes equal to the amount of
sales tax paid on materials used in renewable energy systems.

(c) An investment credit, similar to the pollution control credit,
should be allmved to stimulate investment in rene,vable energy
systems.

Source: Final Report of the House Select Committee on Energy,
Minnesota State Legislature, January 15, 1979.
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5. It is recommended that federal tax credits granted to }1innesota
residents for en~rgy conservation and renewable energy systems
not be taxed by Minnesota as income.

6. It is recommended that the Legislature enact a 20 percent tax
credit, up to a maximum of $2,000 per unit, for the purchase
price of renewable energy source property as defined in the
Federal Energy Tax Act of 1978.

7. It is recommended that the Legislature enact a ten percent tax
credit up to a maximum of $200 per unit for the cost of insulation
and other energy conserving components (as defined in the Energy
Tax Act of 1978) to any residential structure built or substantially
completed prior to 31 January 1976. The credit would be available
for necessary materials and labor used to improve t~e energy
efficiency of owner-occupied or rental properties. The credit
would be granted for the tax year in which the expense is incurred,
beginning with the effective date of this act.

8. It is recommended, in order to encourage conservation and the
commercialization of renewable energy systems, that a pilot Energy
Extension Agent Program be started, with agents serving both rural
counties and suburban and urban localities. The agents would be
required to have a broad knowledge of the practical application
of renewable energy systems and conservation practices, and would
provide advice and information to interested persons or organizations.
The energy extension agents would work with individuals, groups,
businesses and local units of government on a one-to-one basis,
or on a group basis, in much the same manner as agricultural extension
agents work.

9. It is recommended that the Legislature require that all future state
buildings, whenever it appears economical considering the life cycle
costs of the buildings, make maximum use of renewable energy systems
such as active and passive solar, earth sheltering, etc., provided
that such systems do not interfere with the intended function of the
building. Plans for all buildings should be drawn up after consultation
with the Hinnesota Energy Agency (MEZ) and final plans must be approved
by the MEA prior to the start of construction. Local units of govern
ment and school districts also should be encouraged to submit building
plans to the MEA for review and comment on potential integration of
renewable energy systems.

10. It is recommended that the Legislature charge the Department of
Administration, in consultation with the Minnesota Energy Agency, with
conducting a study of existing state buildings to determine which
buildings could be economically retrofitted with renewable energy
systems. They should report their findings, along with recommendations
and cost estimates, to the Legislature.

11. It is recommended that the Legislature fund a study, through the
Minnesota Energy Agency, of the effects of zoning practices and building
codes on the utilization of renewable energy systems. The MEA should
report back to the Legislature with recommendations.
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12. It is recommended that the Department of Administration, Building
Code Division, in cooperation with the Minnesota Energy Agency, perform
a study of the current State Building Code to determine if the minimum
amount of glazing (windows) required for residences could be reduced
without increased risks to health and safety.

13. It is recommended that the Department of Education, in cooperation with
the Minnesota Energy Agency and the Building Code Division of the
Department of Administration, design an educational course for building
code inspectors on the proper installation and operation of wood burning
appliances and solar energy systems. All building inspectors would be
required to take such a course, which should be financed by the state.
Building code inspectors could inspect wood burning and solar units for
individuals, upon request, for safety and proper installation. Only
units which are certified as properly installed could receive the tax
breaks recommended in Number 6 above. Insurors should be prevented
from increasing rates for homeo\vuers who use wood burning appliances
that have been certified by a building inspector as being properly
installed.

14. It is recommended that the state examinations for architects and engineers
include questions showing that applicants for licensure have knowledge
of energy efficient design, materials, and equipment including the use
of passive solar technology. It also is recommended that the State
Board of Architecture, Engineering, Land Surveying and Landscape
Architecture establish a procedure for ensuring that currently licensed
architects are knowledgeable about energy efficient design, materials,
equipment and passive solar technology.

15. It is recommended that the Legislature fund a study by the ~linnesota

Energy Agency to examine the costs and feasibility of establishing a
rating system for classes of rene\vable energy systems. Such a rating
system would make available to the public information on the cost
effectiveness and energy efficiency of various brands and types of
solar energy systems, wind energy systems, \vood-fired heating/cooking
appliances, and other renewable energy systems. The MEA study also
\vould identify present sources of reliable rating information and their
current utilization by the public.

16. Small scale projects demonstrating the application of renewable energy
systems are important vehicles for energy conservation, education and
research. The federal government has given minimal support for such
projects. It is recommended that the Legislature move more aggressively
in this area, giving particular emphasis to energy demonstration projects
specifically related to Minnesota's climate and natural resources.

(a) The funding level for rene\vable energy demonstration projects
should be raised to $2 million per biennium. This appropriation
should include funds for the evaluation of funded projects.

(b) The Legislature should give greater direction to the Minnesota
Energy Agency concerning the type of demonstration projects to
be funded. High priority should be given to demonstration
projects involving \vood, passive and active solar, earth sheltering,
biomass utilization and flywheel storage. Medium priority should
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be given to projects involving gasohol and hydro-electric retrofit.
Low priority should be given to products involving peat and wind.
The state should continue to fund a variety of renewable energy
demonstration projects so that different alternatives, appropriate
to different parts of the state, are developed.

(c) The ~finnesota Energy Agency should be given authority to actively
solicit grant proposals for specific types of demonstration projects
so that greater direction can be given to the demonstration project
program.

(d) The Legislature should require that demonstration projects be dispersed
geographically throughout the state to provide easy access to
interested persons wherever they live.

(e) High priority should be given to projects conducted by small non
institutionally affiliated entrepreneurs, i. e., "backyard inventors."

B. Renewable Energy, Solar

17. It is recommended that the Legislature encourage the tfinnesota Housing
Finance Agency (MHFA) to increase its activities in the area of financing
solar active and solar passive energy systems on residences eligible
for construction or home improvement with grants and loans. Wherever
feasible, solar energy systems should be included among energy conserving
measures applied to all housing units subsidized by the MHFA. The
Legislature should further appropriate funds to serve as security for
MHFA financed loans for solar and renewable energy equipment used by
eligible low and moderate income persons and faTIilies in their dwellings.

18. It is recommended that the Legislature develop and codify definitions for
active solar energy systems and passive solar energy systems.

19. It is recommended that the Legislature instruct the Department of
Administration to amend the state building code to urge that all new
single family residences and duplexes be constructed in a manner permitting
the installation of solar active energy systems, including but not limited'
to a roof pitch and directional alignment suitable for retrofitting with
solar energy collecting devices. It is further recommended that local
zoning ordinances be considered which would encourage construction
techniques and building designs that permit retrofit with solar active
energy systems.

20. It is recommended that the Legislature consider a sun rights nuisance
clause allowing an action to be brought, similar to the clause deleted
from the 1978 solar portion of the Omnibus Energy Bill.

21. It is recommended that the Legislature direct the Minnesota Energy Agency
to expand its development and distribution of information on the benefits
and technology of passive solar energy systems. Information suitable for
builders, designers, and building code inspectors, and information of a
less technical nature suitable for distribution to the general public
should be prepared.
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22. It is recommended that the plumbing system in new single family residences
be required to include fittings to facilitate the future hook-up of a
solar Ivater heating system.

C. Renewable Energy, Wood

23. It is recommended that the Legislature conduct a study of state-owned
heating plants which could be economically converted to the burning of
wood and finance such conversions.

24. The technology and economic feasibility of small-scale wood fired
generating facilities appears to exist. It is recommended that the
Legislature establish and fund a task force made up of individuals
from the Minnesota Energy Agency, the Department of Economic
Development, and the Department of Natural Resources to research the
feasibility of a small to medium-sized wood fired electrical generating
plant. The task force should make recommendations to the Legislature on:
the advisability of such a plant or plants; best location of such
plants; control and ownership of such plants; financing strategies for
such plants; the existence of a long-term fuelwood supply; potential
environmental effects of such plants; the timber leases and other
miscellaneous issues surrounding the establishment of such a plant.
Consideration should be given in the study to the use of district
heating in connection with electrical generation.

25. It is recommended that any municipality or group of municipalities
operating a program for diseased tree removal be encouraged to make
available to members of the general public any and all tree material
that may be useful as firewood. The municipality shall establish
appropriate procedures to be followed by the public when engaged in the
collection of firewood. These procedures shall include consideration of
personal safety factors and the necessity to limit the spread of tree
diseases. The Minnesota Energy Agency shall develop suggested guidelines
for municipal programs to offer firewood to members of the general
public.

26. It is recommended that the Legislature prevent any municipality from
restricting fuelwood storage unless such storage would present a disease
or sanitation problem.

27. It is recommended that when any regulated public utility, any agency or
department of the state of Minnesota, or any local unit of government
cuts wood usable as firewood, members of the general public be given
an opportunity to harvest the firewood for personal use. The MEA would
promulgate appropriate rules for offering firewood to the public.

28. It is recommended that the Legislature strongly promote forestation of
plains areas in Minnesota and explore the possibility of transplanting
trees from densely forested areas to sparsely forested areas of the
state.

29. It is recommended that the Legislature encourage, by action of the
appropriate standing committees, the planting and management of wind
breaks to reduce energy loss from buildings.
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D. Conservation, Energy Audits of Public Buildings

30. It is recommended that the Legislature redefine the term "surveyil in
the Statutes so that it is broadened to conform to the pluralistic
meanings of audit. The public building audit program should be
structured in such a Ivay that all schools and local governments would
complete the inexpensive "building energy report" and ,vould then do a
mini-audit or a maxi-audit only if the building energy report indicated
a need to pinpoint opportunities for energy savings. This change would
result in great financial savings to schools and local governments which,
under current interpretation of the law, are required to perform maxi
audits on all buildings.

E. Renewable Ener~y, Other Sources (~lethane, Hydro Power, Gasohol, Wind)

31. It is recommended that the Legislature appropriate from the general fund
to the Minnesota Energy Agency for the biennium beginning 1, July
1979, th0 sum of $60,000 to conduct an analysis of the potential for
methane production from urban solid waste, sewage sludge and diseased
wood, insofar as similar studies are not being carried out by the
federal government or other states. In the event that such studies are
identil_Led, thG MEA shall monitor or cooperate in those parallel
atudies.

32. It is recommended that the Legislature fund a thorough inventory and
ass~ssment of the energy and economic potential of existing dam sites
in rfinnesota. It is further recommended that the Minnesota Energy
Agency be instructed to study and monitor new developments in the
technology of hydroelectric generation and hydromechanical po,ver
utilization, particularly those involving small scale and low head
applications.

33. It is recommended that the Legislature give ongoing consideration to the
economic and energy feasibility of producing and using gasohol in
Minnesota. It is also recommended that the state investigate the
possibility of implementing a gasohol demonstration project in Minnesota.

34. It is recommended that the Legislature explore the potential use of
existing facilities capable of the manufacturing of alcohol (e.g., sugar
beet processing plants and distilleries) for the production of gasohol.

35. It is recommended that the Legislature assess the potential of wind as
an energy source for Minnesota.

F. Emergency Energy Assistance

36. It is recommended that the Legislature amend Chapter 290A (Circuit Breaker)
by adding provisions for an income-adjusted credit for the cost of heating
fuels. The fuel credit would be refunded in one annual lump sum as an
addition to the income-adjusted homestead credit.

37. It is recommended that as an early priority in the 1979 Session, the
Legislature determine the scope and impact of any existing federal fuel
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assistance programs. The Legislature then should design a state-funded
program to supplement and/or broaden federal programs to assure that
~linnesota citizens are not denied heating fuel because of a legitimate
inability to pay for the fuel. The guidelines for any such assistance
programs should not contain disincentives to the weatherization of
residences affected by the assistance programs.

38. It is recommended that the Legislature establish an on-going program of
fuel cost assistance to aid low and fixed income persons and families.
Such a program should contain some or all of the following features:
statewide availability covering all fuels; a residency requirement (in
a given housing unit) of not more than three months; energy assistance
payments to be made monthly throughout the winter months; and needy
state residents should qualify regardless of eligibility for other
public assistance programs. The guidelines for such a fuel assistance
program should not contain disincentives to the weatherization of
residences affected by the assistance program.

G. Utilities and Utility Regulation

39. It is recommended that the Public Service Commission be required to
report to the Legislature by 15 March of each year on the utility
rate cases during the previous calendar year in which the final
Commission order differed significantly from the recommendations of the
Public Hearing Examiner. The report shall include reasons for differences
between the Examiner's recommendations and the Commissioner's final order.

40. It is recommended that the appropriate standing committee or committees
of the 1979 Session look into some apparently serious problems with the
organization and operation of the Public Service Commission and the
Department of Public Service. Realizing that the Legislative Audit
Commission (LAC) is currently involved in a program evaluation of the
Commission and Department, the suggested legislative investigation could,
in part, focus on following up recommendations of the LAC report.
Consideration should also be given to providing permanent, independent
staffing for the Public Service Commission rather than continuing the
shared staffing arrangement that presently exists.

41. It is recommended that the Legislature direct the Public Service
Commission to forward to the Board of Residential Utility Consumers (BRUC),
Consumer Services Section, Department of Commerce, a copy of all fuel
cost adjustment filings. The BRUC will review all filings and seek
Commission action if costs and expenses included in an adjustment appear
to be unjustified.

42. It is recommended that the Legislature prohibit termination of
residential utility service or fuel oil or LP gas deliveries during
,vinter months. This prohibition would be contingent upon minimum
monthly Ilgood faith" payments by the consumer to the supplier as determined
by Public Service Commission rule. Such a proposal should include
consideration of the following major items: (a) Should be designed in
such a 'imy that it meets the needs of those persons and families for
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whom it is intended; (b) Should not provide consumers with an
incentive for neglecting fuel bills that could otherwise be paid;
(c) Should not cause an increase in rates of customers who pay
promptly to cover the expenses of a larger number for late or
uncollectable accounts; and (d) Should not cause utility revenues
to deteriorate to the extent that bond ratings fall.

43. It is recommended that Construction Work in Progress (CWIP) not be
included in the rate base of regulated utilities.

44. It is recommended that all charitable contributions ~ade by a regulated
utility be excluded from the rate base.

45. It is recommended that the Legislature continue to allo" rates under
bond but require that all refunds for overcharges (collected under
bond) be made to consumers before the utility can file a subsequent
rate increase request.

46. It is recommended that the Legislature amend current statutes to require
that the Public Service Commission prepare guidelines or a formula for
the preliminary refund to rate payers of overcharges collected under
bond. At the time of the Commission's Decision and Order (not more than
12 months after the rate request filing), the utility would make customer
refunds based on the guidelines or formula. If there were rehearings or
appeals, a portion of the rates originally requested by the utility
would continue to be collected under bond even though the initial refund
procedure was activated. When the ultimate decision and rate schedule
are determined, the Commission would order refund of the additional
(beyond the first 12 months) excess revenues collected under bond.

47. It is recommended that the Public Service Commission be allowed to
continue its present practice of ordering refund procedures based on
consideration of the accounting capabilities of the individual utility.

48. It is recommended that the appropriate committees of the Legislature
monitor current Public Service Commission studies to determine how
utilities and customers would be affected by optional rate schemes. In
addition the Legislature should direct the Commission to require that
selected utilities offer optional rate schemes (including time-of-day
metering, peak load pricing, and dual metering) to a certain number of
customers in each user class. The schemes would be offered on an exper
imental basis to determine actual customer response and the cost impacts
for both the utility and the customer.

49. It is recommended that the Public Service Commission allow rate structures
within the residential class which encourage effective load management.

50. It is recommended that all utility customers be assessed a periodic
customer or service charge. The service charge is intended to cover a
portion of the costs incurred by the utility for customer metering
equipment, meter reading, billing and record keeping. The amount of the
charge should be clearly and fully disclosed on each customer billing
statement.
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51. It is recommended that the Public Service Commission approve all
procedures by which utilities estimate customer energy usage. The
number of consecutive months in which estimating is allowed should
be limited.

52. Current rate structures may act as a disincentive to the use of rene'vable
energy systems. Widespread use of renewable energy systems could have
an important impact on utility companies. It is recommended that the
Legislature fund a study, through the Minnesota Energy Agency, of the
potential impacts of the widespread use of renewable energy systems
on utilities and utility rate structures.

H. Miscellaneous

53.. It is recommended that the Legislature clearly define powers and procedures
to be used in the event of an energy supply emergency as defined in
Minnesota Statutes §116H.09.

54. It is recommended that the Legislature appropriate required matching
funds for the completion of Minnesota Energy Agency studies to determine
the feasibility of large scale hot water district heating in the metro
politan area.

55. It is recommended that the Legislature discourage the discontinuation of
district heating utility operations until an engineering and financial
study has shown that termination is the most appropriate action. In this
respect, the Legislature should fund part or all of the cost for studies
to evaluate options open to financially troubled district heating utilities.
Further, it might be appropriate for the Legislature to cover part or
all of the operating losses incurred by municipal district heating
utilities during the first two years that feasibility studies are being
performed.

56. It is recommended that the Legislature support, through the University
appropriation process, continued development of the University's district
heating and power project (Grid-ICES).

57. It is recommended that local units of government be precluded from
prohibiting earth sheltered construction and be allowed to grant variances
where feasible for earth sheltered homes. The Legislature should fund
a study of possible building code barriers to increased utilization of
earth sheltering technology.

58. It is recommended that the l1innesota Energy Agency monitor and support
research into methods of utilizing coal in economical and environmentally
satisfactory ways. The technologies that appear to be particularly well
suited to the Minnesota situation because of coal source, air quality
standards, etc., should receive highest priority.
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59. It is recommended that the Legislature fund a study of potential
problems relating to the state's responsibility for decommissioning
nuclear power plants at the end of their productive lives. The study
should identify strategies for decommissioning plants. In addition,
the study should produce recommendations on who should pay the cost of
decommissioning nuclear power plants and what role the state should play
in assuring that proper financial planning is carried out to pay for
decommissioning.
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APPENDIX III

RECO~lliENDATIONS OF THE POWER PLANT SITING ADVISORY COt1MITTEE

The following are recommendations from the 1977-78 General Power Plant

Siting Advisory Committee (PPSAC) to the Legislature requiring statutory changes

or appropriations with respect to electrical facilities and energy.

1. Citizen Advisory Committee:

The PPSAC feels that the establishment of a similar committee

to advise the MEA would be very valuable since the granting

of the certificate of need begins the whole process of constructing

a new electric facility. We suggest the following functions and

characteristics for this committee:

a. Advise the agency on its forecast and examine assumptions

on which the forecast is based;

b. Participate in actions on specific certificate of need

applications and become a party if it wished as provided

in EA 506 (a) to federal, state, and local agencies;

c. Be composed of citizen members from allover the state

who are not necessarily technical experts on questions

of need;

d. Function to educate agency officials and staff on citizen

concerns and educate the public on the importance of

decisions made during the need process; and

e. Advise the agency on specific aspects of the need process,

such as public participation and methods of improving public

understanding of need.

Source: Power Plant Siting Advisory Committee, Recommendations, MEQB,
January 26, 1978.
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Our committee has discussed at length methods of citizen involvement

in the need, siting, and routing processes. We have heard expressions

that citizens do not usually become involved in the certificate of need

hearings unless they are aware of a specific proposed location for

a facility. At the present time site designation follows need

certification. We have also heard that the technical issues involved

in need and forecasting are difficult for the public to understand.

The questions addressed at the certificate of need stage are directly

related to energy conservation, and the social and environmental costs

of energy growth. Some effective method of citizen involvement at this

stage must be found because ultimately it is individual citizen

actions that determine energy growth. Our committee believes the

establishment of this advisory committee is one step toward improvement.

The Energy Agency has advised us that availability of funds for such

a committee is a stumbling block. We request that these funds be

appropriated and that Ch. l16H.13 be revised as needed to establish the

committee.

2. Public Advisor:

The committee recommends that the provision in the PPS Act for a

public advisor be expanded as a concept to include the certificate of need

process. The committee does not recommend that a public advisor simply

be added to the Energy Agency, since this might contribute to the

segmentation of the process of siting plants and routing lines.

The public advisor should be involved from need through siting and routing.

We recognize that this is, in effect, calling for the establishment of

an office of public advisor since one person could not effectively

handle the whole process.
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Much of the background considerations in support of the establishment

of a citizens advisory committee apply to this recommendation as well.

Also, it is our determination that the logic that supported the provisions

for a public advisor in the amended PPS Act also apply to the certificate

of need process, perhaps to an even greater degree because need is

the critical first step. The public advisor would function in the same

manner as under the PPS Act.

3. The Environmental Policy Act should be amended such that the 10-day

period in which the certificate of need decision can be suspended by

the Environmental Quality Board should be increased to at least 30

days. The committee has been advised that the 10-day provision

pertains to all environmental decisions under the authority of the

Environmental Quality Board and is part of the Environmental Policy

Act. Our recommendation applies only to certificate of need decisions.

The EQB normally meets once a month. Most commonly, a special EQB

meeting would have to be called in order to suspend such a decision.

In practice, the 10-day time period is too short for citizens to gather

evidence and persuade the EQB to call a special meeting. When

compared to legal appeal times, la-days is also an unusually short time.

Thirty days is a normal time for legal appeals and the committee

believes that at this time it is more reasonable in this case.

4. "The Legislature should conduct an in-depth interim study of eminent

domain laws with respect to electrical utilities."

5. "We urge the Legislature to continue and expand its financial

support for energy programs in the schools and for the adult public. 1I
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APPENDIX IV

RECOMMENDATION OF THE
"FINAL REPORT OF THE LEGISLATIVE COMl:HSSION ON ENERGY"

It is recommended by the Legislative Commission on Energy that the State of
Minnesota engage in the following activities to achieve a better balance between
energy supply and demand in the years ahead:

I. Energy Resources Policy

Short Term Activites:

1. Secure a stable supply of natural gas and petroleum products
through federal allocation programs.

2. Encourage the development of alternative supply routes (particularly
through-Canada routes) for natural gas, crude oil, and petroleum
products.

3. Establish and administer a program for the allocation of natural
gas to end users in Minnesota.

4. Prohibit the extension of natural gas use for space heating and
water heating purposes.

5. Develop acceptable standards for the use of coal.

6. Encourage the gradual substitution of alternative fuels, particularly
coal, for oil and natural gas whenever possible.

7. Minimize the use of oil-fired and gas-fired electric generating plants
by the adoption of peakload-pricing utility rates.

8. Explore schemes to maximize the utilization of base-load (coal-fired,
nuclear, hydro) power plants.

9. Review with caution, limitation, and restriction the siting and
construction of additional nuclear power plants until the industry
develops a nuclear fuel cycle that is both safe and environmentally
benign.

10. Use Ivhatever means are available and necessary to encourage the
development and utilization of solar and wind powered energy systems
and other alternative energy sources suitable to Minnesota.

Source: Final Report of the Legislative Commission on Energy,
Minnesota State Legislature, June la, 1975
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I. Energy Resources Policy (continued)

Short term activities (continued)

11. Fund and encourage federal funding for research projects that
convert municipal wastes into usable energy.

Long Term Activities:

1. Encourage federally funded research on fusion energy.

2. Explore the possibility of interfacing electric utility distribution
facilities with residential and commercial energy systems powered
by solar or wind energy.

II. Commercial and Industrial Energy Use

Short Term Activities:

1. Agriculture, forestry, and food processing sector:

A. Protect our agricultural and forestry economic base by assuring
adequate supplies of fuel and fertilizer for these activities.

B. Encourage low-energy technologies and practices in agriculture
and forestry.

C. Discourage the processing and use of food or forestry products
that require large inputs of energy.

D. Encourage low-energy or renewable-energy food processing
technologies and processes.

E. Restrict commercial or residential development on agricultural
or forestry land.

2. Recreation sector:

A. Encourage low-energy recreational activities and tourism.

B. Discourage motorized recreational vehicles in favor of hiking
and bike trails, wilderness campsites, canoe routes, etc.

3. General:

A. Encourage commercial and industrial energy conservation measures.

B. Encourage high-efficiency technological designs.

C. Protect and promote low-energy use industries (especially those
that are labor-intensive).
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II. Commercial and Industrial Energy Use (continued)

Long Term Activities:

1. Encourage industries to be energy efficient (especially those
using petroleum and natural gas).

2. Discourage energy-intensive industries.

III. Transportation Energy Use

Short Term Activities:

1. Strongly encourage car-pooling and van-pooling.

2. Require that existing autos be operated at maximum efficiency and
that autos brought into the state in 1980 and thereafter achieve 20
miles per gallon.

3. Assure improved metropolitan public transit facilities and service.

4. Assist in upgrading intercity passenger service by both bus and rail
as an alternative to the use of private automobiles.

5. Retain and strictly enforce a 55 mile per hour speed limit.

Long Term Activities:

1. Assist in the development of mass transit facilities.

2. Control transportation corridor development to restrict increased
transportation energy use.

3. Assist in upgrading rail passenger and freig~t service.

4. Encourage communication as a substitute for transportation.

5. Encourage development projects which will minimize the need for
transportation by clustering residences, commercial establishments,
and employment opportunities.

IV. Personal Energy Use

Short Term Activities:

1. Develop a program to encourage the insulation and energy efficiency
upgrading of residences in the state.

2. Encourage wiser residential energy use patterns, particularly in the
areas of space conditioning, lighting, and appliance selection and
operation.
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IV. Personal Ener~~ (continued)

Short Term Activities: (continued)

3. Encourage the rehabilitation of central-city residences.

4. Encourage walking, bicycle riding, car-pooling, and the use of
mass transit whenever possible.

5. Encourage low-energy consumption uses of leisure time.

Long Term Activities:

1. Encourage cluster housing and multiple-family residences.

2. Encourage the development and construction of new housing styles
that are more energy efficient.

3. Encourage the extended use of consumer purchases followed by the
maximum practicable recycling.

It is recommended by the Legislative Commission on Energy that the Legislature
take the following actions in relation to the Minnesota Energy Agency and major
energy. policy issues: . - ._--::',::~

1. Retain the Energy Agency and support it with appropriations
sufficient for carrying out the energy policies and goals of
the state.

2. Require that the Agency employ feasibility studies to establish
project priorities.

3. Request that all Agency projects be restricted to reasonably short,
well-defined time frames.

4. See that an energy "supply and demand' game plan be developed,
aired publicly, refined, and periodically updated.

5. Consider reorganizing the Agency in such a \vay that the "Planning"
function is independent of other operating divisions--possibly
reporting to the director or deputy director.

6. Consider requiring that energy impact statements be submitted
prior to construction on all large projects in the state.
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APPENDIX V

RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE CITIZENS TASK FORCE ON ENERGY POLICY

INTRODUCTION

The Citizens Task Force on Energy Policy of the Minnesota Environmental Quality
Council ,vas appointed by Governor Anderson in October, 1972, with the charge to
examine "energy production and consumption patterns in the state with the aim of
developing specific recommendations for State Policy and action". The members
consist of a wide variety of people from throughout the state and from many walks
of life; including economists, ecologists, professors, house,vives, businessmen,
engineers and farmers. A list of Task Force members and their affiliations is
included in the appendix of this report.

The Task Force has met approximately 16 times through the course of a year and
subcommittees of the Task Force held approximately 24 additional meetings.
Representatives of oil, gas, coal, and electric energy suppliers were invited.
to address the Task Force or its subcommittees. In addition, the Task Force
consulted with University faculty, private engineers, energy experts from agencies
in State Government, authorities from the Atomic Energy Commission and interested
citizens. A number of articles from current journals and reports were circulated
to the Task Force, and a bibliography of references together with a list of
consultants is also included in the appendix.

The subcommittees established by the Task Force indicate the major areas of concern
which emerged during the discussions. The subcommittees and their areas of study
are:

1. Agricultural uses of energy
2. Transportation
3. Residential, commercial and industrial energy consumption
4. Short-term actions to alleviate immediate shortages
5. Research and development of new alternative energy sources

and efficient energy uses
6. Growth of energy use and pricing policies
7. Legislation

Reports of the subcommittees are included in the body of this report. There are
four important themes which occur throughout these presentations. They are:

1. Conservation of Energy: Short-term relief of local energy shortages
could be largely resolved through conservation measures. Continued
exponential growth in energy consumption will nullify any advances
made in pollution abatement or development of energy sources.
Energy conservation and a new ethic of energy responsibility are
mandatory to ensure long-term stability of energy resources.

Source: Citizens Task Force on Energy Policy, Final Report and Recommendations,
MEQB, November, 1973.
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2. Research and Development: Since Minnesota has no fossil fuel
resources of its own, the development of new and alternative sources
of energy should be undertaken to ensure stable, adequate supplies.
Some of the alternative sources discussed later in the report
appear to be less environmentally damaging and they will spare
fossil fuel resources for other uses.

3. Education: A public education program is essential to illustrate
the effects of excessive energy use, the potential for conservation
and the necessity for adoption of less consumptive life styles.

4. State Leadership: The Task Force believes strongly that the State
must take a leadership role in energy conservation both through
example and education. Visible public officials, particularly the
Governor, must continue to lead the way in promoting energy conser
vation.

RECOHMENDATIONS

In order to create emphasis, the recommendations of the Task
Force have been extracted from the body of the report and are
presented in the following section. They are organized under
the headings of the subcommittee reports where they can be
found with more extensive explanatory material.

The recommendations of the Task Force in the following areas
are:

The Energy Situation

1. THAT energy conservation measures should playa major role in state energy
policy.

2. THAT the Minnesota Environmental Education Council be directed to develop
educational materials and programs on the energy problem, particularly emphasizing
the importance of energy conservation.

3. THAT a state agency, possibly the Department of Administration, develop an
energy conservation program directed toward owners and operators of commercial
and industrial buildings, consisting of informational materials and knowledgeable
professionals who would be available for advice and evaluation of building systems
design and operation and further that any program of this type must begin with the
state setting an example to the private sector.

4. THAT the Governor publicly explain to the people of Minnesota the need for
energy conservation, and the effect certain of these measures could have on the
energy situation in the state.
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Environmental Effects-

5. THAT a thorough compilation of the environmental consequences of energy use
in Minnesota should be undertaken.

6. THAT the question of the kinds of fuels to be used in Minnesota Power Plants
be seriously addressed by the Minnesota Environmental Quality Council, with parti
cular emphasis on educating the people of the state on the alternatives which are
involved.

7. THAT the State, possibly through an Energy Commission should be authorized to
determine what type of fuel will be used in all new electrical generating plants
constructed in the state, and all remodeling of present facilities which entail
changes in the type of fuel used.

Short-Term Actions to Alleviate
Immediate Fuel Shortages

8. THAT a Committee on Energy Priorities be appointed to advise the Governor and
the Director of Civil Defense on:

a. Evaluating the overall fuel situation in the state;

b. The priorities for use of fuels within whatever federal
allocation system is devised.

c. In conjunction with developing priorities for fuel use, set
up contingency plans for drastic reduction in energy
consumption throughout the state if an emergency situation
develops.

9. THAT an educational program on the potential for energy savings through proper
maintenance of heating systems be prepared and presented.

10. THAT where electricity is available, decorative gas lights should be prohibited.

11. THAT state government immediately initiate an energy conservation program
emphasizing particularly measures to lower peak electrical demand as one of the
best, and perhaps the only, way to prevent the disruptive effects of a fuel
shortage on Minnesota residents this winter. Further, that a similar program
be developed immediately focusing on measures to conserve gasoline.

12. THAT savings of up to 25 percent of normal automobile gasoline consumption will
result from the following actions:

drive slower;
use air conditioning systems as little as possible;
keep your car in tune and well-maintained;
form car-pools.
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13. Tt~T the Environmental Quality Council i~~ediately develop a program for
recycling, or preferably reusing, as much state generated waste as is presently
feasible.

14. THAT the Commission on Minnesota's Future develop the specifics of a low
energy consumption alternative life style and evaluate the implications such a
life style would have for growth and the quality of life in }linnesota.

Residential, Commercial and Industrial

15. Tt~T the most important factor in developing a state energy policy is to
discourage inefficient energy consumption by all users of energy--residential,
commercial, and industrial.

16. THAT the State encourage proper maintenance of residences to improve energy
efficiency.

17. THAT energy inefficient heating and cooling systems be discouraged in all
buildings, and that the State, in particular, immediately develop specifications
which would ensure the utilization of energy efficient heating and cooling systems,
such as heat reclamation systems, in all public buildings.

18. THAT fresh air requirements in all buildings be reduced to the minimum required
for comfort and health with a special emphasis placed on the use of high efficiency
air cleaning devices and the re-use of exhausted air. He further recommend that
the Minnesota Department of Education immediately reevaluate its fresh air require
ments for schools with the goal of increasing energy efficiency through minimizing
this type of ventilation.

19. THAT the Department of Administration, in consultation with the Building Code
Division sponsor a study which would develop energy consumption specifications for
all buildings.

20. THAT large buildings and large complexes be required to install coal burning
capability and adequate flue gas cleaning in their heating systems.

21. THAT the use of high volumes of outside air rather than powered refrigeration
systems be encouraged in certain types of commercial and industrial comfort
cooling applications.

22. THAT lighting levels in all areas be evaluated, and lowered except in those
cases where high levels are definitely necessary. As an interim measure, the
standards set by the Illuminating Engineering Society (IES) which are now considered
"minimum" should be come the "maximum" allowable.

23. THAT the Department of Administration should immediately evaluate the
specifications it uses for lighting sources and lighting systems for all state
owned buildings to ensure that they follo," these recommendations.
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24. THAT studies be made to reevaluate the present lighting levels in outside
applications.

25. THAT the use of decorative, sign and advertising lighting be reduced and the
hours of operation of this type of lighting be restricted.

26. THAT the Legislature approve the "Truth-in Energy" bill which was introduced
in the 1973 session.

27. THAT legislation which authorizes energy efficiency labeling should also
authorize the designated agency to promulgate minimum efficiency standards for
appliances sold in the state, particularly room air conditioners, refrigerators,
and freezers, in those cases where there are wide variations in the efficiencies
of appliances with similar characteristics. Included in this responsibility
would be the development of minimum insulation standards for refrigerators,
freezers; and hot water heaters.

Research and Development

28. THAT the following energy sources be further developed for public use with
State Aid:

• Solar energy that would supplement our conventional heating
systems in homes and commercial buildings.

• Agricultural waste techniques to produce marketable methane
gas.

• Solid waste incineration systems that would recover the heat
value contained in the wastes and reduce transport energy required
in landfill methods required at present.

• Heat recovery systems and heat pumps with special regard for
their installation in commercial buildings and industrial
processes.

o Mass Transit Systems that will reduce energy expenditures of
approximately 1/3 to 2/3 of present requirements.

, Wind power that could provide up to 3 kilowatts of electricity
at the source location.

Specific recommendations for funding by the State are included in the subcommittee
report. Funding may take the form of grants, matching funds with industry, tax
incentives, etc. Programs are envisioned as pure research on the one extreme to
demonstration projects at the other.
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Growth and Pricing

29. THAT energy conservation be encouraged through manipulation of the pricing
mechanism.

30. THAT the Commission on Minnesota's Future should begin immediately to evaluate
the effect these pricing policies will have on economic growth in the state.

31. THAT the State should be authorized to regulate rates of gas and electric
utilities.

32. THAT this rate regulating authority consider peak pricing or seasonal prlclng
and that the entire rate structure for gas and electricity should be examined and
changed for those customers whose present prices do not equitably reflect actual
costs, particularly the substantially lower rates now given large volume customers.

33. THAT the taxing authority of the State should be used to alter energy prices
beyond market levels in order to encourage energy conservation and discourage
wasteful uses of energy.

34. THAT the following areas should be studied to determine the value of a tax
in encouraging energy conservation:

a. Taxation of all new, and possibly used, cars sold in the state
which have an engine size above a certain minimum horsepower
(or displacement);

b. Taxation of all cars sold with air conditioning units;

c. Basis for assessing car registration fees should reflect weight, and
therefore gasoline consumption;

d. Taxation of air conditioning units and frost-free refrigerators
and freezers;

e. Taxation of recreational motor vehicles.

Transportation

35. THAT it is imperative to reverse the industry-induced trend toward larger,
heavier, and thus more energy intensive automobiles by encouraging the public to
move toward smaller, lighter vehicles whose engines will consume less fuel.

36. THAT all future purchases of passenger cars by the State should be of vehicles
with engines no larger than realistically needed for the proposed usage.

37. THAT the present system of determining motor vehicle license fees be changed
so as to reflect the energy consumption of the vehicle.
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38. TPAT the effectiveness of a significantly increased gasoline tax be
evaluated by the State as a further means to encourage more energy efficient
transportation.

39. THAT the State of Minnesota consider the feasibility of lO~vered speed
limits in Minnesota.

40. THAT the desirability of allowing continued uncontrolled proliferation
of recreational vehicles, such as snowmobiles, all terrain vehicles, trail
bikes and motorized boats, ought to be reconsidered in light of their demands
upon our increasingly depleted supply of petroleum resources, not to mention
their obvious environmental impact.

41. THAT the Department of Administration immediately set up a car pool information
system such as that which has been developed by the Minnesota Department of
Highways and the University of Minnesota, and make it available to all State
employees in urban areas.

42. THAT urban' passenger traffic must move away from dependence on the private
automobile towards systems in which public mass transit supplies most transportation
needs.

44. TllAT the State insure that bus service be continued in those areas which
presently have such service, and that studies be made on the feasibility of
developing public transportation systemsin those urban areas which must now
epend on private transportation.

45. THAT a fair and open-minded evaluation of the PRT system for the metropolitan
area need be made immediately.

46. THAT immediate steps be taken to upgrade the passenger rail system in
order to make this system a viable alternative to the airplane for intercity
travel over short and medium distances.

47. THAT a Department of Transportation should be established at the State level.

48. THAT State officials urge the Federal Government to set rates to promulgate
regulations to encourage energy efficient modes of transportation.

Agriculture

49. THAT through appropriate machinery, the University of Minnesota and other
academic institutions be encouraged to conduct research in order to learn more
about the energy intensiveness of Minnesota agriculture and the significance of
any present trends toward greater use of energy.
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50. THAT the Department of Agriculture and the Agriculture Extension Service
consider evaluating) and unless significant unknown effects are found) promoting
those methods of husbandry which appear to be less energy intensive) such as the
following:

1. "minimum tillage";
2. interseeding of legumes;
3. use of manures and legumes as methods for nitrogen incorporation.

51. THAT good conservation practices and proper consideration of "total energy
use" per acre be made a part of the continuing education of farm operators, both
on the high school level and for later refresher courses.

52. THAT the Minnesota Environmental Quality Council establish a citizens task
force to examine the impact of "high technology" agriculture) with its energy
intensive use of large machinery, pesticides) herbicides) and fertilizer) upon
the environment and human health.

53. THAT a state agency such as the Minnesota Department of Agriculture) the
Department of Natural Resources or the Pollution Control Agency be designated as
responsible for monitoring the use of energy in agriculture) including the
evaluation of new methods of husbandry from a standpoint of energy use) impact
on the environment, and impact upon human health) in the near and long term.

54. THAT consideration be given to broadening the scope of agricultural infor
mation programs in Minnesota so as to assist and inform operators of small farms,
truck gardeners and other food producers who may not be well informed and who
may be likely to use less energy intensive methods.

Legislation·

55. THAT an energy commission bill be adopted with the following twelve sections:

a. An independent commission with:
b. Data collecting and forecasting functions,
c. Responsibility for a state energy plan)
d. Requirements for public participation)
e. Authority for state energy emergency plan)
f. Authority to examine energy rates and marketing practices,
g. Responsibility for energy conservation research)
h. Responsibility for a conservation education program,
i. Provision for promulgation of conservation rules and regulations)
j. Power to issue certificates of necessity)
k. Establishment of an energy surcharge, and
1. An appropriation sufficient to carry out the intentions of the act.
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56. THAT the Minnesota Energy Commission be directed to examine marketing and
distribution practices as well as pricing policies.

57. THAT SF 2237/JH2249, the "truth in energy" bill, and HF911/SF2073, the
"automobile horsepower tax", be passed as useful steps in the direction of energy
conservation.

58. THAT a Public Service Commission with rate setting authority be established.

59. THAT certificate of necessity and a promulgation of conservation regulations
be assigned to a separate, independent Energy Commission.
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APPENDIX VI

ISSUE SU}fr~RY OF THE 1979 INVENTORY REPORT. -

CHAPTER I - GENERATING PLANT SIZES AND TYPES

ISSUE: What types of large electric generating plants should be
considered in the Inventory of Study Areas?

Criterion:

Planning
Policy:

The criteria and policies in this Inventory shall apply
to all plant types.

Study areas shall be determined assqming specific plant
types and specific system technologies.

Criterion: Study areas will encourage the conservation of energy
through the utilization of the waste heat from thermal
electric plants.

Planning
Policy:

None at this time. While it is not possible to consider
all the factors associated with this criterion for the
entire state, it is possible to consider these factors
on a site specific basis.

Assumptions:

When it is necessary to assume a specific type of fuel to define
study areas, coal fired thermal-electric plants will be used.

ISSUE: \Vhat size electric generating plants should be considered
in this Inventory of Study Areas?

Criterion:

Planuing
Policy:

The criterion and planning policies in this Inventory will
apply to all plant sizes under the authority of the Minnesota
Environmental Quality Board.

Study areas will be determined for a range of plant sizes
between 50 megawatts and 2400 megawatts generating capacity.

Assumptions:

When it is necessary to assume a specific plant size to define study
areas, all of the following plant capacity ,vill be used: 50 megawatts
(~fiv), 200 ~v, 400 ~nv, 800 MW, 1000 MW and 2400 ~v.

CHAPTER II - ECONOMICS CONSIDERATIONS

ISSUE:

ISSUE:

ISSUE:

Can the economic considerations associated with plant size be
used in determining study areas?

Should coal transportation costs restrict study areas?

Can the local community and economic effects of power
plants be used in defining study areas?
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CHAPTER II (continued)

Criterion:

Planning
Policy:

Study areas will maximize the opportunities for community
and economic development.

None at this time. It is not now possible to propose a
planning policy that will allow study areas to be defined
on a statewide basis.

CHAPTER III - EXCLUSION AREAS AND AVOIDANCE AREAS

ISSUE: How can Exclusion Areas and Avoidance Areas be considered in
the definition of study areas?

Criterion:

Planning
Policy:

Planning
Policy:

Study areas shall not include land areas with significant
concentrations of Exclusion Areas and Avoidance Areas.

Exclusion Areas shall not be included in study areas.

Cells with 70% or more of the land classified as Avoidance
Areas shall not be included in study areas.

Assumptions:

Smaller Exclusion Areas; National Historic Sites and Districts, National
Historic Landmarks, and National Monuments are treated as Avoidance
Areas in determining study areas.

CHAPTER IV - WATER SUPPLY M~D WATER QUALITY

ISSUE: What water sources are adequate and available to meet future
plant demand?

Criterion:

Planning
Policy:

Criterion:

Planning
Policy:

Planning
Policy:

Study areas shall have reasonable access to a water' supply
sufficient for plant operation.

Study areas must allow for a water supply sufficient to meet
plant demand for the most severe periods of low flow on record.

Study areas shall minimize the removal of valuable and
productive water from other necessary uses and minimize
conflict among water users.

Major streams and Lake Superior will be considered potential
primary sources of water for power plant operation in defining
study areas.

As the Department of Natural Resources establishes protected
flow levels for the various stream segment, these limitations
will be used in defining study areas.
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Assumptions:

An annual plant capacity factor of sixty-five percent is assumed in
determining the water needs of an electric power plant.

One hundred percent wet cooling is assumed in determining the water
needs of an electric power plant greater than 200 lnv in capacity.

Only streams with an average annual flow greater than 100 cubic
feet per second are in this Inventory.

For this Inventory, the following protected flows have been assumed:
40 percent of average annual flow; 30 percent of average annual flow;
the flow exceeded 90 percent of the time.

In defining study areas for plants between 50 megawatts and 200 mega
watts, it has been assumed that water availability is not a factor
for plants at this size range.

While lakes and groundwater may in some cases be used as a primary
water supply for a power plant; due to the site specific nature of
the permitting requirements, lakes (except for Lake Superior) and
groundwater will not be considered a primary water supply in defining
study areas.

ISSUE: How can supplemental water and water storage be considered
in determining where adequate water for power plant operation
is most likely to be found?

Criterion:

Planning
Poticy:

Study areas shall have access to a water supply for plant
operation.

Supplemental water supply and water storage will be
considered in establishing a reasonable water supply.

Criterion: Study areas will minimize the removal of valuable and
productive areas from other necessary uses and minize
conflict among water users.

Planning
Policy:

For the purpose of defining study areas where adequate
water for a power plant is likely to be found, this
Inventory will assume storage of water in a reservoir.

Assumptions:

For the purpose of defining areas where adequate water for a power plant
is likely to be found, this Inventory will assume the maximum reasonable
reservoir size will provide 30,000 acre feet of usable water storage.

While lakes and groundwater may in some cases supply supplemental water;
due to the site specific nature of the permitting requirements lakes and
groundwater 'vill be considered a source of supplemental water in defining
study areas.
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CHAPTER IV (continued)

ISSUE: How far should the power plant be from its proven water supply?

Criterion:

Planning
Policy:

Study areas shall have reasonable access to water supply for
plant operation.

In defining study areas "reasonable access" should mean no
more than 25 miles distance from the source of water.

ISSUE: Can plants be sited in a manner to minimize impact on water
quality?

Criterion:

Planning
Policy:

Preferred study areas will minimize impact on water quality.

None at this time. The level of information required to
propose a planning policy has not been developed yet. It
is assumed that the various levels assumed for protected
flows would all be adequate to provide for waste assimilation.

CHAPTER V - AIR QUALITY

ISSUE: How can Air Quality considerations be used in defining study areas?

Criterion:

Criterion:

Planning
Policy:

Study areas shall minimize the adverse impact of power plants
on human health and welfare.

Study areas shall be designated in a manner compatible with
compliance with existing state and federal regulation.

Study areas shall not result in violations of the secondary
standards for 24 hour concentrations of S02 and particulates.

ISSUE: Should non-attainment areas be included as possible study areas?

Criterion:

Planning
Policy:

Study areas shall minimize detrimental effects on air quality.

Study areas shall be limited to Clean Air Act designated
Attainment Areas, or areas where offsets that can be applied
to a new power plant are available.

Assumptions:

Electric utilities will be able to obtain the emission offsets required
by the EPA and PCA for siting coal fired power plants in or near
Minnesota non-attainment areas.

ISSUE: How can the most productive agricultural land be considered in
determining study areas?

Criterion: Study areas shall minimize the removal of valuable and
productive cropland from agricultural uses.
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CHAPTER V (continued)

Planning
Policy:

Planning
Policy:

Planning
Policy:

The term "cropland" shall mean land whose current and
prospective use is primarily agricultural production.

"Most highly productive cropland" shall be defined as
the highest scoring 20% of the cropland in the state.

Study areas shall not prefer 5 kilometer cells in which
the "most highly productive cropland" constitutes 75% or
more of the cropland in the cell.

ca~PTER VII - COAL AVAILABILITY

ISSUE: What existing transportation systems are adequate to meet future
plant requirements?

Criterion:

Planning
Policy:

Planning
Policy:

Study areas utilize existing transportation systems.

Study areas shall be defined using all existing railroads.

Study areas shall be defined using existing waterways
presently capable of transporting large amounts of coal.

Assumptions:

- All existing railroads have the potential of being upgraded to allow
the use of coal unit trains.

ISSUE: How far should a power plant be from existing transportation?

Criterion,

Criterion:

Planning
Policy:

Study areas minimize the removal of valuable and productive
agricultural forestry, or mineral land from their uses.

Study areas minimize costs of power plant construction and
operation.

Study areas are within 12 miles of existing rail or waterway
transportation systems.

CHAPTER VIII - ASSOCIATED TRANSMISSION NEEDS

ISSUE: How can power plants be sited to minimize the need for additional
transmission lines or to minimize the need for additional rights of
way?

Criterion: Study areas shall minimize the need for additions to the
transmission network.



How far should the power plant be from its proven water supply?
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Study areas shall have reasonable access to water supply for
plant operation.

In defining study areas "reasonable access" should mean no
more than 25 miles distance from the source of water.

Planning
Policy:

Criterion:

IV (continued)
=-=-==::.-.:::....:...

ISSUE: Can plants be sited in a manner to minimize impact on water
quality?

Criterion: Preferred study areas will minimize impact on water quality.

CHAPTER V - AIR QUALITY

How can Air Quality considerations be used in defining study areas?

I
I
I
I
I
I

Planning
Policy:

ISSUE:

Criterion:

Criterion:

Planning
Policy:

ISSUE:

None at this time. The level of information required to
propose a planning policy has not been developed yet. It
is assumed that the various levels assumed for protected
flows would all be adequate to provide for waste assimilation.

Study areas shall minimize the adverse impact of power plants
on human health and welfare.

Study areas shall be designated in a manner compatible with
compliance with existing state and federal regulation.

Study areas shall not result in violations of the secondary
standards for 24 hour concentrations of S02 and particulates.

Should non-attainment areas be included as possible study areas?

I
I

Criterion:

Planning
Policy:

Study areas shall minimize detrimental effects on air quality.

Study areas shall be limited to Clean Air Act designated
Attainment Areas, or areas where offsets that can be applied
to a new power plant are available.

I
I
I
I
J

Assumptions:

Electric utilities \vill be able to obtain the emission offsets required
by the EPA and PCA for siting coal fired power plants in or near
Minnesota non-attainment areas.

ISSUE: How can the most productive agricultural land be considered in
determining study areas?

Criterion: Study areas shall minimize the re~oval of valuable and
productive cropland from agricultural uses.
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CHAPTER V (continued) I
Planning
Policy:

Planning
Policy:

Planning
Policy:

The term Ilcropland" shall mean land whose current and
prospective use is primarily agricultural production.

"Host highly productive cropland" shall be defined as
the highest scoring 20% of the cropland in the state.

Study areas shall not prefer 5 kilometer cells in which
the "most highly productive cropland" constitutes 75% or
more of the cropland in the cell.

I
I
I

C~~PTER VII - COAL AVAILABILITY I

Assumptions:

- All existing railroads have the potential of being upgraded to allow
the use of coal unit trains.

How far should a power plant be from existing transportation?

ISSUE:

Criterion:

Planning
Policy:

Planning
Policy:

ISSUE:

Criterion,

Criterion:

Planning
Policy:

What existing transportation systems are adequate to meet future
plant requirements?

Study areas utilize existing transportation systems.

Study areas shall be defined using all existing railroads.

Study areas shall be defined using existing waterways
presently capable of transporting large amounts of coal.

Study areas minimize the removal of valuable and productive
agricultural forestry, or mineral land from their uses.

Study areas minimize costs of power plant construction and
operation.

Study areas are within 12 miles of existing rail or waterway
transportation systems.

I
I
I
I
I

I
I

CHAPTER VIII - ASSOCIATED TRANSHISSION NEEDS

ISSUE: How can power plants be sited to minimize the need for additional
transmission lines or to minimize the need for additional rights of
~vay?

Criterion: Study areas shall minimize the need for additions to the
transmission network.

I,

I
I
I
I



CHAPTER IX - POWER PLANT STUDY AREAS

None proposed at this time. The information needed to define
study areas based on this criteria is not now available on a
statewide basis.

Study areas shall minimize the distance to electric loads.

None proposed at this time. While it is not now possible to
consider all the factors associated with this criterion for
the entire state, it is possible to consider these factors
on a site specific basis.
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Planning
Policy:

Planning
Policy:

Criterion:

CHAPTER VIII (continued)

I
I

'J
I
J
I
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I
I
-I

Source: llIssue Summary, II 1979 Inventory, MEQB, November


